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Preface

Preface

In the year 2000, I began a major graphics software project requiring an interpreted text script 
programming language that was extremely versatile and easy for me to create.  I knew about the 
PostScript® and FORTH programming languages and their extremely simple but yet versatile 
mode of operation.  Such programming languages operate by sequentially activating text tokens 
from a file, in conjunction with one or more token stacks and a dictionary of defined token words.
I call such a language that sequentially activates text tokens, a “token activated language” or 
“TAL” for short.  So I set about creating my own original TAL, which I called “TAC” 
(pronounced: tack).  TAC is an acronym for Token Activated Code.

A few years later, after creating my software project in TAC, I decided that TAC would make a 
good general purpose programming language, were it not for the fact that TALs are notoriously 
difficult to read and write computer programs in, mainly because of the absence of a high-level 
syntactic structure and the use of postfix notation.  However, TAC was a little different than other
TALs.  It used what I call “sequential reverse-flow activation” (explained in more detail in the 
main document).  Instead of merely activating tokens from left to right, as is the case for other 
TALs, TAC activates programmer-determined groups of tokens sequentially from left to right, but
the tokens in each group are activated from right to left (“reverse-flow”).  The implication is that 
a TAC program is not strictly written in postfix notation (unless the programmer wants to), but in 
groups of tokens with prefix notation activated in reverse.  With such a system, I soon realised 
that TAC could be modified to incorporate a high-level syntactic structure without sacrificing the 
versatility of a TAL.  The result of such a modification is that a TAC program could be written 
using any combinations of high-level syntax (as is typical of traditional high-level block 
structured languages) and TAL type syntax (as is typical of languages such as PostScript ® and 
FORTH) in a seamless manner.  And thus, the ETAC programming language was born.

ETAC™ (pronounced: E-tack) is an acronym for Enhanced Token Activated Code, that is to say, 
TAC with an enhanced syntax.  The ETAC programming language is, arguably, the first of an 
evolutionary step of dictionary and stack based token activated programming languages, capable 
of full traditional high-level block structured syntax with the versatility and efficiency of a token 
activated stack-based language.  Most programming languages are written by computer academics
who have extensive experience with programs written by student “programmers” which is 
reflected in the programming languages designed by those academics.  The ETAC programming 
language is designed for professional programmers, meaning programmers having a professional 
attitude, not necessarily programmers who work in industry or who have many years of 
experience.  As an experienced (but retired) software engineer who is also a (non-practising) pure
mathematician, I created the ETAC programming language to be reasonably permissive — the 
restrictions are to be with the programmer not the language.  The language is not designed with 
the restrictions to cater for amateur programmers (including student “programmers”) as most 
programming languages are today.  The ETAC programming language is entirely original; it is 
not based on any other programming language.

This document represents the first Unicode® release of the ETAC programming language (version
1-1) with basic support for the full Unicode codespace.  ETAC can now process source and data 
files encoded in UTF-8, UTF-16, and UTF-32, as well as in Windows-1252.

Victor Vella

Perth, Western Australia
1 August 2020
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Document Conventions

The following conventions are used in this document.

Document Conventions

Symbol  Meaning

‹x› separates x as a unit of information from the surrounding text.

x··· middle ellipsis means zero, one, or more of the same kind as x.

[x] means that x optional.

{x} means that x is the default value.

(x) groups x as a unit.

x|y means that only x or y applies, but not both (could have more than two options).

… ellipsis represents omitted text (as usual).
WS represents a whitespace character (916 to D16, or 2016).

SP represents a space character (2016).

CR represents a carriage return character (D16).

LF represents a linefeed character (A16).

EL represents the character or characters indicating the end of a text line.

X···XH X···X represents a number in hexadecimal notation (X is a hexadecimal digit).

n16 represents a number in base 16 (hexadecimal).

U+x represents a Unicode code point where x is in hexadecimal notation.

text maroon coloured italic text is a link to the text’s definition.

text  underlined green text is a link into the document.

text bold green text is a link into the document.

♦ indicates the end of a block of document text.
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Introduction

Introduction

This document defines version 1-1 of the ETAC™ Programming Language implemented in 
programs RunETAC.exe and AppETAC.dll version 3-0-6-ena.

(Australian English)

ETAC™ (pronounced: E-tack) is a syntactically simple but extremely versatile dictionary and 
stack based interpreted script programming language, and is a particular definition of a type of 
computer programming language called a “token activated language”, or more concisely, “TAL”. 
A TAL is defined by:

 A finite set of ‘token’ types, where each (non-marker) token type is associated with an 
unlimited number of possible values appropriate for that type.

 A special ‘marker’ token type not associated with a value.

 An unlimited number of defined possible states such that a state may change from one to 
another when each token is ‘activated’.  The particular state change that an activated token 
causes depends on the nature of that token (its type and value) and the current state.

 The tokens in an instance of a TAL (a ‘TAL source’) are activated according to sequential 
reverse-flow activation (described below).

A TAL source consists of a sequence of separate tokens partitioned into groups separated by 
marker tokens.  Each group is processed sequentially from left to right, but the tokens within each
group are activated sequentially from right to left.  Such processing is called ‘sequential reverse-
flow activation’.  For example, suppose that A, B, C, D, E, F, and G are the tokens in a TAL, 
and : (colon) is a marker token.  Then if a TAL source consists of the tokens

D B C : D E : A : D : G B :

then those tokens are effectively activated in the following order (from left to right)

C B D E D A D B G

You will notice that each group of tokens, in the TAL source, ends with a marker token, :, and the
tokens within each group are activated from right to left, while the groups themselves are 
processed from left to right.  A different TAL source consisting of

C : A D E D B : G B D :

will operate identically to the first TAL source because the tokens are effectively   activated in the 
same order as for the first TAL source.  The TAL programmer determines the grouping of tokens 
within a TAL source.  If a TAL programmer decided to write the TAL source, above, so that the 
tokens are activated strictly from left to right, he would write

C : B : D : E : D : A : D : B : G :

That is to say, he would simply place a marker token after each of the other (non-marker) tokens.

Note that a TAL need not incorporate sequential reverse-flow activation  as such.  A TAL could 
be designed, for example, to have an implicit marker token after each (non-marker) token, thus 
causing the tokens to be activated sequentially from left to right only.  This is the case for other 
TALs at the time of this writing.

As will be shown later, the sequential reverse-flow activation  of a TAL allows for considerable 
flexibility in the syntactical expression of a TAL source, resulting in programs that are easier to 
read and write than ones that are activated strictly from left to right.

Any programming language that can be converted to a TAL as part of the syntax of that language 
is itself called a ‘token activated reducible language’ (TARL).

1
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The ETAC programming language is a high-level syntactic enhancement of the TAC 
(pronounced: tack) programming language (which was not publicly released).  TAC is a TARL, 
and is an acronym for Token Activated Code.  ETAC is an acronym for Enhanced Token 
Activated Code.  Since ETAC consists of a syntactic enhancement of TAC, TAC is naturally 
incorporated into ETAC.  However, the definition of TAC needs to be understood as a 
prerequisite to properly understand the definition of ETAC.

An ETAC program is written in a text file which is interpreted directly by the Run ETAC Scripts 
program.  Because ETAC is a stack-based language, the ETAC programmer is responsible for 
maintaining the TAC stacks (especially the object stack).

Some of the noteworthy features of ETAC are:

1. Uses sequential reverse-flow activation .

2. An operator can be placed in any position within the parenthesis of an operator expression
(‘non-fix’ notation).

3. ‘if’, ‘choice’, and ‘iterative’ command structures can be modified at run-time.  The 
structure of accessing sequences of multiple depth can also be modified at run-time.

4. Any variable can have any type of value at any time, including another variable as value.

5. The size of sequences can change dynamically, and can have any mixture of elements 
including other sequences.

6. Capable of full traditional high-level block structured language style syntax, as well as 
traditional stack-based language style, or any mixture of both.

7. Can construct sequences and procedures at call-time (of a procedure).

8. Can internally create ETAC text script and execute it in a new ETAC session which shares 
command and operator definitions with the main ETAC session.

9. Can compile ETAC script into binary form for convenience (but is not required) via the 
ETAC Compiler program.

10. Contains an internal interactive debugger for visually tracing the activation of script 
tokens in ETAC scripts when running in debug mode.

In addition, a C++ computer programmer can extend the native set of commands and operators 
via external TAC libraries (implemented as dynamic linked libraries).  A standard TAC library is 
implemented internally to the ETAC interpreter.  An ETAC program can also execute C++ 
application program functions, which allows an application program to use ETAC as a macro 
language via a special ETAC dynamic linked library (AppETAC.dll).

In ETAC text script, variable allocation and type checking is done at run-time, and variables are 
not declared as having specific types.  In fact, variables in ETAC are emulated.  All data and 
processes defined by a programmer in ETAC are encapsulated in TAC objects that contain values.
A “variable” is a name that is associated with a TAC object intended to be different at various 
times during an ETAC session.  The value of such a TAC object is the “value” of the variable.  
Note that the value of a variable can itself effectively be a variable.

A variable name and its value is initially both allocated   to a dictionary and initialised at run-time,
not at design-time.  The same variable can have any type of value at any time within ETAC code 
as desired by the ETAC programmer.  Primitive value types are: integer  , decimal  , string  , 
sequence, procedure, command, operator, dictionary, memory  , mark  , null  , and execute custom  .  
These are implemented as different types of TAC objects, which typically exist in a dictionary on 
the dictionary stack.  TAC objects can also temporarily exist on two other TAC stacks for various 
purposes.

Two additional emulated value types in ETAC (but not TAC) are: (1) a structured data object 
implemented as a dictionary (this allows ETAC to emulate object-oriented programming), and (2)
a function implemented as a procedure.  These two value types are emulated by the ETAC 
interpreter.
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There are three control statements in ETAC: a single multiple-condition ‘if’ statement, a single 
versatile ‘iterative’ statement, and a single ‘choice’ statement (the structure of the equivalent of 
these statements in TAC can be modified at run-time).  There are no ‘goto’ statements in ETAC, 
since these are not required (there are other mechanisms that can be used instead).

ETAC text script can be pre-processed via pre-processor directives.

An ETAC text script file contains script tokens arranged by an ETAC programmer, which are 
interpreted by the ETAC interpreter, to create and manipulate TAC objects in a manner satisfying 
the requirements of the programmer.  An ETAC code file to be interpreted by the ETAC 
interpreter can be in one of the following forms:

1. Plain text as a regular (Windows-1252) or Unicode® (UTF-8, UTF-16, or UTF-32) ETAC 
(or TAC) script file (containing ETAC text script). (extension: *.etac)

2. Pre-processed and compressed ETAC text script file (containing ETAC packed script). 
(extension: *.ptac).

3. Compressed TAC binary file (containing TAC binary instructions). (extension: *.btac)

The ETAC Compiler program (ETACCompiler.exe) converts ETAC code files from one form to 
another, and does detailed syntax checking on ETAC text script files.  The help file 
(ETACCompiler.chm) for the ETAC Compiler program contains full details on how to compile and 
fully syntax check an ETAC program.  Note that it is not necessary to compile ETAC text script 
files to execute them.

The ETAC interpreter can be executed either from the MS-DOS® or Windows® environment via a 
command line.  From within Windows®, the command line is typically entered in a shortcut file.  
Note that ETAC is not   released for other platforms or operating systems — it is only released for 
the Windows® operating system using the x86 (32-bit) architecture (can also run on the x64 (64-
bit) architecture) beginning with Windows® XP.  Also, ETAC is released only in the (Australian) 
English language.  The help file (RunETAC.chm) for Run ETAC Scripts contains full details on how
to run an ETAC program.

ETAC is designed as a programming tool for use by programmers, not as an ornamental work of 
art for computer academics to marvel at.  As a consequence, ETAC is an easy and intuitive 
language to use with no gimmickry or ornamental features.  However, because ETAC is extreme 
versatile, and being a dictionary and stack based language, it is designed for programmers who 
are experienced.

The following code fragment illustrates some ETAC text script (without explanation).  Notice that
the code is in the form of traditional block structured style syntax, but keep in mind that ETAC is 
a dictionary and stack based language (note the pop and swap commands on the tenth line, which 
are typical commands of a stack-based programming language).  Comments are shown in green, 
and ignored by the ETAC interpreter.   Incidentally, the bold blue text represents some of the 
syntactic enhancements of ETAC over TAC.

[* Function Definitions *]
[* Determines if a sub-string exists in a string sequence. *]
FindString :- fnt:(pStrSeq[*str-seq*] pStr[*str*]) [* => bool *]
{
RtnVal :- false; [*rtn*]
SrcStr :- ?;

   do with SrcStr of pStrSeq while not RtnVal
   {
      RtnVal := ( pop swap find_str pStr SrcStr != -1 ); [* Tenth line. *]
   };

   RtnVal; [*RETURN*]
};
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[* Splits a string sequence at a line number and character offset. *]
SplitLines :- fnt:(pTextLines[*str-seq*] pLineNum[*int*] pCharOff[*int*])
{
ExtrLine :- ?;

   ExtrLine := pTextLines%[pLineNum] :=
extr_str 0 pCharOff pTextLines%[pLineNum];

   if ( |pTextLines| = pLineNum ) then
      {pTextLines +:= ExtrLine;}
   else
      {pTextLines<%[(pLineNum + 1)] := ExtrLine;}
   endif;
};

[* Function Calls *]
TextLines :- ["A string", "Another one", "Final string"];
Found := FindString(TextLines "one");
SplitLines(TextLines 2 7);

The code fragment below shows that the ETAC text script above can be converted to an 
equivalent TAL source (see instruction form).  Each semicolon is a marker token with a single 
token (TAC text instruction) before it, therefore the tokens are activated from left to right.  
Obviously, the high-level syntax of the code above is easier to read and write than the equivalent 
code below, and an ETAC programmer would not normally write an ETAC program in the form 
shown below.  However, the ETAC interpreter internally converts the code above to an efficient 
equivalent of the code below then activates each token from left to right.

CMD:start_proc; LBC:false; STR:"RtnVal"; LBC:new_dict_item; NUL:; 
STR:"SrcStr"; LBC:new_dict_item; CMD:start_proc; LBC:start_op; INT:-1; 
LBO:n_equal; LBC:SrcStr; LBC:pStr; LBC:find_str; LBC:swap; LBC:pop; 
LBC:end_op; STR:"RtnVal"; LBC:asn_dict_item; CMD:end_proc; CMD:@:Defr; 
CMD:start_proc; LBC:RtnVal; LBC:not; CMD:end_proc; CMD:@:Defr; 
LBC:pStrSeq; LBC:SrcStr; CMD:@:Defr; INT:6; LBC:@:Do; LBC:RtnVal; 
CMD:end_proc; CMD:start_seq; STR:"pStrSeq"; STR:"pStr"; CMD:end_seq; 
CMD:@:FntDef; STR:"FindString"; CMD:new_dict_item; CMD:start_proc; NUL:; 
STR:"ExtrLine"; LBC:new_dict_item; CMD:start_proc; LBC:start_seq; 
LBC:pLineNum; LBC:end_seq; CMD:end_proc; LBC:pTextLines; LBC:@:GetElm; 
LBC:pCharOff; INT:0; LBC:extr_str; CMD:start_proc; LBC:start_seq; 
LBC:pLineNum; LBC:end_seq; CMD:end_proc; LBC:pTextLines; LBC:@:PutElm; 
STR:"ExtrLine"; LBC:asn_dict_item; CMD:start_seq; CMD:start_proc; 
LBC:start_op; LBC:pLineNum; LBO:equal; LBC:pTextLines; LBC:@:Size; 
LBC:end_op; CMD:end_proc; CMD:start_proc; LBC:ExtrLine; LBC:pTextLines; 
LBC:@:Append; CMD:end_proc; CMD:start_proc; LBC:ExtrLine; CMD:start_proc;
LBC:start_seq; LBC:start_op; INT:1; LBO:add; LBC:pLineNum; LBC:end_op; 
LBC:end_seq; CMD:end_proc; LBC:pTextLines; LBC:@:InsElm; CMD:end_proc; 
CMD:end_seq; LBC:@:_If; CMD:end_proc; CMD:start_seq; STR:"pTextLines"; 
STR:"pLineNum"; STR:"pCharOff"; CMD:end_seq; CMD:@:FntDef; 
STR:"SplitLines"; CMD:new_dict_item; STR:"one"; CMD:start_seq; STR:"A 
string"; STR:"Another one"; STR:"Final string"; CMD:end_seq; 
CMD:FindString; CMD:@:Call; STR:"Found"; CMD:asn_dict_item; INT:7; INT:2;
CMD:start_seq; STR:"A string here"; STR:"Another one"; STR:"The final 
string"; CMD:end_seq; CMD:SplitLines; CMD:@:Call;

The illustrative example below shows the syntactic versatility of the ETAC programming 
language.  A function, Factorial, to calculate the factorial of an integer using the recursive 
method is defined in a number of alternate ways.  The first way uses a traditional block structured
style syntax.  The code uses a parameter and a local variable.  A programmer not familiar with the
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ETAC programming language would not be able to tell that the code is written in a dictionary and
stack based language.

Factorial :- fnt:(pNum[*int*]) [* => factorial-int *]
{
Num :- pNum;

   if ( pNum = 0 ) then
      {pNum := 1;}
   endif;

   if ( pNum > 1 ) then
      {Num := Factorial((Num - 1));}
   else
      {Num := 1;}
   endif;

   (pNum * Num); [*RETURN*]
};

The second way to define the Factorial function is to use a procedure definition without using 
any variable parameters or local variables.  The procedure uses the given argument directly from 
the object stack.  Although the code runs more efficiently, it is more difficult to understand.

Factorial :- [* int => factorial-int *]
{
   if_then [{gt swap 1 copy_top;},
            {Factorial add2 -1 copy_top; mult2;},
            {pop; 1;}]; [*RETURN*]
};

The third way to define the Factorial function also uses a procedure definition without using 
any variable parameters, local variables, or the dictionary stack (other than for storing the actual  
procedure itself).  It uses only the object stack.  This code runs the most efficiently; it does not 
use the recursive method.  The factorial factors (1, 2, …, n) are all pushed onto the object stack 
first, then multiplied together.

Factorial :- [* num => num factorial *]
{
   (* 1 1 do_for {} 1 1 swap); [*RETURN*]
};

Most ETAC text script is written in the block structured syntax style, but various parts of the 
script can be made to execute more efficient by being converted to a stack-based syntax without 
variables where necessary.  Note, however, that using stack-based syntax is not necessarily   more 
efficient to execute than using the equivalent high-level block structured syntax.

Changes from Previous Publication

The following sections indicate the changes made in this publication from the previous 
publication (1 February 2019).  Most of the changes are adaptations to Unicode ®.

New Items

embed   ▪ eq_seq   ▪ uchar_cnt   ▪ wchar_cnt   ▪ src_path   ▪ dst_path   ▪ xor2   ▪ peekcp   ▪ peekuc   ▪ peekus   ▪ 
peekss   ▪ pokecp   ▪ pokeuc   ▪ pokeus   ▪ pokess   ▪ cvt_data_to   ▪ data_form   ▪ to_bin   ▪ to_txt   ▪ to_utf8   ▪ 
to_utf16   ▪ to_utf32   ▪ CHECK_ARGS   ▪ TEST   ▪ Escaped Single Quote   ▪ Unicode Escape   ▪
2.2.1      _      Setting the Trace Window Typeface  
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Enhanced Items

add   ▪ add2   ▪ cmd_to_str   ▪ extr_str   ▪ file_dlg   ▪ get_cur_dir   ▪ get_dir_path   ▪ get_file_list   ▪ 
get_full_path   ▪ get_prog_dir   ▪ get_str   ▪ get_temp_dir   ▪ ins_str   ▪ low_str   ▪ up_str   ▪ put_str   ▪ 
word_pos   ▪ trim_str   ▪ kw_args   ▪ mem_to_str   ▪ parse_str   ▪ push_val   ▪ peekc   ▪ pokec   ▪ read_file   ▪ 
write_file   ▪ remd   ▪ round   ▪ set_ws_delim   ▪ size   ▪ str_len   ▪ trunc   ▪ String   ▪ Sequence and String 
Size   ▪ String Character Access   ▪ Memory   ▪ Pattern String Specifications   ▪ Unicode File 
Specification   ▪ 2.2      _      The Trace Window       ▪ 2.3      _      The Debug Window       ▪ Appendix A: Keyword-
arguments Specifications

Other Information

In the case of the add operator, where one argument is an empty   memory stack object and the 
other is a string stack object, the string is copied to the memory stack object with a data form of 
UTF-16LE for the Unicode® version of the ETAC interpreter.  But in the previous (non-Unicode) 
version (version 2-0), the string was copied as Windows-1252 text.  In the current version of the 
ETAC interpreter (version 3-0), the data of such a memory stack object is written to a disk file as 
UTF-16LE text via the write_file command, but in the previous version it was written as 
Windows-1252 text.  Consequently, a token statement involving write_file may have a 
different effect in the current version.  For example, for the previous version, ‹Mem := (&0 + 
"file string"; write_file FilePath Mem;› wrote the memory data as Windows-1252 
text; in the current version, the same example writes the data as UTF-16LE text.  To get the same 
effect in the current version as for the previous version, the code in the example would need to be
changed to ‹Mem := (&0 + "file string"; write_file FilePath to_txt Mem;›.  
Alternatively, the code ‹…; write_file :!WF_WIN_1252: FilePath Mem;› can be used.

Chapter 1, The ETAC Programming Language, is the official definition of the language.  A 
programmer not familiar with the ETAC programming language should read this chapter first to 
get a general understanding of the language.

Chapter 2, ETAC Debugger, explains how to use the inbuilt debugger for programmers who are 
familiar with the ETAC programming language.

Chapter 3, Programming Guide, describes various aspects of using the ETAC programming 
language for creating ETAC programs.  This chapter should be read before a programmer writes 
their first ETAC program.

Chapter 4, Programming Reference, is a reference to the commands and operators that an ETAC 
programmer may need to consult while writing ETAC programs.

In addition, there are a number of appendices that an ETAC programmer may also need to consult
while writing ETAC programs.



1   The ETAC Programming Language

1
The ETAC Programming Language

This chapter is the official definition of the ETAC™ programming language.  The fundamental 
components of the language are described.  Components of the ETAC interpreter are also 
described.

This chapter should be read by a programmer not familiar with the ETAC programming language 
before that programmer begins their first ETAC program.  The reader is required to have a 
general knowledge of computer programming and, in particular, an understanding of the basic 
concepts of dictionary and stack based programming languages.

1.1 Introduction (Language)
ETAC is a simple but extremely versatile interpreted computer programming language allowing a 
computer programmer to create objects which can be manipulated to produce the desired effect.  
An application of the ETAC programming language typically exists in a text file written by an 
ETAC programmer.  The ETAC text script in the file is in the form of script tokens, most of 
which represent TAC objects.  There are script tokens that represent integer and decimal numbers,
strings, commands and operators, memory blocks, markers, sequences of TAC objects, and null 
TAC objects.  The ETAC interpreter consists of a script interpreter, a binary interpreter, and a 
TAC processor.  The script interpreter reads, pre-processes, and parses all the script tokens in the
ETAC text script, checks for correct syntax, then passes each script token (with a few exceptions) 
to the TAC processor.  The TAC processor creates a TAC object from each script token passed to 
it then activates the TAC object according to its type.  A TAC object carries out one of a number 
of predefined actions when it gets activated.

The TAC processor contains three TAC stacks: the object stack (where most of the action occurs),
the operator stack, and the dictionary stack.  An action can cause a TAC object to be pushed onto 
one of the TAC stacks, activate other stack objects, or create other stack objects based on existing
stack objects.  A sequence of stack objects can be created, and that sequence is itself a stack 
object.  Thus, subsequences of stack objects can be created.  The elements of a sequence of stack 
objects can be activated.

A certain class (comops) of TAC objects can contain a name.  The names of such TAC objects are 
held in a dictionary on the dictionary stack, and each name is associated with a TAC object or 
sequence of TAC objects.  When such a named TAC object gets activated, its name is found in a 
dictionary item on the dictionary stack, and the associated TAC object or sequence gets activated.
In this way, more complex TAC objects can be built up from less complex TAC objects.

A computer programmer familiar with the C++ programming language can create comops that 
perform actions written in C++.  This allows an ETAC programmer to be able to create TAC 
objects with any desired data based on the value of other TAC objects.  It also allows an ETAC 
programmer to be able to manipulate data in the operating system.  Such C++ code is 
implemented in an external TAC library.  However, the ETAC interpreter contains an internally 
implemented standard TAC library.  (See the document ETACWithCPP.pdf for full details on how 
custom ETAC comops can be implemented in the C++ programming language.)

ETAC is designed with the capability of controlling the internals of application programs 
originally written in the C++ programming language.  The application program needs to be 
constructed to incorporate that capability.  For example, when dynamically linked to an 
application program, the ETAC interpreter can communicate with that program via comops to 

7
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create data structures and carry out functions in that program.  Those comops, which exist in 
ETAC code, can execute subroutines within the application program.  The advantage of this is that
an ETAC text script file can be created by a user to use the functionality existing within an 
application program.  A typical example where such a system can be used is the creation of 
macro-like instructions by a user to control a word processor or text editor.  (See the document 
ETACWithCPP.pdf for full details on how ETAC can communicate with C++ application programs.)

ETAC has basic support for the full Unicode® codespace (U+0000 to U+10FFFF).  However, the 
support is only up to the Unicode scalar value level; character strings are not normalised.  ETAC 
supports only strict   conformance to the UTF-8, UTF-16, and UTF-32 encoding schemes; unpaired
surrogate code points are not supported.  For certain functionalities or parts thereof, only UCS-2 
(BMP Unicode scalar value) characters are supported.

1.2 TAC Objects
A TAC object is an entity that consists of the following properties: a type, a corresponding value, 
a current action, and a next action set.  In addition, a TAC object is associated with a nominal 
action.  All programmer data in ETAC exists in TAC objects.

The set of TAC object types are represented by the following code words: INT, DEC, STR, SEQ, 
PROC, CMD, CMDI, CMDL, OPR, OPRI, OPRL, MEM, DICT, MARK, NULL, and EXE.  The code words 
are for documentary purposes only.  The table below lists the TAC object types and the scope of 
their values, along with a reference to more detailed information.  Where applicable, the TAC text
instruction that creates the TAC object is also shown.

TAC Object Types and Value Ranges

Type Inst. Value Reference
INT INT: An integer from –2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647. Integer
DEC DEC: A decimal number from ±2.2250738585072014 × 10–308 to 

±1.7976931348623158 × 10308 and 0.0 (zero).
Decimal

STR STR: A consecutive sequence of Unicode® characters possibly containing
escape codes.

String

SEQ An internal reference to any number (including zero) of indexed 
stack objects understood as a unit.

sequence

PROC An internal reference to a sequence whose elements get activated. procedure
CMD LBC: A name having the syntax of a comop identifier. Command Label
CMD CMD: A name having the syntax of a comop identifier. command
CMDI CMD: An internal reference to a function defined internally to the ETAC 

interpreter.
intrinsic command

CMDL An internal direct reference to a dictionary item. linked command
OPR LBO: A name having the syntax of a comop identifier. Operator Label
OPR OPR: A name having the syntax of a comop identifier. operator
OPRI OPR: An internal reference to a function defined internally to the ETAC 

interpreter.
intrinsic operator

OPRL An internal direct reference to a dictionary item. linked operator
MEM MEM: An internal reference to a block of memory. Memory
DICT An internal reference to a dictionary. dictionary
MARK MRK: An internal integer from 0 to 7. Mark
NULL NUL: The internal integer zero. Null
EXE EXE: An integer representing a custom comop number. Execute Custom

 The items below Inst. are the TAC text instruction that create the TAC objects.  The LBC instruction 
causes a command TAC object to be created on the object stack.  The LBO instruction causes an operator 
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TAC object to be created on the object stack.  Blank slots indicate that the corresponding TAC objects 
are not created directly.

1.2.1 TAC Object Actions
A TAC object’s ‘action’ describes what the TAC object does when it gets activated.  The total set 
of TAC object actions are represented by the following code words: PushOnStack, 
PushOnDictStack, PushOnOpStack, ExeInt, ExeElms, ExeDict, and ExecCust.  The code words are for 
documentary purposes only.  The table below lists the possible TAC object actions and their 
meaning.

TAC Object Actions

Action Code  Meaning

PushOnStack Pushes a TAC object onto the object stack.

PushOnDictStack Pushes a TAC object (dictionary only) onto the dictionary stack.

PushOnOpStack Pushes a TAC object (operator only) onto the operator stack.

ExeInt Executes code intrinsic to the ETAC interpreter.

ExeElms Executes the elements of a procedure or sequence.

ExeDict Searches the dictionary stack for a dictionary item having the name of an 
appropriate TAC object.  The search begins with the topmost dictionary.  If 
the search fails, an error event occurs.

ExecCust Executes code defined in the standard TAC library or an external TAC 
library.

A TAC object has a default action (nominal action), which may be changed to an initial action 
when the TAC object is first created.  A TAC object is logically associated with an ‘action set’ 
and possibly a ‘next action set’.  A TAC object’s action set is the set of possible actions that can 
be performed by that TAC object.  A TAC object’s next action set is a set of ordered pairs of 
action codes representing a mapping of an action of a TAC object to its next action.  After a TAC 
object is activated, its current action is changed to its next action via the mapping.  Next time the
TAC object gets activated, that next action (which is now its current action) is performed.  If a 
TAC object does not have a next action, then no change is made to that object’s current action 
when the TAC object is activated.

The table below lists the action set and next action set for each TAC object type.

TAC Object Action Sets

Type Action Set Next Action Set
INT PushOnStackIN

DEC PushOnStackIN

STR PushOnStackIN, ExeDict (ExeDict, PushOnStack)
SEQ PushOnStackIN, ExeElms

PROC ExeElmsIN, PushOnStack (PushOnStack, ExeElms)
CMD ExeDictIN, PushOnStack, ExeInt (PushOnStack, ExeDict)
CMDI ExeIntIN, PushOnStack (PushOnStack, ExeInt)
CMDL ExeDictIN, PushOnStack, ExeInt (PushOnStack, ExeDict)
OPR PushOnOpStackI, ExeDictN, PushOnStack, ExeInt (PushOnOpStack, ExeDict)

(PushOnStack, PushOnOpStack)
OPRI PushOnOpStackI, ExeIntN, PushOnStack (PushOnOpStack, ExeInt)

(PushOnStack, PushOnOpStack)
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OPRL PushOnOpStackI, ExeDictN, PushOnStack, ExeInt (PushOnOpStack, ExeDict)
(PushOnStack, PushOnOpStack)

MEM PushOnStackIN

DICT PushOnDictStackIN, PushOnStack (PushOnStack, PushOnDictStack)
MARK PushOnStackIN

NULL PushOnStackIN

EXE PushOnStackIN, ExeInt (PushOnStack, ExeInt)

I Indicates the initial action for the corresponding TAC object.
N Indicates the nominal action for the corresponding TAC object.

1.2.2 Classes of TAC Objects
TAC objects can be classified in a number of different ways.  There are TAC objects that can: (1) 
store data (INT, DEC, STR, SEQ, MEM, DICT, MARK, NULL), (2) activate a list of other TAC objects 
(PROC, CMD, CMDL, OPR, OPRL), and (3) execute machine code (CMDI, OPRI, EXE).  In addition, 
some TAC objects contain resource values (SEQ, PROC, MEM, DICT), and the rest contain 
embedded values (INT, DEC, STR, CMD, CMDI, CMDL, OPR, OPRI, OPRL, MARK, NULL, EXE).

1.2.3 Stack Objects
For an ETAC programmer, there is sometimes no need to distinguish among certain TAC object 
types.  In that case, the term ‘stack object’ is used rather than the term ‘TAC object’.  Each of the 
TAC objects CMD, CMDI, and CMDL can be called a ‘command stack object’.  Each of the TAC 
objects OPR, OPRI, and OPRL can be called an ‘operator stack object’.  Each of the TAC objects 
INT and DEC can be called a ‘numerical stack object’.  Other TAC objects can also be called 
‘stack objects’ for convenience.

1.3 TAC Stacks
In general, a ‘stack’ is a last-in-first-out list of items (LIFO).  The ‘top’ of the stack is the most 
recent item put onto the stack.  There are three stacks (TAC stacks) used in ETAC: (1) the object 
stack (the main one), (2) the dictionary stack (for dictionaries), and (3) the operator stack (for 
operator TAC objects).  The TAC stacks have no defined size (their size is said to be “infinite”).

All three TAC stacks can be manipulated in various ways: The order of the TAC objects can be 
changed, TAC objects can be copied and duplicated, TAC objects can be created and deleted, the 
number of TAC objects on a TAC stack can be obtained.

Note that the ETAC interpreter does not intrinsically automatically maintain the TAC stacks; any 
maintenance of the TAC stacks must be explicitly done by comops existing in ETAC code.  For 
example, if a TAC object is pushed onto the object stack, it will remain there until some ETAC 
code explicitly removes it; if that TAC object is not removed, the ETAC interpreter will not 
automatically remove it.  Thus is the nature of stack-based programming languages.

1.3.1 The Object Stack
The object stack is the main working TAC stack, and can contain any type of TAC object.  The 
object stack is used mainly for passing data for processing among comop stack objects.  It can 
also be used for temporarily storing TAC objects.

1.3.2 The Dictionary Stack
The dictionary stack can contain only dictionaries.  A dictionary item in any dictionary on the 
dictionary stack can be searched for by name from the top of the dictionary stack to the bottom.  
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When a dictionary item is found, its associated TAC object can be automatically activated or 
pushed onto the object stack.

1.3.3 The Operator Stack
The operator stack can contain only operator TAC objects, and is used to temporarily store the 
operator TAC object in an operator expression until the last operator argument has been put onto 
the object stack.  Then, the topmost operator TAC object on the operator stack is automatically 
activated to carry out its intended purpose.

1.4 ETAC Program Files
The ETAC interpreter processes ETAC programs contained in operating system disk files to 
produce an effect as desired by an ETAC programmer.  An ETAC programmer originally creates 
an ETAC program in a text file (ETAC text script file).  An ETAC text script file can be encoded 
as a single-byte character file using Western European Windows® code page 1252 or as Unicode® 
UTF-8, UTF-16, or UTF-32 files with or without a BOM signature.  Other file encodings are not 
supported.  Note that ETAC supports only strict   conformance to the UTF encoding schemes; 
unpaired surrogate code points are not supported.  An ETAC text script file is pre-processed 
before it is parsed into tokens.

An ETAC program can also be an ETAC packed script file or a TAC binary instruction file.  The 
ETAC Compiler computer program can compress an ETAC text script file to an ETAC packed 
script file or a binary file containing TAC binary instructions.

1.4.1 Syntax Checking
Before an ETAC text script or TAC text script is executed, the ETAC interpreter does a minimal 
syntax check on those files just for the purpose of making sure that the file can execute properly.  
That minimal syntax checking is not designed to aid the programmer in debugging their ETAC 
scripts.  The ETAC Compiler program is used to do detailed syntax checks on ETAC text script 
and TAC text script files without executing those files.  See the document ETACCompiler.pdf for 
information about the ETAC Compiler program.

There are two conceptual   forms of syntax for the ETAC language.  ‘Primary syntax’ is the 
defined syntax as presented in this document.  ‘Derived syntax’ is syntax that is derived from 
primary syntax as a logical consequence of it.  For example, ‹[1, 2, 3, 4]› is a sequence 
expressed in primary syntax form;  ‹[do I to 4 {I;}]› is the same sequence expressed in 
derived syntax form.  The latter syntax is a natural consequence of the definition of a sequence 
expression.  Similarly, ‹B := A := 1 2;› is a derived syntax form of ‹A := 1; B := 2;›, and
‹B := A := B A;› (swapping the values of two variables, A and B) is a derived syntax form of 
‹X := A; A := B; B := X;›.  Derived syntax is possible as a direct consequence of ETAC 
being a dictionary and stack based token activated programming language — it is not additional 
syntax that has been added to ETAC.  The ETAC interpreter does not explicitly syntax check 
code written in derived syntax form.  Only the primary syntax forms are explicitly defined in the 
ETAC language and syntax checked by the ETAC interpreter.

1.4.2 Debugging an ETAC Script File
The ETAC interpreter contains an internal interactive debugger for visually tracing the activation 
of script tokens in ETAC scripts when running in debug mode.  Chapter 2             ETAC Debugger      , 
contains full details on debugging ETAC script files.
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1.4.3 Forms of ETAC Text Script
An ETAC text script file can contain one of two forms of code: (1) TAC text script only, (2) 
ETAC text script (which can include TAC text script with restrictions to comops in the form of 
variable identifiers).  An ETAC text script file, therefore, is processed differently depending on 
whether it has a certain tag (ETAC source ID) as the first text line of the file.  If the first line is 
‹[*::10ETAC-SOURCE-Vn::*]› (where n is the ETAC programming language version number 
of the code used in the file) with no other characters (includes no spaces at the beginning and end 
of the line) then the file is assumed to contain ETAC text script (2).  Otherwise, if the ETAC 
source ID is absent, the file is assumed to contain TAC text script only (1).

ETAC text script is an enhancement of TAC text script, so the nature of TAC text script must be 
described and understood before the nature of ETAC text script is described.

1.4.4 TAC Text Script
TAC text script consists of a series of script tokens separated by delimiters (which themselves are 
script tokens).  A script token is one or more lexical tokens that is meaningful to the script 
interpreter (and the ETAC programmer).  An arbitrary consecutive sequence of one or more 
script tokens can form a token statement, which is ended by a semicolon, or a comma if the 
statement exists within sequence ([…]) or procedure ({…}) tokens, or ended by a right square 
bracket or right brace.  Note that in TAC, there are no syntactically predefined statements — the 
programmer determines what sequence of script tokens forms a token statement.  The script 
tokens within   a token statement are activated (processed) from right to left (note that this is in the
reverse order than the normal left-to-right reading order).  The first (left-most) token statement in 
a TAC text script is processed, then the next token statement to the right is processed, and so forth
until all the token statements have been processed.  Such a method of activation is called 
sequential reverse-flow activation .

The following illustration shows three token statements and the order in which the script tokens 
are activated.  A, B, C, D, E, and F represent script tokens.  The red superscripts indicate the order 
that the script tokens are activated.

Token statements in TAC text script: A2 B1; C5 D4 E3; F6;

The three token statements are: (1) ‹A B›, (2) ‹C D E›, (3) ‹F›.

The order of activation of the script tokens is: B, A, E, D, C, F.

The script tokens in the following four token statements get activated in the same order as 
mentioned in the paragraph above.
B; E A; D; F C;

Script Tokens

A script token can exist in two forms; one is the instruction form, and the other one is the script 
form.  A TAC text script may contain a mixture of the two forms.  An ETAC programmer 
typically uses the script form.

Instruction Form of a Script Token

The instruction form of a script token (TAC text instruction) has the format:  ‹type:argument› 
where type is literally any one of: INT, DEC, STR, LBC, LBO, CMD, OPR, MRK, MEM, NUL, or EXE, 
and argument is an appropriate argument for type.  TAC text instructions are typically expressed 
as individual token statements (therefore each one ends with a semicolon), but they are not 
required to be expressed in that manner.  A TAC text instruction is the most explicit way to 
express a script token, and any TAC text script can be written entirely in TAC text instructions, 
however, using TAC text instructions is also the most difficult way to create a TAC program.  For
this reason, the script form of script tokens is typically used in a TAC program rather than the 
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instruction form.  For every TAC text instruction except the EXE instruction, there is a 
corresponding script form.

The following is an example of the instruction form of script tokens in a single token statement 
(the TAC text instructions are activated from right to left because of the semicolon at the end):

CMD:new_dict_item STR:"A" CMD:end_op INT:2 OPR:add INT:3 CMD:start_op;

The same example above is shown below where each script token is written as a single token 
statement (the TAC text instructions are activated from left to right).

CMD:start_op; INT:3; OPR:add; INT:2; CMD:end_op; STR:"A"; 
CMD:new_dict_item;

Note that script tokens in instruction form are rarely used since they are very difficult to read and 
write, and in any case they are unnecessary (the only exception is the execute custom   script token
which exists only in instruction form).  The ETAC Compiler program can be used to convert any 
ETAC code in a file to instruction form (typically for last-resort debugging purposes).

Script Form of a Script Token

The script form of a script token is a more natural and intuitive style of expressing script tokens.  
There are different classes of script tokens (in script form) serving various purposes.

Some script tokens are marker tokens.  A non-marker token is executed by the TAC processor, but
a marker token serves the purpose of marking the script at various positions so that the ETAC 
interpreter can take an appropriate action.  The marker tokens are: comma ‹,›, semicolon ‹;›, and
‹\EL› (in a pre-processor definition   command).

A script token may be identified by a qualifier lexical token.  The qualifier is part of the 
definition of the script token.  It serves to inform the script interpreter on how to interpret the 
lexical token that it qualifies so that the script interpreter can create the appropriate logical token.
The qualifiers are: grave accent ‹`›, ampersand ‹&›, colon ‹:›, double quote ‹"›, single quote ‹'›, 
hex field indicator ‹0x›, hex data indicator ‹0h›, and comment indicators ‹[*···*› and ‹*···*]›.  
‹::› is a qualifier relevant to the script pre-processor.  The two comment indicators, ‹[*···*› and 
‹*···*]›, and the text between them is a comment token.  Comment tokens are ignored by the 
ETAC interpreter.

Script tokens are delimited by the following lexical tokens (some of which are script tokens 
themselves):  ‹WS›, ‹,›, ‹;›, ‹(›, ‹)›, ‹[›, ‹]›, ‹{›, ‹}›, ‹\EL›, and comment token.  ‹WS› represents a 
whitespace token, which can be any non-printable character or a space character.  Whitespaces 
and comment tokens are pure delimiters, that is, replacing them with any other pure delimiter does
not change the functionality of the program.  A comment token functions as a whitespace token.  
‹\EL› is relevant in a pre-processor definition   command (EL is an invisible but implied end-of-line 
lexical token).

The script token ‹---:[label]› is a special instruction, called a ‘brake instruction’, activated only 
in the debug mode of running an ETAC program.  In a non-debug mode, brake instructions are 
ignored.  See Chapter 2             ETAC Debugger      , for more details.

TAC text script may contain pre-processor commands  .  Pre-processor commands   begin with ‹::› 
(two adjacent colons).  TAC text script may also contain pre-processor definition references  , 
which are delimited by colons, for example, ‹:FileName:›.

The following is an example of the script form of script tokens in a single token statement (the 
script tokens are activated from right to left, except for the symbolic dictionary item allocation   
script token, ‹:-›). 
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A :- (2 + 3);

The following example is the same as the example above, and shows how instruction form and 
script form can be mixed (although this is not usually necessary).

CMD:new_dict_item "A" CMD:end_op 2 + INT:3 CMD:start_op;

In TAC text script, TAC variables and comops have the syntax of comop identifiers.  (Compare 
the two examples above with the equivalent examples shown under Instruction Form of a Script 
Token   above.)

1.4.5 ETAC Text Script
ETAC text script is an enhancement of TAC text script, and contains high-level expressions 
(ETAC expressions) and statements (ETAC statements), which are internally implemented as 
commands.  Such high-level expressions and statements are possible because certain non-
alphanumeric characters in comop identifiers are dedicated to have special meanings in ETAC text
script rather than being part of the identifier.  Those characters and certain other words are 
reserved symbols in ETAC text script.  As a result, commands and operators in ETAC text script 
are in the form of variable identifiers (a restriction of comop identifiers).  However, ETAC text 
script can contain TAC text script but with the said restriction on commands and operators.

Only ETAC variables (rather than TAC variables) can be used in ETAC text script.

The first line in an ETAC text script file must   be ‹[*::10ETAC-SOURCE-Vn::*]› (where n is the
desired version of the ETAC programming language) with no other characters   on that line 
(including no whitespaces).

1.4.6 TAC Binary Instruction Files
TAC binary instruction files contain a binary form of TAC text instructions called TAC binary 
instructions.  TAC binary instruction files are produced by the ETAC Compiler program.  An 
ETAC program need not be compiled into a TAC binary instruction file to execute it.

The advantage of TAC binary instruction files over ETAC text script files is that they do not need 
to be pre-processed, parsed, analysed, syntax checked, and manipulated.  Consequently, they load
into the ETAC interpreter faster than ETAC text script files.  However, once loaded, they do not 
execute any faster than ETAC text script files.

1.5 Script Interpreter
The script interpreter is part of the ETAC interpreter that processes ETAC script.  The script 
interpreter consists of a lexical parser, a script pre-processor, and a lexical analyser.  These are 
conceptual stages, not necessarily separate stages in processing ETAC script.

1.5.1 Lexical Parser
The lexical parser parses ETAC script into lexical tokens, and may modify an internal copy of the
script slightly for ETAC script files.

1.5.2 Script Pre-processor
The script pre-processor blanks out comments   and whitespaces  , creates a ‘PDN table’ (pre-
processor definition name table) containing pre-processor definition names and their bodies (in 
text form), processes conditional pre-processor commands  , and processes the pre-processor 
inclusion   command.  The result is an internal pre-processed script, which does not contain pre-
processor commands   or comments  .
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1.5.3 Lexical Analyser
The lexical analyser uses the pre-processed script and the PDN table produced by the script pre-
processor to convert the lexical tokens to logical tokens.  The pre-processor definition references   
(these correspond to the entries in the PDN table) are expanded into logical tokens.  The resulting
logical tokens are syntax checked, modified, and rearranged as necessary.  The logical tokens are 
then passed to the TAC processor one-at-a-time.

1.6 Binary Interpreter
The binary interpreter processes TAC binary instructions by creating corresponding logical 
tokens.  The logical tokens are then passed to the TAC processor one-at-a-time.

1.7 TAC Processor
The TAC processor receives a logical token (via a function call from the lexical analyser or 
binary interpreter) as an object type and its value.  The TAC processor then creates a TAC object 
from the passed information and activates that TAC object until all logical tokens have been 
processed.

1.8 ETAC Text Script Tokens
This section (1.8) describes the details of the tokens within ETAC text script, which includes TAC
text script with certain restrictions (as specified where appropriate in this section).  The lexical 
tokens are described first, followed by script tokens.  Script tokens, which are relevant to the 
ETAC programmer, are composed of lexical tokens.  Script tokens are involved in defining the 
syntax and semantics of the ETAC programming language, so an ETAC programmer should begin
by understanding those first.

1.8.1 Lexical Tokens
The following is a table of lexical tokens that apply to both TAC text script and ETAC text script 
files.

Recognised by the script 
interpreter (excluding script 
pre-processor)

Recognised by the script 
pre-processor

Recognised by both 
(script interpreter and 
script pre-processor)

Common Lexical Tokens

WS \EL [*···* *···*] :: , ; " ' & `

: 0x 0h [ ] { } ( ) + -
/ * ^ = != < > <= >= ++ :=
:- ! ? '¯ \' \" \a \b \n \r \t
\v \f \\ \SP \x \#…# ---: INT: DEC: STR: LBC:

LBO: CMD: OPR: MRK: MEM: NUL: EXE:

define include ifdef then elsedef else endif and or not

inclusion name string pre-processor definition name string intrinsic comop name

extrinsic comop namea integer string decimal string hexadecimal string any string

a The extrinsic comop name is of the form of a comop identifier for TAC text script files, and a variable 
identifier for ETAC text script files.

The backslash lexical tokens, ‹\…›, can exist only within a regular string  , except for the ‹\EL› 
lexical token which can also be recognised outside a string   by the script pre-processor.  The 
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lexical token, ‹'¯› (single quote immediately followed by the macron character), can exist only 
within a raw string  .

The following is a table of additional lexical tokens that exist for ETAC text script files (they do 
not exist as lexical tokens for TAC text script files).  Note that none of the lexical tokens in the 
table below can be used as extrinsic comop names in an ETAC text script file, but can be used as 
such in a TAC text script file.

Additional Lexical Tokens

if then else endif when is endwhen do repeat
from to step with of while exitdo exitdo_if donext

donext_if void fnt: . @= += -= *= /=
and= or= data: +:= ++:= <% <%% % #
#* ~ | @ ++ -- $a

a The lexical token, $, is used internally by the ETAC interpreter.

For ETAC text script files, it is precisely the existence of the lexical tokens in the table above that
characterises ETAC as being a syntactic enhancement of TAC.

1.8.2 Script Tokens
An ETAC programmer creates an ETAC program in terms of script tokens, which are common to 
both TAC text script and ETAC text script files.  In an ETAC text script file, an ETAC 
programmer can additionally use ETAC expressions and ETAC statements.

The table below shows the script tokens that can be used in an ETAC text script or TAC text script
file.  The column under Inst indicates the equivalent instruction form of the script token, and the 
column under Comop indicates the equivalent comop that can be used instead of the script token. 
The column under Key indicates some characteristics of the script token.  The column under S 
indicates the characters that delimit the beginning of the script token, and the column under E 
indicates the characters that delimit the end of the script token.  The column under Reference 
indicates the main reference for the script token, where more detailed information can be found.

The text under the Key, S, and E columns are described in the tables below the following one.

Script Tokens

Script Token Instr Comop Key S E Reference
WS PTD Whitespace

\EL PD Line Continuation

[*···* … *···*] PQD Comment

::… PQ 1 1 Pre-processor Command

&… PQ 1 1 Pre-processor Operator

, TD Comma
; TD Terminator

:…: TQ 5 6 Pre-processor Definition Reference

comop identifier CMD: TI 5 6 Command

`… LBC: TIQS 5 6 Command Label

&… OPR: TIQO 5 6 Operator

`&… LBO: TIQS 5 6 Operator Label

0x… INT: TIQS 5 6 Hexadecimal Number

0h… TQ 2 6 Binary Block
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digits INT: TIS 5 6 Integer

decimal digits DEC: TIS 5 6 Decimal

"…" STR: TIQS 5 6 String

'…' STR: TIQS 5 6 String

!… MRK: TIS 5 6 Mark

&… MEM: TIS 5 6 Memory

? NUL: TIS 5 6 Null
EXE: custom TICS 5 6 Execute Custom
---: T 5 6 Immediate Breakpoint

[…] start_seq
end_seq

TICDS 5 6 Sequence Expression

{…} start_proc
end_proc

TICDS 5 6 Procedure Expression

(…) start_op
end_op

TICD 5 6 Operator Expression

… := asn_dict_item TIC 1 6 Symbolic Dictionary Item Assignment

… :- new_dict_item TIC 1 6 Symbolic Dictionary Item Allocation

+ &add TIO 3 4 Symbolic Addition
- &sub TIO 3 4 Symbolic Subtraction
/ &div TIO 3 4 Symbolic Division
* &mult TIO 3 4 Symbolic Multiplication
^ &power TIO 3 4 Symbolic Power
= &equal TIO 3 4 Symbolic Equal
!= &n_equal TIO 3 4 Symbolic Not-equal
< &less TIO 3 4 Symbolic Less-than
> &great TIO 3 4 Symbolic Greater-than
<= &less_eq TIO 3 4 Symbolic Less-or-equal
>= &great_eq TIO 3 4 Symbolic Greater-or-equal
++ &combine TIO 3 4 Symbolic Combination
'¯ T Escaped Single Quote
\' T Escaped Single Quote
\" T Escaped Double Quote
\a T Alert
\b T Backspace
\n T New Line
\r T Carriage Return
\t T Horizontal Tabulation
\v T Vertical Tabulation
\f T Form Feed
\\ T Backslash Escape

\SP T Backslash Escape

\xhh T Hexadecimal Escape

\#…# T Unicode Escape
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Key column in the Script Tokens table (above).

Key Meaning

P Pre-processor script token.

T Script token.

I Has corresponding instruction form.

D Delimiter.

Q Qualifier.

C Has corresponding command.

O Has corresponding operator.

S Creates an accessible stack object.

S and E columns in the Script Tokens table (above).

S\E Delimiters

1 WS

2 &

3 ‹WS›  ‹(›

4 ‹WS›  ‹)›

5 ‹WS›  ‹(›  ‹[›  ‹{›  ‹,›  ‹;›

6 ‹WS›  ‹)›  ‹]›  ‹}›  ‹,›  ‹;›

Script Token Details

The following boxed information describes each script token in detail.  The top row in each box 
corresponds to the first six cells (Script Token, Instr, Comop, Key, S, E) of each corresponding 
script token in the Script Tokens table above.  The ? beneath each box is a hyper-link to the 
Key, S, and E last three cells of the top row.

1.8.2.1 Whitespace

Whitespace
WS PTD

Details  ?
A whitespace (indicated by WS) can be a space, newline, tab, or any control character.  
Whitespaces outside of strings serve to merely separate one token from another, unless stated 
otherwise.  In some cases (mentioned in appropriate places), whitespaces are required. ♦
1.8.2.2 Line Continuation

Line Continuation
\EL PD

Details  ?
An end-of-line marker (indicated by EL) preceded immediately by a backslash character has the 
effect of regarding the next line of text as part of the current line.  In other words, the line 
continuation is replaced with SPEL (except for line continued strings  ).  A line continuation is valid 
only in the following cases:

 a pre-processor definition command (see Pre-processor Definition  );

 a string (see String  ).
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A line continuation token within a regular string   as part of the body of pre-processor definition   
serves simultaneously as a line continuation token for the string  .  A line continuation token 
within a raw string   as part of the body of pre-processor definition   is effectively replaced with EL 
(rather than SPEL) at the pre-processing stage.

In the following example for a regular string  ,

::define STR "this text is on a single line\\EL

this text is on the next line \EL

and this text is on the same line."

Var1 := :STR:;
Var2 := "this text is on a single line\\EL

this text is on the next line \EL

and this text is on the same line."

The value of both Var1 and Var2 (after the token statement has been activated) will be

this text is on a single line\LF

this text is on the next line and this text is on the same line.

The ‹\EL› at the end of the first two lines is a line continuation token for both the pre-processor 
definition   and the string  .  Note that the two backslashes at the end of the first line is interpreted 
as a single backslash by the string  .

In the following example for a raw string  ,

::define STR 'this text is on a single line\EL

\EL

this text is on the next line \EL

and this text is on the same line.'

Var1 := :STR:;
Var2 := 'this text is on a single lineEL
EL

this text is on the next line EL

and this text is on the same line.'

The value of both Var1 and Var2 (after the token statement has been activated) will be

this text is on a single lineCRLF

this text is on the next line and this text is on the same line.

The ‹\EL› tokens at the end of the first three lines are line continuation tokens only for the pre-
processor definition  , which replaces each one of those tokens with EL.  Subsequently, all but one 
of a contiguous sequence of EL markers are replaced with CRLF in the raw string   (that one EL marker 
is ignored).

An error event will occur if a line continuation exists in other cases. ♦
1.8.2.3 Comment

Comment
[*···* … *···*] PQD

Details  ?
Comments exist purely for the convenience of the ETAC programmer, and are effectively ignored 
by the ETAC interpreter (they are blanked out with spaces by the script pre-processor).  
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Comment text exists between a pair of matching comment delimiters.  The opening (left) delimiter
of the pair is a square bracket followed immediately by a contiguous series of one or more 
asterisks (*).  The series is delimited by a non-asterisk.  It has the form ‹[*···*c› (where c is a 
non-asterisk).  The matching closing (right) delimiter is a series of contiguous asterisks (with a 
non-asterisk start delimiter) of the same length as the opening delimiter, followed immediately by
a closing square bracket.  It has the form ‹c*···*]› (where c is a non-asterisk).  The first sequence
of characters after the opening delimiter that form the closing delimiter, outside of any comments 
that have the same matching delimiters, will be regarded as the matching delimiter.  Between 
these two comment delimiters, any characters can exist (except characters forming a matching 
closing delimiter outside of any comments that have the same matching delimiters).

A comment can be nested within an outer comment (to any level) having the same or different 
delimiters as the delimiters of the outer comment, for example, ‹[*I am a comment [* and I
am nested*] I am the rest of the comment*]› is a nested comment with the inner 
comment having the same delimiters (shaded) as the outer comment.  The following is an example
of comments nested with different delimiters: [**I am a comment [* I am nested*] I am
still a comment**].  The comment delimiters of the inner comment are regarded as text by 
the outer comment, not as comment delimiters.  Therefore, the following is also valid: [*I am a 
comment [** I am not nested, I am part of the comment*].  The shaded text is not 
regarded as a comment delimiter because it is different from the opening and closing delimiters of
the outer comment.  However, the following example is not   valid, and would result in an error 
event: [*I am what ? [* I am not nested, I am not a comment*].  The last comment 
delimiter is the closing delimiter of the shaded text; the outer ‘comment’ has no closing delimiter.

Care must be taken when using comments.  For example, ‹[****]› indicates only an opening 
comment delimiter with four asterisks, not both an opening and a closing delimiter with two 
asterisks each.  A way to achieve the desired effect (an empty comment) is: [** **]. ♦
1.8.2.4 Pre-processor  Command

Pre-processor Command
::c PQ 1 1

c One of the identifiers: define, include, ifdef, elsedef, else, then, endif.

Details  ?
Qualifies the immediately following text (c) as a pre-processor command.  See
1.8.3             Pre-processor Directives       for the details of specific pre-processor commands. ♦
1.8.2.5 Pre-processor  Operator

Pre-processor Operator
&o PQ 1 1

o The name of a pre-processor operator: and, or, not.

Details  ?
‹&› qualifies the immediately following text (o) as a pre-processor operator name.  See
1.8.3             Pre-processor Directives       for the details of specific pre-processor operators. ♦
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1.8.2.6 Comma

Comma
, TD

Details  ?
A comma instructs the script interpreter to scan the TAC text script backwards and activate script
tokens until another comma, or the left bracket of a sequence expression or procedure expression 
is encountered.  The script interpreter then finds the next comma (outside of a sequence 
expression or procedure expression) after the initial one and repeats the process until the right 
bracket of a sequence expression or procedure expression is encountered.  This method of 
activating script tokens is called sequential reverse-flow activation .

Commas may exist only within sequence expression and procedure expression brackets.  They 
function similarly to terminators   but only within the enclosed sequence expression or procedure 
expression.  It is syntactically invalid for a comma to follow a left bracket, or precede a right 
bracket, or follow another comma.  The following examples are syntactically invalid: ‹[, A, 
B]›, ‹{A, B, }›, ‹[A, , B]›.  The shaded text indicates the commas that are placed in an 
invalid position.

Related Information
Sequence Expression   ▪ Procedure Expression   ♦
1.8.2.7 Terminator

Terminator
; TD

Details  ?
A terminator (semicolon) instructs the script interpreter to scan the TAC text script backwards 
from the terminator and activate script tokens until another semicolon, the right bracket of a 
sequence or procedure, or the beginning of the TAC text script is encountered.  This method of 
activating script tokens is called sequential reverse-flow activation .

A terminator may exist only outside of all operator expressions, sequence expressions, and 
procedure expressions in TAC text script.  Note, however, that terminators may (and usually do) 
exist within procedure expression brackets in ETAC text script (see section 1.9.2             Procedures       for 
more details).  It is syntactically invalid for a terminator to follow another one.  The following 
example is syntactically invalid: ‹A; ; C›.  The shaded text indicates the terminator that is 
placed in an invalid position.

The last script token in a TAC text script must be a terminator token. ♦
1.8.2.8 Pre-processor  Definition Reference

Pre-processor Definition Reference
:p: TQ 5 6

p A pre-processor definition name (PDN).  The name must have the syntax of a PDN identifier.

Details  ?
Specifies that p is a PDN.  When this script token is activated, it is replaced by the body (which 
may be empty) of the pre-processor definition   of p.  The replacement is made by the lexical 
analyser not the script pre-processor.  Therefore all pre-processor definition   commands will have
been processed before the lexical analyser phase of processing ETAC script.  This implies that the
pre-processor definition   of p can be made after   the existence of the ‹:p:› in ETAC script.  Note 
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that the Unicode® code points of p in the pre-processor definition   of p and in ‹:p:› must be 
identical and in the same order.

A PDN and its body are created via the pre-processor definition   command.

Additional Information
1.8.3             Pre-processor Directives       ♦
1.8.2.9 Command

Command
c CMD:c TI 5 6

c The name of a command.  The name must have the syntax of a comop identifier.

Details  ?
A command can be either an extrinsic command or intrinsic command.  When an extrinsic 
command is activated, the dictionary stack is searched for the first dictionary item having the 
name c, beginning with the topmost dictionary.  If the dictionary item is found, the stack object 
associated with the dictionary item is activated.  If the dictionary item is not found in any 
dictionary on the dictionary stack, an error event occurs.  An intrinsic command is activated 
internally to the ETAC interpreter — the dictionary stack is not involved.

The length of c is limited by available memory.

See 4.5      _      Commands and Operators       for details about specific commands. ♦
1.8.2.10 Command Label

Command Label
`c LBC:c TIQS 5 6

c The name of a command.  The name must have the syntax of a comop identifier.

Details  ?
‹`› (U+0060) is the grave accent (or just ‘grave’) character.  It qualifies c as a command label.  
When a command label is activated, a command stack object having the same name as c is 
created and pushed onto the object stack.  That command stack object may subsequently be 
activated normally via ETAC code.  A command label, therefore, effectively defers the normal 
activation of a command stack object.

Command labels are typically used to create command stack objects inside a procedure.  When 
the procedure is activated, those stack objects get activated.

The length of c is limited by available memory.

See 4.5      _      Commands and Operators       for details about specific commands. ♦
1.8.2.11 Operator

Operator
&o OPR:o TIQO 5 6

o The name of an operator.  The name must have the syntax of a comop identifier.

Details  ?
‹&› (U+0026) qualifies o as an operator name.  When an operator gets activated, a corresponding 
operator stack object is created and pushed onto the operator stack.  Subsequently, when the left 
parenthesis of an operator expression or an end_op command is activated, the topmost operator 
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stack object (which should be the one just pushed) on the operator stack is activated (as 
described below).

An operator can be either an extrinsic operator or intrinsic operator.  When the operator stack 
object created via an extrinsic operator is activated, the dictionary stack is searched for the first 
dictionary item having the name o, beginning with the topmost dictionary.  If the dictionary item 
is found, the stack object associated with the dictionary item is activated.  If the dictionary item 
is not found in any dictionary on the dictionary stack, an error event occurs.  An operator stack 
object created via an intrinsic operator is activated internally to the ETAC interpreter — the 
dictionary stack is not involved.  See Operator Expression   for more information.

An operator typically exists within an operator expression.  The length of o is limited by 
available memory.  Note that the symbolic operators (‹+›, ‹-›, ‹*›, ‹/›, ‹^›, ‹=›, ‹!=›, ‹<›, ‹>›, 
‹<=›, ‹>=›, ‹++›) must not include the operator qualifier, ‹&›.

See 4.5      _      Commands and Operators       for details about specific operators.

Specific Information
Symbolic Addition   ▪ Symbolic Subtraction   ▪ Symbolic Division   ▪ Symbolic Multiplication   ▪ 
Symbolic Power   ▪ Symbolic Equal   ▪ Symbolic Not-equal   ▪ Symbolic Less-than   ▪ Symbolic 
Greater-than   ▪ Symbolic Less-or-equal   ▪ Symbolic Greater-or-equal   ▪ Symbolic Combination   ♦
1.8.2.12 Operator Label

Operator Label
`&o LBO:o TIQS 5 6

o The name of an operator.  The name must have the syntax of a comop identifier.

Details  ?
‹`› (U+0060) is the grave accent (or just ‘grave’) character.   It qualifies o as an operator label.  
When an operator label is activated, an operator stack object having the same name as o is 
created and pushed onto the object stack.  That operator stack object may subsequently be 
activated via ETAC code.  An operator label, therefore, effectively defers the normal activation 
of an operator stack object.

Operator labels are typically used to create operator stack objects within operator expressions 
inside a procedure.  When the procedure is executed, those operator expressions together with 
the operator stack objects get activated.  

The length of o is limited by available memory.

See 4.5      _      Commands and Operators       for details about specific operators. ♦
1.8.2.13 Hexadecimal  Number

Hexadecimal Number
0xh INT:0xh TIQS 5 6

h At least one and up to eight hexadecimal characters in the range ‹0› to ‹9› or ‹a› to ‹f› or ‹A› to ‹F›.

Details  ?
Qualifies h as a hexadecimal number.  When this script token is activated, an integer stack object 
is created with the value of h, and pushed onto the object stack.  The consequence is undefined if 
there are more than eight digits in h.

A hexadecimal number can represent 32 binary flags, or a true (–1) or false (0) value.  Such a 
number is said to have a boolean value. ♦
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1.8.2.14 Binary Block

Binary Block
0ha TQ 2 6

a A consecutive sequence of at least one pair of hexadecimal characters in the range ‹0› to ‹9› or ‹a› 
to ‹f› or ‹A› to ‹F›.

Details  ?
Qualifies a as a sequence of hexadecimal characters of any desired length.  This data is converted
to binary, and can be used only with a memory script token (‹&…› or ‹MEM:…›).  A hexadecimal 
character corresponds to four bits (one “nibble”); two hexadecimal characters correspond to eight 
bits (one “byte”).  The value of a must express only whole bytes; the character length of a must 
therefore be an even number.

See Memory   for more information.

Additional Information
Memory   ♦
1.8.2.15 Integer

Integer
i INT:i TIS 5 6

i A consecutive sequence of characters with the syntax:  ‹[{+} | - ]digit···›

where digit is a character from ‹0› to ‹9›.

Details  ?
i is interpreted as an integer in the range from –2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647.  When an integer
script token is activated, an integer stack object gets created with the value i, and pushed onto the
object stack.

An integer can represent 32 binary flags, or a true (–1) or false (0) value.  Such an integer is 
said to have a boolean value.

Other Information
Hexadecimal Number   ♦
1.8.2.16 Decimal

Decimal
d DEC:d TIS 5 6

d A consecutive sequence of characters with the syntax:

(1) ‹[[{+} | - ]   digit···]   .   digit···   [(e | E)   [{+} | - ]   digit···]› or

(2) ‹[{+} | - ]   digit···   (e | E)   [{+} | - ]   digit···›

where digit is a character from 0 to 9.

Details  ?
d is interpreted as a decimal number in the range from ±2.2250738585072014 × 10–308 to 
±1.7976931348623158 × 10308 and 0.0 (zero), with approximately fifteen-digit accuracy.  Not all 
decimal numbers within the said range can be represented exactly as a decimal.  When a decimal 
script token is activated, a decimal stack object gets created with the value d, and pushed onto the
object stack.
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Technical Note

The value of a decimal stack object is implemented in IEEE 64-bit format (double precision).  
Future implementations of ETAC may use a different format.

♦
1.8.2.17 String

String
"s"
's'

STR:"s"
STR:'s'

TIQS 5 6

s A consecutive sequence of characters possibly containing escape codes.

Details  ?
A pair of single (') or double (") quotation characters qualifies the enclosed text as a string.  
When a string is activated, a string stack object is created from the string and pushed onto the 
object stack.

There are two kinds of strings.  A “regular” string is delimited by double-quote characters 
(U+0022), and a “raw” string is delimited by single-quote characters (U+0027).

A regular string (first   syntax) can contain any characters except directly expressed double-quote 
characters.  A double-quote character ‹"› within a regular string is represented by ‹\"›.  Tokens 
having special meaning can also exist in a regular string; those tokens (“character escape codes”) 
are as follows.

Character Escape Codes

Escape Code  Meaning

\" see Escaped Double Quote  .

\’ see Escaped Single Quote  .

\a see Alert  .

\b see Backspace  .

\n see New Line  .

\r see Carriage Return  .

\t see Horizontal Tabulation  .

\v see Vertical Tabulation  .

\f see Form Feed  .

‹\\› and ‹\SP› see Backslash Escape  .

\EL see below.

\xhh where hh are two hexadecimal characters; see Hexadecimal Escape  .

\#…# see Unicode Escape  .

‹\0› should not exist within a regular string (the consequence is undefined if it does).  An ‹\EL› 
within a regular string is ignored (‹\EL› is a line continuation   token).  An EL (end-of-line marker) 
within a regular string is replaced with a linefeed character, LF (U+000A), regardless of what the 
actual end-of-line character (or characters) represented by EL is.  A backslash followed by any 
other character than mentioned above will result in an error event.

In the following example of a regular string,
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Var := "this text is on a single lineEL

this text is on the next line \EL

and this text is on the same line.";

the value of Var (after the token statement has been activated) will be

this text is on a single lineLF

this text is on the next line and this text is on the same line.

The EL on the first line is converted to an LF (U+000A), and the ‹\EL› on the second line is deleted 
by the ETAC interpreter.

A raw string (second   syntax) can contain any characters except directly expressed single-quote 
characters.  All characters within a raw string are interpreted literally, except single-quote 
characters ‹'› which are each represented by the character pair ‹'¯›.  Note that the macron ‹¯› 
(U+00AF, Alt+0175) is a post  -escape character, and is the only escape character recognised 
within a raw string; the escape codes defined for regular strings are interpreted literally in a raw 
string.  A macron character that is not   preceded by a single-quote character is interpreted 
literally.

Exactly one EL of a contiguous sequence of one or more EL markers within a raw string is ignored.  
The remaining EL markers are each internally converted to CRLF.

In the following example of a raw string,

Var := 'this text\n is on a single lineEL
EL
EL

this text is on another line EL

and this ¯text¯ is on the same '¯line'¯';

the value of Var (after the token statement has been activated) will be

this text\n is on a single lineCRLF
CRLF

this text is on another line and this ¯text¯ is on the same 'line'

Exactly one of the first three contiguous EL markers is ignored by the ETAC interpreter, the 
remaining two EL markers are each   converted to CRLF (U+000D U+000A).  The EL on the second last 
line is simply ignored.  Note how a single-quote character ('¯) is expressed in a raw string, and 
also note that ‹\n› remains as it is.

Raw strings are useful for expressing file paths, for example, 'C:\Dir\Subdir\file.txt'.

A string is an embedded value of the stack object containing it.  The length of a string is limited 
by available memory.

Note that a string can contain any Unicode® scalar value character (excluding U+0000).  In 
ETAC, strings are implemented in the UTF-16LE encoding scheme. ♦
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1.8.2.18 Mark

Mark
![n] MRK:n TIS 5 6

n A digit from 0 to 7.  If n is omitted then 0 is assumed.

Details  ?
When a mark script token is activated, a mark stack object gets created with the value n, and 
pushed onto the object stack.  A mark object can be used for whatever purpose is desired.  There 
are only eight mark objects numbered from 0 to 7.  The TAC processor uses only mark 0 (zero), 
so the programmer is best not to use that mark number.  The programmer should use mark 
numbers 1 to 7. ♦
1.8.2.19 Memory

Memory
&v MEM:v TIS 5 6

v A non-negative integer or binary block.

Details  ?
When a memory script token is activated, a memory stack object gets created and pushed onto the
object stack.  A memory stack object has a resource value consisting of a block of memory to be 
used for whatever purpose the programmer desires.  The first part of the memory block is the 
usable data which may be less than the size of the memory block itself.  A memory stack object is
typically used for manipulating the data of a disk file.

If v is a non-negative integer, it indicates the size of the memory block to be internally allocated.  
A value of 0 (zero) indicates a default size of 50,000 bytes.  The memory block is uninitialised.  
The usable data size of the memory block is zero.

If v is a binary block  , it indicates the actual bytes that the memory block is to be initialised with.  
The size of the internally allocated memory block will fit those bytes exactly.  The usable data 
size of the memory block is the size of the initialised data.

Every memory stack object contains an internal indicator of the data form contained within.  
There are seven possible data forms: binary data, standard text (encoded as Windows-1252), 
UTF-8 text, UTF-16 text (little-endian or big-endian), UTF-32 text (little-endian or big-endian).  
The default is binary data.  In addition, a memory stack object contains an internal BOM status 
indicator of whether the usable data within should be written with or without a BOM (byte order 
mark) signature via the write_file command.  The BOM status indicator has no other effect, 
and can be set by the read_file, data_form, and to_utf… commands or retrieved by the 
data_form command.

Every memory stack object also contains an internal input and a separate output file path 
specification for use with the read_file and write_file commands.  The internal path 
specifications can be assessed via the src_path and dst_path commands.

Note that, within a procedure expression, a memory script token is activated before the procedure
of that procedure expression is completely created.  Therefore, before the said procedure is 
activated, the memory stack object (and therefore the memory block) corresponding to the 
memory script token will have already been created.

The following pre-processor definition   names are defined for the data forms of a memory stack 
object.
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Data Form Indicators

Symbol  Meaning

:#MO_BIN: Non-text data or data regarded as binary (default).

:#MO_TXT: Standard (8-bit) character width text data (Windows-1252).

:#MO_U8: UTF-8 text data.

:#MO_U16_LE: UTF-16 text data (little-endian).

:#MO_U16_BE: UTF-16 text data (big-endian).

:#MO_U32_LE: UTF-32 text data (little-endian).

:#MO_U32_BE: UTF-32 text data (big-endian).

:#MO_NATIVE: Native data form for Unicode® strings on the Windows® operating system 
(same as :#MO_U16_LE:).

Note that the UTF formats must be well-formed code unit sequences  , otherwise an error event 
may occur or the consequence is unpredictable.  When verifying memory data for conformance 
with UTF-16 or UTF-32, ETAC commands regard UTF null terminator characters (U+0000) as 
being invalid.

A data form indicator can be explicitly set or retrieved by the data_form command, or 
automatically set by the to_bin, to_txt, to_utf…, cvt_data_to, and read_file commands.

Other Information
peekb   ▪ peekc   ▪ peekl   ▪ peeks   ▪ peekf   ▪ peekd   ▪ peekuc   ▪ peekcp   ▪ peekus   ▪ peekss   ▪ pokeb   ▪ pokec   
▪ pokel   ▪ pokes   ▪ pokef   ▪ poked   ▪ pokeuc   ▪ pokecp   ▪ pokeus   ▪ pokess   ▪ add   ▪ add2   ▪ sub   ▪ sub2   ▪ 
size   ▪ to_bin   ▪ to_txt   ▪ to_utf8   ▪ to_utf16   ▪ to_utf32   ▪ cvt_data_to   ▪ data_form   ▪ src_path   ▪ dst_path
▪ read_file   ▪ write_file   ♦
1.8.2.20 Null

Null
? NUL: TIS 5 6

Details  ?
When a null script token is activated, a null stack object gets created and pushed onto the object 
stack.  A null stack object is typically used to indicate uninitialised data, but can also be used in 
place of other stack objects to indicate default values, or used as place holders for optional 
arguments.  Some intrinsic commands return a null stack object in some circumstances.  The 
programmer decides the reason for using a null stack object. ♦
1.8.2.21 Execute Custom

Execute Custom
EXE:n custom n TICS 5 6

n An integer representing a custom comop number.

Details  ?
When this script token is activated, an executable stack object gets created and pushed onto the 
object stack.  An executable stack object represents a custom comop number, and functions 
identically to the intrinsic command ‹custom n›.  The purpose of an executable stack object is to 
avoid the overheads with ‹name :- {`custom n};›.  The token statement ‹name :- EXE:n;› 
can be used instead.  This avoids the creation of a sequence with only two objects.  ‹custom n› 
can be used when n is not an explicit integer.
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Additional Information
custom   ♦
1.8.2.22 Immediate Breakpoint

Immediate Breakpoint
---:l T 5 6

l An explicit string without quotes.  The sting must have the syntax of a comop identifier.

Details  ?
Causes the ETAC script to immediately pause in debug mode displaying ‹***BREAK::l›.  l is an 
explicit string with the same syntax as a comop identifier.  This TAC text instruction can be used 
anywhere in ETAC script.  When a procedure containing this TAC text instruction is being 
created, the creation process pauses at the point that the TAC text instruction is encountered.  This
TAC text instruction is ignored if not in debug mode.

Example
When in debug mode, the following script fragment will pause at ‹---:StopHere›.  The debug 
window will display ‹***BREAK::StopHere›.

add2 A B; ---:StopHere; sub2 C;

Other Information
ETAC Procedure Breakpoint   ▪ TAC Procedure Breakpoint   ♦
1.8.2.23 Sequence Expression

Sequence Expression
[v] start_seq; s end_seq; TICDS 5 6

v Optional script token elements separated by commas or whitespaces.

s Optional script token elements separated by commas (in a sequence expression) or terminators 
(outside of all sequence expressions), or whitespaces.

Details  ?
The square brackets are script tokens that function as commands creating a sequence, with 
elements defined by v, on the object stack.  The left square bracket, which is a synonym for the 
command start_seq, is activated first and starts off the sequence creation process.  The 
sequence elements, resulting from the activation of v, are put onto the object stack in the order 
described below.  The right square bracket, which is a synonym for the command end_seq, is 
activated last and ends sequence creation process by collecting the elements on the object stack 
and creating the sequence.

v is activated as follows.  The ETAC interpreter searches forward (to the right), after activating 
the left square bracket, for the first comma   or right square bracket.  It then scans backward 
activating each script token encountered until it reaches the left square bracket or a comma  .  It 
then repeats the process starting with the second comma   (if it exists), and so on with each 
subsequent comma   until it reaches the right square bracket, which is then activated as an 
end_seq command.  This method of activating the script tokens in v is called sequential reverse-
flow activation.

If each element in a sequence expression is separated by a comma  , the first element on the left is 
element number 1 (one), the last one on the right is the last element.  During the sequence 
creation process, element 1 is placed on the object stack first then the other elements follow.

If ‹[› is used in a sequence expression, then a corresponding ‹]› must exist.  Similarly, if 
start_seq is used in a sequence expression, then a corresponding end_seq must exist.  It is 
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syntactically invalid  , for example, to form a sequence expression such as ‹[1, 2, 3 
end_seq;›.

When an existing sequence gets activated (usually from a dictionary) it gets pushed onto the 
object stack by default.  However, the sequence’s current action can be changed to force the 
sequence to temporarily act as a procedure, that is, to activate its elements when the sequence is 
activated.  After being activated with the new current action, the sequence’s current action 
automatically reverts to the default.

Examples
The following illustrations show the different ways that the same   sequence can be created.   A, B, 
C, D, E, and F represent commands that push an integer stack object onto the object stack in this 
illustration.  The red superscripts indicate the order that the script tokens are activated.

(1) Var9 :=10 [1A3 B2, C6 D5 E4, F7]8;
(2) Var9 :=10 [1B2, E4 A3, D5, F7 C6]8;
(3) Var9 :=10 [1B2, A3, E4, D5, C6, F7]8;
(4) Var9 :=10 [1F7 C6 D5 E4 A3 B2]8;
(5) Var9 :=10 end_seq8 F7 C6 D5 E4 A3 B2 start_seq1;
(6) start_seq1; A3 B2; E4; F7 C6 D5; end_seq8; Var9 :=10;

1 is activated first by pushing a mark 0 (zero) stack object onto the object stack.  That mark 0 
object marks the beginning of the sequence elements that will later be pushed onto the object 
stack.  2 to 7 are activated by means of sequential reverse-flow activation .  The result of that 
activation is that the object stack will have six integer stack objects followed by the mark 0 
object.  8 is activated last by pulling all the object stack elements up to, but not including, the 
mark 0 object.  A sequence is then created from those pulled elements which replaces the mark 0 
object.  Consequently, the object stack is left with the desired sequence as its top stack object.  
That sequence is then assigned to Var (9 and 10).  The first element of that sequence will be the 
value of B, followed by the value of A, and so on.  Note that case (3) is the typical way to create 
and assign a sequence; the other cases are for illustration purposes.

There is nothing special about the script tokens, v or s, that form the elements of the sequence.  
They could be any desired script tokens.  They need not necessarily push elements onto the object
stack.  The following illustrations show alternate ways to form a sequence expression.

(1) [3, (A + 5) B, MyProc1 do_for {`mult2 3} 1 5 8, C];
(2) start_seq; do_for {`mult2 3} 1 5 8; end_seq;
(3) [1, 2, if_then [(A = B), 3, 4], 5];

The ‹do_for {`mult2 3} 1 5 8› in cases (1) and (2) produces the elements 15, 18, 21, and 
24 within the sequence.  The ‹if_then [(A = B), 3, 4]› in case (3) produces the element 3, 
if A is equal to B, or 4, if not, within the sequence.  Note that ‹[(A = B), 3, 4]› results in a 
sequence that is used by the if_then command.

Related Information
start_seq   ▪ end_seq

Other Information
set_cur_act   ♦
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1.8.2.24 Procedure Expression

Procedure Expression
{c} start_proc; s end_proc; TICDS 5 6

c Optional script token elements separated by commas or whitespaces.

s Optional script token elements separated by commas (in a procedure expression) or terminators 
(outside of all procedure expressions), or whitespaces.

Details  ?
The braces are script tokens that function as commands creating a procedure, with elements 
defined by c, on the object stack.  The left brace, which is a synonym for the command 
start_proc, is activated first and starts off the procedure creation process.  The procedure 
elements, resulting from the activation of c, are typically put onto the object stack in the order 
described below.  The right brace, which is a synonym for the command end_proc, is activated 
last and ends procedure creation process by collecting the elements on the object stack and 
creating the procedure.

c is activated as follows.  The ETAC interpreter searches forward (to the right), after activating 
the left brace, for the first comma   or right brace.  It then scans backward activating each script 
token encountered until it reaches the left brace or a comma  .  It then repeats the process starting 
with the second comma   (if it exists), and so on with each subsequent comma   until it reaches the 
right brace, which is then activated as an end_proc command.  This method of activating the 
script tokens in c is called sequential reverse-flow activation .

If each element in a procedure expression is separated by a comma  , the first element on the left is
element number 1 (one), the last one on the right is the last element.  During the procedure 
creation process, element 1 is placed on the object stack first then the other elements follow.

A procedure is usually created to hold comops and their arguments.  So that the comops are not 
activated while the procedure is being created, the elements of a procedure are typically comop 
labels and their arguments.  The comop labels push the corresponding comops onto the object 
stack when the procedure is being created.  Then those comops are activated when the procedure 
itself is activated.  In this way, a procedure encloses comops to be activated at a later time when 
the procedure itself is activated.  If comops are used instead of comop labels, then those comops 
will be activated when the procedure is being created   rather than those comops being stored   in 
the procedure to be activated when the procedure itself is activated later.  In some cases, though, 
the immediate activation of comops while a procedure is being created would be a desired result. 
Note, however, that in ETAC text script, comops and terminators  , are typically used instead of 
comop labels and commas   (see section 1.9.2      _      Procedures       for more details).

If ‹{› is used in a procedure expression, then a corresponding ‹}› must exist.  Similarly, if 
start_proc is used in a procedure expression, then a corresponding end_proc must exist.  It is 
syntactically invalid  , for example, to form a procedure expression such as ‹{`A, `B, `C 
end_proc;›.

When an existing procedure gets activated (usually from a dictionary) its elements are activated 
by default.  However, the procedure’s current action can be changed to force the procedure to 
temporarily act as a sequence, that is, to merely have the procedure pushed onto the object stack 
when activated instead of its elements being activated (see defr  ).  After being activated with the 
new current action, the procedure’s current action automatically reverts to the default.

Examples
The following example shows how to create a procedure and allocate it to a dictionary item 
identified by ExpandSeq.  The procedure requires a sequence on the object stack as an argument 
before it gets activated.  When activated, the procedure extracts the sequence elements onto the 
object stack removing the sequence from the stack.  The second line shows how the procedure is 
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activated via ExpandSeq with a sequence as the argument to the procedure.  Note that this 
example is for TAC text script.

ExpandSeq :- {`size, `do_for defr {`get, `swap} 1 1, `pop};
ExpandSeq [1, 2, 3, 4, 5];

Notice the use of the defr command, which causes {`get, `swap} to be pushed onto the object
stack when ExpandSeq gets activated so that {`get, `swap} becomes a procedure argument 
for the do_for command during the activation of ExpandSeq.  The defr command itself is 
activated when the outer procedure is created; that command is not pushed onto the object stack 
as an element of the procedure because it is not a command label  .

The following example is the same as the one above, but is intended for an ETAC text script file.

ExpandSeq :- {size; do_for {get; swap;} 1 1; pop;};
ExpandSeq [1, 2, 3, 4, 5];

Notice the absence of the comop labels and defr command.  An ETAC text script file 
automatically converts the procedure elements so that they function correctly if those elements 
end with a terminator   (semicolon) instead of a comma  .  The first example can also be used in an 
ETAC text script file if desired.

Additional Information
Command Label   ▪ Operator Label   ▪ 1.9.2      _      Procedures       ▪ defr

Related Information
start_proc   ▪ end_proc   ♦
1.8.2.25 Operator Expression

Operator Expression
(e) start_op; e; end_op; TICD 5 6

e An operator and its operands separated by whitespaces.

Details  ?
An operator and its operands, e, exist between the parentheses which are involved in the action of
the operator.  The parentheses, operator, and operands together form an operator expression, 
which can be nested.  The operator can be in any position within the parentheses.  One or more 
whitespaces   is required between an operator and its operands and among the operands 
themselves.

The parentheses are script tokens that function as commands and delimit the operator’s operands, 
and those parentheses also activate the expression.  Only one operator should exist between any 
pair of parentheses at the same level.  The script interpreter processes the expression from right 
to left.  The right parenthesis, which is a synonym for the command start_op, is activated first 
and starts off the evaluation of the expression by pushing a mark 0 (zero) stack object onto the 
object stack.  The operator’s arguments, resulting from the activation of e, are put onto the object
stack in the order described below.  The left parenthesis, which is a synonym for the command 
end_op, is activated last and causes the expression to be evaluated using the arguments on the 
object stack above the mark 0 stack object, then that left parenthesis replaces the mark 0 object 
with the result (if any) on the object stack.

e is activated as follows.  The script tokens represented by e are activated from right to left in 
turn, leaving the operator’s arguments on the object stack as they are being activated.  When the 
operator is activated during that process, its activation causes a corresponding operator stack 
object to be created and pushed onto the operator stack.  The activation of the left parenthesis 
causes the topmost operator stack object on the operator stack to be activated (see Operator   for 
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more details).  This activation is the one that processes the operator’s arguments that are on the 
object stack.

The parentheses and the script tokens between them are designed to act like a regular 
mathematical expression, except that precedence has to be explicitly indicated by the parentheses.
If a1, ···, an are arguments, and  is an intrinsic operator, then the effective expression formed by 
those arguments and the operator is activated as though it were the expression 
‹a1  a2  ···  an-1  an›.  For example, the two operator expressions ‹(+ 3 6 7 9)› and 
‹(3 6 7 + 9)› are both equivalent to the mathematical expression ‹3 + 6 + 7 + 9›, and the two 
operator expressions ‹(< 3 6 7 9)› and ‹(3 6 < 7 9)› are both equivalent to the 
mathematical expression ‹3 < 6 < 7 < 9›.  In the latter example, the result is the value ‹–1› 
(meaning true), which is left on the object stack.

Extrinsic operators must explicitly process their stack arguments above the top (highest) mark 0 
stack object on the object stack then remove that mark 0 object and push the resultant stack 
object (if any) onto the object stack.

if ‹(› is used in an operator expression, then a corresponding ‹)› must exist.  Similarly, if 
start_op is used in an operator expression, then a corresponding end_op must exist.  It is 
syntactically invalid, for example, to form an operator expression as
‹(+ 1 2 3 start_op;›.

Examples
The following illustration shows the different ways that the same   operator expression can be 
created.   A, B, C, and D represent arguments (of the arithmetical operators) that push an integer 
stack object onto the object stack in this illustration.  The red superscripts indicate the order that 
the script tokens are activated.  The red superscripts marked a indicate that the corresponding 
operator creates an appropriate operator stack object and pushes that object onto the operator 
stack.  The red superscripts marked b indicate that the topmost stack object on the operator stack 
is activated and processes its arguments existing on the object stack.  The operator expression 
written by the programmer is coloured blue.  The grey operators represent operator stack objects 
on the operator stack and are not part of the operator expression.

The mathematical expression is in this illustration is: (A + B) × (C – D). 

(1) Var17 :=18 *16b (15 +14b (13A12 +11a B10)9 *8a -7b (6C5 -4a D3)2)1;
(2) Var17 :=18 *16b (15*14a +13b (12A11 B10 +9a)8 -7b (6-5a C4 D3)2)1;
(3) Var17 :=18 &mult16b (15&mult14a &add13b (12A11 B10 &add9a)8

-7b (6-5a C4 D3)2)1;
(4) Var17 :=18 &mult16b (15&mult14a &add13b end_op12 A11 B10 &add9a start_op8

-7b (6-5a C4 D3)2)1;
(5) Var17 :=18 *16b end_op15 +14b (13A12 +11a B10)9 &mult8a -7b end_op6 C5 -4a D3 

start_op2 start_op1;
(6) start_op1; -7b (6C5 -4a D3)2; *8a; +14b (13A12 +11a B10)9; *16b end_op15;

Var17 :=18;

A right parenthesis or start_op command pushes a mark 0 (zero) stack object onto the object 
stack to mark the beginning of the operator’s arguments that will later be pushed onto the object 
stack.  Case (6) is processed by means of sequential reverse-flow activation .  Note that case (1) is
the typical way to write an operator expression; the other cases are for illustration purposes.

The following example adds the even numbers from 2 to 10 inclusively, leaving the result, 30, on 
the object stack.

(+ do_for {} 2 2 10);
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The following example evaluates the mathematical expression ‹10 > 8 > 5›, leaving the result, 
true, on the object stack.

(> 10 8 5);

The following example evaluates the mathematical expression ‹3 + 2 × 5›, leaving the result, 13, 
on the object stack.

(3 + (2 * 5));

Notice that the multiplication operator and its operands are necessarily enclosed within 
parentheses.  The ETAC interpreter does not, and cannot, automatically insert parentheses in 
operator expressions because (among other reasons) the parentheses are commands that get 
activated, and must be explicitly expressed.  Also, an operator within an operator expression can 
be put in any position within that expression.  Without the parentheses, the ETAC interpreter 
cannot always determine which operands belong to which operators, especially with nested 
operator expressions.

Additional Information
Operator

Related Information
start_op   ▪ end_op   ♦
1.8.2.26 Symbolic Dictionary Item Assignment

Symbolic Dictionary Item Assignment
c := asn_dict_item s … TIC 1 6

c A command in script form.

s Evaluates to a string stack object having the syntax of a comop identifier.

Details  ?
When the ETAC interpreter encounters this script token, it swaps the order of c and ‹:=›, 
resulting in ‹:= c›, and converts c to a string stack object.  The ‹:=› is then activated as the 
asn_dict_item command.  Note that the syntax   does not require a right operand for ‹:=›.  
However, the topmost stack object on the object stack is taken as the right argument for ‹:=›.  
The syntax does require that c exists before ‹:=› (‹:= c› has an invalid syntax) and at least one 
whitespace exists after c.

See asn_dict_item   for further details.

Examples
The following examples are equivalent.  Example (1) is the typical form.

(1) MyVar := [1, 2, 3];
(2) [1, 2, 3]; MyVar :=;
(3) asn_dict_item "MyVar" [1, 2, 3];
(4) [1, 2, 3]; asn_dict_item "MyVar";
(5) [1, 2, 3]; "MyVar"; asn_dict_item;

♦
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1.8.2.27 Symbolic Dictionary Item Allocation

Symbolic Dictionary Item Allocation
c :- new_dict_item s … TIC 1 6

c A command in script form.

s A string stack object having the syntax of a comop identifier.

Details  ?
When the ETAC interpreter encounters this script token, it swaps the order of c and ‹:-›, 
resulting in ‹:- c›, and converts c to a string stack object.  The ‹:-› is then activated as the 
new_dict_item command.  Note that the syntax   does not require a right operand for ‹:-›.  
However, the topmost stack object on the object stack is taken as the right argument for ‹:-›.  
The syntax does require that c exists before ‹:-› (‹:- c› has an invalid syntax) and at least one 
whitespace must exist after c.

See new_dict_item   for further details.

Examples
The following examples are equivalent.  Example (1) is the typical form.

(1) MyVar :- [1, 2, 3];
(2) [1, 2, 3]; MyVar :-;
(3) new_dict_item "MyVar" [1, 2, 3];
(4) [1, 2, 3]; new_dict_item "MyVar";
(5) [1, 2, 3]; "MyVar"; new_dict_item;

♦
1.8.2.28 Symbolic Addition

Symbolic Addition
+ &add TIO 3 4

Details  ?
Adds or combines stack objects created by the following script tokens: integer  , decimal  , string  , 
sequence expression  , procedure expression  , command  , operator  , memory  .  This operator can also 
be used with a memory   stack object to increase the amount of usable data.  ‹+› is the “plus” 
character (U+002B).

See add   for details. ♦
1.8.2.29 Symbolic Subtraction

Symbolic Subtraction
- &sub TIO 3 4

Details  ?
Subtracts one number (integer  , decimal  ) from another.  This operator can also be used with a 
memory   stack object to reduce the amount of usable data.  ‹-› is the “hyphen-minus” character 
(U+002D).

See sub   for details. ♦
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1.8.2.30 Symbolic Division

Symbolic Division
/ &div TIO 3 4

Details  ?
Divides one number (integer  , decimal  ) by another.  ‹/› is the “solidus” (forward-slash) character 
(U+002F).

See div   for details. ♦
1.8.2.31 Symbolic Multiplication

Symbolic Multiplication
* &mult TIO 3 4

Details  ?
Multiplies one number (integer  , decimal  ) by another.  ‹*› is the “asterisk” character (U+002A).

See mult   for details. ♦
1.8.2.32 Symbolic Power

Symbolic Power
^ &power TIO 3 4

Details  ?
Raises one number (integer  , decimal  ) to the power of another.  ‹^› is the “circumflex accent” 
character (U+005E).

See power   for details. ♦
1.8.2.33 Symbolic Equal

Symbolic Equal
= &equal TIO 3 4

Details  ?
Compares the stack objects created by the following script tokens for equality: integer  , decimal  , 
string  , sequence expression  , procedure expression  , command  , operator  , dictionary, mark  , 
memory  , null  .  ‹=› is the “equals” character (U+003D).

See equal   for details. ♦
1.8.2.34 Symbolic Not-equal

Symbolic Not-equal
!= &n_equal TIO 3 4

Details  ?
Compares the stack objects created by the following script tokens for non-equality: integer  , 
decimal  , string  , sequence expression  , procedure expression  , command  , operator  , dictionary, mark  ,
memory  , null  .

See n_equal   for details. ♦
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1.8.2.35 Symbolic Less- than

Symbolic Less-than
< &less TIO 3 4

Details  ?
Determines whether one of the stack objects created by the following script tokens is less than 
another: integer  , decimal  , string  , command  , operator  , dictionary.  ‹<› is the “less-than” character 
(U+003C).

See less   for details. ♦
1.8.2.36 Symbolic Greater-than

Symbolic Greater-than
> &great TIO 3 4

Details  ?
Determines whether one of the stack objects created by the following script tokens is greater than 
another: integer  , decimal  , string  , command  , operator  , dictionary.  ‹>› is the “greater-than” 
character (U+003E).

See great   for details. ♦
1.8.2.37 Symbolic Less-or-equal

Symbolic Less-or-equal
<= &less_eq TIO 3 4

Details  ?
Determines whether one of the stack objects created by the following script tokens is less than or 
equal to another: integer  , decimal  , string  , command  , operator  , dictionary.

See less_eq   for details. ♦
1.8.2.38 Symbolic Greater-or-equal

Symbolic Greater-or-equal
>= &great_eq TIO 3 4

Details  ?
Determines whether one of the stack objects created by the following script tokens is greater than 
or equal to another: integer  , decimal  , string  , command  , operator  , dictionary.

See great_eq   for details. ♦
1.8.2.39 Symbolic Combination

Symbolic Combination
++ &combine TIO 3 4

Details  ?
Appends the elements of a stack object created by one of the following script tokens sequence 
expression  , procedure expression  , or dictionary to another.

See combine   for details. ♦
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1.8.2.40 Escaped Single Quote

Escaped Single Quote
\'
'¯

T

Details  ?
Within a regular string  , ‹\'› represents a single-quote character ‹'› (U+0027).  Since a regular 
string   is delimited by double quotes, this script token is not normally used, a single quote 
character itself can be used within the string  .

Within a raw string  , ‹'¯› represents a single-quote character ‹'› (U+0027).  ‹¯› is the “macron” 
character (U+00AF). ♦
1.8.2.41 Escaped Double Quote

Escaped Double Quote
\" T

Details  ?
Within a regular string   this is a double-quote character ‹"› (U+0022).  When the script 
interpreter scans through a regular string   to determine the ending double quote character, it skips 
the next character after each backslash character.  As a result, for example, the string   
‹"hello backslash \\"› would not cause an error event because the second backslash is 
skipped, and therefore the next character processed would be the ending double-quote character 
(the string   is effectively ‹hello backslash \›).  An alternative to the example is 
‹"hello backslash \SP"›.

This script token is interpreted literally for a raw string  . ♦
1.8.2.42 Alert

Alert
\a T

Details  ?
Within a regular string   this is an alert (BEL) character (U+0007).  If a regular string   containing 
an alert is sent to the console, a sound is produced if possible.

This script token is interpreted literally for a raw string  . ♦
1.8.2.43 Backspace

Backspace
\b T

Details  ?
Within a regular string   this is a backspace character (U+0008).  If a regular string   containing a 
backspace is sent to the console, the cursor will move back one character position if possible.

This script token is interpreted literally for a raw string  . ♦
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1.8.2.44 New Line

New Line
\n T

Details  ?
Within a regular string   this is a newline character (U+000A).  If a regular string   containing a new
line is sent to the console, the cursor will move to the beginning of the next line if possible.

This script token is interpreted literally for a raw string  . ♦
1.8.2.45 Carriage Return

Carriage Return
\r T

Details  ?
Within a regular string   this is a carriage return character (U+000D).  If a regular string   containing
a carriage return is sent to the console, the cursor will move to the beginning of the current line 
if possible.

This script token is interpreted literally for a raw string  . ♦
1.8.2.46 Horizontal Tabulation

Horizontal Tabulation
\t T

Details  ?
Within a regular string   this is a horizontal tabulate character (U+0009).  If a regular string   
containing a horizontal tabulation is sent to the console, the cursor will move a few places 
forward if possible.

This script token is interpreted literally for a raw string  . ♦
1.8.2.47 Vertical Tabulation

Vertical Tabulation
\v T

Details  ?
Within a regular string   this is a vertical tabulate character (U+000B).  If a regular string   
containing a vertical tabulation is sent to the console, nothing much will happen.

This script token is interpreted literally for a raw string  . ♦
1.8.2.48 Form Feed

Form Feed
\f T

Details  ?
Within a regular string   this is a form feed character (U+000C).  If a regular string   containing a 
form feed is sent to the console, nothing much will happen.

This script token is interpreted literally for a raw string  . ♦
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1.8.2.49 Backslash  Escape

Backslash Escape
‹\\› or ‹\SP› T

Details  ?
Within a regular string   this represents a backslash character ‹\› (U+005C).  Either one of the two 
backslash escape codes can be used.  The second one, ‹\SP›, can be used in a regular string   for 
better legibility.

This script token is interpreted literally for a raw string  . ♦
1.8.2.50 Hexadecimal  Escape

Hexadecimal Escape
\xhh T

Details  ?
Within a regular string   this script token represents a Unicode code point ‹U+00hh›, where h is in 
the range ‘0’ to ‘9’ or ‘A’ to ‘F’ or ‘a’ to ‘f’.  The whole sequence, ‹\xhh›, is replaced by a 
Unicode code point corresponding to the specified hexadecimal number, hh.  For example, ‹\x3F›
within a regular string   is replaced with the Unicode code point U+003F.  hh should not be 00, the
consequence is undefined if so.  This script token is compatible with the single-byte version of 
the ETAC interpreter.

Note that ‹\xhh› is the same as ‹\#hh#›.

This script token is interpreted literally for a raw string  . ♦
1.8.2.51 Unicode Escape

Unicode Escape
\#[h···h][~…]# T

Details  ?
Within a regular string   this script token represents a Unicode scalar value ‹U+h···h›, where h is in
the range ‘0’ to ‘9’ or ‘A’ to ‘F’ or ‘a’ to ‘f’.  The whole sequence, ‹\#h···h#›, is replaced by a 
Unicode scalar value corresponding to the specified hexadecimal number, h···h.  If h···h is zero or 
absent then this script token is ignored.  The optional part, ‹~…›, where … is any text excluding   
hash characters (#) and un-escaped double-quote characters ("), is ignored.  For example, the 
regular string   ‹"This string\#0000# is\## a good \#1F44D~thumbs up# 
string\#~this is an \"in-string\" comment#"› represents the text ‹This string is 
a good � string›, where � would be rendered as the Unicode character U+1F44D (Thumbs 
Up Sign) if possible.  Note that ‹\#0···0#›, ‹\##›, and ‹\#~…#› are ignored; the latter can be 
used as an “in-string” comment in any regular string   (for example,
‹"This is \#~not part of #a string"› represents the text ‹This is a string›).

h···h cannot represent a surrogate code point, or any value above U+10FFFF, otherwise an error 
event will occur.  h···h need not contain leading zeros.  For the single-byte version of the ETAC 
interpreter, a value of h···h greater than FF16 will convert the script token to the question mark 
character ‘?’.

This script token is interpreted literally for a raw string  . ♦
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1.8.3 Pre-processor Directives
Pre-processor directives are directives to the ETAC interpreter to carry out certain instructions 
before the ETAC script is processed.

A pre-processor directive consists of a pre-processor command   and its arguments.  There are two 
classes of pre-processor directives: (1) pre-processor definitions, and (2) file inclusion.  For the 
first class, (1), special ‘pre-processor definition names’ (PDN) and their bodies can be defined for
conditional use within an ETAC or TAC text file.  This class of directives is implemented by the 
pre-processor commands  : Pre-processor Definition  , Pre-processor If-defined  , Pre-processor Else-
defined  , Pre-processor Else  , and Pre-processor End-if  .  For the second class, (2), the ETAC 
interpreter can be directed to insert other ETAC or TAC text files into the current one.  The pre-
processor command   that implements this class of directives is Pre-processor Inclusion  .

The ETAC interpreter processes the pre-processor directives in the order that they are 
encountered from the top of the ETAC or TAC text file to the bottom.  When a pre-processor 
inclusion   command is encountered, the file specified in that command is effectively included into 
the current text file, and processing continues from the top of the included file as if the contents 
of that file were physically part of the original file.  If a pre-processor inclusion   command 
specifies a file that has already been included, that file is included again.

When the ETAC interpreter encounters a pre-processor definition   command, it stores the PDN 
and its body in an internal list.  If the same PDN is encountered in a subsequent pre-processor 
definition   command, then the body of the encountered PDN replaces the one already in the 
internal list.  When the ETAC interpreter encounters a pre-processor if-defined   or pre-processor 
else-defined   command, it consults that internal list to determine whether the specified PDNs of 
those commands are defined.

Pre-processor definition   commands can be placed in any of the files that are part of the current 
ETAC session, and at any location within those files, for the purpose of evaluating the PDNs.  A 
PDN is evaluated via a pre-processor definition reference   after all PDNs have been defined for 
the current ETAC session.  The consequence of this is that a pre-processor definition reference   
can validly exist anywhere before its definition within the current ETAC session.  Each ETAC 
session contains its own set of PDNs.

1.8.3.1 Pre-processor  Definition

Pre-processor Definition
::define name [body]

name A pre-processor definition name (PDN).  The name must have the syntax of a PDN 
identifier and delimited by whitespaces.

body Consecutive sequence of script tokens on an effective line.

Details
Identifies body by the PDN name.  The ‹::define› pre-processor command   may only exist at the 
beginning of a line with only whitespaces   before it.  The command is terminated by an end-of-
line marker (EL) with no preceding backslash (\).  The body is continued on the next line if the end
of the previous line has a backslash followed by an end-of-line marker (see Line Continuation  ); 
the rest of the body can be continued on subsequent lines in a similar manner.  If more than one 
‹::define› command has the same name, the body of the last one encountered in ETAC script 
(outside of comments   or conditional pre-processor commands   evaluating to false) will take 
precedence.  If body is absent, then name will be defined with an empty body.  The ‹::define› 
command is blanked out after it is processed.

name can be used anywhere in ETAC text script before or after its definition, but must have the 
format ‹:name:› (see Pre-processor Definition Reference  ).  When encountered by the lexical 
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analyser, ‹:name:› will be replaced with body as logical tokens by the lexical analyser.  Note 
that name must have the syntax of a PDN identifier, otherwise the consequence is undefined.

body need not be a properly formed sequence of script tokens.  The definition of MyPDN in the 
following example is valid but is not a properly formed sequence of script tokens because there is
no matching right brace in the body for the left brace (highlighted).  Forming an incomplete body 
is not recommended because it can cause confusion for the programmer. 

::define MyPDN do repeat 3 {write_con [* Mismatched braces. *]

:MyPDN: "hello there\r\n";};

However, the following example is preferred over the example above because the body 
(highlighted) consists of properly formed script tokens (even though it is not a properly formed 
ETAC statement).

::define MyPDN do repeat 3 [* Valid. *]

:MyPDN: {write_con "hello there\r\n";};

Related Information
Pre-processor Definition Reference   ♦
1.8.3.2 Pre-processor  Inclusion

Pre-processor Inclusion
::include "string"

string A consecutive sequence of characters specifying a file path for a file containing ETAC 
script.

Details
When encountered by the script interpreter in an ETAC script, the ‹::include› pre      -      processor   
command   effectively inserts, below itself, the contents (ETAC script) of the file specified by 
string.  Pre-processing continues from the beginning of the inserted data.

This command can exist anywhere in the ETAC script but takes effect only if it exists outside of 
suppressed ETAC script or outside of comments   (see Pre-processor If-defined   for the definition of
‘suppressed ETAC script’).  The data inserted by subsequent ‹::include› commands with the 
same string as previous ‹::include› commands is inserted again.  The ‹::include› command 
is blanked out after it is processed.

If string is an absolute file path, then the contents of that file is inserted if the file exists at the 
specified path.  If string is a relative path, then it is searched for in the current directory.  If 
string is not found in the current directory, then it is searched for in the directories specified by 
the Run ETAC Scripts program.

If the file path specified by string cannot be found, and error event will occur. ♦
1.8.3.3 Pre-processor  If-defined

Pre-processor If-defined
::ifdef cond ::then

cond An appropriate combination of PDNs (pre-processor definition names) and the pre-processor
operators ‹&and›, ‹&or›, and ‹&not›.

Details
Processes or ignores ETAC script depending on the value of cond.  cond can be a PDN, or the 
resulting value of an ‹&and›, ‹&or›, or ‹&not› operator.  If cond is a PDN that is defined by a 
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‹::define› command existing before this operator, it will have a value of true, otherwise if it is 
not defined as mentioned it will have a value of false.  If cond evaluates to true, the ETAC script 
between this pre-processor command   and the associated commands ‹::elsedef›, ‹::else›, or 
‹::endif› following this command is processed.  If cond evaluates to false then that ETAC 
script is ignored as though it did not exist.

For each ‹::ifdef› there must exist exactly one ‹::endif› command.  Pairs of ‹::ifdef› and 
‹::endif› commands can be nested to any level.  The ‹::ifdef› command and its 
corresponding ‹::endif› command, and all the ‹::elsedef› and ‹::else› commands in-
between but existing outside of nested pairs, are said to be ‘associated’.

ETAC script that is ignored because cond of this command or cond of the associated 
‹::elsedef› commands evaluates to false is said to be ‘suppressed’.

This command can exist anywhere in the ETAC script but takes effect only if it exists outside of 
suppressed ETAC script or outside of comments  .

Related Information
Pre-processor Else-defined   ▪ Pre-processor Else   ▪ Pre-processor End-if   ▪ 
Pre      -      processor             And      -      operator       ▪ Pre-processor Or-operator   ▪ Pre-processor Not-operator   ♦
1.8.3.4 Pre-processor  Else-defined

Pre-processor Else-defined
::elsedef cond ::then

cond An appropriate combination of PDNs (pre-processor definition names) and the pre-processor
operators ‹&and›, ‹&or›, and ‹&not›.

Details
Processes or ignores ETAC script depending on the resulting value of cond.  cond can be a PDN, 
or the resulting value of an ‹&and›, ‹&or›, or ‹&not› operator.  If cond is a PDN that is defined 
by a ‹::define› command existing before this operator, it will have a value of true, otherwise if 
it is not defined as mentioned it will have a value of false.  If cond evaluates to true and cond of 
all preceding associated ‹::ifdef› or ‹::elsedef› commands evaluate to false, the ETAC 
script between this pre-processor command   and the associated commands ‹::elsedef›, 
‹::else›, or ‹::endif› following this command is processed.  Otherwise that ETAC script is 
ignored as though it did not exist.

If this command exists, it must exist at some position after an associated ‹::ifdef› command 
but before the associated ‹::endif› or an associated ‹::else› command, and takes effect only 
if it exists outside of suppressed ETAC script or outside of comments  .  This command can exist 
more than once with the associated ‹::ifdef› command.

Related Information
Pre-processor If-defined   ▪ Pre-processor End-if   ▪ Pre-processor And-operator   ▪ Pre      -      processor             Or-  
operator   ▪ Pre-processor Not-operator

See Pre-processor If-defined   for the definition of ‘suppressed ETAC script’ and ‘associated’. ♦
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1.8.3.5 Pre-processor  Else

Pre-processor Else
::else

Details
If cond of the associated ‹::ifdef› and all associated ‹::elsedef› commands is false, the 
ETAC script between this pre-processor command   and the associated ‹::endif› is processed.  
Otherwise that ETAC script is ignored as though it did not exist.

If this command exists, it must exist at some position after the associated ‹::ifdef› and all 
associated ‹::elsedef› commands and before the associated ‹::endif› command, and takes 
effect only if it exists outside of suppressed ETAC script or outside of comments  .  This command 
can exist no more than once with the associated ‹::ifdef› command.

Related Information
Pre-processor If-defined   ▪ Pre-processor Else-defined   ▪ Pre-processor End-if

See Pre-processor If      -      defined       for the definition of ‘suppressed ETAC script’ and ‘associated’. ♦
1.8.3.6 Pre-processor  End-if

Pre-processor End-if
::endif

Details
This pre-processor command   ends conditional processing begun by the ‹::ifdef› command.  
This command takes effect only if it exists outside of suppressed ETAC script or outside of 
comments  .

Related Information
Pre-processor If-defined

See Pre-processor If-defined   for the definition of ‘suppressed ETAC script’. ♦
1.8.3.7 Pre-processor  And-operator

Pre-processor And-operator
&andWS(WScond1

WScond2[(WScond3)···]WS)

cond An appropriate combination of PDNs (pre-processor definition names) and the pre-processor
operators ‹&and›, ‹&or›, and ‹&not›.

Details
This pre-processor operator   evaluates to true if each cond1, cond2, ··· evaluates to true, otherwise 
it evaluates to false.  condi [i = 1, 2, ···] can be a PDN, or the resulting value of an ‹&and›, ‹&or›, 
or ‹&not› operator.  If condi is a PDN that is defined by a ‹::define› command existing before 
this operator, it will have a value of true, otherwise if it is not defined as mentioned it will have a 
value of false.  This operator can exist only in cond of ‹::ifdef› and ‹::elsedef› commands.

Related Information
Pre-processor If-defined   ▪ Pre-processor Else-defined   ♦
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1.8.3.8 Pre-processor  Or-operator

Pre-processor Or-operator
&orWS(WScond1

WScond2[(WScond3)···]WS)

cond An appropriate combination of PDNs (pre-processor definition names) and the pre-processor
operators ‹&and›, ‹&or›, and ‹&not›.

Details
This pre-processor operator   evaluates to true if any one of cond1, cond2, ··· evaluates to true, 
otherwise it evaluates to false.  condi [i = 1, 2, ···] can be a PDN, or the resulting value of an 
‹&and›, ‹&or›, or ‹&not› operator.  If condi is a PDN that is defined by a ‹::define› command 
existing before this operator, it will have a value of true, otherwise if it is not defined as 
mentioned it will have a value of false.  This operator can exist only in cond of ‹::ifdef› and 
‹::elsedef› commands.

Related Information
Pre-processor If-defined   ▪ Pre-processor Else-defined   ♦
1.8.3.9 Pre-processor  Not-operator

Pre-processor Not-operator
&notWScond

cond An appropriate combination of PDNs (pre-processor definition names) and the pre-processor
operators ‹&and›, ‹&or›, and ‹&not›.

Details
This pre-processor operator   evaluates to true if cond is false, otherwise it evaluates to false.  cond
can be a PDN, or the resulting value of an ‹&and›, ‹&or›, or ‹&not› operator.  If cond is a PDN 
that is defined by a ‹::define› command existing before this operator, it will have a value of 
true, otherwise if it is not defined as mentioned it will have a value of false.  This operator can 
exist only in cond of ‹::ifdef› and ‹::elsedef› commands.

Related Information
Pre-processor If-defined   ▪ Pre-processor Else-defined   ♦

1.9 ETAC Objects
The ETAC interpreter processes sequences and procedures in a slightly different manner in ETAC
script files than in TAC text script files.  Also, the ETAC interpreter recognises two addition 
emulated stack objects: data objects and ETAC functions.  These two emulations are not 
recognised in TAC text script files.

1.9.1 Sequences
In an ETAC script file, under certain ‘conditions’ described below, sequence expressions 
containing variable ID commands and existing within procedure expressions need to have those 
variable ID commands activated each time the procedures of the procedure expressions are 
activated.
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If both of the following conditions are satisfied,

1. a top-level sequence expression exists within a top-level ETAC token statement of a 
procedure expression, and

2. the sequence expression mentioned in condition 1 contains at least one variable ID 
command existing at any level of nested sequence expressions, ignoring all the procedure 
expressions at all nested levels within the (first mentioned) sequence expression,

then the sequences, of all the nested sequence expressions of the sequence expression mentioned 
in condition 1, up to and including the sequence of the lowest-level sequence expression 
containing the said variable ID command (mentioned in condition 2), are created each time the 
procedure created by the procedure expression mentioned in condition 1 is activated.  Otherwise,
if the two conditions are not satisfied, a sequence is created before the procedure containing it is 
activated.  Note that within a TAC text script file, the conditions cannot apply; they can apply 
only within an ETAC script file.

The following illustrations show how sequence expressions are processed in an ETAC script file 
as explained above.  The blue bold text (text) indicates the variable ID commands that cause the
enclosing bold green sequence expressions ([…]) to be activated each time the procedures of the
enclosing bold pink procedure expressions ({…}) are activated.  When the said sequence 
expressions are activated, their corresponding sequence is created and pushed onto the object 
stack.

(1) MyProc :- {A := B%[Idx, 3];}; Idx := 2; MyProc; Idx := 10; MyProc;
(2) MyProc :- {A := B%[1, 3];}; MyProc;
(3) MyProc :- {A := [`B, 3];}; MyProc;
(4) MyProc :- {A := [do repeat 3 {C;}]; B := [{C;}, 10];}; MyProc;
(5) MyProc :- {A := [do repeat B {1}];}; B := 3; MyProc; B := 5; MyProc;
(6) MyFnt :- fnt:(pPar1 pPar2){A := [{…}, pPar1, (5 + pPar2)];}; 

MyFnt(10, 15); MyFnt(1, 3);
(7) MyFnt :- fnt:(pPar){sum [[pPar, 5], 2, [3, 4]];};

MyFnt(10); MyFnt(7);
(8) MyFnt :- fnt:(pPar){[{sum [[pPar, 5], 2];}];};

exec MyFnt(10)%[1]; [* Bad. *]
(9) MyFnt :- fnt:(){[{sum [[A, 5], 2];}];};

A := 10; exec MyFnt()%[1]; [* Good. *]
(10) MyFnt :- fnt:(pPar){[{[[pPar, 5], 2];}]}; [* Bad. *]

In example (1), Idx needs to be activated each time MyProc is activated.  When MyProc is 
activated for the first time, Idx will contain 2, and so the (pink) procedure expression will be 
equivalent to ‹{A := B%[2, 3];}›.  When MyProc is activated for the second time, Idx will 
contain 10, and so the (pink) procedure expression will be equivalent to ‹{A := B%[10, 3];}›.

In example (2), the two conditions are not satisfied, so the sequence indicated by [1, 3] will be 
exactly the same sequence each time MyProc is activated.  That sequence is created only once, 
when the enclosing procedure expression creates its corresponding procedure.

In example (3), the two conditions are not satisfied because ‹`B› is not a variable ID command.

In example (4), the two conditions are not satisfied because ‹do› is not a variable ID command (it
is an ETAC statement).  Also, C is not outside of a procedure expression (even though it is within 
a sequence expression).

In example (5), the sequence indicated by the (green) sequence expression is created each time 
MyProc is activated.  A will be assigned ‹[1, 1, 1]› after the first activation (as a result of 
‹B := 3›), and it will be assigned ‹[1, 1, 1, 1, 1]]› after the second activation (as a result 
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of ‹B := 5›).  In this example, the iteration statement  , ‹do›, contains a variable ID command (B) 
outside of a procedure expression.

In example (6), the (green) sequence must be activated each time that MyFnt is called so that the 
sequence will contain the current values of pPar1 and pPar2.  After the first call of MyFnt, A 
will contain ‹[{…}, 10, 20]›; after the second call of MyFnt, A will contain ‹[{…}, 1, 8]›.

In example (7), pPar exists in a nested sequence expression so the corresponding sequence, and 
its containing sequence, are created each time MyFnt is called.  Note that the sequence ‹[3, 4]› 
does not satisfy the two conditions, so it is created only once when the ETAC function is created.  
MyFnt will return ‹[10, 5, 2, [3, 4]]› after the first call, and it will return ‹[7, 5, 2, 
[3, 4]]› after the second call.

Example (8) is a problem (assuming that pPar is not defined elsewhere) because the sequence 
indicated by the outer sequence expression within the ETAC function is not created each time 
MyFnt is called since it does not satisfy condition 2.  However, the sequence indicated by the 
outer (green) sequence expression is created each time the procedure indicated by the pink 
procedure expression is activated.  ‹MyFnt(10)%[1]› pushes the said (pink) procedure onto the 
object stack, then activates that procedure.  The procedure will then attempt to create the outer 
(green) sequence, during which time it will attempt to activate the unallocated pPar.  Therefore 
the sequence is not created and an error event will occur.

Example (9) is the same as example (8), except that pPar is replaced with A.  In this case, A is 
allocated before ‹MyFnt()%[1]› is activated, therefore the sequence indicated by the green 
sequence expression is created as ‹[[10, 5], 2]›.

Example (10) is a problem (assuming that pPar is not defined elsewhere) because the 
(highlighted) outer sequence expression within the ETAC function definition is not an ETAC 
token statement (so condition 1 is not satisfied).  Moreover, the unallocated pPar will be 
activated when the ETAC function is created, not when MyFnt is called.

1.9.2 Procedures
In a TAC text script file, the procedure expressions and comop script tokens existing within a 
procedure expression are typically deferred by the ETAC programmer so that their activation 
occurs when the procedure indicated by the procedure expression is itself activated, rather than 
being activated before the said procedure is created.  This is somewhat inconvenient for the 
ETAC programmer, so therefore in an ETAC script file, procedure expressions and comop script 
tokens can be made to be automatically and internally deferred by the ETAC interpreter.  This can
be achieved by using ETAC token statements (token statements ending with a semicolon 
terminator  ) within procedure expressions.  ‘Regular’ token statements (token statements ending 
with a comma   or right brace) can exist among ETAC token statements within a procedure 
expression in an ETAC script file.  However, regular token statements may need to be deferred as
are the token statements in a TAC text script file.  Note that ETAC token statements cannot be 
used in procedure expressions existing in a TAC text script file.

The following points relating to procedure expressions in an ETAC script file should be noted.

 Only procedure expressions specified in terms of braces are subject to the said automatic 
deference.

 A procedure expression can contain a mixture of ETAC statements and regular token 
statements.  However, regular token statements are rarely ever used in a procedure 
expression.

 ETAC token statements can contain ETAC expressions and ETAC statements.

 ETAC expressions and ETAC statements are not recognised as such if they are in the form of 
command labels  .
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 Not all ETAC expressions and ETAC statements can exist in regular token statements (due to 
internal conversions of those ETAC expressions and ETAC statements).

 If ETAC expressions or ETAC statements can exist in regular token statements, then they are 
activated before   the procedure of the enclosing procedure expression is completely created.

 The last token statement in a procedure expression must end with a semicolon for it to be an 
ETAC token statement.  Note that the following script tokens need not end with a semicolon if
they are the last script tokens alone in a procedure expression: integer  , decimal  , string  , 
memory  , mark  , null  .

The following illustrations show how procedure expressions are processed in an ETAC script file.

(1) {A := B%[1, 3]; do repeat A {…};};
(2) A := 5; MyProc :- {3; (A + 1), add2;}; MyProc;
(3) {if_else {F;} {T;} (V1 = V2);}
(4) {`if_else defr {`F} defr {`T} `( `V1 `= `V2 `)}
(5) {`if_else defr {F;} defr {T;} `( `V1 `= `V2 `)} [* Bad. *]
(6) (a) {…; 21.7} {…; 21.7;}, (b) {…; "12"} {…; "12";},

(c) {…; ?} {…; ?;}
(7) (a) P1 :- {{A `:= 10}, …};, (b) P1 :- {A `:= 10, …};,

(c) P2 :- {{A := 10;}; …};, (d) P2 :- {defr {A `:= 10}, …};
(8) start_proc; if_else {"false"} {"true"} (V1 = V2); end_proc;

Example (1) shows a procedure expression containing two ETAC statements.  When the 
procedure indicated by the procedure expression is activated, those two ETAC statements are also
activated.

Example (2) shows a procedure expression containing an ETAC token statement, a regular token 
statement, and another ETAC token statement (in the stated order).  The regular token statement 
(ie: ‹(A + 1)›) is activated before   the procedure expression is completely created.  This happens
because the script tokens within that regular token statement are not deferred due to the comma.  
MyProc will therefore end up containing the equivalent of ‹{3; 6; add2;}› before MyProc gets
activated.  MyProc will return 9 after being activated.

Example (3) shows a procedure expression with a single ETAC token statement.  That ETAC 
token statement is automatically deferred.

In example (4), the procedure expression has the same effect as for example (3), but contains the 
equivalent regular token statement instead of the ETAC token statement.  Notice the absence of 
the semicolons, and the presence of command labels  .

Example (5) is an invalid alternative to example (4).  A regular token statement is not permitted 
to contain semicolons (highlighted) in any of its procedure expressions.

Example (6) shows three pairs of equivalent procedure expressions.  Notice the absence of the 
ending semicolon in the first procedure expression of each pair.

In example (7), the procedure indicated by the inner procedure expression of (a) (ie: ‹{A `:= 
10}›) is activated when P1 is activated.  Example (7a) is therefore equivalent to example (7b).  
In (c), however, the inner procedure expression (ie : ‹{A := 10;}›) is automatically deferred by 
the ETAC interpreter as is appropriate for ETAC token statements existing within procedure 
expressions.  Example (7c) is therefore equivalent to example (7d).  When P2 is activated, the 
first action is that the procedure indicated by the inner procedure expression is pushed onto the 
object stack rather than being activated.
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In example (8), no automatic deference will occur because the procedure expression is not 
specified in terms of braces.  As it is, the example will produce a procedure containing either 
"true" or "false", depending on whether V1 is equal to V2.

1.9.3 Data Objects
Structured data objects can be used in ETAC script files but not in TAC text script files.  The 
ETAC interpreter emulates a data object by a sequence containing a single data dictionary named
via the pre-processor definition   name ‹_DATA_DICT›; there are no additional markers or 
information related to a data object.

Technical Note

The implementation of a data object should not be modified by an ETAC programmer because 
the ETAC interpreter relies on that implementation to process data objects.  Also, an ETAC 
programmer should not create the implementation of a data object directly because its 
implementation may change without notice in future versions of the ETAC programming 
language.

The dictionary items of a data dictionary constitute the members of the related data object.  
Those members, therefore, can be allocated at any time during an ETAC session (meaning that the
members can be allocated as required).  When a data object is being accessed (via the data 
member selection   expression and the data object creation   and data object modification   statements)
its data dictionary is temporarily pushed onto the dictionary stack so that its members can be 
accessed (or allocated).

The members of a data object are initially allocated typically when the data object is created (via 
the data object creation   statement), but additional members can be allocated after the data object 
has been created (via the data object modification   statement).  In addition, data objects can be 
combined via the compound object append   statement.

Private Members

The members of a data object are normally ‘public’, meaning that the members are accessible 
from ETAC code existing outside function members.  ‘Private’ members of a data object are those
members that can be accessed only from ETAC code existing within selected function members.  
The ETAC programming language does not explicit   support the notion of private members.  
However, private members can be emulated by using the @Localise   function command as in the 
following illustration.

MyData :- data: [* Create a data object and allocate it to Mydata. *]
{
[* Public member allocations: V1, V2, F1, F2, F3. *]
V1 :- ?; V2 :- 10; F1 :- fnt:(…){…}; [* F1 cannot access private members. *]
F2 :- fnt:(…){…}; [* F2 can access private members. *]
F3 :- fnt:(…){…}; [* F3 can access private members. *]

start_local; [* Create a local dictionary to hold private members. *]
[* Private member allocations: V3, V4, P1, F4. *]
V3 :- ?; V4 :- "string"; P1 :- {…}; F4 :- fnt:(…){…};

   [* Convert F2 and F3 to access private members. *]
   F2 := @Localise(F2);  F3 := @Localise(F3);
end_local;
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[* The following is optional. *]
start_local; [* Create a local dictionary to hold another group of private members. *]
[* Other private member allocations and calls to @Localise. *]
end_local;

[* … and so on for other groups of private members. *]
};

In the illustration above, the private members are created in a local dictionary (between 
start_local and end_local).  That local dictionary is made accessible to F2 and F3 only (via 
@Localise).  The result is that MyData contains only the public members, and F2 and F3 can 
access the private members as well as the public members.  As a consequence, ETAC code outside
of F2 and F3 cannot access the local dictionary, and hence cannot access the private members.  
The private members are not genuine members of MyData, but the effect is as though they were 
so.

The scheme above allows for more than one group of private members, as follows.  Different 
groups of public function members can have their own private members independently of each 
other group by creating another start_local and end_local section for each group, and 
calling @Localise for the function members of that group.  Furthermore, the same public 
function member can have more than one group of private members by calling @Localise for 
that same function member inside different start_local and end_local sections.

A slightly easier method than the above, for typical situations, is to use the exclusive:   and 
access_exclusive:   commands.

All data objects are “anonymous”, that is to say that they have no intrinsic identification.  A data
object is typically allocated to an ETAC variable, but can be used as an explicit value (for 
example, as a returned value from a procedure or ETAC function).

Named Data Objects and Object-oriented Programming

Whilst the ETAC programming language is not intrinsically   an object-oriented language, 
nevertheless, object-oriented programming can be emulated by ‘named’ data objects, which are 
kept on a single private data object list maintained by ETAC.  Apart from being kept on the data 
object list, the only difference between named data objects and regular data objects is that named
data objects have a @Name member.  The last named data object created (via @DefData) will be 
the first element on the data object list.  Named data objects are searched (via @Data and 
@NewData) from the first element to the last element of the data object list.  Named listed data 
objects can be accessed and modified via @Data.  @Data can also create named data objects 
separately from the data object list.

Named data objects emulate object-oriented capabilities via @Data, @DefData, and @NewData. 
“Class inheritance” (a term used by object-oriented devotees) is achieved via @DefData, which 
can use named data objects or regular data objects as “base classes” (another term used by the 
said devotees).  @DefData is intended to create archetypes (which act as “class definitions”) of 
named data objects for the main ETAC session (which includes all other ETAC sessions).  A new 
instance of a named data object based on such an archetype is created via @NewData.

See @DefData  , @Data  , and @NewData   for further details.

1.9.4 Functions
ETAC functions can be used in ETAC script files but not in TAC text script files.  The ETAC 
interpreter emulates an ETAC function by a sequence containing a single pre-structured 
procedure; there are no additional markers or information related to an ETAC function.  The said 
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procedure acts as an interface to the procedure (the ‘function body’) provided in the function 
definition   statement.

Technical Note

The implementation of an ETAC function should not be modified by an ETAC programmer 
because the ETAC interpreter relies on that implementation to process ETAC functions.  Also, 
an ETAC programmer should not create the implementation of an ETAC function directly 
because its implementation may change without notice in future versions of the ETAC 
programming language.

When called (via the function call   expression), the ETAC function will first create a local 
dictionary, and allocate the parameters (if any) to that local dictionary.  The parameters are 
initialised with the stack objects existing on the object stack in the same order that the parameters
are specified; the first parameter specified on the left will be initialised with the topmost stack 
object, the second parameter will be initialised with the second-top stack object, and so on.  The 
function body is then activated.  Finally, the local dictionary is destroyed.

Control can break out of the body of an ETAC function at any point via the @Return   and 
@ReturnIf   commands.  Those two commands will automatically destroy the top local dictionary; 
other ways of breaking out of an ETAC function will not necessarily destroy the top local 
dictionary.

All ETAC functions are “anonymous”, that is to say that they have no intrinsic identification.  An 
ETAC function is typically allocated to an ETAC variable, but can be used as an explicit value 
(for example, as an argument to or a returned value from a procedure or ETAC function).

Optional Arguments

The ETAC interpreter does not explicitly   support optional arguments for ETAC functions.  
However, optional arguments can be emulated typically by using: (1) dummy arguments for 
optional arguments, (2) named parameters via a data object.

For (1), a function call   can use dummy arguments in place of omitted arguments.  The function 
body can be designed to explicitly check for those dummy arguments to determine whether the 
argument was effectively omitted.  The typical dummy argument used is the null   script token, but 
a mark   script token can be used if null   is not suitable.  The following example illustrates the idea.

MyFnt :- fnt:(pPar1 pPar2[*optional*] pPar3 pPar4[*optional*])
{
   [* Default for pPar2: "my string"; default for pPar4:  10. *]
   if ( pPar2 = ? ) then {pPar2 := "my string";} endif;
   if ( pPar4 = !7 ) then {pPar4 := 10;} endif;

   [* Rest of function body. *]
};

[* !7 (mark 7) and ? (null) are dummy arguments in the two calls below. *]
MyFnt(21.7 "text" 99 !7);  MyFnt(34.0 ? 100 20);

For (2), one or more parameters can be designed to require a data object as argument.  The 
member names of the data object serve as the named parameters.  The function body can be 
designed to allocate ETAC variables having identical names to the parameters as default 
parameters.  A function call   can be designed to create an in-line data object, and allocate the 
desired parameters to that data object, leaving the optional parameters unallocated.  The 
following example illustrates the idea.
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MyFnt :- fnt:(pParBlock pPar5 pPar6)
{
[* Default argument assignments for members (named parameters) of pParBlock. Note that

the value for pPar3 must be supplied by the caller (in this example). *]
pPar1 :- 1.0; pPar2 :- "my string"; pPar3 :- ?; pPar4 :- 10;
Var1 :- ?; Var2 :- ?; Var3 :- ?; [* Local variables allocated here. *]

   pParBlock.
   {
      [* Main function body exists here (below is an example only). *]
      Var1 := (pPar1 + 55.6);
      Var2 := (+ pPar3 pPar2 21); [* An error event will occur if a valid argument 

for pPar3 is not supplied by the caller. *]
      Var3 := (pPar4 + pPar5);
   };
};

[* Function calls. The first argument corresponds to pParBlock *]
MyFnt(data:{pPar1 :- 21.7; pPar2 :- "text"; pPar3 :- 99;} 4 9.8);
MyFnt(data:{pPar3 :- 88;} 45 26.0);
MyFnt(data:{pPar1 :- 34.0; pPar3 :- 100; pPar4 :- 20;} 7 2.2);

In the example above, pParBlock will contain four parameters (pPar1, pPar2, pPar3, pPar4).  
Those four parameters are allocated with default values.  Since the main function body is within 
the data object modification   statement of pParBlock, the values of any of the four parameters 
allocated by the caller will take precedence over the default values.

Calling a Function

A function command must be called using a pair of parentheses.  There must be no whitespace 
between the left parenthesis and the function command.  The arguments of a function call   are 
typically within the parentheses.  However, they need not all be within the parentheses, but they 
do need to exist in the appropriate order on the object stack.  The function calls   in the following 
examples are equivalent to each other; MyFnt requires four arguments.

(1) MyFnt(21.7 "text" 99 {…}); [* Typical call. *]
(2) MyFnt(21.7 "text") 99 {…};
(3) MyFnt() 21.7 "text" 99 {…};
(4) {…}; 99; MyFnt(21.7) "text"; [* Exotic call. *]

Objects Returned by a Function 

An ETAC function can return as many stack objects on any TAC stack (but typically the object 
stack) as desired.  There is no special syntax to return a stack object; all that is required is a token
statement that pushes a stack object onto the desired TAC stack.  Those stack objects are typically
assigned or allocated to an ETAC variable after the ETAC function returns to the caller.  To 
discard a returned stack object, the void ETAC statement (see Void  ) should be placed in the 
position of such an assignment.  If a returned stack object is not processed, it will remain on the 
TAC stack — the ETAC interpreter does not automatically discard unprocessed returned stack 
objects.
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(1) V3 := V2 := V1 := MyFnt(…);
(2) V3 := void V1 :- MyFnt(…);
(3) V3.A := V2%[9] := V1 := low_str MyFnt(…);

Example (1) shows typical assignments of three stack objects returned by MyFnt.  The topmost 
stack object is assigned to V1, the second top stack object is assigned to V2, and the third top 
stack object is assigned to V3.

Example (2) is the same as example (1), except that the first stack object is allocated to V1 rather 
than assigned, and the second top stack object is discarded via void.  The third top stack object is
assigned to V3.

Example (3) shows other ways of assigning returned stack objects.

1.10 ETAC Expressions and Statements
The most significant difference between ETAC text script and TAC text script is that ETAC text 
script includes procedure-language style ETAC expressions and ETAC statements, while TAC text
script consists of typical stack-based language style of code only.  ETAC expressions and ETAC 
statements, therefore, can be considered to be an enhancement of the stack-based language style 
of coding.  However, ETAC text script can include TAC text script, and fundamentally, the script 
interpreter uses logical tokens to internally convert the ETAC expressions and ETAC statements 
into the equivalent of TAC text script for processing by the TAC processor.  For illustration 
purposes only, ‹data-obj.member› would be converted to the equivalent of ‹SELECT data-obj 
`member›, and ‹data-obj.fnt(arg1 arg2)› would be converted to the equivalent of ‹DATA data-
obj {CALL fnt;} arg1 arg2› (SELECT, DATA, and CALL would be internal commands known only to
the TAC processor).  The conversions can be more complicated than shown in those illustrations. 
Each ETAC expression and ETAC statement, therefore, is converted into some form of an internal 
command but the command’s arguments remain as code units (in some cases, the code units are 
slightly modified).  That internal command and its arguments are then processed as though they 
were written directly by a programmer.  As a consequence, each argument, as a code unit, is 
activated before its command is, leaving a stack object as the proper argument for the command 
(there is nothing unusual about this process).  But some commands activate some of their 
argument stack objects again, in some cases repeatedly, leaving the final arguments on the object 
stack.  As an illustration, if ‹do to {Int := (A + 3); Int;} {…}› is internally converted 
to ‹DOTO {Int := (A + 3); Int;} {…}›, then ‹{Int := (A + 3); Int;}› is activated as
usual leaving that procedure as the proper argument of DOTO on the object stack, but the DOTO 
command activates that procedure, which results in an integer stack object as the final argument 
for the DOTO command.  So, if the value of A were 5, then the two final arguments for the DOTO 
command would be 8 and {…}.

When activated, ETAC expressions push a stack object onto the object stack; ETAC statements do
not (with the exception of the data object creation   and function definition   statements).  ETAC 
expressions, therefore, are typically components of ETAC statements and ETAC token statements 
(although ETAC statements can be components of ETAC expressions in some cases).

In order to avoid syntactical ambiguity, and for the system to operate correctly, various ETAC 
expressions and ETAC statements are prioritised over others.  The priority of an ETAC expression
or ETAC statement is called its ‘precedence’.  A lower numbered precedence has a higher priority
(or “higher precedence”) than a higher numbered precedence.  Therefore, ETAC expressions and 
ETAC statements with a lower precedence number (higher precedence) should be regarded as 
forming a code unit before ETAC expressions and ETAC statements having a higher precedence 
number within an ETAC token statement.  Operator expressions, sequence expressions, procedure
expressions, and comops have the lowest precedence number (of zero).  Parentheses, as such, 
cannot be used with ETAC expressions and ETAC statements to alter the precedence (parentheses 
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are used only for operator expressions and function calls  ).  To alter the precedence, the @   
operator can be used.

The following are illustrations of ETAC expressions and ETAC statements, showing precedence 
and code unit groupings in red parentheses.  The subscripts indicate the precedence numbers of 
the groupings.  The groupings are finally shown without the subscripts.  The code unit arguments 
for each ETAC expression and ETAC statement existing within a group are activated from right to
left.  Each inner group is processed before its outer group, and the processing also flows from 
right to left. 

(1) A%B%C  ((A%B)2L%C)2L  (A%B)%C

(2) A%[B].C  ((A%([B])0)2L.C)2L  (A%([B])).C

(3) A%B().C()  (((A%(B())1)2L.C)2L())2  ((A%(B())).C)()

(4) A.B%C.D()  ((((A.B)2L%C)2L.D)2L())2  (((A.B)%C).D)()

(5) A.B%(&@ C.D()) ((A.B)2L%((&@ ((C.D)2L())2))0)2L  (A.B)%((&@ ((C.D)())))

(6) A.B().C++  ((((A.B)2L())2.C)2L++)2  (((A.B)()).C)++

(7) A.B#C() := D  ((A.B)2L#(C())1 := D)9  (A.B)#(C()) := D

(8) A().B#C%D  (((A())1.B)2L#(C%D)2L)3  ((A()).B)#(C%D)

(9) if A then {B;} else {C;} endif <%[1] := 10
 ((if … endif)5 <%([1])0 := 10)9  (if … endif) <%([1]) := 10

(10) do repeat when A = 5 then {10} 6 then {20} else {2} endwhen {…}
 (do repeat (when … endwhen)7 {…})8  do repeat (when … endwhen) {…}

The system described above may seem complicated, but it is necessarily so to cater for all 
allowable combinations of ETAC expressions and ETAC statements.  In actual ETAC programs, 
however, the combinations are typically much simpler than shown above, and so are easier to 
comprehend.

The ETAC expressions and ETAC statements require the ETACLibDefs.ptac file to have been 
included once.  The contents of that file is incorporated into the loader script (RunETAC.btac) for 
the standard setup of ETAC which automatically loads that file.

In the sections that follow, the ETAC expressions and ETAC statements are described in detail.  
The top row of each description box is a “syntax” diagram of the relevant ETAC expressions or 
ETAC statement.  However, it is not a proper syntax diagram — the parameters within a “syntax” 
diagram could represent both code units and stack objects, and not all possible code units are 
specified.

1.10.1 Notational Conventions
The following conventions are used in the syntax diagrams of the sections below.

 Each blue parameter is syntactically a code unit (with the specified restrictions) required to 
push the stack object onto the object stack as stated in the description of the parameter.  Each 
parameter, therefore, also represents the said stack object (unless stated otherwise).

 Green parameters represent stack objects, but are not part of the code unit of the ETAC 
expressions or ETAC statement.

 The diagrams are read from IN to OUT  along the arrowed paths.

 A forked path indicates a choice of alternate syntax.

 ws on a path means that at least one whitespace is required at that position.

 n/s on a path means that no whitespaces are to be present at that position.

 Neither ws nor n/s on a path means that whitespaces are optional at the path’s position.

 Black text must exist as shown.
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1.10.2 ETAC Expressions
The following boxes contain the description all the ETAC expressions.  Most ETAC expressions 
return a stack object on the object stack, and so can be used as arguments to other ETAC 
expressions and ETAC statements.  However, not all logically possible combinations of ETAC 
expressions and ETAC statements are valid; only the combinations deemed useful by the ETAC 
language designer are valid.

1.10.2.1 Data Member Selection

Data Member Selection
OUTIN data-object . member

data-object A data object.

member A member name of data-object.

Details
The data member selection expression activates the stack object of a member (identified by 
member) of a data object (data-object).  member names can be selected recursively.  member 
must be in the form of a variable identifier.

When the data member selection expression is activated, the data dictionary of data-object is 
automatically pushed onto the dictionary stack before the stack object identified by member is 
activated.  That dictionary is then removed from the dictionary stack just after the activation of 
the said stack object completes.

If member is not the same as the name of a member of data-object, then no stack object of any 
member of data-object will be activated (perhaps the stack object of a different dictionary on the 
dictionary stack will be activated).

Return Type
Any type of stack object (if a stack object is returned).

Examples

(1) D1.D2
(2) D1.FntVar(A 4).D3
(3) D1.D2.D3

Precedence Number
2L ♦
1.10.2.2 Function Call

Function Call
OUTIN ( )

argument
ws

function-variable n/s

function-variable A function command or data member selection expression returning an ETAC 
function.

argument A stack object.

Details
The function call expression executes an ETAC function (identified by function-variable) possibly
with arguments (argument), and may   return one or more stack objects on a TAC stack (typically 
the object stack).  The ETAC function indicated by function-variable is typically created by a 
function definition   statement.  The number and types of the argument values must be compatible 
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with the number and types of parameters in the definition of the ETAC function — optional 
arguments are not permitted unless explicitly catered for in the ETAC function definition.  It is 
the ETAC function that assigns the values of the arguments to their corresponding parameters, not
the function call, therefore the arguments can be syntactically outside the parentheses.  Note that 
the parentheses are not part of an operator expression, they are part of the syntax of the function 
call.

The arguments are actually the stack objects on the object stack to be automatically allocated to 
the parameters of the corresponding ETAC function definition.  In the expanded syntax diagram, 
the first argument on the left is the topmost stack object, the second argument from the left is the 
second top stack object, and so on.  Syntactically, the “arguments” of a function call expression is
any ETAC text script (without directive tokens at the top level) that produces the said arguments 
on the object stack.

A function call expression may return stack objects onto a TAC stack; those stack objects must be
processed by the caller, otherwise they will remain on the TAC stack.  The stack objects are 
typically assigned or allocated to an ETAC variable.  To discard a returned stack object, the void
ETAC statement is placed in the position of such an assignment.

Return Type
Any type of stack objects (if any stack objects are returned).

Examples

(1) FntVar(10 V1 "My string") [* Typical call. *]
(2) V1.V2.F() [* Calling a function member. *]
(3) FntVar(10) V1 "My string" [* Exotic — FntVar has three arguments. *]
(4) F(do I to 3 {I;}) [* Equivalent to: F(3 2 1). *]
(5) do I to 3 {I;}; F(); [* Equivalent to: F(3 2 1). *]
(6) A := B := C := F() [* F() returns three stack objects, which are assigned. *]

Precedence Number
1, 2 (when function-variable is a data member selection   expression)

Additional Information
Data Member Selection

Related Information
Function Definition

Other Information
Void   ♦
1.10.2.3 Negation

Negation
OUTIN ~ number

number An integer or decimal stack object.

Details
The negation expression returns the negation of a number (number).  Note that the negation of an 
explicit number can be indicated using the minus sign as part of the number.  For example: 
‹-5.8›, ‹–2371›.

number cannot itself syntactically be a negation expression.
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Return Type
Same stack object type as number.

Examples

(1) ~Var1
(2) ~ (Var1 + 3)

Precedence Number
4 ♦
1.10.2.4 Object  Replication

Object Replication
OUTIN @ ws object

Details
The object replication expression returns a replicate of a stack object (object).  All resource 
values of object are replicated entirely if it has resource values.

object is a stack object to be replicated (not copied or duplicated).

Important Note

Stack objects that contain direct or indirect references to themselves, therefore forming a 
reference loop, MUST NOT be replicated.  If such stack objects are replicated, the ETAC 
program will become unstable.  Dictionary stack objects (including data dictionaries), 
sequences, and procedures are the only stack objects that are affected; other stack objects 
cannot contain reference loops.

Return Type
Same stack object type as object.

Example

(1) @ MySeq

Precedence Number
1

Additional Information
dup_top   ♦
1.10.2.5 Sequence and String Size

Sequence and String Size
OUTIN | sequence-string |

sequence-string A sequence, or a string stack object.

Details
The sequence size expression returns the size (number of elements) of a sequence (sequence-
string), and the string size expression returns the length (number of u-char characters) of the 
string value of a string stack object (sequence-string).  If sequence-string is syntactically an 
explicit string  , then it must have at least one whitespace before and after it.

Return Type
An integer stack object.
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Examples

(1) |Var1|
(2) | "an explicit string" | [* Whitespaces are necessary here. *]
(3) |(&@ push_val 0 "MySeq")| [* push_val returns a sequence. *]
(4) |do {push_val 0 "MySeq";}| [* Alternate to (3). *]
(5) | "\#10FFFF#" | [* Length is 1, not 2. *]
(6) |([1, 2, 3] + Var)|

Precedence Number
1

Other Information
uchar_cnt   ▪ wchar_cnt   ▪ str_len   ▪ size   ▪ String   ♦
1.10.2.6 Sequence Element Access

Sequence Element Access
OUTIN sequence % integer-sequence

:=

+=

ws

objectws

sequence A sequence or procedure.

integer-sequence A flat integer sequence, or empty sequence.

Details
The sequence element access expression returns the value of, or modifies, a sequence or 
procedure element.  ‹:=› will assign, and ‹+=› will add or append, to the specified element 
(integer-sequence) of the specified sequence (sequence).  When adding or appending (+=), the 
stack object (object) being added or appended gets replicated first, and is equivalent to the script 
fragment ‹elm := add2 elm @ object›, where elm is the specified element of sequence.

object is any stack object and is assigned (for ‹:=›), or replicated then added or appended (for 
‹+=›), to the sequence element or sub-element as determined by integer-sequence.  The number of
elements in integer-sequence determines the depth of access of the elements of sequence.  The 
elements of integer-sequence are interpreted as positive integers, and represent recursive indices 
into sequence.  The first element of integer-sequence is the index accessing the corresponding 
element of sequence, the second element of integer-sequence is the index accessing the 
corresponding element of the first access, the third element of integer-sequence is the index 
accessing the corresponding element of the second access, and so on.

If integer-sequence is empty, then the last element of sequence is accessed.  If any element of 
integer-sequence cannot access the corresponding subsequence of sequence, then no action occurs
for the assignment (:=), an error event occurs for the append (+=), and a null stack object is 
returned for the access.  For the assignment, the element after the last one in a subsequence can 
be assigned.

Note that the index of the first element of a sequence is 1 (one).

Return Type
Any type of stack object only when accessing (no ‹:=› or ‹+=›).
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Examples

(1) V1%[2, 5, 1] [* V1 contains a sequence. *]
(2) F()%[Idx, 6] := 10 [* F() returns a sequence. *]
(3) F().V1%[Idx] [* F().V1 contains a sequence. *]
(4) V1%F() := 10 [* F() returns a flat integer sequence. *]
(5) V1%V2 += 10 [* V2 contains a flat integer sequence. *]

Precedence Number
2L, 9 (for ‹:=› and ‹+=›)

Additional Information
add2   ♦
1.10.2.7 String Character Access

String Character Access
OUTIN string # integer

:=
wsn/s

*
ws

ws src-string

string A string variable ID command or data member selection expression (for :=), or a string 
stack object (otherwise).

integer A non-negative integer stack object.

Details
The string character access expression returns or modifies a u-char character of a string.  If the 
expression is not   the destination of an assignment (:=), then the u-char character at the specified 
u-char offset (integer) is returned, or a null stack object is returned if there is no character at that 
offset.  If the expression is the destination of an assignment, then the whole of the source string 
(src-string) replaces the u-char character of the destination string (string) at the specified u-char 
offset.

If the string character access expression is not   the destination of an assignment then string can 
syntactically only be a variable ID command, explicit string  , a function call   expression, data 
member selection   expression, or sequence element access   statement.

integer is the zero-based u-char offset into string.

‹*› if present, represents the u-char offset of the last u-char character of string.

src-string is a string stack object and replaces the u-char character of string at u-char offset 
integer or ‹*›.  Note that a u-char character of string can be deleted by assigning an empty string 
to it.

Return Type
A string stack object only when accessing (no ‹:=›), or a null stack object if accessing a non-
existing character of string.

Examples

(1) Str#5
(2) F().V2#*
(3) S%[4]#A.B
(4) G()#S%[2]
(5) A.B.C()#D.E
(6) Str#* := "hello" [* Replaces last character of Str with “hello”. *]
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(7) V1.V2#Offset := V3
(8) V1.V2.V3#(Offset + 1) := V4
(9) V1#Fnt() := "b"
(10) V1#@Exec({add2 3 5;}) := "" [* Deletes the specified character of V1. *]

Precedence Number
3, 9 (for ‹:=›)

Additional Information
Data Member Selection   ▪ Function Call   ▪ Sequence Element Access   ▪ String   ♦

1.10.3 ETAC Statements
The following boxes contain the description all the ETAC statements.  Most ETAC statements do 
not return a stack object on the object stack.  However, procedures can push stack objects onto 
the object stack, and so some ETAC statements can be used as arguments to other ETAC 
expressions and ETAC statements.  Note that not all logically possible combinations of ETAC 
expressions and ETAC statements are valid; only the combinations deemed useful by the ETAC 
language designer are valid.

1.10.3.1 Choice Statement

Choice Statement

OUT

IN { code1 }expression ws then ws

ws

else ws { code2 } ws endwhen

=

is

!=

<

>

<=

>=

objectwhen ws ws ws

object A stack object that gets activated.

expression A stack object that gets activated.

code1 ETAC text script. (optional)

code2 ETAC text script. (optional)

Details
The choice statement compares the value of a stack object (object) with a number of possible 
values (expression) and activates the code block (code1) associated with the possible value when 
the first one of the comparisons evaluates to true.  If no comparison evaluates to true then an 
alternative code block (code2) is optionally activated.  The choice statement is similar to ‘select’, 
‘case’, and ‘switch’ statements in other programming languages, but is more versatile.  Note that 
the braces together with the enclosed code1 and code2 are required actual procedure expressions.

Each time object is activated, it must push a stack object containing a comparison value onto the 
object stack.  object is activated each time a comparison is made with the evaluated value of each
expression until the result of the comparison is true.  Syntactically, object is typically a variable
ID command but can be an explicit value, an operator expression, or a procedure that returns a 
value, and more.  If object is syntactically a variable ID command or an operator expression, then
the usual activated result   (ie: the stack object pushed onto the object stack) of that variable ID 
command or operator expression is activated before it is used for each comparison.
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expression must evaluate to a stack object containing a comparison value when it is activated and
compared with the evaluated value of object.  There can be more than one expression, and the 
evaluated value of object is compared with each evaluated value of expression until the result of 
the comparison is true.  When that happens, no more comparisons are made.  Each expression is 
activated only once each time a comparison is made.  Syntactically, expression is typically an 
operator expression, but can be a variable ID command, an explicit value, or a procedure that 
returns a value, and more.  The comparison operators are as specified in the choice statement 
syntax: ‹=› and ‹is› is the same as equal, ‹!=› is the same as n_equal, ‹<› is the same as less, 
‹>› is the same as great, ‹<=› is the same as less_eq, ‹>=› is the same as great_eq.

code1 is activated if a corresponding comparison evaluates to true.  The break intrinsic 
command can be used within code1.  code1 is optional.

code2 is activated if no comparison evaluates to true.  The break intrinsic command can be used
within code2.  code2 is optional.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the choice statement can be used.

(1) when A = 10 then {…} [2, B, 33] then {…} else {…} endwhen
(2) when A <= -3 then {…} -2 then {…} -1 then {…} else {…} endwhen
(3) when ? = A then {…} B.F(9) then {…} C.M then {…} endwhen
(4) when (A + 2) is (B – 5) then {…} [5, 7, 20] then {…} endwhen
(5) when {… A;} is F(B 5) then {…} {… C;} then {…} endwhen
(6) X := when [2.2, 6] = A then {"top"} B then {"left"} else {"unknown"}

endwhen

Precedence Number
7

Additional Information
break   ▪ equal   ▪ n_equal   ▪ less   ▪ great   ▪ less_eq   ▪ great_eq

Other Information
Procedure Expression   ♦
1.10.3.2 Compound Object Append

Compound Object Append
OUTIN comp-dest ++:=ws ws comp-value

comp-dest (1) sequence or procedure, or

(2) dictionary stack object, or

(3) data object.

Details
The compound object append statement separately combines the elements of a compound stack 
object (comp-value) to another compatible compound stack object (comp-dest).  This statement is 
equivalent to the script fragment ‹pop comb2 comp-dest comp-value›, however, if comp-dest 
and comp-value are data objects (3), then the data dictionaries of those data objects are used 
respectively for comp-dest and comp-value in the equivalent script fragment, instead of the data 
objects themselves being used.  No value is returned by the statement.  comp-dest is modified by 
comp-value.

comp-value is a compound stack object of the same type, (1), (2), or (3), as comp-dest.  Each of 
the elements of comp-value is copied (not duplicated) then combined with comp-dest.
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Examples

(1) Var1 ++:= Var2
(2) Var1.Memb ++:= Var2

Precedence Number
9

Additional Information
comb2   ♦
1.10.3.3 Conditional Statement

Conditional Statement

if ws

OUT

IN { code1 }condition ws then ws

ws

ws

else ws { code2 } ws endif

condition A stack object evaluating to an integer stack object containing a boolean value.

code1 ETAC text script. (optional)

code2 ETAC text script. (optional)

Details
The conditional statement activates a code block (code1) if a condition (condition) is satisfied 
(effectively evaluates to true) if activated, otherwise an optional alternative code block (code2) 
is activated.  Note that the braces together with the enclosed code1 and code2 are required actual 
procedure expressions.

If condition is activated, it must push an integer stack object containing a boolean value onto the 
object stack.  The boolean value is interpreted as false if it is zero, otherwise it is interpreted as 
true.  There can be more than one condition, and each condition is activated once from left to 
right until the first one that pushes a stack object effectively containing true.  When that 
happens, no more conditions are activated.  condition may syntactically have ‘not’ (followed by 
a white-space) before it if it is not syntactically a procedure expression.

code1 is activated for the first condition that pushes a stack object effectively containing true.  
code1 is not activated for any corresponding condition that is not activated or pushes a stack 
object containing false.  code1 is optional.

code2 is activated if no condition pushes a stack object effectively containing true.  code2 is 
optional.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the conditional statement can be used.

(1) if (A = "top") then {…} endif
(2) if (A >= 10) then {…} (B != [2, C, 33]) then {…} else {…} endif
(3) if A then {…} not F(2 C 33) then {…} endif
(4) if {… A;} then {…} {… not (B > 10);} then {…} else {…} endif
(5) X := if A then {… F();} B then {… C;} else {… ?;} endif;

Precedence Number
6
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Additional Information
not

Other Information
Procedure Expression   ♦
1.10.3.4 Copy Assignment

Copy Assignment
OUTIN variable @=ws ws object

variable A variable ID command, or a data member selection expression.

Details
The copy assignment statement replicates the source stack object (object) and assigns it to an 
ETAC variable (variable).  All resource values of object are replicated entirely if it has resource 
values before object is assigned to variable.  The copy assignment statement is equivalent to the 
script fragment ‹variable := @ object› (‹@› is the object replication   expression).

variable is a variable ID command whose variable object is to receive a replicate of object.  The 
original value of variable is destroyed.  object is any stack object.

Examples

(1) V1 @= [10, 3]
(2) V1 @= V2
(3) V1.V2.V3 @= V4

Precedence Number
9

Additional Information
Data Member Selection   ▪ Object Replication   ♦
1.10.3.5 Data Object Creation

Data Object Creation
OUTIN data: { member-allocations }

member-allocations ETAC text script. (optional)

Details
The data object creation statement creates a data object on the object stack.  member-allocations 
are typically variable allocation   statements that allocate the members of the data object.  
However, member-allocations can be any ETAC text script.  member-allocations is optional.  The 
created data object is usually allocated or assigned to an ETAC variable.  Note that the braces 
together with the enclosed member-allocations is a required actual procedure expression.

When the data object creation statement is activated, the data dictionary of the created data 
object is automatically pushed onto the dictionary stack before member-allocations are activated. 
That data dictionary is then removed from the dictionary stack just after the activations of 
member-allocations complete.

Examples

(1) MyData := data:{V1 :- 10; V2 :- [1, 3, 4]; V3 :- (V2 + V1);};
(2) SomeFnt(… data:{Par1 :- "a string"; Par2 :- [1, 3, 4];} …);
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Return Type
A data object. 

Precedence Number
1

Related Information
Variable Allocation

Other Information
Procedure Expression   ♦
1.10.3.6 Data Object Modification

Data Object Modification
OUTIN { member-assignments }data-object .

data-object A data object, or a data member selection expression returning a data object.

member-assignments ETAC text script. (optional)

Details
The data object modification  statement allocates the members of a data object (data-object) 
and\or assigns values to the variable objects of the members of a data object (data-object).  Note 
that the braces together with the enclosed member-assignments is a required actual procedure 
expression.

member-assignments are typically variable allocation   or variable assignment   statements that 
allocate and\or assign the members of data-object.  However, member-assignments can be any 
ETAC text script.  member-assignments is optional.

When the data object modification statement is activated, the data dictionary contained in data-
object is automatically pushed onto the dictionary stack before member-assignments are 
activated.  That data dictionary is then removed from the dictionary stack just after the 
activations of member-assignments complete.  That data dictionary is also removed when, within 
member-assignments, an error event occurs or when any of the following commands or ETAC 
functions are activated: break, exitdo, exitdo_if, @Break, @BreakIf, @Return, 
@ReturnIf.

Examples

(1) V1.{M1 :- 10; M2 := [1, 3, 4];}
(2) V1.V2.{M1 :- 10; M2 := [1, 3, 4];}

Precedence Number
9

Additional Information
Data Member Selection   ▪ Variable Allocation   ▪ Variable Assignment

Other Information
Procedure Expression   ♦
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1.10.3.7 Function Definition

Function Definition
OUTIN fnt: ( )

parameter-variable
ws

{ code }

parameter-variable A variable ID command.

code ETAC text script. (optional)

Details
The function definition statement defines a nameless ETAC function and places it on the top of the
object stack.  When the ETAC function is called, it initially creates a local dictionary which will 
contain each parameter-variable and all ETAC variables allocated from within code.  That local 
dictionary is destroyed just before the termination of the call.  An ETAC function is called via the 
function call   expression.  Note that the braces together with the enclosed code is a required actual
procedure expression.

The ETAC function is typically allocated to an ETAC variable; the name of that ETAC variable 
acts as a name of the ETAC function.  The ETAC function of a function command can be assigned 
to another ETAC variable without having the ETAC function execute.  That other ETAC variable 
would also act as a name of the same ETAC function.

parameter-variable specifies each parameter of the ETAC function definition.  When the ETAC 
function is called, it pre-allocates to the local dictionary each parameter-variable, initialising 
each with the corresponding stack object existing on the object stack before code is activated.

code is ETAC text script to be activated when the ETAC function is called.  The go_end 
command can be used within code at the top level to cause control to go to the end of the 
procedure and return to the caller.  The @Return and @ReturnIf commands can be used to break
out of all procedures at any logical level within code.  code is optional.

Return Type
ETAC function.

Examples

(1) Seq%[3] := fnt:(pV1 pV2 pV3){…}
(2) MyFnt :- fnt:(){…}

Precedence Number
1

Additional Information
@Return   ▪ @ReturnIf

Other Information
Function Call   ▪ Procedure Expression   ▪ go_end   ▪ @DefFnt   ♦
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1.10.3.8 Increment and Decrement

Increment and Decrement

--

OUTIN numerical-variable ++n/s

numerical-variable A numerical variable ID command or data member selection expression.

Details
The increment statement (++) increments the value of a numerical ETAC variable or member 
variable (numerical-variable) by 1 (one), and the decrement statement (--) decrements a 
numerical ETAC variable or member variable (numerical-variable) by 1 (one).  No value is 
returned by either statement.  The value of numerical-variable is an integer or decimal number.

Examples

(1) Var++
(2) MyData.MoreData.Var--

Precedence Number
1, 2 (when numerical-variable is a data member selection   expression)

Additional Information
Data Member Selection   ♦
1.10.3.9 Iteration Exit Statements

Iteration Exit Statements

OUTIN donext

donext_if ws condition

;

OUTIN exitdo

exitdo_if ws condition

;

condition An integer stack object containing a boolean value.

Details
The exitdo and exitdo_if statements cause control to break out of the logically immediate 
iteration statement   (unconditionally or conditionally as specified).  “Logically immediate” means 
the most recent iteration statement   that is active during the activation of an exitdo or 
exitdo_if statement.  When control breaks out of the said iteration statement  , that iteration 
statement   is aborted and control continues with the logically next script token after that iteration 
statement  .  An exitdo or exitdo_if statement cannot logically exist outside an iteration 
statement  .  Note that no other action occurs when an exitdo and exitdo_if statement is 
activated; specifically, local dictionaries and stack arguments remain on their respective TAC 
stacks.  

The donext and donext_if statements cause control to go to the end of the logically immediate 
iteration statement   (unconditionally or conditionally as specified), skipping all subsequent 
statements within the iteration statement   procedure, as though that procedure ended normally.  
Control then continues normally — the next iteration (if there is one) of the said iteration 
statement   is executed.  A donext or donext_if statement cannot logically exist outside an 
iteration statement  .

If the value of condition is not zero then an exitdo_if or donext_if statement acts as specified
above, otherwise the statement is ignored.
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Note that the break intrinsic command causes control to break out of the logically immediate 
iteration statement   or choice statement   unconditionally.

Example

(1) do I to 20 {donext_if (V1 = 10); [* Do some stuff with I. *]};

Precedence Number
9

Other Information
Iteration Statement   ▪ Choice Statement   ▪ break   ♦
1.10.3.10 Iteration Statement

Iteration Statement

do
ws

ws

OUT

IN

repeat count

index

from start
ws

to ws end
ws

step ws incr ws

with ws element ws of ws sequence while ws condition ws

{ code }

ws

ws

ws

ws

ws

count A non-negative integer stack object.

index A variable ID command.

start A stack object evaluating to an integer stack object.

end A stack object evaluating to an integer stack object.

incr A stack object evaluating to an integer stack object.

element A variable ID command.

sequence A procedure evaluating to a sequence or procedure, or a sequence.

condition A stack object evaluating to an integer stack object containing a boolean value.

code ETAC text script. (optional)

Details
The iteration statement activates a code block (code) a specified number of times.  The number of
times that the code block is activated can be based on a counter or one or more specified 
conditions.  Iterations terminate when the first one of the conditions satisfy its termination 
criterion, or they can be terminated explicitly.  Note that the braces togeether with the enclosed 
code is a required actual procedure expression.

count is interpreted as a positive number or zero.  code is activated count number of times.  If 
count is omitted, then code is repeatedly activated.  count cannot be a procedure.  If the repeat 
clause (and count) and all other conditional expressions are absent, then the effect is the same as 
‹repeat 1›.  For example, ‹do {…}› is equivalent to ‹do repeat 1 {…}›.

index indicates an ETAC variable whose variable object is to hold an integer value which is 
incremented before each iteration of code.  The value of the index is affected by start, end, and 
incr.  If index does not already exist, it will be automatically created on the topmost dictionary of
the dictionary stack.

start is activated only once before the first iteration of code, and must push an integer stack 
object onto the object stack.  index will be assigned this value before the first iteration of code.  
The default value of start is 1 (one).
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end is activated only once before the first iteration of code, and must push an integer stack object 
onto the object stack.  When the value of index first exceeds the evaluated value of end (if incr is 
positive), or when the value of index is first less than the evaluated value of end (if incr is 
negative), then the iterations terminate.  The default value of end is the maximum value of an 
integer (see Integer   for the maximum value).

incr is activated only once before the first iteration of code, and must push an integer stack object
onto the object stack.  The evaluated value of incr is added to the value of index at the end of 
each iteration.  Note that if the evaluated value of incr is negative, then the value of index is 
reduced.  The default value of incr is 1 (one).

If sequence is a procedure it is activated only once before the first iteration of code, and must 
push a sequence or procedure onto the object stack.  That sequence or procedure is the effective 
sequence, otherwise sequence itself is the effective sequence.  Each element of the effective 
sequence will be assigned to element at the beginning of each iteration of code.

element indicates an ETAC variable whose variable object is to hold the current element of the 
effective sequence.  On the first iteration of code, element will contain the first element of the 
effective sequence; on the second iteration, element will contain the second element of the 
effective sequence, and so on.  The iterations terminate when all elements of the effective 
sequence have been processed.  If element does not already exist, it will be automatically created 
on the topmost dictionary of the dictionary stack.

condition is activated before the beginning of each iteration of code, and must push an integer 
stack object containing a boolean value onto the object stack.  The boolean value is interpreted as
false if it is zero, otherwise it is interpreted as true.  The iterations will continue while the 
boolean value remains effectively true.  Iterations will terminate the first time the boolean value
becomes false.  Note that if condition is syntactically a variable ID command indicating an 
ETAC variable whose variable object contains a procedure, it should not be represented as a 
command label   (it should be the variable ID command itself).  If condition is an operator 
expression it need not be enclosed in a procedure expression.  condition must a code unit; if it is 
syntactically a sequence of script tokens, those script tokens must be enclosed in a procedure 
expression.  condition may syntactically be a single function call  .  condition may begin with not 
(followed by at least one white-space) if it is not a procedure.

The procedure created by the (required) procedure expression enclosing code is activated during 
each iteration.  Iteration Exit Statements   and the break intrinsic command can be used within 
code.  code is optional.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the iteration statement can be used.

(1) X := [do repeat 50 {0}]; [* Assigns a sequence of 50 zeros to X. *]
(2) do repeat {… exitdo_if (A > B);}
(3) do {… exitdo_if Error; …}
(4) do with A of S {donext_if (A = ""); …}
(5) do V to |Seq| {…}
(6) do V from |Seq| to 1 step –1 {…}
(7) do I to |Seq| with E of Seq while not (E < 0) {…}
(8) C := {not (A <= B)}; do while C {…};
(9) do I from 2 to {… A;} step 2 with E of S while {… (E > 0);} {…}

Precedence Number
8
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Additional Information
Iteration Exit Statements   ▪ break

Other Information
Command Label   ▪ Operator Expression   ▪ Procedure Expression   ▪ Function Call   ▪ not   ♦
1.10.3.11 Numerical Reassignment

Numerical Reassignment
OUTIN num-variable += num-object

-=

*=

/=

and=

or=

ws ws

num-variable A numerical variable ID command or data member selection expression.

Details
The numerical reassignment statement modifies the value of a numerical variable (num-variable) 
using a numerical stack object (num-object) as specified by a reassignment  operator.  This 
statement is equivalent to the script fragment ‹num-variable := op num-variable num-object›, 
where op is the reassignment operator as specified in the numerical reassignment statement 
syntax: ‹+=› is the same as add2,  ‹-=› is the same as sub2, ‹*=› is the same as mult2, ‹/=› is 
the same as div2, ‹and=› is the same as and2, ‹or=› is the same as or2.  No value is returned by
the statement.

num-object is a numerical stack object that is combined with the value of num-variable and the 
value of the result is assigned to num-variable.

A numerical stack object is a stack object whose value is an integer (see integer  ) or decimal 
number (see decimal  ).

Examples

(1) V1 += 10
(2) V1 /= V2
(3) V1.V2 *= V3

Precedence Number
9

Additional Information
Data Member Selection   ▪ add2   ▪ sub2   ▪ mult2   ▪ div2   ▪ and2   ▪ or2   ♦
1.10.3.12 Object  Append

Object Append
OUTIN variable +=ws ws object

variable A variable ID command, or data member selection expression.

Details
The object append statement appends or adds the value of a compatible stack object (object) to 
the value of another stack object existing in a dictionary item (variable).  This statement is 
equivalent to the script fragment ‹variable := add2 variable @ object›.  The value of variable 
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is modified by object.  object is replicated (not copied) before being appended or added to the 
value of variable.  No value is returned by the statement.

Note: to append to a sequence element use the sequence element access   statement: eg: ‹Seq%[2] 
+= "hello"›.  To append an element to a sequence use the sequence append   statement: eg: ‹Seq
+:= "hello"›.

Examples

(1) Var1 += Var2
(2) Var += "hello"
(3) A.Var += "goodbye"

Precedence Number
9

Additional Information
Data Member Selection   ▪ add2

Other Information
Sequence Element Access   ▪ Sequence Append   ♦
1.10.3.13 Object  Insertion

Object Insertion
OUTIN sequence <% integer-sequence wsws := object

sequence A sequence or procedure.

integer-sequence A flat integer sequence, or empty sequence.

Details
The object insertion statement inserts a single element into a sequence or procedure (sequence) at
a specified position (integer-sequence).  If the source stack object (object) is a sequence or 
procedure, that whole sequence or procedure is inserted as a single element.  Existing elements 
within sequence at and after the specified position (if any) will be moved to the next position 
before the insertion is made.  No element within sequence is deleted.

object is any stack object, and is copied (not duplicated) then inserted somewhere within 
sequence as determined by integer-sequence.  A copy of object can also be assigned after the after
the last element in sequence.  The number of elements in integer-sequence determines the depth 
within sequence into which object is inserted.  The elements of integer-sequence are interpreted 
as positive integers, and represent recursive indices into sequence.  The first element of integer-
sequence is the index accessing the corresponding element of sequence, the second element of 
integer-sequence is the index accessing the corresponding element of the first access, the third 
element of integer-sequence is the index accessing the corresponding element of the second 
access, and so on.

If any element of integer-sequence cannot access the corresponding subsequence of sequence, 
then no action occurs.  An empty integer-sequence represents the last element of sequence.

Note that the index of the first element of a sequence is 1 (one).

Examples

(1) V1<%[10, 3] := 300
(2) V1<%I := [30, 34, 77] [* I is assumed to be a flat integer sequence. *]
(3) V1<%[] := 10 [* Insert 10 before   the last element of V1. *]
(4) V2<%[(|V2| + 1)] := "yes" [* Same as V2 +:= "yes". *]
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Precedence Number
9 ♦
1.10.3.14 Sequence Append

Sequence Append
OUTIN sequence +:=ws ws object

sequence A sequence or procedure.

Details
The sequence append statement appends a single stack object (object) to the end of a sequence or 
procedure (sequence).  This statement is equivalent to the script fragment 
‹pop add2 sequence object›.  If object is a sequence or procedure, the whole sequence or 
procedure is appended as a single element.  sequence is modified by object.  object is copied (not 
duplicated) before being appended to sequence.  No value is returned by the statement.

Note that the script fragment ‹seq-var +:= @ object› is equivalent to ‹seq-var += object› if 
seq-var is a variable ID command indicating an ETAC variable containing a sequence.

Examples

(1) Var1 +:= Var2
(2) Var1 +:= [5, 8, 20]
(3) Var1%[2] +:= Var2
(4) A.B +:= 10

Precedence Number
9

Additional Information
add2   ♦
1.10.3.15 Sequence Insertion

Sequence Insertion
OUTIN sequence <%% integer-sequence wsws := object

sequence A sequence or procedure.

integer-sequence A flat integer sequence, or empty sequence.

Details
The sequence insertion statement inserts the elements of a source sequence or procedure (object) 
into a sequence (sequence) at a specified position (integer-sequence).  The elements of the source
sequence or procedure are inserted separately.  Existing elements within sequence at and after the
specified position (if any) will be moved to the next nth position, where n is the size of object.  
No element in sequence is deleted.

object is a sequence or procedure.  The elements of object are copied (not duplicated) then 
inserted contiguously somewhere within sequence as determined by integer-sequence.  Copies of 
the elements of object can also be assigned after the last element in sequence.  The number of 
elements in integer-sequence determines the depth within sequence into which the elements of 
object are inserted.  The elements of integer-sequence are interpreted as positive integers, and 
represent recursive indices into sequence.  The first element of integer-sequence is the index 
accessing the corresponding element of sequence, the second element of integer-sequence is the 
index accessing the corresponding element of the first access, the third element of integer-
sequence is the index accessing the corresponding element of the second access, and so on.
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If any element of integer-sequence is an invalid index, then no action occurs.  An empty integer-
sequence represents the last element of sequence.

Note that the index of the first element of a sequence is 1 (one).

Examples

(1) V1<%%[10, 3] := Seq
(2) V1<%%[I] := [30, 34, 77] [* I is assumed to be a flat integer sequence. *]
(3) V1<%%[] := [10] [* Insert 10 before   the last element of V1. *]
(4) V2<%%[(|V2| + 1)] := ["yes", 10] [* Same as V2 ++:= ["yes", 10]. *]

Precedence Number
9 ♦
1.10.3.16 Variable Allocation

Variable Allocation
OUTIN variable :-ws ws object

variable A variable ID command, or a data member selection expression.

Details
The variable allocation statement allocates a new variable object with a specified name 
(variable) on the dictionary stack or in the specified data object (variable).  The statement also 
copies a stack object (object) and assigns it to the new variable object.  The new variable object 
will exist in the topmost dictionary item of the topmost dictionary on the dictionary stack if 
variable is a variable ID command, or will exist in the topmost dictionary item of the data object 
specified by variable if variable is a data member selection   expression. 

If object is a compound stack object then the resources of object are not duplicated or replicated; 
all the resources of object are shared with the variable object of variable after the allocation is 
performed.  Decimal, integer, intrinsic and linked comop, mark, and null stack objects do not have
resources associated with them.

Note that the variable allocation statement is the same as a symbolic dictionary item allocation   if 
variable is a variable ID command.

Examples

(1) V1 :- V2
(2) V1 :- [1, 3, 4]
(3) V1.V2.V3 :- V4
(4) 34; V1 :-;

Precedence Number
10

Additional Information
Data Member Selection

Other Information
Symbolic Dictionary Item Allocation   ♦
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1.10.3.17 Variable Assignment

Variable Assignment
OUTIN variable :=ws ws object

variable A variable ID command, or a data member selection expression.

Details
The variable assignment statement copies a stack object (object) and assigns it to a variable 
object (identified by variable) if that variable object already exists on the dictionary stack or in 
the specified data object (variable).  If the variable object does not exist on the dictionary stack 
or in the specified data object, then this statement acts like a variable allocation   statement.  The 
original variable object of variable is destroyed if it already exists on the dictionary stack or in 
the specified data object.

If object is a compound stack object then the resources of object are not duplicated or replicated; 
all the resources of object are shared with the variable object of variable after the assignment is 
performed.  Decimal, integer, intrinsic and linked comop, mark, and null stack objects do not have
resources associated with them.

Note that the variable assignment statement is the same as a symbolic dictionary item assignment   
when variable is a variable ID command.

Examples

(1) V1 := V2
(2) V1 := [1, 3, 4]
(3) V1.V2.V3 := V4
(4) 34; V1 :=;

Precedence Number
10

Additional Information
Data Member Selection   ▪ Variable Allocation

Other Information
Symbolic Dictionary Item Assignment   ♦
1.10.3.18 Void

Void
OUTIN void

Details
The void statement discards the topmost stack object from the object stack.  It should only be 
used to discard returned stack objects from procedure and operator activations or function call   
statements.

The void statement must be used if a returned stack object is not processed, otherwise that stack 
object will remain on the object stack.

Examples

(1) [*  Discard the second returned stack object of MyFnt. *]
V3 := void V1 := MyFnt(…) [*  MyFnt returns three objects. *]

(2) void msg_box … [*  Discard returned stack object of msg_box. *]
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Precedence Number
1

Other Information
Function Call   ♦

1.10.4 ETAC Expression and Statement Reference
A reference table of the ETAC expressions and ETAC statements is shown below.

ETAC Expression and Statement Reference

Allocations and Assignments

… :- Variable Allocation   (allocates a new variable)

… := Variable Assignment   (modifies an existing variable value)

… @= Copy Statement   (replicates and assigns a stack object)

… += Numerical Reassignment   ▪ Object Append   (adds to a variable value)

… -= Numerical Reassignment   (subtracts from a numerical variable value)

… *= Numerical Reassignment   (multiplies a numerical variable value)

… /= Numerical Reassignment   (divides a numerical variable value)

… and= Numerical Reassignment   (ANDs an integer variable value)

… or= Numerical Reassignment   (ORs an integer variable value)

String

… # … String Character Access   (retrieves a string character)

… # … := String Character Access   (modifies a string character)

| … | Sequence and String Size   (obtains the size of a string)

Sequence

… % … Sequence Element Access   (retrieves a sequence element)

… % … := Sequence Element Access   (modifies a sequence element)

… % … += Sequence Element Access   (adds or appends to a sequence element)

… +:= Sequence Append   (appends a stack object to a sequence)

… ++:= Compound Object Append   (appends all elements of a sequence)

… <% … := Object Insertion   (inserts a stack object into a sequence)

… <%% … := Sequence Insertion   (inserts sequence elements into a sequence)

| … | Sequence and String Size   (obtains the size of a sequence)

Data Object

data: { … } Data Object Creation   (creates a data object)

… . { … } Data Object Modification   (accesses data object members)

… . … Data Member Selection   (accesses a data object member)

… ++:= Compound Object Append   (conjoins all members of a data object)

Function

fnt: ( … ) { … } Function Definition   (creates an ETAC function)

…(…) Function Call   (calls an ETAC function)
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Conditional

if … endif Conditional Statement   (multiple conditional procedure statement)

Choice

when … endwhen Choice Statement   (selective procedure statement)

Iteration

do … { … } Iteration Statement   (universal procedure iteration statement)

exitdo Iteration Exit Statements   (terminates all iterations)

exitdo_if … Iteration Exit Statements   (conditionally terminates all iterations)

donext Iteration Exit Statements   (begins the next iteration)

donext_if … Iteration Exit Statements   (conditionally begins the next iteration)

Miscellaneous

~ … Negation   (negates a numerical variable value)

@ Object Replication   (replicates a stack object)

…++ Increment and Decrement   (increments an integer variable value)

…-- Increment and Decrement   (decrements an integer variable value)

void Void   (discards a procedure or ETAC function returned stack object)
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2
ETAC Debugger

The Run ETAC Scripts program (RunETAC.exe) and the ETAC for Applications program 
(AppETAC.dll) contain an internal interactive debugger for debugging ETAC scripts.  For the Run 
ETAC Scripts program, the ETAC debugger can be evoked from the file popup menu when the 
mouse menu button is clicked on a file with extension etac, or can be evoked from the command 
line (DEBUG keyword option).  For the ETAC for Applications program, the ETAC debugger is 
evoked from the application program that links to AppETAC.dll.  This chapter describes how to use 
the ETAC debugger.

2.1 Introduction (Debugger)
The ETAC package includes a native ETAC debugger, which is an internal interactive debugger 
used for visually tracing the activation of script tokens in ETAC script and TAC text script files.  
Typically, however, only ETAC text script files are debugged  —  the ETAC debugger is not 
suitable for tracing TAC binary instruction files (although this is possible with some limitations).

The ETAC debugger is a token debugger, which means that each step pauses on a script token 
rather than pausing on a text line.  When evoked, the ETAC debugger displays two windows, the 
debug window and the trace window.

Note that the ETAC debugger also displays syntax errors in the debug window and trace window. 
However, this section is not relevant to the syntax checking of ETAC text script files.  See the 
document ETACCompiler.pdf for information about the syntax checking and conversion of ETAC 
text script files.

2.2 The Trace Window
The ‘trace window’ is a sizeable white window containing a copy of the (slightly modified) 
ETAC text script currently being debugged.  The default colour of the script tokens showing in 
the trace window is black, but the current script token to be activated is bold and of a different 
colour indicating the state of that script token; it also has a grey background.  The trace window 
is read-only — text cannot be pasted into it.  However, text in the trace window can be 
highlighted and copied via CTRL-C keyboard keys.

The title of the trace window is either “SOURCE” or is a file name.  If the current script token 
being traced is in the main ETAC text script file then the title will be “SOURCE”, otherwise if the
current script token is in an inclusion file then the name of that file is displayed.

The diagram below illustrates a trace window with the current script token highlighted grey.  
Comments   are always highlighted in a green colour.
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    SOURCE
endif;

};

pop link 1 @Self;
};

start_local; [* Create a local dictionary for the main program.*]
ProgArgStr :-; [* Assign the stack argument string (not used). *]

[* PROGRAM *]
---:START;

Fnts := @NewData$ ("etacFunctions");

UserIFace. {uifOpenMainUIF$ ();  void uifShowMainUIF$ ();};
if ( DialogTest.dtDialogObj != ? ) then

{DialogTest.dtDialogObj.@EndDlg$ (0);}
endif;

end_local;

[* Delete the "DBM" dictionary. *]
dict_stack;  pop;  obj_stack;

The ETAC text script shown in the trace window is slightly different than the source file ETAC 
text script to which it corresponds.  The differences are as indicated below.

 The name of a function call   expression has a dollar sign ($) appended to it.  Note that the 
dollar sign represents an internal command that activates the function body, and can be 
stepped into.
eg: Fnt(…) => Fnt$ (…).

 Opening brackets (‹[›, ‹(›, ‹{›) have a space before them, and closing brackets (‹]›, ‹)›, ‹}›) 
have a space after them, unless there is already a space, the same bracket, or closing brackets 
are followed by a comma (,) or semicolon (;), or opening brackets have a comma or 
semicolon before them.
eg: Seq%[…] => Seq% […].

 Each of the following lexical tokens has a space between it and adjacent colons (:), unless 
the lexical tokens occur within a PDN identifier: ‹|›, ‹.›, ‹%›, ‹#›, ‹~›, ‹<%%›, ‹<%›.

2.2.1 Setting the Trace Window Typeface 
The typeface of the text displayed in the trace window can be specified by the programmer.  Each
ETAC source file can have its own typeface specified, usually near the top of the file.  Insert the 
following line to specify the typeface of an ETAC source file text displayed in the trace window.

[*::40 TRACER:[TYPE_FACE=typeface-name]::*]

where typeface-name is the name of the desired typeface.  The default typeface is “Courier New”.
Note that the typeface name must not be enclosed in quotation characters.  For example,
[*::40 TRACER:[TYPE_FACE=Consolas]::*]

will display the text in the trace window for the enclosing ETAC source file in the “Consolas” 
typeface.  Specifying the typeface is useful for displaying Unicode characters properly.

2.2.2 Script Token Colour Codes
The foreground colour of the current script token being traced is colour coded to show its status.  
The background colour of the current script token is grey.  The following table shows the 
meaning of each foreground colour.
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Script Token Colour Table

Colour  Meaning

Default colour of the current script token.

Current script token is an intrinsic comop. 

Current script token is a command label  , or its current action is for the corresponding 
stack object to be pushed onto the object stack (PushOnStack).

Current script token’s current action is to search the dictionary stack for a 
corresponding dictionary item (ExeDict). 

Current script token has triggered an error event.

2.3 The Debug Window
The ‘debug window’ contains the history of TAC binary instructions corresponding to the script 
tokens being traced, as well as the items on the current object stack.

A script token in the debug window can be stepped into or stepped over.  Stepping into a script 
token is only effective when the script token represents a comop defined in a dictionary on the 
dictionary stack.  Stepping over a script token will not cause the debugger to pause for ETAC 
code that is part of the definition of that script token unless that ETAC code contains break points.

The diagram below illustrates a debug window and its components.

Debug Window

1 Indicates the current debugging state.  If present it will show PAUSED, meaning that the 
ETAC program is in a state waiting for user input to the debug window.  If absent, the 
ETAC program is running.

2 Shows a history of actions that have occurred so far for each activated TAC binary 
instruction.  The bottom of the list shows the last occurring action.  The format of the 
display is: level action instruction, where level is the call level of instruction, action is the 
action relating to instruction, and instruction represents the activated TAC binary 
instruction.  level is increased by one each time the instruction activates a corresponding 
dictionary item, and is decremented by one when the said activation completes.

3 Shows the contents of the current object stack.  Each stack object is on a single line in the 
display (if possible), with the top line displaying the topmost stack object.  Strings are 
shown delimited by double-angle quotation characters ‘«’ and ‘»’.

4 Shows a red mnemonic error code or a black “SUCCESS” (during the PAUSE state) for the
current TAC binary instruction.  If the ETAC program is running when an error event 
occurs, then the ETAC program will PAUSE and the said error code will be displayed.  
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When an error code is displayed, the line number of the script token highlighted (red) in 
the trace window is shown.  If “SUCCESS” is displayed, the line number is not present.

5 Activates the ETAC text script shown in the text window described at 6.  The ETAC text 
script should end with a semicolon.  Shortcut: d.

6 Allows ETAC text script to be entered in the current ETAC session.  This is in fact a 
narrow multi-line text window not a text box.  If the ENTER key is tapped, a new line is 
created, and the current line is saved hidden above the new line.  The up and down arrow 
keys can be tapped to show the other lines in the text window.  To activate the shown 
ETAC text script, see 5.

7 Continues the current ETAC program without pausing until a breakpoint is encountered, an
error event occurs, or the ETAC program ends.  The script tokens of the ETAC program 
are traced in the trace window without pausing.  Note that because the trace window is 
continually being updated, debugging an ETAC program in this mode could be extremely 
slow.  Shortcut: c.

8 Activates the displayed TAC binary instruction shown in the debug window, then pauses.  
Shortcut: s.

9 Activates the displayed TAC binary instruction shown in the debug window, but does not 
pause if the current script token’s current action is to search the dictionary stack for a 
corresponding dictionary item (ie: the current script token is orange in the trace window) 
until the stack object of that dictionary item has completed its activation.  In other words, 
debug tracing pauses only for TAC binary instructions at the same level.  Shortcut: k.

10 Continues the current ETAC program without pausing until a breakpoint is encountered, an
error event occurs, or the ETAC program ends.  The script tokens of the ETAC program 
are not   traced in the trace window.  Shortcut: i.

11 Shows only EXEC actions if checked. (See section below.)

12 Aborts the ETAC program.  Shortcut: a.

2.3.1 Instruction Actions
The second column, actions, in the Actions sub-window of the debug window indicates the action 
of the corresponding instruction.  The actions are as follows.

Debug Instruction Actions

Action  Description

CREA A stack object is about to be created.

EXEC A stack object is about to be activated.

PUSH A stack object is about to be pushed onto a TAC stack.

PULL A stack object is about to be pulled off a TAC stack.

*** BREAK The ETAC program is in a paused state because of a breakpoint, an error event, 
or the program has finished.

2.4 Tracing ETAC Text Script
The programmer can trace ETAC text script by (1) stepping through each script token just before 
it is activated, (2) silently continuing script execution until a breakpoint has been encountered, 
(3) automatically continuing script execution showing the script being traced until a breakpoint 
has been encountered.  Breakpoints can only be entered in ETAC text script; they cannot be 
entered or modified from the debug window or the trace window.

2.4.1 Setting Breakpoints in ETAC Text Script
There are three different forms of breakpoints in the ETAC programming language.
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(1) A script token of the form ‹---:[label]› is a special TAC text instruction, called a ‘brake 
instruction’, activated only in the debug mode of the main ETAC session.  In the non-debug 
mode, brake instructions are ignored.  A break instruction is understood only by the script 
interpreter, and causes the script to halt at the point where the instruction exists.  label has the 
same syntax as a comop identifier.  It serves as a label to identify different brake points in the 
script.  label can be omitted.  A break instruction is typically set at the top level of ETAC text 
script outside of any procedure expression.  If a break instruction is set within a procedure 
expression then the ETAC text script will pause before the corresponding procedure has been 
created.

(2) A script token of the form ‹*** [str-label]› is a command called a ‘TAC procedure 
breakpoint’ defined in the standard TAC library.  str-label is a string   that typically has the syntax
as a comop identifier.  A TAC procedure breakpoint is used within a TAC procedure expression 
and is activated as a command, causing the ETAC text script to pause just after the breakpoint.  
(Ref: TAC Procedure Breakpoint  )

(3) A script token of the form ‹--- [str-label]› is a command called an ‘ETAC procedure 
breakpoint’ defined in the standard TAC library.  str-label is a string   that typically has the syntax
as a comop identifier.  An ETAC procedure breakpoint is used within an ETAC procedure 
expression and is activated as a command, causing the ETAC text script to pause just after the 
breakpoint.  (Ref: ETAC Procedure Breakpoint  )

2.4.2 Modifying the Execution of ETAC Text Script
While executing, ETAC code cannot be altered directly by the ETAC programmer.  However, 
script tokens can be entered in the debug window, which can cause the ETAC code to execute 
differently than it otherwise would.  The entered script tokens are activated in the current ETAC 
session, implying that they can affect the TAC stacks and therefore the functioning of the ETAC 
program.  The following typical operations are carried out (during PAUSE mode) by entering the 
appropriate script tokens into the debug window and clicking the ‘Do’ button.

Displaying the Value of an ETAC Variable

To display the value of an ETAC variable, simply type in the name of the ETAC variable 
followed by a semicolon into the debug window then click the ‘Do’ button.  If the variable object 
has a current action of PushOnStack, then that variable object will be pushed onto the object 
stack and can be viewed in the debug window.  Otherwise, the command push_val will need to 
be placed before the variable name in the debug window.  For example, if an ETAC variable, 
MyString, contains a string stack object, then type in ‹MyString;› into the debug window then 
click ‘Do’.  The ETAC variable will be activated as usual, and its value will be pushed onto the 
object stack.  If an ETAC variable, MyProc, contains a procedure, then type in ‹push_val 
MyProc;› into the debug window then click ‘Do’.  push_val will push the procedure onto the 
object stack.

Important Note

After viewing the value of an ETAC variable on the object stack, that value must be removed 
from the object stack before the next script token in the ETAC program is activated, unless that
value is required to remain on the object stack.  The value can be removed by executing the 
pop command in the debug window (type in pop in the debug window then click ‘Do’).

Changing the Value of an ETAC Variable

The value of an ETAC variable can be changed by activating the variable assignment statement 
from the debug window.  For example, to change the value of the ETAC variable, MyVar, to 101, 
type in ‹MyVar := 101;› into the debug window then click ‘Do’.  If the value to be assigned is 
already on the object stack then the value is omitted from the variable statement, for example, 
‹MyVar :=;›.  (Ref: Variable Assignment  )
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Listing the Dictionary Item Names of the Topmost Dictionary

The names of the dictionary items of the topmost dictionary can be displayed to the object stack 
using the get_dict_inames command.  This is achieved by typing ‹get_dict_inames;› into 
the debug window then clicking ‘Do’.  See “Important Note” above. 

Changing the Flow of ETAC code

Flow control commands and ETAC statements, such as conditionals and iterations, can be altered 
by changing the conditional value of such commands and ETAC statements as they are executing. 
When the conditional value of such commands and ETAC statements is on the object stack, the 
ETAC programmer can change that value by popping it off the stack and pushing the new desired 
value onto the stack.  For example, as the ETAC programmer is tracing a conditional statement, 
he steps through that statement until its conditional value is on the object stack.  Supposing that 
the conditional value is –1 (meaning true), and the ETAC programmer wants to change that 
value to 0 (meaning false), then he types in ‹pop; 0;› into the debug window then clicks ‘Do’. 
Now the ETAC programmer can continue with executing the conditional statement with the new 
value.

To pause the debugger at the conditional value, the flow control ETAC statement must be stepped 
into via the ‘Step’ button on the debug window when the said ETAC statement is orange in the 
trace window.  (Ref: Conditional Statement  )

Executing Procedures and ETAC Functions

Procedures and ETAC functions can be entered into the debug window and executed via the ‘Do’ 
button.  In addition, predefined ETAC text script existing in an external file can be directly 
executed in the current ETAC session.  This is typically used to define a set of desirable 
commands for use in the debugger.  Such a file is specified in the debug window as a pre-
processor inclusion   command.  For example, the ETAC programmer can create a text file named 
DebugHelpers.etac and place it in a directory that contains inclusion files.  This file can 
contain commonly used procedure definitions used for debugging.  The programmer needs to 
include that file only once during the execution of the ETAC program by entering the following 
text into the debug window: ‹::include "DebugHelpers.etac"›.  Of course, the file 
DebugHelpers.etac could be included in the main ETAC text script via a pre-processor 
inclusion   command.

2.4.3 The Debugging Process
The script tokens in ETAC text script can be activated one at a time via the debug window.  
However, the ETAC interpreter may internally replace some script tokens with other script tokens
not shown in the trace window.  In the case that such a replacement occurs, the current script 
token shown in the trace window may remain current when the programmer steps to the next 
script token, but the colour of that current script token may change.

To debug ETAC text script, the ETAC programmer first needs to insert breakpoints into that 
ETAC text script.  After running the program in DEBUG mode, the programmer then clicks ‘Silent
Continue’ (in the debug window) to pause the debugger at the first encountered breakpoint while 
the ETAC text script executes.  To trace the script tokens at the same level, the programmer 
repeatedly clicks ‘Skip’.  To enter a higher level, the programmer clicks ‘Step’, then repeatedly 
clicks ‘Skip’ to trace at that level.  The programmer clicks ‘Continue’ in rare cases when it is 
difficult to determine where an error event had occurred in the ETAC text script.

Stepping into an ETAC Function

In the trace window, an ETAC function call   is represented as a dollar sign ($) placed just to the 
right of the function command.  To step into the ETAC function body, the ETAC programmer 
needs to first pause at the dollar sign (which should be orange coloured), then he clicks ‘Step’ to 
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enter a higher level.  The programmer can then click ‘Skip’ repeatedly to trace each script token of
the function body.  However, if the programmer clicks ‘Skip’ instead of ‘Step’ at the dollar sign, 
then the ETAC function will be called without being traced, unless a breakpoint exists within the 
ETAC function body.

Stepping into a Procedure

To step into a procedure body, the ETAC programmer needs to first pause at the command (which
should be orange coloured) corresponding to the procedure in the trace window.  The programmer
then clicks ‘Step’ to enter a higher level.  The programmer can then click ‘Skip’ repeatedly to 
trace each script token of the procedure.  However, if the programmer clicks ‘Skip’ instead of 
‘Step’ at the said command, then the procedure will be activated without being traced, unless a 
breakpoint exists within that procedure.

Stepping into a Function Member

To step into the function member of a data object, the ETAC programmer must first pause at the 
data member selection   symbol (an orange coloured full stop) in the trace window.  The 
programmer then clicks ‘Step’ to enter a higher level.  The programmer then clicks ‘Skip’ 
repeatedly so that the trace window pauses at the dollar sign (which should be orange coloured).  
The programmer can then proceed as described above at ‘Stepping into an ETAC Function’.

Stepping into a Procedure Member

To step into a procedure member of a data object, the ETAC programmer must first pause at the 
data member selection   symbol (an orange coloured full stop) in the trace window.  The 
programmer then clicks ‘Step’ to enter a higher level.  At this point, the member name is coloured
orange.  The programmer can then proceed as described above at ‘Stepping into a Procedure’. 

2.4.4 Backtracking Error Events
When an error event occurs, the debugger will pause, and the script token causing the error event
will be highlighted in red in the trace window.  The debug window will indicate the nature of that 
error event in the form of a code label.  Note that the debugger will also pause when a syntax 
error is detected before the ETAC text script file is executed.  However, syntax errors are not 
traceable, and therefore cannot be backtracked.  See the document ETACErrorCodes.pdf for 
information about the ETAC compilation and run-time error event codes.

The ETAC programmer can backtrack the hierarchy of nested procedure activation from the 
error event by clicking the ‘Step’ button repeatedly in the debug window.  Each time the button is 
clicked, the trace window shows the script token (in red) where the previous level was entered.  
The TAC stacks do not partake in the backtracking of error events.  In particular, the dictionaries 
on the dictionary stack will remain as they were when the error event occurred.
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3
Programming Guide

This chapter is about how a programmer can use the ETAC programming language to achieve 
various results.  The information in this chapter consists mostly of references to other parts of this
document.

3.1 Introduction (Guide)
Source ETAC text script files are distributed with the ETAC system.  Those files use comop 
names and techniques that are defined for the ETAC system only.  The programmer must not use 
comop names or techniques contrary to those specified in this document for programming, even if
those names and techniques result in a successfully operating program.

Circular references in data objects and sequences are not catered for by the ETAC interpreter.  
They should be avoided if possible.  If they cannot be avoided, then the circularity should be 
broken when the data is no longer needed.  The problem arises when objects containing circular 
references are created and destroyed continuously — the resources of circular references will not 
be released until the main ETAC session ends.

The ETAC programming language itself does not have the capability of processing multiple 
threads simultaneously.  However, multi-threading can be achieved through external TAC 
libraries (not included in the standard ETAC installation) via the C++ programming language 
with the appropriate locking mechanisms for ETAC data.  Note, however, that multi-threading is 
rarely needed in application programs; multi-threading is most useful for operating systems and 
large data servers.  Idle-time processing would be more appropriate for application programs, but 
ETAC does not currently have that capability.

3.2 Preliminaries for Executing ETAC Code
To execute ETAC code, RunETAC.exe requires the location of the file containing the loader script 
and the directories containing the inclusion files.  However, inclusion files are not required for 
executing ETAC code files containing TAC binary instructions.

When started, RunETAC.exe searches for the loader script file (RunETAC.btac) in the following 
order.

1. The directory where RunETAC.exe exists.

2. The current directory.

3. The directory specified at ‹LoadDir=› in the initialisation file (RunETAC.ini).

4. Prompts the user to enter the loader script file.  RunETAC.exe will present the Start Box, 
and when the user clicks ‘Start’, a file dialog will be presented allowing the user to specify 
the loader script.  If the user cancels the prompt, then a loader script is not used.

RunETAC.exe also obtains the file path of the text file containing the list of inclusion directories to 
use for finding inclusion files that have a relative file path specification.  Only the first file path 
found is used, as follows.

1. The file path specified in the ‹INC_DIRS=› parameter in the command line of RunETAC.exe.

2. The file specified at ‹IncDirs=› in the initialisation file (RunETAC.ini).
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Note that ‹INC_DIRS=› and ‹IncDirs=› specify the file path of the file containing the list of the 
inclusion directory paths, not the inclusion directory paths themselves.  If the said file path is not 
specified, then the current directory is assumed to contain the inclusion files themselves.  ( Ref: 
Pre-processor Inclusion  )

The initialisation file (RunETAC.ini) is searched for in the following order.

1. The directory where RunETAC.exe exists.

2. The system Windows directory.

By default, RunETAC.ini exists in the system Windows directory.  This allows the programmer to 
create a temporary RunETAC.ini file in the directory where RunETAC.exe exists to override the 
values of the one located in the Windows directory.

The command line arguments to execute an ETAC or TAC program are described in the 
RunETAC.exe command line help pages (RunETAC.chm).

3.3 ETAC Text Files
An ETAC text file contains ETAC program source code containing either TAC text script or 
ETAC text script but not both.  However, ETAC text script can contain sections of TAC text script 
with some restrictions on TAC variables.  An ETAC text file can be a Windows-1252 or Unicode 
file (UTF-8, UTF-16LE, UTF-16BE, UTF-32LE, or UTF-32BE).  (Refs: 1.4             ETAC Program Files  
▪ 1.4.3             Forms of ETAC Text Script       ▪ 1.4.4             TAC Text Script       ▪ 1.4.5             ETAC Text Script      )

Note that ETAC recognises only strict   conformance to the UTF encoding schemes; unpaired 
surrogate code points are not supported.

The first line of an ETAC text file determines whether the rest of the text is ETAC text script or 
not.  (Ref: 1.4.3             Forms of ETAC Text Script      )

An ETAC text file can contain directives to the ETAC interpreter to be carried out before the 
ETAC script within the file is processed.  These directives allow the text in the file to be 
processed based on special defined names, and also allow other ETAC text files to be effectively 
included as part of the original text file.  (Ref: 1.8.3             Pre-processor Directives      )

An ETAC text file can contain comments, which are ignored by the ETAC interpreter.  Comments
in ETAC can only be block comments and can be nested.  (Ref: Comments  )

3.4 TAC Stacks
The ETAC interpreter uses three stacks: the main one is for all TAC objects, another is for 
dictionaries, and the third one is for operator stack objects.  (Ref: 1.3             TAC Stacks      )

3.5 Data Types
Data types for the ETAC programming language include integers, decimal numbers, strings, 
commands, operators, memory objects, dictionaries, mark objects, and a null object.  In addition, 
sequences of those objects can be created either for access or for activation.  The ETAC 
interpreter also recognises two addition emulated data types: data objects and ETAC functions.  
(Refs: 1.2             TAC Objects       ▪ 1.9             ETAC Objects      )

See section 4.5.2             Commands and Operators by Category      , for operations on various stack object 
types.
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3.5.1 Numbers and Booleans
There are two forms of numbers: (1) integers and (2) decimal numbers.  There is no distinct 
boolean type, but integer values can be used as logical or binary boolean values.  (Refs: Integer   ▪ 
Decimal  )

A number can be modified in various ways.  (Refs: Negation   ▪ Increment and Decrement   ▪ 
Numerical Reassignment  )

true and false are intrinsic boolean constants.  (Refs: true   ▪ false  )

3.5.2 Characters and Strings
There is no distinction between a string of characters and a single character in ETAC.  A single 
character is a string of one character.  There are two kinds of strings, regular strings and raw 
strings.  (Ref: String  )

A string can be modified in various ways and its size can be obtained.  (Refs: String Character 
Access   ▪ Object Append   ▪ Sequence and String Size  )

3.5.3 Memory Objects
Memory stack objects represent arbitrary data, typically from a file.  A memory stack object can 
be created pre-initialised with data.  The memory data can be accessed and modified directly, and 
the data can be extracted into a string.  Unicode text data in a memory stack object can be 
transformed from one encoding scheme to another, and also transformed to and from 
Windows-1252 text.  (Refs: Memory   ▪ mem_to_str   ▪ to_txt   ▪ to_utf8   ▪ to_utf16   ▪ to_utf32   ▪ 
cvt_data_to   ▪ read_file   ▪ write_file  )

Two or more memory stack objects can be concatenated.  A string   can be concatenated to, or 
inserted at the beginning of, a memory stack object.  (Refs: Object Append   ▪ add   ▪ add2  )

A memory stack object can be expanded with zero-initialised bytes, or contracted.  (Refs: add   ▪ 
add2   ▪ sub   ▪ sub2  )

The size of the usable data in a memory stack object can be obtained.  (Ref: size  )

3.5.4 Sequences
The ETAC programming language defines sequences of TAC objects of any type (including 
sequences) rather than arrays.  Sequences are not primary objects and must be built via sequence 
expressions before they can be used.  The index number of the first element of a sequence is one. 
(Ref: Sequence Expression  )

A sequence can be built at the build-time of its parent procedure, or at the call-time of its parent 
procedure.  (Ref: 1.9.1             Sequences      )

A sequence can be modified in various ways, and its size can be obtained.  (Refs: Sequence 
Append   ▪ Sequence Insertion   ▪ Compound Object Append   ▪ Sequence and String Size  )

An element of a sequence can be accessed and modified.  (Ref: Sequence Element Access  )

An empty sequence built at the build-time of its parent procedure, and which is to be filled with 
elements later, may need to be replicated each time that parent procedure is activated.  This is so 
because such a sequence (along with its parent procedure) is built only once, and thus acts as a 
static stack object for each activation of its parent procedure.  When the empty sequence is 
replicated, a new empty sequence is created.  However, if a sequence is built at the call-time of 
its parent procedure, it need not be replicated.  (Ref: Object Replication  )
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3.5.5 Dictionaries
Dictionaries, as such, typically exist on the dictionary stack, and are created via the new_dict 
command.  Data dictionaries are automatically pushed and popped off the dictionary stack 
whenever the members of a data object are accessed (see 3.5.6      _      Data Objects      ).  (Ref: new_dict  )

Dictionaries on the dictionary stack are globally accessible, but can be created to exist temporally
as local dictionaries (typically for use with procedures and ETAC functions).  A local dictionary 
is an ordinary dictionary merely identified by a special name.  Therefore, while a local dictionary
exists temporarily, it can be accessed globally.  The start_local command creates an empty 
local dictionary, and the end_local command deletes the local dictionary.  An ETAC function 
automatically creates a local dictionary before the function’s body is executed, and automatically 
deletes that local dictionary after the function body’s execution has ended.  A local dictionary, if 
required, must be created explicitly for procedures and subroutines.  (Refs: start_local   ▪ 
end_local  )

Two or more dictionaries can be combined.  (Refs: Compound Object Append   ▪ comb2   ▪ 
combine  )

A dictionary item can be added to the top of the topmost dictionary at any time, and the TAC 
object of any dictionary item of any dictionary on the dictionary stack can be replaced at any 
time.  (Refs: Variable Allocation   ▪ Variable Assignment  )

Dictionary Item Search Order

Dictionaries on the dictionary stack are frequently searched for the first dictionary item having a 
specified dictionary keyword.  The search begins with the topmost dictionary, and the topmost 
dictionary item of that dictionary, and continues with the next dictionary beginning with its 
topmost dictionary item.  The search will stop if and when the said dictionary item is found; other
identically named dictionary items below the found one are ignored.  If the dictionary item is not 
found, an error event will occur by default.

Linking Into Dictionaries

Normally, during the execution of ETAC code, commands and operators are searched for in 
dictionaries on the dictionary stack.  In a large ETAC program containing hundreds of commands
and operators, such continual searching can increase the time taken for the program to run.  It is 
possible to make such programs run much more efficiently by linking commands and operators 
directly to their corresponding dictionary items, thus avoiding the dictionary search.  Only 254 
dictionaries can be linked into during the main ETAC session.  The link command links the 
specified stack objects, and the unlink command removes the link from the specified stack 
objects.  (Refs: link   ▪ unlink  )

If a dictionary into which a stack object is linked is deleted, the stack object will still be 
internally linked to that dictionary.  If a stack object has a link to a dictionary item, and a new 
dictionary item with the same dictionary keyword is subsequently allocated  , that stack object will 
ignore that new dictionary item.

The following illustration shows the effect of reallocating a dictionary item that has been linked 
into.

1: Cmd :- "Hello";
2: Proc :- {Cmd;};
3: void link 1 push_val "Proc";
4: Proc;
5a: Cmd :- "Goodbye"; [* Creates a new dictionary item. *]
5b: Cmd := "Goodbye"; [* Reassigns the existing (linked) dictionary item. *]
6: Proc;
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Line 1 allocates the string "Hello" to Cmd on the topmost dictionary.  Line 2 allocates a 
procedure, Proc, which will activate Cmd when the procedure itself is activated.  Line 3 pushes 
the procedure at line 2 onto the object stack and links the elements of that procedure, namely 
Cmd, to the Cmd dictionary item allocated at line 1.  Line 4 activates the procedure defined at line
2, which subsequently activates Cmd (which is linked directly to the corresponding dictionary 
item), pushing "Hello" onto the object stack.  Line 5a (ignoring line 5b) allocates "Goodbye" to
a new Cmd on the topmost dictionary.  The topmost dictionary will therefore now contain two 
dictionary items with dictionary keyword named “Cmd”; the value of the topmost dictionary item 
will be "Goodbye".  Line 6 activates the procedure defined at line 2, which subsequently 
activates Cmd (which is still   linked directly to its original dictionary item), pushing "Hello", 
rather than "Goodbye", onto the object stack.  If Line 5b were activated instead of line 5a, then 
Proc would push "Goodbye" onto the object stack because line 5b would merely replace the 
value of the original Cmd dictionary item with "Goodbye".

The illustration above shows that an ETAC program with linked stack objects may function 
differently from one that is linked with different stack objects or does not have linked stack 
objects.  Note that if the dictionary stack contains any local dictionaries when the link command 
is activated, the link command may link into those local dictionaries, resulting in possibly 
unintentional program behaviour even after those local dictionaries are deleted.  Therefore, the 
link command is not typically used when there are local dictionaries on the dictionary stack.

The best practice is not to use the link command unless absolutely   necessary.  And if it is used, 
the program must be specifically designed with that usage in mind.  For large programs, however,
a significant performance gain can be made by linking the main dictionary (which would already 
exist before the main ETAC program begins) into itself at the beginning of the main program by 
the following code placed after the named data object definitions in the program:
‹dict_stack; link 1; obj_stack;›.

3.5.6 Data Objects
A data object is logically a set of named stack objects, and is emulated by the ETAC interpreter 
as a data dictionary.  A data object has no intrinsic identification but is typically allocated or 
assigned to an ETAC variable, which is used as the data object’s identification.  However, a data 
object can be given a name stored in a member variable of that data object.  Named data objects 
can be used stand-alone, as variant records, and as object-oriented classes and their instances.  
(Refs: 1.9.3      _      Data Objects       ▪ Named Data Objects and Object-oriented Programming   ▪
3.14      _      Object-oriented Programming      )

Data objects are created by the data: ETAC statement, and typically assigned to an ETAC 
variable.  (Ref: Data Object Creation  )

Two data objects can be combined.  (Ref: Compound Object Append  )

A member of a data object can be selected and its value modified.  (Refs: Data Member Selection
▪ Data Object Modification  )

A member of a data object can be exported from that data object, to be used in a situation when 
that data object is not on the dictionary stack.  (Refs: @Export   ▪ @ExportFnt  )

Specified members of a data object can be made private (or “exclusive”) to specified function 
members of that data object.  Access to the private data can be made from the same or other data 
objects via their function members.  Other ETAC functions can also be specified to access the 
private data.  Private members cannot be accessed from ETAC script not designated to access 
those members.  (Refs: Private Members   ▪ exclusive:   ▪ access_exclusive:  )
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3.5.7 Code Execution Objects
Certain TAC objects contain code, defined by a programmer, to be executed.  Such TAC objects 
include extrinsic command and extrinsic operator TAC objects, procedures, ETAC functions, and 
EXE stack objects.  An extrinsic command or extrinsic operator does not itself explicitly contain 
programmer defined code, but is typically associated with a procedure or ETAC function defined 
in a dictionary.  An EXE stack object identifies code defined in another programming language  
(typically the C++ programming language).  (Refs: Command   ▪ Operator   ▪ Operator Expression   ▪ 
Procedure Expression   ▪ 1.9.2      _      Procedures       ▪ 1.9.4      _      Functions       ▪ Execute Custom  )

3.5.8 Procedures as Objects
Procedures (including the body of ETAC functions) are not primary objects and must be built via 
procedure expressions before they can be used.  (Refs: Procedure Expression   ▪ 1.9.2             Procedures      )

A procedure can be modified in various ways.  However, such modifications are rarely done to 
procedures.  (Refs: Sequence Append   ▪ Sequence Insertion   ▪ Compound Object Append  )

An element of a procedure can be accessed and modified.  However, such actions are rarely done 
to procedure elements.  (Ref: Sequence Element Access  )

Procedures can be copied, replicated, or duplicated, and allocated or assigned to any number of 
other variables.  Mostly, however, they are only allocated to a variable by which they are 
activated.  When a procedure is copied, replicated, duplicated, or moved from one ETAC 
variable to another, it must first be pushed onto the object stack via the push_val command or 
stored in a deferred state in the source ETAC variable.  (Refs: Variable Allocation   ▪ Variable 
Assignment   ▪ Copy Assignment   ▪ Object Replication   ▪ dupl   ▪ push_val   ▪ defr  )

3.5.9 Functions as Objects
ETAC functions are emulated, not primary objects, and must be defined via function definitions 
before they can be used.  (Ref: Function Definition   ▪ 1.9.4             Functions      )

ETAC functions can be copied, replicated, or duplicated, and allocated or assigned to any number
of other variables.  Mostly, however, they are only allocated to a variable by which they are 
called.  (Refs: Variable Allocation   ▪ Variable Assignment   ▪ Copy Assignment   ▪ Object 
Replication   ▪ dupl  )

3.5.10 Other Objects
A mark stack object is a unique type of stack object that does not contain useful data.  There are 
eight mark stack objects (numbered 0 to 7) for use by the ETAC programmer for their own 
purposes. (Ref: Mark  )

A null stack object is a unique type of stack object that does not contain any useful data.  There is
only one type of null stack object.  A null stack object is typically used to initialise a newly 
allocated ETAC variable to indicate that it does not have a legitimate value.  (Ref: Null  )

3.6 Variables
Being a dictionary and stack based language, ETAC does not intrinsically have variables.  
Variables in ETAC are emulated, and more complicated than variables in traditional high-level 
block structured programming languages.  In a traditional language, a variable can be considered 
to be a memory area containing a value and identified by a label.  A computer program uses that 
label as a reference to access that memory area.

In ETAC, a “variable” is a dictionary item, consisting of a dictionary keyword and an associated 
stack object.  Groups of dictionary items exist in dictionaries.  Dictionaries and their dictionary 
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items can be created explicitly, and dictionaries can be destroyed explicitly.  The variable’s value
is in the stack object of the dictionary item, and is modified by replacing that stack object.  
However, stack objects are created explicitly via commands (having the same name as the 
dictionary items), and can exist on TAC stacks, in particular, the object stack.  A stack object in a 
dictionary item, and therefore in a variable, is typically assigned from a stack object existing on 
the object stack.  Therefore, in ETAC, a command is not merely a reference to a variable’s value, 
but is an instruction to the ETAC interpreter to create and activate a command stack object.  
When such a stack object is activated, it may activate the corresponding stack object of the 
variable (ie: the dictionary item’s stack object), or it may simply push itself onto the object stack.
The latter case is analogous to the variable (as a reference) itself being pushed onto the object 
stack.  As a consequence, a variable can effectively have another variable as its value.  Thus, a 
variable as an area (a dictionary item) containing a value is conceptually significantly different 
from a variable as a “reference” (a command) to that value; the “reference” is a type of separate 
entity in its own right.

So, in ETAC, the concept of a variable is merely for the convenience of the programmer and is 
not a component of the language (the ETAC programming language can be understood without 
that concept).  In ETAC, there are TAC variables and ETAC variables, the difference between 
them being the syntax of the variable names and the context in which they are used.

3.6.1 Global Variables
Global variables are merely TAC variables or ETAC variables that exist in a dictionary on the 
dictionary stack throughout the main ETAC session.  They are therefore accessible by any ETAC 
code within the main ETAC session.

3.6.2 Local Variables
Local variables are merely TAC variables or ETAC variables that exist in a local dictionary on 
the dictionary stack, and are accessible from within ETAC functions or designated procedures 
only.  A designated procedure is one that explicitly manages a local dictionary.  (Refs: 
start_local   ▪ end_local  )

Because local variables exist in a local dictionary, and because a local dictionary is typically the 
topmost dictionary when it is created, local variables mask global variables of identical name.

Local variables can be temporary or persistent.

3.6.3 Temporary Local Variables
When an ETAC function or designated procedure destroys the local dictionary that it creates, the 
variables within that local dictionary are said to be ‘temporary’ because they will no longer exist.
This is the typical situation.  An ETAC function automatically creates temporary local variables; a
procedure must explicitly create temporary local variables if it needs them.  (Refs: start_local   ▪ 
end_local  )

3.6.4 Persistent Variables
‘Persistent’ local variables are ones that exist in a local dictionary that does not get destroyed 
after the execution of an ETAC function has completed — the local dictionary and its contained 
variables will still exist when the ETAC function is called again.  More than one ETAC function 
can have access to the same set of persistent local variables.  (Ref: @Localise  )

Persistent local variables can be created for procedures also.  (Ref: Recursive Procedure 
Activation and Persistent Local Variables  )

Global variables are persistent as long as their containing dictionary exists.  Members of data 
object are persistent as long as the data object exists.
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3.6.5 Variable Names as Objects
In ETAC, a variable name is effectively the value of command stack object.  As a consequence, 
variable names can be constructed during the execution of an ETAC program, as shown in the 
following illustrations.

(1) MyVarNum :- 10; exec (`MyVar + "Num"); [* Result: 10 *]
(2) MyVarNum :- 10; exec str_to_cmd ("MyVar" + "Num"); [* Result: 10 *]
(3) mvMyVar :- "Hello"; Var :- ("mv" + `MyVar); Var; [* Result: "Hello" *]
(4) mvMyVar :- "Hello"; Var :- (`mv + `MyVar); Var; [* Result: "Hello" *]
(5) MyVar33 :- 4.5; exec (+ "My" `Var 33); [* Result: 4.5 *]
(6) do I to 10 {new_dict_item ("Var" + I) I;};

do I to 10 {exec (`Var + I);}; [* Result: 10 9 ··· 1 *]

Example (1) shows how to construct a variable name (command stack object) from a command 
(MyVar) and a string ("Num").  Note the command label   (`), which causes MyVar to be pushed 
onto the object stack as a command stack object.  "Num" is appended to that command stack 
object, resulting in the command MyVarNum (the constructed variable name) on the object stack.  
exec activates that command, resulting in the integer stack object 10 on the object stack.

Example (2) uses strings to achieve the same effect as for example (1).

Example (3) shows the constructed variable name (mvMyVar) being allocated to a new variable 
(Var), which is then activated.

Example (4) uses commands to achieve the same effect as for example (3).

Example (5) shows how to construct a variable name using a string, a command, and an integer.

Example (6) shows how to allocate constructed variable names.  The allocated variable names 
are: Var1 to Var10.  The value of those variables are then pushed onto the object stack.

Operators can be constructed in the same way.  (Refs: Symbolic Addition   ▪ str_to_cmd   ▪ exec  )

3.6.6 Allocating and Assigning Variables
In the ETAC programming language, variables must be allocated at run-time before they can be 
used — they are not declared prior to run-time as they are in many other programming languages.
When a variable is allocated, a new dictionary item corresponding to the variable is created on the
topmost dictionary of the dictionary stack, whatever dictionary that happens to be (data 
dictionaries and local dictionaries are dictionaries).  If the same variable is allocated again, then 
a new dictionary item is created.  (Ref: Symbolic Dictionary Item Allocation  )

After a variable has been allocated, any TAC object can be assigned to it.  The value of the TAC 
object is regarded as the value of the variable.  (Ref: Symbolic Dictionary Item Assignment  )

As a natural consequence of the nature of the ETAC programming language, multiple assignments
(or allocations) can be made in a single token statement.  For example, 3 can be assigned to B, 
and 5 can be allocated to A in the single token statement ‹A :- B := 3 5;› (the token statement
reads from right to left).

3.6.7 Determining the Type of a Variable
To explicitly check for or determine the type of value that an ETAC variable contains, ETAC 
code can use the is_type or get_type commands or the @TypeOf ETAC function.  If a 
variable’s type is a comop, procedure, or dictionary, then push_val needs to be used to get the 
comop, procedure, or dictionary onto the object stack for use by is_type and get_type, 
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otherwise those said stack objects will be activated instead.  @TypeOf uses the string name of the 
variable to determine the variable’s type.  (Refs: push_val   ▪ is_type   ▪ get_type   ▪ @TypeOf  )

3.7 Statements and Expressions
There are two kinds of statements in the ETAC programming language.  (1) The first kind of 
statements are token statements.  A token statement is an arbitrary consecutive sequence of one or
more script tokens having no formal structure, and separated by certain lexical tokens.  The script
tokens are typically activated from right to left.  The ETAC programmer determines which script 
tokens constitute a token statement.  Because a token statement has no formal structure, it cannot 
be syntax checked as a whole.  (2) The second kind of statements are ETAC statements.  An 
ETAC statement consists of formally structured lexical tokens.  The lexical tokens are activated 
according to the structure.  Because an ETAC statement has a formal structure it can be syntax 
checked.  Parts of an ETAC statement can be token statements as well as other ETAC statements, 
and parts of a token statement can be ETAC statements.  However, there are some restrictions on 
the combinations.  ETAC statements are subject to a priority system to avoid ambiguity when 
combining them together.  (Refs: 1.10             ETAC Expressions and Statements       ▪ 1.10.3             ETAC   
Statements  )

ETAC expressions (not to be confused with operator expressions) are like ETAC statements as 
described above, but in addition they push a stack object onto the object stack.  (Refs: 1.10             ETAC  
Expressions and Statements   ▪ 1.10.2             ETAC Expressions      )

The illustrations below show the different kinds of statements and expressions.

(1) C := not (A <= B);
(2) `add2 `A 3,
(3) do while A {…}
(4) if {C := not (A <= B); C;} then {…} endif;
(5) A%[3]
(6) |[do I to 3 {I;}]|;

Examples (1) and (2) are token statements.  Example (3) is an ETAC statement.  Example (4) is an
ETAC statement containing two token statements.  Example (5) is an ETAC expression.  Example 
(6) is an ETAC expression containing an ETAC statement.

As can be seen from the example above, statements and expressions can be combined together, 
which can result in confusion and ambiguity.  Fortunately, however, the distinctions among the 
different kinds of statements and expressions are not needed for an experienced ETAC 
programmer.

3.8 Operator Expressions
In the ETAC programming language, operator expressions (not to be confused with ETAC 
expressions) explicitly require parentheses.  There are no implied parentheses around the 
operators and their arguments; specifically, multiplication and division do not have automatic 
precedence over addition and subtraction.  (Refs: Operator   ▪ Operator Expression  )

Operator expressions cannot themselves be stored as an entity, but they can be indirectly stored 
in a procedure.  For example, ‹MyExpr := {(Num1 + (3 * Num2));};› stores an operator 
expression that can be activated via MyExpr at a suitable place later in the program where the 
appropriate variables (Num1 and Num2) are available.
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Programmer-defined Operators

Operators can be defined by the ETAC programmer via procedures.  The easiest way to define an
operator is to define a procedure that takes two arguments and returns a result on the object 
stack, then using the mk_op command to create the operator.  The operator can then be used in an
operator expression with two or more compatible arguments.  (Ref: mk_op  )

If an ETAC function is desired to be used as an operator, then the ETAC function must be 
enclosed within a procedure, for example, ‹{MyOpr();}›.  The arguments for the ETAC function 
will already exist on the object stack when the ETAC function is called.

The following example shows how to create and use an operator that adds two vectors, each 
implemented as a two element sequence.  The operator is based on an ETAC function.

[* Create the function. *]
AddVectFnt :- fnt:(pVect1 pVect2)
{

   [(pVect1%[1] + pVect2%[1]), (pVect1%[2] + pVect2%[2])]; [*RETURN*]
};

[* Create the operator AddV. *]
AddV :- mk_op {AddVectFnt();};

[* Use the operator. *]
Result := (&AddV [22, 4.5] [3, -66] [9.5, 1] [-7, 10]);

[* Result is: [27.5, -50.5] . *]

The advantage of using an ETAC function as a basis for creating an operator is that the ETAC 
function can itself be used with two arguments, for example, AddVectFnt([3, 6] [9, -12]).

An operator can be created directly without using the mk_op command.  In such a case, the 
operator will need to process all its arguments on the object stack above the mark 0 stack object, 
and replace that mark 0 with the result.  A directly created operator must   be a procedure or an 
ETAC function call enclosed in a procedure (as shown above); it cannot be an ETAC function.

3.9 Flow Control
The ETAC programming language supports iteration intrinsic commands, standard TAC library 
iteration commands, and a single universal iteration ETAC statement.  There are also intrinsic 
commands and ETAC statements that exit iteration and other procedures.  There are two types of 
conditional intrinsic commands, and two types of corresponding conditional ETAC statements.  
There are no “go to” statements in ETAC.

3.9.1 Conditionals
Conditional code controls the flow of activation based on a condition but without iteration.

The conditional intrinsic commands are:  

if_then Activates one of any number of stack objects depending on a corresponding 
condition.

switch Activates a stack object in a sequence depending on the comparison of a value.

(Refs: if_then   ▪ switch  )

The conditional standard TAC library commands are:  
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if_do Activates a stack object if a condition is true.

if_else Activates one or another stack object depending on a condition.

switch_eq Activates a stack object in a sequence depending on the equality of a value.

select Activates a stack object in a sequence depending on the type of another stack 
object.

(Refs: if_do   ▪ if_else   ▪ switch_eq   ▪ select  )

The conditional ETAC statements are:  

if Activates one (or none) of a number of procedures depending on one of a number 
of corresponding conditions being true.

when Activates one (or none) of a number of procedures depending on the comparison of
one of a number of values.

(Refs: Conditional Statement   ▪ Choice Statement  )

The conditional ETAC auxiliary library function command is:

@IfElse Activates one or another stack object that typically returns a stack object depending
on a condition.

(Ref: @IfElse  )

3.9.2 Explicit Iterations
Explicit iteration code repeats the flow of activation during or until an explicit   condition is 
satisfied.

The explicit iteration intrinsic commands are:

do_repeat Repeatedly activates a procedure.

do_loops Repeatedly activates a stack object a specified number of times.

do_for Repeatedly activates a procedure based on a counter.

do_with Repeatedly activates a procedure with each sequence element.

do_while Repeatedly activates a procedure while a condition is true.

do_until Repeatedly activates a procedure until a condition is true.

(Refs: do_repeat   ▪ do_loops   ▪ do_for   ▪ do_with   ▪ do_while   ▪ do_until  )

The explicit iteration ETAC statement is:

do Repeatedly activates a procedure based on a number of conditions. 

(Ref: Iteration Statement  )

3.9.3 Implicit Iterations
Implicit iteration code repeats the flow of activation during or until an implicit   condition is 
satisfied.

The implicit iteration standard TAC library commands are:
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do_subseq Performs an action on part of a sequence or procedure.

do_with_seqs Performs an action on each element of a number of sequences or procedures.

map_seq Maps sequence elements to another.

map_seq2 Maps two sequence elements to another.

seq_cmd Activates a procedure or command on pairs of sequence elements.

seq_op Activates an operator on pairs of sequence elements.

subseq Gets a subsequence from a sequence.

(Refs: do_subseq   ▪ do_with_seqs   ▪ map_seq   ▪ map_seq2   ▪ seq_cmd   ▪ seq_op   ▪ subseq  )

3.9.4 Exiting Code Blocks
A ‘code block’ is a procedure whether or not it is part of a command or an ETAC statement.  The 
flow of activation can ‘break’ (exit without completing) out of a code block either absolutely or 
conditionally.

The break intrinsic commands are:

break Breaks out of the logically immediate do_for, do_loops, do_repeat, do_until,
do_while, do_with, or switch commands.  Also breaks out of the logically 
immediate ETAC iteration statement   or choice statement  .

end Immediately ends the current ETAC session.

go_end Ends the logically immediate procedure depending on a specified condition.

(Refs: break   ▪ end   ▪ go_end  )

The break standard TAC library commands are:

exit_err Exits the current ETAC session with a TAC error code unless the TAC error code is
trapped by another command before the ETAC session ends.

(Ref: exit_err  )

The break ETAC statements are:

exitdo Unconditionally breaks out of the logically immediate ETAC iteration statement  .

donext Unconditionally causes control to go to the end of the logically immediate ETAC 
iteration statement   and continues with the next iteration (if there is one).

exitdo_if Conditionally breaks out of the logically immediate ETAC iteration statement  .

donext_if Conditionally causes control to go to the end of the logically immediate ETAC 
iteration statement   and continues with the next iteration (if there is one).

(Ref: Iteration Exit Statements  )

The break ETAC auxiliary library function commands are:

@Error Calls the handler of the most recent call to @TrapError  .

@Exit Breaks out of the logically immediate @BreakOnExit   command unconditionally.

@Return Breaks out of the logically immediate ETAC function procedure unconditionally.

@ExitIf Breaks out of the logically immediate @BreakOnExit   command conditionally.

@ReturnIf Breaks out of the logically immediate ETAC function procedure conditionally.

(Refs: @Error   ▪ @Exit   ▪ @Return   ▪ @ExitIf   ▪ @ReturnIf  )
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3.9.5 Error Trapping
As an ETAC program executes, the ETAC interpreter does run-time checking of TAC object types
and values, and other checks.  If a check fails, an error event occurs and the program will usually 
terminate with a message to the user.  An error event can also originate from an external TAC 
library or from the execution of a call-back function.  An ETAC programmer, however, can trap 
an error event and take appropriate action before the program terminates.

The error trapping standard TAC library commands are:

trap_err Ends a procedure if the TAC error code is TAC_RTN_ERR_BREAK.

trap_rtn Traps and returns TAC error codes to the caller.

(Refs: trap_err   ▪ trap_rtn  )

The error trapping ETAC auxiliary library function commands are:

@OnAppErr Automatically called by ETAC when an application program’s call-back function 
issues a particular error event.

@OnLibErr Automatically called by ETAC when an ETL function issues a particular error 
event.

(Refs: @OnAppErr   ▪ @OnLibErr   (auxiliary library) ▪ @OnLibErr   (taclib data object))

3.10 Procedures, Functions, and Subroutines
ETAC program code as a unit can be constructed in procedures (including subroutines) and 
ETAC functions.  Procedures and ETAC functions can be constructed to incorporate emulated 
persistent local variables.

3.10.1 Procedures
A procedure is typically created when its parent procedure or parent ETAC function is created.  
However, there are occasions when a procedure (call-time procedure) needs to be build 
differently each time its calling procedure or calling ETAC function is activated.

Building Call-time Procedures

The process of building a call-time procedure is different with ETAC text script than it is with 
TAC text script.  The difference is that with TAC text script, there is an extra level of deference 
for call-time procedures than with ETAC text script.  This is explained in section 
1.9.2             Procedures      , which must be understood before understanding how to build call-time 
procedures.

The concept of creating call-time procedures is simple — script tokens within call-time 
procedure construction need to be deferred, unless those script tokens are desired to be activated 
before the call-time procedure is created.  However, ETAC statements within call-time procedure 
construction cannot be deferred directly.  Such ETAC statements need to be enclosed within 
procedures.  Alternatively, only TAC text script should be used for deferred code within call-time
procedure construction.  Note that the deferred code is the code that will be contained in the 
produced call-time procedure as normal code.

The following example shows how to create an ETAC function that creates and returns a call-time
procedure that automatically creates a local dictionary and allocates parameters to it.  The 
highlighted commands are essential (they construct the call-time procedure); the other lines are 
determined by the ETAC programmer.
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1: MakeAutoProc :- fnt:(pParSeq[*str-seq*] pProc[*proc*]) [* => proc *]
2: {
3:    start_proc; [* This can be ‘{;’ *]
4:       `start_local;
5:          do_with {`new_dict_item;} pParSeq;
6:          push_val "pProc";
7:       `end_local;
8:    end_proc; [* This can be ‘};’ *]
9:    Rtn :-;
10:    push_val "Rtn"; [* Returns the call-time procedure. *]
11: };

Line 1 defines and allocates the ETAC function (MakeAutoProc) that will return the desired call-
time procedure.  MakeAutoProc takes two arguments.  The first argument (via pParSeq) is a 
sequence of strings that are the parameter names for the call-time procedure.  The second 
argument (via pProc) is a procedure that will use the contents of the first argument as 
parameters.  The returned call-time procedure will automatically create a local dictionary, and 
allocate to it the parameter variables that are specified in the first argument.

Line 3 begins the creation of the call-time procedure.  Note that a left brace followed by a 
semicolon, ‹{;›, can be used instead of ‹start_proc;›.  This line is essential.

Line 4 will push the command start_local onto the object stack as the first command to be 
activated later by the call-time procedure.  Notice that ‹`start_local› is a command label   not 
a command.  The command label   will push the command start_local onto the object stack — 
if it were a command, then it would get immediately activated creating a local dictionary instead.

Line 5 will push the first argument (a string sequence) followed by a procedure 
({`new_dict_item;}) onto the object stack.  Both are arguments to the do_with command.  
do_with will activate its procedure argument for each element of its sequence argument.  Notice
again that ‹`new_dict_item› is a command label  .  Therefore, when do_with activates its 
procedure argument, the command new_dict_item will be pushed onto the object stack rather 
than be immediately activated.  The end result, after do_with has completed, is that the object 
stack will have each (string) element of pParSeq proceeded by the command new_dict_item.

Line 6 will push the procedure contained in pProc onto the object stack.  That procedure is 
supplied by the caller, and would be designed to operate with the parameters named in pParSeq. 

Line 7 will push the command end_local onto the object stack as the last command to be 
activated later by the call-time procedure.

Line 8 ends the creation of the call-time procedure, leaving that call-time procedure on the 
object stack.  Note that a right brace followed by a semicolon, ‹};›, can be used instead of 
‹end_proc;›.  This line is essential.

Line 9 and line 10 are unnecessary because the desired call-time procedure has already been 
created on the object stack (at line 8) to be assigned by the caller of MakeAutoProc.  Those two 
lines are shown here only to demonstrate how to allocate (or assign) a call-time procedure to a 
variable after the call-time procedure has been created. 

The following example shows how the MakeAutoProc in the example above is used.
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AutoProc :- MakeAutoProc(["pPar1", "pPar2", "pPar3"])
{
   write_con (+ pPar1 " " pPar2 " " pPar3 "\r\n");
};

AutoProc "Hello" "there" "world!";

MakeAutoProc takes two arguments: a sequence of parameter names (within the parentheses), 
and a procedure (outside the parentheses).  When called, MakeAutoProc creates and returns a 
call-time procedure that takes three arguments (corresponding to the parameters pPar1, pPar2, 
and pPar3).  That call-time procedure is allocated to AutoProc.  In the last line, AutoProc is 
activated with three arguments, and the console displays ‹Hello there world!›.

To illustrate the concept of creating call-time procedures further, MakeAutoProc returns the 
equivalent of the following code.  The highlighted section is the procedure supplied as the second
argument to MakeAutoProc.

{
start_local;
   new_dict_item "pPar1";
   new_dict_item "pPar2";
   new_dict_item "pPar3";
   exec {write_con (+ pPar1 " " pPar2 " " pPar3 "\r\n");};
end_local;
}

It is possible to create a call-time procedure that itself creates a call-time procedure to any 
desired depth.

Recursive Procedure Activation and Persistent Local Variables

A procedure can be activated recursively in two ways: (1) by using a variable to which the 
procedure is assigned, (2) by creating a persistent local dictionary exclusive to the procedure and
assigning the procedure to a variable in that local dictionary.

Method (1) is illustrated below.  This is the typical case.

MyProc :- [* The dedicated name of the procedure. *]
{
   [* Do something to exit the recursion. *]
   MyProc;  [* Recursive activation. *]
};

In this case, MyProc is the official variable name dedicated to the procedure by the ETAC 
programmer, and that variable must be available to the procedure whenever and wherever it is 
called (the procedure could be copied to other variables and activated via those other variables).

Method (2) is illustrated below.  This method does not require a globally available dedicated 
variable name for the procedure.
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1: MyProc :- ?; [* The variable name of the recursive procedure. *]
2: start_local;
3:    [* Persistent local variables for ThisProc can be allocated here. *]
4:    ThisProc :- [* The effective name of the procedure. *]
5:    {
6:       [* Do something to exit the recursion. *]
7:       ThisProc;  [* Recursive activation. *]
8:    };
9:    start_proc; pull_dict; push_val "ThisProc"; `pop_dict; end_proc;
10:    MyProc :=;
11: end_local;

Line 1 allocates a variable for the procedure, as usual.

Line 2 creates a local dictionary which will become exclusive to the procedure.

Line 4 to line 8 define the desired procedure.  ThisProc is the official variable name dedicated 
to the procedure by the ETAC programmer.  The variable will automatically be available to the 
procedure from any context because it is a member of the local dictionary created at line 2.

Line 9 creates a call-time procedure (as described in the previous section) incorporating the local
dictionary created at line 2 and the desired procedure.  That call-time procedure is pushed onto 
the object stack effectively as ‹{loc-dict; {… ThisProc;}; pop_dict;}›.  loc-dict is the 
local dictionary created at line 2, and that local dictionary will be pushed onto the dictionary 
stack when activated.

Line 10 assigns the call-time procedure to MyProc from the object stack.

Line 11 removes the local dictionary from the dictionary stack, but that dictionary will still exist 
in the call-time procedure assigned to MyProc.

Each time the procedure allocated to MyProc is activated (via any variable that it is copied to), 
the local dictionary created at line 2 will be automatically pushed onto the dictionary stack, 
thereby making ThisProc available to the procedure for recursive activation.  Note that this 
method also allows persistent local variables to be allocated for the procedure if required (line 3).

Procedures as Arguments

In TAC text script, it is sometimes desired that a procedure is used as an argument to a comop so 
that when the argument is first activated it is pushed onto the object stack rather than being 
executed as a procedure.  This can be achieved by deferring the execution of the argument 
procedure.  When deferring a procedure, its current action is changed to force the procedure to 
temporarily act as a sequence, so that the procedure is pushed onto the object stack the first time 
it is activated, rather than being executed as a procedure.  The execution of a procedure can be 
deferred by the defr command.  For example,

TACProc :- {`do_loops defr {…} 3, …};

creates the equivalent of the following procedure on the object stack before that procedure is 
allocated to TACProc.

{do_loops {…} 3; …}

In the procedure above, ‹{…}› is an argument to do_loops.  When TACProc gets activated, that
argument needs to be pushed onto the object stack rather than itself being executed.  The defr 
command in the original procedure ensures that this happens.  Without the defr command, the 
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argument will get executed before do_loops gets activated instead of being pushed onto the 
object stack as an argument to do_loops (as desired).  (Ref: defr  )

In ETAC text script, the ETAC interpreter automatically defers procedures if the token statement 
in which the procedure exists ends with a semicolon.  The equivalent of the example above 
written in ETAC text script is

TACProc :- {do_loops {…} 3; …};

3.10.2 Functions
An ETAC function created via a function definition   can only be created when its parent (if any) is 
created — it cannot be created differently each time its parent is activated.  However, there are 
occasions when an ETAC function (call-time function) needs to be build differently each time its 
calling procedure or calling ETAC function is activated.  However, there are two main techniques
that can emulate creating different ETAC functions for each activation of its parent.  The first 
technique uses a call-time procedure with the @FntDef function command, and the second 
technique uses a persistent local dictionary via the @Localise function command.  (Refs: 
@DefFnt   ▪ @Localise  )

Call-time Function Via Call-time Procedure

Creating call-time procedures is explained in section 3.10.1             Procedures      , which must be 
understood before understanding how to build call-time functions .

A call-time function is created by first creating a call-time procedure as the body of the call-time 
function.  The following illustration shows how to create a call-time function.  call-time-proc is 
assumed to be an already created call-time procedure, which will serve as the body of the desired 
call-time function, MyFnt.

CTProc :- call-time-proc;

MyFnt :- @DefFnt ["pPar1", "pPar2"] push_val CTProc;

MyFnt(3 "look");

In the example above, the first line allocates the pre-created call-time procedure to CTProc.  The 
second line creates the call-time function, MyFnt.  The last line calls that created call-time 
function as an ETAC function, which activates call-time-proc.  Note that the push_val command 
is required because, without it, CTProc will get activated rather than call-time-proc being pushed
onto the object stack as is required by @DefFnt.

Call-time Function Via Persistent Local Dictionary

This technique of creating a call-time function uses a persistent local dictionary to hold the 
variable parts of the main ETAC function.  The same effect can be achieved by using data objects 
to hold the variable parts.  However, the members of a data object are usually globally visible, 
whereas the variables in a persistent local dictionary are exclusive to dedicated ETAC functions.

The following illustration shows how to create call-time functions  based on a main ETAC 
function.
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MyFnt :- fnt:(pA pB)
{
   Proc pB; Fnt(pA);
};

[* First instance of the call-time function. *]
MyCTFnt1 :- ?;
start_local;
   Proc :- {[* Do something nice. *]};
   Fnt :- fnt:(pPar){write_con pPar;};
   MyCTFnt1 := @Localise(MyFnt);
end_local;

[* Second instance of the call-time function. *]
MyCTFnt2 :- ?;
start_local;
   Proc :- {[* Do something even nicer. *]};
   Fnt :- fnt:(pPar){void msg_box pPar "" 0;};
   MyCTFnt2 := @Localise(MyFnt);
end_local;

[* Function calls. *]
MyCTFnt1("hello" "bye");
MyCTFnt2("Good morning" "Good evening");

In the example above, MyFnt is common for all instances of call-time functions produced from it 
(MyCTFnt1 and MyCTFnt2).  Each instance will use different versions of Proc and Fnt.  The last
two lines call the created call-time functions .

Recursive Function Calls

An ETAC function can be called recursively in two ways: (1) by using a variable to which the 
ETAC function is assigned, (2) by creating a persistent local dictionary exclusive to the ETAC 
function and assigning the procedure to a variable in that local dictionary.

Method (1) is illustrated below.  This is the typical case.

MyFnt :- fnt:(…) [* The dedicated name of the function. *]
{
   [* Do something to exit the recursion. *]
   MyFnt(…);  [* Recursive call. *]
};

In this case, MyFnt is the official variable name dedicated to the ETAC function by the ETAC 
programmer, and that variable must be available to the ETAC function whenever and wherever it 
is called (the ETAC function could be copied to other variables and called via those other 
variables).

Method (2) is illustrated below.  This method does not require a globally available dedicated 
variable name for the ETAC function.
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1: MyFnt :- ?; [* The variable name of the recursive function. *]
2: start_local;
3:    [* Persistent local variables for ThisFnt can be allocated here. *]
4:    ThisFnt :- fnt:(…) [* The effective name of the function. *]
5:    {
6:       [* Do something to exit the recursion. *]
7:       ThisFnt(…);  [* Recursive call. *]
8:    };
9:    MyFnt := @Localise(ThisFnt);
10: end_local;

Line 1 allocates a variable for the ETAC function, as usual.

Line 2 creates a local dictionary which will become exclusive to the ETAC function.

Line 4 to line 8 define the desired ETAC function.  ThisFnt is the official variable name 
dedicated to the ETAC function by the ETAC programmer.  The variable will automatically be 
available to the ETAC function from any context because it is a member of the local dictionary 
created at line 2.

Line 9 uses the @Localise function command to make the local dictionary created at line 2 
persistent to ThisFnt, thereby allowing ThisFnt to conduct recursive calls.  The recursive 
ETAC function is assigned to MyFnt.

Line 10 removes the local dictionary from the dictionary stack, but that dictionary will still exist 
in the ETAC function assigned to MyFnt.

Each time the ETAC function allocated to MyFnt is called (via any variable that it is copied to), 
the local dictionary created at line 2 will be automatically pushed onto the dictionary stack, 
thereby making ThisFnt available to the ETAC function for recursive calls.  Note that this 
method also allows persistent local variables to be allocated for the ETAC function if required 
(line 3).

Determining Function Parameter Types

To explicitly check for or determine parameter types, the function body can use the is_type or 
get_type commands or the @TypeOf ETAC function.  A parameter corresponds to an ETAC 
variable, and its type is the type of stack object (an argument) assigned to that ETAC variable.  If
a parameter’s type is a comop, procedure, or dictionary, then push_val needs to be used to get 
the comop, procedure, or dictionary onto the object stack for use by is_type and get_type, 
otherwise those said stack objects will be activated instead.  @TypeOf uses the string name of the 
parameter to determine the parameter’s type.  (Refs: push_val   ▪ is_type   ▪ get_type   ▪ @TypeOf  )

3.10.3 Subroutines
A subroutine is a procedure converted to be called as an ETAC function with no arguments (the 
parentheses, however, are required).  The @Return and @ReturnIf commands can be used 
within a subroutine, but a local dictionary will not be automatically created.  If parameters are 
required for a subroutine, then they need to be catered for explicitly.  A subroutine is created via 
the sub: command.  (Refs: sub:   ▪ @Return   ▪ @ReturnIf  )

The following illustration shows how to create a subroutine with two parameters.
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MySub :- sub:
{
start_local; [* Create local dictionary. *]
pPar1 :-; pPar2 :-; [* Get arguments off the object stack. *]

   [* Do something nice. *]
   @Return end_local; [* May exit here. *]
   @ReturnIf if_do `end_local copy_top Condition; [* May exit here. *]
   [* Normal exit. *]
end_local; [* Destroy local dictionary. *]
};

[* Subroutine is called as a function. *]
MySub("hi" 33);

The example above creates a subroutine from a procedure that allocates its own local dictionary 
to contain two parameters (pPar1 and pPar2) and possibly other variables.  Three possible ways 
to exit the subroutine are shown.  Note that any returned stack objects that are allocated in the 
local dictionary need to be pushed onto the object stack before   end_local is activated.

An alternative to the example above is to use the @BreakOnExit command, as shown in the 
following illustration.  This alternative is suitable when the subroutine contains complicated 
nested code.  (Refs: @BreakOnExit   ▪ @Exit   ▪ @ExitIf  )

MySub :- sub:
{
start_local;
pPar1 :-; pPar2 :-; [* Get arguments off the object stack. *]

   @BreakOnExit
   {
      [* Main code is put within this procedure. *]
      @Exit; [* May exit here. *]
      @ExitIf Condition; [* May exit here. *]
      [* Normal exit. *]
   };

   [* Exit code can go here. *]
end_local;
};

[* Subroutine is called as a function. *]
MySub("hi" 33);

In the example above, @Exit and @ExitIf exist within the procedure of the @BreakOnExit 
command, and cause the termination of that procedure only.  As a result, end_local, and any 
code after the said procedure, will always be activated.

It is not normally necessary to create a subroutine with a local dictionary and parameters because 
an ETAC function does that automatically without needing to cater for activating end_local 
when @Return or @ReturnIf exit the subroutine.  Therefore, a subroutine is typically created 
when an ETAC function without a local dictionary and parameters are required.

Since a subroutine is called as an ETAC function, it can be used wherever an ETAC function can 
be used.
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3.11 External File Inclusion
The ETAC interpreter can be directed to insert other ETAC or TAC text files into the current one 
via the pre-processor inclusion command.  (Ref: Pre-processor Inclusion  )

A pre-processor inclusion command can be placed in any file in the current ETAC session, and at 
any location within the file.

3.12 External Code Execution
ETAC code existing in a separate file or in a memory stack object can be called via the exec_tac
command.  (Ref: exec_tac  )

External executable programs (‘.exe’) can be executed via the exec_prog and 
exec_prog_sync commands.  (Refs: exec_prog   ▪ exec_prog_sync  )

Functions in an external TAC library can be called via the @ImportLib command, or for more 
control, via the load_lib command.  For a description of the internal workings of the external 
TAC library import system, see Appendix D: TAC Library Import System  .  (Refs: @ImportLib   ▪
4.9      _      Data Object: taclib       ▪ load_lib  )

A C++ function existing in an application program can be called from ETAC code via the 
run_app_fnt command, which can only be used with the AppETAC.dll file.  (Ref: run_app_fnt  )

3.13 Data Input and Output
An ETAC program can receive input from the command line, read and write to files, to the 
console, and to dialog boxes.  These are described in the following sections.

3.13.1 Command Line Arguments
The command line arguments for RunETAC.exe to execute an ETAC or TAC program are described
in the Run ETAC Scripts help pages (RunETAC.chm).

The following command line illustrates how to execute an ETAC program (MyScript.etac) 
existing in the current directory.  A standard installation of ETAC is assumed.

"C:\…\RunETAC\RunETAC.exe" SCRIPTS=MyScript.etac 'my arguments'

The command line arguments (‹my arguments› in the example above) will exist as a single 
string stack object on the object stack when the script (‹MyScript.etac› in the example above) 
executes.  The default command line argument is an empty string.

3.13.2 Reading and Writing to Files
Reading and writing of data to operating system disk files is achieved by the read_file and 
write_file commands.  Unicode® files can be read or written with or without a BOM (byte 
order mark) signature in either little-endian or big-endian byte orientation (ETAC supports only 
strict   conformance to the UTF-8, UTF-16, and UTF-32 encoding schemes; unpaired surrogate 
code points are not supported).  (Refs: read_file   ▪ write_file  )

See File System in section 4.5.2             Commands and Operators by Category       for commands relating to 
files.
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Important Note

A file specification string in ETAC cannot contain unpaired   Unicode surrogate code points.  If 
a file specification containing such code points needs to be specified, the MS-DOS® short 
(8dot3) format of the file specification should be used.  The short format for files and 
directories can be displayed from an MS-DOS® command prompt window by typing the 
command dir with the option /X.  The operating system may need to be configured to store the
short format of file specifications.

3.13.3 Reading and Writing to the Console
Reading and writing to the console is achieved by read_con and write_con commands.  The 
console is automatically closed when the ETAC program terminates.  However, it can be 
explicitly closed via the close_con command.  Only one console can be created per ETAC 
program.  (Refs: read_con   ▪ write_con   ▪ close_con  )

3.13.4 Graphical User Interface
Writing to a message box to be displayed to the user is achieved by the msg_box command.  
(Ref: msg_box  )

In addition, dialog boxes containing controls can be created by the ETAC programmer to receive 
user input data, and show data.  (Refs: 4.8      _      Data Object: dialog       ▪ 3.15      _      The Dialog Box User   
Interface System  )

Native ETAC does not create graphics windows nor can it create graphics images of any kind.  
However a full interactive graphics system is intended to be included in AppETAC.dll in the future.

3.14 Object-oriented Programming
Object-oriented features in the ETAC programming language are emulated entirely in ETAC code.
(Ref: Named Data Objects and Object-oriented Programming  )

Object-oriented programming, as emulated in the ETAC programming language, requires:

1. an ‘archetype’ data object,

2. the ability to derive additional archetype data objects from existing ones (data object 
‘derived’ from ‘base’ data object),

3. data that is specific to each data object derived from the same base data object 
(‘particular’ members),

4. data that is common (shared) among all data objects derived from the same base data 
object (‘common’ members),

5. the ability for specified ETAC functions to have exclusive access to specified data,

6. the ability of members of a derived data object to mask the members of its base data 
object,

7. the ability of function members of a base data object to access data in its derived data 
object,

8. the ability of function members of a derived data object to access data in its base data 
object,

9. any number of instances (as data objects) to be created from any archetype data object 
(‘instance’ data object).
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3.14.1 Archetype Data Objects
An ‘archetype data object’ is a named data object that is used somewhat as a model from which 
either other archetype data objects or final data objects can be created.  An archetype data 
object, however, can itself be used as a final data object.

The @DefData function command creates a new named data object which can be used as an 
archetype data object.  (Ref: @DefData  )

The @Data function command can access and modify the members of any archetype data object at
any time.  (Ref: @Data  )

3.14.2 Derived Data Objects
New archetype data objects based on existing archetype data objects can be created.  The 
@DefData function command can create a new data object from any number of other archetype 
data objects or regular data objects.  (Ref: @DefData  )

A new archetype data object created from an existing one is said to be a ‘derived data object’.  
The existing data object is said to be the ‘base data object’ relative to the derived one.  A derived
data object can have more than one base data object.  The members of a derived data object are 
said to be ‘derived members’.  The members of a base data object are said to be ‘base members’.  
A base data object need not be an archetype data object.

The members of a base data object are reproduced into the derived data object beginning with the
last specified base data object in the sequence argument of the @DefData command.  Then the 
second last specified base data object in the sequence argument is reproduced, and so on up until 
the first specified base data object in the sequence argument.  If the second argument of 
@DefData is a string stack object, then it specifies a base data object, and the base members are 
reproduced into the derived data object.  The reproduction is in the same order that the base 
members are allocated.  For example, if a base data object has two members, A and B, where A is 
allocated before B, then A is reproduced first followed by B.  The term “reproduce” in this 
paragraph has the following meaning.  For base data objects specified as string stack objects, 
“reproduce” means “replicate”.  For base data objects specified as data objects, “reproduce” 
means “copy”.

If the same base data object is specified more than once for the same derived data object, 
whether specified directly or not, the base members of each occurrence of that base data object 
will be reproduced separately; the last set of base members reproduced will mask the other 
identically named set of members.  The consequence is that the function members in all the 
identically named base data objects will use that last single set of base members, resulting in 
possibly unexpected behaviour.  It is the responsibility of the ETAC programmer to make sure 
that the ETAC program will function correctly if the same base data object is specified or 
indirectly included more than once for the same derived data object.

3.14.3 Particular Members of Data Objects
In the default situation, the value of a derived member is not shared with the value of an 
identically named member of a named   base data object.  The derived member is said to be a 
‘particular member’.  A derived member is normally a replicate of the identically named base 
member.  This implies that a derived member and the identically named base member will not 
have a common resource value.  However, if a base data object is not named, then a derived 
member that has a resource value will share that resource value with the identically named base 
member.  In this default situation, the name of the derived data object must not begin with a plus 
(+) character.

The following illustrates how to create a derived data object with particular members. 
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1: SomeData :- data:{…};

2: @DefData("BaseData") {…};

3: @DefData("DerData") ["BaseData", SomeData] {…};

In line 1, a regular data object (SomeData) is created, which will be used as a base data object.

In line 2, a named data object (“BaseData”) is created, which will also be used as a base data 
object.

In line 3, a derived data object (“DerData”) is created from a named data object (“BaseData”) 
and a regular data object (SomeData).  The members of “BaseData” are replicated into 
“DerData”, therefore those replicate members will be particular to “DerData”.  The members of
SomeData are copied into “DerData”, therefore the original and copied members that have 
compound stack objects share resource values (the copied members will not be particular to 
“DerData”).  The members of SomeData that do not have compound stack objects  do not share 
their values (they are also particular).

In summary, only the members of a regular (not named) base data object that have compound 
stack objects will be shared with the corresponding members of the derived data object; the other 
members of the derived data object will be particular to it.

3.14.4 Common Members among Data Objects
A derived member and an identically named base member both referring to one and the same 
value are said to be ‘common members’.  Common members can exist only for members having 
compound stack objects.  Derived members that correspond to identically named base members 
that do not have compound stack objects are particular to the derived data object.

To create a derived data object with common members, the name of the data object must be 
prefixed with the plus (+) character.  The plus character is not logically part of the name; it is just
an indicator that the data object is to have common members.  The plus character also serves as a 
mnemonic — a plus character evokes the idea of many or more than one, implying that the 
member values are common among many data objects.

Two or more derived data objects that have common members with the same base data object will
also have the same common members with each other.  For example, if data objects A and B are 
both derived from data object C, and both have common members with C, then all three data 
objects will share the same set of common members.

The following illustrates the concept of creating a derived data object with common members.

1: SomeData :- data:{…};

2: @DefData("BaseData") {…};

3: @DefData("+DerData") ["BaseData", SomeData] {…};

In line 1, a regular data object (SomeData) is created, which will be used as a base data object.

In line 2, a named data object (“BaseData”) is created, which also will be used as a base data 
object.

In line 3, a derived data object (logically named “DerData”) is created from a named data object
(“BaseData”) and a regular data object (SomeData).  The members of “BaseData” are copied 
into “+DerData”, therefore those members that have compound stack objects will be common to 
“+DerData” and “BaseData”.  The members of SomeData are also copied into “+DerData”, 
therefore those members that have compound stack objects will also be common to “+DerData” 
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and SomeData.  The members of “BaseData” and SomeData that do not have compound stack 
objects cannot share their values (they are particular).

Note that “DerData” is conceptually a single data object, although it is implemented as two 
separate data objects named “DerData” and “+DerData”.  The implementation prefixed with the
plus character (“+DerData”) will contain the common members (except for members that do not 
have compound stack objects).

In summary, only the members of a base data object that have compound stack objects will be 
common with the members of the derived data object (whose name is prefixed with a plus 
character).

If it is required to make a non compound stack object (such as a string or integer stack object) 
common, then that stack object must be a component of a compound stack object in the base data 
object.  For example, an integer stack object required to be common would need to exist in a 
sequence or data object.  This is illustrated below.

1: SomeData :- data:{Count :- [0];};

2: @DefData("BaseData") {Data :- data:{Name :- "Robin";};};

3: @DefData("+DerData") ["BaseData", SomeData] {…};

In line 1, the integer 0 will be common via Count.

In line 2, "Robin" will be common via Data (not Name).

In line 3, the member Count in “+DerData” (automatically created), and the corresponding 
member in SomeData will each have one and the same value; likewise with Data in “+DerData”,
and its corresponding member in “BaseData”.

3.14.5 Exclusive Access to Members
Specified members of a data object can be made to be accessible only by specified function 
members via the exclusive: command.  Such members are said to be ‘exclusive members’.  The
function members that access exclusive members are said to be ‘exclusive function members’.  
(Ref: exclusive:  )

The following illustration shows how exclusive function members and their exclusive members 
can be created.

@DefData("MyList")
{
   mlList :- ?; [* … will be accessible by all function members. *]
   mlSort :- fnt:(…){…}; [* … will not be able to access mlLastFound. *]
   mlFind :- fnt:(…){…}; [* Exclusive function member. *]
   mlReplace :- fnt:(…){…}; [* Exclusive function member. *]

exclusive: "ML1" ["mlFind", "mlReplace"]
{
   [* Exclusive member accessible only by mlFind  and mlReplace. *]
   mlLastFound :- "";
};
};

In the example above, mlLastFound will be exclusive to the mlFind and mlReplace function 
members, and so will be accessible only by those two ETAC functions.  All members except 
mlLastFound will be directly accessible by ETAC code outside of the MyList data object.
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The exclusive members of a data object can be made exclusive to ETAC functions of derived data 
objects and of instance data objects, as well as to other ETAC functions.  An ‘instance data 
object’ is one created from any archetype data object.  (Ref: access_exclusive:  )

The following illustration shows how existing exclusive members of a data object can be accessed
by other function members or ETAC functions.

@DefData("FileList") "MyList" [* MyList is defined in the previous example. *]
{
   flGet :- fnt:(…){…}; [* Exclusive function member. *]
[* Exclusive block ML1 exists in MyList. *]
access_exclusive: "ML1" ["flGet"]
{
   [* Exclusive member accessible only by flGet, mlFind, and mlReplace. *]
   mlPos :- ?; [* … will later also be accessible by flPut and MyFnt. *]
};
};

FList :- @NewData("FileList"); [* Create instance of FileList. *]
FList.
{
   flPut :- fnt:(…){…}; [* Exclusive function member. *]
[* Exclusive block ML1 exists in MyList. *]
access_exclusive: "ML1" ["flPut"] {};
};

[* Global function MyFnt. *]
MyFnt :- fnt:(…){…};

@Data("MyList").
{
[* Exclusive block ML1 exists in MyList. *]
access_exclusive: "ML1" ["MyFnt"]
{
   mlData :- ?; [* Exclusive block ML1 now also contains mlData. *]
};
};

The example above continues from the previous example.  The set of exclusive members named 
“ML1” has already been created in the previous example.  The function members flGet and 
flPut, and also the ETAC function MyFnt will now also have access to one and the same set of 
exclusive members.  Note that MyFnt will not automatically have access to the other non-
exclusive members of MyList.

All data objects derived from (or are an instance of) the same base data object (or, respectively, 
archetype data object) that has exclusive function members will have access to the same common 
set of exclusive members for all identically named members as do those exclusive function 
members.  For example, if two data objects A and B are derived from (or are an instance of) data 
object C, and if C has a set of exclusive function members F having access to exclusive members 
M, then the set of function members F in the three data objects will have access to the same set of
exclusive members M.

The following technique illustrates how exclusive members can be made particular to instance 
data objects.
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@DefData("MyList")
{
   mlList :- ?;
   mlSort :- fnt:(…){…};
   mlFind :- fnt:(…){…};
   mlReplace :- fnt:(…){…};

   _1ML1_MyList :- [* Procedure to be activated in instance data object. *]
   {
      exclusive: "ML1" ["mlFind", "mlReplace"] {mlLastFound :- "";};
   };
};

@DefData("FileList") "MyList"
{
   flGet :- fnt:(…){…};

   _1ML1_FileList :- [* Procedure to be activated in instance data object. *]
   {
      access_exclusive: "ML1" ["flGet"] {mlPos :- ?;};
   };
};

[* Global function MyFnt. *]
MyFnt :- fnt:(…){…};

FList1 :- @NewData("FileList"); [* Create instance of FileList. *]
FList1.
{
   flPut :- fnt:(…){…}; [* Exclusive function member. *]

   _1ML1_MyList; [* Must be first to define exclusive block ML1. *]
   _1ML1_FileList; [* Accesses exclusive block ML1. *]

[* Exclusive block ML1 exists in FList1. *]
access_exclusive: "ML1" ["flPut", "MyFnt"] {mlData :- ?;};
};

FList2 :- @NewData("FileList"); [* Create another  instance of FileList. *]
FList2.
{
   _1ML1_MyList; [* Must be first to define exclusive block ML1. *]
   _1ML1_FileList; [* Accesses exclusive block ML1. *]
};

The example above is separate from but based on the two previous examples.  In this example, the
exclusive: and access_exclusive: commands have each been moved into their own 
procedure (_1ML1_MyList and _1ML1_FileList).  Those procedures are activated only in the 
instance data object (FList1), which causes the set of exclusive members (identified by ML1) to 
be associated only with the specified function members existing in that instance data object.  A 
different instance data object (FList2) would also activate the same procedures, but a new set of
exclusive members would be associated only with the specified function members existing in that 
new instance data object.

See section 3.14.9      _      Instances of Archetype Data Objects      , for more information about instance 
data objects.
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3.14.6 Masked Members of Data Objects
A member of a data object allocated later than another identically named member of the same 
data object will mask that earlier member.  This is a natural consequence of data objects being 
implemented as dictionaries.  This implies that merely allocating a member of a derived data 
object masks identically named members of base data objects.  (Ref: Dictionary Item Search 
Order  )

The following illustrates the concept of derived members masking the identically named base 
members.  When a member masks another identically named member, that other member is not 
normally   accessible.

1: SomeData :- data:{Bird :- "Robin";};

2: @DefData("BaseData") {Bird :- "Parrot";};

3: @DefData("DerData") ["BaseData", SomeData] {Bird :- "Crow";};

Bird in “DerData” will mask Bird derived from “BaseData”, which in turn, will mask Bird 
derived from SomeData.  The three members will still exist in “DerData”, but the top Bird 
member will have the value "Crow" — and it is that value that is normally accessible.

3.14.7 Accessing Derived Members from a Base Data Object
‘Base function members’ (function members of a base data object) can access the derived 
members as a natural consequence of the derived members automatically being allocated at the 
top of the data dictionary of derived data object, followed by the base members.

The implication of the paragraph above is that derived members mask identically named base 
members, and so base function members cannot normally access those base members.  The issue 
is this: on some occasions, a base function member needs to access a base member whether or not 
there is an identically named derived member, while on other occasions a base function member 
needs to access the said derived member if it exists, or access the identically named base member 
if it does not.

The following illustrations show some techniques that can be used for a base function member to 
access a base member having identically named derived member in the circumstance mentioned in
the previous paragraph.

(1) @DefData("BaseObj")
{
   Var :- [5, 3, 9];
   _1Var :- Var; [* Var and _1Var have one and the same value. *]

       BFnt :- fnt:()
   {
   A:- ?;
      A := _1Var%[2]; [* Read from Var element unconditionally. *]
      _1Var%[2] := 88; [* Write to Var element unconditionally. *]

      A := Var%[2]; [* Read from derived or base Var element. *]
      Var%[2] := 4; [* Write to derived or base Var element. *]
   };
};

@DefData("DerObj") "BaseObj"
{
   Var :- [34, 50, 19]; [* Var may or may not exist. *]
};
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(2) @DefData("BaseObj")
{
   Var :- [5, 3, 9];

       BFnt :- fnt:()
   {
   A :- ?;
      [* Read from Var element unconditionally. *]
      A := (&@ push_val –1 "Var")%[2];

      A := Var%[2]; [* Read from derived or base Var element. *]
      Var%[2] := 4; [* Write to derived or base Var element. *]
   };
};

@DefData("DerObj") "BaseObj"
{
   Var :- [34, 50, 19]; [* Var may or may not exist. *]
};

In example (1), the base member, Var, may or may not have an identically named derived 
member.  The privately named base member, _1Var, references one and the same value as the 
base member Var does.  If the base function member, BFnt, needs to access the base member 
Var, whether or not Var is defined as a derived member, it would access that Var via _1Var.  If 
BFnt needs to access the derived member Var, if it exists, or access the base member Var, if the 
derived member does not exist, then it would just access Var rather than _1Var.  Note that this 
technique only works for a member that has a compound stack object.  If the technique is desired 
to work for a member that does not have a compound stack object, then that member must be a 
component of a member having a compound stack object (such as, for example, a single-element 
sequence).

In example (2), the base member, Var, may or may not have an identically named derived 
member.  If the base function member, BFnt, needs to read   the base member Var whether or not 
Var is defined as a derived member, it uses the push_val command which pushes the 
bottommost value of Var onto the object stack.  If BFnt needs to access the derived member Var,
if it exists, or access the base member Var, if the derived member does not exist, then it would 
just access Var as usual.  This technique works for any base member type, but can be used only to
read   member values; it cannot be used to write   member values.  In addition, the first argument of 
push_val must account for a chain of base members that are identically named.  (Ref: push_val  ).

3.14.8 Accessing Base Members from a Derived Data Object
As a consequence of derived members masking identically named base members, there is no 
natural way for a ‘derived function member’ (a function member of a derived data object) to 
access an identically named base member.  A simple solution is not to have identically named 
derived and base members.  However, such a solution does not cater for the following 
circumstance.

Consider the case where a ‘base function member’ (function member of a base data object) needs 
to access a derived member if it exists, or access an identically named base member if it does not,
and in addition, a derived function member needs to access the said base member.  In such a case, 
the derived function member cannot normally access that base member.

The following illustration shows some techniques that can be used for a derived function member 
to access a base member having an identically named derived member in the circumstance 
mentioned in the previous paragraph.
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(1) @DefData("BaseObj")
{
   Var :- [5, 3, 9]; [* Base member Var. *]
};

@DefData("DerObj") "BaseObj"
{
   _1Var :- Var; [* Var (in BaseObj) and _1Var have one and the same value. *]
   Var :- [34, 50, 19]; [* Derived member Var. *]

       DFnt :- fnt:()
   {
   A:- ?;
      A := _1Var%[2]; [* Read from Var element (in BaseObj) unconditionally. 
*]
      _1Var%[2] := 88; [* Write to Var element (in BaseObj) unconditionally. *]

      A := Var%[2]; [* Read from derived Var element. *]
      Var%[2] := 4; [* Write to derived Var element. *]
   };
};

(2) @DefData("BaseObj")
{
   Var :- [5, 3, 9]; [* Base member Var. *]
};

@DefData("DerObj") "BaseObj"
{
   Var :- [34, 50, 19]; [* Derived member Var. *]

       DFnt :- fnt:()
   {
   A :- ?;
      [* Read from Var element (in BaseObj) unconditionally. *]
      A := (&@ push_val 2 "Var")%[2];

      A := Var%[2]; [* Read from derived Var element. *]
      Var%[2] := 4; [* Write to derived Var element. *]
   };
};

In example (1), the base member, Var, has an identically named derived member.  The privately 
named derived member, _1Var, references one and the same value that the base member Var 
does.  If the derived function member, DFnt, needs to access the base member Var, it would 
access it via _1Var.  Note that this technique only works for a member that has a compound stack
object.  If the technique is desired to work for a member that does not have a compound stack 
object, then that member must be a component of a member having a compound stack object (such
as, for example, a single-element sequence).

In example (2), the base member, Var, has an identically named derived member.  If the derived 
function member, DFnt, needs to read   the base member Var, it uses the push_val command 
which (in this case) pushes the second top value of Var from the dictionary stack onto the object 
stack (the second top value is the value of the base member Var).  This technique works for any 
base member type, but can be used only to read   member values; it cannot be used to write   
member values.  In addition, the first argument of push_val must account for a chain of derived 
members from the desired one that are identically named.  (Ref: push_val  ).
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3.14.9 Instances of Archetype Data Objects
An ‘instance data object’ is a new named data object containing a copy or replicate of the 
members of a ‘parent data object’ (an archetype data object from which the new data object is 
created).  An instance data object can contain particular members and\or common members.  The 
value of a particular member is not shared with the value of an identically named ‘parent 
member’ (a member of a parent data object).  A common member and an identically named 
parent member share one and the same value.  Whether an ‘instance member’ (a member of an 
instance data object) is particular or common is determined by how the parent data object was 
defined.  Any number of instance data objects of a parent data object can be created by the 
@NewData function command.  (Ref: @NewData  )

The @NewData function command specifies the parent data object, and replicates the parent 
members into the instance data object.  Those replicated members will be particular members of 
the instance data object.  However, the function command also searches for a parent data object 
with the specified name prefixed by the plus (+) character.  If such a parent data object is found, 
its members are copied (rather than replicated) into the instance data object.  The copied 
members will be common members of the instance data object, but only for parent members 
having compound stack objects .  A copied parent member that does not have a compound stack 
object (such as a string or integer stack object) will be a particular member of the instance data 
object.

Two or more instance data objects that are specified to have common members with the same 
parent data object will also have the same common members with each other.  For example, if 
data objects A and B are each an instance of data object C, and both are specified to have 
common members with C, then all three data objects will share the same set of common members.

All data objects that are instances of the same parent data object that has exclusive function 
members will have access to the same common set of exclusive members for all identically named
members as do those exclusive function members.  For example, if two data objects A and B are 
instances of data object C, and if C has a set of exclusive function members F having access to 
exclusive members M, then the set of function members F in the three data objects will have 
access to the same set of exclusive members M.

The following example illustrates which parent members are copied and which are replicated into
an instance data object.

@DefData("MyList")
{  [* Members are replicated   into MyInstance. *]
   mlVar :- ?; [* … replicate will be particular in MyInstance. *]
   mlList :- […]; [* … replicate will be particular in MyInstance. *]
   mlFruit :- "apple"; [* … replicate will be particular in MyInstance. *]
   mlFnt1 :- fnt:(){…}; [* … replicate will be particular in MyInstance. *]
};

@DefData("+MyList")
{  [* Members are copied   into MyInstance. *]
   mlNum :- 20; [* … copy will be particular in MyInstance. *]
   mlData :- data:{…}; [* … copy will be common in MyInstance. *]
   mlName :- "Robin"; [* … copy will be particular in MyInstance. *]
   mlFnt2 :- fnt:(…){…}; [* … copy will be common in MyInstance. *]
};
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[* Create instance data object. *]
MyInstance :- @NewData("MyList");
MyInstance. [* Automatically contains the copied and replicated members. *]
{
   [* Other initialisations for this instance data object. *]
   mlVar := (+ "Hello " mlName ". Did you eat your "
               mlFruit "?"); [* Reassignment. *]
   mlNum++; [* Modification. *]
   mlMyNewNum :- 100; [* New allocation. *]
};

[* Alternative way to create instance data object. *]
MyInstance :- @NewData("MyList"). [* Notice the ending dot (required). *]
{
   [* Other initialisations for this instance. *]
   …

   @Self; [* @Self is last (required). *]
};

The members of an instance data object are initialised (allocated or reassigned a value) just after 
the instance data object is created, just as any other data object is initialised.  Newly allocated 
instance members will mask existing identically named parent members.  (Ref: Data Object 
Modification  )

However, there are cases where the instance members of a base data object cannot be initialised 
by the instance data object in the usual way.  In such cases, a ‘preparation’ ETAC function can be
defined in the relevant archetype data objects that will initialise instance data objects created 
from those archetype data objects.  The preparation ETAC function can also itself return the 
instance data object.  The preparation function command name would need to be distinguishable, 
one from another, in a series of derived data objects.

The following illustration shows how a preparation ETAC function can be created and used.

@DefData("ListFnts")
{
   lfCurrent :- ?; [* Initial allocation. *]
};

@DefData("+ListFnts")
{
   lfPrepare :- fnt:()
   {
      lfCurrent := 0;
   };
};

@DefData("MyList") "ListFnts" [* MyList derived from ListFnts. *]
{
   mlList :- ?; [* Initial allocation. *]
};
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@DefData("+MyList") "+ListFnts" [* +MyList derived from +ListFnts. *]
{
   mlPrepare :- fnt:()
   {
      lfPrepare(); [* Initialise base instance of ListFnts. *]
      mlList := [2, 4, 9, 5]; [* Initialisation for all instances. *]
      @Self; [* Push the instance data object onto the object stack. *]
   };
};

[* Create instance data object. *]
MyInstance :- @NewData("MyList").mlPrepare();
MyInstance.
{
   [* Other initialisations for this instance data object. *]
};

In the example above, an instance data object, MyInstance, is created from a parent data object,
MyList, via a preparation function command, mlPrepare.  mlPrepare calls the base data 
object preparation function command, lfPrepare, which in turn calls its base data object 
preparation function command, and so on, if they exist.  Note that a preparation ETAC function 
called from an instance data object modifies the instance members of all such instance data 
objects in the same way.

A parent member can access an identically named instance member using the same techniques as 
described in section 3.14.7      _      Accessing Derived Members from a Base Data Object      .  An instance 
member can access an identically named parent member using the same techniques as described 
in section 3.14.8      _      Accessing Base Members from a Derived Data Object      .

3.14.10 Typical Scenario
For the sake of versatility, the interrelations among base members, derived members, and 
instance members can be complex, especially when combined with particular members, common 
members, and exclusive members, and also combined with regular data objects.  However, in 
most cases, all those features will not be used together.  In the simplest case, only named data 
objects with particular members are used.  A more typical case would be to use common members
only for function members.  But note, using function members as common members is for (very 
slight) performance reasons only — there is no logical difference between a function member 
being common and being particular (in both cases, the procedure body of the function member 
will be copied not duplicated).

The following illustration shows how to create a derived data object from a number of base data 
objects in a typical situation.

@DefData("Base1")
{
   [* Allocations of particular members. *]
};

@DefData("+Base1")
{
   [* Allocations of function members and common members. *]
};
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@DefData("Base2")
{
   [* Allocations of particular members. *]
};

@DefData("+Base2")
{
   [* Allocations of function members and common members. *]
};

@DefData("Derived") ["Base1", "Base2"]
{
   [* Allocations of particular members. *]
};

@DefData("+Derived") ["+Base1", "+Base2"]
{
   [* Allocations of function members and common members. *]
};

Instance1 :- @NewData("Derived").{[* Initialisations. *] @Self;};
Instance2 :- @NewData("Derived").{[* Initialisations. *] @Self;};

In the example above, the members of the data object, whose logical name is “Base1”, are 
allocated among two actual data objects ("Base1" and "+Base1") .  Members of “Base1” that 
are required to be particular in each data object derived from it, or in each instance data object 
created from it, are allocated in "Base1".  Members of “Base1” that are required to be common 
with the members of each derived data object, or members of each instance data object created 
from it, are allocated in "+Base1".  Function members are also allocated in "+Base1" (since 
function members do not need to be particular).   Members of “Base1” that do not have 
compound stack objects (such as numerical and string stack objects) are not typically allocated in 
"+Base1" because they will become particular members if they are.  A similar allocation scheme
applies to the other data objects ("Base2", "+Base2", "Derived", and "+Derived").   Note 
that this example shows a typical situation only; more complicated allocation schemes can be 
constructed for other situations.

The data object, "Derived", will contain the members of "Base1" and "Base2".  First, the 
members of "Base2" are replicated into "Derived" in the same order that they exist in 
"Base2", then the members of "Base1" are replicated into "Derived" above the existing 
members (also in the same order that they exist in "Base2").  A corresponding process occurs for
"+Derived" with "+Base1" and "+Base2", but instead of the members being replicated, they 
are copied.

The data object, "Instance1", will contain the members of “Derived” as well as it own 
members.  First, the members of "+Derived" are copied to "Instance"1, then the members of 
"Derived" are replicated to "Instance1" above the existing members.  Finally, "Instance1" 
is initialised with its own members.  A corresponding process occurs for "Instance2" with 
“Derived”.  The end result is that "Instance1" and "Instance2" will each have particular 
members with names corresponding to the names of the members of "Base1", "Base2", and 
"Derived".  In addition, "Instance1" and "Instance2" will have common members having 
names corresponding to the names of the members of "+Base1", "+Base2", and "+Derived".  
For example, if a sequence were allocated to a common member, List, of "+Base1", then that 
one and the same sequence would also be the value of List of both "Instance1" and 
"Instance2".  Therefore, a change to the value of any one of the three List members would 
change that one sequence if the change were made to an element   of the sequence (eg: List
%[1] += 10).
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3.15 The Dialog Box User Interface System
This section is for the ETAC programmer to create and interact with Windows® dialog boxes.  
For a description of the internal workings of the dialog box processing system,
see Appendix B: Dialog Box Processing  .

3.15.1 Technical Requirements
The dialog box user interface system requires two low-level handlers used for interfacing between
ETAC and the operating system.  The two handlers are automatically set via the loader script file 
(RunETAC.btac), which is set up by the standard ETAC setup to automatically execute when an 
ETAC program is run.

3.15.2 Required Data for a Dialog Box
The programmer must supply dialog resource data, and a DIS for each dialog box.  The dialog 
resource data is typically contained in a ‘.res’ file, which is created by an appropriate dialog 
box editor or the Dialog Box Maker utility.  A DIS can be explicitly created by the programmer, 
or can be automatically created by the Dialog Box Maker utility.  The Dialog Box Maker utility 
creates a dialog resource data file and a DIS file from a text-based visual layout of the controls.

3.15.3 Creating a Dialog Box Object
A dialog data object must be created, via the etac.@NewDialog function command, before a 
particular dialog box can be displayed.  (Ref: @NewDialog  )

A dialog data object will automatically contain:

  member variables, as specified in the DIS, that contain the dialog box control data,  (Refs: 
Elements of a DIS   ▪ 4.8.1      _      Member Variables      )

  function members, as specified in the DIS and redefined by the programmer, that get 
activated when the corresponding buttons in the dialog box are clicked by the user,  ( Refs: 
Elements of a DIS   ▪ button-fnt  )

 a function command, @StartDialog, that displays the dialog box on the screen,  (Ref: 
@StartDialog  )

 a particular function command, @InitDialog, whose ETAC function is redefined by the 
programmer, that gets activated just before the dialog box is displayed,  (Ref: @InitDialog  )

 a particular function command, @ProcessEvent, whose ETAC function is redefined by the 
programmer, that gets activated when certain user events occur with respect to the dialog box
controls, and  (Ref: @ProcessEvent  )

 predefined function commands that allow certain manipulations of the dialog box and its 
controls.  (Ref: 4.8.2      _      Members      )

3.15.4 Displaying a Dialog Box
A dialog data object will contain a function command, @StartDialog, that displays the dialog 
box onto the screen.  (Ref: @StartDialog  )

A dialog box can function as a modal dialog box, or a non-modal dialog box.  For a modal dialog 
box, the @StartDialog ETAC function completes only after the dialog box has been dismissed 
(closed) either by the user or via ETAC code.  For a non-modal dialog box, the @StartDialog 
ETAC function completes immediately leaving the dialog box opened.  The dialog box can be 
dismissed later at any time by the user or via ETAC code.  (Refs: @StartDialog   ▪ @EndDialog  )

Important Note

A non-modal dialog box requires an opened modal dialog box to process the non-modal dialog 
box’s user interactions.
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3.16 Pattern String Matching
The specifications for pattern strings used for string matching in the ETAC programming 
language are unique to ETAC.  In other programming languages, analogous pattern strings are 
called “regular expressions”.

3.16.1 Pattern Strings
A pattern string is composed of string characters to be matched literally, and special characters 
that indicate predefined patterns to be matched or used to indicated how the pattern matching 
process is to be performed.  (Ref: Pattern String Specifications  )

3.16.2 Sub-patterns of a Pattern String
A pattern string can not only be matched by a string, but sub-patterns within a pattern string can 
also be specified to determine the location and size of substrings within the string.  Up to nine 
sub-patterns can be specified within a pattern string and its custom pattern strings.

A sub-pattern is a part of a pattern string delimited by ‹<n› and ‹>› (where n is either 0, or a digit 
from 1 to 9).  There may be more than one sub-pattern within a pattern string, and sub-patterns 
may be nested.  The same numbered sub-pattern may be specified more than once.  If sub-pattern 
0 is specified (n is 0), then sub-patterns from 1 to 9 cannot be specified in the same pattern 
string; conversely, if any sub-patterns from 1 to 9 are specified, then sub-pattern 0 cannot be 
specified.  A sub-pattern is sometimes referred to as a ‘block’ in the relevant context.  ( Ref: 
parse_str  )

Examples  :

(1) "Num:.<1#[+-]<2%%`d>`.<2%%`d>>"
(2) "List:.<0{%{.<0%%`a>.,}.<0%%`a>.}>"
(3) "%%{$?[{<1%%`a>}{<2%%`d>}]}%?"

Example (1) is matched by a string beginning with ‘Num:’ followed by any number of 
whitespaces followed by a signed decimal number.  The whole decimal number is captured by 
block 1.  The digits before and after the decimal point are both captured by block 2.

Example (2) is matched by a string beginning with ‘List:’ followed by any number of 
whitespaces followed by alphabetic words delimited by whitespaces and a comma.  The whole list
of words is captured by block 0.  Each word is also captured by block 0.

Example (3) is matched by a string containing alphabetic words and digit groups.  Block 1 
captures the alphabetic words, and block 2 captures the digit groups.  Other characters in the 
string are ignored.

3.16.3 Custom Pattern Strings
A pattern string consists of the main string and possibly any number of separate custom pattern 
strings.  A custom pattern string allows the same fragment of a pattern string to be specified only 
once within the pattern string.  The custom pattern strings of a main pattern string are referred to 
from within the main pattern string or any other custom pattern string; the references can be 
recursive.  Within a pattern string, ‹<p0>› refers to the first custom pattern string, ‹<p1>› refers 
to the second custom pattern string, and so on.  There is no defined limit to the number of custom 
pattern strings that can be specified.  In ETAC text script, a custom pattern string can be defined 
for use with a number of different pattern strings.  (Ref: parse_str  )
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Example  :

"%%{%<p1><0<p0>>}$<p1>"  (main pattern string)

"`<%[<p1><p0>]`>"  (custom pattern string p0)

"[{"%[{\?}~"]"}~[`<`>]]"  (custom pattern string p1)

The example above shows the main pattern string and two custom pattern strings, p0 and p1.  
Note that p0 is recursive; that custom pattern string refers to itself.  The main pattern string is 
logically equivalent to a pattern string which has the custom pattern string references, ‹<p0>› and
‹<p1>›, recursively replaced by their corresponding custom pattern strings.

3.16.4 Procedures Used with Pattern Strings
There are a number of commands that operate with pattern strings, as described in the following 
paragraphs.

The match_str command determines whether a given string matches a given pattern.  (Ref: 
match_str  )

The parse_str command determines whether a given string matches a given pattern, and can 
also parse the string as a sequence of position and length pairs matching sub-patterns within the 
pattern.  (Ref: parse_str  )

The sequence of positions and length pairs returned by parse_str can be used with the get_str
command to return a sequence of strings corresponding to those positions and length pairs.  ( Ref: 
get_str  )

The sequence of position and length pairs returned by parse_str can be used with the put_str 
command to replace sections of a string corresponding to those position and length pairs.  ( Ref: 
put_str  )

The rep_str command replaces all occurrences of a pattern within a string.  (Ref: rep_str  )

3.16.5 Useful Pattern Strings
The following sections show templates for fragments of pattern strings that may be useful.  
Instances of the fragments can be combined with other pattern strings.  After creating a fragment 
instance and including it in a pattern string, it is necessary for the ETAC programmer to check 
whether the whole pattern string is specified correctly for the particular purpose for which it was 
intended.  The Parse String Toy utility can be used to check the correctness of a pattern string 
before implementing that string in ETAC text script.

Substrings matching a pattern string can be extracted via the parse_str and get_str 
commands.  To only match a string, the match_str command can be used.

Simple Pattern Matching

To match a quoted string with either single or double quotes - excludes quotes escaped with ‹\›,
use:

(NOTE: in a regular ETAC string  , you need to specify ‹\\?› for ‹\?›, and ‹\"› for ‹"›.)

…[{"%[{\?}~"]"}{'%[{\?}~']'}]…

Example  :

(1) "Word:.[{"%[{\?}~"]"}{'%[{\?}~']'}]%?"
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Example (1) is matched by strings like: ‘Word:  "hello" there’, ‘Word:'the\'re'’, 
‘Word: "quote\"bye\" now"’.
(The actual ETAC string   would be: "Word:.[{\"%[{\\?}~\"]\"}{'%[{\\?}~']'}]%?".)

To match an identifier where the first character is alphabetic or ‹_› and subsequent characters 
are alphanumeric or ‹_›, use:

…[`a_]%`n…

Example  :

(1) "ID: [`a_]%`n"

Example (1) is matched by strings like: ‘ID: Outfile’, ‘ID: _User’, ‘ID: input3_’.

To match a lowercase identifier where the first character is a lowercase alphabetic or ‹_› and 
subsequent characters are lowercase alphanumeric, use:

…[`l_]%[`l`d]…

Example  :

(1) "?[`l_]%[`l`d]%?"

Example (1) is matched by strings like: ‘Iinput here’, ‘I_outfile’, ‘=data3 anything’.

Matching Character Classes

To match a character class c0 but not subclasses c1 to cn, use:

(Example: The pattern "…~[~`aXYZxyz]…" matches an alphabetic character, excluding x, y, 
z, in upper or lower case.)

…~[~c0c1···cn]…

Example  :

(1) "%%~[~[`a`d]`l]"

Example (1) shows a pattern string that is matched by a string containing uppercase alphabetic or 
digit characters.

To match the intersection of character classes c1 to cn, use:

(Example: The pattern "…~[~`n~`l]…" matches a lower case character from a to f.)

…~[~c1···~cn]…

Example  :

(1) "0x%%~[~[`u`d]~`h]-"

Example (1) shows a pattern string that is matched by a string beginning with any sequence of 
characters followed by ‘0x’, and ending with a hyphen.  Between those characters, there must be 
a substring consisting of uppercase hexadecimal characters.
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Matching Substrings with Exclusions

The following is for matching a string with a pattern pat but fails when the string matching pat 
also matches any of the patterns pat1 to patn:

(ie: Matches pattern pat not incorporating matches with any of pat1 to patn.)

…`0#[`0#{pat}{pat1}···{patn}]pat…

Example  :

(1) "???`0#[`0#{{`a%%`d`l}}{A%%`d`l}{`a`d`d`l}{`a%%`dc}]{`a%%`d`l}-"

Example (1) shows a pattern string that is matched by a string beginning with any three 
characters, and ending with a hyphen.  Between the three characters and hyphen, there must be a 
substring consisting of one alphabetic character followed by at least one digit followed by a 
lowercase character.  The match fails if the substring begins with ‘A’ or contains exactly two 
digits or ends with ‘c’.

The following is for matching a string with pattern pat but fails when the string matches any of 
the patterns pat1 to patn (regardless of whether the string also matches pat):

(ie: Matches pattern pat but fails if matches any of pat1 to patn.)

…`0#[{pat1}···{patn}]pat…

Example  :

(1) "ABC`0#[{123}{345}]`d`d%%?"

Example (1) shows a pattern string that is matched by a string containing ‘ABC??… ’, where ‹??› 
represents two digits, and ‹…› represents the rest of the string.  The match fails if ‘123’ or ‘345’ 
follows ‘ABC’.

The following is for matching a string with a pattern pat, and if pat is not matched then matches
any character but fails if the string matches any of the patterns pat1 to patn:

(ie: Matches pattern pat or a single character but fails if matches any of pat1 to patn.)

…[{pat}{`0#[{pat1}···{patn}]?}]…

Example  :

(1) "$?A[{_%`a}{`0#[{`d_}{%%`a@}]?}]-"

Example (1) shows a pattern string that is matched by a string beginning with any sequence of 
characters followed by ‘A’, and ending with a hyphen.  Between those characters, there must be a 
substring beginning with an underscore followed by alphabetic characters, or a single character 
for the match to pass.  However, if that substring is a digit followed by an underscore, or a 
sequence of alphabetic characters followed by an @ sign, then the match fails.

Extracting Substrings with Exclusions

To extract a substring matching a pattern pat but not when the substring also matches any of the
patterns pat1 to patn, use:

…[{pat1}···{patn}{<0{pat}>}]…

Example  :

(1) "???[{A`a`a%%`d`l}{`3#`a`d`d`l}{`3#`a%%`dc}{<0`3#`a%%`d`l>}]-"
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Example (1) shows a pattern string that is matched by a string beginning with any three 
characters, and ending with a hyphen.  Between the three characters and hyphen, there must be a 
substring consisting of three alphabetic characters followed by at least one digit followed by a 
lowercase character.  That substring is extracted (located) by the parse_str command.  
However, the substring is ignored if it begins with ‘A’ or contains exactly two digits or ends with 
‘c’.

To extract all occurrences of substrings matching a pattern pat but not those substrings that also
match any of the patterns pat1 to patn, use:

…%%[{pat1}···{patn}{<0{pat}>}?]…

Example  :

(1) "$?%%[{%%{`d%`n}}{%%{_%`n}}{<0{%%`n}>}?]%?"

Example (1) shows a pattern string that is matched by all occurrences of substrings consisting of 
contiguous alphanumeric and underscore characters.  However, those substrings that begin with a 
digit or an underscore are not extracted.

To extract a substring matching a pattern pat but not if the substring is preceded by any of the 
matches of the patterns pat1 to patn, use:

…[{[{pat1}···{patn}]{pat}}{<0{pat}>}]…

Example  :

(1) "$?[{[{--}{++}]{%%`d}}{<0%%`d>}]Z"

Example (1) shows a pattern string that is matched by a string beginning with any sequence of 
characters, and ending with ‘Z’.  Between those characters, a substring consisting of at least one 
digit is extracted.  However, that substring is not extracted if it is preceded by either ‘--’ or ‘++’.

To extract a substring matching a pattern pat that is part of an optional pattern …pat…, where, 
if …pat… is not matched, then an empty string is extracted, use:

(Example: For pattern "…#[{ABC<0%%`d>XYZ}{<0>}]…", if ABC%%`dXYZ is not matched by 
the appropriate part of the source string (digits), block 0 will capture an empty string, otherwise 
it will capture the matched digits.)

…#[{…<0pat>…}{<0>}]…

Example  :

(1) "$?A#[{start<0$$?>end}{<0>}]%?"

Example (1) shows a pattern string that is match by a string beginning with any sequence of 
characters followed by ‘A’, and ending with zero or more characters.  Between those characters, 
there must be a substring beginning with ‘start’ followed by at least one character then ending 
with ‘end’.  That one character or more is to be extracted.  However, if neither ‘start’ nor ‘end’
exists in the substring, or there are no characters between ‘start’ and ‘end’, then an empty 
string is extracted.

Matching Sequences of Substrings

To match a sequence of at least r1 occurrences of a substring matching pat, use:

…`r1#{pat}%{pat}…
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Example  :

(1) "Repeat.`5#`d%`d%?"

Example (1) is matched by a string beginning with ‘Repeat’ followed by any number of 
whitespaces followed by at least five digits followed by any number of characters.

To match a sequence of between r1 and r2 occurrences of a substring matching pat, use:

…[`r2#{pat}{`r1#{pat}%{pat}}]`0#{pat}…

Example  :

(1) "Repeat.[`8#{ha}{`5#{ha}%{ha}}]`0#{ha}"

Example (1) is matched by a string beginning with ‘Repeat’ followed by any number of 
whitespaces followed by at least five but no more than eight contiguous sequences of the 
substring ‘ha’.

To match a sequence of at most r1 occurrences of a substring matching pat, use:

…[`r1#{pat}%{pat}]`0#{pat}…

Example  :

(1) "Repeat.[`8#{ha}%{ha}]`0#{ha}

Example (1) is matched by a string beginning with ‘Repeat’ followed by any number of 
whitespaces followed by no more than eight contiguous sequences of the substring ‘ha’.

To match one or more substrings matching a pattern pat where the substrings are delimited by 
commas, use:

…{%{pat,}pat}…

Example  :

(1) "List:.{%{.%%`n.,}.%%`n.};."

Example (1) is matched by a string beginning with ‘List:’ followed by any number of 
whitespaces followed by any number of alphanumeric characters (including underscores) 
delimited by whitespaces and a comma, then followed by a semicolon and possibly white spaces.  
For example, a string such as ‘List:fee, fie ,foe, fum ;’ matches the pattern string in 
example (1).

Extracting Nested Substrings

To extract the outermost groups of text within nested and balanced ‹<› and ‹>›, ignoring any ‹<›
or ‹>› matches within pat, use:

(NOTE: ‹{pat}› can be omitted.)

…%%{%<p1><0<p0>>}$<p1>…
p0: `<%[<p1><p0>]`>      (matches nested ‹<…>› NOTE: ‹<p0>› is recursive)
p1: [{pat}~[`<`>]]         (matches pat or any character other than ‹<› or ‹>›)

Example  :

(1) "%%{%<p1><0<p0>>}$<p1>"
"`<%[<p1><p0>]`>"  (p0)
"[{"%[{\?}~"]"}~[`<`>]]"  (p1)
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Example (1) shows a pattern string that is matched by a string containing nested and balanced ‹<› 
and ‹>› blocks.  The outermost blocks are extracted.  However, if a ‹<› or ‹>› is within two 
double quotes then the ‹<› and ‹>› are ignored.  For instance, if the source string is: ‘Name 
<name <here>> and height <height "> 3">’, then the extracted blocks would be: ‘<name 
<here>>’ and ‘<height "> 3">’.  Notice that the ‹>› within the quotes was ignored.

To extract the outermost groups of text within nested and balanced pat1 and pat2, ignoring any 
pat1 or pat2 matches within pat, use:

(NOTE: ‹{pat}› can be omitted.)

…%%{%<p1><0<p0>>}$<p1>…
p0:  pat1%[<p1><p0>]pat2                  (matches nested ‹pat1…pat2› NOTE: ‹<p0>› is recursive)
p1: [{pat}{`0#[{pat1}{pat2}]?}]    (matches pat or any character other than pat1 or pat2)

Example  :

(1) "%%{%<p1><0<p0>>}$<p1>"
"`[*%[<p1><p0>]*`]"  (p0)
"[{($$?)}{`0#[{`[*}{*`]}]?}]"  (p1)

Example (1) is a generalisation of the previous example, and shows a pattern string that is 
matched by a string containing nested and balanced ‹[*› and ‹*]› blocks.  The outermost blocks 
are extracted.  However, if a ‹[*› or ‹*]› is within a pair of parentheses then the ‹[*› and ‹*]› 
are ignored.  For instance, if the source string is: ‘There is [*a comment (with [*) 
[*here*], and another one*] also [*[*here*]*]’, then the extracted blocks would be: 
‘[*a comment (with [*) [*here*], and another one*]’ and ‘[*[*here*]*]’.  Notice 
that the ‹[*› within the parentheses was ignored.

3.17 Programmed Error Trapping System
A programmed error is an error condition that is explicitly programmed into ETAC text script by 
the ETAC programmer.  A programmed error is processed entirely in ETAC code; it is not 
processed as an error event.  For a description of the internal workings of the programmed error 
trapping system, see Appendix C: Programmed Error Trapping System  .

The programmer traps (handles) a programmed error via the @TrapError function command, 
which is passed an ETAC function (that handles the programmed error) and a procedure as 
arguments.  A programmed error is evoked via the @Error function command from within the 
procedure passed to @TrapError.  (Refs: @TrapError   ▪ @Error  )

@Localise can be used to embed the second top dictionary into the ETAC function that handles 
the programmed error so that the ETAC variables within the said dictionary can be used by that 
handler (the topmost dictionary is the local dictionary of @Localise).  The second top 
dictionary is assumed to be the local dictionary of the caller of @Localise.  That dictionary 
typically contains local ETAC variables that may need to be accessed by the handler.  (Ref: 
@Localise  )

The processing of programmed errors involves considerable overheads, and should be used 
sparingly.
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4
Programming Reference

This chapter contains a reference of the commands and operators that are installed with the 
standard installation of ETAC.  The chapter is intended for programmers who are familiar with 
the ETAC programming language.

4.1 Introduction (Reference)
ETAC is distributed with a number of libraries.  The standard TAC library is intended to be a 
minimal   library of commands built into the ETAC interpreter.  It contains only the basic   
commands for different areas of functionality most commonly used in programming.  More 
extensive commands for those different areas of functionality would be supplied in external TAC 
libraries.  Apart from the standard TAC library, other libraries are supplied as ETAC text script 
(in ETACDefs.etac), and are automatically loaded by the loader script.  The other libraries are: 
ETAC auxiliary library (global), ETAC data object (etac) library, dialog box data object 
(dialog) members, and external TAC library data object (taclib) members.

The Functions ETAC script library (Functions Library) is an ETAC script library containing 
ETAC functions defined in ETAC text script, and is distributed with the ETAC system.  For 
details of the Functions Library see the document FunctionsETACScriptLib.doc.

4.2 Notational Conventions
The following conventions are used in the description boxes of this chapter.

 The top row contains the name of the comop in bold, followed by the labels representing the 
required input arguments (in blue) before the arrow (), and the labels representing the 
produced output arguments (in blue) after the arrow.

 The input arguments will not be present if the comop does not require input arguments.

 The output arguments and the arrow will not be present if the comop does not produce output 
arguments.

 Each argument is a stack object on the stated TAC stack, or on the object stack if no TAC 
stack is stated.

 The leftmost argument in a series of input arguments is the topmost stack object on the 
appropriate TAC stack; the next argument is the second top stack object, and so on.  Likewise 
for output arguments.

 Red square brackets ([ ]) indicate optional arguments between the brackets.  This means that 
the arguments between the brackets can optionally be omitted.  The brackets themselves are 
not part of the syntax and are not to be entered.

 Red parenthesis (( )) serve to group arguments together as a single unit.  The parenthesis 
themselves are not part of the syntax and are not to be entered.

 Red vertical bars (|) separate one of a number of options to be entered.  The bars themselves 
are not part of the syntax and are not to be entered.

 Red middle ellipsis (···) indicate that the preceding syntax is repeated from zero to any 
number of times as required but is optionally entered.  The ellipsis themselves are not part of 
the syntax and are not to be entered.

 The meaning of the letters on the right of the top row are explained in each section.

 The description of each argument (if any) exists in the rows following the top row.
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4.3 Mathematical Constants
The following pre-processor definition   names are defined as mathematical constants.  The source 
definitions exist in TACGeneralIncl.TAC, which are included in TACGlobal.PTAC.

Mathematical Constants

Symbol  Value  Meaning

:#SUCCESS: 0 Successful return code.

:#min_int: -2147483648 Minimum positive integer.

:#max_int: 2147483647 Maximum positive integer.

:#+min_dec: 2.2250738585072014E-308 Minimum positive decimal.

:#+max_dec: 1.7976931348623158E308 Maximum positive decimal.

:#-min_dec: -2.2250738585072014E-308 Negated minimum positive decimal.

:#-max_dec: -1.7976931348623158E308 Negated maximum positive decimal.

:#mdec: 1.1102230246251566636E-16 The largest decimal for which
((1.0 + :#mdec:) = 1.0) is true.

:#pi: 3.14159265358979323846 Ratio of circumference of a circle to its 
diameter (π).

:#e: 2.71828182845904523536 Natural base of logarithms (e).

:#sqrt2: 1.41421356237309504880 Square root of 2 (√2).

:#log2e: 1.44269504088896340736 Logarithm base 2 of e (log2 e).

:#log10e: 0.434294481903251827651 Logarithm base 10 of e (log10 e).

:#ln2: 0.693147180559945309417 Natural logarithm of 2 (ln 2).

:#ln10: 2.30258509299404568402 Natural logarithm of 10 (ln 10).

4.4 Calling Conventions
The input arguments required by a comop can be produced by any script tokens that push those 
arguments (stack objects) onto the appropriate TAC stacks.  Those script tokens can exist 
anywhere in the ETAC text script as long as the required arguments are present on the appropriate
TAC stacks when the comop is activated.  It is the responsibility of the caller of a comop to 
process any output arguments (returned stack objects) produced by the comop; the ETAC 
interpreter does not automatically remove unused output arguments.  Operators can only be 
properly activated via operator expressions  .

4.5 Commands and Operators
This section contains information about all the commands existing in the standard TAC library, 
which is implemented internally to the ETAC interpreter.  Those commands contain internal 
references into the corresponding code in the ETAC interpreter.  This section also contains 
information about the intrinsic comops, which are presented intermixed with the standard TAC 
library commands.  The standard TAC library commands exist in a dictionary on the dictionary 
stack, and can be redefined by the ETAC programmer (although this is not recommended), but the
intrinsic comops do not exist in any dictionary (they are an intrinsic part of the ETAC 
interpreter), and are impossible to redefine.

The standard TAC library commands are loaded into a dictionary (named “Main”) via the 
ETACLibDefs.ptac file.  The contents of that file is incorporated into the loader script 
(RunETAC.btac) for the standard setup of ETAC which automatically loads that file.
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All comops in this section are automatically checked for the correct type of arguments when 
activated.  If any argument is not of the correct type, an error event will occur.

Unicode File Specification

Important Note

A file specification string in ETAC cannot contain unpaired   Unicode surrogate code points.  If 
a file specification containing such code points needs to be specified, the MS-DOS® short 
(8dot3) format of the file specification should be used.  The short format for files and 
directories can be displayed from an MS-DOS® command prompt window by typing the 
command dir with the option /X.  The operating system may need to be configured to store the
short format of file specifications.

4.5.1 List of Intrinsic Comops
The following is a list of intrinsic comops: add, sub, div, mult, power, equal, n_equal, 
less, great, less_eq, great_eq, and, or, combine, start_seq, end_seq, start_proc, 
end_proc, start_op, end_op, asn_dict_item, new_dict_item, new_dict, neg, pop, swap,
dup_top, copy_top, copy, copy_any, copy_rel, roll, count, clear, cnt_to_mark, 
get_type, custom, ask_stack, set_stack, exec, if_then, switch, do_for, do_repeat, 
do_loops, do_with, do_while, do_until, break, go_end, end, not, get, put, size, 
trunc, set_cur_act, get_cur_act, true, false.

Note that true and false are not genuine intrinsic commands, but intrinsic constants — they are
converted to their value when encountered by the ETAC interpreter.

4.5.2 Commands and Operators by Category
The following table contains a list of the standard TAC library commands and intrinsic comops 
organised in categories.  Not all comops are shown in the categories.

Category Commands and Operators
Number

Calculate add ♦ abs ♦ add2 ♦ and ♦ and2 ♦ cos ♦ cosh ♦ div ♦ div2 ♦ invcos ♦ invsin
♦ invtan ♦ ln ♦ log ♦ mod ♦ mult ♦ mult2 ♦ neg ♦ not ♦ or ♦ or2 ♦ pow2 ♦ 
power ♦ remd ♦ sinh ♦ sqrt ♦ sub ♦ sub2 ♦ tan ♦ tanh ♦ xor2

Compare eq ♦ equal ♦ ge ♦ great ♦ gt ♦ le ♦ less ♦ less_eq ♦ lt ♦ max ♦ min ♦ 
n_equal ♦ neq

Create rand ♦ randi ♦ str_to_dec ♦ str_to_int

Modify bit_shift ♦ frac ♦ num_to_str ♦ round ♦ round_dec ♦ to_bool

String

Compare eq ♦ equal ♦ find_str ♦ ge ♦ great ♦ great_eq ♦ gt ♦ is_type ♦ kw_args 
♦ le ♦ less ♦ less_eq ♦ lt ♦ match_str ♦ n_equal ♦ neq ♦ parse_str

Create mem_to_str ♦ num_to_str ♦ sum

Delete extr_str ♦ put_str

Get extr_str ♦ find_str ♦ get_str ♦ kw_args ♦ max ♦ min ♦ parse_str ♦ 
size ♦ str_len ♦ uchar_cnt ♦ wchar_cnt

Modify add ♦ add2 ♦ cmd_to_str ♦ cvt_esc_codes ♦ low_str ♦ set_cur_act ♦ 
str_to_cmd ♦ str_to_dec ♦ str_to_int ♦ to_bin ♦ to_txt ♦ to_utf8 ♦ 
to_utf16 ♦ to_utf32 ♦ trim_str ♦ up_str

Put ins_str ♦ put_str ♦ rep_str
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Word String

Delete del_words

Get get_words ♦ num_words ♦ word_idx ♦ word_pos

Modify rep_words

Set set_ws_delim

Sequence

Calculate average ♦ max_seq ♦ min_seq ♦ prod ♦ size ♦ sum

Compare eq ♦ eq_seq ♦ equal ♦ find_subseq ♦ get_pos ♦ is_type ♦ n_equal ♦ neq

Create end_seq ♦ map_seq ♦ map_seq2 ♦ mk_seq ♦ start_seq

Delete del_elms ♦ del_last ♦ del_seq ♦ extract

Execute do_subseq ♦ do_with_seqs ♦ map_seq ♦ map_seq2 ♦ recurse ♦ select ♦ 
seq_cmd ♦ seq_op ♦ subseq ♦ switch_eq

Get expand ♦ expand_seq ♦ extract ♦ find_subseq ♦ get ♦ get_elm ♦ 
get_pos ♦ get_str ♦ get_subseq ♦ rand_elm ♦ subseq

Modify add ♦ add2 ♦ comb_seq ♦ comb2 ♦ combine ♦ embed ♦ rand_seq ♦ rev_seq

Put insert ♦ put ♦ put_elm

Procedure

Calculate size

Compare eq ♦ eq_seq ♦ equal ♦ get_pos ♦ is_type ♦ n_equal ♦ neq

Create end_proc ♦ map_seq ♦ map_seq2 ♦ mk_op ♦ mk_proc ♦ start_proc

Delete del_elms ♦ del_last ♦ del_seq ♦ extract

Execute do_subseq ♦ do_with_seqs ♦ if ♦ if_else ♦ map_seq ♦ map_seq2 ♦ 
subseq

Get extract ♦ get_cur_act ♦ get_elm ♦ get_pos ♦ get ♦ subseq

Modify add2 ♦ comb_seq ♦ comb2 ♦ combine ♦ embed ♦ link ♦ rev_seq ♦ 
set_cur_act ♦ unlink

Put insert ♦ put ♦ put_elm

Command

Compare eq ♦ equal ♦ ge ♦ great ♦ great_eq ♦ gt ♦ is_type ♦ le ♦ less ♦ less_eq 
♦ lt ♦ n_equal ♦ neq

Create add ♦ add2 ♦ str_to_cmd

Execute exec ♦ if_do ♦ if_else ♦ nop ♦ seq_cmd ♦ subseq

Get get_cur_act ♦ get_undef

Modify link ♦ set_cur_act ♦ unlink

Operator

Compare eq ♦ equal ♦ ge ♦ great ♦ great_eq ♦ gt ♦ is_type ♦ le ♦ less ♦ less_eq 
♦ lt ♦ n_equal ♦ neq

Create add ♦ add2 ♦ mk_op

Execute exec ♦ op2 ♦ seq_op

Get get_cur_act ♦ get_undef

Modify link ♦ set_cur_act ♦ unlink

Dictionary

Calculate size

Compare eq ♦ equal ♦ ge ♦ great ♦ great_eq ♦ gt ♦ is_type ♦ le ♦ less ♦ less_eq 
♦ lt ♦ n_equal ♦ neq

Create new_dict ♦ start_local
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Delete del_dict ♦ end_local ♦ pop_dict

Get find_dict ♦ get_dict_inames ♦ get_undef ♦ push_val ♦ pull_dict

Modify asn_dict_item ♦ comb2 ♦ combine ♦ link ♦ new_dict_item ♦ unlink

Put push_dict

Memory

Calculate size

Compare eq ♦ equal ♦ is_type ♦ n_equal ♦ neq

Create to_bin ♦ to_txt ♦ to_utf8 ♦ to_utf16 ♦ to_utf32

Get data_form ♦ dst_path ♦ peekb ♦ peekc ♦ peekcp ♦ peekd ♦ peekf ♦ peekl
♦ peeks ♦ peekss ♦ peekuc ♦ peekus ♦ src_path

Modify cvt_data_to ♦ link ♦ unlink

Put data_form ♦ dst_path ♦ pokeb ♦ pokec ♦ pokecp ♦ poked ♦ pokef ♦ pokel
♦ pokes ♦ pokess ♦ pokeuc ♦ pokeus ♦ src_path

Stack

Delete clear ♦ pop ♦ stk_pop

Get ask_stack ♦ cnt_to_mark ♦ count ♦ stk_pull

Modify clear ♦ roll ♦ swap

Put copy ♦ copy_any ♦ copy_rel ♦ copy_top ♦ dup_top ♦ dupl ♦ stk_push

Set dict_stack ♦ obj_stack ♦ set_stack

Program

Action end ♦ exec_prog ♦ exec_prog_sync ♦ exec_tac ♦ load_lib ♦ 
run_app_fnt ♦ unload_lib

Flow Control

Conditional if_do ♦ if_else ♦ if_then ♦ switch ♦ switch_eq

Iteration do_for ♦ do_loops ♦ do_repeat ♦ do_subseq ♦ do_until ♦ do_while ♦ 
do_with ♦ do_with_seqs ♦ map_seq ♦ map_seq2 ♦ seq_cmd ♦ seq_op ♦ 
subseq

Transfer break ♦ end ♦ go_end

Dialog

Action dlg_call

Get file_dlg

Modify dlg_item

Write msg_box

Set dlg_set_handlers

File System

Compare is_path

Create copy_file ♦ create_path ♦ write_file

Delete del_filedir

Get filedir_info ♦ get_cur_dir ♦ get_dir_path ♦ get_file_list ♦ 
get_full_path ♦ get_prog_dir ♦ get_temp_dir ♦ path_base_name ♦ 
path_dir ♦ path_drive_name ♦ path_ext_name ♦ path_file_name ♦ 
read_file

Modify append_file_ext ♦ append_path ♦ append_temp_name ♦ copy_file ♦ 
filedir_info ♦ ren_filedir ♦ write_file

Write write_file

Set filedir_info ♦ set_cur_dir
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System

Action *** ♦ --- ♦ exit_err ♦ pause ♦ set_rand ♦ trap_err ♦ trap_rtn ♦ 
type_err

Get date ♦ date_dmy ♦ date_time ♦ time ♦ time_hms

Set base_date ♦ date_time

Miscellaneous

Action close_con ♦ custom ♦ end_op ♦ read_con ♦ start_op ♦ write_con

Get get_cur_act ♦ get_type

Modify defr ♦ set_cur_act

4.5.3 Commands and Operators Summary
The following table contains an alphabetical list of the standard TAC library commands and 
intrinsic comops and their descriptions.  Highlighted comops indicate operators.

Comop Description
*** TAC procedure breakpoint.
--- ETAC procedure breakpoint.
abs Gets the absolute value of a number.
add Adds two or more values.
add2 Adds two values.
and Does a binary ‘AND’ operation on two or more boolean values.
and2 Does a binary ‘AND’ operation on two boolean values.
append_file_ext Appends an extension to a file path.
append_path Appends a file path to another.
append_temp_name Appends a temporary file name to a file path.
ask_stack Determines which TAC stack is the current one.
asn_dict_item Assigns a stack object to an existing or new dictionary keyword.
average Averages the contents of a sequence.
base_date Sets the base date.
beep Sounds a standard beep.
bit_shift Shifts bits in an integer.
break Breaks out of the logically immediate do_for, do_loops, do_repeat, 

do_until, do_while, do_with, or switch commands.  Also breaks out of 
the logically immediate ETAC iteration statement or choice statement.

clear Deletes a number of stack objects from the current TAC stack.
close_con Closes the console.
cmd_to_str Converts a command to a string
cnt_to_mark Determines the number of stack objects on the object stack above a marker.
comb_seq Combines the elements of a sequence or procedure.
comb2 Combines two composite values.
combine Combines two or more composite values.
copy Copies a number of topmost stack object on the current TAC stack.
copy_any Copies an arbitrary stack object on the current TAC stack.
copy_file Copies an existing file to a new file.
copy_rel Copies a stack object at a relative position on the object stack.
copy_top Copies the topmost stack object on the current TAC stack.
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cos Calculates the cosine of an angle in radians.
cosh Calculates the hyperbolic cosine.
count Determines the number of stack objects on the current TAC stack.
create_path Creates a directory in the operating system.
custom Executes a custom module.
cvt_data_to Converts the data in a memory stack object to the specified data form.
cvt_esc_codes Converts escape codes in a string. 
data_form Sets or returns the data form and BOM indicators of a memory stack object.
date Gets the current date in days since the base date.
date_dmy Gets the internal date in day, month, year.
date_time Sets or gets the internal date and time.
defr Defers the execution of a comop or procedure.
del_dict Deletes the specified dictionary from the dictionary stack.
del_elms Deletes the specified elements from a sequence or procedure.
del_filedir Deletes a file or empty directory.
del_last Deletes the last element from a sequence or procedure.
del_seq Deletes all the elements from a sequence or procedure.
del_words Deletes words from a string.
dict_stack Sets the current TAC stack to the dictionary stack.
div Divides two or more values.
div2 Divides two values.
dlg_call Executes dialog functions.
dlg_item Controls attributes of dialog items.
dlg_set_handlers Sets ETAC dialog event handlers.
do_for Repeatedly activates a procedure based on a counter.
do_loops Repeatedly activates a stack object a specified number of times.
do_repeat Repeatedly activates a procedure.
do_subseq Performs an action on part of a sequence or procedure.
do_until Repeatedly activates a procedure until a condition is true.
do_while Repeatedly activates a procedure while a condition is true.
do_with Repeatedly activates a procedure with each sequence element.
do_with_seqs Performs an action on each element of a number of sequences or procedures.
dst_path Gets or sets the internal destination file path of a memory stack object.
dup_top Duplicates the topmost stack object on the current TAC stack.
dupl Converts a stack object into a duplicate of it.
embed Replaces the value of each comop in a procedure or sequence with the comop’s 

value from the dictionary stack.
end Immediately ends the current ETAC session.
end_local Deletes the new local dictionary.
end_op Ends the process of computing the result of an operator and its arguments.
end_proc Ends the process of creating a procedure.
end_seq Ends the process of creating a sequence.
eq Equates two values.
eq_seq Compares two sequences or procedures by type and value of elements.
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equal Compares two or more values for equality.
exec Activates the topmost stack object.
exec_prog Executes an external program asynchronously.
exec_prog_sync Executes an external program synchronously.
exec_tac Executes TAC text script or ETAC text script or TAC binary instructions.
exit_err Ends the ETAC session with a return code.
expand Expands elements of a sequence without deletion.
expand_seq Copies the elements of a sequence or procedure onto the object stack.
extr_str Extracts a string from another with deletion.
extract Extracts elements from a sequence or procedure.
false Pushes an integer stack object containing the value 0 onto the object stack.

file_dlg Prompts the user to select a file or directory.
filedir_info Gets or sets the attributes or the creation, access, and modify date-times for a 

file or directory.
find_dict Finds a dictionary on the dictionary stack.
find_str Finds a substring relative to an offset.
find_subseq Finds a subsequence within a sequence of sequences.
frac Gets the fractional part of a number.
ge Determines whether one value is greater than or equal to another.
get Extracts an element from a sequence or procedure at an index.
get_cur_act Gets the current action of a stack object.
get_cur_dir Gets the path of the current directory.
get_dict_inames Gets the item names of the items in the topmost dictionary.
get_dir_path Gets a shell directory path.
get_elm Gets an element from a sequence or procedure.
get_file_list Gets a list of files, and their attributes, existing in a directory.
get_full_path Gets the full path descriptor of a file path.
get_pos Gets the index of an element inside a sequence or procedure.
get_prog_dir Gets the full directory of the currently running program.
get_str Gets a substring from a string.
get_subseq Gets a sequence of subsequences matching an element within the subsequences.
get_type Determines the type of the topmost stack object on the current TAC stack.
get_temp_dir Gets the path of the directory designated for temporary files.
get_undef Gets a list of undefined comops.
get_words Gets words from a string.
go_end Ends the logically immediate procedure depending on a specified condition.
great Determines whether two or more values are greater than the next.
great_eq Determines whether two or more values are greater than or equal to the next.
gt Determines whether one value is greater than another.
if_do Activates a stack object if a condition is true.
if_else Activates one of two stack objects depending on a condition.
if_then Activates one of any number of stack objects depending on a corresponding 

condition.
ins_str Inserts a string into another.
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insert Inserts elements into a sequence or procedure.
invcos Calculates the inverse cosine.
invsin Calculates the inverse sine.
invtan Calculates the inverse tangent.
is_path Determines whether a file or directory exists at a specified path.
is_type Determines whether a stack object is of a specified type.
kw_args Processes keywords and their arguments.
le Determines whether one value is less than or equal to another.
less Determines whether two or more values are less than the next.
less_eq Determines whether two or more values are less than or equal to the next.
link Links topmost stack objects to their dictionary definitions.
ln Calculates the natural logarithm.
load_lib Loads an external TAC library.
log Calculates the Logarithm base 10.
low_str Converts a string to lower case.
lt Determines whether one value is less than another.
map_seq Maps sequence elements to another.
map_seq2 Maps two sequence elements to another.
match_str Matches a pattern of characters within a string.
max Gets the maximum value of two numbers.
max_seq Calculates the maximum element within a sequence.
mem_to_str Converts a memory stack object to a string.
min Gets the minimum value of two numbers.
min_seq Calculates the minimum element within a sequence.
mk_op Creates an operator out of a command or procedure.
mk_proc Makes a procedure from stack objects.
mk_seq Makes a sequence from stack objects.
mod Calculates the modulo of a number.
msg_box Displays a message.
mult Multiplies two or more values.
mult2 Multiplies two values.
n_equal Compares two or more values for non-equality.
neg Negates a number.
neq Determines whether two values are unequal.
new_dict Creates a new dictionary.
new_dict_item Creates a new dictionary item and assigns a stack object to it.
nop No operation.
not Does a binary ‘NOT’ operation on a value.
num_to_str Converts a number to its string representation.
num_words Determines a number of words in a string.
obj_stack Sets the current TAC stack to the object stack.
op2 Activates an operator on two stack objects.
or Does a binary ‘OR’ operation on two or more boolean values.
or2 Does a binary ‘OR’ operation on two boolean values.
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parse_str Parses a string.
path_base_name Gets the file name of a file path without the name’s extension.
path_dir Gets the directory path of a file path.
path_drive_name Gets the drive name of a file path.
path_ext_name Gets the extension name of a file path.
path_file_name Gets the file name of a file path with the name’s extension.
pause Stops ETAC code execution temporarily.
peekb Gets a byte (8 bits) from memory.
peekc Gets a character (8 bits) from memory.
peekcp Gets a Unicode code point (scalar value) from memory.
peekd Gets a double precision decimal number (64 bits) from memory.
peekf Gets a single precision decimal number (32 bits) from memory.
peekl Gets long integer (32 bits) from memory.
peeks Gets short integer (16 bits) from memory.
peekss Gets a Windows-1252 string from memory.
peekuc Gets a u-char character from memory.
peekus Gets a Unicode string from memory.
pokeb Puts a byte (8 bits) into memory.
pokec Puts a character (8 bits) into memory.
pokecp Puts a Unicode code point (scalar value) to memory.
poked Puts double precision decimal number (64 bits) into memory.
pokef Puts single precision decimal number (32 bits) into memory.
pokel Puts long integer (32 bits) into memory.
pokes Puts short integer (16 bits) into memory.
pokess Puts a Windows-1252 string to memory.
pokeuc Puts a u-char character to memory.
pokeus Puts a Unicode string to memory.
pop Deletes the topmost stack object from the current TAC stack.
pop_dict Deletes the topmost dictionary from the dictionary stack.
pow2 Raises a value to a power.
power Applies the mathematical power function to two or more values.
prod Multiplies the elements of a numerical sequence.
pull_dict Pushes a copy of the top dictionary onto the object stack.
push_dict Pushes a dictionary onto the dictionary stack.
push_val Pushes a dictionary item’s stack object onto the object stack.
put Replaces the element at an index in a sequence or procedure.
put_elm Replaces an element of a sequence or procedure.
put_str Replaces some characters in a string with another string.
rand Produces a random number from 0.0 to 1.0 inclusive.
rand_elm Gets an element from a sequence at random.
randi Produces a random integer from 0 to a non-negative integer.
rand_seq Randomises the elements of a sequence.
read_con Reads a text line from the console.
read_file Reads the contents of a file into a memory stack object.
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recurse Recursively activates a procedure with a stack object as argument.
remd Gets the remainder of a division.
ren_filedir Renames an existing file or directory in-place.
rep_str Replaces substrings in a string.
rep_words Replaces words in a string.
rev_seq Reverses the elements of a sequence or procedure.
roll Rolls a number of topmost stack objects on the current TAC stack.
round Rounds a number to the nearest integer.
round_dec Rounds a number to a specified number of decimal places.
run_app_fnt Runs an application program’s call-back function.
select Activates a stack object in a sequence depending on the type of a stack object.
seq_cmd Activates a procedure or command on pairs of sequence elements.
seq_op Activates an operator on pairs of sequence elements.
set_cur_act Sets the current action of a stack object.
set_cur_dir Sets the current directory.
set_rand Sets the base number (seed) for rand.

set_stack Makes a specified TAC stack the current one.
set_ws_delim Sets word string delimiters.
sin Calculates the sine of an angle in radians.
sinh Calculates the hyperbolic sine of an angle in radians.
size Determines the size of certain stack objects.
sqrt Calculates the square root of a number.
src_path Gets or sets the internal source file path of a memory stack object.
swap Swaps the order of the two topmost stack objects on the current TAC stack.
start_local Creates a new local dictionary.
start_op Begins the process of computing the result of an operator and its arguments.
start_proc Begins the process of creating a procedure.
start_seq Begins the process of creating a sequence.
stk_pop Pops an object from a pseudo stack.
stk_pull Pulls an object from a pseudo stack.
stk_push Pushes an object onto a pseudo stack.
str_len Determines the length of string.
str_to_cmd Temporarily converts a string into a command stack object.
str_to_dec Converts a string to a decimal number.
str_to_int Converts a string to an integer.
sub Subtracts two or more values.
sub2 Subtracts two values.
subseq Gets a subsequence from a sequence.
sum Sums the elements of a sequence.
switch Activates a stack object in a sequence depending on the comparison of a value.
switch_eq Activates a stack object in a sequence depending on the equality of a value.
sys_ticks Gets the number of ticks since Windows® start-up.
tan Calculates the tangent of an angle in radians.
tanh Calculates the hyperbolic tangent of an angle in radians.
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time Gets the time in seconds since midnight.
time_hms Gets the internal time in hours, minutes, and seconds.
to_bin Returns a new memory stack object marked as binary data.
to_bool Converts an integer to true or false.

to_txt Returns a new memory stack object with data converted to Windows-1252 text.
to_utf8 Returns a new memory stack object with data converted to UTF-8 text.
to_utf16 Returns a new memory stack object with data converted to UTF-16 text.
to_utf32 Returns a new memory stack object with data converted to UTF-32 text.
trap_err Ends a procedure if the TAC error code is TAC_RTN_ERR_BREAK.

trap_rtn Traps and returns TAC error codes to the caller.
trim_str Trims a string.
true Pushes an integer stack object containing the value –1 onto the object stack.

trunc Truncates a number or string.
type_err Produces a run-time type error.
uchar_cnt Determines the number of u-char characters in a string.
unlink Unlinks the topmost stack objects.
unload_lib Unloads an external TAC library.
up_str Converts a string to upper case.
wchar_cnt Determines the number of w-char characters in a substring of a string.
word_idx Gets the word position of a word in a string.
word_pos Gets the offset of a word in a string.
write_con Writes text lines to the console.
write_file Writes the contents of a memory stack object into a file.
xor2 Does a binary ‘XOR’ operation on two boolean values.

4.5.4 Command and Operator Definitions
The following boxes contain the description of all the commands and operators (comops) in the 
standard TAC library, and of all the intrinsic comops.  For the first box on the right side of the 
top row of the description boxes: ‘C’ means command, ‘O’ means operator.  For the last box: ‘S’ 
means standard TAC library, ‘I’ means intrinsic comop.  The comops are presented in 
alphabetical order.  Note that operators can only be properly activated via operator expressions  .

The examples in the following descriptions are mainly shown in the form of TAC text script.  
However, ETAC programs are typically written in the form of ETAC text script as ETAC token 
statements.

TAC Procedure Breakpoint
***  str C S

str A string stack object.  The sting must have the syntax of a comop identifier.

Details
Causes the code in a TAC procedure to pause in debug mode displaying ‹***BREAK::str› when 
the procedure is activated.  str is a string   with the same syntax as a comop identifier.  The 
command is used only inside a TAC procedure.  When a procedure containing this command is 
being created, the command gets automatically deferred until the procedure is activated.  This 
command is ignored if the main ETAC session is not in debug mode.  To cause an immediate 
breakpoint use the immediate breakpoint   command.
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Example
Myproc :- {`add2 `A `B, *** "StopHere", `sub2 `C}; Myproc;

Other Information
ETAC Procedure Breakpoint   ▪ Immediate Breakpoint   ♦

ETAC Procedure Breakpoint
---  str C S

str A string stack object.  The sting must have the syntax of a comop identifier.

Details
Causes the code in an ETAC procedure to pause in debug mode displaying ‹***BREAK::str› 
when the procedure is activated.  str is a string with the same syntax as a comop identifier.  The 
command is used only inside an ETAC procedure (an ETAC procedure contains only ETAC token
statements).  When a procedure containing this command is being created, the command gets 
automatically deferred until the procedure is activated.  This command is ignored if the main 
ETAC session not in debug mode.  To cause an immediate breakpoint use the immediate 
breakpoint   command.  Note that this command is designed to exist in an ETAC token statement.

Example
Myproc :- {add2 A B; --- "StopHere"; sub2 C;}; Myproc;

Other Information
TAC Procedure Breakpoint   ▪ Immediate Breakpoint   ♦

abs
abs  num    num1 C S

num An integer or decimal stack object.

num1 Same stack object type as num.

Details
Determines the absolute value of an integer or decimal (num) leaving the result (num1) on the 
object stack.  num1 is a positive number. ♦

add
add  arg1  arg2 ··· !0    res O I

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res A stack object as specified in Details.

Details
Mathematically adds or appends the value of two or more arguments (arg1, arg2, ···), leaving the 
result (res) on the object stack.  arg1, arg2, ··· are not modified unless specified.  The arguments 
are processed using the pair-wise arithmetical method.  The add operator internally processes 
two arguments at a time as follows (the arguments are represented by arg1 and arg2).
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If both arguments are numbers (integers or decimals), they are mathematically added together as 
the result.  If at least one argument is a decimal, the result is a decimal, otherwise the result is an 
integer.

If one argument is a number (integer or decimal) and the other is a string, the number is converted
to a string representation of that number and the two strings are concatenated as the result.  arg2 
is concatenated to arg1.

If both arguments are strings, they are concatenated as the result.  arg2 is concatenated to arg1.

If one argument is an unlinked extrinsic command and the other is an integer, the command and 
integer are each converted to a string representation, and the two strings are concatenated as the 
result.  arg2 is concatenated to arg1, and the result is converted to a command.

If one argument is an unlinked extrinsic operator and the other is an integer, the operator and 
integer are each converted to a string representation, and the two strings are concatenated as the 
result.  arg2 is concatenated to arg1, and the result is converted to an operator.

If one argument is an unlinked extrinsic command and the other is a string, the command is 
converted to a string representation of that command and the two strings are concatenated as the 
result.  arg2 is concatenated to arg1, and the result is converted to a command.

If one argument is an unlinked extrinsic operator and the other is a string, the operator is 
converted to a string representation of that operator and the two strings are concatenated as the 
result.  arg2 is concatenated to arg1, and the result is converted to an operator.

If both arguments are unlinked extrinsic commands, or both are unlinked extrinsic operators, then
both arguments are converted to strings and concatenated.  The result is converted to the same 
type as the arguments.

If one argument is a sequence or procedure and the other is not, then the other argument is 
inserted at the beginning or appended to the end of the sequence or procedure as a single stack 
object.  If arg1 is the other argument, then it is inserted at the beginning of the sequence or 
procedure, otherwise arg2 is appended to the end of the sequence or procedure.  The original 
sequence or procedure is modified.  The result is the modified sequence or procedure.

If each argument is a sequence or procedure, then arg2 is appended to the end of arg1 as a single 
stack object.  arg1 is the modified result.

If each argument is a memory stack object, then the usable data in arg2 is appended to the end of 
the usable data in arg1.  arg1 is the modified result.  See Adding Data to Memory below for 
more details.

If one argument is a memory stack object and the other is an integer, the usable data in the 
memory block is expanded as follows.  If arg1 is an integer, it specifies the amount of zero-
initialised bytes to be inserted before the existing usable data.  If arg2 is an integer, it specifies 
the amount of zero-initialised bytes to be appended to the end of the existing usable data.  The 
integer is interpreted as a positive number.  The original memory stack object is modified.  The 
result is the modified memory stack object.

If one argument is a memory stack object and the other is a string, the string is inserted at the 
beginning or appended to the end of the memory stack object’s usable data.  If arg1 is the string, 
then it is inserted at the beginning of the usable data in arg2, otherwise arg2 is appended to the 
end of the usable data in arg1.  The original memory stack object is modified.  The result is the 
modified memory stack object.  See Adding Data to Memory below for more details.

The add operator is activated by the end_op command or the ‹(› script token.  ‹!0› is the mark 0
(zero) stack object pushed onto the object stack by the start_op command or the ‹)› script 
token.
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Adding Data to Memory

The usable data in a memory stack object can be appended to the end of the usable data in another
memory stack object, or a string can be inserted to the beginning or appended to the end of a 
memory stack object.  The memory stack object that will have data added to it could be of a 
different data form than the source data.  Therefore, the data form of an internal copy of the 
source data may need to be converted to be compatible with the data form of destination memory 
stack object as follows.  Note that a string has native data form (:#MO_NATIVE:).

If both the destination and source are memory stack objects, and the source is empty (regardless 
of its data form), then no action occurs, and the following conditions do not apply.

If the destination memory stack object is empty and has a binary data form (:#MO_BIN:), the 
source data is copied to the destination, and the destination will get the same data form indicator 
as the source.  This is the case when adding data to a newly created memory stack object.

The following conditions apply only when the destination memory stack object is not empty or 
does not have a binary data form.

If the destination memory stack object has a binary or native data form (:#MO_BIN: or 
:#MO_NATIVE:, respectively), and the source is a string, then the string is either appended to the 
end or inserted to the beginning of the destination, as appropriate.  The destination data form 
indicator will remain unmodified.

If the destination memory stack object has neither a binary nor native data form (:#MO_BIN: nor
:#MO_NATIVE:, respectively), and the source is a string, then an internal copy of the string is 
converted to the destination data form, and the string is either appended to the end or inserted to 
the beginning of the destination, as appropriate.  The destination data form indicator will remain 
unmodified.

If both the destination and source are memory stack objects, and (1) either the source or the 
destination has a binary data form (:#MO_BIN:), or (2) both source and destination have the same
data form, then the source is appended to the destination, and if (1) applies, the destination data 
form indicator is changed to binary (:#MO_BIN:), otherwise the destination data form indicator 
remains unmodified.

If both the destination and source are memory stack objects, and neither the source nor the 
destination has a binary data form (:#MO_BIN:) but they have different data forms, then an 
internal copy of the source is converted to the data form of the destination before being appended 
to the destination.  If the conversion cannot occur, an error event occurs.  The destination data 
form indicator will remain unmodified.

Additional Information
Integer   ▪ Decimal   ▪ String   ▪ Sequence Expression   ▪ Procedure Expression   ▪ Command   ▪ Operator   ▪
Memory   ▪ start_op   ▪ end_op

Related Information
Symbolic Addition   ♦
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add2
add2  arg1  arg2    res C S

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res A stack object as specified in Details.

Details
Adds two objects (arg1 and arg2) leaving the result (res) on the object stack.  This command uses 
the intrinsic operator add, and is equivalent to the script fragment ‹(arg1 &add arg2)›.  See add
for details of arg1, arg2 and res.

Additional Information
add   ♦

and
and  arg1  arg2 ···  !0    res O I

arg1 An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

arg2 An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

res An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

Details
Does a binary ‘AND’ operation on two or more arguments (arg1, arg2, ···), leaving the result (res)
on the object stack.  arg1, arg2, ··· are not modified unless specified.  The arguments are processed
using the pair-wise arithmetical method.  The and operator internally processes two arguments at
a time as follows (the arguments are represented by arg1 and arg2).

If both of the corresponding binary flags in arg1 and arg2 are set, the corresponding binary flag in
the result is set.  Otherwise, the corresponding binary flag in the result is unset.

The and operator is activated by the end_op command or the ‹(› script token.  ‹!0› is the mark 0
(zero) stack object pushed onto the object stack by the start_op command or the ‹)› script 
token.

Additional Information
Integer   ▪ start_op   ▪ end_op   ♦

and2
and2  arg1  arg2    res C S

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res A stack object as specified in Details.

Details
Does a binary ‘AND’ operation on two stack objects (arg1 and arg2) leaving the result (res) on the
object stack.  This command uses the intrinsic operator and, and is equivalent to the script 
fragment ‹(arg1 &and arg2)›.  See and   for details of arg1, arg2 and res.

Additional Information
and   ♦
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append_file_ext
append_file_ext  path  ext    path1 C S

path A string stack object.

ext A string stack object.

path1 A string stack object.

Details
Appends an extension (ext) to a file path specification (path).  The new path specification will be 
returned as path1.  The file system is not modified by this command.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦

append_path
append_path  path  path1    path2 C S

path A string stack object.

path1 A string stack object.

path2 A string stack object.

Details
Appends a file path (path1) to another (path) at the next file path level.  The new path 
specification will be returned as path2.  The file system is not modified by this command.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦

append_temp_name
append_temp_name  path  prefix  ext  size    path1 C S

path A string stack object.

prefix A string stack object.

ext A string stack object.

size A stack object containing a positive integer or –1.

path1 A string stack object.

Details
Appends a temporary file name to a directory path specification (path), resulting in a new path 
specification (path1).  No file is actually created.  The appended file name will be of the format: 
‹prefix digits . ext› (without spaces).  digits is a sequence of random digit characters of length no 
greater than size.  If size is –1 then the length of digits is arbitrary.  The appended file name will 
not be of a file that already exists in the disk directory specified at path.  For example, if prefix is
"TEMP", ext is "tmp", and size is 3, then the string ‹TEMPxxx.tmp› will be appended to path as a
file name (where xxx represents three random digit characters), and the new path specification 
will be returned as path1.  The file system is not modified by this command.

Important Note

If size is a low number, and all file names in the specified format already exist in the specified 
directory path, then this command will loop indefinitely causing it to never exit, unless the 
ETAC interpreter is externally ended.  A value of three or larger for size should be suitable for 
most circumstances.
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Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦

ask_stack
ask_stack    num C I

num An integer stack object.

Details
Pushes an integer stack object (num) onto the object stack indicating which TAC stack is the 
current one.  num has one of the following values: 1 (indicates the object stack), 2 (indicates the 
operator stack), and 3 (indicates the dictionary stack).

Other Information
set_stack   ♦

asn_dict_item
asn_dict_item  str  obj C I

str A string stack object.  The sting must have the syntax of a comop identifier.

obj A stack object.

Details
Assigns a stack object (obj) to an existing or new dictionary keyword (str).  The value of str 
represents a dictionary keyword, of which the first occurrence is searched for in the dictionaries 
on the dictionary stack starting with the topmost dictionary.  If the keyword is found, its 
associated stack object is replaced with obj.  If it is not found, then a new dictionary item is 
created as described under new_dict_item  .

Related Information
Symbolic Dictionary Item Assignment

Other Information
new_dict_item   ♦

average
average  seq    [res] C S

seq A sequence containing any mixture of integer or decimal stack objects.

res A decimal stack object.

Details
Calculates the average of all the values in a sequence (seq) producing a decimal result (res).  
Each element of seq must be an integer or decimal.  The average is the sum of elements of seq 
divided by the number of elements.  If seq contains no elements then res is not produced; if it 
contains one element then that element is converted to a decimal and produced as res. ♦
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base_date
base_date  day  month  year C S

day A positive integer stack object.

month A positive integer stack object.

year A positive integer stack object.

Details
Sets the base date in day (day), month (month), and year (year) for all date functions that require 
the base date.  If the date is invalid then an error event (RTN_BAD_OBJ_VAL) will occur.  The 
default base date is midnight on the first day of January in the year 2000 AD (1  Jan 2000 AD).

Other Information

date ▪ date_dmy ▪ date_time ▪ time ▪ time_hms ♦

beep
beep C S

Details

Sounds a standard beep. ♦

bit_shift
bit_shift  shift  int    res C S

shift An integer stack object.

int An integer stack object.

res An integer stack object.

Details
Shifts the bits in an integer (int) a number of positions (shift) left or right, leaving the shifted bits 
(res) on the stack as an integer.  shift indicates the number of bit positions and the direction to 
shift the bits in int.  A positive number for shift shifts the bits towards the most significant bit 
(conventionally to the left), and a negative number shifts the bits towards the least significant bit. 
The shift is linear, not cyclic, and the end bits do not propagate. ♦

break
break C I

Details
Breaks out of the logically immediate do_repeat, do_loops, do_for, do_with, do_while, 
do_until, and switch commands, and the logically immediate do and when ETAC statements.  
“Logically immediate” means the most recent one of the said commands or ETAC statements that 
is active during the activation of the break command.  The next script token that is activated 
after the activation of a break command is the one that would have been activated if the said 
logically immediate command or ETAC statement had ended normally.  An error event will occur 
if no logically immediate command or ETAC statement was activated when break is activated.  
Note that no other action occurs when a break command is activated; specifically, local 
dictionaries and stack arguments remain on their respective TAC stacks.
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Examples
The following illustrations show how the break command can be used.

(1) A :- 0; do_repeat {A `:= `add2 `A 1, `if_then [{`( `A `> 5 `)}, 
`break]};

(2) A :- 0; do_repeat {A := add2 A 1; if (A > 5) then {break;} endif;};
(3) A :- 0; B :- {`if_then [{`( `A `> 5 `)}, `break]}; do_while {A `:= 

`add2 `A 1, `B} {true};

In example (1), the procedure adds the number 1 to the value of A each time it is activated until 
break is activated when the value of A is greater than 5.

Example (2) is the same as example (1) but written as ETAC token statements.

Example (3) is the same as example (1), and shows that the break command need not 
syntactically exist within the iteration (do_while in this example) command.

Other Information
do_repeat   ▪ do_loops   ▪ do_for   ▪ do_with   ▪ do_while   ▪ do_until   ▪ switch   ▪ go_end   ▪ Iteration 
Statement   ▪ Choice Statement   ♦

clear
clear  num  obj1 ··· objn  …    … C I

num A non-negative integer stack object.

obj1 A stack object on the current TAC stack.

objn A stack object on the current TAC stack.

Details
Pops (deletes) a specified number (num) of stack objects (obj1 ··· objn) from the current TAC 
stack.  n is the value of num, and specifies how many stack objects on the current TAC stack to 
pop (stack objects obj1,  ···,  objn are popped).  If num is zero then no stack objects are popped, 
and so this command will have no effect.  An error event will occur if num is negative.

Other Information
pop   ♦

close_con
close_con C S

Details
Closes the console if it was open.  The console is automatically closed when the main ETAC 
session terminates. ♦
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cmd_to_str
cmd_to_str  cmd    str C S

cmd A comop stack object.

str A string stack object.

Details
Converts the name of a comop stack object (cmd) to a string (str) of the same name.  An error 
event will occur if cmd is not of the specified type.

cmd must be of one of the following types: :#TAC_CMD: (command), :#TAC_OPR: (operator), 
:#TAC_CMDL: (linked command), :#TAC_OPRL: (linked operator), :#TAC_CMDI: (intrinsic 
command), :#TAC_OPRI: (intrinsic operator). ♦

cnt_to_mark
cnt_to_mark  num1  …  [mrk]    num2  …  [mrk] C I

num1 An integer stack object with a value from 0 to 7 (being the mark number of mrk).

mrk A mark stack object.

num2 An integer stack object.

Details
Pushes an integer stack object (num2), containing the number of stack objects on the object stack 
above the specified (num1) mark stack object (mrk), onto the object stack.  num1 and mrk are not 
included in the count.  mrk is the first mark stack object from the top of the object stack 
containing the mark number specified in num1.  If mrk does not exist on the object stack then 0 
(zero) is pushed onto the stack.  An error event will occur if the value of num1 is not between 0 
and 7 inclusively.

Other Information
count   ▪ Mark   ♦

comb_seq
comb_seq  seq-proc    [res] C S

seq-proc A sequence or procedure.

res Same type as first element of seq-proc.

Details
Combines the elements of a sequence or procedure (seq- proc) into the first element of the 
sequence or procedure, leaving a copy of that first element (res) on the object stack.  The 
combination is done using comb2, therefore the first element of seq- proc may be modified.  If 
‹obj1, ···, objn› are the elements of seq- proc then this command is equivalent to the script 
fragment ‹(++ obj1 ··· objn)›.  If seq- proc is empty then no res will be pushed onto the object 
stack. ♦
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comb2
comb2  arg1  arg2    res C S

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res A stack object as specified in Details.

Details
Combines two objects (arg1 and arg2) leaving the result (res) on the object stack.  This command 
uses the intrinsic operator combine, and is equivalent to the script fragment ‹(arg1 &combine 
arg2)›.  See combine   for details of arg1, arg2 and res.

Additional Information
combine   ♦

combine
combine  arg1  arg2 ··· !0    res O I

arg1 (1) sequence or procedure, or

(2) dictionary stack object.

arg2 Same type, (1) or (2), as arg1.

res Same stack object type as arg1.

Details
Combines two or more sequences or procedures (arg1, arg2, ···), or combines two or more 
dictionary stack objects (arg1, arg2, ···), leaving the result (res) on the object stack.  arg1, arg2, ··· 
are not modified unless specified.  The arguments are processed using the pair-wise arithmetical 
method.  The combine operator internally processes two arguments at a time as follows (the 
arguments are represented by arg1 and arg2).

If each argument is a sequence or procedure then the elements of arg2 are appended (by being 
copied not duplicated) to the end of arg1.  res is the modified arg1.

If each argument is a dictionary stack object then the dictionary items of arg2 are added (by being
copied not duplicated) to the top of arg1 as follows.  If the dictionary items of arg1 are ‹A1, ···, 
An›, and the dictionary items of arg2 are ‹B1, ···, Bm›, where A1 and B1 are the topmost dictionary 
items of their respective dictionaries, then arg1 will be modified to ‹B1, ···, Bm, A1, ···, An›.  res is 
the modified arg1.

The combine operator is activated by the end_op command or the ‹(› script token.  ‹!0› is the 
mark 0 (zero) stack object pushed onto the object stack by the start_op command or the ‹)› 
script token.

Additional Information
Sequence Expression   ▪ Procedure Expression   ▪ start_op   ▪ end_op

Related Information
Symbolic Combination   ♦
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copy
copy  num  obj1 ··· objn    [objc1 ··· objcn]  obj1 ··· objn C I

num An integer stack object.

obj1 A stack object on the current TAC stack.

objn A stack object on the current TAC stack.

objc1 A copy of obj1 on the current TAC stack.

objcn A copy of objn on the current TAC stack.

Details
Copies a specified number (num) of topmost stack objects (obj1 ··· objn) on the current TAC stack, 
and places those copied objects (objc1 ··· objcn) at the top of the current TAC stack.  num specifies 
the number of stack objects (n) from the top of the current TAC stack, or below the first argument
(num) if the current TAC stack is the object stack, to copy.  The copied objects are put onto the 
current TAC stack after the first argument has been popped off the object stack.  The order of the 
copied objects (objc1 ··· objcn) is the same as the order of the objects that were copied.  If num is 
zero, no object is copied, and so this command will have no effect.  If num is negative, or if there 
are not enough objects on the current TAC stack, then an error event will occur.

Note that if any of the stack objects to be copied contains a resource value, then that resource 
value will be shared with both the original object and the copied one.  Sequences, procedures, 
dictionaries, and memory stack objects contain resource values.  Other stack objects do not 
contain resource values, and so the values of those original and copied objects will be 
independent of each other after the copy in that case.

Other Information
copy_any   ▪ copy_top   ▪ dup_top   ▪ dupl   ♦

copy_any
copy_any  pos  …  obj    [objc]  …  obj C I

pos An integer stack object.

obj A stack object at position pos on the current TAC stack.

objc A copy of obj on the current TAC stack.

Details
Copies a stack object (obj) existing at an arbitrary position (pos) on the current TAC stack, and 
places that copied object (objc) at the top of the current TAC stack.  pos specifies which stack 
object on the current TAC stack is to be copied.  The copied object is pushed onto the current 
TAC stack after the first argument (pos) has been popped.  If the value of pos is n then the nth 
object (objc) from the top of the current TAC stack, or below the first argument if the current TAC
stack is the object stack, is copied.  n can be from zero to the maximum number of stack objects 
on the current TAC stack.  The topmost stack object is object number 1 (one).  If pos is zero, no 
object is copied, and so this command will have no effect.  If pos is negative, or if there are not 
enough objects on the current TAC stack, then an error event will occur.

Note that if obj contains a resource value, then that resource value will be shared with both obj 
and objc.  Sequence, procedure, dictionary, and memory stack objects contain resource values.  
Other stack objects do not contain resource values, and so the values of obj and objc will be 
independent of each other after the copy in that case.

Other Information
copy   ▪ copy_top   ▪ dup_top   ▪ dupl   ♦
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copy_file
copy_file  [flags]  dst-path  src-path    err-msg C S

flags An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

dst-path A string stack object.

src-path A string stack object.

err-msg A string stack object.

Details
Copies the contents of an existing disk file (src-path) to a new file (dst-path).  flags is an integer 
containing any combination (using the or operator) of the following values:

flags  Meaning

:!CF_MAKE_BACKUP: Makes a backup of the destination file (dst-path) if it exists.  The 
file name part (excluding the file extension) of dst-path will be renamed 
to have ‹~backup› appended to it.  An existing file with the same backup 
name will be deleted before dst-path is renamed.  If this option is present, 
a backup of the destination file is not made before the copy.

:!CF_COPY_DATES:Copies the file dates from the source file (src-path) to the destination file 
(dst-path).  If this option is omitted, the file dates are not copied.

dst-path is the file path of the copied file.  The last node of dst-path must be a file name (with 
possibly a file extension).  If the file specified by dst-path already exists, it will be overwritten 
(unless :!CF_MAKE_BACKUP: is set in flags).  src-path is the file path of the file to copy to dst-
path.  The last node of src-path must be a file name (with possibly a file extension).  If the file 
specified by src-path does not exist or an error occurs during the copy, err-msg will contain an 
appropriate error message.  If the file is successfully copied, err-msg will be an empty string.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦

copy_rel
copy_rel  num1  num2  …  obj  …  [mrk]    objc  …  obj  …  [mrk] C I

num1 An integer stack object with a value from 0 to 7 (being the mark number of mrk) or -1.

num2 An integer stack object.

obj A stack object.

mrk A mark stack object.

objc A copy of obj.

Details
Copies a stack object (obj) at a relative position (num2) from a specified (num1) mark stack object 
(mrk) on the object stack, or from the bottom of the object stack, and pushes the copied object 
(objc) onto the object stack.

If the value of num1 is –1, num2 contains a negative number which is an offset relative to the 
bottom of the object stack, where the bottommost stack object has an offset of –1, the next stack 
object above it has an offset of -2, and so on.  An error event will occur if num2 is not a negative 
number.

If the value of num1 is between 0 (zero) and 7, it represents a mark number.  mrk is the first mark 
stack object from the top of the object stack containing the mark number specified in num1.  num2 
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contains a zero-based offset relative to mrk.  If the value of num2 is positive, it is an offset 
towards the bottom of the object stack; if it is negative, it is an offset towards the top of the 
object stack; if it is zero it indicates the position of mrk.  If no mark stack object containing the 
number specified in num1 exists, or if num1 is greater than 7, then num2 is a zero-based offset 
relative to the top of the object stack; the stack object below num2 is at offset 1, the stack object 
below that one is at offset 2, and so on.

This command copies the stack object (obj) at the offset (num2) from mrk, or from the bottom of 
the object stack if num1 is -1, to the top of the object stack.

num2 must not indicate a final position beyond the top of the object stack or beyond the bottom of
the object stack, otherwise an error event will occur.

Note that if obj contains a resource value, then that resource value will be shared with both obj 
and objc.  Sequence, procedure, dictionary, and memory stack objects contain resource values.  
Other stack objects do not contain resource values, and so the values of obj and objc will be 
independent of each other after the copy in that case.

Examples
The following are examples of the copy_rel command.  The red superscripts indicate the offsets 
(num2) of the stack objects appropriate to the value of num1.  The contents of the object stack 
after the command is activated is shown after the red arrow.

(1) copy_rel 2 4  1 2 3 4 2!0 61 72 83 94 10;  9 1 2 …

(2) copy_rel 2 4  1 2 3 4 2!0 61 2!2 83 94 10;  9 1 2 …

(3) copy_rel 2 4  10 21 32 43 54 6 7 6! 9 10;  5 1 2 …

(4) copy_rel 2 4  10 21 32 43 54 6 7 8 9 10;  5 1 2 …

(5) copy_rel 2 -3  1 2-3 3-2 4-1 2!0 6 7 8 9 10;  2 1 2 …

(6) copy_rel 2 -3  1 2-3 3-2 4-1 2!0 6 7 2! 9 10;  2 1 2 …

(7) copy_rel -1 -3  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8-3 9-2 10-1;  8 1 2 …

Examples (1), (5), and (7) are typical.

Examples (2) and (6) show that the offset is the first mark 2 stack object from the top of the 
object stack.

Examples (3) and (4) show that the offsets are from the top of the object stack if the specified 
mark stack object does not exist.  Note that ‹copy_any 5 1 2 …› produces the same result as in
these two examples.

Other Information
copy   ▪ copy_any   ▪ copy_top   ▪ dup_top   ▪ Mark   ♦

copy_top
copy_top  obj    objc  obj C I

obj A stack object on the current TAC stack.

objc A copy of obj on the object stack.

Details
Copies the topmost stack object (obj) on the current TAC stack and pushes the copied object 
(objc) onto the object stack.

Note that if obj contains a resource value, then that resource value will be shared with both obj 
and objc after the copy.  Sequence, procedure, dictionary, and memory stack objects contain 
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resource values.  Other stack objects do not contain resource values, and so the values of obj and 
objc will be independent of each other after the copy in that case.

Other Information
copy   ▪ copy_any   ▪ dup_top   ▪ dupl   ♦

cos
cos  num    dec C S

num A decimal or integer stack object.

dec A decimal stack object.

Details
Calculates the cosine of a number (num) leaving the result (dec) on the object stack.  num is an 
angle in radians. ♦

cosh
cosh  num    dec C S

num A decimal or integer stack object.

dec A decimal stack object.

Details
Calculates the hyperbolic cosine of a number (num) leaving the result (dec) on the object stack.  
num is an angle in radians. ♦

count
count    num C I

num An integer stack object.

Details
Pushes an integer stack object (num), containing the number of stack objects on the current TAC 
stack, onto the object stack.

Other Information
cnt_to_mark   ♦

create_path
create_path  path  level C S

path A string stack object.

level A positive integer stack object.

Details
Creates a directory in the operating system to the specified level ( level) in a path specification 
(path).  The command creates directories (if they do not exist), up to the number of levels 
(specified at level) of the file path specification specified at path.  level is interpreted as a 
positive integer (the lowest value is 1) or can be one of the two values: :#FP_FILE_LEVEL: and
:#FP_ALL_LEVEL:.  If level is 1, then the directory specified at the top level of path is created; 
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if level is 2 then the directory specified at the second level of path is created; and so on.  If level 
is :#FP_FILE_LEVEL: then path is assumed to end in a file name, and all directories above that 
file name are created.  If level is :#FP_ALL_LEVEL: then path is assumed to contain only 
directories, and all those directories are created.

path cannot begin with a dot character, and sub-paths within path cannot end with a dot character.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦

custom
custom  num C I

num An integer stack object.

Details
Executes a custom module identified by a number (num).  The custom module exists either in the 
ETAC interpreter as part of the standard TAC library, on in an external TAC library.  num is a 
unique custom comop number identifying the particular custom module to execute.  The custom 
module may pull and push arguments from an appropriate TAC stack (typically the object stack) 
while it is executing.  A typical custom module pulls relevant stack object arguments when it 
begins executing, and pushes the stack object results before it returns to the caller.

This command is intended to be used by the ETAC system only, and should not be used by the 
ETAC programmer.

Other Information
Execute Custom   ♦

cvt_data_to
cvt_data_to  [data-form | ?]  mem    mem1 | ? C S

data-
form

An integer stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

mem1 A memory stack object.

Details
Converts the usable data in a memory stack object (mem) to the specified data form (data-form) 
in-place.  mem is returned as mem1 after the conversion (both mem and mem1 will reference the 
same memory stack object).

data-form specifies the desired data form into which to convert the usable data in mem.  The valid
values for data-form are specified in the table Data Form Indicators  .  The consequence is 
undefined for invalid values of data-form.

If the first argument is a null stack object (?), the data form of the usable data in mem is 
(re)determined as is done for the read_file command, and the data in mem will not be modified 
except for the possible removal of the BOM signature.  The internal data form indicator and BOM
status in mem may be modified.

If the first argument is absent, then the usable data in mem is verified to conform to its internal 
data form indicator, and a null stack object (?) is returned on failure.  If the verification succeeds,
mem1 will be identical to mem.
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mem1 is the same memory stack object as mem, but with possibly altered data.  If the internal data
form indicator of mem is binary data (:#MO_BIN:), but the actual data within is of the same data 
form as data-form, then the internal data form indicator of mem will be re-marked as requested 
(data-form); if the actual data within is not of the same data form as data-form, then the contents 
of mem will not be modified (the internal data form indicator will remain :#MO_BIN:).  If data-
form is the same as the internal data form indicator of mem, then the usable data in mem is 
verified to conform to its internal data form indicator, and an error event occurs on failure.

Note that it is important to check that the internal data form indicator of mem1 is as requested, 
because if the data in mem could not be converted, mem1 will be identical to mem with the 
original internal data form indicator retained.

When converting from a UTF data form (:#MO_U…:) to Windows-1252 (:#MO_TXT:), the 
conversion may not be accurate; characters that cannot be converted to Windows-1252 are 
converted to a ‘?’ (question mark), and some combining character sequences (eg: U+0065 
U+0300: ‹‘e’ + ‘̀’›) are converted to the corresponding decomposable characters (eg: U+00E8: 
‘è’) if possible, otherwise the combining character (eg: U+0300: ‘̀’) is omitted (eg: U+0052 
U+0300: ‹‘R’ + ‘̀’› converts to U+0052: ‘R’).  Note that it is recommended that decomposable 
characters are used whenever possible because the conversion from combining character 
sequences to decomposable characters is unreliable.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the cvt_data_to command can be used.

(1) void cvt_data_to data_form Mem1 Mem2;
(2) IMem :- &0h000000410000004200000043;

Mem := cvt_data_to :#MO_NATIVE: cvt_data_to ? IMem;
(3) IMem :- &0h000000410000004200000043; void data_form :#MO_U32_BE: IMem;

Mem := cvt_data_to :#MO_NATIVE: IMem;
(4) Mem := cvt_data_to :#MO_U16_BE: &0h004100420043;
(5) Mem := cvt_data_to :#MO_U8: OtherMem;

if ( data_form Mem = :#MO_U8: ) then
   {…} [* Converted *]
else
   {…} [* Not converted *]
endif;

Example (1) converts the data in Mem2 to the same data form contained in Mem1 via the 
data_form command.

In example (2), the initialised memory stack object (IMem) contains the letters “ABC” in the 
UTF-32BE encoding scheme.  The data form in that memory stack object is determined by the 
first call to cvt_data_to (on the right).  The returned memory is then converted to the native 
UTF encoding scheme for Unicode® strings on the Windows® operating system (UTF-16LE) by 
the second call to cvt_data_to (on the left) before being assigned to Mem with the same letters, 
“ABC”, as in the original data.  The first call to cvt_data_to is necessary because the data form
of initialised memory is :#MO_BIN: (binary).  cvt_data_to cannot convert from binary data 
unless that data is already in the requested data form.

Example (3) is the same as example (2), except that the data form indicator of the initialised 
memory stack object (IMem) is explicitly set to :#MO_U32_BE: via the data_form command 
rather than automatically determined by the cvt_data_to command as is done in example (2).

In example (4), the initialised memory stack object is assigned to Mem after being internally re-
marked as :#MO_U16_BE: via the cvt_data_to command.  The initialised memory stack object 
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was internally originally marked as :#MO_BIN:, but the actual data was already in the requested 
data form.  Note that if the actual data of the initialised memory stack object were not already in 
the requested data form, then it would have remained internally marked as :#MO_BIN:.

Example (5) illustrates the safe way to use the cvt_data_to command.  The data form of the 
converted data is checked to establish whether indeed the data had been converted as requested.

Additional Information
Data Form Indicators   ▪ read_file

Other Information
to_bin   ▪ to_txt   ▪ to_utf8   ▪ to_utf16   ▪ to_utf32   ▪ data_form   ♦

cvt_esc_codes
cvt_esc_codes  str    str1 C S

str A string stack object.

str1 A string stack object.

Details
Converts a string stack object (str) containing character escape codes to a string stack object (str1)
with the escape codes converted to their binary form as is done automatically for an explicit 
regular string  .  A character escape code begins with a backslash ‹\› (U+005C).

The following list shows the specific conversions from the character escape codes to their binary 
representations.

 ‹\"› (see Escaped Double Quote  )

 ‹\'› (see Escaped Single Quote  )

 ‹\a› (see Alert  )

 ‹\b› (see Backspace  )

 ‹\n› (see New Line  )

 ‹\r› (see Carriage Return  )

 ‹\t› (see Horizontal Tabulation  )

 ‹\v› (see Vertical Tabulation  )

 ‹\f› (see Form Feed  )

 ‹\\› and ‹\SP› (see Backslash Escape  )

 ‹\EL› (see below)

 ‹\xhh› (where hh are two hexadecimal characters; see Hexadecimal Escape  )

 ‹\#…#› (see Unicode Escape  ).

‹\0› should not exist within str (the consequence is undefined if it does).  An ‹\EL› within str is 
ignored (‹\EL› is a line continuation   token).  An EL within str is replaced with a linefeed character, 
LF (U+000A), regardless of what the actual end-of-line character (or characters) represented by EL 
is.  The consequence of using a backslash followed by any other character than mentioned above 
within str is undefined.

This command is useful for converting strings obtained from a user or from a file, or for 
converting from a raw string   containing character escape codes.

Related Information
string   ♦
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data_form
data_form  [(d-form | ?)  [flags]]  mem    d-form1 | bool C S

d-form An integer stack object.

flags An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

mem A memory stack object.

d-form1 An integer stack object.

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Sets (d-form, flags) or returns (d-form1, bool) the internal data form and BOM status indicators of
a memory stack object (mem).  The usable data in mem is not modified, but the data form and\or 
BOM indicators internal to mem may be modified.

d-form specifies the value of the data form indicator to set in mem.  The valid values for d-form 
are specified in the table Data Form Indicators  .  The consequence is undefined for invalid values 
of d-form.

If the first argument is a null stack object (?), the internal BOM status of mem is returned as a 
boolean value; bool will be true if the BOM status flag is set, otherwise it will be false.  The 
data form indicator of mem will remain unmodified.

flags determines whether to set (:!MO_BOM:) the internal BOM status flag, or clear it 
(:!MO_NBOM:).  :!MO_BOM: and :!MO_NBOM: are mutually exclusive.  Note that if flags is 
present, the first argument must also be present.  The value of flags will have no effect if the new 
(first argument is d-form) or existing (first argument is a null stack object) data form indicator is 
either :#MO_BIN: or :#MO_TXT:.

If the first two arguments are absent, both the internal data form indicator and BOM status of 
mem will remain unmodified, but d-form1 will be returned.

d-form1 contains the value of the existing data form indicator of mem before any changes occur.

The internal data form indicator of a memory stack object is maintained automatically by other 
relevant commands.  This function should only be used in those cases when it is not possible for 
the internal data form indicator to be automatically maintained.

Warning

Changing the internal data form indicator of a memory stack object to a data form that is 
inconsistent with the actual data form of the memory data could result in error events at a later 
stage, or the consequence could be unpredictable.  However, it is always safe to change the 
data form indicator of any memory stack object to :#MO_BIN:.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the data_form command can be used.

(1) DForm := data_form Mem;
(2) Mem :- &0h000000410000004200000043; void data_form :#MO_U32_BE: Mem;
(3) BOMStat := data_form ? :!MO_BOM: Mem;
(4) DForm := data_form :#MO_U8: :!MO_NBOM: Mem;
(5) Mem := cvt_data_to :#MO_U8: OtherMem;

if ( data_form Mem = :#MO_U8: ) then
   {…} [* Converted *]
else
   {…} [* Not converted *]
endif;
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Example (1) returns the existing data form indicator contained in Mem into DForm.

Example (2) illustrates how to set the data form indicator of an initialised memory stack object.  
Notice that the data form set (:#MO_U32_BE:) is consistent with the actual data form of the 
initialised data.  The original data form of Mem was :#MO_BIN:.

In example (3), the original BOM status of Mem is returned as a boolean value in BOMStat before 
the internal BOM status flag is set (:!MO_BOM:).  The BOM status determines whether the data in
Mem will be written with a BOM signature via the write_file command.

In example (4), the original internal data form indicator of Mem is returned in DForm before the 
data form indicator is changed to :#MO_U8: (UTF-8) and internal BOM status flag cleared 
(:!MO_NBOM:).  In this example, it is assumed that the actual data form of the data in Mem is 
UTF-8 prior to setting the internal data form indicator.

Example (5) illustrates a common use of the data_form command.  The data form of the 
converted data (via cvt_data_to) is checked to establish whether indeed the data had been 
converted as requested.

Additional Information
Memory   ▪ Data Form Indicators

Other Information
cvt_data_to   ▪ to_bin   ▪ to_txt   ▪ to_utf8   ▪ to_utf16   ▪ to_utf32   ♦

date
date  code    days C S

code A non-negative integer stack object.

days An integer stack object.

Details
Returns an integer representing the number of full days (days) since the base date.  code is a non-
negative integer which is used to interpret days as in the following table.

code  days

0 The current UTC date since the base date.

1 The current local date since the base date.

2 The stored date since the base date.

The base date is set by the command base_date.  The stored date is set by the command 
date_time.  days will be a negative number if the specified date is before the base date.

Other Information
base_date   ▪ date_dmy   ▪ date_time   ▪ time   ▪ time_hms   ♦
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date_dmy
date_dmy    day  month  year C S

day A positive integer stack object.

month A positive integer stack object.

year A positive integer stack object.

Details
Gets the stored date in day (day), month (month), and year (year).  day indicates the day of the 
month (the first day of a month is day 1), month indicates the month of the year (the first month 
of a year is month 1), and year indicates the year.  The date obtained is the one set by the last call
to date_time.  To obtain the current UTC date  , execute the following script fragment: 
‹date_time []; date_dmy;›.

Other Information
base_date   ▪ date   ▪ date_time   ▪ time   ▪ time_hms   ♦

date_time
date_time  dt-seq
date_time  ?    dt-seq
date_time  code

C S

dt-seq An integer sequence.

code A positive integer stack object.

Details
Gets or sets the stored date and time.  dt- seq contains the following values: [year, month, day, 
hour, minute, second, millisecond, weekday].  The lowest value for month is 1 (one), and 
midnight is indicated by 0 for hour, minute, second, and millisecond.  For weekday, 0 means 
Sunday, 1 means Monday, etc.  The default date and time is the same as the default base date (see
base_date  ).  There is only one stored date and time for the main ETAC session.

For the first syntax  , the date and time in dt- seq is stored internally and does not affect the system 
time.  The sequence may contain only the initial values (for example [year, month]); the default 
for omitted values is the lowest value (for example, the default for day is 1 and that for hour is 
0).  If the sequence is empty then the current system date and time (Universal Coordinated Time) 
is stored.  The stored date and time is used with certain date and time commands such as 
date_dmy and time_hms.  If the date is invalid (for example, month is 9 while day is 31) then an
error event (RTN_BAD_OBJ_VAL) will occur.

The second syntax   is used to obtain the stored date and time.  To obtain the current UTC date and
time   execute the following script fragment: ‹date_time []; date_time ?;›.

The third syntax   is used for various purposes.  If code is 1 then the current local date and time is 
stored internally.  To obtain the current local date and time   execute the following script fragment:
‹date_time 1; date_time ?;›.  If code is 2 then the stored UTC date and time is converted 
into local date and time.

Other Information
base_date   ▪ date   ▪ date_dmy   ▪ time   ▪ time_hms   ♦
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defr
defr  obj    obj1 C S

obj A comop stack object or a procedure.

obj1 The same stack object as obj1 but with modified current action.

Details
Defers the initial action of a comop or procedure (obj) by setting the current action of obj to 
:#SO_PUSH_ON_STACK: (PushOnStack) as obj1.  This causes obj1 to be pushed onto the object 
stack when activated later.  A deferred comop already on the stack object will remain on the 
object stack when activated.

For example, the ETAC text script fragment ‹A := defr {…}; A;› changes the current action 
of the procedure so that next time it is activated as part of the process of A being activated, the 
procedure is pushed onto the object stack rather than its elements being activated.

The following stack objects or script tokens need not be deferred because they are capable of only
one action, PushOnStack: integer  , decimal  , memory  , mark  , null  .  A string   script token need not be 
deferred.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the defr command can be used.

(1) MyProc :- {`do_loops defr {…} 3}; MyProc;
(2) MyProc :- {Proc `:- defr {…}, `do_loops defr `Proc 3}; MyProc;

The above examples are written as TAC text script.

In example (1), a procedure is constructed and allocated to MyProc.  That procedure contains a 
do_loops command, which requires a procedure ({…}) to exist on the object stack before the 
do_loops command gets activated.  That procedure ({…}) must therefore be pushed onto the 
object stack (via the defr command) when the main procedure (the value of MyProc) gets 
activated so that do_loops will find its procedure ({…}) on the object stack ready to be 
activated.  If the defr command were absent, then the procedure ({…}) would be activated 
before do_loops gets activated.

Example (2) performs the same action as does example (1), but in a different way.  The 
do_loops command will find a command stack object (Proc) on the object stack, which 
do_loops will repeatedly activate.  Again, if the second defr command were absent, then Proc 
would be activated before do_loops gets activated.  Proc will contain the required procedure 
({…}) for do_loops to activate. ♦

del_dict
del_dict  dict-name | ? C S

dict-name A string stack object.

Details
Deletes the first found dictionary named dict- name from the dictionary stack.  The search for the 
dictionary begins from the top of the dictionary stack.  dict- name contains the name of the 
dictionary to be deleted.  If the argument to this command is ? then the first found unnamed 
dictionary on the dictionary stack is deleted. ♦
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del_elms
del_elms  index  amount  seq-proc    seq-proc1 C S

index A positive integer stack object.

amount A non-negative integer stack object.

seq-proc A sequence or procedure.

seq-proc1 The same sequence or procedure as seq-proc but with possibly modified elements.

Details
Deletes a number (amount) of contiguous elements of a sequence or procedure (seq- proc) starting
with an element number (index), leaving the sequence or procedure on the object stack.  index is 
a one-based index into seq- proc.  seq- proc1 is seq- proc with the specified elements deleted. ♦

del_filedir
del_filedir  [flags]  path    err-msg C S

flags An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

path A string stack object.

err-msg A string stack object.

Details
Deletes a file or empty directory (path).  path contains the path specification of the file or 
directory to delete.  If the value of flags is :!DF_DELAY_DEL: then the file or directory specified 
at path is marked for deletion on the next system reboot.  A directory must be empty before it can
be deleted.  If the command fails then err-msg will contain an appropriate error message, 
otherwise it will be an empty string.

Note that :!DF_DELAY_DEL: is recognised only when this command is activated under an 
administration account.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦

del_last
del_last  seq-proc    seq-proc1 C S

seq-proc A sequence or procedure.

seq-proc1 The same sequence or procedure as seq-proc1 but with possibly modified elements.

Details
Deletes the last element of a sequence or procedure (seq- proc) leaving the sequence or procedure
(seq- proc1) on the object stack without the last element.  seq- proc1 is seq- proc with the last 
element deleted.  If seq- proc is empty, no action occurs. ♦
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del_seq
del_seq  seq-proc    seq-proc1 C S

seq-proc1 A sequence or procedure.

seq-proc2 The same sequence or procedure as seq-proc but with no elements.

Details
Deletes all the elements of a sequence or procedure (seq- proc), leaving the empty sequence or 
procedure (seq- proc1) on the object stack.  seq- proc1 is seq- proc with all its elements deleted. ♦

del_words
del_words  amount  start  str   str1 C S

amount A non-negative integer stack object.

start An integer stack object.

str A string stack object.

str1 A string stack object.

Details
Deletes a number (amount) of contiguous words from a string (str), starting with a specified word
number (start), leaving the modified string (str1) on the object stack.  start is an integer which 
indicates a word number in str.  If start is out of range then no action occurs and str1 will be the 
same as str.  The first word is word number 1 (one).  The words are delimited by the value set by 
the last activation of set_ws_delim.

Related Information
set_ws_delim   ♦

dict_stack
dict_stack C S

Details
Sets the current stack to be the dictionary stack.  This affects all commands and operators that 
use the current stack. ♦

div
div  arg1  arg2 ···  !0    res O I

arg1 An integer or decimal stack object.

arg2 An integer or decimal stack object.

res A decimal stack object.

Details
Mathematically divides the value of two or more arguments (arg1, arg2, ···), leaving the result 
(res) on the object stack.  arg1, arg2, ··· are not modified unless specified.  The arguments are 
processed using the pair-wise arithmetical method.  The div operator internally processes two 
arguments at a time as follows (the arguments are represented by arg1 and arg2).

If either argument is an integer, it is converted to a decimal.  arg1 is divided by arg2, leaving the 
division as the decimal result.  If arg2 is zero, an error event will occur.
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The div operator is activated by the end_op command or the ‹(› script token.  ‹!0› is the mark 0
(zero) stack object pushed onto the object stack by the start_op command or the ‹)› script 
token.

Additional Information
Integer   ▪ Decimal   ▪ start_op   ▪ end_op

Related Information
Symbolic Division   ♦

div2
div2  arg1  arg2    res C S

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res A stack object as specified in Details.

Details
Adds two objects (arg1 and arg2) leaving the result (res) on the object stack.  This command uses 
the intrinsic operator div, and is equivalent to the script fragment ‹(arg1 &div arg2)›.  See div   
for details of arg1, arg2 and res.

Additional Information
div   ♦

dlg_call
dlg_call  cmd-num  dlg-hdl  arg-seq    [rtn] C S

cmd-num An integer stack object.

dlg-hdl An integer stack object.

arg-seq A sequence.

rtn A stack object.

Details
Executes dialog functions.  This command performs various functions relating to dialog boxes.  
cmd-num indicates the function to perform, and arg-seq contains the arguments for the 
corresponding cmd-num as shown below.  dlg-hdl is the dialog box handle returned from 
‹dlg_call :#TD_CMD_NEWDLG: ? arg-seq›.  The dialog box handle becomes invalid after the 
dialog box is dismissed.

Command (cmd-num) Description

Arguments (arg-seq)    (Sequence indices are shown in bold parenthesis.)

Return (rtn)
:#TD_CMD_NEWDLG: Creates an internal dialog box object but does not create the dialog

box itself.

A: (1) Dialog IDa (integer stack object); (2) Resource file datab (memory stack object). (3) DIS 
(dialog information sequence); (4) Boolean value (integer stack object) indicating whether 
the dialog box is modal (true) or non-modal (false).

R: Handle (dlg-hdl) to the dialog box object (integer stack object).
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:#TD_CMD_STARTDLG: Creates a dialog box.  For a modal dialog box, presents the dialog 
box and waits for the user (or ETAC) to dismiss it.  For a non-
modal dialog box, starts the dialog box and returns immediately.

A: empty

R: For a modal dialog box, this is the response c after the dialog box is dismissed (integer stack 
object).  For a non-modal dialog box, this is a boolean value (integer stack object) indicating
whether the dialog box has started successfully (true) or not (false) .

:#TD_CMD_GETDLGDATA: Gets data from the dialog box into the appropriate ETAC variables
specified in the DIS.

A: empty

R: none
:#TD_CMD_PUTDLGDATA: Puts data from the appropriate ETAC variables specified in the 

DIS to the dialog box.

A: empty

R: none
:#TD_CMD_ENDDLG: For a modal dialog box, dismisses the dialog box while a call to

:#TD_CMD_STARTDLG: is active.  For a non-modal dialog box, 
dismisses the dialog box at any time.

A: (1) For a modal dialog box, this is a value c (integer stack object) to be returned by a call via
:#TD_CMD_STARTDLG:.  For a non-modal dialog box, this value is ignored and can be 
omitted.

R: none
:#TD_CMD_ENABLE: Enables or disables all controls on the dialog box.

A: (1) Boolean value (integer stack object) to enable (true) or disable (false).

R: Boolean value (integer stack object) indicating whether the dialog box was previously 
enabled (true) or disabled (false).

:#TD_CMD_ISENABLED: Determines whether the dialog box is enabled or disabled.

A: empty

R: Boolean value (integer stack object) indicating whether the dialog box is enabled (true) or 
disabled (false).

:#TD_CMD_SETDLGPOS: Sets and gets the position of the dialog box relative to its parent.

A: (1) Left side position in pixels (integer stack object); (2) Top side position in pixels (integer 
stack object).

A: empty

R: Sequence containing the previous left and top positions in that order (both integer stack 
objects), or empty sequence if the previous position could not be obtained.

:#TD_CMD_SETDLGSTATE: Sets the dialog box state or determines whether the dialog box is 
visible or invisible.

A: (1) Dialog state :#SW_*: for setting the state, or –1 for retrieving the visibility state 
(integer stack object).

R: Boolean value (integer stack object) indicating if the window was previously visible (true) 
or invisible (false).

a The dialog ID is the dialog number defined in the dialog box resource file.  The number must be unique 
among all dialog boxes in the main ETAC session.

b The dialog resource file contains the dialog resource data defining the dialog box and its controls.
c Possible values are typically: :#IDOK:, :#IDCANCEL:, :IDABORT:, -1.  Other values are allowed.

For detailed information relating to creating and processing dialog boxes, see section 3.15             The   
Dialog Box User Interface System  .
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Related Information
dlg_set_handlers   ♦

dlg_item
dlg_item  cmd-num  dlg-hdl  ctrl-id  arg-seq    [rtn] C S

cmd-num An integer stack object.

dlg-hdl An integer stack object.

ctrl-id An integer stack object.

arg-seq A sequence.

rtn A stack object.

Details
Controls attributes of dialog items.  This command performs various functions relating to dialog 
box items.  cmd-num indicates the function to perform, and arg-seq contains the arguments for 
the corresponding cmd-num as shown below.  dlg-hdl is the dialog handle returned from 
‹dlg_call :#TD_CMD_NEWDLG: ? args›.  ctrl-id is the identifier of the dialog box item to 
which this command applies.  ctrl-id is defined in the dialog box resource file as specified in args
of the call to ‹dlg_call :#TD_CMD_NEWDLG: ? args›.

Command (cmd-num) Description

Arguments (arg-seq)    (Sequence indices are shown in bold parenthesis.)

Return (rtn)
:#TD_DI_ENABLE: Enables or disables the dialog box item.

A: (1) Boolean value (integer stack object) to enable (true) or disable (false).

R: A logical boolean value (integer stack object) indicating whether the dialog box item was 
previously enabled (true) or disabled (false).

:#TD_DI_ISENABLED: Determines whether the dialog box item is enabled or 
disabled.

A: empty

R: A logical boolean value (integer stack object) indicating whether the dialog box item is 
enabled (true) or disabled (false).

:#TD_DI_VISIBLE: Makes the dialog box item visible or invisible.

A: (1) Boolean value (integer stack object) to make the dialog box item visible (true) or 
invisible (false).

R: A logical boolean value (integer stack object) indicating whether the dialog box item was 
previously visible (true) or invisible (false).

:#TD_DI_ISVISIBLE: Determines whether the dialog box item is visible or 
invisible.

A: empty

R: A logical boolean value (integer stack object) indicating whether the dialog box item is 
visible (true) or invisible (false).

:#TD_DI_SETFOCUS: Sets the input focus of the dialog box item.

A: empty

R: Dialog box item ID (integer stack object) of the item that previously had the input focus, or 
zero if no item previously had the input focus.  If ctrl-id is zero, then this value is the dialog
box item ID of the item that currently has the input focus, or zero if no item currently has 
the input focus.
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:#TD_DI_SENDMSG: Sends a control message to the dialog box item.

A: (1) The identification (for example: the value of LB_SETITEMHEIGHT) of the message 
(integer stack object) to send to the dialog box item.  There are no pre-processor definitions   
for these values, therefore the actual value needs to be obtained from the file WinUser.h 
provided by Microsoft®; (2) The value of the WPARAM of the message (integer stack 
object); (3) The value of the LPARAM of the message (integer or memory stack object).  If 
this value is a memory stack object then the usable data in the memory stack object must   be 
set correctly as required by the particular message, otherwise the consequence is 
unpredictable.

This command uses the Windows® SendMessage() function.  The command is useful for 
exchanging data with combo-boxes and list-boxes in addition to the commands described 
below for those items.

R: The result (integer stack object) of the processed message; its value depends on the message
sent.

Combo-box
:#TD_CMB_ADDSTRING: Adds a string into the list-box of the combo-box.

A: (1) The string (string stack object) to add to the combo-box.

R: The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the added string in the list-box.  The value is
:#CB_ERR: if an error occurs.  The value is :#CB_ERRSPACE: if insufficient space is 
available to store the new string.

:#TD_CMB_INSERTSTRING: Inserts a string into the list-box of the combo-box.

A: (1) The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the position in the list-box to insert the 
string.  If this value is –1, the string is added to the end of the list; (2) The string (string 
stack object) that is to be inserted.

R: The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the string that was inserted into the list-box.  
The value is :#CB_ERR: if an error occurs.  The value is :#CB_ERRSPACE: if insufficient 
space is available to store the new string.

:#TD_CMB_FINDSTRING: Finds the first string that contains the specified prefix in the 
list-box of the combo-box, but does not select the item.

A: (1) The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the item before the first item to search.  
When the search reaches the bottom of the list-box, it continues from the top of the list-box 
back to the item specified here.  If this value is –1, the entire list-box is searched from the 
beginning; (2) The string (string stack object) that contains the prefix to search for.  The 
search is not case sensitive.

R: The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the found item, or :#CB_ERR: if the search 
was unsuccessful.

:#TD_CMB_FINDSTRINGEXACT: Finds the first string in the list-box portion of the combo-box
that matches the specified string.

A: (1) The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the item before the first item to search.  
When the search reaches the bottom of the list-box, it continues from the top of the list-box 
back to the item specified here.  If this value is –1, the entire list-box is searched from the 
beginning; (2) The string (string stack object) to search for.  The search is not case 
sensitive.

R: The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the found item, or :#CB_ERR: if the search 
was unsuccessful.
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:#TD_CMB_SELECTSTRING: Searches for a string in the list-box of the combo-box.  If the
string is found, selects the string in the list-box and copies it 
to the edit control of the combo-box.

A: (1) The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the item before the first item to search.  
When the search reaches the bottom of the list-box, it continues from the top of the list-box 
back to the item specified here.  If this value is –1, the entire list-box is searched from the 
beginning; (2) The string (string stack object) that contains the prefix to search for.  The 
search is not case sensitive.

R: The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the found item, or :#CB_ERR: if the search 
was unsuccessful.

:#TD_CMB_DELSTRING: Deletes a string in the list-box of the combo-box.

A: (1) The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the string to delete.

R: The count (integer stack object) of the strings remaining in the list.  This value is 
:#CB_ERR: if the argument specifies an index greater than the number of items in the list-
box.

:#TD_CMB_RESETCONTENT: Removes all items from the list-box and edit control of the 
combo-box.

A: empty

R: none
:#TD_CMB_DIR: Adds a list of file names or drives to the list-box of the 

combo-box.

A: (1) Combination (via &or) of attributes ‹:DDL*:› (integer stack object) of the files or drives
whose names are to be added; (2) The file-specification string (string stack object).  The 
string can contain wildcards (for example, ‹*.*›).

R: The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the last file name added to the list-box.  The 
value is :#CB_ERR: if an error occurs.  The value is :#CB_ERRSPACE: if insufficient space 
is available to store the new string.

Slider
:#TD_SLD_SETRANGE: Sets the range, both minimum and maximum positions, for 

the slider in the slider control.

A: (1) The minimum position (integer stack object) for the slider; (2) The maximum position 
(integer stack object) for the slider.

R: none

List-box
:#TD_LST_ADDSTRING: Adds a string to the list-box.

A: (1) The string (string stack object) to add to the list-box.

R: The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the added string in the list-box.  The value is
:#LB_ERR: if an error occurs.  The value is :#LB_ERRSPACE: if insufficient space is 
available to store the new string.

:#TD_LST_INSERTSTRING: Inserts a string into the list-box.

A: (1) The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the position in the list-box to insert the 
string.  If this value is –1, the string is added to the end of the list; (2) The string (string 
stack object) that is to be inserted.

R: The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the string that was inserted in the list-box.  
The value is :#LB_ERR: if an error occurs.  The value is :#LB_ERRSPACE: if insufficient 
space is available to store the new string.
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:#TD_LST_FINDSTRING: Finds the first string that contains the specified prefix in the 
list-box, but does not select the item.

A: (1) The zero-based index (integer stack object)  of the item before the first item to search.  
When the search reaches the bottom of the list-box, it continues from the top of the list-box 
back to the item specified here.  If this value is –1, the entire list-box is searched from the 
beginning; (2) The string (string stack object) that contains the prefix to search for.  The 
search is not case sensitive.

R: The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the found item, or :#LB_ERR: if the search 
was unsuccessful.

:#TD_LST_FINDSTRINGEXACT: Finds the first string in the list-box that matches the 
specified string.

A: (1) The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the item before the first item to search.  
When the search reaches the bottom of the list-box, it continues from the top of the list-box 
back to the item specified here.  If this value is –1, the entire list-box is searched from the 
beginning; (2) The string (string stack object) to search for.  The search is not case 
sensitive.

R: The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the found item, or :#LB_ERR: if the search 
was unsuccessful.

:#TD_LST_SELECTSTRING: Searches for a string in the list-box.  If the string is found, 
selects the string in the list-box.

A: (1) The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the item before the first item to search.  
When the search reaches the bottom of the list-box, it continues from the top of the list-box 
back to the item specified here.  If this value is –1, the entire list-box is searched from the 
beginning; (2) The string (string stack object) that contains the prefix to search for.  The 
search is not case sensitive.

R: The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the found item, or :#LB_ERR: if the search 
was unsuccessful.

:#TD_LST_DELSTRING: Deletes a string in the list-box.

A: (1) The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the string to delete.

R: The count (integer stack object) of the strings remaining in the list.  This value is 
:#LB_ERR: if the argument specifies an index greater than the number of items in the list-
box.

:#TD_LST_RESETCONTENT: Removes all items from the list-box.

A: empty

R: none
:#TD_LST_DIR: Adds a list of file names or drives to the list-box.

A: (1) Combination (via &or) of attributes ‹:DDL*:› (integer stack object) of the files or 
drives whose names are to be added; (2) The file-specification string (string stack object).  
The string can contain wildcards (for example, ‹*.*›).

R: The zero-based index (integer stack object) of the last file name added to the list-box.  The 
value is :#LB_ERR: if an error occurs.  The value is :#LB_ERRSPACE: if insufficient space
is available to store the new string.

For detailed information relating to creating and processing dialog boxes, see 3.15             The Dialog   
Box User Interface System  .

Related Information
dlg_set_handlers   ♦
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dlg_set_handlers
dlg_set_handlers  seq C S

seq A string sequence.

Details
Sets ETAC dialog box event handlers (seq).  seq contains a list of strings that are names for 
command stack objects to be executed by the TAC processor to process events relating to a dialog
box.  This command must be activated before any dialog box commands are activated.  The 
loader script file (RunETAC.btac) activates this command with default arguments, so the ETAC 
programmer need not normally activate this command.

The first   element of seq is the name of a command that evokes a procedure, defined in the current
ETAC code, that is automatically activated to initialise a dialog box after it has been created via 
‹dlg_call :#TD_CMD_STARTDLG: dlg-hdl []›.  The procedure receives the dialog box handle 
(dlg-hdl) and returns a boolean value (integer stack object) indicating whether the ETAC code has
set the input focus to one of the controls in the dialog box.  If the return value from the procedure
is true, Windows® sets the input focus to the first control in the dialog box.  The procedure can 
return false only if it has explicitly set the input focus to one of the controls in the dialog box.

The second   element of seq is the name of a command that evokes a procedure, defined in the 
current ETAC code, that is automatically activated when a control, menu, or accelerator command
is received by a dialog box (typically caused by a user action).  The procedure receives dlg-hdl 
(dialog box handle), command ID, event code, and control handle.  The procedure returns true if
it is processed, otherwise it returns false.

Note that the two procedures mentioned above are defined in the loader script to operate 
correctly with the dialog box system.

For detailed information relating to creating and processing dialog boxes, see 3.15             The Dialog   
Box User Interface System  .

Related Information
dlg_call   ♦

do_for
do_for  proc-cmd  step  start  end C I

proc-cmd A procedure, or a command stack object.

step An integer stack object.

start An integer stack object.

end An integer stack object.

Details
Repeatedly pushes an integer stack object onto the object stack beginning with a specified integer
stack object (start), and ending with a specified integer stack object (end), each time 
incrementing the value of the pushed integer stack object by a specified amount (step), and 
activating a specified procedure or a command stack object (proc-cmd) after each pushed integer 
stack object.

The following process occurs when the do_for command is activated.  The four arguments are 
pulled off the object stack.  The following ‘iteration condition’ is performed.  If the value of step 
is greater than or equal to zero and the value of start is greater than the value of end, or if the 
value of step is less than zero and the value of start is less than the value of end, then the 
iteration condition is said to be ‘true’ otherwise it is said to be ‘false’.   The iteration condition is
performed repeatedly until it becomes true, in which case no further action occurs.  Whenever the
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iteration condition is false, the following four actions occur in the indicated order.  (1) an integer 
stack object having the same value of the internal start object is created and pushed onto the 
object stack.  (2) proc-cmd is activated.  (3) The value of step is added to the internal start object.
(4) Finally, the iteration condition is performed.  The preceding processes is depicted in the 
following flow diagram.

START

1

4

5

STOP

3

NY 2

Flow-diagram Process for ‘do_for’ command

1: Pull proc-cmd, step, start, and end off the object stack.

2: Is start > end (for step ≥ 0) or start < end (for step < 0) ?

3: Push internal start stack object onto object stack.

4: Activate proc-cmd.

5: Add value of step to internal start.

proc-cmd uses an integer stack object argument (the one pushed onto the object stack by do_for 
on each iteration) to perform some desired action for each value of that argument.  proc-cmd 
typically pulls that argument off the object stack, although doing that is not required.  The break 
command can be activated within proc-cmd to end the execution do_for prematurely.  The 
go_end command can be activated within proc-cmd to immediately start the next iteration (if 
there is one).  The values of step, start, and end cannot be altered after do_for is activated.  Note
that if step is zero, the do_for command will act as an infinite iteration.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the do_for command can be used.

(1) do_for {A `:=, `write_con `( `+ "Value is: " `A "\r\n" `)} 2 1 10;
(2) do_for {A :=; write_con (+ "Value is: " A "\r\n");} 2 1 10;
(3) [do_for {} -1 10 0];
(4) start_seq; do_for {} -1 10 0; end_seq;
(5) A :- 0; B :– 1; C :- 5; D :- 8; P :- defr {A `:= `add2 `A}; D; C; 

do_for P B; 
(6) A :- 0; do_for {A `:= `add2 `A} 1 5 8; 

The procedure in example (1) pulls the current integer stack object off the object stack into A, and
displays it to the console.  The values displayed are: 1, 3, 5, 7, 9.

Example (2) is the same as example (1) but written as ETAC token statements.

Examples (3) and (4) create a sequence containing consecutive integers from 10 to 0 inclusive.
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Example (5) sums the numbers 5, 6, 7, and 8 into A (the sum is 26).  Note that the procedure is 
constructed independently of the do_for command.  The implication is that such a procedure can
be constructed conditionally (not shown in these examples), resulting in possibly different code 
each time the procedure is constructed.  The effect is equivalent to a ‘for’ statement whose body 
(proc-cmd) can change dynamically.

Example (6) is a simpler way to write example (5).

Other Information
break   ▪ go_end   ▪ Iteration Statement   ♦

do_loops
do_loops  obj  num C I

obj A stack object.

num A non-negative integer stack object.

Details
Repeatedly activates a stack object (obj) a specified number (num) of times.  The do_loops 
command pulls obj and num off the object stack and activates obj repeatedly num times.  An 
error event will occur if the value of num is a negative integer.  If obj resolves to a procedure, the
break command can be activated within obj to end the execution of do_loops.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the do_loops command can be used.

(1) A :- 0; do_loops {A `:= `add2 `A 1} 6;
(2) A :- 0; do_loops {A := add2 A 1;} 6;
(3) A :- 0; X :- {A `:= `add2 `A 1}; B :- 6; do_loops `X B;
(4) [do_loops 0 10]
(5) A :- 10; [do_loops ? A];
(6) A :- 10; start_seq; do_loops ? A; end_seq;

In example (1), the procedure is activated 6 times and adds the number 1 to the value of A each 
time it is activated.  The final value of A will therefore be 6 after do_loops has ended.

Example (2) is the same as example (1) but written as ETAC token statements.

Example (3) is the same as example (1) but written in an alternative way.  The procedure is 
assigned to X, which is then used as the argument to do_loops.  The implication is that such a 
procedure can be constructed conditionally (not shown in these examples), resulting in possibly 
different code each time the procedure is constructed.  The effect is equivalent to a ‘loop’ 
statement whose body (obj) can change dynamically.

Example (4) creates a sequence containing 10 zeros.

Example (5) is a versatile way of creating a sequence containing a number of null stack objects 
determined by the value of a command (A).

Example (6) is the same as example (5) but written in an alternative way.

Other Information
break   ▪ go_end   ▪ Iteration Statement   ♦
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do_repeat
do_repeat  proc-cmd C I

proc-cmd A procedure, or a command stack object.

Details
Repeatedly activates a procedure or a command stack object (proc-cmd).  The do_repeat 
command pulls proc-cmd off the object stack and activates it repeatedly.  The break command 
must be activated within proc-cmd to end the execution of do_repeat, otherwise proc-cmd will 
be repeatedly activated indefinitely.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the do_repeat command can be used.

(1) A :- 0; do_repeat {A `:= `add2 `A 1, `if_then [{`( `A `> 5 `)}, 
`break]};

(2) A :- 0; do_repeat {A := add2 A 1; if (A > 5) then {break;} endif;};
(3) A :- 0; X :- {A `:= `add2 `A 1, `if_then [{`( `A `> 5 `)}, `break]}; 

do_repeat `X;

In example (1), the procedure adds the number 1 to the value of A each time it is activated until 
the value of A is greater than 5.  The final value of A will therefore be 6 after do_repeat has 
ended.

Example (2) is the same as example (1) but written as ETAC token statements.

Example (3) is the same as example (1) but written in an alternative way.  The procedure is 
assigned to X, which is then used as the argument to do_repeat.  The implication is that such a 
procedure can be constructed conditionally (not shown in these examples), resulting in possibly 
different code each time the procedure is constructed.  The effect is equivalent to a ‘repeat’ 
statement whose body (proc-cmd) can change dynamically.

Other Information
break   ▪ go_end   ▪ Iteration Statement   ♦

do_subseq
do_subseq  proc-cmd  init-idx  end-idx  seq-proc    seq-proc C S

proc-cmd A procedure, or command stack object.

init-idx A positive integer stack object.

end-idx A positive integer stack object.

seq-proc A sequence or procedure.

Details
Activates a procedure or command stack object (proc-cmd) with each element of a sequence or 
procedure (seq- proc) starting with the init-idx element and ending with the end-idx element 
inclusive.  init-idx and end-idx are one-based indices into seq- proc.  Before proc-cmd is 
activated, the top stack object will be the next element in the specified range.  proc-cmd must 
remove that element and other stack objects that it created on the object stack before its execution
is finished. ♦
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do_until
do_until  proc-cmd  cond C I

proc-cmd A procedure, or a command stack object.

cond A procedure or a command stack object.

Details
Repeatedly activates a procedure or a command stack object (proc-cmd) until a condition (cond) 
evaluates to true.  cond is required to push an integer stack object containing a boolean value 
onto the object stack each time it is activated.

The following process occurs when the do_until command is activated.  The two arguments are 
pulled off the object stack, and proc-cmd followed by cond are activated.  After cond is activated,
the topmost stack object on the object stack is assumed to be an integer stack object containing a 
boolean value.  If that boolean value is zero, it is regarded as ‘false’, otherwise it is regarded as 
‘true’.  If the boolean value is false, proc-cmd followed by cond are activated.  The process 
repeats until cond pushes a true integer stack object onto the object stack.  An error event will 
occur if the topmost stack object on the object stack is not an integer stack object after cond is 
activated.  The preceding processes is depicted in the following flow diagram.
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Flow-diagram Process for ‘do_until’ command

1: Pull proc-cmd and cond off the object stack.

2: Activate proc-cmd.

3: Activate cond.

4: Pull topmost stack object from the object stack.

5: Is value of pulled stack object false ?

The break command can be activated within proc-cmd to end the execution of do_until 
prematurely.  The go_end command can be activated within proc-cmd to start the next iteration 
(if there is one).

Examples
The following illustrations show how the do_until command can be used.
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(1) A :- 0; do_until {A `:= `add2 `A 1, `write_con `( `+ "Value is: " `A 
"\r\n" `)} {`gt `A 5};

(2) A :- 0; do_until {A++; write_con (+ "Value is: " A "\r\n");} {gt A 
5;};

(3) A :- 0; [do_until {A `:= `add2 `A 1, `A} {`( `A `>= 10 `)}];
(4) start_seq; do_until {A `:= `add2 `A 1, `A} {`( `A `>= 10 `)}; end_seq;
(5) A :- 0; P :- defr {A `:= `add2 `A 1}; C :- defr {`( `A `> 10 `)}; 

do_until P C; 
(6) A :- 0; do_until {A `:= `add2 `A 1} {`( `A `> 10 `)}; 

The first procedure in example (1) adds 1 to the value of A, and displays that value to the 
console.  The values displayed are: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.  The second procedure pushes a false 
boolean value stack object onto the object stack after each iteration of the first procedure if the 
value of A is greater than 5.

Example (2) is the same as example (1) but written as ETAC token statements.

Examples (3) and (4) create a sequence containing consecutive integers from 1 to 10 inclusive.

Example (5) adds 1 to A on each iteration of the first procedure (P) until A is greater than 10.  
Note that both procedures are constructed independently of the do_until command.  The 
implication is that such procedures can be constructed conditionally (not shown in these 
examples), resulting in possibly different code each time the procedures are constructed.  The 
effect is equivalent to an ‘until’ statement whose body (proc-cmd) and condition and (cond) can 
change dynamically.

Example (6) is a simpler way to write example (5).

Other Information
break   ▪ go_end   ▪ Iteration Statement   ♦

do_while
do_while  proc-cmd  cond C I

proc-cmd A procedure, or a command stack object.

cond A procedure, or a command stack object.

Details
Repeatedly activates a procedure or a command stack object (proc-cmd) while a condition (cond) 
evaluates to true.  cond is required to push an integer stack object containing a boolean value 
onto the object stack each time it is activated.

The following process occurs when the do_while command is activated.  The two arguments are 
pulled off the object stack, and cond is activated.  After cond is activated, the topmost stack 
object on the object stack is assumed to be an integer stack object containing a boolean value.  If 
that boolean value is zero, it is regarded as ‘false’, otherwise it is regarded as ‘true’.  If the 
boolean value is true, proc-cmd is activated.  cond is activated again followed by proc-cmd.  The 
process repeats until cond pushes a false integer stack object onto the object stack.  An error 
event will occur if the topmost stack object on the object stack is not an integer stack object after 
cond is activated.  The preceding processes is depicted in the following flow diagram.

file:///F:/Development/Applications/RunETAC/Documents/_#defBOOLEAN_VALUE
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Flow-diagram Process for ‘do_while’ command

1: Pull proc-cmd and cond off the object stack.

2: Activate cond.

3: Pull topmost stack object from the object stack.

4: Is value of pulled stack object true ?

5: Activate proc-cmd.

The break command can be activated within proc-cmd to end the execution of do_while 
prematurely.  The go_end command can be activated within proc-cmd to start the next iteration 
(if there is one).

Examples
The following illustrations show how the do_while command can be used.

(1) A :- 0; do_while {A `:= `add2 `A 1, `write_con `( `+ "Value is: " `A 
"\r\n" `)} {`le `A 5};

(2) A :- 0; do_while {A++; write_con (+ "Value is: " A "\r\n");} {le A 
5;};

(3) A :- 0; [do_while {A `:= `add2 `A 1, `A} {`( `A `< 10 `)}];
(4) start_seq; do_while {A `:= `add2 `A 1, `A} {`( `A `< 10 `)}; end_seq;
(5) A :- 0; P :- defr {A `:= `add2 `A 1}; C :- defr {`( `A `<= 10 `)}; 

do_while P C; 
(6) A :- 0; do_while {A `:= `add2 `A 1} {`( `A `<= 10 `)}; 

The first procedure in example (1) adds 1 to the value of A, and displays that value to the 
console.  The values displayed are: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.  The second procedure pushes a true 
boolean value stack object onto the object stack before each iteration of the first procedure if the 
value of A is less than or equal to 5.

Example (2) is the same as example (1) but written as ETAC token statements.

Examples (3) and (4) create a sequence containing consecutive integers from 1 to 10 inclusive.

Example (5) adds 1 to A on each iteration of the first procedure (P) while A is less than or equal 
to 10.  Note that both procedures are constructed independently of the do_for command.  The 
implication is that such procedures can be constructed conditionally (not shown in these 
examples), resulting in possibly different code each time the procedures are constructed.  The 
effect is equivalent to a ‘while’ statement whose body (proc-cmd) and condition and (cond) can 
change dynamically.
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Example (6) is a simpler way to write example (5).

Other Information
break   ▪ go_end   ▪ Iteration Statement   ♦

do_with
do_with  proc-cmd  seq C I

proc-cmd A procedure, or a command stack object.

seq A sequence.

Details
Pushes an element of a sequence (seq) onto the object stack in turn, and activates a specified 
procedure or a command stack object (proc-cmd) after each pushed element.

The following process occurs when the do_with command is activated.  The two arguments are 
pulled off the object stack.  For each element of seq, in turn, beginning with the first element, a 
copy of the element is pushed onto the object stack, then proc-cmd is activated.

proc-cmd uses the current element (a stack object) of seq as an argument to perform some desired
action involving that argument.  proc-cmd typically pulls that argument off the object stack when 
it is finished, although doing that is not required.  The break command can be activated within 
proc-cmd to end the execution of do_with prematurely.  The go_end command can be activated 
within proc-cmd to start the next iteration (if there is one).

Examples
The following illustrations show how the do_with command can be used.

(1) do_with {A `:=, `write_con `( `+ "Value is: " `A "\r\n" `)} [1, 2, 
"hello", 4, "bye"];

(2) do_with {A :=; write_con (+ "Value is: " A "\r\n");} [1, 2, "hello", 
4, "bye"];

(3) S :- ["hello", "bye"]; A :- [do_with {`add2 `swap "-ha"} S];
(4) S :- ["hello", "bye"]; start_seq; do_with {`add2 `swap "-ha"} S; 

end_seq; A :-;
(5) A :- 0; S :- [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]; P :- defr {A `:= `add2 `A `mult2 2}; 

do_with P S; 
(6) A :- 0; do_with {A `:= `add2 `A `mult2 2} [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]; 

The procedure in example (1) pulls the current element of a sequence into A, and displays it to the
console.  The values displayed are: 1, 2, hello, 4, bye.

Example (2) is the same as example (1) but written as ETAC token statements.

Examples (3) and (4) create a new sequence from an existing one, and assigns it to A.  The 
created sequence contains: "hello-ha", "bye-ha".

Example (5) multiplies each number from 1 to 5 by two, and sums the numbers into A (the sum is
30).  Note that the procedure is constructed independently of the do_with command.  The 
implication is that such a procedure can be constructed conditionally (not shown in these 
examples), resulting in possibly different code each time the procedure is constructed.  The effect
is equivalent to a ‘do with’ statement whose body (proc-cmd) can change dynamically.

Example (6) is a simpler way to write example (5).
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Other Information
break   ▪ go_end   ▪ Iteration Statement   ♦

do_with_seqs
do_with_seqs  proc-cmd  num-seqs  seq1 ··· seqn C S

proc-cmd A procedure, or command stack object.

num-seqs A positive integer stack object.

seq1 The first sequence or procedure.

seqn The last sequence or procedure.

Details
Activates a procedure or command stack object (proc-cmd) with each element of a number of 
sequences or procedures (seq1 ··· seqn).  num-seqs indicates the number of sequences that follow 
(num-seqs is equal to n).  The sequences or procedures can be of different sizes, but proc-cmd 
will be executed a number of times equal to the minimum size.  On entry, proc-cmd will find the 
next element of all of the sequences or procedures in the order that they are specified.  For 
example, if elm1 is the next element of seq1, elm2 the corresponding element of seq2, and so on, 
then proc-cmd will find elm1 elm2 ··· elmn on the object stack; this command does not pop those n 
elements off the object stack.  Note that elm1 is above elm2, and so on, on the object stack. ♦

dst_path
dst_path  [new-path]  mem    path C S

new-path A string stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

path A string stack object.

Details
Gets (path) or sets (new-path) the internal destination file path specification of a memory stack 
object (mem).

new-path is the new internal destination file path to set in mem.  If new-path is absent, then the 
internal destination file path remains unmodified and is returned in path.

path is the existing internal destination file path in mem before it is altered.

The internal destination file path is used by the write_file command.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification

Related Information
write_file   ♦
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dup_top
dup_top  obj    objd  obj C I

obj A stack object on the current TAC stack.

objd A duplicate of obj on the current TAC stack.

Details
Duplicates the topmost stack object (obj) on the current TAC stack and pushes the duplicated 
object (objd) onto the current TAC stack.

Note that the values of obj and objd will be independent of each other after the duplication, even 
if those values are resource values.

Important Note

Stack objects that contain direct or indirect references to themselves, therefore forming a 
reference loop, MUST NOT be duplicated.  If such stack objects are duplicated, the ETAC 
program will become unstable.  Dictionary stack objects, sequences, and procedures are the 
only stack objects that are affected; other stack objects cannot contain reference loops.

Other Information
copy   ▪ copy_any   ▪ copy_top   ▪ dupl   ♦

dupl
dupl  obj1    obj2 C S

obj1 A stack object.

obj2 A stack object.

Details
Replaces a stack object (obj1) with a duplicate of it (obj2).  All resource values of obj1 are 
duplicated entirely if it has resource values.  This command uses the intrinsic command 
dup_top.

Important Note

Stack objects that contain direct or indirect references to themselves, therefore forming a 
reference loop, MUST NOT be duplicated.  If such stack objects are duplicated, the ETAC 
program will become unstable.  Dictionary stack objects, sequences, and procedures are the 
only stack objects that are affected; other stack objects cannot contain reference loops.

Related Information
dup_top   ♦
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embed
embed  (str-seq | str | ?)  (proc | seq)    proc1 | seq1 C S

str-seq A string sequence.

str A string stack object.

proc A procedure.

seq A sequence.

proc1 A procedure.

seq1 A sequence.

Details
Replaces the value of each comop (str-seq, str) in a procedure (proc) or sequence (seq) with the 
comop’s value from the dictionary stack.  The replacement is not recursive for the replaced 
element, but replacement otherwise occurs at all levels of the subprocedures and subsequences of 
proc or seq.  intrinsic comops cannot be replaced.  proc or seq may be modified, and returned as 
proc1 or seq1, respectively.

str-seq contains a list of comop names to be replaced in proc or seq with the comop’s value from 
the dictionary stack.  str contains a comop name in the case that only one comop name needs to be
replaced.

If the first argument is ? (a null stack object), then all   the comops in proc or seq will be replaced 
by the comops’ value from the dictionary stack.

proc1 references the same procedure as proc but with possibly replaced comops as specified by 
str-seq or str.

seq1 references the same sequence as seq but with possibly replaced comops as specified by 
str- seq or str.

The embed command is primarily intended as an easy way to embed a procedure body into 
another procedure being constructed at call-time.  For example, ‹MakeProc :- {start_local;
X :- {…}; embed "X" {…; X; …;} [*RETURN*]; end_local;};› embeds the 
highlighted procedure into the procedure to be returned by MakeProc via the call to embed.  
MakeProc effectively returns ‹{…; {…}; …;}›, rather than ‹{…; X; …;}›, when activated.

The replacement of a comop within proc or seq is not itself recursively replaced.  However, a 
recursive procedure or sequence that is already named on the current dictionary stack will result 
in a self-reference loop.  For example, ‹Proc :- {…; Proc; …;}; embed "Proc" 
push_val "Proc";› will return the procedure ‹{…; {…; {…}; …;}; …;}›, where the 
green Proc was replaced by the self-referencing highlighted procedure, being the body of Proc 
(ie: the command Proc was replaced by a reference to its own body).  That highlighted procedure
internally references the outer procedure, thus forming a self-reference loop.  The consequence of
a self-reference loop is unpredictable (self-reference loops should be avoided if possible).

Embedding a procedure or sequence more than once may cause other dictionary items to also be 
embedded.  To avoid those other dictionary items from being embedded, duplicate an already 
embedded procedure or sequence each time before embedding again.  For example, ‹Proc2 :- 
{…}; Proc1 :- {…; Proc2; …;}; embed "Proc2" push_val "Proc1";› will return 
the procedure ‹{…; {…}; …;}›, where the green Proc2 was replaced by the highlighted 
procedure, being the body of Proc2.  Now, if that returned procedure is itself embedded, the 
highlighted procedure may itself be altered, thus altering the body of Proc2 (because Proc2 will 
still internally reference the highlighted procedure), which may not necessarily be desirable.  In 
such a case, it would be more desirable to use ‹embed … dupl embed "Proc2" push_val 
"Proc1";›.  The dupl command will duplicate the returned modified body of Proc1, thus 
avoiding the undesirable side-effects, leaving the original body of Proc2 unmodified.
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Examples
The following illustrations show how the embed command can be used.

(1) MyFnt :- fnt:(pP1 pP2){embed ["pP1", "pP2"] dupl {… pP1 … pP2 …}; 
[*RETURN*]}; MyProc :- MyFnt(10 ["a", "b", "c"]);

(2) SomeProc :- {…}; MyFnt :- embed "SomeProc" fnt:(){… SomeProc …};

Example (1) defines an ETAC function, MyFnt, that returns a procedure when called.  The 
returned procedure, when allocated to MyProc, will have the values   of pP1 and pP2 embedded 
into it.  Thus, the value of MyProc will effectively be ‹{… 10 … ["a", "b", "c"] …}›.  Of
course, the actual arguments passed to MyFnt would need to be appropriate for the returned 
procedure.  Note that the dupl command is necessary to preserve the original procedure.

In example (2), an ETAC function, MyFnt, is defined with the body of SomeProc embedded into 
it.  Thus, the value of MyFnt will effectively be ‹fnt:(){… {…} …}›, where {…} is a 
reference to the body of SomeProc.  Note that SomeProc and {…} will both internally reference 
the same procedure; {…} is not a separate procedure.

Other Information
push_val   ▪ dupl   ▪ link   ♦

end
end C I

Details
Immediately ends the current ETAC session.  When the current ETAC session ends, the previous 
ETAC session, if there was one, resumes.  If there was no previous ETAC session, then the main 
ETAC session ends.  This command does not affect the TAC stacks, therefore, any required TAC 
stack “cleanup” needs to be performed before this command is activated.

Other Information
exec_tac   ▪ exit_err   ♦

end_local
end_local C S

Details
Deletes the topmost local dictionary along with its TAC variables.  This command is typically the
last command that a procedure activates.  The first command that a procedure activates is 
start_local which creates a new local dictionary that is typically used to store local TAC 
variables for procedures.  The dictionary will exist as the topmost dictionary.  Procedures can 
create stack objects that are used as local variables which are placed in that dictionary.

Example
The following illustration shows how the start_local and end_local commands can be used.

MyProc :- {`start_local, [* Your code goes here. *] `end_local};

Related Information
start_local   ♦
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end_op
end_op  [arg1 ··· argn]  !0    [res] C I

arg1 The first stack object argument.

argn The last stack object argument.

res A stack object.

Details
Computes a result (res) from the arguments arg1, ···, argn by activating the topmost operator stack
object on the operator stack.  arg1 is argument number one, the argument below arg1 is argument 
number two, and so on, and argn is argument number n.  The start_op command begins the 
accumulation of the arguments by pushing the mark 0 (zero) stack object (!0) onto the object 
stack.  The activated operator stack object removes the arguments and the mark 0 stack object 
from the object stack before it carries out the computation.

The activated operator stack object need not produce a result, and may perform other actions 
besides computing a result.  However, all intrinsic operators require at least two arguments, and 
all produce a result.

See Operator Expression   for more information.

Related Information
start_op   ▪ Operator   ▪ Mark   ♦

end_proc
end_proc  [argn ··· arg1]  !0    proc C I

arg1 The first stack object element of proc.

argn The last stack object element of proc.

proc A procedure.

Details
Creates a procedure (proc) on the object stack containing the elements arg1, ···, argn.  arg1 is 
element number one, the argument above arg1 is element number two, and so on, and argn is 
element number n.  The start_proc command begins the procedure creation process by pushing
the mark 0 (zero) stack object (!0) onto the object stack.

If all arguments are absent, an empty procedure is created.

See Procedure Expression   for more information.

Related Information
start_proc   ▪ Mark   ♦
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end_seq
end_seq  [argn ··· arg1]  !0    seq C I

arg1 The first stack object element of seq.

argn The last stack object element of seq.

seq A sequence.

Details
Creates a sequence (seq) on the object stack containing the elements arg1, ···, argn.  arg1 is 
element number one, the argument above arg1 is element number two, and so on, and argn is 
element number n.  The start_seq command begins the sequence creation process by pushing 
the mark 0 (zero) stack object (!0) onto the object stack.

If all arguments are absent, an empty sequence is created.

See Sequence Expression   for more information.

Related Information
start_seq   ▪ Mark   ♦

eq
eq  arg1  arg2    res C S

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Compares a stack object (arg1) with another stack object (arg2) for equality.  If the values of the 
two stack objects are equal then the result (res) is true otherwise it is false.  This command 
uses the intrinsic command equal to do the comparison, and is equivalent to the script fragment 
‹(arg1 &equal arg2)›.  See equal   for details of arg1, arg2 and res.

Additional Information
equal   ♦

eq_seq
eq_seq  seq1  seq2    res C S

seq1 A sequence or procedure.

seq2 A sequence or procedure.

res An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Compares two sequences or procedures (seq1, seq2) by type and value of elements.

The comparison is made, using equal, for each corresponding element of the two arguments.  If 
any of those comparisons is false (ie: not equal) or   any two corresponding elements are not of
the same type, then the result (res) is false.  The elements are compared recursively.  Note that 
if the two sequences indicated by seq1 and seq2 are of unequal size then the result is false.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the eq_seq command can be used.
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(1) eq_seq [6.3, "ABC", [20, ""]] [.63E1, "ABC", [20, '']];
(2) eq_seq [6.3, "ABC", [20, ""]] [[29, 6.3], "ABC", 20];
(3) eq_seq {add2 2 3;} {3; 2; add2;};
(4) eq_seq {3; 2; EXE:100;} {3; 2; EXE:100;};

Example (1) returns true.

Example (2) returns false because, even though the two sequences are equal, the corresponding
elements are not of the same type.

Example (3) returns true.  The two procedures are logically identical.

Example (4) returns false because EXE stack objects always compare false.

Additional Information
equal   ♦

equal
equal  arg1  arg2 ···  !0    res O I

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Compares the value of two or more arguments (arg1, arg2, ···) for equality, leaving the result (res)
on the object stack.  arg1, arg2, ··· are not modified unless specified.  The arguments are processed
using the pair-wise comparison method.  The equal operator internally processes two arguments 
at a time as follows (the arguments are represented by arg1 and arg2).

If both arguments are numbers (integers or decimals), they are compared together.

If one argument is a number (integer or decimal) and the other is a string, the number is 
converted to a string representation of that number, and the comparison is made on the two 
strings.

If both arguments are strings then a case-sensitive comparison is made on the strings.

If each argument is a sequence or procedure, then the comparison is made, using equal, for each 
corresponding element of the two arguments.  If any of those comparisons is false (ie: not equal) 
then the result is false.  Note that if the two arguments are of unequal size then the result is false.

If one argument is not a sequence or procedure, and the other argument is a sequence or 
procedure, then if the argument that is not a sequence or procedure is equal to any element of the 
sequence or procedure, the result is true, otherwise it is false.  equal is used to test for equality.

If both arguments are unlinked commands then they are compared for the same command name.  
The comparison is case-sensitive.

If both arguments are linked commands then they are compared for the same link value (meaning 
that both commands must be linked to the same dictionary item for the comparison to be true).

If both arguments are unlinked operators then they are compared for the same operator name.  
The comparison is case-sensitive.
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If both arguments are linked operators then they are compared for the same link value (meaning 
that both operators must be linked to the same dictionary item for the comparison to be true).

If one argument is a string and the other is an unlinked extrinsic comop then the comop is 
converted to a string and the arguments are compared as strings.  The comparison is case-
sensitive.

If both arguments are mark stack objects then their mark numbers are compared.

If both arguments are memory stack objects then the usable data in arg1 is compared with the 
usable data in arg2 for exactly the same bytes.

If both arguments are dictionaries then their dictionary names are compared.  The comparison is 
case-sensitive.

If one argument is a string stack object and the other is a dictionary then the string value of the 
string stack object is compared with the dictionary name.  The comparison is case-sensitive.

If both arguments are null stack objects then the result is true.

For all other cases, the result is false.

If the final result of the operation is true, then res will have the value –1 (true), otherwise it will
have the value 0 (false).

The equal operator is activated by the end_op command or the ‹(› script token.  ‹!0› is the 
mark 0 (zero) stack object pushed onto the object stack by the start_op command or the ‹)› 
script token.

Additional Information
Integer   ▪ Decimal   ▪ String   ▪ Sequence Expression   ▪ Procedure Expression   ▪ Command   ▪ Operator   ▪
Mark   ▪ Memory   ▪ Null   ▪ start_op   ▪ end_op

Related Information
Symbolic Equal   ♦

exec
exec  obj C S

obj A stack object.

Details
Activates the topmost stack object (obj) on the object stack.  Note that obj may require arguments 
on a TAC stack, and may push stack objects onto a TAC stack. ♦

exec_prog
exec_prog  path-args    rtn-code C S

path-args A string stack object.

rtn-code An integer stack object.

Details
Executes an external program (path-args) asynchronously.  path-args contains the program path 
(including the program file name) followed by the program’s arguments (if any) to execute as 
would be supplied on a command line.  This command will return immediately after the program 
starts, and the program will continue to execute simultaneously with the rest of the code in which 
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this command exists.  rtn-code has the value of zero if the program started successfully, otherwise
it has an error value defined by the operating system.

Examples
The following script fragment starts the Notepad program, which displays the contents of the file
‹My File.txt›, and continues with the next command leaving the Notepad program running.

void exec_prog "Notepad.exe \"My File.txt\""; NextCommand;

The following script fragment shows how to open a document that is associated with a program.  
The same method can be used to run an executable file, or activate an ETAC code file in a 
separate instance of ETAC.

void exec_prog "cmd.exe /C start \"\" \"My File.txt\"";

The line above opens ‹My File.txt› using its default program (typically, this would be the 
Notepad program), but also briefly opens a command prompt window (unfortunately). ♦

exec_prog_sync
exec_prog_sync  path-args    rtn-code C S

path-
args

A string stack object.

rtn-code An integer stack object.

Details
Executes an external program (path-args) synchronously.  path-args contains the program path 
(including the program file name) followed by the program’s arguments (if any) to execute as 
would be supplied on a command line.  When this command is activated, it will wait for the 
program to finish executing before returning control back to the code in which this command 
exists.  rtn-code has the value of zero when the program has ended, regardless of the program’s 
return code.  If the program could not be started, rtn-code has an error value defined by the 
operating system.

Examples
The following script fragment starts the Notepad program, which displays the contents of the file
‹My File.txt›, and waits until the program has closed before continuing with the next 
command.

void exec_prog_sync "Notepad.exe \"My File.txt\""; NextCommand;

The following script fragment shows how to open a document that is associated with a program, 
and wait until the document has closed before continuing with the next command.  The same 
method can be used to run an executable file, or activate an ETAC code file in a separate instance 
of ETAC.

void exec_prog_sync "cmd.exe /C start \"\" /wait \"My File.txt\"";

The line above opens ‹My File.txt› using its default program (typically, this would be the 
Notepad program) and also opens a command prompt window, leaving it open while the default 
program is still running (very unfortunately). ♦
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exec_tac
exec_tac  mem  path C S

mem A memory stack object.

path A string stack object.

Details
Synchronously executes ETAC code (mem or path).  The ETAC code exists either in a memory 
stack object (mem) or on the file system (path).  path contains the file path of the ETAC code to 
execute.  Note that the executed code may use arguments already on the object stack.  The ETAC 
code executes in the same context as this command but executes in its own ETAC session; all 
dictionaries on the dictionary stack are accessible from the executed code.  Pre-processor 
directives can be included in ETAC text scripts to be executed but they apply only to the new 
ETAC session.  Also, the pre-processor definitions   of the current ETAC session are not available 
in the new ETAC session.  ETAC text script to be executed needs to have the appropriate ETAC 
source ID at the beginning of the script.

This command waits until the executing ETAC code has finished executing or an error event 
occurs.  Any TAC error code produced by the executing ETAC code are passed to the TAC 
processor.  Such error codes can be intercepted via the trap_rtn command.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the exec_tac command can be used.

(1) exec_tac "MyDir\\ShowFile.etac" "InfoFile.txt";
(2) FileData := read_file "MyDir\\ShowFile.etac";

exec_tac FileData "InfoFile.txt";

The two examples execute the ETAC text script file ‹MyDir\ShowFile.etac› in a separate 
ETAC session.  ShowFile.etac displays the file InfoFile.txt.

Example (1) executes ShowFile.etac directly, while example (2) reads the contents of 
ShowFile.etac into a memory stack object via read_file, and executes the ETAC text script 
directly from that memory stack object.

Other Information
1.8.3      _      Pre-processor Directives       ♦

exit_err
exit_err  rtn-code C S

rtn-code An integer stack object.

Details
Exits the current ETAC session with a TAC error code (rtn- code) unless the TAC error code is 
trapped by another command before the ETAC session ends.  If rtn- code is 
:#TAC_RTN_SUCCESS: then this command is ignored and the ETAC session will continue.  Note 
that the trap_err command traps the :#TAC_RTN_ERR_BREAK: TAC error code.

This command is useful when, for example, a return TAC error code from a custom command 
needs to be checked.  exit_err is activated with that return TAC error code after the custom 
command has completed.  If the return TAC error code of the custom command is not 
:#TAC_RTN_SUCCESS: then this command will end the ETAC session with that return TAC error 
code (if the return TAC error code is not trapped), but if the return TAC error code of the custom 
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command is :#TAC_RTN_SUCCESS: (implying that the command was successful) then the ETAC 
session will continue.

Note: to end the main ETAC session use ‹exit_err :#TAC_RTN_EXIT_APP:›, making sure that 
the :#TAC_RTN_EXIT_APP: TAC error code is not trapped by the caller at any level.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the exec_err command can be used.

(1) if_do {`exit_err :#TAC_RTN_BAD_OBJ_VAL:} neq MyVar -3;
(2) exit_err CustCmd;

Example (1) checks whether the value of MyVar is appropriate (-3).  If the value is not 
appropriate, then the current ETAC session exits with a TAC error code of “BAD_OBJ_VAL”, 
caused by an error event if that TAC error code was not trapped.

Example (2) activates a custom command, CustCmd, which returns a TAC error code.  If that 
TAC error code is not :#TAC_RTN_SUCCESS:, then the current ETAC session exits with that TAC
error code causing an error event if that TAC error code is not trapped.  The current ETAC 
session will continue if the TAC error code is :#TAC_RTN_SUCCESS:.  See trap_rtn for details 
on trapping error codes.

Other Information
trap_err   ▪ trap_rtn   ♦

expand
expand  index  amount  seq-proc    obj1 ··· objn  !1  seq-proc C S

index A positive integer stack object.

amount A non-negative integer stack object.

seq-proc A sequence or procedure.

obj1 The first stack object.

objn The last stack object.

Details
Copies an amount (amount) of (n) contiguous elements (objn ··· obj1) from a sequence or 
procedure (seq- proc) starting with an element number (index), leaving the elements on the object
stack followed by the mark 1 stack object (!1) then the sequence or procedure.  index is an index 
(one-based) into seq- proc.  obj1 is a copy of the element of seq- proc at index index, and objn is a 
copy of the element at index ‹index + amount  1› or the element at the last index whichever 
index is smaller.  Note that the last   element copied is the element at index index. ♦
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expand_seq
expand_seq  seq-proc    [objn ··· obj1] C S

seq-proc A sequence or procedure.

obj1 The first stack object.

objn The last stack object.

Details
Copies all the elements (obj1 ··· objn) of a sequence or procedure (seq- proc) onto the object stack.
The elements of seq- proc will not be deleted.  The first element (at index one) is obj1, and the last
element is objn.  If seq- proc is empty, then no elements are copied. ♦

extr_str
extr_str  offset  length  str    str1  str2 C S

offset An integer stack object.

length A non-negative integer stack object.

str A string stack object.

str1 A string stack object.

str2 A string stack object.

Details
Gets a w-char amount (length) of contiguous w-char characters from a string (str) beginning with 
the character at a w-char offset (offset), and deletes those extracted characters from the string.  
The extracted characters are pushed onto the object stack as a new string (str1).  The original 
string will have those characters deleted and remains on the object stack (str2).

offset is a zero-based w-char offset into str.  The first character obtained from str will have been 
at offset offset.  If offset is out of range or length is zero, then str1 will be an empty string and no 
characters will be deleted from str.

Note that the substring specified by offset and length must be a well-formed Unicode substring, 
otherwise an error event will occur. ♦

extract
extract  start  amount  seq-proc    seq-proc1  seq-proc2 C S

start A positive integer stack object.

amount A non-negative integer stack object.

seq-proc A sequence or procedure.

seq-proc1 The same stack object type as seq-proc.

seq-proc2 The same sequence or procedure as seq-proc but with possibly deleted elements.

Details
Extracts an amount (amount) of contiguous elements from a sequence or procedure (seq- proc) 
beginning with the element at position start, deleting the extracted elements from the sequence or
procedure.  start is an index (one-based) into seq- proc.  The first element extracted from 
seq- proc will be at index start.  The extracted elements will be put into a new sequence or 
procedure, seq- proc1, of the same type as seq- proc, then deleted from seq- proc.  seq- proc2 is 
seq- proc with the deleted elements.  start cannot be 0 and is interpreted as a positive integer.  If 
the number of elements to extract is less than amount, then only that number of elements is 
extracted. ♦
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false
false    0 C I

Details
Pushes an integer stack object containing the value 0 (zero) onto the object stack.  The value of 
the integer stack object represents a logical boolean value of ‘false’, which is represented by all 
32 binary flags being clear.  false is not a genuine intrinsic command, but an intrinsic constant 
— the ETAC interpreter converts it to its value when encountered.

Note that ‹`false› also pushes an integer stack object containing the value 0 onto the object 
stack. ♦

file_dlg
file_dlg  type  [err-opt]  title  ext  path  flags  filter  ok-cap  can-cap    rtn | ? C S

type An integer stack object.

err-opt An integer stack object.

title A string stack object.

ext A string stack object.

path A string stack object.

flags An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

filter A string stack object.

ok-cap A string stack object.

can-cap A string stack object.

rtn A string stack object.

Details
Displays a file dialog box for the user to select a file or directory.  The command returns the user-
selected file path (rtn) or returns ? (a null stack object) if the user cancelled the dialog box.

type is one of the following integer values: :#CD_DIR_LIST: (displays only directories), 
:#CD_OPEN: (displays ‘Open File’ dialog), :#CD_SAVE: (displays ‘Save As’ dialog).

err-opt indicates the options available when a disk file path containing illegal UTF-16 code 
points is selected by the user (see Unicode File Specification  ).  err-opt is one   of the following 
values:

Symbol   (err-opt) Action   (applies to rtn)

:#CD_REPL_QUEST: (default) Replace illegal code points with ‘?’ (question mark).

:#CD_REPL_DFLT_CHAR: Replace illegal code points with U+FFFD (replacement character).

:#CD_REM_CHARS: Remove illegal code points.

:#CD_ERR_TXT: Return the text ‘Error: File path '…' contains illegal 
Unicode code points at '?'.’ instead of the file path.

:#CD_ERR_EVENT: Cause an error event (error code 33 ‘Unable to process '…'’).

:!CD_SHORT_PATH: Get the short path specification if possible.  Note: this value can be 
combined with one of the options above (using the or operator).
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title is displayed as the title of the dialog box.  If title is empty then the dialog box title will be 
‘Select Folder’, ‘Open’, or ‘Save As’, respectively, for the value of type.

ext contains the default file extension appended to the selected file name.  If ext is empty then no 
file extension is appended.

path contains the initial file path specification to be displayed in the dialog box.  If path is empty 
then no file name is set in the dialog box.

flags contains a combination (using the or operator) of the dialog box flag values defined as 
‹:!OFN_*:›.  If flags is zero then the two binary flag values :!OFN_HIDEREADONLY: and
:!OFN_OVERWRITEPROMPT: will be assumed to be set.

filter indicates the file filters to be used to filter the file list to be displayed.  filter contains 
substrings as string pairs.  Each substring is terminated by a bar character (|) — the last substring
must have an extra bar character.  The first string in each pair is a display string that describes the
filter (for example, "Text Files"), and the second string specifies the corresponding filter 
pattern (for example, "*.txt").  To specify multiple filter patterns for a single display string, 
use a semicolon to separate the patterns (for example, "*.txt;*.doc;*.bak").  A filter pattern 
can be a combination of valid file name characters and the asterisk (*) wildcard character.  Do 
not include spaces in the filter pattern string.  If filter is empty, then no filters will be used, and 
all files will be displayed.  The following is an example of filter: "Output Files (*.txt)|
*.txt|All Files (*.*)|*.*||".

ok-cap is for the caption of the ‘OK’ button.  If ok-cap is empty then the caption will be ‘Expand’,
‘Open’, or ‘Save’, respectively, for the value of type.

can-cap is for the caption of the ‘Cancel’ button.  If can-cap is empty then the caption will be 
‘Close’ (when the value of type is :#CD_DIR_LIST:) or  ‘Cancel’ (when the value of type is 
:#CD_OPEN: or :#CD_SAVE:).

After the dialog box has been dismissed by the user, rtn will contain the user-selected file path 
(possibly modified as shown in the table above) if the dialog box was not cancelled, or ? (a null 
stack object) will be returned if the dialog box was cancelled.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦

filedir_info
filedir_info  cmd  path  [arg]    err-msg  [rtn] C S

cmd An integer stack object.

path A string stack object.

arg A stack object.

err-msg A string stack object.

rtn A stack object.

Details
Gets or sets the attributes, or the creation, access, and modify date-times for a file or directory 
(path).  cmd determines the attributes or date-times to get or set.  arg is the appropriate argument 
for cmd.  rtn is the returned attributes or date-times.  The following table indicates the values of 
cmd, arg, and rtn.
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Command (cmd) Description Argument (arg) Return (rtn)
:#FDI_GET_ATTR: Gets the file or directory 

attributes. absent
File attributes 
flags (integer 
stack object).a

:#FDI_SET_ATTR: Sets the file or directory 
attributes.

File attributes 
flags (integer 
stack object).a

absent

:#FDI_GET_DATES_UTC: Gets the file creation, access, 
and modify dates in UTC time. absent

Sequence 
containing 
dates.b

:#FDI_SET_DATES_UTC: Sets the file creation, access, 
and modify dates specified in 
UTC time.

Sequence 
containing 
dates.b

absent

:#FDI_GET_DATES_LOC: Gets the file creation, access, 
and modify dates in local time. absent

Sequence 
containing 
dates.b

:#FDI_SET_DATES_LOC: Sets the file creation, access, 
and modify dates specified in 
local time.

Sequence 
containing 
dates.b

absent

a The file attribute flags are a combination (using the or operator) of the ‹:!FIA_A_*:› values defined at 
File Attributes  .

b The sequence contains three subsequences (for the file or directory creation, access, and modify date-
times in that order) each of which has the format [YYYY, MM, DD, hh, mm, ss], where YYYY is the 
four-digit year, MM is the two-digit month of the year, DD is the two-digit day of month, hh is the two-
digit hour of the day in 24-hour format, mm is the two-digit minute of the hour, and ss is the two-digit 
second of the minute.

If this command fails, err-msg will contain the appropriate error message, otherwise it will be an 
empty string.  Also, if the command fails and the value of cmd is of the form :#FDI_GET_*: then
rtn will contain a dummy value which should be discarded.

Additional Information
File Attributes   ▪ Unicode File Specification   ♦

find_dict
find_dict  dict-name | ?   pos C S

dict-
name

A string stack object.

pos A non-negative integer stack object.

Details
Searches for a dictionary by name (dict- name) starting at the top of the dictionary stack, 
returning the offset (pos) of the found dictionary onto the object stack.  dict- name is the name of 
the dictionary desired to be found, and if the dictionary is found then pos is the position of the 
found dictionary from the top of the dictionary stack; if the dictionary is at the top of the 
dictionary stack then the value of pos is 1; if it is second from the top then the value of pos is 2; 
and so on.  If the dictionary is not found then the value of pos is 0.  If the argument to this 
command is ? (a null stack object) then the first unnamed dictionary is searched for. ♦
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find_str
find_str  srch-str  [offset]  str    offset1  str C S

srch-str A string stack object.

offset A non-negative integer stack object.

str A string stack object.

offset1 An integer stack object.

Details
Searches for a substring (srch- str) within a string (str) beginning at a w-char offset (offset) and 
pushes the w-char offset (offset1) of the found substring onto the object stack.  str stays on the 
stack.  If srch- str is not found within str then offset1 will be -1.  offset and offset1 are zero-based 
w-char offsets into str.  If offset is omitted then it will be assumed to be 0 (zero).  The search is 
case-sensitive. ♦

find_subseq
find_subseq  index  cmp  seq    (seq1 | ?)  seq C S

index A positive integer stack object.

cmp A stack object.

seq A sequence whose elements are sequences.

seq1 A sequence (a copy of an element of seq).

Details
Searches for the first occurrence of a subsequence (seq1) of a sequence (seq) that matches the 
value of a stack object (cmp) at a position (index) of the subsequence (not a position into seq 
itself).  Each element of seq must be a sequence.  index is an index (one-based) into an element   of
seq.  The value of the stack object at that index position is compared with the value of cmp, and if
they are equal then a copy of that element of seq is pushed onto the object stack as seq1 and the 
search ends.  The comparison is done using the equal intrinsic command.  If the index is beyond 
the size of a subsequence of seq then that subsequence is ignored.  If a subsequence is not found 
then ? (a null stack object) is pushed onto the object stack.  seq stays on the object stack.

Additional Information
equal

Other Information
get_subseq   ♦

frac
frac  num    dec C S

num A decimal or integer stack object.

dec A decimal stack object.

Details
Replaces an integer or decimal (num) with its fractional part (dec) as a decimal. ♦
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ge
ge  arg1  arg2    res C S

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Compares a stack object (arg1) with another stack object (arg2) for a ‘greater than or equal’ 
inequality.  If the value of arg1 is greater than or equal to the value of arg2 then the result (res) is 
true otherwise it is false.  This command uses the intrinsic command great_eq to do the 
comparison, and is equivalent to the script fragment ‹(arg1 &great_eq arg2)›.  See great_eq   
for details of arg1, arg2 and res.

Additional Information
great_eq   ♦

get
get  index  seq-proc    elm  seq-proc C I

index A positive integer stack object.

seq-proc A sequence or procedure.

elm A stack object.

Details
Extracts an element (elm) from a sequence or procedure (seq-proc) at an index (index).  The 
value of index indicates an index into seq-proc.  The command copies the element from within 
seq-proc as indexed by the integer, and pushes that copied element onto the object stack.  seq-
proc is not modified and remains on the object stack.  If the index is out of range (greater than the
number of elements in the seq-proc or not positive) then elm will be the null stack object.  The 
first element of seq-proc has an index of 1 (one).

Other Information
put   ♦

get_cur_act
get_cur_act  obj    num  obj C I

obj A stack object on the current TAC stack.

num A non-negative integer stack object.

Details
Pushes the action number (num) indicating the current action of the topmost stack object (obj) on 
the current TAC stack onto the object stack.  num contains an action number indicating the 
current action of the topmost stack object on the current TAC stack.  The action numbers are as 
indicated in the table Stack Object Actions  .  obj remains on the current TAC stack after this 
command has been completed.

Additional Information
Stack Object Actions

Other Information
set_cur_act   ▪ 1.2.1      _      TAC Object Actions       ♦
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get_cur_dir
get_cur_dir    cur-dir C S

cur-dir A string stack object.

Details
Gets the full path specification of the current directory (cur-dir).  Illegal UTF-16 characters (ie: 
unpaired   Unicode surrogate code points) in cur-dir will be replaced with ‘?’ (question mark).

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦

get_dict_inames
get_dict_inames    seq C S

seq A string sequence.

Details
Returns a sequence (seq) containing the names of the dictionary items in the topmost dictionary 
on the dictionary stack.  seq is a string sequence with the topmost dictionary item name being the 
first element (index 1), the second top dictionary item name being the second element (index 2), 
and so on.  If there are no dictionaries on the dictionary stack, or there are no dictionary items on
the topmost dictionary, then seq will be an empty sequence. ♦

get_dir_path
get_dir_path  dir-type    bool  dir-path C S

dir-type An integer stack object.

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

dir-path A string stack object.

Details
Gets a specified (dir-type) shell directory path (dir-path).  dir-type is one of the types defined as 
‹#CSIDL_*› in the file TACSystemDefs.TAC.  If the command is successful, then bool will have the 
value of true, otherwise bool will have the value of false and dir-path will be an empty string.

Illegal UTF-16 characters (ie: unpaired   Unicode surrogate code points) in dir-path will be 
replaced with ‘?’ (question mark).

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦
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get_elm
get_elm  index  seq-proc    elm | ? C S

index An integer stack object.

seq-proc A sequence or procedure.

elm A stack object.

Details
Copies the element (elm) at an index (index) from a sequence or procedure (seq- proc).  index is 
an index (one-based) into seq- proc.  If index is out of range then this command will return ? (a 
null stack object).  seq- proc is not modified. ♦

get_file_list
get_file_list  dir-path  pat-seq  flags    rtn-code  seq C S

dir-path A string stack object.

pat-seq A string sequence.

flags An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

rtn-code An integer stack object.

seq A sequence.

Details
Gets a sequence of file path specifications and their attributes (seq) under a directory (dir-path).  
dir-path is a directory path to a directory containing files and directories matching any of the file 
patterns in pat-seq.  An empty string for dir-path indicates the current directory.  dir-path cannot 
contain wildcards.  If a directory does not exist at dir-path, then seq will be empty.  pat-seq 
contains strings that are file patterns; if pat-seq is empty then all files and directories will be 
obtained.  Each element (pat) of pat-seq is of the following form.

pat => elm··· | nothing

elm => ch | ? | *

ch => \? | \* | \a | \A | \d | \D | \n | \N | \S | \w | \W | any u-char character except those in sc 
and null (U+0000)

sc => \ | * | ?   (special characters)

Special Characters

\ Part of matching pattern to match a single character or sequence of characters.

* Matches zero or more of any u-char character.  Matches shortest run.

? Matches any u-char character except null (U+0000).

Other Characters

\? matches ?

\* matches *

\a matches an alphabetic character in the BMP.

\A matches a sequence of zero or more alphabetic characters in the BMP.

\d matches a digit character (‘0’ to ‘9’).

\D matches a sequence of zero or more digit characters ( ‘0’ to ‘9’).

\n matches an alphanumeric character (‘_’, alphabetic (\a), or digit (\d)).

\N matches a sequence of zero or more alphanumeric characters
(‘_’, alphabetic (\a), or digit (\d)).
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\S matches a sequence of zero or more spaces (U+0020).

\w matches a non-dot character (not ‘.’).

any other u-char character in ch matches itself.

Note

The match is case insensitive for BMP characters, and pat must have lowercase BMP characters
except where indicated above.  Supplementary characters are matched as given.

flags indicates how the file list is obtained, and can contain a combination (using the or 
operator) of the following values.

flags  Meaning

:!FIA_DEEP: Gets information on all sub-files and sub-directories, otherwise gets 
information only from top-level directory.

:!FIA_DIR_PAT: Applies the patterns in pat-seq to directories, otherwise all 
directories are processed.

:!FIA_FILES_ONLY: Gets information on files only, otherwise gets information on 
directories as well.

:!FIA_NO_FULL_PATH: The file/directory information will contain the given path 
specification, otherwise it will contain the full path name obtained 
from the operating system.

:!FIA_LOCAL_TIME: The file dates in the file/directory information will be in local time.  
If this flag is not set the dates will be in UTC time.

After this command returns, seq will contain the information of the requested files and 
directories.  The information will include the directory level number of the file (or directory).  
Sub-files and sub-directories will have a level number one greater than their parent's level 
number.  Each element of seq is a sequence containing the information for each file or directory.  
The details of the information is contained at the following indices of that sequence.

Index Name Idx Description
:#FI_Level_Idx: 1 The file or directory level relative to its parent.  The top 

level number is 1.  (:#TAC_INT:)

:#FI_FileAttr_Idx: 2 File attributes (see below).  (:#TAC_INT:)

:#FI_CreationTime_Idx: 3 File or directory creation time.  (:#TAC_SEQ:)

:#FI_LastAccessTime_Idx: 4 File or directory last access time.  (:#TAC_SEQ:)

:#FI_LastWriteTime_Idx: 5 File or directory last write time.  (:#TAC_SEQ:)

:#FI_FileSizeHigh_Idx: 6 32 high-order bits of the file size.  (:#TAC_INT:)

:#FI_FileSizeLow_Idx: 7 32 low-order bits of the file size.  (:#TAC_INT:)

:#FI_FilePath_Idx: 8 Full file path or given file specification.  (:#TAC_STR:)

:#FI_FileNameOff_Idx: 9 String w-char offset to the file name part of the file path 
at :#FI_FilePath_Idx:.  (:#TAC_INT:)

:#FI_ErrCode_Idx: 10 Internal error code.  (:#TAC_INT:)

:#FI_SysErrNo_Idx: 11 System error code.  (:#TAC_INT:)

If rtn-code is not :#TAC_RTN_SUCCESS: then an error has occurred in obtaining the information 
for some files or directories.  The seq element corresponding to the file or directory for which the
error occurred will have the error code in :#FI_ErrCode_Idx:, and the system error code in 
:#FI_SysErrNo_Idx:.  In addition, :#FI_FilePath_Idx: will have the name of the file or 
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directory that caused the error.  If the value at :FI_ErrCode_Idx: is 23 then the file could not 
be accessed; if the value is 33 then the file could not be processed.

The value corresponding to indices :#FI_CreationTime_Idx:, :#FI_LastAccessTime_Idx:,
and :#FI_LastWriteTime_Idx: is an integer sequence containing the following elements: 
[year, month, day, hour, minute, second].

Illegal UTF-16 characters (ie: unpaired   Unicode surrogate code points) in the seq element 
corresponding to the file or directory (:#FI_FilePath_Idx:) will be replaced with ‘?’ 
(question mark).

File Attributes

Attribute Flags  Meaning

:!FIA_A_READONLY:
The file is read only. Applications can read the file but cannot write to it or delete it.

:!FIA_A_HIDDEN:
The file is hidden.  It is not to be included in an ordinary directory listing.

:!FIA_A_SYSTEM:
The file is part of or is used exclusively by the operating system.

:!FIA_A_DIRECTORY:
The file is a directory.

:!FIA_A_ARCHIVE:
The file is an archive file.  Applications use this attribute to mark files for backup or
removal.

:!FIA_A_NORMAL:
The file has no other attributes set.  This attribute is valid only if used alone.  All 
other file attributes override this attribute.

:!FIA_A_TEMPORARY:
The file is being used for temporary storage.  Applications should write to the file 
only if absolutely necessary.  Most of the file’s data remains in memory without 
being flushed to the media because the file will soon be deleted.

:!FIA_A_SPARSE_FILE:
The file is a sparse file.

:!FIA_A_REPARSE_POINT:
The file or directory has an associated reparse point.

:!FIA_A_COMPRESSED:
The file or directory is compressed.  For a file, this means that all of the data in the 
file is compressed.  For a directory, this means that compression is the default for 
newly created files and subdirectories.

:!FIA_A_OFFLINE:
The data of the file is not immediately available.  This attribute indicates that the file
data has been physically moved to offline storage.  Applications should not 
arbitrarily change this attribute.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦
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get_full_path
get_full_path  path    full-path C S

path A string stack object.

full-path A string stack object.

Details
Gets the full path specification (full-path) of a file or directory path (path).  Illegal UTF-16 
characters (ie: unpaired   Unicode surrogate code points) in full-path will be replaced with ‘?’ 
(question mark).

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦

get_pos
get_pos  obj  seq-proc    pos C S

obj A stack object.

seq-proc A sequence or procedure.

pos A non-negative integer stack object.

Details
Gets the index (pos) of a specified element (obj) inside a sequence or procedure (seq- proc).  pos 
is the index (one-based) of the first element of seq- proc matching obj.  If obj does not exist in 
seq- proc then pos will be 0 (zero).  The intrinsic command equal is used to do the comparison 
of obj with each element of seq-proc.

Additional Information
equal   ♦

get_prog_dir
get_prog_dir    dir-path C S

dir-path A string stack object.

Details
Gets the full directory path specification (dir-path) of the currently running exe program calling 
this command.  This is typically the directory in which the currently running RunETAC.exe exists, 
but if this command is activated from an application program, then the directory in which that 
application program exists is returned.

Illegal UTF-16 characters (ie: unpaired   Unicode surrogate code points) in dir-path will be 
replaced with ‘?’ (question mark).

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦
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get_str
get_str  offset  [length]  str    str1  str
get_str  seq  str    str-seq

C S

offset An integer stack object.

length A non-negative integer stack object.

str A string stack object.

str1 A string stack object.

seq A sequence.

str-seq A string sequence.

Details
The first syntax   gets a w-char amount (length) of contiguous w-char characters from a string (str)
beginning with the character at a w-char offset (offset).  Those characters are pushed onto the 
object stack as a new string (str1).  The original string is not modified and remains on the object 
stack.

offset is a zero-based w-char offset into str.  The first character obtained from str will have been 
at offset offset.  length is interpreted as a positive integer or zero.  If offset is out of range or 
length is zero, then str1 will be an empty string.  If length is omitted, it will be assumed to be 1,  
causing get_str to get one character from str.

The second syntax   gets a sequence of substrings (str- seq) from a string (str) as specified by 
w- char offsets and lengths in a sequence (seq).  The original string is not modified.  All elements 
in seq must be one of the following: either  a sequence of two integers (integer stack objects), 
the first being an offset and the second being a length as described for offset and length in the 
first syntax except that offset is interpreted as a positive integer or zero; or  a sequence of 
sequences each of which contains elements as described at .  seq must have at least one 
element.

The substrings (str- seq) are obtained as indicated by the offsets and lengths in seq.  For seq 
containing , str- seq contains strings (string stack objects) corresponding to the elements of seq, 
and for seq containing , str- seq contains string subsequences, each subsequence corresponding 
to an element of seq.  Each string of such a subsequence corresponds to an offset\length pair 
within the corresponding subsequence of seq.

If an offset is out of range, a length is zero, or an offset\length pair is empty, then the 
corresponding string will be an empty string.

The second syntax is typically used with the command parse_str to parse a string.  The output 
of parse_str is the same as seq and is obtained from a pattern string.

Note that substrings specified by offset and length must be well-formed Unicode substrings, 
otherwise an error event will occur.

Examples
For the second syntax, an example of seq containing  is:

[[0, 4], [7, 2], [81, 5]]

An example of str- seq for seq containing  as in the above example is:

["Joan", "is", "lucky"]

An example of seq containing  is:

 [[[31, 6], [10, 12], [38, 5]], [[49, 7]], [[61, 3], [87, 4]]]
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An example of str- seq for seq containing  as in the above example is:

[["cannot", "on the beach", "sleep"], ["happily"], ["her", "life"]]

The above examples are obtained if str is:

"Joanne is on the beach and she cannot sleep. But happily for her, she is
full of lucky life."

The following example can be used to supply a u-char offset and length to get_str.

(1) void Str := get_str wchar_cnt -8 3 "Hello \#1F44D# all people";

Example (1) is used to convert a u-char offset and length pair into the corresponding w-char 
offset and length pair for use with commands, such as get_str, that require a w-char offset and 
length.  Str contains ‹all› because wchar_cnt internally translates -8 to a u-char offset of 8, 
which is effectively a w-char offset of 9 into the string.  The substring specified to wchar_cnt is 
therefore effectively ‹all›, which has a w-char character length of 3.  Using the return values of 
wchar_cnt, the token statement effectively becomes ‹void Str := get_str 9 3 "Hello 
\#1F44D# all people";›.  Note that if the initial offset (-8) were zero, then the method 
illustrated in this example may fail  —  wchar_cnt does not return a w-char offset if its first 
argument is zero.

Other Information
parse_str   ▪ wchar_cnt   ♦

get_subseq
get_subseq  index  cmp  seq    seq1 C S

index A positive integer stack object.

cmp A stack object.

seq A sequence whose elements are sequences.

seq1 A sequence of sequences.

Details
Gets all the subsequences (seq1) of a sequence (seq) that match the value of a stack object (cmp) 
at a position (index) of the subsequences (not a position into seq itself).  index is an index (one-
based) into an element   of seq.  Each element of seq must be a sequence.  The value of the stack 
object at that index position is compared with the value of cmp, and if they are equal then a copy 
of that element of seq is put into seq1.  The comparison is done using the equal intrinsic 
command.  If the index is beyond the size of a subsequence of seq then that subsequence is 
ignored.  If a subsequence is not found then an empty sequence is pushed onto the object stack.

Other Information
find_subseq   ♦
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get_temp_dir
get_temp_dir    path C S

path A string stack object.

Details
Gets the path specification of the directory (path) designated for temporary files.  Illegal UTF-16 
characters (ie: unpaired   Unicode surrogate code points) in path will be replaced with ‘?’ 
(question mark).

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦

get_type
get_type  obj    type  obj C I

obj A stack object on the current TAC stack.

type An integer stack object.

Details
Determines the type (type) of the topmost stack object (obj) on the current TAC stack.  The 
get_type command pushes an integer stack object, containing a number indicating the type of 
obj, onto the object stack.  obj remains on the current TAC stack.  The possible values of type are 
defined in the table below.

TAC Object Types

type  Meaning

:#TAC_INT: Integer stack object.

:#TAC_DEC: Decimal stack object.

:#TAC_STR: String stack object.

:#TAC_SEQ: Sequence.

:#TAC_PROC: Procedure.

:#TAC_CMD: Command stack object.

:#TAC_CMDL: Linked command stack object.

:#TAC_CMDI: Intrinsic command stack object.

:#TAC_OPR: Operator stack object.

:#TAC_OPRL: Linked operator stack object.

:#TAC_OPRI: Intrinsic operator stack object.

:#TAC_DICT: Dictionary.

:#TAC_MARK: Mark stack object.

:#TAC_MEM: Memory stack object.

:#TAC_NULL: Null stack object.

:#TAC_EXE: EXE stack object.

Other Information
is_type   ♦
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get_undef
get_undef  num  obj1 ··· objn    seq  obj1 ··· objn C S

num A non-negative integer stack object.

obj1 A stack object on the current TAC stack.

objn A stack object on the current TAC stack.

seq A string sequence.

Details
Searches the dictionary stack for the definitions of a number (num) of top stack objects 
(obj1 ··· objn) existing on the current stack, putting the list of undefined stack object names into a 
string sequence (seq).  If any of the stack objects (obj1 ··· objn) is a command or operator, then its 
name is searched for in all dictionaries on the dictionary stack beginning with the topmost 
dictionary.  The search is in the same order as is the search when a command or operator gets 
activated.  If the name is not found, then it is appended to seq as a string stack object.  If any of 
the stack objects (obj1 ··· objn) is a sequence or procedure, then a nested search is done on its 
elements as explained above.  If any of the stack objects (obj1 ··· objn) is a dictionary then a 
nested search is done on the stack object of each dictionary item as explained above.  Any other 
stack object in obj1 ··· objn is ignored.

Example
The following illustrates how to determine whether or not MyCmd, MyOpr, CmdOne, or OprTwo are
on the dictionary stack.

Undefs := get_undef 4 `MyCmd `&MyOpr (`Cmd + "One") (`&Opr + "Two");

Undefs will contain a sequence of string stack objects of the specified comop names that are not   
on the dictionary stack.  Any of the specified comop names that are not in the sequence are   
defined on the dictionary stack.  Note that a comop to search for can be constructed at run-time as
in (`Cmd + Var), where Var is a string variable containing part of the command name. ♦

get_words
get_words  start  num  str    str1  str C S

start An integer stack object.

num A non-negative integer stack object.

str A string stack object.

str1 A string stack object.

Details
Gets an amount (num) of words from a string (str), starting with a word number (start), leaving 
the original string and those words (str1) on the object stack.  start indicates a word number in str.
If start is out of range then no action occurs and str1 will be an empty string.  The first word is 
word number 1.  The words are delimited by the value set by the last activation of 
set_ws_delim.

Related Information
set_ws_delim   ♦
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go_end
go_end  cond C I

cond An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Ends the logically immediate procedure depending on a specified condition (cond).  “Logically 
immediate” means the most recent procedure that is active during the activation of the go_end 
command.  The logically immediate procedure ends if the boolean value of cond is true when 
go_end is activated, otherwise go_end is ignored.  If the boolean value of cond is true, the next
script token that is activated after the activation of a go_end command is the one that would have
been activated if the logically immediate procedure had ended normally.  If the boolean value of 
cond is false, the next script token that is activated after the activation of a go_end command is
the one that would have been activated if the go_end command were absent.  An error event will 
occur if no logically immediate procedure was activated when go_end is activated.  Note that no 
other action occurs when a go_end command is activated; specifically, local dictionaries and 
stack arguments remain on their respective stacks.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the go_end command can be used.

(1) A :- 0; do_loops {`go_end `( `A `> 5 `), A `:= `add2 `A 1} 10;
(2) A :- 0; do_loops {go_end (A > 5); A++;} 10;
(3) A :- 0; B :- {`go_end `( `A `> 5 `)}; do_loops {`B, A `:= `add2 `A 1} 

10; [* Mistaken coding. *]

In example (1), the procedure adds the number 1 to the value of A each time it is activated until 
the value of A is greater than 5, in which case go_end causes the procedure to end but the 
do_loops command continues running causing the procedure to be activated another four times 
without altering the value of A.  The final value of A will be 6.

Example (2) is the same as example (1) but written as ETAC token statements.

Example (3) illustrates a mistake that could be made using go_end..  The code was meant to be 
the same as for example (1), but when B is activated via do_loops, the go_end command merely
ends the logically immediate procedure, which is the first procedure, the one encompassing the 
go_end command itself.  The procedure allocated to B is effectively a no-operation procedure (it 
does not perform any useful action).  Therefore, the final value of A , in this example, will be 10.

Other Information
break   ▪ Iteration Exit Statements   ▪ Procedure Expression   ♦

great
great  arg1  arg2 ···  !0    res O I

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Compares the value of two or more arguments (arg1, arg2, ···), leaving the result (res) on the 
object stack.  arg1, arg2, ··· are not modified unless specified.  The arguments are processed using 
the pair-wise comparison method.  The great operator internally processes two arguments at a 
time as follows (the arguments are represented by arg1 and arg2).
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If arg1 is greater than arg2 in the following cases, the result is true.

If both arguments are numbers (integers or decimals), they are compared together.

If one argument is a number (integer or decimal) and the other is a string, the number is 
converted to a string representation of that number, and the comparison is made on the two 
strings.

If both arguments are strings then a case-sensitive comparison is made on the strings.

If both arguments are unlinked commands then their command names are compared.  The 
comparison is case-sensitive.

If both arguments are unlinked operators then their operator names are compared.  The 
comparison is case-sensitive.

If one argument is a string stack object and the other is an unlinked extrinsic comop then the 
comop is converted to a string stack object and the arguments are compared as strings.  The 
comparison is case-sensitive.

If both arguments are mark stack objects then their mark numbers are compared.

If both arguments are dictionaries then their dictionary names are compared.  The comparison is 
case-sensitive.

If one argument is a string and the other is a dictionary then the string is compared with the 
dictionary name.  The comparison is case-sensitive.

For all other cases, the result is false.

If the final result of the operation is true, then res will have the value –1 (true), otherwise it will
have the value 0 (false).

The great operator is activated by the end_op command or the ‹(› script token.  ‹!0› is the 
mark 0 (zero) stack object pushed onto the object stack by the start_op command or the ‹)› 
script token.

Additional Information
Integer   ▪ Decimal   ▪ String   ▪ Command   ▪ Operator   ▪ Mark   ▪ start_op   ▪ end_op

Related Information
Symbolic Greater-than   ♦

great_eq
great_eq  arg1  arg2 ···  !0    res O I

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Compares the value of two or more arguments (arg1, arg2, ···), leaving the result (res) on the 
object stack.  arg1, arg2, ··· are not modified unless specified.  The arguments are processed using 
the pair-wise comparison method.  The great_eq operator internally processes two arguments at
a time as follows (the arguments are represented by arg1 and arg2).

If arg1 is greater than or equal to arg2 in the following cases, the result is true.
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If both arguments are numbers (integers or decimals), they are compared together.

If one argument is a number (integer or decimal) and the other is a string, the number is converted
to a string representation of that number, and the comparison is made on the two strings.

If both arguments are strings then a case-sensitive comparison is made on the strings.

If both arguments are unlinked commands then their command names are compared.  The 
comparison is case-sensitive.

If both arguments are unlinked operators then their operator names are compared.  The 
comparison is case-sensitive.

If one argument is a string stack object and the other is an unlinked extrinsic comop then the 
comop is converted to a string stack object and the arguments are compared as strings.  The 
comparison is case-sensitive.

If both arguments are mark stack objects then their mark numbers are compared.

If both arguments are dictionaries then their dictionary names are compared.  The comparison is 
case-sensitive.

If one argument is a string stack object and the other is a dictionary then the string value of the 
string stack object is compared with the dictionary name.  The comparison is case-sensitive.

For all other cases, the result is false.

If the final result of the operation is true, then res will have the value –1 (true), otherwise it will
have the value 0 (false).

The great_eq operator is activated by the end_op command or the ‹(› script token.  ‹!0› is the 
mark 0 (zero) stack object pushed onto the object stack by the start_op command or the ‹)› 
script token.

Additional Information
Integer   ▪ Decimal   ▪ String   ▪ Command   ▪ Operator   ▪ Mark   ▪ start_op   ▪ end_op

Related Information
Symbolic Great-or-equal   ♦

gt
gt  arg1  arg2    res C S

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Compares a stack object (arg1) with another stack object (arg2) for a ‘greater than’ inequality.  If 
the value of arg1 is greater than the value of arg2 then the result (res) is true otherwise it is 
false.  This command uses the intrinsic command great to do the comparison, and is equivalent
to the script fragment ‹(arg1 &great arg2)›.  See great   for details of arg1, arg2 and res.

Additional Information
great   ♦
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if_do
if_do  obj  cond C S

obj A stack object.

cond A stack object evaluating to an integer stack object containing a boolean value.

Details
Activates a stack object (obj) conditionally (cond).  This command activates the last stack object 
(cond) which must push an integer stack object onto the object stack.  If the value of that integer 
stack object is not zero then obj gets activated, otherwise it does not.  The command is equivalent
to the script fragment ‹if_then [cond, obj]›.

Additional Information
if_then   ♦

if_else
if_else  obj1  obj2  cond C S

obj1 A stack object.

obj2 A stack object.

cond A stack object evaluating to an integer stack object containing a boolean value.

Details
Activates a stack object (either obj1 or obj2) conditionally (cond).  This command activates the 
last stack object (cond) which must push an integer stack object onto the object stack.  If the 
value of that integer stack object is not zero then obj2 gets activated, otherwise obj1 gets 
activated.  The command is equivalent to the script fragment ‹if_then [cond, obj2, obj1]›.

Additional Information
if_then   ♦

if_then
if_then  seq C I

seq A sequence.

Details
Activates stack objects conditionally depending on the contents of a sequence (seq).  If seq is 
empty or contains only one element, then seq is popped off the object stack and no other action 
occurs.

The following process occurs when the if_then command is activated and seq contains two or 
more elements.  Let ‹a1, b1, a2, b2, ···, an, bn, cn› be the elements of seq, where n ≥ 1 and cn exists 
optionally.  Each of a1, ···, an must push an integer stack object containing a boolean value onto 
the object stack if activated.  The integer stack object is popped off the object stack after being 
inspected by the if_then command.  If that boolean value is zero, it is regarded as ‘false’, 
otherwise it is regarded as ‘true’.  After seq is pulled off the object stack, the if_then command 
activates each ai [i = 1, ···, n] in turn, up to and no further   than the first ai that pushes a stack 
object containing true onto the object stack.  The element bi following that ai is then activated.  If
no ai pushed a stack object containing true onto the object stack, then cn is activated if it exists.  
The preceding processes is depicted in the following flow diagram.
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Flow-diagram Process for ‘if_then’ command

1: Pull seq off the object stack.

2: Set i to 1 (one).

3: Activate ai.

4: Is topmost stack object value true ( 0) ?

5: Pop topmost stack object.

6: Add 1 (one) to i.

7: Is i > n ?

8: cn exists ?

9: Activate cn.

10: Pop topmost stack object.

11: Activate bi.

The elements of seq are typically procedures.  If they are not procedures then they may get 
activated during the construction   of seq before   the activation of the if_then command (as well 
as during) rather than being activated solely by the if_then command.  seq need not be an 
explicit sequence expression; it could be any ETAC text script that constructs or evaluates to a 
sequence.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the if_then command can be used.

(1) if_then [{`( `A `= 5 `)}, `P];
(2) if_then [(A = 5), {X `:= 6}];
(3) if_then [B, {X `:= "hello"}, {X `:= "good bye"}];
(4) if_then [{`( `A `> 6 `)}, {X := "hi"}, {`( `A `= 4 `)}, {X `:= "bye"},

{X `:= ?}];
(5) if_then [A, B, C, D, E, F];
(6) if_then [A, {X `:= 1}, {X `:= 2}];
(7) X := if_then [A, 1, 2];
(8) S := [A, 1, 2]; X := if_then S;
(9) S := [A, {X `:= 1}, {X `:= 2}]; if_then S;
(10) X := if_then [{}, 1, 2] A;

In example (1), the sequence will effectively contain the two elements ‹{(A = 5)}, P› before the
if_then command is activated.  if_then activates the first procedure element of the sequence, 
‹{(A = 5)}›.  If that element pushes a true stack object onto the object stack, then P is 
activated, otherwise no other action occurs.  Note that this example would be written as 
‹if_then [{(A = 5);}, `P];› in ETAC token statements.

In example (2), the first sequence element, ‹(A = 5)›, is activated during the construction of the 
sequence (as it would for any other sequence) but before if_then is activated.  Suppose that ‹(A
= 5)› pushes a true stack object onto the object stack when the sequence is being constructed.  
Then the sequence will effectively contain ‹-1, {X := 6}› before if_then gets activated.  
if_then will still activate the first element, -1 (true), of the effective sequence, resulting in no 
effective action (since the –1 will be pulled then pushed back onto the stack when activated).  
The first element being true, if_then will then activate the second element ‹{X := 6}›.
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Example (3) represents a classical ‘if-else’ statement.  As for example (2), B gets activated before
if_then is activated (B can be put inside a procedure to prevent it from being activated during 
the sequence construction).

Example (4) represents a classical ‘if-elseif-else’ statement.  In this example, no element of the 
sequence is activated during its construction.

In example (5), all elements of the procedure are activated during the sequence construction, and 
the resultant sequence is processed by if_then.  When B, D, and F are activated during sequence
construction, those three activations need to push a stack object onto the object stack to replace 
them so that the resultant sequence will still contain five elements before if_then is activated.

Examples (6), (7), (8), (9), and (10) produce identical results.  Notice that in examples (8) and 
(9), the sequence is constructed separately to the if_then command.  The implication is that 
such a sequence can be constructed conditionally (not shown in these examples), resulting in 
possibly different sequence sizes each time the sequence is constructed (supposing that the code 
exists inside a procedure).  The effect is equivalent to an ‘if’ statement whose physical structure 
can change dynamically.

Some of the examples above are somewhat more complicated than would typically be used in 
practice.  However, it is necessary to show such complex examples to reveal the full nature and 
capability of the if_then command.

Other Information
if_do   ▪ if_else   ▪ Conditional Statement   ♦

ins_str
ins_str  [pad]  [length]  offset  str1  str    str2 C S

pad A string stack object.

length A non-negative integer stack object.

offset An integer stack object.

str A string stack object.

str1 A string stack object.

str2 A string stack object.

Details
Inserts the first w-char amount (length) of contiguous w-char characters of a string (str1) into 
another string (str) beginning at a w-char offset (offset) of that other string.  If length is greater 
than the w-char length of str1 then the extra places at the end of str1 will effectively be filled with
the first character of pad before the insertion.  The first character of pad must be a UCS-2 (BMP 
Unicode scalar value) character.  str1 itself will not be altered.  If length is omitted, it will be 
assumed to be the w-char length of str1.  If pad is omitted it will be assumed to be a single space 
(U+0020).  Note that the substring specified by the first length characters of str1 must be a well-
formed Unicode substring, otherwise an error event will occur.

offset is a zero-based w-char offset into str.  The first character inserted into str will end up being
at w-char offset offset.  The character at offset must represent a Unicode scalar value.  If offset is 
greater than the w-char length of str then the character positions between the end of str and the 
position at offset will be filled with the first character of pad, which must be a UCS-2 character.  
If offset is negative then no modifications will be made to str, and str2 will be the same as str.  
The modified string is str2.

Note that ‹ins_str offset str1 str› has the same effect as ‹put_str offset 0 str1 str› if offset 
is within range of str.
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Examples
The following illustrations show how the ins_str command can be used.  The underlined text 
indicates the characters that have been inserted into the original string ("The Sky").

(1) ins_str 5 4 "blue" "The sky"  "The blue sky"

(2) ins_str "*@#" 6 4 "blue" "The sky"  "The blue**sky"

(3) ins_str "@" 6 10 "blue" "The sky"  "The sky@@@blue@@"

(4) ins_str "@At" 10 "blue" "The sky"  "The sky@@@blue"

(5) ins_str "☺smiley" 2 6 "" "The \#1F34F# sky"  "The \#1F34F#☺☺ sky"

(6) ins_str 10 "blue" "The sky"  "The sky   blue"

(7) ins_str 0 "Oh " "The sky"  "Oh The sky"

Other Information
put_str   ♦

insert
insert  start  seq-proc1  seq-proc    seq-proc2 C S

start A positive integer stack object.

seq-proc1 A sequence or procedure.

seq-proc A sequence or procedure.

seq-proc2 The same sequence or procedure as seq-proc but with possibly modified elements.

Details
Inserts all the elements of a sequence or procedure (seq- proc1) into another sequence or 
procedure (seq- proc) at position start.  start is an index (one-based) into seq- proc.  The first 
element of seq- proc1 will be inserted at index start of seq- proc.  The remaining elements of 
seq- proc1 will be inserted following that first inserted element.  No elements of seq- proc will be 
deleted.  seq- proc2 is seq- proc with the inserted elements.  seq- proc1 and seq- proc need not be of
the same type.  start can be no greater than one plus the size of seq- proc.  Therefore, the elements
of seq- proc1 can be inserted after the last element in seq- proc. ♦

invcos
invcos  dec    dec1 C S

dec A decimal stack object.

dec1 A decimal stack object.

Details
Calculates the inverse cosine function of a number (dec) leaving the result (dec1) on the object 
stack.  dec is between –1.0 and 1.0 inclusively, and has to be within range or an error event will
occur.  dec1 is between 0.0 and  radians inclusively. ♦
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invsin
invsin  dec    dec1 C S

dec A decimal stack object.

dec1 A decimal stack object.

Details
Calculates the inverse sine function of a number (dec) leaving the result (dec1) on the object 
stack.  dec is between –1.0 and 1.0 inclusively, and has to be within range or an error event will
occur.  dec1 is between –/2 and /2 radians inclusively. ♦

invtan
invtan  dec    dec1 C S

dec A decimal stack object.

dec1 A decimal stack object.

Details
Calculates the inverse tangent function of a number (dec) leaving the result (dec1) on the object 
stack.  dec1 is between –/2 and /2 radians inclusively. ♦

is_path
is_path  [type]  path    bool  path C S

type An integer stack object.

path A string stack object.

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Determines whether a file or directory (type) exists at a specified path (path).  The value of path 
depends on type as follows.

type  path

:#FP_PATH_FILE: (default) Path specification for a file.

:#FP_PATH_DIR: Path specification for a directory.

:#FP_PATH_VOL: Path specification for a volume.

If the file, directory, or volume exists at the specified path, then bool will have the value of true,
otherwise it will have the value of false.  path remains on the object stack.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦
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is_type
is_type  type  obj    bool  obj C S

type A positive integer stack object.

obj A stack object.

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Determines whether a stack object (obj) is of a specified type (type).  obj remains on the object 
stack, and if it is of the specified type then bool will be true, otherwise it will be false.  type 
indicates a TAC object type as defined in TAC Object Types  .

Additional Information
TAC Object Types

Other Information
get_type   ♦

kw_args
kw_args  :#KA_CMD_MATCH:  [sep-str]  [flags]  tmpl-seq  src-str    bool  seq
kw_args  :#KA_CMD_SYNTAX:  [sep-str]  tmpl-seq    sntx-str

C S

sep-str A string stack object.

flags An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

tmpl-seq A string sequence.

src-str A string stack object.

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

seq A sequence.

sntx-str A string stack object.

Details
Processes keywords and their arguments (src-str), based on a sequence of template strings (tmpl-
seq), into a sequence tree (seq), or produces a syntax string (sntx-str) given a sequence of 
template strings (tmpl-seq).

sep-str is a string containing three UCS-2 (BMP Unicode scalar value) characters.  The left-most 
character determines the character for separating the parameters in each template string specified 
in tmpl-seq.  The middle character determines the source argument separators in the source string
(src-str).  That character cannot be a whitespace.  The right-most character determines the 
character for separating the options in the returned syntax (sntx-str).  To allow default separators, 
a zero digit character (0) is placed in the appropriate position in sep-str.  For example, the string 
"0#0" indicates that arguments in src-str are separated by a hash character; the other separators 
will be the default ones. The default sep-str is effectively ",,\ ".  (Note that in ETAC, a 
backslash character in a string is represented as two backslashes or a backslash followed by a 
space.)

The following options (which can be combined using the or operator) can be set for flags:

 :!KA_IGNORE_COMMENTS: to ignore comments   in src-str.  Ignored comments   are replaced 
with one space.  Comments   are not   ignored within a pair of double quotes, or double-angle 
quotes if the :!KA_ANGLE_QUOTES: option is also present.

 :!KA_ANGLE_QUOTES: to interpret the text literally in src-str between balanced ‘«’ 
(U+00AB) and ‘»’ (U+00BB) characters (“double-angle quotes”) at the top level (outside of 
string blocks).  The top level balanced double-angle quote characters themselves are ignored. 
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All text between the double-angle quotes, including nested and balanced ‘«’ and ‘»’ 
characters, is interpreted literally, except that ‘«¯’ and ‘»¯’ characters represent ‘«’ and ‘»’, 
respectively, within balanced double-angle quotes.  Note that ‘¯’ is a post-escape macron 
character (U+00AF, Alt+0175).  Double-angle quote characters are not interpreted as being 
special if this option is omitted.

 :!KA_SKIP_KW_BLOCKS: to interpret string block text literally in src-str.  This option is 
required for the correct functioning of keyword blocks, and is always set internally and cannot
be removed.

No defaults (apart from :!KA_SKIP_KW_BLOCKS:) apply to flags if omitted.

tmpl-seq is a sequence of strings each of which is a template specification.  The first sequence 
element specifies the main group of template blocks; each other element specifies a keyword 
block.

Important Note

If any element of tmpl-seq does not have a valid syntax, the consequence is unpredictable.  
kw_args does not cater for elements with an invalid syntax.

src-str is the source string, consisting of keywords and their arguments, to be parsed.

bool indicates whether src-str has matched the templates in tmpl-seq.  If bool is true, the match 
was successful, and the parsed src-str will be contained in the returned output tree (seq).  If bool 
is false, the match failed, and seq will contain a sequence of strings describing the reasons for 
the failure.

For the first syntax  , seq is the output tree containing nested sequences for each matched block 
corresponding to a template in tmpl-seq.  Each matched and parsed block consists of a sequence 
containing one or more subsequences.  Each subsequence contains string elements.  The first 
element is the matched keyword, and the subsequent elements are the matched arguments or a 
matched and parsed block.

For the second syntax  , sntx-str will contain a string showing the user-friendly syntax based on 
tmpl-seq.

See Appendix A: Keyword-arguments Specifications   for full information of the keyword-
argument system.

Examples
The following is an example showing the contents of the arguments for this command.  The main 
template (first element) in KWTemplate includes three keyword blocks: KW1 (second element), 
KW2 (third element), and KW3 (fourth element).  The blocks corresponding to KW1 are highlighted. 
OutSeq will contain the parsed input string, InStr, after kw_args is activated.

KWTemplate := ["{//Keyword1=(#arg1,#arg2)}
{//Keyword2=(#KW1:[*],#KW2:[*])}
{/KW3:(#[*],?)}", 
"KW1: [{KW1}{//KW1KW=(#,#)}]",
"KW2: [{KW2}{//KW2KW=(#,#)}]",
"KW3: [{//Keyword3KW=(#,#)}]"];

InStr := "Keyword1=Argument1, Argument2 Keyword2=KW1:[KW1KW=KW1a1, 
KW1a2], KW2:[KW2KW=KW2a1, KW2a2] KW3:[Keyword3KW=Keyword3KWa1, 
Keyword3KWa2], [Keyword3KW=Keyword3KWb1, Keyword3KWb2]";

OutSeq := Rtn := kw_args :#KA_CMD_MATCH: KWTemplate InStr;
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OutSeq will contain:

[[‹Keyword1=›, ‹Argument1›, ‹Argument2›], [‹Keyword2=›, [[‹KW1›], [‹KW1KW=›,
‹KW1a1›, ‹KW1a2›]], [[‹KW2›], [‹KW2KW=›, ‹KW2a1›, ‹KW2a2›]]], [‹KW3:›, 
[[‹Keyword3KW=›, ‹Keyword3KWa1›, ‹Keyword3KWa2›]], [[‹Keyword3KW=›, 
‹Keyword3KWb1›, ‹Keyword3KWb2›]]]]

The value of sntx-str returned from ‹kw_args :#KA_CMD_SYNTAX:  KWTemplate› is:

<Keyword1= arg1, arg2> <Keyword2= KW1:[*], KW2:[*]> [KW3: [*], ...]
KW1: [{KW1}] <KW1KW= arg, arg>
KW2: [{KW2}] <KW2KW= arg, arg>
KW3: <Keyword3KW= arg, arg>

In the following example,

OutSeq := void kw_args :#KA_CMD_MATCH: :!KA_ANGLE_QUOTES: ["{/ARG=(#)}"] 
'ARG=«"abc«def»ghi"jkl»\mnop\"»'

OutSeq will contain:

[[‹ARG=›, ‹"abc«def»ghi"jklmnop"»›]]

In the source string, ‹ARG=«"abc«def»ghi"jkl»\mnop\"»›, of the example above, the outer 
balanced double-angle quote characters (highlighted) are ignored, and the text in-between those 
characters is taken literally (special characters do not take effect).  The text outside the outer 
double-angle quotes is processed as usual.

In the following example,

OutSeq := void kw_args :#KA_CMD_MATCH: :!KA_ANGLE_QUOTES: ["{/ARG=(#)}"] 
'ARG=a\«b«c«¯d»e\f«g\h»i«¯j'

OutSeq will contain:

[[‹ARG=›, ‹a«bc«defg\hi«¯j›]]

In the source string ‹ARG=a\«b«c«¯d»e\f«g\h»i«¯j› of the example above, the two lots of 
outer balanced double-angle quote characters (highlighted) are ignored, and the text in-between 
those characters is taken literally (special characters do not take effect other than post-escape 
double-angle quotes).  The text outside the outer double-angle quotes is processed as usual.  Note 
that the leftmost double-angle quote is preceded by a backslash, therefore the quote is taken 
literally and not included as part of the outer balanced double-angle quote characters.  Also note 
that the leftmost post-escape double-angle opening character, ‘«¯’, is interpreted as a single 
double-angle quote opening character, ‘«’, and also not included as part of the outer balanced 
double-angle quote characters.  The rightmost post-escape double-angle opening character is 
outside outer balanced double-angle quote characters, and is therefore interpreted literally.  Post-
escape double-angle quote characters are required only if the desired double-angle quote 
characters are not balanced.

Additional Information
Appendix A: Keyword-arguments Specifications   ♦
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le
le  arg1  arg2    res C S

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Compares a stack object (arg1) with another stack object (arg2) for a ‘less than or equal’ 
inequality.  If the value of arg1 is less than or equal to the value of arg2 then the result (res) is 
true otherwise it is false.  This command uses the intrinsic command less_eq to do the 
comparison, and is equivalent to the script fragment ‹(arg1 &less_eq arg2)›.  See less_eq   for 
details of arg1, arg2 and res.

Additional Information
less_eq   ♦

less
less  arg1  arg2 ···  !0    res O I

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Compares the value of two or more arguments (arg1, arg2, ···), leaving the result (res) on the 
object stack.  arg1, arg2, ··· are not modified unless specified.  The arguments are processed using 
the pair-wise comparison method.  The less operator internally processes two arguments at a 
time as follows (the arguments are represented by arg1 and arg2).

If arg1 is less than arg2 in the following cases, the result is true.

If both arguments are numbers (integers or decimals), they are compared together.

If one argument is a number (integer or decimal) and the other is a string, the number is converted
to a string representation of that number, and the comparison is made on the two strings.

If both arguments are strings then a case-sensitive comparison is made on the strings.

If both arguments are unlinked commands then their command names are compared.  The 
comparison is case-sensitive.

If both arguments are unlinked operators then their operator names are compared.  The 
comparison is case-sensitive.

If one argument is a string stack object and the other is an unlinked extrinsic comop then the 
comop is converted to a string stack object and the arguments are compared as strings.  The 
comparison is case-sensitive.

If both arguments are mark stack objects then their mark numbers are compared.

If both arguments are dictionaries then their dictionary names are compared.  The comparison is 
case-sensitive.

If one argument is a string stack object and the other is a dictionary then the string value of the 
string stack object is compared with the dictionary name.  The comparison is case-sensitive.
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For all other cases, the result is false.

If the final result of the operation is true, then res will have the value –1 (true), otherwise it will
have the value 0 (false).

The less operator is activated by the end_op command or the ‹(› script token.  ‹!0› is the mark 
0 (zero) stack object pushed onto the object stack by the start_op command or the ‹)› script 
token.

Additional Information
Integer   ▪ Decimal   ▪ String   ▪ Command   ▪ Operator   ▪ Mark   ▪ start_op   ▪ end_op

Related Information
Symbolic Less-than   ♦

less_eq
less_eq  arg1  arg2 ···  !0    res O I

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Compares the value of two or more arguments (arg1, arg2, ···), leaving the result (res) on the 
object stack.  arg1, arg2, ··· are not modified unless specified.  The arguments are processed using 
the pair-wise comparison method.  The less_eq operator internally processes two arguments at 
a time as follows (the arguments are represented by arg1 and arg2).

If arg1 is less than or equal to arg2 in the following cases, the result is true.

If both arguments are numbers (integers or decimals), they are compared together.

If one argument is a number (integer or decimal) and the other is a string, the number is converted
to a string representation of that number, and the comparison is made on the two strings.

If both arguments are strings then a case-sensitive comparison is made on the strings.

If both arguments are unlinked commands then their command names are compared.  The 
comparison is case-sensitive.

If both arguments are unlinked operators then their operator names are compared.  The 
comparison is case-sensitive.

If one argument is a string stack object and the other is an unlinked extrinsic comop then the 
comop is converted to a string stack object and the arguments are compared as strings.  The 
comparison is case-sensitive.

If both arguments are mark stack objects then their mark numbers are compared.

If both arguments are dictionaries then their dictionary names are compared.  The comparison is 
case-sensitive.

If one argument is a string and the other is a dictionary then the string is compared with the 
dictionary name.  The comparison is case-sensitive.

For all other cases, the result is false.
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If the final result of the operation is true, then res will have the value –1 (true), otherwise it will
have the value 0 (false).

The less_eq operator is activated by the end_op command or the ‹(› script token.  ‹!0› is the 
mark 0 (zero) stack object pushed onto the object stack by the start_op command or the ‹)› 
script token.

Additional Information
Integer   ▪ Decimal   ▪ String   ▪ Command   ▪ Operator   ▪ Mark   ▪ start_op   ▪ end_op

Related Information
Symbolic Less-or-equal   ♦

link
link  num  obj1 ··· objn    obj1 ··· objn C S

num A non-negative integer stack object.

obj1 The first stack object on the current TAC stack.

objn The last stack object on the current TAC stack.

Details
Links a number (num) of topmost stack objects (obj1 ··· objn) on the current TAC stack into the 
dictionaries on the dictionary stack.  If one of the stack objects to be linked is not linkable then 
an error event, BAD_OBJ_TYPE, occurs.  The following stack objects are linkable: sequence, 
procedure, command stack object, operator stack object, and dictionary.  Already linked 
command or operator stack objects, or intrinsic commands or intrinsic operators, cannot be 
linked but they do not cause an error event, so they can be among the linkable stack objects.

If any of obji (i = 1 to n) is a sequence or procedure, then only its linkable elements are linked; if 
any of obji (i = 1 to n) is a dictionary, then only the dictionary item’s linkable stack objects are 
linked.  In both cases, other elements are ignored, and do not cause a BAD_OBJ_TYPE error event.
Therefore, ultimately, only extrinsic commands and extrinsic operators are linked.  Note that the 
body of an ETAC function is a procedure.

Additional Information
Linking Into Dictionaries

Related Information
unlink   ♦

ln
ln  num    dec C S

num A positive decimal stack object.

dec A decimal stack object.

Details
Calculates the natural logarithm (base e) of a number (num) leaving the result (dec) on the object 
stack.  num has to be within range or an error event will occur. ♦
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load_lib
load_lib  class-lst  lib-path    lib-id  name-seq  exe-seq  ord-seq C S

class-lst A string stack object.

lib-path A string stack object.

lib-id An integer stack object.

name-seq A string sequence.

exe-seq A sequence of EXE stack objects.

ord-seq A sequence of positive integer stack objects.

Details
Loads an external TAC library (TAC custom comop DLL library), and returns the means by 
which the requested functions within the external TAC library can be executed.  The external 
TAC library contains C++ implementations of custom comops as functions.  Each comop 
corresponds to a unique positive ordinal number within that external TAC library.  The comop 
number for a custom comop consists of a combination of the ordinal number for that comop and 
lib-id.  A maximum of 127 external TAC libraries can be open at any one moment.  The designer 
of the external TAC library can classify the comops into class names if desired.  The caller of this
command can choose any number of those class names by which to load the desired comops from 
the library.  The class names and the comops defined by them are published by the library 
provider.

class-lst is a space-separated string of the class names indicating which comops to load.  The 
union of all the comops under each specified class will be loaded.  If class-lst is a blank string 
then all comops in the library are loaded.

lib-path is a string containing the path and name of the DLL (external TAC library) to load.  
Backslashes must be used for path separators not forward slashes.  If lib-path does not specify a 
directory, the standard Windows® search order for finding DLLs will be used.  That search order 
(for Windows® XP) is:

1. The directory from which the application was loaded.

2. The current directory.

3. The system directory.

4. The 16-bit system directory.

5. The Windows directory.

6. The directories that are listed in the PATH environment variable.

lib-id is a positive integer identifying the loaded external TAC library, or -1 if the external TAC 
library was unable to be loaded.  If the external TAC library was already loaded, lib-id will be 0. 
If the maximum number of external TAC libraries are already loaded, lib-id will be –2.  If the 
external TAC library is of a later version and is also incompatible with the current version of 
ETAC, lib-id will be –3 (in this case, the current version of ETAC needs to be updated to the 
latest version to use the external TAC library).  In the case that lib-id is not a positive number, do
not execute the corresponding unload_lib.  In the case that lib-id is a non-negative number, 
name-seq, exe-seq, and ord-seq will contain valid data, otherwise they will be empty sequences.  
lib-id is unique among all external TAC libraries that are currently loaded, but not   unique for the 
same external TAC library each time that library is loaded (ie: if the same external TAC library is
loaded and unloaded, the next time it is loaded again it may   get a different lib-id than the other 
times it was loaded).

name-seq is a sequence of the names of the comops loaded from the external TAC library.  These 
names can be used as base names by which the loaded comops are activated.

exe-seq is sequence corresponding to name-seq.  exe-seq consists of EXE stack objects used for 
activating the comops.  Typically, an element from exe-seq is allocated to the corresponding name
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from name-seq by the caller.  That name can then be used as a comop to activate the 
corresponding external TAC library comop function.  The EXE stack objects are not deferred, 
meaning that if they are activated they will execute their custom code, rather than be pushed onto 
the object stack.  The EXE stack objects become permanently invalid once the external TAC 
library is unloaded, even if the same external TAC library is loaded again.  The consequence of 
using an invalid EXE stack object is undefined.

ord-seq is a sequence corresponding to name-seq and exe-seq.  ord-seq consists of the  ordinal 
numbers of the ETL functions corresponding to the elements of name-seq.

If the file specified by lib-path is a DLL but not an external TAC library, then an error event will 
occur.

If this command returns a positive lib-id, then unload_lib must be executed with that same lib-
id before the main ETAC session terminates.  The lib-id of an unloaded external TAC library is 
immediately invalid and must not be used.  However, a later execution of load_lib for the same 
or a different external TAC library may possibly return the same lib-id as that of an unloaded 
external TAC library.

Note that @ImportLib is typically used instead of load_lib.  @ImportLib requires only one 
string argument and returns a data object which allows easier handling of custom comops.

Examples
The following is an example showing a simple use of load_lib and unload_lib.  No error 
checking is done in this example.

1: pop ExeSeq := NameSeq := LibId := load_lib "FileIO Strings" 
'C:\ETAC\ExternTACLib.dll';

2: FSIdx := get_pos "FindStr" NameSeq;

3: FindString :- get_elm FSIdx ExeSeq;

4: StrPos := FindString "my" "Hello my string";

5: unload_lib LibId;

Line 1 loads the external TAC library ExternTACLib.dll from the system disk.  Custom 
comops of classes FileIO and Strings are loaded from that library.  The ordinal numbers 
returned by load_lib are not needed.

Line 2 determines the index (FSIdx) of the desired custom comop FindStr within the NameSeq 
sequence.

Line 3 allocates the EXE stack object corresponding to FindStr from the appropriate position 
within ExeSeq.  The command name for the custom comop FindStr is now FindString.

Line 4 activates the desired custom comop (FindString) located in ExternTACLib.dll (in this
example, FindString requires two string arguments).

Line 5 unloads ExternTACLib.dll.

The same example above written as ETAC text script using @ImportLib is as follows.

MyLib := @ImportLib 'FileIO Strings <- C:\ETAC\ExternTACLib.dll';
StrPos := MyLib.FindStr("my" "Hello my string");
MyLib.@Release();

Additional Information
Execute Custom   (EXE)
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Related Information
unload_lib

Other Information
@ImportLib   ♦

log
log  num    dec C S

num A positive decimal stack object.

dec A decimal stack object.

Details
Calculates the natural logarithm (base 10) of a number (num) leaving the result (dec) on the 
object stack.  num has to be within range or an error event will occur. ♦

low_str
low_str  str    str1 C S

str A string stack object.

str1 A string stack object.

Details
Converts the characters in a string (str) to lower case, leaving the converted string on the object 
stack (str1).  Supplementary characters (those above U+FFFF) are not converted. ♦

lt
lt  arg1  arg2    res C S

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Compares a stack object (arg1) with another stack object (arg2) for a ‘less than’ inequality.  If the 
value of arg1 is less than the value of arg2 then the result (res) is true otherwise it is false.  
This command uses the intrinsic command less to do the comparison, and is equivalent to the 
script fragment ‹(arg1 &less arg2)›.  See less   for details of arg1, arg2 and res.

Additional Information
less   ♦
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map_seq
map_seq  proc-cmd  seq-proc    seq-proc1 C S

proc-cmd A procedure, or a command stack object.

seq-proc A sequence or procedure.

seq-proc1 A sequence or procedure.

Details
Activates a procedure or command stack object (proc- cmd) with each element of a sequence or 
procedure (seq- proc) to produce a new sequence or procedure (seq- proc1).  This command 
pushes the current element of seq- proc onto the object stack.  proc- cmd takes that current 
element and may leave none, one, or more stack objects on the object stack.  Those stack objects 
will be appended to seq- proc1 just before map_seq completes.  seq- proc is unmodified by this 
command.  This command uses a mark 1 stack object. ♦

map_seq2
map_seq2  proc-cmd  seq-proc    seq-proc1 C S

proc-cmd A procedure, or a command stack object.

seq-proc A sequence or procedure.

seq-proc1 A sequence or procedure.

Details
Activates a procedure or command stack object (proc- cmd) with each pair of elements of a 
sequence or procedure (seq- proc) to produce a new sequence or procedure (seq- proc1).  This 
command pushes the current pair of elements of seq- proc onto the object stack.  proc- cmd takes 
those two elements and may leave none, one, or more stack objects on the object stack.  Those 
stack objects will be appended to seq- proc1 just before map_seq2 completes.  For each pair of 
elements of seq- proc, the second (even numbered) element is put onto the object stack first then 
the first (odd numbered) element is put at the top of the object stack.  There must be an even 
number of elements in seq- proc.  The first stack object that map_seq2 puts on the object stack 
before any iteration is the mark 1 stack object, which is automatically removed before completion
of map_seq2.  If seq- proc leaves any stack objects on the object stack, including the two original
elements, then those stack objects should be reversed so that the highest indexed stack object 
ends up on the top of the object stack.  proc- cmd will create seq- proc1 with the first element 
being the one above the mark 1 stack object and the last element being the top object stack 
element.  seq- proc is unmodified by this command.  This command uses a mark 1 stack object.

Examples
The following illustration shows how to append each second element of a sequence to the 
previous element with a hyphen between.  The appended elements will exist in a new sequence.

OrigSeq :- ["hello", 78, "look", 3, "goodbye", 10];
NewSeq :- map_seq2 {"-", `swap, `add2, `add2} OrigSeq;

NewSeq will contain the following (OrigSeq will remain unchanged).

["hello-78", "look-3", "goodbye-10"]

The following illustration shows how create a new sequence where the first element of each pair 
of elements of the original sequence is absent.  
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OrigSeq :- ["hello", 78, "look", 3, "goodbye", 10];
NewSeq :- map_seq2 `pop OrigSeq;

NewSeq will contain the following (OrigSeq will remain unchanged).

[78, 3, 10]

Other Information
map_seq   ♦

match_str
match_str  [mode]  pat   [cust-pats]  str   bool C S

mode A non-negative integer stack object.

pat A string stack object.

cust-pats A string sequence.

str A string stack object.

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Determines whether a string (str) contains a substring as specified in a pattern (pat).  If it does 
then bool is true, otherwise it is false.

mode indicates where the match is done within str.  If mode is 0 then the substring can be 
anywhere within str.  If mode is 1 then the substring can start only at the beginning (offset 0) of 
str.  If mode is 2 then the substring is the whole of str (the pattern must match the whole of str).  
If mode is omitted, it will be assumed to be 0.

pat contains a pattern to match against string.

cust-pats is an optional sequence containing custom patterns identified by the ‹<pr>› patterns in 
pat (and cust-pats).  The first pattern in cust-pats is custom pattern number 0 (ie: pattern for 
<p0>); the next pattern in cust-pats is pattern number 1 (ie: pattern for <p1>), and so on.

str is the string to be matched.

The syntax for pat and cust-pats is identical to the one described for Pattern String Specifications  ,
except that ‹<n … >› blocks are ignored by this command.

Additional Information
Pattern String Specifications

Other Information
parse_str   ♦
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max
max  obj1  obj2    obj3 C S

obj1 A stack object.

obj2 A stack object.

obj3 A stack object.

Details
Determines the maximum of the value of a stack object (obj1) and the value of another (obj2) 
leaving the result (obj3) on the object stack.  obj3 is a copy of the stack object having the 
maximum value.  This command uses the intrinsic operator great, and the calculation for the 
maximum value is equivalent to the following script fragment: if ‹(obj1 &great obj2)› is true, 
then obj3 is a copy of obj1, otherwise obj3 is a copy of obj2.

Additional Information
great   ♦

max_seq
max_seq  seq    res | ? C S

seq A sequence.

res A stack object.

Details
Calculates the maximum value (res) of the elements in a sequence (seq).  seq can include integer, 
decimal, and string stack objects in any mixture, as well as other comparable stack objects.  If seq
is empty, a null stack object (?) is pushed onto the object stack.  This command uses the 
equivalent of the command max to determine the maximum value.  res will be a copy of the 
maximum element of seq.

Additional Information
max   ♦

mem_to_str
mem_to_str  mem    str C S

mem A memory stack object.

str A string stack object.

Details
Converts the contents of a memory stack object (mem) to a string stack object (str).  mem contains
a UTF or Windows-1252 string.  The string in mem must occupy the whole of the usable data in 
the memory stack object without containing a string terminator character (U+0000), otherwise the
consequence is undefined.

If necessary, an internal copy of the contents of mem is converted via the equivalent of 
‹cvt_data_to :#MO_NATIVE:› then returned as the string stack object, str.  If the conversion 
could not be made, an error event will occur.  The contents of mem is not modified.

Additional Information
cvt_data_to   ♦
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min
min  obj1  obj2    obj3 C S

obj1 A stack object.

obj2 A stack object.

obj3 A stack object.

Details
Determines the minimum of the value of a stack object (obj1) and the value of another (obj2) 
leaving the result (obj3) on the object stack.  obj3 is a copy of the stack object having the 
minimum value.  This command uses the intrinsic operator less, and the calculation for the 
minimum value is equivalent to the following script fragment: if ‹(obj1 &less obj2)› is true, 
then obj3 is a copy of obj1, otherwise obj3 is a copy of obj2.

Additional Information
less   ♦

min_seq
min_seq  seq    res | ? C S

seq A sequence.

res A stack object.

Details
Calculates the minimum value (res) of the elements in a sequence (seq).  seq can include integer, 
decimal, and string stack objects in any mixture, as well as other comparable stack objects.  If seq
is empty, a null stack object (?) is pushed onto the object stack.  This command uses the 
equivalent of the command min to determine the minimum value.  res will be a copy of the 
minimum element of seq.

Additional Information
min   ♦

mk_op
mk_op  proc-cmd    proc C S

proc-cmd A procedure, or a command stack object.

proc A procedure.

Details
Converts a procedure or a command stack object (proc- cmd) to a new procedure so that it can be 
used as an operator (proc) within an operator expression.  proc- cmd itself is not modified but 
proc incorporates proc- cmd.  proc-cmd must be defined to take two stack object arguments from 
the object stack, and return a stack object result onto the object stack.  The operator expression’s 
argument stack objects are processed by proc-cmd (via proc) one-at-a-time; each argument is 
processed together with the result of the previous processing.  The number of times that proc-cmd
is activated via proc is the number of arguments in the operator expression minus one.  proc will 
automatically remove the mark 0 stack object pushed onto the object stack by the operator 
expression.

When the operator expression containing proc is activated, proc- cmd pulls the two topmost stack
objects from the object stack, and performs an operation on those two stack objects, returning the 
result of that operation (a stack object) onto the object stack.  The type of the returned stack 
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object must be such that the stack object together with each one of the operator expression’s 
arguments constitute valid arguments for proc-cmd.

For example, after ‹MyAdd :- mk_op {add2;};› is activated, MyAdd will be a procedure 
acting as an operator that can be used, for example, as ‹(3 9 &MyAdd "no" 5)›.  First, 
proc- cmd (via proc) will process the topmost two arguments, 3 and 9, leaving the result (12) on 
the object stack.  Then proc-cmd (again via proc) will process that result and "no", leaving the 
result ("12no") on the object stack.  Finally, the process repeats with that result and 5, leaving 
the result ("12no5") on the object stack.

Additional Information
Operator Expression   ♦

mk_proc
mk_proc  num  objn ··· obj1    proc C S

num A non-negative integer stack object.

obj1 The first stack object.

objn The last stack object.

proc A procedure.

Details
Creates a procedure (proc) out of the topmost number (num) of stack objects.  obj1 to objn are the 
stack objects that will be in the procedure with obj1 being the first element and objn (the numth 
stack object) the last element. ♦

mk_seq
mk_seq  num  objn ··· obj1    seq C S

num A non-negative integer stack object.

obj1 The first stack object.

objn The last stack object.

seq A sequence.

Details
Creates a sequence (seq) out of the topmost number (num) of stack objects.  obj1 to objn are the 
stack objects that will be in the sequence with obj1 being the first element and objn (the numth 
stack object) the last element. ♦

mod
mod  num1  num2    num3 C S

num1 An integer stack object.

num2 A non-zero integer stack object.

num3 An integer stack object.

Details
Calculates an integer (num1) modulo another non-zero integer (num2) leaving the integer result 
(num3) on the object stack.  This command uses modulo (clock) arithmetic where the counting 
numbers are an infinite repetition of the numbers from zero up to num2 – 1 (inclusive).  If num1 is 
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positive, the result is num1 places forward from zero; if num1 is negative, the result is num1 
(without the negation sign) places backwards from zero.  The sign of num3 is the same as the sign 
of num2.

Note that the mod command does not necessarily produce the remainder of an integer division for 
negative numbers.  To obtain the remainder of one number divided by another, use the remd 
command.

Examples
The following examples show how the mod command operates.

(1) mod 3 5;  3

(2) mod 8 5;  3

(3) mod 8 -5;  -3

(4) mod -1 5;  4

(5) mod -1 -5;  -4

Other Information
remd   ♦

msg_box
msg_box  msg  title  flags    rtn C S

msg A string stack object.

title A string stack object.

flags An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

rtn An integer stack object.

Details
Displays a message (msg) and a title (title).  The message is shown in a message box with the 
message msg, and if title is not an empty string, displays title in the title bar of the message box 
(after the application name).

flags is an integer containing any combination (using the or operator) of the flags specified in 
the following table.

flags  Meaning

:!MB_OK:
The message box contains one pushbutton: ‘OK’.  This is the default.

:!MB_OKCANCEL:
The message box contains two pushbuttons: ‘OK’ and ‘Cancel’.

:!MB_ABORTRETRYIGNORE:
The message box contains three pushbuttons: ‘Abort’, ‘Retry’, and ‘Ignore’.

:!MB_YESNOCANCEL:
The message box contains three pushbuttons: ‘Yes’, ‘No’, and ‘Cancel’.

:!MB_YESNO:
The message box contains two pushbuttons: ‘Yes’ and ‘No’.

:!MB_RETRYCANCEL:
The message box contains two pushbuttons: ‘Retry’ and ‘Cancel’.
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:!MB_APPLMODAL:
The user must respond to the message box before continuing work in the current window.
However, the user can move to the windows of other applications and work in those 
windows.  This is the default if neither :!MB_SYSTEMMODAL: nor :!MB_TASKMODAL: is 
specified.

:!MB_SYSTEMMODAL:
All applications are suspended until the user responds to the message box.  System-modal
message boxes are used to notify the user of serious, potentially damaging errors that 
require immediate attention and should be used sparingly.

:!MB_TASKMODAL:
Similar to :!MB_APPLMODAL: except that all the top-level windows belonging to the 
current thread are disabled.

:!MB_ICONERROR:
A stop-sign icon appears in the message box.

:!MB_ICONQUESTION:
A question-mark icon appears in the message box.

:!MB_ICONWARNING:
An exclamation-mark icon appears in the message box.

:!MB_ICONINFORMATION:
An icon consisting of an “i” in a circle appears in the message box.

:!MB_DEFBUTTON1:
The first button is the default.  Note that the first button is always the default unless 
:!MB_DEFBUTTON2: or :!MB_DEFBUTTON3: is specified.

:!MB_DEFBUTTON2:
The second button is the default.

:!MB_DEFBUTTON3:
The third button is the default.

:!MB_TOPMOST:
The message box stays at the top of all other non-topmost windows.  This flag is 
automatically set.

:!MB_RIGHT:
The text is right-justified.

rtn contains one of the following values.

rtn  Meaning

:#IDOK: ‘OK’ button was selected.

:#IDCANCEL: ‘Cancel’ button was selected.

:#IDABORT: ‘Abort’ button was selected.

:#IDRETRY: ‘Retry’ button was selected.

:#IDIGNORE: ‘Ignore’ button was selected.

:#IDYES: ‘Yes’ button was selected.

:#IDNO: ‘No’ button was selected.

♦
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mult
mult  arg1  arg2 ···  !0    res O I

arg1 An integer or decimal stack object.

arg2 An integer or decimal stack object.

res An integer or decimal stack object.

Details
Mathematically multiplies the value of two or more arguments (arg1, arg2, ···), leaving the result 
(res) on the object stack.  arg1, arg2, ··· are not modified unless specified.  The arguments are 
processed using the pair-wise arithmetical method.  The mult operator internally processes two 
arguments at a time as follows (the arguments are represented by arg1 and arg2).

arg1 is multiplied by arg2, leaving the product as the result in res.  If both arguments are integers,
the result is an integer, otherwise it is a decimal.

The mult operator is activated by the end_op command or the ‹(› script token.  ‹!0› is the mark 
0 (zero) stack object pushed onto the object stack by the start_op command or the ‹)› script 
token.

Additional Information
Integer   ▪ Decimal   ▪ start_op   ▪ end_op

Related Information
Symbolic Multiplication   ♦

mult2
mult2  arg1  arg2    res C S

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res A stack object as specified in Details.

Details
Multiplies two objects (arg1 and arg2) leaving the result (res) on the object stack.  This command 
uses the intrinsic operator mult, and is equivalent to the script fragment ‹(arg1 &mult arg2)›.  
See mult   for details of arg1, arg2 and res.

Additional Information
mult   ♦

n_equal
n_equal  arg1  arg2 ···  !0    res O I

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Compares the value of two or more arguments (arg1, arg2, ···) for non-equality, leaving the result 
(res) on the object stack.  arg1, arg2, ··· are not modified unless specified.  The n_equal operator
internally executes the equal operator with the arguments, then logically negates the result, 
leaving the final result in res.
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The n_equal operator is activated by the end_op command or the ‹(› script token.  ‹!0› is the 
mark 0 (zero) stack object pushed onto the object stack by the start_op command or the ‹)› 
script token.

Additional Information
equal   ▪ start_op   ▪ end_op

Related Information
Symbolic Not-equal   ♦

neg
neg  num1    num2 C I

num1 An integer or decimal stack object.

num2 Same stack object type as num1.

Details
Negates the value of num1, leaving the result as num2.  num2 has the same stack object type as 
num1. ♦

neq
neq  arg1  arg2    res C S

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Compares a stack object (arg1) with another stack object (arg2) for non-equality.  If the values of 
the two stack objects are not equal then the result (res) is true otherwise it is false.  This 
command uses the intrinsic command n_equal to do the comparison, and is equivalent to the 
script fragment ‹(arg1 &n_equal arg2)›.  See n_equal   for details of arg1, arg2 and res.

Additional Information
n_equal   ♦

new_dict
new_dict  name  size C I

name A string stack object.

size A positive integer stack object.

Details
Creates a new empty dictionary with the specified name (name) at the top of the dictionary stack 
with a capacity to contain a specified number (size) of dictionary items.  name can be an empty 
string.  size is interpreted as a positive integer.  If it is zero then the dictionary is created with a 
capacity to contain a nominal number of dictionary items.  The number of dictionary items in the 
dictionary is not limited to the initial capacity.  Any number of additional dictionary items can be
added to the dictionary at any time.  However, resources are utilised optimally if the number of 
dictionary items is equal to the original capacity.
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Other Information
Symbolic Dictionary Item Allocation   ▪ Symbolic Dictionary Item Assignment   ♦

new_dict_item
new_dict_item  str  obj C I

str A string stack object.

obj A stack object.

Details
Creates a new dictionary item and assigns a stack object (obj) to it.  The new dictionary item is 
created above the top dictionary item (if it exists) in the topmost dictionary on the dictionary 
stack.  The value of str will be the dictionary keyword of the new dictionary item, and obj will be 
the associated stack object.

Related Information
Symbolic Dictionary Item Allocation   ♦

nop
nop C S

Details
This is a dummy command (no operation).  No action occurs when nop is activated. ♦

not
not  arg1    arg2 C I

arg1 An integer stack object containing a boolean value.

arg2 An integer stack object containing a boolean value.

Details
Does a binary ‘NOT’ operation on an argument (arg).  The following operation is performed on 
each binary flag of arg.  If the flag is set then not clears it; if the flag is clear then not sets it.  
The result (arg2) is the modified arg1. ♦

num_to_str
num_to_str  num    str C S

num An integer or decimal stack object.

str A string stack object.

Details
Converts an integer or decimal (num) to its equivalent text representation (str). ♦
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num_words
num_words  str    num  str C S

str A string stack object.

num A non-negative integer stack object.

Details
Determines the number of words (num) in a string (str) leaving the string on the object stack.  The
words are delimited by the value set by the last activation of set_ws_delim.

Related Information
set_ws_delim   ♦

obj_stack
obj_stack C S

Details
Sets the current TAC stack to the object stack.  This affects all commands and operators that use 
the current stack. ♦

op2
op2  op  obj1  obj2 C S

op An operator stack object.

obj1 A stack object.

obj2 A stack object.

Details
Executes an operator (op) on two stack objects (obj1 and obj2).  The two stack objects have to be 
compatible with the operator.  op usually leaves a result on the object stack.  This command is 
equivalent to the script fragment ‹(obj1 &op obj2)›.

Example
The following illustration shows how the op2 command can be used.

op2 `&add 2 3;  5  [* equivalent to: (2 &add 3); *]
♦

or
or  arg1  arg2 ···  !0    res O I

arg1 An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

arg2 An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

res An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

Details
Does a binary ‘OR’ operation on two or more arguments (arg1, arg2, ···), leaving the result (res) 
on the object stack.  arg1, arg2, ··· are not modified unless specified.  The arguments are processed
using the pair-wise arithmetical method.  The or operator internally processes two arguments at 
a time as follows (the arguments are represented by arg1 and arg2).
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If either one or both of the corresponding binary flags in arg1 and arg2 are set, the corresponding 
binary flag in the result is set.  Otherwise, the corresponding binary flag in the result is unset.

The or operator is activated by the end_op command or the ‹(› script token.  ‹!0› is the mark 0 
(zero) stack object pushed onto the object stack by the start_op command or the ‹)› script 
token.

Additional Information
Integer   ▪ start_op   ▪ end_op   ♦

or2
or2  arg1  arg2    res C S

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res A stack object as specified in Details.

Details
Does a binary ‘OR’ operation on two stack objects (arg1 and arg2) leaving the result (res) on the 
object stack.  This command uses the intrinsic operator or, and is equivalent to the script 
fragment ‹(arg1 &or arg2)›.  See or   for details of arg1, arg2 and res.

Additional Information
or   ♦

parse_str
parse_str  pat   [cust-pats]  str    seq C S

pat A string stack object.

cust-pats A string sequence.

str A string stack object.

seq A sequence.

Details
Parses a string (str) according to a pattern (pat) producing a sequence of w-char offsets and 
lengths (seq) corresponding to substrings of the string.

pat is a string and contains a pattern which is matched against the whole of str.  Substrings within
str matching ‘blocks’ within pat are captured into seq as w-char offset and length pairs.  A block 
is of the form ‹<n … >›, where n is either 0 (zero) or an integer from 1 to 9.  Blocks can be 
nested.  pat can be an empty string, resulting in seq being an empty sequence.

cust-pats is an optional sequence containing custom patterns identified by the ‹<pr>› patterns in 
pat and cust-pats.  The first pattern in cust-pats is custom pattern number 0 (ie: pattern 
represented by <p0>); the next pattern in cust-pats is custom pattern number 1 (ie: pattern 
represented by <p1>), and so on.

Important Note

If pat or any element of cust-pat does not have a valid syntax, the consequence is 
unpredictable.  parse_str does not cater for patterns with an invalid syntax.

str is the string to be parsed.
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seq can be in either one of two formats.  These formats are identical to the ones indicated by  
and  in the description of the second syntax of get_str.  If seq is not empty, it can therefore be
directly used as an argument to get_str.  ‹<n … >› blocks are used in pat and cust-pats to 
produce the contents of seq.  If pat and cust-pats contain only ‹<0 … >› blocks, then seq will 
contain sequences as described under .  If pat and cust-pats contain only ‹<n … >› blocks, 
where n is an integer from 1 to 9, then seq will contain sequences as described under  (note that
n cannot be 0 in this case).  Block n corresponds to element n of seq.  seq will contain as many 
elements as the maximum block number in pat; omitted block numbers in pat will correspond to 
empty subsequences in seq.  If a ‹<n … >› block exists in pat or cust-pats but there are no 
matches for that block then the corresponding subsequence in seq will be empty.

If the match fails completely, or no ‹<m … >› block (m = 0 … 9) exists in pat and cust-pats, then 
seq will be an empty sequence.  Use "%%{$?<0p>}%?" for pat to obtain all occurrences of a 
pattern, p, within str.  To match a string without parsing it (pat contains no ‹<m … >› blocks) use 
the match_str command.

The syntax for pat and the strings in cust-pats is defined below.

Pattern String Specifications

pat => elm··· | empty

elm => elm1 | $elm2 | $$elm2

elm1 => elm2 | %elm2 | %%elm2 | #elm2 | `k#elm2 | `0r#elm2 | .

elm2 => elm4 | {pat elm1} | opt | ch | ?

elm3 => elm4 | {pat elm3 pat elm1} | {pat elm3} | %%ch | `k#ch | `0r#ch | ch

elm4 => <()> | <[]> | <{}> | <n> | <pr>

opt => [elm3··· elm1]

ch => ch1 | [ch1···]

ch1 => ch2 | ~ch2 | ~[ch1···]

ch2 => `` | `# | `$ | `[ | `] | `? | `~ | `. | `{ | `} | `< |  `> | `% | `a | `c | `d | `h | `l | `n | 
`p | `q | `s | `u | `w | `x | `La | `Ll | `Ln | `Lp | `Lq | `Lu | `Sa | `Sc | `Sl | `Sn | 
`Sp | `Sq | `Su | `U#…# | any u-char character except those in sc and null (U+0000)

sc => ` | # | $ | [ | ] | ? | ~ | . | { | } | < | > | %

k => integer greater than 1

r => integer greater than or equal to 0

Special Characters

` Part of matching pattern to match a single character.

$ Matches zero or more of the following elm2. Matches shortest run.3

$$ Matches one or more of the following elm2. Matches shortest run.3

# Matches one or zero of the following elm2.3

% Matches as many of the following elm2 as possible, including zero matches.3

%% Matches as many of the following elm2 as possible with at least one match.3

<()> Matches corresponding pair of parentheses and all characters in-between.

<[]> Matches corresponding pair of square brackets and all characters in-between.

<{}> Matches corresponding pair of braces and all characters in-between.

<n> Matches a number, for example: 3, -25.7, 4.8E-3, -76.98e12.

<pr> Uses custom pattern r (where r is an integer greater than or equal to 0) for the match.  
For example, <p12>  uses custom pattern 12 to match the source string at the current 
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position.  Note that if <pr> does not match any text, even if not matching the text is 
valid, then <pr> will fail (eg: if <pr> is #pat and pat does not match any text, then <pr>
will fail.  The way to achieve the correct result is to have …#<pr>… for the main 
pattern and have pat for a custom pattern, <pr>).

`k# Matches k of the following elm2, for example, `5#c? matches five ‘c’ characters; the 
sixth character may be ‘c’.  k is an integer greater than 1.3

`0r# Matches exactly r of the following elm2, for example, `05#c? matches exactly five ‘c’ 
characters with the sixth character not being ‘c’.  r is an integer greater than or equal to 
0.  r can be omitted if it is 0, for example, `0#{hello} will fail if hello is matched.3

<n Marks the beginning of all the segments of the source string matched by the pattern 
inside <n and > as described in the main text.  n is between 0 and 9 inclusive.2,3,4

> End delimiter for <n.

[ Start delimiter for opt.  opt matches a substring within the source string if any element 
within opt matches the substring.  If opt has ‘~’ before it, then opt matches a character if
no ch within opt matches that character.  If a ‘]’ is required within opt then use ‘`]’, for
example, use [a`[`]] for matching ‘a’, ‘[’, or ‘]’.  Instead of using ‘``]’ for ‘`]’, use
‘`SP’] (likewise for ‘``[’).4

] End delimiter for opt.

{…} Interprets the text matched by the pattern … as a single unit.  If no text matches the 
pattern at the current position, then {…} fails the match.

~ Matches any character that is not one of [ch1···] or not ch1.

. Matches zero or more whitespaces (in the BMP) up to the first non-whitespace character.
Note that ‘.’ acts differently than ‘$`w’ since ‘$`w’ matches whitespaces up to the next 
character in the pattern that is matched (which could be a whitespace).

? Matches any u-char character except null (U+0000).

Other Characters

`SP matches `

`` matches `

`# matches #

`$ matches $

`% matches %

`[ matches [

`] matches ]

`{ matches {

`} matches }

`< matches <

`> matches >

`? matches ?

`. matches .

`~ matches ~

`a matches an alphabetic character in the BMP.

`c matches a control character in the BMP.

`d matches a digit character (‘0’ to ‘9’).

`h matches a hexadecimal character (‘A’ to ‘F’, ‘a’ to ‘f’, or ‘0’ to ‘9’).

`l matches a lowercase character in the BMP.

`n matches an alphanumeric character in the BMP (‘_’, alphabetic (`a), or digit (`d)).
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`p matches a printable character in the BMP.

`q matches a punctuation character in the BMP.

`s matches an ASCII character (U+0001 to U+007F).

`u matches an uppercase character in the BMP.

`w matches a whitespace character in the BMP.

`x matches an ISO Latin-1 code point (U+0001 to U+00FF).

`La matches an ISO Latin-1 alphabetic character.

`Ll matches an ISO Latin-1 lowercase character.

`Ln matches an ISO Latin-1 alphanumeric character (‘_’, alphabetic (`La), or digit (`d)).

`Lp matches an ISO Latin-1 printable character.

`Lq matches an ISO Latin-1 punctuation character.

`Lu matches an ISO Latin-1 uppercase character.

`Sa matches an ASCII alphabetic character (‘A’ to ‘Z’, or ‘a’ to ‘z’).

`Sc matches an ASCII control character (U+0001 to U+001F, or U+007F).

`Sl matches an ASCII lowercase character (‘a’ to ‘z’).

`Sn matches an ASCII alphanumeric character (‘_’, alphabetic (`Sa), or digit (`d)).

`Sp matches an ASCII printable character (U+0020 to U+007E).

`Sq matches an ASCII punctuation character.

`Su matches an ASCII uppercase character (‘A’ to ‘Z’).

`U#h1[-h2]# matches a u-char character (excluding U+0000) h1 or within the range h1 to h2 
inclusively.  h1 and h2 are Unicode® scalar values in hexadecimal notation.

any other u-char character in ch matches itself.

Notes

1. The match is case-sensitive.

2. <n…> can be used around any pattern block (indicated by the ellipsis: …).  n is a digit from 
0 to 9.  For example, {pat elm1}<2$$elm2>opt<3#elm2>%%elm2{<1pat>elm1}.

3. Do not break up a qualified pattern with <n, for example, do not use $$<0elm2>; use $$
{<0elm2>} instead.  The qualifiers are: $, $$, %, %%, #, `k#, `0r#.

4. Do not use <n…> at the top level within opt; <n…> can be used inside ‘{’ and ‘}’ in opt.  
For example, do not use [<0elm3> …], use [{<0elm3>} …] instead.

Examples

The following illustrations show how the parse_str command can be used.

parse_str "%%{$?<0%%`d>}%?" "there are 120 MINUTES in 2 HOURS"  [[10, 
3], [25, 1]]

The example above obtains the w-char offsets and lengths of all runs of one or more digits.

parse_str "%%{$?[{<1%%`u>}{<3%%`d>}]}%?" "there are 120 MINUTES in 2 
HOURS"  [[[14, 7], [27, 5]], [], [[10, 3], [25, 1]]]

Block 1 in the example above obtains the w-char offsets and lengths of all runs of one or more 
uppercase characters; block 2 does not exist so it corresponds to the empty sequence in seq; and 
block 3 obtains the w-char offsets and lengths of all runs of one or more digits.  The example 
above can be rewritten as below with the same effect.
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parse_str "%%{$?[{<p0>}{<p1>}]}%?" ["<1%%`u>", "<3%%`d>"] "there are 120
MINUTES in 2 HOURS"

<p0> represents the pattern <1%%`u>, and <p1> represents the pattern <3%%`d> in the example 
above.

The example below shows the pattern string for matching (and capturing) contiguous runs of the 
five characters ‘A’ (U+0041) to ‘D’ (U+0044) or the character U+1F34F (Green Apple).

"%%{$?<0%%[`U#41-44#`U#1F34F#]>}%?"

Additional Information
get_str   (second syntax) ▪ 3.16      _      Pattern String Matching  

Other Information
match_str   ♦

path_base_name
path_base_name  path    base C S

path A string stack object.

base A string stack object.

Details
Gets the file name without its extension (base) of a file path specification (path).  If path ends 
with a file separator then base will be an empty string.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦

path_dir
path_dir  path  drive    dir-path C S

path A string stack object.

drive An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

dir-path A string stack object.

Details
Gets the directory part (dir-path) of a file path specification (path).  drive indicates that dir-path 
is to contain the drive name of path if true.  If drive is false or path does not have a drive 
name then dir-path will not contain a drive name.  If path ends with a file separator then the last 
node of path is assumed to be a path specification of a directory, and dir-path will contain the 
path of that directory.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦
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path_drive_name
path_drive_name  path    drive C S

path A string stack object.

drive A string stack object.

Details
Gets the drive name (drive) of a file path specification (path).  drive will have the drive separator 
(:) appended to it.  If path does not have a drive name then drive will be an empty string.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦

path_ext_name
path_ext_name  path    ext C S

path A string stack object.

ext A string stack object.

Details
Gets the extension name (ext) of a file path specification (path).  If path does not have an 
extension then ext will be an empty string.  The extension is that part of a file specification after 
the final full stop.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦

path_file_name
path_file_name  path    name-ext C S

path A string stack object.

name-ext A string stack object.

Details
Gets the file name and its extension (name-ext) of a file path specification (path).  If path ends 
with a file separator then name-ext will be an empty string.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦

pause
pause  period C S

period A non-negative integer stack object.

Details
Suspends the execution of the current thread for period milliseconds. ♦
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peekb
peekb  offset  mem    byte  mem
peekb  offset  addr    byte

C S

offset A non-negative integer stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

byte A non-negative integer stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

Details
Gets the byte (byte) from the beginning of a memory stack object (mem) or absolute memory at a 
byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset).  byte contains a number from 0 to 255 (only one 
byte is read).  offset and addr are interpreted as positive integers or zero.

For the first syntax  , if offset is greater than or equal to the size of the usable data in mem, then an 
error event will occur.

Other Information
Memory   ♦

peekc
peekc  offset  mem    char  mem
peekc  offset  addr    char

C S

offset A non-negative integer stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

char A string stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

Details
Gets the character (char) from the beginning of a memory stack object (mem) or absolute memory
at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset).  char contains one character (only one eight bit 
character is read).  offset and addr are interpreted as positive integers or zero.

The character at the specified location is assumed to be a Windows-1252 character, which is 
converted to the corresponding u-char character.  For example, if the character at the specified 
location is ‘‡’ (87H), char will contain the corresponding u-char character ‘‡’ (U+2021).  A zero 
byte at the specified location will return an empty string in char.  The absolute memory or the 
contents of mem is not modified.

For the first syntax  , if offset is greater than or equal to the size of the usable data in mem, then an 
error event will occur.

Other Information
Memory   ♦
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peekcp
peekcp  offset1  mem    (code-point | ?)  offset2  mem
peekcp  offset1  addr    (code-point | ?)  offset2

C S

offset1 A non-negative integer stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

code-point An integer stack object.

offset2 A non-negative integer stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

Details
Returns the Unicode® scalar value (code-point) of a u-char character from the beginning of a 
memory stack object (mem) or absolute memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset 
(offset1).  offset1 and addr are interpreted as positive integers or zero.

The character at the specified location is assumed to be a UTF-16LE u-char character, which is 
converted to the corresponding Unicode scalar value.  For example, if the character at the 
specified location is ‘‡’ (U+2021), code-point will contain 8225 (ie: 202116); if the character at 
the specified location is U+1F34F (Green Apple, UTF-16LE: 3CD84FDFH), code-point will 
contain 127823 (ie: 1F34F16).  If the character at the specified location is not a well-formed 
UTF-16LE code unit sequence, then a null stack object (?) will be returned instead of code-point. 
The absolute memory or the contents of mem is not modified.

offset2 is the byte offset of the next byte after the u-char character at offset1, or is offset1 if a null 
stack object is returned.

For the first syntax  , if offset1 is greater than or equal to the size of the usable data in mem, then an
error event will occur.

Other Information
Memory   ♦

peekd
peekd  offset  mem    dec  mem
peekd  offset  addr    dec

C S

offset A non-negative integer stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

dec A decimal stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

Details
Gets the double precision (64 bit) decimal number (dec) from the beginning of a memory stack 
object (mem) or absolute memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset).  dec contains 
a number from ±2.2250738585072014 × 10–308 to ±1.7976931348623158 × 10308 or zero (only 
eight bytes are read).  offset and addr are interpreted as positive integers or zero.

For the first syntax  , if offset is greater than or equal to the size of the usable data in mem, then an 
error event will occur.

Additional Information
Decimal
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Other Information
Memory   ♦

peekf
peekf  offset  mem    dec  mem
peekf  offset  addr    dec

C S

offset A non-negative integer stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

dec A decimal stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

Details
Gets the single precision (32 bit) decimal number (dec) from the beginning of a memory stack 
object (mem) or absolute memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset).  dec contains 
a number from ±1.1754943510000000 × 10–38 to ±3.4028234660000000 × 1038 or zero, which is 
converted from a single precision   number if possible (only four bytes are read).  offset and addr 
are interpreted as positive integers or zero.

For the first syntax  , if offset is greater than or equal to the size of the usable data in mem, then an 
error event will occur.

Warning

The actual decimal number read is of lower precision than a TAC decimal number.  The 
decimal number stored in mem can only be from ±1.175494351 × 10–38 to ±3.402823466 × 1038 
or zero (single precision).  The decimal number in mem is converted to a TAC decimal number 
(double precision) with a possible loss of accuracy  .  dec will be accurate to about seven 
significant digits.

Additional Information
Decimal

Other Information
Memory   ♦

peekl
peekl  offset  mem    long  mem
peekl  offset  addr    long

C S

offset A non-negative integer stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

long An integer stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

Details
Gets the long integer (long) from the beginning of a memory stack object (mem) or absolute 
memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset).  long contains a number from
-2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647 (only four bytes are read).  offset and addr are interpreted as 
positive integers or zero.

For the first syntax  , if offset is greater than or equal to the size of the usable data in mem, then an 
error event will occur.
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Other Information
Memory   ♦

peeks
peeks  offset  mem    short  mem
peeks  offset  addr    short

C S

offset A non-negative integer stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

short An integer stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

Details
Gets the short integer (short) from the beginning of a memory stack object (mem) or absolute 
memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset).  short contains a number from -32,768 
to 32,767 (only two bytes are read).  offset and addr are interpreted as positive integers or zero.

For the first syntax  , if offset is greater than or equal to the size of the usable data in mem, then an 
error event will occur.

Other Information
Memory   ♦

peekss
peekss  offset1  mem    (str | ?)  offset2  mem
peekss  offset1  addr    (str | ?)  offset2

C S

offset1 A non-negative integer stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

str A string stack object.

offset2 A non-negative integer stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

Details
Returns the Windows-1252 string (str) from the beginning of a memory stack object (mem) or 
absolute memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset1).  offset1 and addr are 
interpreted as positive integers or zero.

The string at the specified location is assumed to be a null-terminated Windows-1252 string, a 
copy of which is internally converted via the equivalent of ‹cvt_data_to :#MO_NATIVE:› then 
returned as the string stack object, str.  If the string at the specified location could not be 
converted, then a null stack object (?) will be returned instead of str.  The absolute memory or the
contents of mem is not modified.

offset2 is the byte offset of the next byte after the null terminator of the string at the specified 
location, or is offset1 if a null stack object is returned.

For the first syntax  , if offset1 is greater than or equal to the size of the usable data in mem, then an
error event will occur.

Other Information
Memory   ▪ cvt_data_to   ♦
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peekuc
peekuc  offset1  mem    (char | ?)  offset2  mem
peekuc  offset1  addr    (char | ?)  offset2

C S

offset1 A non-negative integer stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

char A string stack object.

offset2 A non-negative integer stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

Details
Gets the u-char character (char) from the beginning of a memory stack object (mem) or absolute 
memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset1).  offset1 and addr are interpreted as 
positive integers or zero.

The character at the specified location is assumed to be a UTF-16LE u-char character.  If the 
character at the specified location is not a well-formed UTF-16LE code unit sequence, then a null
stack object (?) will be returned instead of char.  The absolute memory or the contents of mem is 
not modified.

offset2 is the byte offset of the next byte after the u-char character at offset1, or is offset1 if a null 
stack object is returned.

For the first syntax  , if offset1 is greater than or equal to the size of the usable data in mem, then an
error event will occur.

Other Information
Memory   ♦

peekus
peekus  offset1  mem    (str | ?)  offset2  mem
peekus  offset1  addr    (str | ?)  offset2

C S

offset1 A non-negative integer stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

str A string stack object.

offset2 A non-negative integer stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

Details
Returns the UTF-16LE string (str) from the beginning of a memory stack object (mem) or 
absolute memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset1).  offset1 and addr are 
interpreted as positive integers or zero.

The string at the specified location is assumed to be a null-terminated UTF-16LE string, which is 
returned as the string stack object, str.  If the string at the specified location is not a well-formed 
UTF-16LE code unit sequence, then a null stack object (?) will be returned instead of str.  The 
absolute memory or the contents of mem is not modified.

offset2 is the byte offset of the next byte after the null terminator of the string at the specified 
location, or is offset1 if a null stack object is returned.

For the first syntax  , if offset1 is greater than or equal to the size of the usable data in mem, then an
error event will occur.
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Other Information
Memory   ♦

pokeb
pokeb  offset  byte  mem    mem1

pokeb  offset  byte  addr
C S

offset A non-negative integer stack object.

byte A non-negative integer stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

mem1 A memory stack object.

Details
Puts a byte (eight bits) (byte) from the beginning of a memory stack object (mem) or to absolute 
memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset).  byte contains a number from 0 to 255 
(only one byte is written).  mem1 is mem after it has been modified by this command.  offset and 
addr are interpreted as positive integers or zero.  If byte is not within the specified range, the 
consequence is undefined.  The absolute memory or the contents of mem may be modified.

For the first syntax  , if offset is greater than or equal to the size of the usable data in mem, then the
usable data will be expanded with zero-initialised bytes appended to the end of the existing data 
so that the total size of the usable data will become offset plus one byte.

Other Information
Memory   ♦

pokec
pokec  offset  char  mem    mem1

pokec  offset  char  addr
C S

offset A non-negative integer stack object.

char A string stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

mem1 A memory stack object.

Details
Puts a character (char) from the beginning of a memory stack object (mem) or to absolute 
memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset).  Only the first w-char character of char
is written as a Windows-1252 character (eight bits).  mem1 is mem after it has been modified by 
this command.  offset and addr are interpreted as positive integers or zero.

The first w-char character of char must be a UCS-2 (BMP Unicode scalar value).  An internal 
copy of that character is converted to the corresponding Windows-1252 character if possible 
before being written.  For example, if the first w-char character of char is ‘‡’ (U+2021), the 
character written will be ‘‡’ (87H).  If char is an empty string, then a null terminator (00H) is 
written.  If the character cannot be converted to a Windows-1252 character, it is converted to a 
‘?’ (question mark) or an error event will occur (for example, if the character is a combining 
character, e.g., U+0300).
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For the first syntax  , if offset is greater than or equal to the size of the usable data in mem, then the
usable data will be expanded with zero-initialised bytes appended to the end of the existing data 
so that the total size of the usable data will become offset plus one byte.

Other Information
Memory   ♦

pokecp
pokecp  code-point  offset1  mem    offset2  mem1

pokecp  code-point  offset1  addr    offset2

C S

code-point An integer stack object.

offset1 A non-negative integer stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

offset2 A non-negative integer stack object.

mem1 A memory stack object.

Details
Puts a Unicode® scalar value (code-point) as a u-char character from the beginning of a memory 
stack object (mem) or to absolute memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset1).  
mem1 is mem after it has been modified by this command.  offset1 and addr are interpreted as 
positive integers or zero.

The Unicode scalar value in code-point will be converted to the corresponding UTF-16LE u-char 
character if possible before being written.  For example, if code-point contains 8225 (ie: 202116), 
the u-char character written at the specified location will be ‘‡’ (U+2021); if code-point contains 
127823 (ie: 1F34F16), the u-char character written at the specified location will be U+1F34F 
(Green Apple, UTF-16LE: 3CD84FDFH).  If code-point does not contain a valid Unicode scalar 
value, then an error event will occur.  The absolute memory or the contents of mem may be 
modified.

offset2 is the byte offset of the next byte after the written u-char character at offset1.

For the first syntax  , if offset1 plus the byte size of the written u-char character is greater than the 
size of the usable data in mem, then the usable data will be expanded with zero-initialised bytes 
appended to the end of the existing data so that the total size of the usable data will become 
offset1 plus the byte size of the written u-char character.

Other Information
Memory   ♦
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poked
poked  offset  dec  mem    mem1

poked  offset  dec  addr
C S

offset A non-negative integer stack object.

dec A decimal stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

mem1 A memory stack object.

Details
Puts a double precision (64 bit) decimal number (dec) from the beginning of a memory stack 
object (mem) or to absolute memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset).  dec 
contains a number from ±2.2250738585072014 × 10–308 to ±1.7976931348623158 × 10308 or zero 
(only eight bytes are written).  mem1 is mem after it has been modified by this command.  offset 
and addr are interpreted as positive integers or zero.  The absolute memory or the contents of 
mem may be modified.

For the first syntax  , if offset plus eight bytes is greater than the size of the usable data in mem, 
then the usable data will be expanded with zero-initialised bytes appended to the end of the 
existing data so that the total size of the usable data will become offset plus eight bytes.

Additional Information
Decimal

Other Information
Memory   ♦

pokef
pokef  offset  dec  mem    mem1

pokef  offset  dec  addr
C S

offset A non-negative integer stack object.

dec A decimal stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

mem1 A memory stack object.

Details
Puts a single precision (32 bit) decimal number (dec) from the beginning of a memory stack 
object (mem) or to absolute memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset).  dec should
contain a number from ±1.1754943510000000 × 10–38 to ±3.4028234660000000 × 1038 or zero 
which is converted to single precision   if possible before being written (only four bytes are 
written).  mem1 is mem after it has been modified by this command.  offset and addr are 
interpreted as positive integers or zero.  The absolute memory or the contents of mem may be 
modified.

For the first syntax  , if offset plus four bytes is greater than the size of the usable data in mem, 
then the usable data will be expanded with zero-initialised bytes appended to the end of the 
existing data so that the total size of the usable data will become offset plus four bytes.
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Warning

The actual decimal number written to mem is of lower precision than a TAC decimal number.  
The decimal number stored in mem can only be from ±1.175494351 × 10–38 to 
±3.402823466 × 1038 or zero (single precision).  The decimal number in dec (double precision) 
is converted to a single precision decimal number with a possible loss of accuracy   before being 
written to mem.  The number in mem will be accurate to about seven significant digits.  dec 
should be a number within the said range otherwise the conversion to single precision may fail 
with an undefined result.

Additional Information
Decimal

Other Information
Memory   ♦

pokel
pokel  offset  long  mem    mem1

pokel  offset  long  addr
C S

offset A non-negative integer stack object.

long An integer stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

mem1 A memory stack object.

Details
Puts a long integer (long) from the beginning of a memory stack object (mem) or to absolute 
memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset).  long contains a number from
-2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647 (only four bytes are written).  mem1 is mem after it has been 
modified by this command.  offset and addr are interpreted as positive integers or zero.  The 
absolute memory or the contents of mem may be modified.

For the first syntax  , if offset plus four bytes is greater than the size of the usable data in mem, 
then the usable data will be expanded with zero-initialised bytes appended to the end of the 
existing data so that the total size of the usable data will become offset plus four bytes.

Other Information
Memory   ♦
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pokes
pokes  offset  short  mem    mem1

pokes  offset  short  addr
C S

offset A non-negative integer stack object.

short An integer stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

mem1 A memory stack object.

Details
Puts a short integer (short) from the beginning of a memory stack object (mem) or to absolute 
memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset).  short should contain a number from
–32,768 to 32,767 (only two bytes are written).  mem1 is mem after it has been modified by this 
command.  offset and addr are interpreted as positive integers or zero.  The absolute memory or 
the contents of mem may be modified.

For the first syntax  , if offset plus two bytes is greater than the size of the usable data in mem, then
the usable data will be expanded with zero-initialised bytes appended to the end of the existing 
data so that the total size of the usable data will become offset plus two bytes.

Warning

The actual short integer written to mem is within a narrower range than the range of a TAC 
integer.  The integer stored in mem can only be from –32,768 to 32,767.  The integer in short is 
converted to a short integer if possible before being written to mem.  short should be a number 
within the said range otherwise the conversion to a short integer may fail with an undefined 
result.

Other Information
Memory   ♦

pokess
pokess  str  (len | -1)  offset1  mem    offset2  mem1

pokess  str  (len | -1)  offset1  addr    offset2

C S

str A string stack object.

len A non-negative integer stack object.

offset1 A non-negative integer stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

offset2 A non-negative integer stack object.

mem1 A memory stack object.

Details
Converts the initial w-char length (len) of a string (str) to a Windows-1252 string and puts that 
converted string from the beginning of a memory stack object (mem) or to absolute memory at a 
byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset1).  mem1 is mem after it has been modified by this 
command.  offset1 and addr are interpreted as positive integers or zero.

Only the first len w-char characters of str are converted before being written.  If len is greater 
than or equal to the w-char length of str, then all the characters of str (if any) but not   the null 
terminator are converted and written.  If –1 is present instead of len then all the characters of str 
including   the null terminator (00H) are converted and written; if str is an empty string, then only 
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the null terminator is written.  len is interpreted as a positive two’s complement number.  Note 
that the substring specified by str and len must be a well-formed Unicode substring, otherwise an 
error event will occur.

An internal copy of the said substring in str is converted to the corresponding Windows-1252 
string via the equivalent of ‹cvt_data_to :#MO_TXT:› if possible before being written.  If the 
string cannot be converted, then an error event will occur.  The absolute memory or the contents 
of mem may be modified.

The conversion of the internal copy of the said substring to Windows-1252 may not be accurate; 
characters that cannot be converted to Windows-1252 are converted to a ‘?’ (question mark), and 
some combining character sequences (eg: U+0065 U+0300: ‹‘e’ + ‘̀’›) are converted to 
corresponding decomposable characters (eg: U+00E8: ‘è’) if possible, otherwise the combining 
character (eg: U+0300: ‘̀’) is omitted (eg: U+0052 U+0300: ‹‘R’ + ‘̀’› converts to U+0052: ‘R’).
Note that the conversion from combining character sequences to decomposable characters is 
unreliable.

offset2 is the byte offset of the next byte after the written string at offset1.

For the first syntax  , if offset plus the byte length of the written string is greater than the size of 
the usable data in mem, then the usable data will be expanded with zero-initialised bytes 
appended to the end of the existing data so that the total size of the usable data will become 
offset1 plus the byte length of the written string.

Other Information
Memory   ▪ cvt_data_to   ♦

pokeuc
pokeuc  char  offset1  mem    offset2  mem1

pokeuc  char offset1  addr    offset2

C S

char A string stack object.

offset1 A non-negative integer stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

offset2 A non-negative integer stack object.

mem1 A memory stack object.

Details
Puts a u-char character (char) from the beginning of a memory stack object (mem) or to absolute 
memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset1).  Only the first u-char character of 
char is written as a UTF-16LE u-char character (16 or 32 bits).  If char is an empty string, then a 
null terminator (U+0000) is written.  mem1 is mem after it has been modified by this command.  
offset1 and addr are interpreted as positive integers or zero.  The absolute memory or the contents 
of mem may be modified.

offset2 is the byte offset of the next byte after the written u-char character at offset1.

For the first syntax  , if offset1 plus the byte size of the written u-char character is greater than the 
size of the usable data in mem, then the usable data will be expanded with zero-initialised bytes 
appended to the end of the existing data so that the total size of the usable data will become 
offset1 plus the byte size of the written u-char character.

Other Information
Memory   ♦
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pokeus
pokeus  str  (len | -1)  offset1  mem    offset2  mem1

pokeus  str  (len | -1)  offset1  addr    offset2

C S

str A string stack object.

len A non-negative integer stack object.

offset1 A non-negative integer stack object.

addr A non-negative integer stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

offset2 A non-negative integer stack object.

mem1 A memory stack object.

Details
Puts the initial w-char length (len) of a string (str) from the beginning of a memory stack object 
(mem) or to absolute memory at a byte address (addr), plus byte offset (offset1).  mem1 is mem 
after it has been modified by this command.  offset1 and addr are interpreted as positive integers 
or zero.

Only the first len w-char characters of str are written as a UTF-16LE string.  If len is greater than
or equal to the w-char length of str, then all the characters of str (if any) but not   the null 
terminator are written.  If –1 is present instead of len then all the characters of str including   the 
null terminator (U+0000) are written; if str is an empty string, then only the null terminator is 
written.  len is interpreted as a positive two’s complement number.  Note that the substring 
specified by str and len must be a well-formed Unicode substring, otherwise an error event will 
occur.  The absolute memory or the contents of mem may be modified.

offset2 is the byte offset of the next byte after the written string at offset1.

For the first syntax  , if offset plus the byte length of the written string is greater than the size of 
the usable data in mem, then the usable data will be expanded with zero-initialised bytes 
appended to the end of the existing data so that the total size of the usable data will become 
offset1 plus the byte length of the written string.

Other Information
Memory   ♦

pop
pop  obj  …    … C I

obj A stack object on the current TAC stack.

Details
Deletes the topmost stack object (obj) existing on the current TAC stack.

Other Information
clear   ♦
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pop_dict
pop_dict C S

Details
Pops the topmost dictionary existing on the dictionary stack.  The current TAC stack is 
unaffected. ♦

pow2
pow2  arg1  arg2    res C S

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res A stack object as specified in Details.

Details
Raises one object (arg1) to the power of another (arg2) leaving the result (res) on the object stack.
This command uses the intrinsic operator power, and is equivalent to the script fragment 
‹(arg1 &power arg2)›.  See power   for details of arg1, arg2 and res.

Additional Information
power   ♦

power
power  arg1  arg2 ···  !0    res O I

arg1 An integer or decimal stack object.

arg2 An integer or decimal stack object.

res An integer or decimal stack object.

Details
Applies the mathematical power function to the value of two or more arguments ( arg1, arg2, ···), 
leaving the result (res) on the object stack.  arg1, arg2, ··· are not modified unless specified.  If ‹^›
represents the mathematical power function, where ‹a ^ b› represents ‹a raised to the power b›, 
then res will contain the result of ‹(((arg1 ^ arg2) ^ arg3) ^ ···)›. The arguments are processed 
using the pair-wise arithmetical method.  The power operator internally processes two arguments
at a time as follows (the arguments are represented by arg1 and arg2).

arg1 is raised to the power arg2, leaving the computation as the result in res.  If both arguments 
are integers, the result is an integer, otherwise it is a decimal.

The power operator is activated by the end_op command or the ‹(› script token.  ‹!0› is the 
mark 0 (zero) stack object pushed onto the object stack by the start_op command or the ‹)› 
script token.

Additional Information
Integer   ▪ Decimal   ▪ start_op   ▪ end_op

Related Information
Symbolic Power   ♦
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prod
prod  seq    [res] C S

seq An integer or decimal sequence.

res An integer or decimal stack object.

Details
Multiplies all the values in a sequence (seq) producing a result (res).  The intrinsic operator mult
is used for the multiplication.  If at least one element of seq is a decimal, res is a decimal.  If seq 
contains no elements then res is not produced; if it contains one element then res is that element.

Additional Information
mult   ♦

pull_dict
pull_dict    dict C S

dict A dictionary.

Details
Pulls a copy of the dictionary (dict) from the top of the dictionary stack onto the object stack.  
The top dictionary on the dictionary stack remains unmodified. ♦

push_dict
push_dict  dict C S

dict A dictionary.

Details
Pushes a dictionary (dict) onto the dictionary stack.  The topmost dictionary will become dict. ♦

push_val
push_val  [pos]  iname    [obj] C S

pos An integer stack object.

iname A string stack object.

obj A stack object.

Details
Pushes a copy of a dictionary item’s stack object (obj) onto the object stack.  iname is the 
dictionary keyword of the dictionary item.

If pos is a positive integer, n, and iname does not contain an empty string, then a copy of the 
stack object of the nth dictionary item with a dictionary keyword of iname (if found) from the top 
of the dictionary stack is returned onto the object stack.  n is 1 (one) for the top dictionary item 
of the specified name.  The default value of pos is 1.

If pos is a positive integer, n, and iname contains an empty string, then a copy of the stack object 
of the nth dictionary item (if found) from the top of the topmost dictionary only is returned onto 
the object stack.  n is 1 (one) for the top dictionary item of the topmost dictionary.  The default 
value of pos is 1.
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If pos is a negative integer, –n, and iname does not contain an empty string, then a copy of the 
stack object of the nth dictionary item with a dictionary keyword of iname (if found) from the 
bottom   of the dictionary stack is returned onto the object stack.  n is -1 for the bottom dictionary
item of the specified name.

If pos is a negative integer, –n, and iname contains an empty string, then a copy of the stack 
object of the nth dictionary item (if found) from the bottom   of the topmost dictionary only is 
returned onto the object stack.  n is -1 for the bottom dictionary item of the topmost dictionary.

If pos is zero, and iname does not contain an empty string, then a sequence of a copy of the stack 
object of each dictionary item with a dictionary keyword of iname will be pushed onto the object 
stack; the sequence will be empty if there are no such items.  The first element (which has index 
one) of the sequence will correspond to the top dictionary item of the specified name, the second 
element of the sequence will correspond to the second top dictionary item of the specified name, 
and so on.

If pos is zero, and iname contains an empty string, then a sequence of a copy of the stack object 
of each dictionary item of the topmost dictionary only will be pushed onto the object stack; the 
sequence will be empty if there are no such items.  The first element (which has index one) of the 
sequence will correspond to the top dictionary item of the topmost dictionary, the second element
of the sequence will correspond to the second top dictionary item of the topmost dictionary, and 
so on.

If pos is not zero and the specified dictionary item does not exist, an error event occurs and this 
command internally returns the value of NODEF_DICT_ITEM (the object stack is unaltered — obj 
is not returned).  The command trap_rtn can be used to trap that internal return code.  If that 
return code is not trapped, the current ETAC session will silently and rudely abort.

Examples
The following example shows how to get the stack object of a dictionary item (MyCommand) that 
may not exist.  The example uses ETAC token statements.

RtnObj :- ?; [* Allocate some default value for the dictionary item’s stack object for the 
case that it does not exist. *]

   if ( :#TAC_RTN_SUCCESS: = trap_rtn 0xFFFFFFFF 
:#TAC_RTN_NODEF_DICT_ITEM: {push_val "MyCommand";} ) then

   {
      RtnObj :=; [* Assign the object returned from push_val. *]
      [* Process RtnObj (the dictionary object associated with MyCommand). *]
   }
   endif;

The following example is an alternate method of the example above.  This method allows the 
stack object of the nth dictionary item of the specified name to be obtained (n is 1 in this 
example).  Notice that the first argument of push_val is zero.

RtnObj :- ?; ValSeq :- ?;

   if ( |do {ValSeq := copy_top push_val 0 "MyCommand";}| != 0 ) then
   {
      RtnObj := ValSeq%[1]; [* Assign the object from the returned sequence. *]
      [* Process RtnObj (the dictionary object associated with MyCommand). *]
   }
   endif;
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The following example shows how to get the dictionary items of the topmost dictionary into a 
sequence.

DictItems :- ?;

   DictItems :=
[do_with_seqs {mk_seq 2;} 2 push_val 0 "" get_dict_inames];

In the example above, if the topmost dictionary contained the dictionary items ‹A: 10, B: 
"hello", C: 20.983, A: {add2 3 5;}› (from top to bottom), then DictItems will contain 
‹[["A", 10], ["B", "hello"], ["C", 20.983], ["A", {5; 3; add2;}]]›.

Other Information
trap_rtn   ♦

put
put  index  obj  seq    seq2 C I

index A positive integer stack object.

obj A stack object.

seq A sequence or procedure.

seq1 Possibly modified seq.

Details
Replaces an element at an index (index) in a sequence or procedure (seq) with a stack object 
(obj).  The value of index is a positive integer indicating an index into seq.  The put command 
replaces the element within seq as indexed by index.  seq remains on the stack, possibly modified,
as seq1.  If index is out of range (greater than the number of elements in seq or not positive) then 
seq remains unmodified (in that case, seq1 would be identical to seq).  The first element of seq 
has an index of 1 (one).

Other Information
get   ♦

put_elm
put_elm  index  elm  seq-proc C S

index An integer stack object.

elm A stack object.

seq-proc A sequence or procedure.

Details
Replaces an element of a sequence or procedure (seq- proc) at an index (index) with another 
element (elm).  index is an index (one-based) into seq- proc.  If index is out of range then no 
action occurs, otherwise seq- proc is modified.

Other Information
put   ▪ get_elm   ♦
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put_str
put_str  offset  [length]  str1  str    str2

put_str  seq  (str1 | str-seq)  str    str2

C S

offset An integer stack object.

length A non-negative integer stack object.

str1 A string stack object.

str A string stack object.

str2 A string stack object.

seq A sequence of  integer sequences.

str-seq A string sequence.

Details
The first syntax   replaces a w-char amount (length) of contiguous w-char characters in a string 
(str) beginning with the w-char character at a w-char offset (offset) of the string with another 
string (str1).

offset is a zero-based w-char offset into str.  The first character replaced in str will be at offset 
offset.  If offset is out of range then no modifications will be made to str, and str2 will be the same
as str.

length is interpreted as a positive number or zero indicating the w-char length of characters in str 
to be replaced.  If length is zero, then no characters will be deleted from str but str1 will be 
inserted at w-char position offset in str if offset is in range.  If length is omitted, it will be 
assumed to be the w-char length of str1.

str1 is the string that replaces length w-char characters in str beginning at w-char character 
position offset.

str may be modified and left on the stack as str2.

The second syntax   replaces substrings in a string (str) with another string (str1) or sequence of 
corresponding strings (str- seq) as specified by w-char offset and length pairs in a sequence (seq).

If seq is empty then no action occurs and str remains on the object stack as str2, otherwise all 
elements in seq must be a sequence of two integer stack objects, the first integer being an offset 
and the second integer being a length as described for offset and length in the first syntax, except 
that offset is interpreted as a positive number or zero.  An offset must be greater than or equal to 
the previous offset plus length, and no offset plus length can be greater than the w-char length of 
str.  The offset and length pairs apply to str before any modifications occur.  seq must have at 
least one element.  Substrings in str are replaced as indicated by the offset and length pairs in seq.

If the second argument is str1 then all substrings in str as specified by the w-char offset and 
length pairs (contained in seq) are replaced with str1.

If the second argument is str- seq then the strings in str- seq must correspond to the w-char offset 
and length pairs in seq.  Substrings in str as specified by the offset and length pairs are replaced 
with the corresponding strings in str- seq.  If an offset is out of range then no replacement is made
at that offset.  If a length is zero then the corresponding string in str-seq is inserted at the 
corresponding w-char offset within str (if that offset is in range).  str- seq must have at least as 
many elements as seq has.

str may be modified and left on the stack as str2.

The second syntax is typically used with parse_str to replace parts of a string that match a 
pattern.
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Note that the substrings specified by offset and length to be replaced, for both syntaxes, must be 
well-formed Unicode substrings, otherwise an error event will occur.

Note that put_str can function as a delete or insert; if str1 (or each string in str- seq) is empty 
then it functions as a delete; if length (or each length in seq) is 0 then it functions as an insert.  
The second syntax allows a mixture of both functions on various substrings of str.

Examples
The following are some examples of put_str (first syntax).  The underlined text indicates the 
characters of the original string that have been replaced.

(1) put_str 4 5 "joke" "The story about the dog and the fox."  "The joke 
about the dog and the fox."

(2) put_str 20 0 "lazy " "The story about the dog and the fox."  "The 
story about the lazy dog and the fox."

(3) put_str 6 "dumb☺" "The \#1F44D#smart fox ate the dog's tail."  
"The \#1F44D#dumb☺ fox ate the dog's tail."

The following are some examples of put_str (second syntax).  The underlined text indicates the 
characters of the original string that have been replaced.

(1) put_str [[4, 5], [20, 0]] ["joke", "lazy "] "The story about the dog 
and the fox."  "The joke about the lazy dog and the fox."

(2) put_str [[4, 5], [32, 3]] "tale" "The story about the dog and the 
fox."  "The tale about the dog and the tale."

Other Information
parse_str   ♦

rand
rand    dec C S

dec A decimal stack object.

Details
Generates a random decimal number (dec) between 0.0 and 1.0 inclusively.  The series of 
generated numbers is always the same for each executable process unless set_rand is used, in 
which case a different series of numbers is generated (most likely).

Related Information
set_rand   ♦

rand_elm
rand_elm  seq    obj C S

seq A sequence.

obj A stack object.

Details
Gets an element (obj) from a sequence (seq) at random.

Related Information
set_rand   ♦
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rand_seq
rand_seq  seq    seq1 C S

seq A sequence.

seq1 seq with random ordered elements.

Details
Randomises the order of the elements of a sequence (seq) leaving that same sequence (seq1) on 
the object stack with its elements in random order.

Related Information
set_rand   ♦

randi
randi  max-num    num C S

max-num A positive integer stack object.

num A non-negative integer stack object.

Details
Produces a random integer (num) between 0 and a specified positive integer (max- num) 
inclusively.

Related Information
set_rand   ♦

read_con
read_con  prompt    str C S

prompt A string stack object.

str A string stack object.

Details
Reads a string line (str) from the console.  prompt is displayed to the console before the system 
waits for the user to type a string into the console.  The typed string is delimited by tapping the 
RETURN or ENTER key on the keyboard.  prompt could be an empty string or a string to 
indicate to the user that the console is ready for input.

If the console is not already opened, this command will automatically open it, and it will remain 
open until it is closed by the close_con command or the main ETAC session ends.

Related Information
write_con   ▪ close_con   ♦
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read_file
read_file  [flags]  file-path    [bool]  mem C S

flags An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

file-path A string stack object.

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

mem A memory stack object.

Details
Reads the full contents of a file (file-path) into a memory stack object (mem).  If the file does not 
exist or cannot be read, then a fatal error event will occur.

flags contains a combination (using the or operator) of the following values.

flags  Meaning

:!RF_ERR_FATAL: Causes a fatal error event that cannot be captured when a fatal error 
occurs.  If this option is omitted, a fatal error event can be captured.

:!RF_NO_DATA_CHK: Reads the input file data without checking its data form.  The mem 
data form indicator will be :#MO_BIN:, and the internal BOM status 
flag will be cleared.  If this option is omitted, the data form of the 
input file data will be determined (as described below).

:!RF_BOM: Ignored for mem data form indicators of :#MO_BIN: and 
:#MO_TXT:.  Forces the internal BOM status flag of mem to be set.  
Mutually exclusive with :!RF_NBOM:.

:!RF_NBOM: Ignored for mem data form indicators of :#MO_BIN: and 
:#MO_TXT:.  Forces the internal BOM status flag of mem to be 
cleared.  Mutually exclusive with :!RF_BOM:.

:!RF_RET_BOM_STATE: Returns the initial BOM status of mem in bool.

file-path contains the file path of the data desired to be read.  The internal input file path of mem 
will be set to the value of file-path.  A fatal error event will occur if file-path is an empty string.

bool is returned only if the :!RF_RET_BOM_STATE: option of flags is specified.  If bool is true, 
the internal BOM status flag of mem was set before the flags option :!RF_BOM: or :!RF_NBOM: 
is applied, but after the file data is read (otherwise, if bool is false, the internal BOM status flag
was clear).

mem contains the data of the specified file (file-path).  If the file has no data (empty file), then the
usable data in mem will be zero and the internal data form indicator of mem will be :#MO_BIN:.

Determining the Data Form of Memory Data

The internal process of reading the file data via this command is described in the following 
paragraphs in the presented order.

A new memory stack object is created (mem) with the internal BOM status flag cleared*.  The file
data is read into mem (as “memory data”) then interpreted as stated in the following headings if 
the :!RF_NO_DATA_CHK: of flags is not   specified.  Otherwise, if the :!RF_NO_DATA_CHK: 
option is specified, then the memory data is not interpreted and mem is returned with the internal 
data form indicator of :#MO_BIN: (and processing ends).  Processing ends when mem is returned 
at any stage presented below.
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ASCII-7 Check

If the memory data contains no null bytes and the high-order bit is not set for any byte, then the 
data is ASCII-7, and mem is returned with the internal data form indicator of :#MO_TXT:.

BOM Signature Check

If a BOM signature is detected in the memory data, the rest of the data is checked to determine 
whether it conforms with the BOM signature (note that the code unit U+0000 is considered 
illegal).  If the data conforms, the BOM signature is removed from the data, and mem is returned 
with the internal BOM status flag set* and the internal data form indicator corresponding with the
BOM signature (ie: :#MO_U8:, :#MO_U16_LE:, :#MO_U16_BE:, :#MO_U32_LE:, 
:#MO_U32_BE:, as appropriate).  If the data does not conform, mem is returned with the internal 
data form indicator of :#MO_BIN: (the BOM signature is not removed).

UTF-8 Check

If the memory data contains no null bytes, it is checked to determine whether it conforms to the 
UTF-8 encoding scheme.  If the data conforms, mem is returned with the internal data form 
indicator of :#MO_U8:.

Standard (Single-byte) Text Check

If the memory data contains no null bytes, the following checks are made.  The EOL (end-of-line)
single-byte characters are checked for consistency; all   the EOL characters must be only   one of the
following: CRLF, LF, CR.  If the EOL characters are consistent or there are no EOL characters, then 
the memory data is checked for the following unusual characters: 05H, 06H, 11H, 12H, 13H, 14H, 
15H, 16H, 81H, 8DH, 8FH, 90H, 9DH.  If there are no unusual characters, mem is returned with the 
internal data form indicator of :#MO_TXT: (the memory data is assumed to be Windows-1252 
text).

UTF-16 and UTF-32 Check

The memory data is checked to determine whether it conforms to the following encoding schemes
in the presented order: UTF-16LE, UTF-16BE, UTF-32LE, UTF-32BE.  If it does conform, mem 
is returned with the internal data form indicator corresponding to the encoding scheme (ie: 
:#MO_U16_LE:, :#MO_U16_BE:, :#MO_U32_LE:, :#MO_U32_BE:, as appropriate).

Binary Data

If all the checks mentioned above fail, mem is returned with the internal data form indicator of 
:#MO_BIN:.

* Before mem is returned for any reason, if the internal data form indicator is neither :#MO_BIN: 
nor :#MO_TXT:, the internal BOM status flag of mem is set if the :!RF_BOM: option of flags is 
specified, or, the internal BOM status flag of mem is cleared if the :!RF_NBOM: option of flags is
specified.  The internal BOM status flag is always cleared for an internal data form indicator of 
either :#MO_BIN: or :#MO_TXT:.  The internal BOM status indicator is used with the 
write_file command.

The Unicode® BOM (byte order mark) signatures are defined as follows for the stated encoding 
scheme.  A BOM signature must be at the beginning of the memory data for it to be recognised.

UTF-8: EFBBBFH

UTF-16LE: FFFEH   UTF-32LE: FFFE0000H

UTF-16BE: FEFFH   UTF-32BE: 0000FEFFH

Note that the same memory data can potentially conform to more than one UTF encoding scheme,
and so this command may interpret the memory data in an unintended way.  It is, therefore, highly
recommended to use the appropriate BOM signature in Unicode ® files where possible, including 
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for UTF-8.  In any case, the data form of mem should be checked (via the data_form command) 
to establish whether indeed the memory data had been correctly determined.

This command recognises only strict   conformance to the UTF-8, UTF-16, and UTF-32 encoding 
schemes with the code unit U+0000 being considered illegal.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ▪ Memory

Related Information
write_file

Other Information
to_bin   ▪ to_txt   ▪ to_utf8   ▪ to_utf16   ▪ to_utf32   ▪ cvt_data_to   ▪ data_form   ♦

recurse
recurse  proc-cmd  obj    seq C S

proc-cmd A procedure, or a command stack object.

obj A stack object.

seq A sequence.

Details
Does a recursive activation of a procedure or a command stack object (proc-cmd) with a stack 
object (obj) as argument leaving the recursive results in a sequence (seq).  This command first 
copies obj to a new sequence, seq, then activates proc-cmd with obj remaining on the object 
stack.  proc-cmd takes obj as an argument and replaces it with a sequence, S, containing existing 
elements.  This command then executes itself recursively with each element, sobj, of S via 
‹recurse proc-cmd sobj  sseq›, allowing proc-cmd to operate on each sobj in turn.  All the 
elements of sseq are appended to seq after the activation of recurse for each current sobj.  S can
be an empty sequence.

Typically, this command is used to process a tree of stack objects with obj as the head of the tree. 
♦

remd
remd  num1  num2    num3 C S

num1 An integer stack object.

num2 An integer stack object.

num3 A decimal or integer stack object.

Details
Gets the integral remainder of one integer (num1) divided by another integer (num2) leaving the 
result (num3) on the object stack.  If the result is within the range of an integer (–2,147,483,648 to
2,147,483,647) then num3 is an integer stack object, otherwise it is a decimal stack object.  The 
sign of num3 is the same as the sign of num1.  The calculation is equivalent to:
‹trunc (frac (num1 / num2) * num2))›.

Additional Information
trunc   ▪ frac   ♦
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ren_filedir
ren_filedir  path  name    err-msg C S

path A string stack object.

name A string stack object.

err-msg A string stack object.

Details
Renames an existing file or directory (path) in-place.  path is the file path specification of the file
or directory to rename to name.  If name is a file path then only the file name part (possibly with 
an extension) of that path will be used as name.  A file or directory cannot be renamed to one that
already exists.  If the command fails, err-msg will contain the appropriate error message, 
otherwise it will be an empty string.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦

rep_str
rep_str  pat  str1  str    str2 C S

pat A string stack object.

str1 A string stack object.

str A string stack object.

str2 A string stack object.

Details
Replaces, within a string (str), all occurrences of substrings matching a pattern (pat).  The 
substrings are replaced with another string (str1), leaving the modified string (str2) on the stack.   
The substrings to be replaced match pat.  The format of pat is as described in Pattern String 
Specifications  , except that ‹<n … >› blocks are not permitted (including when n is 0).  If pat does
not match any substring then str2 will be the same as str.

Additional Information
Pattern String Specifications   ♦

rep_words
rep_words  start  amount  str1  str    str2 C S

start A positive integer stack object.

amount A non-negative integer stack object.

str1 A string stack object.

str A string stack object.

str2 A string stack object.

Details
Replaces an amount (amount) of contiguous words within a string (str), starting with the word at 
a specified position (start), with another string (str1), leaving the modified string (str2) on the 
object stack.  start indicates the position of a word in str.  The position of the first word is 1 
(one).  The words in str are delimited by the value set by the last activation of set_ws_delim.

Related Information
set_ws_delim   ♦
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rev_seq
rev_seq  seq-proc    seq-proc1 C S

seq-proc A sequence or procedure.

seq-proc1 The same sequence or procedure as seq-proc but with reversed elements.

Details
Reverses the order of the elements of a sequence or procedure (seq- proc) leaving that sequence 
or procedure on the object stack with its elements reversed (seq- proc1). ♦

roll
roll  num  amount  …    … C I

num An integer stack object.

amount A positive integer stack object.

Details
Rolls a number (amount) of topmost stack objects on the current TAC stack a number of times in 
a specified direction (num).  num specifies the number of times that the stack objects from the top
of the current TAC stack, or below the two arguments (num, amount) if the current TAC stack is 
the object stack, are to be rolled.  amount specifies the number of stack objects on the current 
TAC stack to be rolled.  If num is positive, the stack objects are rolled towards the top of the 
current stack, otherwise they are rolled towards the bottom.  If amount is negative, or there are 
not enough stack objects on the current TAC stack, then an error event occurs.

If ‹obj1, obj2, ···, objn-1, objn› are n stack objects (with obj1 being the topmost stack object) to be 
rolled (the value of amount would be n), then a single roll of those stack objects towards the top 
of the stack (the value of num would be 1) would result in ‹obj2, ··· , objn, obj1›.  A single roll of 
those stack objects towards the bottom of the stack (the value of num would be -1) would result 
in ‹objn, obj1, ··· , objn-1›. ♦

round
round  num1    num2 C S

num1 A decimal or integer stack object.

num2 A decimal or integer stack object.

Details
Rounds a decimal or integer (num1) to the nearest integer (num2).  A decimal number, x.5, will be
rounded to x + 1; –(x.5) will be rounded to (–x) – 1 (x is positive in both cases).  If the result is 
within the range of an integer (–2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647) then num2 is an integer stack 
object, otherwise it is a decimal stack object. ♦
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round_dec
round_dec  dec_plc  num1    num2 C S

dec_plc A non-negative integer stack object.

num1 A decimal or integer stack object.

num2 Same stack object type as num1.

Details
Rounds a decimal (num1) to a specified number of decimal places (dec_plc) leaving the result 
(num2) on the object stack.  If num1 is an integer, then no rounding occurs and num2 will be 
identical to num1. ♦

run_app_fnt
run_app_fnt  [args]    [rtn] C S

args Any number of stack objects.

rtn Any number of stack objects.

Details
Runs an application program’s call-back function.  This command can be used only in ETAC code
executed via the ETAC for Applications program (AppETAC.dll).  An error event will occur if this 
command is executed via the Run ETAC Script program (RunETAC.exe).

To use this command, an application program needs to link to the dynamic-link library, 
AppETAC.dll.  Once linked, the application program executes the function etacSetAppETAC() in 
AppETAC.dll, passing in the address of the application call-back function (a C++ language function 
defined in the application program designed to receive calls from run_app_fnt).  An application
program can have only one call-back function for use with AppETAC.dll.

The call-back function accepts a single argument (of type ccTAC) which represents the interface 
to the TAC processor.  When any ETAC code executed via AppETAC.dll executes run_app_fnt, 
the call-back function receives a pointer to ccTAC, which is used to remove the TAC arguments 
(args) of run_app_fnt from the object stack.  After performing its actions, the call-back 
function can push stack objects onto the object stack which are the stack objects (rtn) returned 
from the call to run_app_fnt in the ETAC code.  The call-back function is totally responsible 
for removing and returning the appropriate stack objects on the TAC stack for run_app_fnt.

To allow the call-back function to perform any one of a number of different operations, the top 
stack object argument (args) of run_app_fnt could be an integer indicating which operation to 
be performed by the call-back function.  For more details, see the document ETAC: Interacting 
with C++.

Additional Information
ETAC: Interacting with C++ (ETACWithCPP.pdf) ♦
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select
select  seq  obj    [obj] C S

seq A sequence.

obj A stack object.

Details
Activates a stack object in a sequence (seq) depending on the type of another stack object (obj).  
seq consists of a series of pairs of elements.  The first element of a pair evaluates to a stack 
object type (as an integer stack object or sequence of integer stack objects) and the second 
element of a pair is a stack object.  The last stack object in seq is possibly without a stack object 
type.  If obj is of a type equal (using the equivalent of the command eq) to the value of the first 
found stack object type in seq then the second stack object in the pair is activated with argument 
obj.  If no stack object type in seq is found then the last stack object without a stack object type 
(if it exists) in seq is activated with argument obj.  Note that the activated stack object may 
remove the obj argument.  If no stack object within seq is activated, obj remains on the object 
stack.

The stack object types are defined in TAC Object Types  .

Example
The following illustration shows how the select command can be used.

V2 := select [[:#TAC_INT:, :#TAC_DEC:], {num_to_str [* V1 *];}, 
:#TAC_MEM:, {mem_to_str [* V1 *];}, {pop [* V1 *]; ""}] V1;

In the example above, V1 contains any stack object that is to be mapped to an equivalent string 
stack object if possible.  That string stack object is then assigned to V2.  If V1 is an integer or 
decimal stack object, then the value of V1 is mapped to the equivalent string stack object via 
‹num_to_str V1›.  If V1 is a memory stack object, then the value of V1 is mapped to the 
equivalent string stack object via ‹mem_to_str V1›.  Otherwise, the value of V1 is mapped to an 
empty string stack object.  The value of V1 itself is not modified.

Additional Information
eq   ♦

seq_cmd
seq_cmd  proc-cmd  seq    [res] C S

proc-cmd A procedure, or a command stack object.

seq A sequence.

res A stack object.

Details
Activates a procedure or command stack object (proc- cmd) with each element of a sequence (seq)
and the result of the previous activation of proc- cmd to produce a final result (res).

proc- cmd takes two arguments and produces a result on the object stack.  The result is then used 
as the topmost of the two arguments for the next activation of proc- cmd (the second argument is 
the next element of seq).  The final result is left on the object stack.  If seq is empty, then no 
result is left on the object stack, and if it contains only one element, then that element is left on 
the object stack.  Otherwise, the first two elements of seq are used for the first result.  The stack 
object type of res is the stack object type of the final result.
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Examples
The following illustrations show how the seq_cmd command can be used.

(1) Seq := [4, 7, 20, 3, 5, 9]; Sum := seq_cmd `add2 Seq;
(2) Seq := [4, 7, 20, 3]; Res := seq_cmd {`mult2 3, `add2} Seq;

Example (1) sums the values of Seq; the result, Sum, will contain 48.

Example (2) does the following calculation: 3 × (3 × ((3 × 4) + 7) + 20) + 3.  The result, Res, will
be 234. ♦

seq_op
seq_op  op  seq    [res] C S

op An operator stack object.

seq A sequence.

res A stack object.

Details
Activates an operator stack object (op) with each element of a sequence (seq) and the result of the
previous activation of op to produce a final result (res).

op takes two arguments and produces a result on the object stack.  The result is then used as the 
topmost of the two arguments for the next activation of op (the second argument is the next 
element of seq).  The final result is left on the object stack.  If seq is empty, then no result is left 
on the object stack, and if it contains only one element, then that element is left on the object 
stack.  Otherwise, the first two elements of seq are used for the first result.  The stack object type 
of res is the stack object type of the final result.  If obj1, ···, objn are the elements of seq then this 
command is equivalent to the script fragment ‹(&op obj1 ··· objn)›.

Example
The following illustration shows how the seq_op command can be used.

(1) Seq := [4, 7, 20, 3, 5, 9]; Sum := seq_op `&add Seq;

Example (1) sums the values of Seq; the result, Sum, will contain 48. ♦

set_cur_act
set_cur_act  num  obj    obj C I

num A non-negative integer stack object.

obj A stack object on the current TAC stack.

Details
Sets the current action (num) of a stack object (obj) on the current TAC stack.  num contains an 
action number indicating the current action to set for the topmost stack object on the current TAC
stack, or the stack object below the num stack object if the current TAC stack is the object stack.  
The action numbers are as indicated in the table below.  If the action number is invalid for obj, an
error event will occur.  See section 1.2.1      _      TAC Object Actions       for valid action numbers for each 
type of obj.  obj remains on the current TAC stack after this command has been completed.
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Stack Object Actions

num  Meaning

:#SO_NOM_ACT: Sets the nominal action of obj.

:#SO_EXEC_INT: Executes code intrinsic to the ETAC interpreter.

:#SO_EXEC_DICT: Searches the dictionary stack for the first dictionary item having 
the name of obj (a comop stack object).  The search begins with the
topmost dictionary.  If the search fails, an error event occurs.

:#SO_EXEC_MEMBS: Executes the elements of obj (a procedure or sequence).

:#SO_PUSH_ON_STACK: Pushes obj onto the object stack.

:#SO_PUSH_ON_OSTACK: Pushes obj (an operator stack object) onto the operator stack.

:#SO_PUSH_ON_DSTACK: Pushes obj (a dictionary) onto the dictionary stack.

Additional Information
1.2.1      _      TAC Object Actions  

Other Information
get_cur_act   ♦

set_cur_dir
set_cur_dir  dir-path    bool C S

dir-path A string stack object.

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Sets the current directory to a specified path (dir-path).  If the current directory was set, the 
return value (bool) is true, otherwise it is false.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ♦

set_rand
set_rand C S

Details
Sets the base number (seed) for rand. (See rand  .)

Related Information
rand   ♦
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set_stack
set_stack  num C I

num An integer stack object containing 1, 2, or 3.

Details
Makes the specified (num) TAC stack the current one.  num has the following values: 1 (indicates 
the object stack), 2 (indicates the operator stack), and 3 (indicates the dictionary stack).  num is 
popped off the object stack after the new current TAC stack is set.

Other Information
ask_stack   ♦

set_ws_delim
set_ws_delim  str C S

str A string stack object.

Details
Sets a list of u-char characters (str) that are used to distinguish one word from another in a string 
stack object used as a word string.  str replaces the delimiters set on a previous call of this 
command.  The default delimiter in a word string is a space character (U+0020).  The commands 
that use these word string delimiters are: num_words, rep_words, get_words, del_words, 
word_idx, and word_pos.

Related Information
num_words   ▪ rep_words   ▪ get_words   ▪ del_words   ▪ word_idx   ▪ word_pos   ♦

sin
sin  num    dec C S

num A decimal or integer stack object.

dec A decimal stack object.

Details
Calculates the sine of a number (num) leaving the result (dec) on the object stack.  num is an 
angle in radians. ♦

sinh
sinh  num    dec C S

num A decimal or integer stack object.

dec A decimal stack object.

Details
Calculates the hyperbolic sine of a number (num) leaving the result (dec) on the object stack.  
num is an angle in radians. ♦
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size
size  obj    num  obj C I

obj A sequence, procedure, dictionary, memory stack object, or string stack object.

num A non-negative integer stack object.

Details
Determines the number of items (num) in a sequence (obj), procedure (obj), or dictionary (obj), 
or the usable data size (num) of a memory stack object (obj), or the byte size (num) of a string 
stack object (obj).  obj remains on the object stack unmodified.  The number of items in a 
sequence or procedure is the number of elements of that sequence or procedure.  The number of 
items in a dictionary is the number of dictionary items in that dictionary.  The byte size of a 
string stack object is the number of bytes constituting the string (in ETAC, strings are 
implemented in the UTF-16LE encoding scheme).  The usable data size of a memory stack object 
is in bytes.

num could be a negative integer representing the equivalent positive integer in two’s complement 
format. ♦

sqrt
sqrt  num    dec C S

num A non-negative decimal stack object.

dec A decimal stack object.

Details
Calculates the square root of a number (num) leaving the result (dec) on the object stack.  num 
has to be within range or an error event will occur. ♦

src_path
src_path  [new-path]  mem    path C S

new-path A string stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

path A string stack object.

Details
Gets (path) or sets (new-path) the internal source file path specification of a memory stack object 
(mem).

new-path is the new internal source file path to set in mem.  If new-path is absent, then the 
internal source file path remains unmodified and is returned in path.

path is the existing internal source file path in mem before it is altered.

The internal source file path is used with the read_file command.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification

Related Information
read_file   ♦
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start_local
start_local C S

Details
Creates a new local dictionary that is typically used to store local TAC variables for procedures.  
The dictionary will exist as the topmost dictionary.  Procedures can create stack objects that are 
used as local variables which are placed in that dictionary.  This command is typically the first 
command that a procedure activates.  The last command that a procedure activates is end_local
which deletes the topmost local dictionary along with its TAC variables.

Example
The following illustration shows how the start_local and end_local commands can be used.

MyProc :- {`start_local, [* Your code goes here. *] `end_local};

Related Information
end_local   ♦

start_op
start_op C I

Details
Begins the process of accumulating stack object arguments on the object stack by pushing the 
mark 0 (zero) stack object onto the object stack.  The stack object arguments will then be pushed 
onto the object stack by subsequent code.  The first argument pushed onto the object stack will be
last argument, the next argument pushed will be the second last argument, and so on.  The 
end_op command activates the topmost operator stack object existing on the operator stack.  
That operator stack object uses the arguments on the object stack (above the mark 0 stack object) 
for computation, replacing that mark 0 object with the result of the computation.  See Operator 
Expression   for more information.

Related Information
end_op   ▪ Mark   ♦

start_proc
start_proc C I

Details
Begins the process of creating a procedure on the object stack by pushing the mark 0 (zero) stack
object onto the object stack.  The stack object elements of the procedure to be created will then 
be pushed onto the object stack by subsequent code.  The first element pushed onto the object 
stack will be element number one, the next element pushed will be element number two, and so 
on.  The end_proc command creates the procedure from the elements on the object stack (above 
the mark 0 stack object), and replaces the mark 0 object with that procedure.  See Procedure 
Expression   for more information.

Related Information
end_proc   ▪ Mark   ♦
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start_seq
start_seq C I

Details
Begins the process of creating a sequence on the object stack by pushing the mark 0 (zero) stack 
object onto the object stack.  The stack object elements of the sequence to be created will then be 
pushed onto the object stack by subsequent code.  The first element pushed onto the object stack 
will be element number one, the next element pushed will be element number two, and so on.  
The end_seq command creates the sequence from the elements on the object stack (above the 
mark 0 stack object), and replaces the mark 0 object with that sequence.  See Sequence 
Expression   for more information.

Related Information
end_seq   ▪ Mark   ♦

stk_pop
stk_pop  stack    stack1 C S

stack A sequence.

stack1 A sequence.

Details
Pops the topmost element from a pseudo stack (stack), leaving the pseudo stack (stack1) without 
that element.  A pseudo stack is actually a sequence that is made to function as a stack  —  the 
last element of the sequence is the topmost element. ♦

stk_pull
stk_pull  stack    obj  stack1 C S

stack A sequence.

obj A stack object.

stack1 A sequence.

Details
Pulls the topmost element (obj) from a pseudo stack (stack) onto the object stack, leaving the 
pseudo stack (stack1) on the object stack without that element.  A pseudo stack is actually a 
sequence that is made to function as a stack  —  the last element of the sequence is the topmost 
element. ♦

stk_push
stk_push  obj  stack    stack1 C S

obj A stack object.

stack A sequence.

stack1 A sequence.

Details
Pushes a stack object (obj) as the topmost element of a pseudo stack (stack), leaving the pseudo 
stack (stack1) with that stack object as its topmost element.  A pseudo stack is actually a sequence
that is made to function as a stack  —  the last element of the sequence is the topmost element. ♦
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str_len
str_len  str    length  str C S

str A string stack object.

length A non-negative integer stack object.

Details
Determines the w-char length (length) of a string (str) leaving the string on the object stack.  The 
w-char length of a string is the number of w-char characters in that string.

Other Information
uchar_cnt   ▪ wchar_cnt   ▪ size   ♦

str_to_cmd
str_to_cmd  str    cmd C S

str A string stack object.

cmd A string stack object as a temporary pseudo command stack object.

Details
Temporarily converts a string stack object (str) as though it were a command stack object (cmd) 
with the same name as the string.  The value of str must have the syntax of a comop identifier.  
cmd will still always be a string stack object, but when activated it will act as though it were an 
extrinsic command then revert back to acting as a string stack object.  However, if cmd is 
assigned to a dictionary item, it remains as a pseudo command stack object of the dictionary item 
even after being activated.  Any copy, duplication, or replication of cmd will also remain as a 
pseudo command stack object, but will revert back to acting as a string stack object after being 
activated.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the str_to_cmd command can be used.

(1) MyCmd :- {…}; MyPseudoCmd :- str_to_cmd "MyCmd";
MyPseudoCmd X; [* Activates as MyCmd X. *]

(2) exec str_to_cmd ("My" + "Cmd") X; [* Activates as MyCmd X. *]
♦

str_to_dec
str_to_dec  str    dec C S

str A string stack object.

dec A decimal stack object.

Details
Creates a decimal number (dec) from a string (str).  str is a sequence of characters that can be 
interpreted as a decimal number.  It begins with characters of the form:

1. [white-spaces] [[sign]  digits].digits [(e | E) [sign] digits] or

2. [white-spaces] [sign] digits (e | E) [sign] digits.

white-spaces are spaces and\or tab characters, which are ignored.  sign is either a plus (+) or 
minus (–) sign (the default is a plus sign).  digits is one or more decimal digits.

The command stops reading str at the first character that it cannot recognise as part of a decimal 
number.  If str does not begin with the specified form then dec will be a decimal zero. ♦
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str_to_int
str_to_int  str    int C S

str A string stack object.

int An integer stack object.

Details
Creates an integer (int) from a string (str).  str is a sequence of characters that can be interpreted 
as an integer.  It begins with characters of the form:

[white-spaces] [sign] digits.
white-spaces are spaces and\or tab characters, which are ignored.  sign is either a plus (+) or 
minus (–) sign (the default is a plus sign).  digits is one or more decimal digits.

The command stops reading str at the first character that it cannot recognise as part of an integer. 
If str does not begin with the specified form then int will be zero. ♦

sub
sub  arg1  arg2 ···  !0    res O I

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res A stack object as specified in Details.

Details
Mathematically subtracts the value of two or more arguments (arg1, arg2, ···), leaving the result 
(res) on the object stack.  arg1, arg2, ··· are not modified unless specified.  The arguments are 
processed using the pair-wise arithmetical method.  The sub operator internally processes two 
arguments at a time as follows (the arguments are represented by arg1 and arg2).

If both arguments are numerical (integer or decimal), arg2 is subtracted from arg1, leaving the 
difference as the result.  If both arguments are integers, the result is an integer, otherwise it is a 
decimal.

If one argument is a memory stack object and the other is an integer, the usable data in the 
memory block is contracted as follows.  If arg1 is an integer, it specifies the amount of bytes to be
deleted from the beginning of the existing usable data.  If arg2 is an integer, it specifies the 
amount of bytes to be deleted from the end of the existing usable data.  The integer is interpreted 
as a positive number.  The amount of usable data is reduced (therefore part of the usable data is 
deleted) but the amount of internally allocated memory is not reduced.  The original memory 
stack object is modified.  The result is the modified memory stack object.

The sub operator is activated by the end_op command or the ‹(› script token.  ‹!0› is the mark 0
(zero) stack object pushed onto the object stack by the start_op command or the ‹)› script 
token.

Additional Information
Integer   ▪ Decimal   ▪ Memory   ▪ start_op   ▪ end_op

Related Information
Symbolic Subtraction   ♦
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sub2
sub2  arg1  arg2    res C S

arg1 A stack object as specified in Details.

arg2 A stack object as specified in Details.

res A stack object as specified in Details.

Details
Subtracts two objects (arg1 and arg2) leaving the result (res) on the object stack.  This command 
uses the intrinsic operator sub, and is equivalent to the script fragment ‹(arg1 &sub arg2)›.  
See sub   for details of arg1, arg2 and res.

Additional Information
sub   ♦

subseq
subseq  proc-cmd  seq-proc    seq-proc1 C S

proc-cmd A procedure, or a command stack object.

seq-proc A sequence or procedure.

seq-proc1 A sequence or procedure.

Details
Activates a procedure or command stack object (proc- cmd) with each element of a sequence or 
procedure (seq- proc) to produce a new sequence or procedure (seq- proc1) containing a subset of 
the elements in seq- proc.  This command pushes the current element of seq- proc onto the object 
stack.  proc- cmd takes that current element and replaces it with either true, if the current 
element is to be included in seq- proc1, or false if it is not.  The elements in seq- proc1 will be 
copies of the ones in seq- proc and in the same order.  seq- proc will not be modified by this 
command.  seq- proc1 will be a new stack object of the same type as is seq- proc. ♦

sum
sum  seq    [res] C S

seq A sequence.

res A stack object.

Details
Adds all the values in a sequence (seq) producing a result (res).  The first element of seq is 
copied to the top of the object stack, and the other element are added to it via the intrinsic 
operator add.  If seq contains no elements then res is not produced; if it contains one element 
then res is that element.  The elements in seq may become modified if any of them contain 
resource values (sequence, procedure, dictionary, and memory stack objects have resource 
values).  Note that if seq contains only string stack objects then this command concatenates the 
strings to res. ♦
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swap
swap  obj1  obj2    obj2  obj1 C I

obj1 A stack object on the current TAC stack.

obj2 A stack object on the current TAC stack.

Details
Swaps the order of the two topmost stack objects (obj1, obj2) on the current TAC stack. ♦

switch
switch  obj  cmp  seq C I

obj A stack object.

cmp A comop stack object.

seq A sequence.

Details
Activates stack objects conditionally by comparing (cmp) the value of a stack object (obj) with 
the contents of a sequence (seq).  After the three arguments are pulled off the object stack, if seq 
is empty, then no action occurs.  If seq contains exactly one element, then that element is 
activated and no other action occurs.

The following process occurs when the switch command is activated and seq contains two or 
more elements.  Let ‹a1, b1, a2, b2, ···, an, bn, cn› be the elements of seq, where n ≥ 1 and cn exists 
optionally.  The result of the activation of each of a1, ···, an will potentially be ‘compared’ with 
the result of the activation of obj via the activation of cmp.  When cmp is activated, it must push 
an integer stack object containing a boolean value onto the object stack.  If that boolean value is 
zero, it is regarded as ‘false’, otherwise it is regarded as ‘true’.  After seq is pulled off the object 
stack, the switch command compares each ai [i = 1, ···, n] in turn with obj, up to and no further   
than the first comparison that pushes a stack object containing true onto the object stack.  Each 
boolean value stack object that is pushed onto the object stack by the comparison is popped off 
the stack after being inspected by the switch command.  The element bi (the one immediately 
following the ai that was used in the last comparison) is then activated.  If no comparison pushed 
a stack object containing true onto the object stack, then cn is activated if it exists.  The preceding
processes is depicted in the following flow diagram.

file:///F:/Development/Applications/RunETAC/Documents/_#defSTACK_OBJECT
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Flow-diagram Process for ‘switch’ command

1: Pull obj, cmp, and seq off the object stack.

2: Set i to 1 (one).

3: Is cmp an operator stack object ?

4: Push the mark 0 stack object onto the object stack.

5: Activate ai.

6: Activate obj.

7: Set current action of cmp to its nominal action.

8: Activate cmp.

9: Is the topmost stack object value true ( 0) ?

10: Pop the topmost stack object.

11: Add 1 (one) to i.

12: Is i > n ?

13: Does cn exists ?

14: Activate cn.

15: Pop the topmost stack object.

16: Activate bi.

The elements of seq are typically procedures.  If they are not procedures then they may get 
activated during the construction   of seq before   the activation of the switch command (as well as 
during) rather than being activated solely by the switch command.  The break command can be 
activated within a procedure to end the execution of switch prematurely.  seq need not be an 
explicit sequence expression; it could be any ETAC text script that constructs or evaluates to a 
sequence.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the switch command can be used.

(1) switch `A `= [5, `P];
(2) switch A `eq [5, {X := 6;}];
(3) switch A `!= [(B + 1), {X := "hello";}, {X := "good bye";}];
(4) switch A `> [6, {X := "hi";},

{(B - 4);}, {X := "bye";},
{X := ?;}];

(5) B := defr `&less_eq; switch A B [C, D, E, F, G, H];
(6) switch 10 `gt [A, {X := 1;}, {X := 2;}];
(7) X := switch 10 `gt [A, 1, 2];
(8) S := [A, 1, 2]; X := switch 10 `gt S;
(9) S := [A, {X := 1;}, {X := 2;}]; switch 10 `&great S;
(10) S := [A, {X := 1;}, {X := 2;}]; 10 `gt S; switch;

Example (1) is a simple case which is equivalent to an if_then   command (which can be used 
instead, for example, ‹if_then [{(A = 5);}, `P];›).  The switch command will find the 
following three arguments on the object stack before it gets activated: (a) ‹A› (command stack 
object), (b) ‹=› (operator stack object), (c) ‹[5, P]› (sequence).  When switch is activated, it 
activates ‹5› (the first element of the sequence), then it activates ‹A›, then it activates ‹=›.  The 
activation of ‹5› leaves itself on the object stack as the first argument; the activation of ‹A› 
pushes a stack object onto the object stack as the second argument.  When ‹=› is activated, it 
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processes the two arguments, pushing a boolean value stack object onto the object stack.  If that 
boolean value is true, then ‹P› is activated, otherwise nothing else happens.

Example (2) is similar to example (1), except that ‹A› is activated prior to the activation of 
switch.  That prior activation pushes a stack object onto the object stack, which (object) is later 
activated by the switch command.  ‹eq› is a command which determines whether two stack 
objects are equal.

In example (3), ‹(B + 1)› is activated first during the construction of the sequence.  The first 
element of the constructed sequence will therefore contain the result of that activation.  And ‹A› 
is activated prior to the activation of switch.  The result of those two activations are activated 
again by the switch command before ‹!=› compares those result.  If the ‹!=› operator stack 
object pushes a true stack object onto the object stack, the second element of the sequence is 
activated, otherwise the third element is activated.

In example (4), the switch command effectively carries out the following operations: if ‹(A > 
6)›, ‹{X := "hi";}› is activated, otherwise if ‹(A > (B - 4))›, ‹{X := "bye";}› is 
activated, otherwise ‹{X := ?;}› is activated.

In example (5), ‹B› is assigned the operator stack object ‹less_eq› such that when ‹B› gets 
activated later by switch, the actual ‹less_eq› stack object is pushed onto the object stack.  ‹A› 
to ‹H› are activated prior to switch being activated, and the result of some of those activations 
are activated again.

Examples (6), (7), (8), (9), and (10) produce identical results.  Notice that in examples (8), (9), 
and (10), the sequence is constructed separately to the switch command.  The implication is that 
such a sequence can be constructed conditionally (not shown in these examples), resulting in 
possibly different sequence sizes each time the sequence is constructed (supposing that the code 
exists inside a procedure).  The effect is equivalent to a ‘switch’ statement whose physical 
structure can change dynamically.

Some of the examples above are somewhat more complicated than would typically be used in 
practice.  However, it is necessary to show such complex examples to reveal the full nature and 
capability of the switch command.

Other Information
switch_eq   ▪ break   ▪ go_end   ▪ Command Label   ▪ Operator Label   ▪ Choice Statement   ♦

switch_eq
switch_eq  seq  obj C S

seq A sequence.

obj A stack object.

Details
Activates a stack object in a sequence (seq) depending on the value of another stack object (obj).  
seq consists of a series of stack object pairs, possibly with a last single stack object.  If obj is 
equal (using the intrinsic command equal) to the first stack object of a pair then the following 
stack object in the pair is activated, but no other element of seq is activated.  The first stack 
object of each stack object pairs are searched in the order that they occur in seq.  If obj is not 
equal to the first stack object of any pair then the last stack object (if it exists) in seq is activated.

This command is equivalent to the script fragment ‹switch obj `= seq›.
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Additional Information
equal   ♦

sys_ticks
sys_ticks    millisecs C S

millisecs An integer stack object.

Details
Gets an integer indicating the number of ticks in milliseconds (millisecs) that have elapsed since 
Windows® had been started.  The time will wrap around to zero every 49.7 days if Windows® is 
running continuously. ♦

tan
tan  num    dec C S

num A decimal or integer stack object.

dec A decimal stack object.

Details
Calculates the tangent of a number (num) leaving the result (dec) on the object stack.  num is an 
angle in radians. ♦

tanh
tanh  num    dec C S

num A decimal or integer stack object.

dec A decimal stack object.

Details
Calculates the hyperbolic tangent of a number (num) leaving the result (dec) on the object stack.  
num is an angle in radians. ♦

time
time    secs C S

secs A non-negative decimal stack object.

Details
Gets the number of decimal seconds (secs) since midnight of the current local time.  The greatest 
accuracy of secs is one millisecond. ♦
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time_hms
time_hms    hour  minute  second C S

hour A non-negative integer stack object.

minute A non-negative integer stack object.

second A non-negative integer stack object.

Details
Gets the internal time in hours (hour), minutes (minute), and seconds (second).  hour indicates the
hour of the day (midnight is hour zero), minute indicates the minute of the hour, and second 
indicates the second of the minute.  The time obtained is the one set by the last call to 
date_time.  To obtain the current UTC time   execute the following script fragment: ‹date_time
[]; time_hms;›.

Other Information
base_date   ▪ date   ▪ date_dmy   ▪ date_time   ▪ time   ♦

to_bin
to_bin  mem1 | str    mem2 C S

mem1 A memory stack object.

str A string stack object.

mem2 A memory stack object.

Details
Returns a new   memory stack object (mem2), marked as containing binary data, which contains a 
copy of either the usable data in an existing memory stack object (mem1) or the contents of a 
string stack object (str).  The contents of mem1 is not modified.

mem2 will contain exactly the same data as the source, except that its internal data form indicator 
will be marked as binary data (:#MO_BIN:), and its internal BOM status flag will be cleared.

The internal input and output file path specifications of mem2 will be the same as that of mem1.

Other Information
cvt_data_to   ▪ data_form   ♦

to_bool
to_bool  int    bool C S

int An integer stack object.

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Converts an integer (int) to true or false.  bool is true (-1) if int is not zero, otherwise it is 
false (0). ♦
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to_txt
to_txt  mem1 | str    mem2 C S

mem1 A memory stack object.

str A string stack object.

mem2 A memory stack object.

Details
Returns a new   memory stack object (mem2) containing a copy of either the usable data in an 
existing memory stack object (mem1) or the contents of a string stack object (str) converted to 
standard text (encoded as Windows-1252).  The contents of mem1 is not modified.

mem2 will contain a converted internal copy of the source data, and if successful, its internal data 
form indicator will be marked as standard text (:#MO_TXT:), unless implied otherwise below, and
its internal BOM status flag will be cleared.

The said conversion process is as described in the following paragraphs.

If the internal data form indicator of mem1 is :#MO_TXT:, the usable data in mem1 is verified to 
be consistent with that data form.  If the verification succeeds, mem2 will be a duplicate of mem1, 
otherwise if the verification fails, an error event will occur.

If the internal data form indicator of mem1 is :#MO_BIN:, but the usable data in mem1 is 
consistent with having a data form of standard text (:#MO_TXT:), then the usable data in mem2 
will be identical to the usable data in mem1, and the internal data form indicator of mem2 will be
:#MO_TXT:.  Otherwise, if the usable data in mem1 is inconsistent with having a data form of 
standard text, then mem2 will be a duplicate of mem1.

If the internal data form indicator of mem1 is neither :#MO_BIN: nor :#MO_TXT:, then the usable
data in mem2 will be a converted copy of the usable data in mem1.  The conversion is done via the 
equivalent of ‹cvt_data_to :#MO_TXT:›.  If the conversion could not be performed, then an 
error event will occur.

If str is present, mem2 will be a converted copy of the content of str.  The conversion is done via 
the equivalent of ‹cvt_data_to :#MO_TXT:›.  If the conversion could not be performed, then an
error event will occur.  Note that the data form of the value of a string stack object is 
:#MO_NATIVE: (same as :#MO_U16_LE: for the Unicode® version of ETAC).

The internal input and output file path specifications of mem2 will be the same as that of mem1.

Additional Information
cvt_data_to

Other Information
Data Form Indicators   ▪ data_form   ♦
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to_utf8
to_utf8  [flags]  (mem1 | str)    mem2 C S

flags An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

mem1 A memory stack object.

str A string stack object.

mem2 A memory stack object.

Details
Returns a new   memory stack object (mem2) containing a copy of either the usable data in an 
existing memory stack object (mem1) or the contents of a string stack object (str) converted to 
UTF-8 text.  The contents of mem1 is not modified.

flags determines whether to set (:!MO_BOM:) the internal BOM status flag of mem2, or clear it 
(:!MO_NBOM:).  :!MO_BOM: and :!MO_NBOM: are mutually exclusive.  If flags is absent, the 
internal BOM status of mem2 will be identical to that of mem1, unless stated otherwise below.

mem2 will contain a converted internal copy of the source data, and if successful, its internal data 
form indicator will be marked as UTF-8 text (:#MO_U8:), unless implied otherwise below.

The said conversion process is as described in the following paragraphs.

If the internal data form indicator of mem1 is :#MO_U8:, the usable data in mem1 is verified to be 
consistent with that data form.  If the verification succeeds, mem2 will be a duplicate of mem1, 
otherwise if the verification fails, an error event will occur.

If the internal data form indicator of mem1 is :#MO_BIN:, but the usable data in mem1 is 
consistent with having a data form of UTF-8, then the usable data in mem2 will be identical to the 
usable data in mem1, and the internal data form indicator of mem2 will be :#MO_U8:; the internal 
BOM status of mem2 will be as indicated or implied by :!MO_BOM: or :!MO_NBOM: of flags, 
where :!MO_NBOM: is the default.  Otherwise if the usable data in mem1 is inconsistent with 
having a data form of UTF-8, then mem2 will be a duplicate of mem1 (flags is ignored in this 
case).

If the internal data form indicator of mem1 is neither :#MO_BIN: nor :#MO_U8:, then the usable 
data in mem2 will be a converted copy of the usable data in mem1.  The conversion is done via the 
equivalent of ‹cvt_data_to :#MO_U8:›.  If the conversion could not be performed, then an 
error event will occur.

If str is present, mem2 will be a converted copy of the content of str.  The conversion is done via 
the equivalent of ‹cvt_data_to :#MO_U8:›.  If the conversion could not be performed, then an 
error event will occur.  Note that the data form of the value of a string stack object is 
:#MO_NATIVE: (same as :#MO_U16_LE: for the Unicode® version of ETAC).

The internal input and output file path specifications of mem2 will be the same as that of mem1.

Additional Information
cvt_data_to

Other Information
Data Form Indicators   ▪ data_form   ♦
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to_utf16
to_utf16  [flags]  (mem1 | str)    mem2 C S

flags An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

mem1 A memory stack object.

str A string stack object.

mem2 A memory stack object.

Details
Returns a new   memory stack object (mem2) containing a copy of either the usable data in an 
existing memory stack object (mem1) or the contents of a string stack object (str) converted to 
UTF-16 text.  The contents of mem1 is not modified.

flags determines whether to set (:!MO_BOM:) the internal BOM status flag of mem2, or clear it 
(:!MO_NBOM:).  :!MO_BOM: and :!MO_NBOM: are mutually exclusive.  If both :!MO_BOM: and
:!MO_NBOM: are absent, the internal BOM status of mem2 will be identical to that of mem1, unless
implied otherwise below.  flags also determines the endian of the converted data.  The usable data
in mem2 can be converted from mem1 to little endian (:!MO_LE:) or big endian (:!MO_BE:). 
:!MO_LE: and :!MO_BE: are mutually exclusive.  If both :!MO_LE: and :!MO_BE: are absent, 
the endian of the usable data in mem2 will be the same as that of mem1, unless implied otherwise 
below.  One of :!MO_BOM: or :!MO_NBOM: may be combined with one of :!MO_LE: or
:!MO_BE: using the or operator.

mem2 will contain a converted internal copy of the source data, and if successful, the internal data
form indicator will be marked as UTF-16LE (:#MO_U16_LE:) or UTF-16BE (:#MO_U16_BE:) 
text (unless implied otherwise below) as indicated or implied by  :!MO_LE: or :!MO_BE: of flags.

The said conversion process is as described in the following paragraphs.

If the internal data form indicator of mem1 corresponds with the desired data form 
:#MO_U16_LE: or :#MO_U16_BE:, as indicated or implied by :!MO_LE: or :!MO_BE: of flags, 
the usable data in mem1 is verified to be consistent with that data form.  If the verification 
succeeds, mem2 will be a duplicate of mem1, otherwise if the verification fails, an error event will 
occur.

If the internal data form indicator of mem1 is :#MO_BIN:, but the usable data in mem1 is 
consistent with having a data form of UTF-16 (little endian or big endian as indicated or implied 
by :!MO_LE: or :!MO_BE: of flags, where :!MO_LE: is the default), then the usable data in 
mem2 will be identical to the usable data in mem1, and the internal data form indicator of mem2 
will be :#MO_U16_LE: or :#MO_U16_BE:, as appropriate; the internal BOM status of mem2 will 
be as indicated or implied by :!MO_BOM: or :!MO_NBOM: of flags, where :!MO_NBOM: is the 
default.  Otherwise, if the usable data in mem1 is inconsistent with having a data form of UTF-16 
(as indicated above), then mem2 will be a duplicate of mem1 (:!MO_BOM: and :!MO_NBOM: of 
flags are ignored in this case).

If the internal data form indicator of mem1 is none of :#MO_BIN:, :#MO_U16_LE:, or 
:#MO_U16_BE:, then the usable data in mem2 will be a converted copy of the usable data in mem1.
The conversion is done via the equivalent of ‹cvt_data_to :#MO_U16_LE:› or 
‹cvt_data_to :#MO_U16_BE:› as indicated or implied by :!MO_LE: or :!MO_BE: of flags, 
where :!MO_LE: is the default for a data form indicator of :#MO_TXT: and :#MO_U8:.  If the 
conversion could not be performed, then an error event will occur.

If str is present, mem2 will be a converted copy of the content of str.  The conversion is done via 
the equivalent of ‹cvt_data_to :#MO_U16:_LE:› or ‹cvt_data_to :#MO_U16_BE:› as 
indicated or implied by :!MO_LE: or :!MO_BE: of flags, where :!MO_LE: is the default.  If the 
conversion could not be performed, then an error event will occur.  Note that the data form of the
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value of a string stack object is :#MO_NATIVE: (same as :#MO_U16_LE: for the Unicode® 
version of ETAC).

The internal input and output file path specifications of mem2 will be the same as that of mem1.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the to_utf16 command can be used.

(1) Mem := to_utf16 (:!MO_BOM: &or :!MO_BE:) "String to convert.";
(2) IMem :- &0h000000410000004200000043; Mem := to_utf16 :!MO_BOM: IMem;
(3) IMem :- &0h000000410000004200000043; void data_form :#MO_U32_BE: IMem;

Mem := to_utf16 IMem;
(4) Mem := to_utf16 :!MO_BOM: &0h004100420043; [* Incorrect detection. *]
(5) Mem := to_utf16 :!MO_LE: OtherMem;

if ( data_form Mem = :#MO_U16_LE: ) then
   {…} [* Converted *]
else
   {…} [* Not converted *]
endif;

Example (1) creates a new memory stack object (Mem) containing the specified string data.  The 
internal data form indicator of Mem is :#MO_U16_BE: (the string data was converted to big endian
via :!MO_BE:), and the internal BOM status flag is set (via :!MO_BOM:).

In example (2), the initialised memory stack object (IMem) contains the letters “ABC” in the 
UTF-32BE encoding scheme.  However, the internal data form indicator of IMem is :#MO_BIN:.  
The to_utf16 command creates a new memory stack object (Mem) containing the data in IMem.  
Because the data in IMem is inconsistent with the requested data form UTF-16LE (the default), 
Mem is a duplicate of IMem, and the specified :!MO_BOM: is ignored (the internal data form 
indicator of Mem is :#MO_BIN:).

Example (3) is the same as example (2), except that the data form of the initialised memory stack 
object (IMem) is explicitly set via the data_form command.  Mem contains a copy of the usable 
data in IMem converted to UTF-16BE, with the internal data form indicator of :#MO_U16_BE: 
and internal BOM status flag cleared.  The reason that the data from IMem is converted to big 
endian is that no endian is specified for the to_utf16 command, so the default is the endian of 
the source data (IMem).  Likewise, no BOM status is specified for the command, so the default is 
the internal BOM status of IMem.

In example (4), a duplicate of the initialised memory stack object is assigned to Mem but with the 
internal data form indicator of :#MO_U16_LE: and the internal BOM status flag set (via
:!MO_BOM:).  The data of the initialised memory stack object is visually   in the UTF-16BE 
encoding scheme (and internally marked as :#MO_BIN:).  However, the actual data was 
incorrectly   detected by the to_utf16 command as already having been in the requested data 
form UTF-16LE (the default) because that data is also valid UTF-16LE.  As a result, to_utf16 
set the data form indicator as :#MO_U16_LE: in Mem.  Note that this example highlights the 
importance of checking whether the requested conversion has actually been performed as desired.

Example (5) illustrates the safe way to use the to_utf16 command.  The data form of the 
converted data is checked to establish whether indeed the data had been converted as requested.

Additional Information
cvt_data_to
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Other Information
Data Form Indicators   ▪ data_form   ♦

to_utf32
to_utf32  [flags]  (mem1 | str)    mem2 C S

flags An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

mem1 A memory stack object.

str A string stack object.

mem2 A memory stack object.

Details
Returns a new   memory stack object (mem2) containing a copy of either the usable data in an 
existing memory stack object (mem1) or the contents of a string stack object (str) converted to 
UTF-32 text.  The contents of mem1 is not modified.

flags determines whether to set (:!MO_BOM:) the internal BOM status flag of mem2, or clear it 
(:!MO_NBOM:).  :!MO_BOM: and :!MO_NBOM: are mutually exclusive.  If both :!MO_BOM: and
:!MO_NBOM: are absent, the internal BOM status of mem2 will be identical to that of mem1, unless
implied otherwise below.  flags also determines the endian of the converted data.  The usable data
in mem2 can be converted from mem1 to little endian (:!MO_LE:) or big endian (:!MO_BE:). 
:!MO_LE: and :!MO_BE: are mutually exclusive.  If both :!MO_LE: and :!MO_BE: are absent, 
the endian of the usable data in mem2 will be the same as that of mem1, unless implied otherwise 
below.  One of :!MO_BOM: or :!MO_NBOM: may be combined with one of :!MO_LE: or
:!MO_BE: using the or operator.

mem2 will contain a converted internal copy of the source data, and if successful, the internal data
form indicator will be marked as UTF-32LE (:#MO_U32_LE:) or UTF-32BE (:#MO_U32_BE:) 
text (unless implied otherwise below) as indicated or implied by :!MO_LE: or :!MO_BE: of flags.

The said conversion process is as described in the following paragraphs.

If the internal data form indicator of mem1 corresponds with the desired data form 
:#MO_U32_LE: or :#MO_U32_BE:, as indicated or implied by :!MO_LE: or :!MO_BE: of flags, 
the usable data in mem1 is verified to be consistent with that data form.  If the verification 
succeeds, mem2 will be a duplicate of mem1, otherwise if the verification fails, an error event will 
occur.

If the internal data form indicator of mem1 is :#MO_BIN:, but the usable data in mem1 is 
consistent with having a data form of UTF-32 (little endian or big endian as indicated or implied 
by :!MO_LE: or :!MO_BE: of flags, where :!MO_LE: is the default), then the usable data in 
mem2 will be identical to the usable data in mem1, and the internal data form indicator of mem2 
will be :#MO_U32_LE: or :#MO_U32_BE:, as appropriate; the internal BOM status of mem2 will 
be as indicated or implied by :!MO_BOM: or :!MO_NBOM: of flags, where :!MO_NBOM: is the 
default.  Otherwise, if the usable data in mem1 is inconsistent with having a data form of UTF-32 
(as indicated above), then mem2 will be a duplicate of mem1 (:!MO_BOM: and :!MO_NBOM: of 
flags are ignored in this case).

If the internal data form indicator of mem1 is none of :#MO_BIN:, :#MO_U32_LE:, or 
:#MO_U32_BE:, then the usable data in mem2 will be a converted copy of the usable data in mem1.
The conversion is done via the equivalent of ‹cvt_data_to :#MO_U32_LE:› or 
‹cvt_data_to :#MO_U32_BE:› as indicated or implied by :!MO_LE: or :!MO_BE: of flags, 
where :!MO_LE: is the default for a data form indicator of :#MO_TXT: and :#MO_U8:.  If the 
conversion could not be performed, then an error event will occur.
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If str is present, mem2 will be a converted copy of the content of str.  The conversion is done via 
the equivalent of ‹cvt_data_to :#MO_U32:_LE:› or ‹cvt_data_to :#MO_U32_BE:› as 
indicated or implied by :!MO_LE: or :!MO_BE: of flags, where :!MO_LE: is the default.  If the 
conversion could not be performed, then an error event will occur.  Note that the data form of the
value of a string stack object is :#MO_NATIVE: (same as :#MO_U16_LE: for the Unicode® 
version of ETAC).

The internal input and output file path specifications of mem2 will be the same as that of mem1.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the to_utf16 command can be used.

(1) Mem := to_utf32 (:!MO_BOM: &or :!MO_BE:) "String to convert.";
(2) IMem :- &0h000000410000004200000043; Mem := to_utf32 :!MO_BOM: IMem;
(3) IMem :- &0h000000410000004200000043; void data_form :#MO_U32_BE: IMem;

Mem := to_utf32 IMem;
(4) Mem := to_utf32 :!MO_LE: &0h004100420043;
(5) Mem := to_utf32 :!MO_LE: OtherMem;

if ( data_form Mem = :#MO_U32_LE: ) then
   {…} [* Converted *]
else
   {…} [* Not converted *]
endif;

Example (1) creates a new memory stack object (Mem) containing the specified string data.  The 
internal data form indicator of Mem is :#MO_U32_BE: (the string data was converted to big endian
via :!MO_BE:), and the internal BOM status flag is set (via :!MO_BOM:).

In example (2), the initialised memory stack object (IMem) contains the letters “ABC” in the 
UTF-32BE encoding scheme.  However, the internal data form indicator of IMem is :#MO_BIN:.  
The to_utf32 command creates a new memory stack object (Mem) containing the data in IMem.  
Because the data in IMem is inconsistent with the requested data form UTF-32LE (the default), 
Mem is a duplicate of IMem, and the specified :!MO_BOM: is ignored (the internal data form 
indicator of Mem is :#MO_BIN:).

Example (3) is the same as example (2), except that the data form of the initialised memory stack 
object (IMem) is explicitly set via the data_form command.  Mem contains a duplicate of IMem 
(with the internal data form indicator of :#MO_U32_BE: and internal BOM status flag cleared).  
The reason that Mem is a duplicate of IMem is that no endian is specified for the to_utf32 
command, so the default is the endian of the source data (IMem).  As a result, no conversion of the
usable data in Mem need be done, but that data is verified to conform with its internal data form 
indicator (:#MO_U32_BE:).  Also, no BOM status is specified for the command, so the default is 
the internal BOM status of IMem.

In example (4), a duplicate of the initialised memory stack object is assigned to Mem (with the 
internal data form indicator of :#MO_BIN: and the internal BOM status flag cleared).  The reason
that Mem is a duplicate of the initialised memory is that the data of the initialised memory is 
inconsistent with the requested data form (UTF-32LE)  —  the data form of the initialised 
memory stack object is UTF-16BE.  Note that this example highlights the importance of checking
whether the requested conversion has actually been performed as desired.

Example (5) illustrates the safe way to use the to_utf32 command.  The data form of the 
converted data is checked to establish whether indeed the data had been converted as requested.
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Additional Information
cvt_data_to

Other Information
Data Form Indicators   ▪ data_form   ♦

trap_err
trap_err  proc C S

proc A procedure.

Details
Activates a procedure (proc), and exits to the end of the procedure if the TAC error code (via: 
‹exit_err :#TAC_RTN_ERR_BREAK:›) is :#TAC_RTN_ERR_BREAK: of any stack object 
activated in that procedure or any of its logically nested procedures at all levels.  This command 
causes termination of the whole series of nested procedures.  For example, if proc contains 
logically nested procedures to three levels, and ‹exit_err :#TAC_RTN_ERR_BREAK:› is 
activated within the third nested procedure, then that nested procedure will terminate and the 
next command stack object activated will be the one logically after proc.  (A “logically” nested 
procedure is one that is activated during the execution of another procedure regardless of the 
location of that other procedure.)  If proc causes any other TAC error code than 
:#TAC_RTN_ERR_BREAK:, then an error event will occur.  This command is typically used in 
conjunction with an error handling system.

Note that this command does not remove local or any other dictionaries from the dictionary stack 
or any stack object from the object stack when the procedure containing ‹exit_err 
:#TAC_RTN_ERR_BREAK:› gets activated.

Additional Information
exit_err   ♦

trap_rtn
trap_rtn  [mask  value]  proc    [rtn-code] C S

mask An integer stack object.

value An integer stack object.

proc A procedure.

rtn-code An integer stack object.

Details
Activates a procedure (proc), and immediately ends that procedure if the TAC error code 
(possibly via: ‹exit_err rtn›) is not :#TAC_RTN_SUCCESS: of any stack object activated in 
that procedure or any of its logically nested procedures at all levels.  This command causes 
termination of the whole series of nested procedures.  For example, if ‹trap_rtn 
0xFFFFFFFF :#RTN_EXIT_BREAK: proc› is activated and proc contains logically nested 
procedures to three levels, and ‹exit_err :#RTN_EXIT_BREAK:› is activated within the third 
nested procedure, then that nested procedure will terminate and the next command activated will 
be the one logically after proc.  (A “logically” nested procedure is one that is activated during the
execution of another procedure regardless of the location of that other procedure.)  This 
command is typically used for trapping TAC error codes relating to error events.

mask is a bit-mask for the TAC error code (rtn) produced by proc.  When trap_rtn activates 
proc, value is internally equality compared with ‹(mask &and rtn)› (the equivalent internal 
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comparison is: ‹(value = (mask &and rtn))›).  If the equality is true or rtn is 
:#TAC_RTN_SUCCESS:, then rtn is pushed onto the object stack (rtn-code), otherwise trap_rtn 
passes rtn to its internal caller and an error event may occur.

If mask and value are absent, trap_rtn just returns without a value (rtn-code is absent) if rtn is
:#TAC_RTN_RETURN: or :#TAC_RTN_SUCCESS:, otherwise it passes rtn to its internal caller and 
an error event may occur.

Note that this command does not remove local or any other dictionaries from the dictionary stack 
or any stack object from the object stack when the procedure containing exit_err gets activated
or an error event occurs in proc.

Examples
The following code fragment illustrates how an error event can be captured.

Rtn := trap_rtn 0xFFFFFFFF :#TAC_RTN_BAD_OBJ_TYPE:
{…; (3 * "hello"); …;};

if ( Rtn = :#TAC_RTN_BAD_OBJ_TYPE: ) then {[* process error *]} endif;

In the example above, ‹(3 * "hello")› will cause a BAD_OBJ_TYPE error event which is 
caught by the trap_rtn command and processed by the next ETAC statement.

The following code fragment illustrates how any number of error events can be captured.

Rtn := trap_rtn 0x800F0000 0x00030000
{[* Code that may cause an error event. *]};

when Rtn =
:#TAC_RTN_EMPTY_STACK: then {[* Process ‘empty stack’ error. *]}
:#TAC_RTN_NO_DICT_ITEM: then {[* Process ‘no dictionary item’ error. *]}
:#TAC_RTN_BAD_OBJ_VAL: then {[* Process ‘bad object value’ error. *]}

   else {exit_err Rtn;} [* Pass the TAC error code to the TAC processor. *]
endwhen;

In the example above, all TAC error codes are trapped by the first ETAC statement.  Rtn will 
contain the actual TAC error code resulting from an error event in the procedure.  The TAC error
code is processed via the when ETAC statement.  Any TAC error code that is not processed is 
passed to the TAC processor via the exit_err command (which ignores 
:#TAC_RTN_SUCCESS:).

Additional Information
exit_err   ♦

trim_str
trim_str  trim-list  mode  str    str1 C S

trim-list A string stack object.

mode A string stack object.

str A string stack object.

str1 A string stack object.

Details
Strips off u-char characters specified in a list (trim- list) from a string (str) leaving the stripped 
string on the object stack (str1).
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trim- list is a string specifying the u-char characters to strip.  Each u-char character in trim-list is 
removed from str depending on mode.

mode is a string whose first character specifies from which part of str to strip the characters (the 
rest of the characters in mode are ignored).  The first character in mode is interpreted as follows:

mode  Action

L (Left) Remove all leading characters from str specified in trim- list.

R (Right) Remove all trailing characters from str specified in trim- list.

B (Both) Remove all leading and trailing characters from str specified in trim- list.

A (All) Remove all characters from str specified in trim- list.

If the first character in mode is not one of the above characters then no action occurs and str1 will 
be the same as str.

str is the string to be stripped.

str1 is the resultant stripped str.

Examples

(1) trim_str " " "R" " The string  "  " The string"

(2) trim_str "\r\n" "B" "\rThe\nstring\r\n\r"  "The\nstring"

(3) trim_str "\n\r" "A" "\r\rThe\nstring\r\n"  "Thestring"

(4) trim_str "\#10FFFF#\r\n" "B" "\rA\nstring\#10FFFF#\n"  "A\nstring"

(5) trim_str "ab☼c" "L" "☼☼☼The sun☼"  "The sun☼"

(6) trim_str "" "L" "☼☼☼The sun☼"  "☼☼☼The sun☼" 
♦

true
true    -1 C I

Details
Pushes an integer stack object containing the value –1 onto the object stack.  The value of the 
integer stack object represents a logical boolean value of ‘true’, which is represented by all 32 
binary flags being set.  true is not a genuine intrinsic command, but an intrinsic constant — the 
ETAC interpreter converts it to its value when encountered.

Note that ‹`true› also pushes an integer stack object containing the value –1 onto the object 
stack. ♦

trunc
trunc  obj1    obj2 C I

obj1 A decimal, integer, or string stack object.

obj2 A decimal, integer, or string stack object.

Details
Truncates a stack object (obj1) having a value of a decimal, integer, or string.
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If the value of obj1 is a decimal or integer, it is replaced by the truncated result.  Truncation 
occurs by removal of the fractional part of a decimal; an integer remains unmodified.  If the 
truncated result is within the range of an integer (–2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647) then obj2 is 
an integer stack object, otherwise it is a decimal stack object.

If the value of obj1 is a string, its trailing spaces (U+0020) are removed and the truncated result 
(obj2) is a string stack object. ♦

type_err
type_err C S

Details
Causes an error event with TAC error code BAD_OBJ_TYPE.  This is the same as ‹exit_err 
:#TAC_RTN_BAD_OBJ_TYPE:›.

Additional Information
exit_err   ♦

uchar_cnt
uchar_cnt  str    cnt  str C S

str A string stack object.

cnt An integer stack object.

Details
Determines the number (cnt) of u-char characters in a string (str).  str remains on the object stack
unmodified.

Other Information
wchar_cnt   ▪ str_len   ▪ size   ♦

unlink
unlink  num  obj1 ···  objn    obj1 ··· objn C S

num A non-negative integer stack object.

obj1 The first stack object on the current TAC stack.

objn The last stack object on the current TAC stack.

Details
Unlinks num topmost stack objects (obj1 ··· objn) on the current TAC stack.  If one of the stack 
objects to be unlinked cannot be unlinked then an error event, BAD_OBJ_TYPE, occurs.  The 
following stack objects can be unlinked: sequence, procedure, linked command and operator 
stack objects, and dictionary.  Already unlinked command or operator stack objects, or intrinsic 
commands or intrinsic operators, cannot be unlinked but they do not cause an error event, so they
can be among the stack objects to be unlinked.

If any of obji (i = 1 to n) is a sequence or procedure, then only its unlink-able elements are 
unlinked; if any of obji (i = 1 to n) is a dictionary, then only the dictionary item’s unlink-able 
stack objects are unlinked.  In both cases, other elements are ignored, and do not cause a 
BAD_OBJ_TYPE error event.  Therefore, ultimately, only extrinsic commands and extrinsic 
operators are unlinked.  Note that the body of an ETAC function is a procedure.
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Additional Information
Linking Into Dictionaries

Related Information
link   ♦

unload_lib
unload_lib  lib-id C S

lib-id An integer stack object.

Details
Unloads the external TAC library (TAC custom comop DLL library) loaded by load_lib.  lib-id 
is the lib-id returned by load_lib.  The lib-id of an unloaded external TAC library is 
immediately invalid and must not be used.  However, a later execution of load_lib for the same 
or a different external TAC library may possibly return the same lib-id as that of an unloaded 
external TAC library.  When an external TAC library is unloaded, any references to the library’s 
functions become permanently invalid, even if the same external TAC library is loaded again.  
The consequence of using an invalid reference is undefined.  A maximum of 127 external TAC 
libraries can be open at any one moment.  No action occurs if lib-id is not a positive integer.

Related Information
load_lib

Other Information
@ImportLib   ♦

up_str
up_str  str    str1 C S

str A string stack object.

str1 A string stack object.

Details
Converts the characters in a string (str) to upper case, leaving the converted string on the object 
stack (str1).  Supplementary characters (those above U+FFFF) are not converted. ♦

wchar_cnt
wchar_cnt  [offset]  (num-uc | -1)  str    [w-off]  len  str C S

offset An integer stack object.

num-uc A non-negative integer stack object.

str A string stack object.

len An integer stack object.

Details
Determines the number (len) of w-char characters in a substring of a string (str), beginning at a 
w-char or u-char offset (offset) and a subsequent number (num-uc) of u-char characters from that 
offset.  str remains on the object stack unmodified.
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offset is a zero-based offset from the beginning of str.  If offset is a positive number or zero, then 
the offset is a w-char offset into the string.  If offset is a negative number, then the negation of 
offset is a u-char offset into the string.  The default for offset is zero.

num-uc is the number of u-char characters specifying the substring of str beginning at the 
effective offset implied by offset.  This command returns (len) the number of w-char characters in
that substring.  Having –1 instead of num-uc indicates the rest of the characters in str from the 
effective offset.

w-off exists only if offset contains a negative number.  w-off is the w-char offset (internally 
calculated from the negation of offset) to the beginning of the specified substring of str. 

len is the number of w-char characters in the specified substring of str.

Note that the substring specified by offset and num-uc must be a well-formed Unicode substring, 
otherwise an error event will occur.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the wchar_cnt command can be used.

(1) void Len := wchar_cnt -1 "Hello all \#1F44D#";
(2) void WOff := Len := wchar_cnt -2 -1 "\#1F44D# Hello all";
(3) void Len := wchar_cnt 9 5 "Hello-ha \#1F44D# all people";
(4) void Str := get_str wchar_cnt -8 3 "Hello \#1F44D# all people";

In example (1), Len contains 12 because the implied offset (offset) is zero, and the -1 (num- uc) 
indicates that the rest of the string is to be processed from that offset.  The number of w-char 
characters in the string is 12.  Notice that this example gives the same result as ‹str_len 
"Hello all \#1F44D#"›.

In example (2), Len contains 9.  The effective offset is 3 (returned in WOff) because offset (-2) is
a negative number, and the negation of offset (2) is the u-char (not w-char) offset into the string.  
The -1 (num- uc) indicates that the rest of the string is to be processed from that offset.  The 
substring is therefore effectively ‹Hello all›, which has a w-char character length of 9.

In example (3), Len contains 6 because the substring begins at w-char offset 9 and has a u-char 
character length (num- uc) of 5.  The substring is therefore effectively ‹\#1F44D# all›, which 
has a w-char character length of 6.  Note that if offset were 10, an error event would have 
occurred because the substring would not have been a well-formed Unicode substring.

In example (4), Str contains ‹all› because the effective offset is 9 (calculation: -8 internally 
translates to a u-char offset of 8, which is effectively a w-char offset of 9 into the string).  The 
substring is therefore effectively ‹all›, which has a w-char character length of 3.  Using the 
return values of wchar_cnt, the token statement effectively becomes ‹void Str := get_str 
9 3 "Hello \#1F44D# all people";›.  Notice how, in this example, wchar_cnt can be used
to convert a u-char offset and length pair into the corresponding w-char offset and length pair for 
use with commands that require a w-char offset and length.  Note that if the initial offset (-8) 
were zero, then the method illustrated in this example could fail  —  wchar_cnt does not return a
w-char offset (w-off) if its first argument is zero.

Other Information
uchar_cnt   ▪ str_len   ▪ size   ♦
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word_idx
word_idx  word  str    index  str C S

word A string stack object.

str A string stack object.

index An integer stack object.

Details
Gets the index (index) of a word (word) within a string (str), leaving the original string on the 
object stack.  word must be a single word without delimiters.  index indicates the word number of 
word within str.  If index is 0 then word does not exist within str.  The first word is word number 
1.  The words are delimited by the value set by the last activation of set_ws_delim.

Related Information
set_ws_delim   ♦

word_pos
word_pos  index  str    offset  str C S

index An integer stack object.

str A string stack object.

offset An integer stack object.

Details
Gets the w-char offset (offset) of a word at an index (index) within a string (str), leaving the 
original string on the object stack.  index indicates the word number of a word within str.  offset 
is the zero-based w-char offset of the first character of the word at index.  If index is out of range 
then offset will be -1.  The first word is word number  1.  The words are delimited by the value 
set by the last activation of set_ws_delim.

Related Information
set_ws_delim   ♦

write_con
write_con  [?]  str C S

str A string stack object.

Details
Writes string lines (str) to the console, or sets the console title.  str contains the text to write to 
the console if ? (a null stack object) is absent.  str can contain the escape code sequence ‹\r\n› 
to begin a new line on the console.  str could also be a string to set the title of the console if ? is 
present.

If the console is not already opened, this command will automatically open it, and it will remain 
open until it is closed by the close_con command or the main ETAC session ends.

To merely open the console  , use the script fragment: ‹write_con ""›.
To open the console with a title  , use the script fragment: ‹write_con ? "title"› where title is 
the desired title.

Related Information
read_con   ▪ close_con   ♦
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write_file
write_file  [flags]  [file-path ] mem C S

flags An integer stack object containing a binary boolean value.

file-path A string stack object.

mem A memory stack object.

Details
Writes the contents of the usable data in a memory stack object (mem) into a file (file-path), 
possibly overwriting the file’s original contents.  If the specified file does not exist, a new one 
will be created along with new directories if necessary.  The contents of mem is not modified, but 
the internal output file path of mem may be modified.

flags contains a combination (using the or operator) of the following values.

flags  Meaning

:!WF_ERR_FATAL: Causes a fatal error event that cannot be captured when a fatal error 
occurs.  If this option is omitted, a fatal error event can be captured.

:!WF_WIN_1252: Temporarily converts the memory data to Windows-1252 before 
writing if possible.  No BOM signature is written if this option is 
specified and the conversion is successful.

:!WF_BOM: Ignored for mem data form indicators of :#MO_BIN: and :#MO_TXT:.
Forces a BOM signature to be written unless the :!WF_APPEND: or
:!WF_WIN_1252: option is also specified.  Mutually exclusive with
:!WF_NBOM:.  This option does not affect the internal BOM status of 
mem.

:!WF_NBOM: Ignored for mem data form indicators of :#MO_BIN: and :#MO_TXT:.
Prevents a BOM signature from being written.  Mutually exclusive 
with :!WF_BOM:.  This option does not affect the internal BOM status
of mem.

:!WF_APPEND: Appends the memory data to the existing file, rather than overwriting 
the file data.  No BOM signature is written if this option is specified.

file-path contains the file path of the file to be written to, or an empty string.  If file-path is an 
empty string, then the internal input file path of mem is used as file-path.  If file-path is absent, 
then the internal output file path of mem is used instead.  But if the internal output file path is 
empty, then the internal input file path of mem is used as file-path.  The internal output file path 
of mem is set to the effective   value of file- path.  A fatal error event will occur if the effective   
value of file-path is an empty string.

mem contains the data to be written to the file specified by the effective value of file-path.  The 
usable data in mem is appended to the file data if the :!WF_APPEND: option of flags is specified. 
Otherwise, the memory data overwrites the file data.  If the :!WF_WIN_1252: option of flags is 
specified, an internal copy of the memory data is converted to Windows-1252 and written to the 
specified file, otherwise the raw memory data is written as is.  If the internal BOM status flag of 
mem is set and the :!WF_NBOM: option is not   specified, or the :!WF_BOM: option of flags is 
specified, then an appropriate BOM signature is written to the file.  If the internal BOM status 
flag of mem is clear and the :!WF_BOM: option of flags is not   specified, or the :!WF_NBOM: 
option is specified, then a BOM signature is not written to the file.  In any case, if the internal 
data form indicator of mem is either :#MO_BIN: or :#MO_TXT:, or the :!WF_WIN_1252: option 
of flags is specified and the internal conversion to Windows-1252 is successful, or the
:!WF_APPEND: option is specified, a BOM signature is not written to the file.
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The above-mentioned conversion to Windows-1252 is a direct conversion; it is not   the same 
conversion as is done by the to_txt command.  If the internal data form indicator of mem is 
neither :#MO_BIN: nor :#MO_TXT:, and the memory data characters are all a subset of the 
Windows-1252 character set, then an internal copy of the memory data is converted to 
Windows-1252 (single-byte characters).  Note that Unicode combining character sequences (eg: 
U+0065 U+0300: ‹‘e’ + ‘̀’›), and the like, are not a subset of the Windows-1252 code page.  The
conversion consists of a direct conversion from Unicode code points to Windows-1252 
characters.  For example, the character ‘‡’ (U+2021) is written as the equivalent  ‘‡’ (87H).  If the
memory data characters are not all   a subset of the Windows-1252 character set, no conversion is 
done and the memory data is written as is.

The Unicode® BOM (byte order mark) signatures are defined as follows for the stated encoding 
scheme.  If a BOM signature is to be written, it will be written at the beginning of the file data.

UTF-8: EFBBBFH

UTF-16LE: FFFEH   UTF-32LE: FFFE0000H

UTF-16BE: FEFFH   UTF-32BE: 0000FEFFH

Examples
The following illustrations show how the write_file command can be used.

(1) void dst_path 'C:\Folder\File.txt' Mem; write_file Mem;
(2) void src_path 'C:\Folder\File.txt' Mem; void dst_path "" Mem; 

write_file Mem;
(3) void src_path 'C:\Folder\File.txt' Mem;

void dst_path 'C:\Other\Text.dat' Mem;
write_file "" Mem;

(4) void dst_path 'C:\Folder\File.txt' Mem;
write_file 'C:\Other\Text.dat' Mem;

(5) write_file :!WF_BOM: FilePath Mem;
(6) void data_form ? :!MO_BOM: Mem; write_file FilePath Mem;
(7) write_file :!WF_BOM: FilePath to_utf8 Mem;

write_file FilePath to_utf8 :!MO_BOM: Mem;
(8) write_file (:!WF_BOM: &or :!WF_WIN_1252:) FilePath to_utf8 Mem;

In example (1), the internal output file path of Mem is set to ‹C:\Folder\File.txt› via the 
dst_path command.  Subsequently, write_file will use that set file path as the destination file
path because file-path is absent.

In example (2), the internal input file path of Mem is set to ‹C:\Folder\File.txt›, and the 
internal output file path is set to an empty string.  Subsequently, write_file will use that set 
input file path as the destination file path because file-path is absent and the internal output file 
path is an empty string.  However, write_file will also set the internal output file path of Mem 
to the internal input file path.

In example (3), both the internal input and output file paths of Mem are set.  Subsequently, 
write_file will use the input   file path as the destination file path because file-path is an empty 
string.  However, write_file will also set the internal output file path of Mem to the internal 
input file path.

In example (4), the internal output file path of Mem is set to ‹C:\Folder\File.txt›.  However, 
file-path is present and not empty, and so the destination file path will be the one specified by 
file-path (ie: ‹C:\Other\Text.dat›).  write_file will also replace the internal output file path
of Mem with the one specified by file-path.
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In example (5), assuming that Mem contains Unicode text, the memory data is written with a BOM
signature, regardless of the internal BOM status of Mem.  The internal BOM status of Mem remains
unmodified.

In example (6), the internal BOM status flag of Mem is set via the data_form command.  
Assuming that Mem contains Unicode text, the memory data is written with a BOM signature.

Example (7) illustrates the recommended way to write Unicode data to a file.  Assuming that Mem 
contains Unicode text, the memory data is written with a BOM signature after temporarily being 
converted to UTF-8 via the to_utf8 command.  If Mem does not contain Unicode text, the 
memory data is written without change and without a BOM signature.  Either of the two 
alternative token statements can be used.

In example (8), if Mem contains Unicode text that is a subset of the Windows-1252 character set, 
the memory data is written as Windows-1252 text (single-byte characters) without a BOM 
signature (which would be meaningless in this case), otherwise the memory data is written as 
UTF-8 text with a BOM signature.  If Mem does not contain Unicode text, the memory data is 
written without change and without a BOM signature.

Additional Information
Unicode File Specification   ▪ Memory

Related Information
read_file

Other Information
to_bin   ▪ to_txt   ▪ to_utf8   ▪ to_utf16   ▪ to_utf32   ▪ cvt_data_to   ▪ data_form   ▪ src_path   ▪ dst_path   ♦

xor2
xor2  arg1  arg2    res C S

arg1 An integer stack object containing a boolean value.

arg2 An integer stack object containing a boolean value.

res An integer stack object containing a boolean value.

Details
Does a binary ‘XOR’ operation on two integer stack objects (arg1 and arg2) leaving the result 
(res) on the object stack. ♦

4.6 ETAC Auxiliary Library
The ETAC auxiliary library is a library of comops (most of which begin with the character @) 
implemented as ETAC script.  The source ETAC text script file for the comops is ETACDefs.etac.  
The contents of that file is incorporated into the loader script (RunETAC.btac) for the standard 
setup of ETAC which automatically loads that file.  The loader script loads those comops into the
main dictionary (named “Main”).

Warning

The ETAC source code in ETACDefs.etac is provided for analysis and debugging purposes only.  
That source code should not be altered because it can have unintended consequences and can 
change in future versions of ETAC without notice.

The following boxes contain the description all the commands and operators (comops) in the 
ETAC auxiliary library.  For the first box on the right side of the top row of the description 
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boxes: ‘C’ means command, ‘F’ means function command, ‘O’ means operator.  For the last box:
‘A’ means ETAC auxiliary library.  Note that operators can only be properly activated via 
operator expressions  .

4.6.1.1 @

@
@  arg ···  !0    arg ··· O A

arg A stack object.

Details
Treats one or more arguments (arg, ···) as a code unit if ‹(› and ‹)› script tokens are used in the 
operator expression.  This operator is typically used to activate a number of script tokens where 
no more than one code unit can be used.  This operator merely removes the mark 0 (zero) stack 
object (!0) leaving the arguments (arg, ···) on the object stack.

The @ operator is activated by the end_op command or the ‹(› script token.  ‹!0› is the mark 0 
stack object pushed onto the object stack by the start_op command or the ‹)› script token.  
However, it would be pointless using the start_op and end_op commands for this operator 
since those two commands with the arguments in-between do not constitute a code unit.

Note: do not confuse this operator with the object replication   expression (which is also @).

Examples
The following illustrations show how the @ operator can be used.  The highlighted text is an 
operator expression constituting a code unit which is a syntactical requirement of the code in the 
examples.

(1) Var<%(&@ [A] A := (Idx + 2)) := 10;
(2) Var<%[A := (Idx + 2), A] := 10;
(3) StrChr := Str#(&@ A := copy_top add2 Idx 5);

Example (1) inserts 10 at index ‹Idx + 2› of Var, but also assigns the value of ‹Idx + 2› to A.

Example (2) is an alternative way to write the code in example (1) without using the @ operator.

Example (3) assigns ‹Idx + 5› to A, but also uses a copy of that assigned value to access a 
character of Str, which (character) is then assigned to StrChr.

Note that each one of the examples above can be written as one or more token statements without 
using @. ♦
4.6.1.2 @BreakOnExit

@BreakOnExit
@BreakOnExit  proc C A

proc A procedure.

Details
Activates a procedure (proc) allowing processing to break out from any position (including 
logically nested procedures) within that procedure.  When control breaks out of the 
@BreakOnExit command, that command is aborted and control continues with the logically next 
script token after that command.  Only the @Exit and @ExitIf commands can be used within 
proc to break out of the @BreakOnExit command.
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Related Information
@Exit   ▪ @ExitIf   ♦
4.6.1.3 @Call

@Call
@Call  etac-fnt  [arg1 ··· argn]    [objs] C A

etac-fnt An ETAC function.

arg1 The first stack object argument.

argn The last stack object argument.

objs One or more stack objects on a TAC stack.

Details
Calls (executes) an ETAC function (etac-fnt) possibly with arguments (arg1 ··· argn), and may   
return one or more stack objects (objs) on a TAC stack (typically the object stack).  etac-fnt is 
typically created by a function definition   statement.  The number and types of the argument 
values must be compatible with the number and types of parameters in the definition of the ETAC
function — optional arguments are not permitted unless explicitly catered for in the ETAC 
function definition.  It is the ETAC function (etac-fnt) that assigns the values of the arguments 
(arg1 ··· argn) to their corresponding parameters, not the @Call command.  This command is 
equivalent to the script fragment ‹fnt- var(arg1 ··· argn)› (where fnt-var is a variable ID command
indicating an ETAC variable whose variable object contains etac-fnt), and is typically used when 
that script fragment cannot be used (see Function Call  ).

Note that @Call requires only etac-fnt as an argument; arg1 ··· argn are processed by etac-fnt 
itself.

Related Information
Function Definition

Other Information
Function Call   ♦
4.6.1.4 @Data

@Data
@Data  name | ?    data-obj F A

name A string stack object.

data-obj A data object.

Details
Obtains a copy of the existing named (name) data object (data-obj) from the data object list, or 
creates a new named (name) data object (data-obj) if one does not exist on the data object list.  
The member variable of data-obj identified by @Name is automatically allocated and set to name 
for a new data object.  If a new data object is created, it is not added to the data object list.  To 
create a new named data object to be added to the data object list, use the @DefData function 
command.

data-obj is typically assigned to an ETAC variable so that the members of data-obj can be created
and accessed.  If the obtained data object is a listed data object, then data-obj would refer to that 
listed data object.

This function command can be used to (1) create a new standalone named data object separate 
from the data object list by using a name that is not already a name of a listed data object, or (2) 
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access and modify a listed data object by using a name that is already a name of a listed data 
object.

To create a new standalone named data object, as in (1) above, whether or not an identically 
named data object is a listed data object, use the following script fragment: ‹@Data(?).{@Name
:= "new-name"; @Self;}›, where new-name is the desired name of the new named data object.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the @Data function command can be used.

(1) @Data("MyDataObj").{[* Member allocations and assignments. *]};
(2) DataObj := @Data("MyDataObj");

DataObj.{[* Member allocations and assignments. *]};
(3) DataObj := @Data(?).

{
   @Name := "MyDataObj";
   [* Member allocations and assignments. *]
   @Self;
};

In example (1), "MyDataObj" is a listed data object.  Additional members of that data object are 
allocated, and other members are reassigned with different values.  If "MyDataObj" is not a 
listed data object, then the code of this example would have no practical effect (ie: would be 
pointless).

Example (2) is the same as example (1), except that "MyDataObj" need not be an existing listed 
data object.  DataObj will contain the new data object or refer to the existing one on the data 
object list.

In example (3), a new standalone   named data object is created with name "MyDataObj".  The 
new data object is assigned to DataObj.  Note that @Self must be the last command in the 
procedure.

Related Information
@DefData   ♦
4.6.1.5 @DefData

@DefData
@DefData  name  [base-name]  body F A

name A string stack object.

base-name A sequence containing data objects or string stack objects, or a string stack object.

body A procedure.

Details
Creates a new named (name) data object, optionally derived from one or more existing named 
(base-name) data objects, and places it on the data object list.  The member variable identified by
@Name is automatically allocated and set to name for the new data object.

name must not be the name of an existing named data object created via this function command, 
otherwise the consequence is undefined.  The new named data object will be named name.

base-name is a single string stack object being the name of a listed data object, or a sequence 
containing any mixture of string stack objects and data objects.  The string stack objects in the 
sequence are the names of listed data objects.  The data objects in the sequence are any regular or
named data objects.  If base-name is absent then a single empty string is assumed for base-name.
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body typically contains variable allocation   statements that allocate the members of the new named
data object.  When this function command is called, the data dictionary contained in the new 
named data object is automatically pushed onto the dictionary stack before body is activated.  
That data dictionary is then removed from the dictionary stack just before the activation of body 
completes.

This function command combines a ‘reproduction’ of the members of the data objects indicated in
base-name into the new named data object as follows.  For string stack object elements in base-
name, ‘reproduction’ means ‘replicate’.  For data object elements in base-name, ‘reproduction’ 
means ‘copy’.  First, a reproduction of the members of the last data object indicated in base-
name is added to the new named data object in the same order as the members in that last data 
object, then a reproduction of the members of the second last data object indicated in base-name 
is added to the top of the new named data object in the same order as the members in that second 
last data object, and so on up to the first data object indicated in base-name.  name is then 
assigned to an automatically allocate @Name of the new named data object, then body is activated 
on that data object.  Note that the data object list is indexed by name rather than by the value of 
@Name; if the value of @Name is altered later, the data object list is unaffected by the new name.

The data objects created by this function command serve as data object definitions from which a 
usable data object instance can be created via the @NewData function command.  Access to the 
data object definitions created by this function command can be made via the @Data function 
command.

Data that is common to all instances of the named data object should be defined in a different 
named data object with name prefixed with a plus (+) character.  For example, if name contains 
‹MyData›, then the common data should be defined in a new named data object with name 
containing ‹+MyData›.  Only data containing compound stack objects will be common to all 
instances of the named data object.  Typically, function members are defined in the ‘+’ prefixed 
named data object.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the @DefData function command can be used.  Note that 
although @DefData is a function command, it is recommended that the syntax shown below is 
used for aesthetic reasons, rather than the usual syntax for a function command call.

(1) @DefData("MyDataObj"){};

(2) @DefData("MyData") "MyBaseDataObj"
{
   mdoFilePath :- ?;
   mdoOffset :- ?;
   mdoStartStr :- "";
};

(3) @DefData("MyDataObj") ["BaseObj1", "BaseObj2", "BaseObj3"]
{
   [* Member allocations and assignments. *]
};

(4) @DefData("MyDataObj") ["BaseObj1", DataObj2, "BaseObj3"]
{
   [* Member allocations and assignments. *]
};
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(5) @DefData("MyDataObj") ["BaseObj1", DataObj2, "BaseObj3"]
{
   [* Member allocations and assignments for non-common data. *]
   M1 :- 10; M2 :- "hello";
};

@DataDef("+MyDataObj") ["+BaseObj1", "+BaseObj3"]
{
   [* Member allocations for common data and for function members. *]
   M3 :- [1, 2, 3]; F1 :- fnt:(pA pB pC) {…};
};

In example (1), a new empty data object named "MyDataObj" is created on the data object list 
(assuming that a data object named with an empty string is not a listed data object).

In example (2), a new data object named "MyData" is created on the data object list from an 
existing data object named "MyBaseDataObj".  The existing data object was previously created 
via the @DefData function command.  The new data object will contain a replicate of the 
members of the existing data object in addition to the new members shown in this example.

In example (3), a new data object named "MyDataObj" is created on the data object list from 
three existing data objects named "BaseObj1", "BaseObj2", and "BaseObj3".  The existing 
data objects were previously created via the @DefData function command.  The new data object 
will contain a replicate of the members of the existing data objects in addition to the new 
members allocated.

Example (4) is the same as example (3) except that the middle data object specified in the 
sequence is a regular data object not on the data object list.  The members of that middle data 
object will be copied (not replicated) to the new data object.

In example (5), the data that is required to be common for all instances of the named data object, 
MyDataObj, is allocated to a different named data object, ‹+MyDataObj›.  The prefix ‹+› 
indicates that the second named data object belongs with the first named data object 
(MyDataObj).  Function members are typically allocated in the second named data object, 
‹+MyDataObj›, since they are common to all instances of the named data object.  If function 
members are allocated in the first named data object, they will be replicated in each instance of 
the named data object.  Members allocated in the second named data object are copied, not 
replicated, by the @NewData function command to each instance of the named data object.  It is 
assumed, in this example, that ‹+BaseObj1› and ‹+BaseObj3› are listed data objects.

Related Information
Variable Allocation   ▪ @NewData   ▪ @Data   ♦
4.6.1.6 @DefFnt

@DefFnt
@DefFnt  par-seq  proc    fnt C A

par-seq A string sequence.

proc A procedure.

fnt An ETAC function.

Details
This command creates a nameless ETAC function (fnt) from a procedure (proc).  When the ETAC 
function is called, it initially creates a local dictionary which will contain each parameter 
specified as strings   in par-seq and all ETAC variables allocated from within proc.  That local 
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dictionary is destroyed just before the termination of the call.  An ETAC function is called via the 
function call   expression.

The returned ETAC function (fnt) is typically allocated to an ETAC variable; the name of that 
ETAC variable acts as the name of the ETAC function.  The ETAC function of a function 
command can be assigned to another ETAC variable without having the ETAC function execute.

par-seq specifies each parameter of the returned ETAC function definition as a string  .  When the 
ETAC function is called, it pre-allocates each parameter using the name of the corresponding 
entry in par-seq, and initialises each parameter with the stack object on the object stack before 
proc is activated.  If no parameters are required then par-seq must be an empty sequence.

proc contains the code to be activated when the returned ETAC function is called.  The go_end 
command can be used within proc at the top level to cause control to go to the end of the 
procedure and return to the caller.  The @Return and @ReturnIf commands can be used to break
out of all procedures at any logical level within proc.

fnt is the ETAC function returned by this command.

NOTE: This command should only be used when proc is not an explicit procedure expression, 
otherwise the function definition   ETAC statement is identical to this command (except for the 
way in which the parameters are specified).

Examples

(1) Seq%[3] := @DefFnt ["pV1", "pV2", "pV3"] {…};
(2) MyFnt :- @DefFnt [] {…}; [* No parameters. *]
(3) MyProc :- defr {(pA + pB);}; MyFnt :- @DefFnt ["pA", "pB"] MyProc;

In example (1), an ETAC function with three parameters is created and assigned to the third 
element of a sequence (Seq).  While it remains in the sequence, the ETAC function cannot be 
called as a normal ETAC function without first being assigned to an ETAC variable, for example, 
‹Fnt := Seq%[3]; Fnt(X Y Z);›.  Alternatively, the ETAC function can be called directly via
the @Call command, for example, ‹@Call Seq%[3] X Y Z;›.

In example (2), an ETAC function with no parameters is defined and allocated to an ETAC 
variable.  The ETAC function is called just as any other ETAC function is called, for example, 
MyFnt().

In example (3), the ETAC function body (a procedure) is assigned to MyProc, which is then used 
as the second argument to @DefFnt.  The implication is that such a procedure can be constructed 
conditionally (not shown in these examples), resulting in possibly different code each time the 
procedure is constructed.  The effect is equivalent to a function definition   statement whose body 
(proc) can change dynamically.

Additional Information
@Return   ▪ @ReturnIf

Other Information
Function Definition   ▪ Function Call   ▪ Procedure Expression   ▪ go_end   ▪ @Call   ♦
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4.6.1.7 @Error

@Error
@Error  [arg  ···] F A

arg A stack object.

Details
This function command is called when a programmed (programmer-defined) error is required to 
occur.  The function command can be called with any number of arguments (arg ···).  Those 
arguments are for the handler ETAC function that was set by fnt of the @TrapError function 
command.  This function command does not process those arguments in any way.

@Error calls the said handler of the most recent call to @TrapError.  The value of the stack 
object returned by the handler determines what further action @Error takes.  See @TrapError   for 
further information and examples.

Note: @Error must be used in conjunction with @TrapError.

Related Information
@TrapError   ♦
4.6.1.8 @Exec

@Exec
@Exec  arg F A

arg A stack object.

Details
Activates an argument (arg) directly.  This function command is typically used to activate 
procedures where no more than one code unit can be used.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the @Exec function command can be used.

(1) Var<%@Exec({A := (Idx + 2); [A];}) := 10;
(2) Var<%[@Exec({A := (Idx + 2); A;})] := 10;
(3) NewStr := @Exec({A := add2 "Happy " Str; A;})#4;

Example (1) inserts 10 at index ‹Idx + 2› of Var, but also assigns the value of ‹Idx + 2› to A.

Example (2) is an alternative way to write the code in example (1).

Example (3) assigns the value of Str, prefixed with "Happy ", to A, but also assigns the fifth 
character (offset at 4) of that prefixed string to NewStr.

An error event would occur without the @Exec function command in each of the examples above. 
However, note that each one of those examples can be written as one or more token statements 
without using @Exec. ♦
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4.6.1.9 @ExecCmdStr

@ExecCmdStr
@ExecCmdStr  cmd-str F A

cmd-str A string stack object.

Details
Activates a string (cmd-str) as though it were a command of the same name.  The value of cmd-str
must have the syntax of a comop identifier.

Note that this function command may leave stack objects on the TAC stacks depending on the 
activity of the command named in cmd-str.

Example
The following illustration shows how the @ExecCmdStr function command can be used.

MyCmd :- {…}; @ExecCmdStr("MyCmd") [* Activates as MyCmd. *];
♦
4.6.1.10 @Exit

@Exit
@Exit C A

Details
Breaks out of the logically immediate @BreakOnExit command unconditionally.  “Logically 
immediate” means the most recent @BreakOnExit that is active during the activation of the 
@Exit command.  When control breaks out of the said @BreakOnExit command, that 
@BreakOnExit command is aborted and control continues with the logically next script token 
after that @BreakOnExit command.  If an @Exit command logically existing outside of a 
@BreakOnExit command is activated, then the ETAC session containing @Exit will end.  Note 
that no other action occurs when an @Exit command is activated; specifically, local dictionaries 
and stack arguments remain on their respective TAC stacks.

Example

(1) @BreakOnExit
{
   [* Do some stuff with Str. *]
   if ( Str = "Hello" ) then
   {
      Str := "Bye";
      @Exit; [* The @BreakOnExit procedure ends. *]
   }
   endif;

   [* Do some more stuff. *]
};

See @ExitIf   for a description of the conditional version of @Exit.

Related Information
@BreakOnExit

Other Information
@ExitIf   ♦
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4.6.1.11 @ExitIf

@ExitIf
@ExitIf  bool C A

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Breaks out of the logically immediate @BreakOnExit command conditionally (bool).  “Logically 
immediate” means the most recent @BreakOnExit that is active during the activation of the 
@ExitIf command.  When control breaks out of the said @BreakOnExit command, that 
@BreakOnExit command is aborted and control continues with the logically next script token 
after that @BreakOnExit command.  If an @ExitIf command logically existing outside of a 
@BreakOnExit command is activated, then the ETAC session containing @ExitIf will end.  
Note that no other action occurs when an @ExitIf command is activated; specifically, local 
dictionaries and stack arguments remain on their respective TAC stacks.

If the value of bool is true then an @ExitIf command acts as specified above, otherwise the 
command is ignored.

Example

(1) @BreakOnExit
{
   [* Do some stuff with Var. *]

   @ExitIf (Var = 10); [* This procedure ends if Var = 10. *]
   [* Do some more stuff. *]
};

Related Information
@BreakOnExit   ♦
4.6.1.12 @Export

@Export
@Export  proc-cmd    proc F A

proc-cmd A procedure, or a command stack object.

proc A procedure.

Details
Exports a procedure or a command stack object (proc-cmd) existing in the topmost data 
dictionary to a procedure (proc) so that the resulting procedure can activate the exported 
procedure or command stack object within the context of that data dictionary even when that 
data dictionary is not on the dictionary stack.

proc-cmd must exist in the topmost data dictionary when @Export is called.  @Export 
incorporates that data dictionary into proc, and temporarily pushes that data dictionary onto the 
dictionary stack when proc is active.  If proc is duplicated, then its incorporated data dictionary 
is also duplicated, otherwise if proc is replicated or copied, then its incorporated data dictionary 
is copied (meaning that it will be shared with the reproduced proc).

proc is a procedure created by @Export.  proc is a surrogate for proc-cmd, and is designed to be 
activated directly in place of proc-cmd.  When proc is activated (at some later point in the ETAC 
code) it automatically executes in the context of the topmost data dictionary (in which the 
procedure or a command stack object indicated by proc-cmd was defined) without that data 
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dictionary existing on the dictionary stack.  This means that the data member selection   statement 
with respect to proc-cmd is not needed; proc can be used directly instead.

In the following, if etac-var is a member name of the data object indicated by data-obj, and var is
a variable ID command, and the script fragment ‹var := data-obj.{@Export(`etac-var);}› is 
activated, then var is equivalent to ‹data-obj.etac-var› even when the data dictionary of data-obj
is not accessible.

proc-cmd is incorporated into proc.  Therefore, if proc-cmd is a command stack object (which is 
the member name of the relevant data object), when proc is activated, that command stack object 
will be activated.  This implies a search for the value of the command stack object on the 
dictionary stack.  The found dictionary item would normally contain the stack object indicated by
proc-cmd.  However, if that dictionary item was reassigned before the activation of proc, then the
dictionary item’s stack object may not be the stack object originally indicated by proc-cmd.  
Alternatively, if proc-cmd is an actual procedure, then no dictionary lookup is made because that 
actual procedure is activated directly when etac-fnt is activated.

The purpose of this function command is to be able to call a data object’s member name when 
that data object is not accessible.  Such a situation would be rare, therefore this function 
command should be avoided if possible.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the @Export function command can be used.  Note that in 
the following examples, the line containing the comment “Reassignment of: MyMember.” is for 
illustration purposes only; such a line of code is not necessary.

(1) DataObj :- data:{MyMember :- {…};};
MyProxy := DataObj.{@Export(push_val "MyMember")};
DataObj.MyMember := 10; [* Reassignment of: MyMember. *]

[* The following is equivalent to: DataObj.MyMember. *]
MyProxy; [* Activates: {…}. *]

(2) DataObj :- data:{MyMember :- {…};};
MyProxy := DataObj.{@Export(`MyMember)};
DataObj.MyMember := 10; [* Reassignment of: MyMember. *]

[* The following is equivalent to: DataObj.MyMember. *]
MyProxy; [* Activates: 10. *]

(3) DataObj :- data:{MyMember :- {…};};
MyProxy := {DataObj.MyMember;};
DataObj.MyMember := 10; [* Reassignment of: MyMember. *]

[* The following is equivalent to: DataObj.MyMember. *]
MyProxy; [* Activates: 10. *]

In example (1), a data object is created containing a member identified by MyMember.  The data 
object is allocated to DataObj.  It is desired to activate MyMember in a circumstance where the 
data dictionary of DataObj is not accessible, so DataObj.MyMember cannot be used in that case.
To solve the problem, MyMember is exported to a surrogate procedure (MyProxy) which can be 
called in the said circumstance (even though the data dictionary of DataObj would not be 
accessible).  MyProxy is equivalent to DataObj.MyMember, had DataObj been accessible in the 
said circumstance.  Note that the original procedure in MyMember is replaced with 10 before 
MyProxy is activated, but nevertheless, MyProxy will still activate the original procedure 
allocated to MyMember.
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Example (2) is the same as example (1), except that the command label   MyMember is exported, 
rather than the procedure contained in MyMember.  This has the effect that, when MyProxy is 
activated, a search on the dictionary stack is made for MyMember (MyProxy internally and 
temporarily pushes the data dictionary of DataObj onto the dictionary stack before the search).  
Because the original procedure in MyMember is replaced with 10 before MyProxy is activated, 
MyProxy will activate the replaced value of MyMember, rather than the original one.

Example (3) is an alternative way of implementing the script fragment in example (2), but does 
not use the @Export function command.  However, this will work correctly only if DataObj 
exists on the dictionary stack at the time when MyProxy is activated.

Other Information
@ExportFnt   ♦
4.6.1.13 @ExportFnt

@ExportFnt
@ExportFnt  fnt-arg    etac-fnt F A

fnt-arg A function command, or an ETAC function.

etac-fnt An ETAC function.

Details
Exports a function command (or associated ETAC function) (fnt-arg) existing in the topmost data 
dictionary to an ETAC function (etac-fnt) so that the ETAC function can execute the function 
command within the context of that data dictionary even when that data dictionary is not on the 
dictionary stack.

The ETAC function indicated by fnt-arg must exist in the topmost data dictionary when 
@ExportFnt is called.  @ExportFnt incorporates that data dictionary into etac-fnt, and 
temporarily pushes that data dictionary onto the dictionary stack when etac-fnt is active.  If etac-
fnt is duplicated, then its incorporated data dictionary is also duplicated, otherwise if etac-fnt is 
replicated or copied, then its incorporated data dictionary is copied (meaning that it will be 
shared with the reproduced etac-fnt).

etac-fnt is an ETAC function created by @ExportFnt.  etac-fnt is a surrogate for the ETAC 
function indicated by fnt-arg, and is designed to be called directly using the same arguments as 
for the ETAC function indicated by fnt-arg.  When etac-fnt is called (at some later point in the 
ETAC code) it automatically executes in the context of the topmost data dictionary  (in which the 
ETAC function indicated by fnt-arg was defined) without that data dictionary existing on the 
dictionary stack.  This means that the data member selection   statement with respect to the ETAC 
function indicated by fnt-arg is not needed; etac-fnt can be used directly instead.

In the following, if fnt-var is the member name of a function member in the data object indicated 
by data- obj, and var is a variable ID command, and the script fragment
‹var := data-obj.{@ExportFnt(`fnt-var);}› is activated, then ‹var(…)› is equivalent to 
‹data-obj.fnt-var(…)› even when the data dictionary of data-obj is not accessible.

fnt-arg is incorporated into etac-fnt.  Therefore, if fnt-arg is a command stack object (which is the
member name of the relevant data object), when etac-fnt is called, that command stack object will
be activated.  This implies a search for the value of the command stack object on the dictionary 
stack.  The found dictionary item would normally contain the ETAC function indicated by fnt-arg.
However, if that dictionary item was reassigned before the call to etac-fnt, then the dictionary 
item’s stack object may not be the ETAC function originally indicated by fnt-arg.  Alternatively, 
if fnt-arg is an actual ETAC function, then no dictionary lookup is made because that actual 
ETAC function is activated directly when etac-fnt is called.
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The purpose of this function command is to be able to call the ETAC function of a data object’s 
function member when that data object is not accessible.  Such a situation would be rare, 
therefore this function command should be avoided if possible.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the @ExportFnt function command can be used.  Note that 
in the following examples, the line containing the comment “Reassignment of: MyFnt.” is for 
illustration purposes only; such a line of code is not necessary.

(1) DataObj :- data:{MyFnt :- fnt:(A B C){…};};
MyFntProxy := DataObj.{@ExportFnt(MyFnt);};
DataObj.MyFnt := fnt:(D){…}; [* Reassignment of: MyFnt. *]

[* The following is equivalent to: DataObj.MyFnt(2 "by" 4). *]
MyFntProxy(2 "by" 4); [* Calls: fnt:(A B C){…}. *]

(2) DataObj :- data:{MyFnt :- fnt:(A B C){…};};
MyFntProxy := DataObj.{@ExportFnt(`MyFnt);};
DataObj.MyFnt := fnt:(D){…}; [* Reassignment of: MyFnt. *]

[* The following is equivalent to: DataObj.MyFnt("different"). *]
MyFntProxy("different"); [* Calls: fnt:(D){…}. *]

(3) DataObj :- data:{MyFnt :- fnt:(A B C){…};};
MyFntProxy := sub:{DataObj.MyFnt();};
DataObj.MyFnt := fnt:(D){…}; [* Reassignment of: MyFnt. *]

[* The following is equivalent to: DataObj.MyFnt("different"). *]
MyFntProxy("different"); [* Calls: fnt:(D){…}. *]

In example (1), a data object is created containing a function member identified by MyFnt.  The 
data object is allocated to DataObj.  It is desired to call MyFnt in a circumstance where the data 
dictionary of DataObj is not accessible, so ‹DataObj.MyFnt(…)› cannot be used in that case.  
To solve the problem, MyFnt is exported to a surrogate function command (MyFntProxy) which 
can be called in the said circumstance (even though the data dictionary of DataObj would not be 
accessible).  The call ‹MyFntProxy(…)› is equivalent to the call ‹DataObj.MyFnt(…)›, had 
DataObj been accessible in the said circumstance.  Note that the original ETAC function 
contained in MyFnt is replaced before MyFntProxy is called, but nevertheless, MyFntProxy will 
still activate the original ETAC function allocated to MyFnt.

Example (2) is the same as example (1), except that the command label   MyFnt is exported, rather 
than the ETAC function contained in MyFnt.  This has the effect that, when MyFntProxy is 
called, a search on the dictionary stack is made for MyFnt (MyFntProxy internally and 
temporarily pushes the data dictionary of DataObj onto the dictionary stack before the search).  
Because the original ETAC function in MyFnt is replaced with ‹fnt:(D){…}› before 
MyFntProxy is called, MyFntProxy will activate the replaced ETAC function, rather than the 
original one.

Example (3) is an alternative way of implementing the script fragment in example (2), but does 
not use the @ExportFnt function command.  However, this will work correctly only if DataObj 
exists on the dictionary stack at the time when MyFntProxy is called.

Other Information
@Export   ♦
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4.6.1.14 @IfElse

@IfElse
@IfElse  cond  obj1  obj2    [res] F A

cond A stack object evaluating to an integer stack object containing a boolean value.

obj1 A stack object.

obj2 A stack object.

res A stack object.

Details
Activates a stack object (either obj1 or obj2) conditionally (cond).  This function command 
activates cond which must push an integer stack object onto the object stack.  If the value of that 
integer stack object is not zero then obj1 gets activated, otherwise obj2 gets activated.  This 
function command is equivalent to the script fragment ‹if_then [cond, obj1, obj2]› as a 
single code unit.

This function command is mainly used as an expression version of a simple conditional statement  ,
therefore obj1 or obj2 typically pushes a stack object (res) onto the object stack, whichever one is 
activated.  However, this is not a requirement.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the @IfElse function command can be used.

(1) write_con (+ "Text found ? " @IfElse(Found "Yes" "No") "\r\n");
(2) Var := @IfElse((Value != ?) {GetStr();} "none");
(3) Var := @IfElse((Value != ?) GetStr() "none");
(4) RtnCode := @IfElse(Success :#CG_RTN_SUCCESS: :#CG_RTN_ERROR:);
(5) StrOffSeq := parse_str Pat @IfElse(SrcIsStr `nop CstPatSeq) Str;

Example (1) displays a message to the console “Text found ? x” where x is either “Yes” or 
“No” depending on the evaluated value of Found.  If Found evaluates to zero then x is “No”, 
otherwise x is “Yes”.  Note that Found is activated before the activation of @IFElse as normal.  
That activation of Found is required to push a stack object onto the object stack, which is 
subsequently evaluated to a boolean value by @IfElse.  That pushed stack object need not 
contain a boolean value; it could be a procedure that evaluates to a boolean value.  Typically, 
however, that pushed stack object does contain a boolean value, so when @IfElse evaluates that 
pushed stack object it (the stack object) will remain on the object stack.

In example (2), the operator expression ‹(Value != ?)› is activated before the @IFElse 
command is activated, so that @IFElse finds a stack object containing a boolean value on the 
object stack before   @IFElse is activated.  The @IFElse command then evaluates that stack 
object (which has no effect), and if that evaluation results in a non-zero value then the procedure 
‹{GetStr();}› gets activated, otherwise "none" gets activated.  The function command 
GetStr(), of course, should push a stack object onto the object stack.  In either case, the 
resulting stack object on the object stack gets assigned to Var.

Example (3) has  the same effect as does example (2), except that GetStr() gets activated before
@IFElse gets activated.  The stack object pushed onto the object stack by GetStr() gets 
evaluated by @IFElse if the result of the operator expression ‹(Value != ?)› is non-zero.  
Note that since GetStr() gets activated before @IFElse, then it will be activated regardless of 
the result of ‹(Value != ?)›.  This may not have the desired consequences; this is why obj1 and 
obj2 are typically procedures if they have side effects.

Example (4) is a straightforward conditional.
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In example (5), parse_str requires either two or three arguments.  If SrcIsStr evaluates to a 
non-zero integer, then the @IFElse command activates the nop command, resulting in no action. 
Therefore, parse_str will have only two arguments.  If SrcIsStr evaluates to a zero integer, 
then parse_str will have three arguments.  Note, again, that CstPatSeq (as well as SrcIsStr)
gets activated before @IFElse, and so should have no side effects.

Additional Information
if_then

Other Information
Conditional Statement   ♦
4.6.1.15 @ImportLib

@ImportLib
@ImportLib  lib-str    data-obj C A

lib-str A string stack object.

data-obj A data object.

Details
Imports specified ETL functions within an external TAC library (lib-str) into a new data object 
(data-obj) as members.  Each exportable function within the external TAC library corresponds to 
a unique name in the form of a variable identifier.  A maximum of 127 external TAC libraries can
be open at any one moment.

lib-str specifies the file path of the external TAC library, and also the classes of ETL functions to 
be imported from that external TAC library.  Each imported ETL function name can be prefixed 
by a specified string if desired.  lib-str has the following syntax:

[WS···][{prefix}WS···][(classWS···)···<-WS···](file-path|'file-path')[WS···]

where x··· means one or more of x, [x] means that x optional, (x) groups x as a unit, x|y means 
either x or y but not both, and WS represents a whitespace character.

prefix is a case-sensitive string in the form of a variable identifier  which will be prefixed to the 
imported ETL function names (the default is that the names will not be prefixed).

class is a case-sensitive string representing a group of imported ETL functions defined by the 
external TAC library designer (the default is that all the ETL functions will be imported).  The 
union of all the ETL functions under each specified class will be imported.

file-path is the full or relative file path including the name of the external TAC library (which is a
DLL).  Backslashes must be used for path separators not forward slashes.  If file-path does not 
specify a directory, then the standard Windows® search order for finding DLLs will be used.  
That search order (for Windows® XP) is:

1. The directory from which the application was loaded.

2. The current directory.

3. The system directory.

4. The 16-bit system directory.

5. The Windows directory.

6. The directories that are listed in the PATH environment variable.

data-obj contains the requested ETL functions specified in lib-str as function members.  It also 
contains the library identification (@LibID) for the imported external TAC library, a function 
member (@Release) to unload the external TAC library, and a function command (@OnLibErr) 
to handle error events when the member names are activated.  data-obj also contains a function 
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command (@FntOrdToName) that converts a specified ETL function ordinal number to the raw 
ETL function name within the external TAC library.  @LibID can also indicate an error code (a 
negative integer) if @ImporLib was unsuccessful.  See section 4.9      _      Data Object: taclib       for more 
details.

If this command returns a positive integer in ‹data-obj.@LibID›, then ‹data-obj.@Release› 
should be called before the main ETAC session terminates to unload the external TAC library.  
The @LibID of an unloaded external TAC library is immediately invalid and must not be used.  
However, a later call of @ImporLib for the same or a different external TAC library may 
possibly return the same @LibID as that of an unloaded external TAC library.

Note: this command uses the load_lib command.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the @ImportLib command can be used.

(1) X := @ImportLib "MyTACLib.dll";
(2) X := @ImportLib "'C:\\MyLibs\\My TAC Lib.dll'";
(3) X := @ImportLib " C:\\MyLibs\\My TAC Lib.dll ";
(4) X := @ImportLib "  {tl} C:\\MyLibs\\MyOtherTACLib.dll";
(5) X := @ImportLib "{lib_}  Files Memory <- Libs\ FileSystem.dll";
(6) X := @ImportLib "Files   Memory <- 'FileSystem.dll'";

Example (1) imports all the ETL functions of the external TAC library, “MyTACLib.dll”, using 
the standard Windows® search order for DLLs.  The imported ETL functions will exist as 
members of the data object X.

Examples (2) and (3) explicitly specify the path of the external TAC library.  Note that spaces in 
file names are not recommended.

Example (4) prefixes the imported members of X with “tl”.  For example, if an ETL function is 
identified by the variable identifier  OpenFile, then the corresponding member name in X will be 
tlOpenFile.

Example (5) uses a relative (to the current directory) file path for the location of the external TAC
library.  Only the ETL functions within the external TAC library classified as Files and Memory 
will be imported as members of X prefixed with “lib_”.  Note that the space after the backslash 
converts the backslash and space to a single backslash.

Example (6) uses the Windows® search order for DLLs to search for the external TAC library.  
Only the ETL functions within the external TAC library classified as Files and Memory will be 
imported as members of X (with no prefix).

The following ETAC text script fragment shows the typical way to use @ImportLib.
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MyData := @ImportLib "{md} FileIO Strings <- ExternTACLib.dll";

when MyData.@LibID <=
   -4 then {…} [* Unaccounted error. *]
   -3 then {…} [* Library is incompatible with current version of ETAC. *]
   -2 then {…} [* Maximum number of libraries already loaded. *]
   -1 then {…} [* Library could not be loaded. *]
   else
   {
      [* Library is loaded. *]
            [* Assign an error event handler for member calls (or keep the default). *]
      MyData.@OnLibErr := fnt:(pFntOrd[*int*] pErrCode[*int*] 

pDataSeq[*seq*]) {…};
   }
endwhen;

[* End ETAC session if library not loaded. *]
if ( MyData.@LibID < 0 ) then {end;} endif;

[* Use the library functions (for illustration purposes only). *]
StrPos := MyData.mdFindStr("my" "Hello my string");
FileData := MyData.mdOpenFile("TheFile.txt");
AddStr :- {MyData.mdAddStr;};  Str := (&AddStr "I " "am " "string");
Str := MyData.{(&mdAddStr "I " "am " "string");};

[* Unload the library when finished. *]
MyData.@Release(); [* MyData is now useless. *]

The example above imports a selection of ETL functions in an external TAC library 
(ExternTACLib.dll) into a new data object (MyData).  A check is made to determine whether 
the import was successful.  If not successful, appropriate actions are taken; if successful, 
@OnLibErr is assigned with an appropriate programmer-defined ETAC function if desired.  In 
addition, if the import was not successful, the current ETAC session ends.  Otherwise, MyData 
contains the imported ETL functions as members.  The member names of those members are 
prefixed with “md”.  Note the two possible ways in which an imported operator (mdAddStr) can 
be used.  Finally, the external TAC library is released when it is no longer needed.

Related Information
4.9      _      Data Object: taclib       ▪ @Release

Other Information
load_lib   ♦
4.6.1.16 @Localise

@Localise
@Localise  fnt    fnt1 F A

fnt An ETAC function.

fnt1 An ETAC function.

Details
Converts an ETAC function (fnt) to a new ETAC function (fnt1) so that it will execute in the 
context of the original ETAC function’s local dictionary when called, even when that local 
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dictionary is not on the dictionary stack.  This function command is typically called to localise 
the handler specified as the second argument of the @TrapError function command.  fnt1 will 
operate identically to fnt.

For @Localise to operate correctly, the topmost dictionary on the dictionary stack must be the 
local dictionary for which fnt was designed before @Localise is called.  @Localise 
incorporates that local dictionary into fnt1, and temporarily pushes that local dictionary onto the 
dictionary stack before fnt1 begins executing.  Note that the local dictionary mentioned is not the 
one that is naturally created by fnt1; when fnt1 is active, the topmost dictionary would be the one 
the natural one created by fnt1, the second top dictionary would be the said incorporated local 
dictionary.

fnt1 is an ETAC function created by @Localise.  fnt1 is a surrogate for fnt, and is designed to be 
called directly using the same arguments as for fnt.  Each time fnt1 is called (at some later point in
the ETAC code) it automatically executes in the context of the local dictionary in which 
@Localise was called (and typically in which fnt was defined) without that local dictionary 
existing on the dictionary stack, or perhaps existing at the wrong position on the dictionary stack.
The local dictionary is not destroyed by fnt1, therefore the contents of that local dictionary is 
persistent.  If fnt1 is duplicated, then the local dictionary is also duplicated, otherwise if fnt1 is 
replicated or copied, then the local dictionary is copied (meaning that it will be shared with the 
reproduced fnt1).

Even though this function command is intended to be used with the handler ETAC function of 
@TrapError when that handler uses the local dictionary in which it was defined, @Localise can
also be used in other circumstances where fnt needs to use the local dictionary in which it is 
defined, but also needs to be called when that local dictionary is unavailable.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the @Localise function command can be used.  For 
illustrations involving @TrapError, see @TrapError  .  The following illustrations are for 
alternate uses of @Localise.

(1) MakeFnt :- fnt:(pInit)
{
Count :- pInit; [* Count is a local persistent variable for ThisFnt. *]
[* Note that pInit is also a local persistent variable for ThisFnt. *]

   ThisFnt :- fnt:(pIncr) [* ThisFnt is also a local persistent variable. *]
   {  [* ThisFnt also has its own local dictionary, as usual. *]
      Count += pIncr;
      if ( Count = 0 ) then {[* Do something nice. *]} endif;
      [* This function can be called recursively via ThisFnt if desired. *]
   };
   
   [* @Localise will incorporate the local dictionary of MakeFnt along with
          the function allocated to ThisFnt into a new function returned on the
          object stack. *]
   @Localise(ThisFnt); [*RETURN*]
};

CountFnt := MakeFnt(10);
CountFnt(2); [* The persistent variable Count will be 12 at this point. *]
CountFnt(5); [* The persistent variable Count will be 17 at this point. *]
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(2) CountFnt :- exec
{
start_local;
Count :- 10; [* Count is a local persistent variable for the function below. *]

   @Localise() fnt:(pIncr)
   {  [* This function also has its own local dictionary, as usual. *]
      Count += pIncr;
      if ( Count = 0 ) then {[* Do something nice. *]} endif;
   }; [*RETURN*]
end_local;
};

CountFnt(2); [* The persistent variable Count will be 12 at this point. *]
CountFnt(5); [* The persistent variable Count will be 17 at this point. *]

(3) MakeFnts :- fnt:()
{
[* Local persistent variable allocations for Fnt1, Fnt2, and Fnt3. *]

   Fnt1 :- fnt:(…) {…};
   Fnt2 :- fnt:(…) {…};
   Fnt3 :- fnt:(…) {…};

   @Localise(Fnt3); @Localise(Fnt2); @Localise(Fnt1); [*RETURN*]
};

F3 := F2 := F1 := MakeFnts();

Example (1) shows how local persistent (sometimes called “static”) ETAC variables can be 
created for an ETAC function (CountFnt).  In this example, Count acts as a local persistent 
ETAC variable, which retains its value on each call to the ETAC function which effectively 
contains Count.  The ETAC function is created via another ETAC function, MakeFnt, which 
initialises the persistent ETAC variable (to 10 in this example) and creates the desired ETAC 
function.  That persistent ETAC variable (Count) exists in the local dictionary of MakeFnt, but it
is that local dictionary that will be used as the persistent dictionary by the created ETAC function 
(ThisFnt); the created ETAC function also has its own temporary local dictionary as usual.  That
created ETAC function is assigned to CountFnt which is the one used for calling it.  CountFnt 
therefore effectively contains the persistent ETAC variable, Count.  It also contains the created 
ETAC function itself (ThisFnt), thus making that ETAC function able to call itself recursively if 
desired (not show in this example).  Note that MakeFnt can be called as many times as desired to 
make different instances of the desired ETAC function each with their own persistent Count 
ETAC variable.

Example (2) shows an alternative way to create only one instance of the desired ETAC function 
described in example (1) by using a procedure activated directly (via exec).  In this case, 
however, the desired ETAC function cannot call itself (directly).  Also, Count is initialised 
internally by CountFnt.  Note that the argument to @Localise is outside of the parentheses for 
aesthetic reasons.

In example (3), more than one ETAC function is created with the same common persistent 
dictionary.  Each of F1, F2, and F3, when called, will have access to the same common set of 
persistent ETAC variables since each of those ETAC functions will contain exactly the same 
persistent dictionary (ie: the local dictionary of MakeFnts).
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Other Information
@TrapError   ♦
4.6.1.17 @NewData

@NewData
@NewData  name    data-obj F A

name A string stack object.

data-obj A data object.

Details
Creates a new named data object (data-obj) with a specified name (name).  If the named data 
object is a listed data object, it is replicated, otherwise a new named data object is created.  The 
member variable identified by @Name is automatically set to name for the new data object.  data-
obj is not added to the data object list.  To create a new named data object to be added to the 
data object list, use the @DefData function command.

This function command also searches for a named data object with the same name as name but 
prefixed with a plus sign (+).  For example, if name contains ‹MyData›, then this function 
command also searches for a named data object with name containing ‹+MyData›.  If such a 
named data object is a listed data object, then its members are also copied, not replicated, to 
data-obj.  The copied data allows each instance of the named data object to share the same 
common data (applies only to compound stack object data).

data-obj is typically assigned to an ETAC variable to create and access its members.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the @NewData function command can be used.

(1) DataObj := @NewData("MyDataObj"); DataObj.{A :- 10; …;};
(2) DataObj := @NewData("MyDataObj").{A :- 10; …; @Self;};

In example (1), a new named data object is created with @Name automatically set to 
"MyDataObj".  If a data object with the same name is a listed data object, then the new data 
object will be a replicate of that already existing data object.  The new data object is allocated to 
DataObj, then its members are allocated via DataObj.

Example (2) has the same effect as in example (1), but written in a single token statement.  Note 
that @Self must be the last command in the procedure.  @Self pushes the new data object onto 
the object stack.

Related Information
@DefData

Other Information
@Self   ♦
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4.6.1.18 @Not

@Not
@Not  bool    bool1 F A

bool An integer stack object containing a boolean value.

bool1 An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Does a logical ‘NOT’ operation on an argument (bool).  If bool is zero or false, bool1 will be 
true, otherwise it will be false. ♦
4.6.1.19 @OnAppErr

@OnAppErr
@OnAppErr  fnt-ord  err-code  seq F A

fnt-ord An integer stack object.

err-code An integer stack object.

seq A sequence.

Details
This function command is automatically called by ETAC when an application program’s call-
back function issues a particular error event.  The call-back function must push a sequence (seq) 
containing the arguments for the error event then push the error code (err-code) onto the object 
stack before returning ccETP_RTN_LIBERR to its caller.

fnt-ord will automatically be zero, indicating that the error event is one issued by the call-back 
function (as opposed to one that is issued by an external TAC library function).

err-code is defined by the call-back function designer and published by the application program 
provider.

seq contains the arguments corresponding to err-code.  Those arguments are defined by the call-
back function designer and published by the application program provider.  seq can be an empty 
sequence.

This function command is not typically called by an ETAC programmer.  However, an ETAC 
programmer can redefine @OnAppErr to process the said error event as desired.  The default 
implementation of this function command displays an error message including err-code and the 
first element of seq (if it is a string) via a dialog box to the user, then ends the main ETAC 
session with a LIBERR error event (if not trapped).

Example
The following illustration shows how the @OnAppErr function command can be redefined.

@OnAppErr := fnt:(pFntOrd[*int*] pErrCode[*int*] pDataSeq[*seq*])
{
   [* Code goes here. *]
};

Other Information
run_app_fnt   ♦
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4.6.1.20 @OnLibErr

@OnLibErr
@OnLibErr  fnt-ord  err-code  seq F A

fnt-ord An integer stack object.

err-code An integer stack object.

seq A sequence.

Details
This function command is automatically called by ETAC when an ETL function (external TAC 
library function) issues a particular error event.  The ETL function must push a sequence (seq) 
containing the arguments for the error event then push an error code (err-code) onto the object 
stack before returning ccETP_RTN_LIBERR to its caller.  This function command is called only 
for external TAC libraries loaded via load_lib, not ones imported via @ImportLib.

fnt-ord will automatically contain the ordinal number of the ETL function causing the error event.

err-code is defined by the ETL function designer and published by the external TAC library 
provider.

seq contains the arguments corresponding to err-code.  Those arguments are defined by the ETL 
function designer and published by the external TAC library provider.  seq can be an empty 
sequence.

This function command is not typically called by an ETAC programmer.  However, an ETAC 
programmer can redefine @OnLibErr to process the said error event as desired.  The default 
implementation of this function command ends the main ETAC session with a LIBERR error event
(if not trapped), with the arguments of fnt-ord, err-code, and seq remaining on the object stack.

Example
The following illustration shows how the @OnLibErr function command can be redefined.

@OnLibErr := fnt:(pFntOrd[*int*] pErrCode[*int*] pDataSeq[*seq*])
{
   [* Code goes here. *]
};

Other Information
load_lib   ▪ @OnLibErr   (taclib data object) ♦
4.6.1.21 @Return

@Return
@Return C A

Details
Breaks out of the logically immediate ETAC function procedure unconditionally.  “Logically 
immediate” means the most recent ETAC function that is active during the activation of the 
@Return command.  When control breaks out of the said ETAC function procedure, that 
procedure is aborted and control continues with the logically next script token after the call to the
said ETAC function procedure.  If a @Return command logically existing outside of an ETAC 
function procedure is activated, then the ETAC session containing @Return will end.

The first found local dictionary on the dictionary stack is destroyed when @Return is activated.  
However, no other action occurs; specifically, stack objects remain on their respective TAC 
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stacks.  Note that the first found local dictionary may not be the local dictionary of the said 
ETAC function procedure; if @Return is activated from within a regular procedure that has its 
own local dictionary, then that local dictionary is destroyed, not the one belonging to the ETAC 
function procedure.  To avoid this undesirable situation, @Return should not exist inside a 
regular procedure that allocates its own local dictionary unless that local dictionary is destroyed 
(via the end_local command) before @Return is activated.

Note: @Return can also be used to break out of the logically immediate procedure of a sub: 
command.  In that case, no local dictionary is automatically destroyed.

Example
The following illustration shows how the @Return command can be used.

(1) MyFnt :- fnt:()
{  [* The logically immediate ETAC function procedure. *]

   MyProc :- {A := "hi"; @Return; [* Any code here is not activated. *]};

   MyProc;

   [* Any code below this point is not activated. *]
   A := 0;
};

MyFnt();

[* Control will continue here after @Return is activated. *]
write_con A;

Example (1) defines an ETAC function, and allocates it to MyFnt.  Within the ETAC function 
procedure, after MyProc has been activated (via MyFnt()), A will have the value "hi".  Then the
next activated token statement will be ‹write_con A›.  The local dictionary automatically 
created via the call to MyFnt, will be automatically removed, but no other TAC stack maintenance
is performed.  If the MyProc procedure had its own local dictionary, then @Return would have 
removed that dictionary, and the local dictionary belonging to the ETAC function procedure 
would have remained on the dictionary stack unless the local dictionary of MyProc procedure 
were removed before the activation of @Return (removal of the local dictionary is achieved via 
the end_local command).  If an ETAC function were allocated to MyProc instead of a 
procedure, then the procedure of that ETAC function would have been the logically immediate 
ETAC function procedure, and the next activated token statement after the activation of @Return 
would have been ‹A := 0›.

See @ReturnIf   for a description of the conditional version of @Return.

Other Information
@ReturnIf   ♦
4.6.1.22 @ReturnIf

@ReturnIf
@ReturnIf  bool C A

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Breaks out of the logically immediate ETAC function procedure conditionally.  “Logically 
immediate” means the most recent ETAC function that is active during the activation of the 
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@ReturnIf command.  When control breaks out of the said ETAC function procedure, that 
procedure is aborted and control continues with the logically next script token after the call to the
said ETAC function procedure.  If a @ReturnIf command logically existing outside of an ETAC 
function procedure is activated, then the ETAC session containing @ReturnIf will end.

The first found local dictionary on the dictionary stack is destroyed when @ReturnIf is 
activated.  However, no other action occurs; specifically, stack objects remain on their respective 
TAC stacks.  Note that the first found local dictionary may not be the local dictionary of the said 
ETAC function procedure; if @ReturnIf is activated from within a regular procedure that has its 
own local dictionary, then that local dictionary is destroyed, not the one belonging to the ETAC 
function procedure.  To avoid this undesirable situation, @ReturnIf should not exist inside a 
regular procedure that allocates its own local dictionary unless that local dictionary is destroyed 
(via the end_local command) before @ReturnIf is activated.

If the value of bool is true then a @ReturnIf command acts as specified above, otherwise the 
command is ignored.

Note: @ReturnIf can also be used to break out of the logically immediate procedure of a sub: 
command.  In that case, no local dictionary is automatically destroyed.

See @Return   for a detailed example of an unconditional version of @ReturnIf.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the @ReturnIf command can be used.

(1) MyFnt :- fnt:()
{
   [* Do some stuff with Var. *]

   @ReturnIf (Var = 10); [* This ETAC function ends if Var = 10. *]
   [* Do some more stuff. *]
};

MyFnt();
[* Control will continue here if (Var = 10) evaluates to a non-zero integer. *]

(2) MyFnt :- fnt:()
{
   MyProc :-
   {
   start_local;
      [* Do some stuff with Var. *]

      @ReturnIf if_do `end_local copy_top (Var = 10);
      [* Do some more stuff. *]
   end_local;
   };

   MyProc;
};

MyFnt();
[* Control will continue here if (Var = 10) evaluates to a non-zero integer. *]
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(3) SafeRtnIf :- {@ReturnIf if_do `end_local copy_top;};

MyFnt :- fnt:()
{
   MyProc :-
   {
   start_local;
      [* Do some stuff with Var. *]

      SafeRtnIf (Var = 10);
      [* Do some more stuff. *]
   end_local;
   };

   MyProc;
};

MyFnt();
[* Control will continue here if(Var = 10) evaluates to a non-zero integer. *]

Example (1) shows a simple way to use @ReturnIf.  The procedure of MyFnt ends if the result 
of the operator expression ‹(Var = 10)› is non-zero.

In example (2), @ReturnIf is in a regular procedure that allocates a local dictionary.  In that 
case, that local dictionary needs to be removed if and before @ReturnIf exits MyFnt.  
@ReturnIf exits MyFnt if the result of the operator expression ‹(Var = 10)› is non-zero.

Example (3) is effectively the same as example (2), but the process to remove the local dictionary
is written in a procedure (SafeRtnIf) which can be used generally in such circumstances.  Be 
aware that SafeRtnIf only removes one local dictionary so should not be nested inside more 
than one level of procedures that allocate a local dictionary.

Other Information
@Return   ♦
4.6.1.23 @Select

@Select
@Select  data-obj  proc-cmd    [obj] C A

data-obj A data object.

proc-cmd A procedure, or a command stack object.

obj A stack object on a TAC stack.

Details
Activates the stack object of a member (identified by proc-cmd) of a data object (data-obj) if 
proc-cmd is a command stack object, or allocates the members of a data object (data-obj) and\or 
assigns values to the variable objects of the members of a data object (data-obj) if data-obj is a 
procedure.  This command is equivalent to the script fragment ‹data- obj.proc- cmd›, and is 
typically used when that script fragment cannot be used (see Data Member Selection   and Data 
Object Modification  ).

If proc-cmd is a command stack object, then that command stack object must be a member name 
of data-obj, otherwise no stack object of any member of data-obj will be activated (perhaps the 
stack object of a different dictionary on the dictionary stack will be activated).
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When this command is activated, the data dictionary of data-obj is automatically pushed onto the
dictionary stack before proc-cmd is activated.  That dictionary is then removed from the 
dictionary stack just after the activation of proc-cmd completes.

This command may return a stack object (obj) on a TAC stack.

Examples

(1) @Select V1 {M1 :- 10; M2 := [1, 3, 4];}
(2) @Select V1.V2 {M1 :- 10; M2 := [1, 3];} [* V2 contains a data object. *]
(3) @Select D1 `D2 [* D2 is a member name of D1. *]
(4) @Select Seq%[3] `D2 [* Seq%[3] contains a data object. *]
(5) @Select D1 D2.Fnt() [* D2.Fnt() returns a command stack object. *]
(6) @Select D1.FntVar(A 4) `D3 [* FntVar(A 4) returns a data object. *]
(7) @Select D1.D2 Proc [* Proc returns a procedure. *]

Other Information
Data Member Selection   ▪ Data Object Modification   ♦
4.6.1.24 @Self

@Self
@Self    data-obj C A

data-obj

Details
Copies the first found data dictionary on the dictionary stack to the object stack as a data object 
(data-obj).  A data dictionary is the dictionary contained in a data object.  Such a dictionary has 
a name defined by :_DATA_DICT:.  The data dictionary need not be the topmost dictionary on 
the dictionary stack, however, this command assumes that the first found data dictionary 
beginning at the top of the dictionary stack is the required one.  This command typically exists 
inside the procedure of a data object modification   statement.

Example
The following illustration shows how the @Self command can be used.

(1) MyDataObj.{M1 :- 10; M2 :- "Hello"; @Self ++:= AnotherDataObj;};

Example (1) allocates additional members (M1 and M2) to the data object contained in 
MyDataObj.  The compound object append   statement (++:=) adds more members (and their 
values), existing as the members of AnotherDataObj (which contains a data object), to the data 
object (MyDataObj) via the @Self command.

Other Information
Data Object Modification   ♦
4.6.1.25 @SetOnLibErr

@SetOnLibErr
@SetOnLibErr  fnt F A

fnt An ETAC function.

Details
This function command is used for setting the default taclib.@OnLibErr member variable to a 
specified ETAC function (fnt) for external TAC libraries imported via @ImportLib.  taclib is 
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returned from a call to @ImportLib.  If taclib.@OnLibErr is not reassigned by the programmer, 
its default value will be fnt, set by the most recent call to @SetOnLibErr.

fnt must be defined with the same parameters as is taclib.@OnLibErr (see @OnLibErr   (taclib) 
for details).

This function command does not affect the global @OnLibErr function command for external 
TAC libraries loaded via load_lib.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the @SetOnLibErr function command can be used to 
redefine the default taclib.@OnLibErr ETAC function.

(1) @SetOnLibErr() fnt:(pFntOrd[*int*] pErrCode[*int*] pDataSeq[*seq*])
{
   [* Code goes here. *]
};

(2) OnLibErr1 :- fnt:(pFntOrd pErrCode pDataSeq) {…};
@SetOnLibErr(OnLibErr1);

In example (1), the argument to @SetOnLibErr is outside of the parentheses for aesthetic 
reasons.

Example (2) shows an alternative way to use @SetOnLibErr via a variable ID command.

Related Information
@OnLibErr   (taclib) ♦
4.6.1.26 @TrapError

@TrapError
@TrapError  fnt  proc F A

fnt An ETAC function.

proc A procedure.

Details
This function command is to be called to set an error handler (fnt) and trap a programmed 
(programmer-defined) error occurring in the specified procedure (proc).  The handler (fnt) is an 
ETAC function taking any number of arguments.  The procedure (proc) may call @Error for any 
reason during the activation of that procedure.  @Error causes fnt to be activated, and the 
arguments of @Error are used directly as the arguments of fnt.

fnt is an ETAC function with zero or more parameters designed to process a programmer-defined 
error situation via a call to @Error.  The arguments to fnt are the same arguments to @Error or 
the arguments passed on the object stack by the logically next inner nested call to @TrapError 
whose handler (fnt) returned :#ERR_CASCADE:.  fnt must   return one of the following values on 
the object stack; the consequence is undefined if it returns any other value.
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Programmed Error Handler Return Values

Return from       fnt      Action

:#ERR_CONTINUE: Continues from the end of proc of the logically next inner nested call to 
@TrapError whose handler (fnt) returned :#ERR_CASCADE:.  Otherwise, 
continues with the next script token after the @Error call if there is no 
such handler.

:#ERR_CASCADE: Calls fnt of the logically next outer @TrapError.  If there is no such outer
@TrapError then a GENERAL_ERR error event will occur.

:#ERR_BREAK: Breaks out of proc.

:#ERR_EXIT: Ends the current ETAC session.

fnt is typically allocated to the same local dictionary where @TrapError is called.  If fnt uses 
commands or operators that were allocated to that local dictionary then fnt must   be passed to the 
@Localise function command whose returned stack object is used as fnt.  For example, if 
Handler contains the ETAC function desired to be used as fnt, and fnt uses commands or 
operators allocated to the same local dictionary where @TrapError is called, then the call to 
@TrapError would be: ‹@TrapError(@Localise(Handler)) {…}›.  If fnt does not use 
commands or operators allocated to the said local dictionary, then @Localise should not be 
used.

Important Note

fnt (the error handler) MUST NOT directly or indirectly call @Error.  The consequence of 
doing so can be detrimental to the stability of the ETAC program.

proc contains ETAC code that may call @Error at any logical level.  proc may also contain 
nested calls to @TrapError function commands.

Before this ETAC function exits, whether naturally or via @Error, it destroys any local 
dictionaries that did not exist on its entry as follows.  On entry, this ETAC function stores the 
number of dictionaries that exist on the dictionary stack.  Before it exits, any local dictionaries 
on the dictionary stack existing above that number of dictionaries are destroyed.  Other types of 
dictionaries are not affected.  The consequence is unpredictable if that number of dictionaries is 
interfered with by proc.

This function command has significant overheads and should be used only if absolutely necessary.
There are more efficient and safer ways to handle programmer-defined error conditions in ETAC.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the @TrapError function command can be used.  In the 
following illustrations, notice that the first of the two arguments ( fnt) of @TrapError is inside 
the parentheses, while the second argument (proc) is outside the parentheses.  That is the 
recommended format for aesthetic purposes (the two arguments are both permitted to be inside 
the parentheses, or even outside them).

(1) @TrapError(fnt:(){:#ERR_BREAK:})
{
   DoneBad := true; [* Do something bad. *]
   if DoneBad then {@Error();} endif;
   [* Point 1. *]
};
[* Point 2. *]
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(2) @BreakOnExit [* Alternative to (1) not using @TrapError. *]
{
   DoneBad := true; [* Do something bad. *]
   @ExitIf DoneBad;
   [* Point 1. *]
};
[* Point 2. *]

(3) BadFnt :- fnt:() [* This function does something bad. *]
{
   DoneBad := true; [* Do something bad. *]
   if DoneBad then
   {
      @Error(101 "Done something bad") [* Calls Handler1. *];
   }
   endif;
   [* Point 1. *]
};

MyFnt1 :- fnt:()
{
   Handler1 :- fnt:()
   {
      [* Point 2. *]
      :#ERR_CASCADE:; [*RETURN*] [* Calls Handler2. *]
   };

   @TrapError(Handler1)
   {
      BadFnt(); [* This function will do something bad. *]
   };
};

MyFnt2 :- fnt:()
{
ErrCode :- 0; [* The local ErrCode. *]

   Handler2 :- fnt:(pErrNum pMsg)
   {
      [* Point 3. *]
      void msg_box (+ "Error: " pErrNum " " pMsg) "" 0;
      ErrCode := pErrNum; [* Assign pErrNum to the local ErrCode. *]
      pErrNum;  :#ERR_CASCADE:; [*RETURN*] [* Calls Handler 3. *]
   };

   @TrapError(@Localise(Handler2)) [* Handler2 uses local dictionary. *]
   {
      MyFnt1();
      [* Point 5. *]
   };

   [* Point 6. *]
   if ( ErrCode != 0 ) then {[* Register ErrCode. *]} endif;
};
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MyMainProc :-
{
   @TrapError(fnt:(pErrNum) [* Handler 3. *]
      {
         [* Point 4. *]
         @IfElse((pErrNum = 101) :#ERR_CONTINUE: :#ERR_BREAK:);
      })
   {
      MyFnt2();
      [* Point 7. *]
   };
   [* Point 8. *]
};

MyMainProc;

Example (1) is a simple case to show how to exit a section of ETAC code if an error occurs within
that section.  In this example, the error handler ( fnt) is a direct argument to @TrapError.  If 
DoneBad is true then @Error is called, which calls the handler.  The handler, via 
:#ERR_BREAK: that was pushed onto the object stack, directs @Error to exit the body (proc) of 
@TrapError.  Control therefore continues at Point 2; control will not pass to Point 1 unless 
DoneBad is false.

Example (2) is an alternative and recommended way of achieving the same effect as for example 
(1).  Using the @BreakOnExit command is more efficient and more readable than using the 
@TrapError function command.

Example (3) shows a more complex situation involving three levels of error handling.  Basically, 
MyMainProc calls MyFnt2 which calls MyFnt1 which calls BadFnt which calls @Error.  
MyMainProc, MyFnt2, and MyFnt1 each set up an error handler (fnt) for the ETAC functions that 
they call.  The error handler (Handler 3) in MyMainProc is a direct argument to @TrapError (for
illustration purposes only).  @TrapError of MyFnt1 is the logically innermost nested 
@TrapError ETAC function of the three @TrapError ETAC functions.  The execution of 
MyMainProc will eventually call @Error inside BadFnt.  If DoneBad is false, control will 
reach Point 1, and the execution of MyMainProc will eventually end without error.  However, if 
DoneBad is true (as shown), then @Error is called with two arguments.  @Error will internally 
call the handler of the logically next outer @TrapError, which is Handler1.  Control will 
therefore be at Point 2, skipping Point 1.  Handler1 (at Point 2) will indicate to @Error (via 
:#ERR_CASCADE: that was pushed onto the object stack) to call the handler of the logically next 
outer @TrapError, which is Handler2.  Handler2 (at Point 3) uses the two arguments passed 
to @Error to display a message to the user.  Handler2 also assigns the error number (pErrNum) 
to ErrCode which exists in the local dictionary of MyFnt2.  In order for the correct ErrCode 
ETAC variable to be assigned, that local dictionary needs to be the second top local dictionary on
the dictionary stack when the handler is called; if that local dictionary is not at that position, then
possibly ErrCode of a different dictionary could be (mistakenly) assigned (not shown in this 
example).  Therefore, at Point 3, the second top local dictionary on the dictionary stack is the one
belonging to MyFnt2 (the topmost local dictionary is the one belonging to Handler2), which is 
achieved by the @Localise function command shown at the first argument of @TrapError in 
MyFnt2.  Handler2 pushes the single argument, pErrNum, onto the object stack for Handler 3.  
@Error will next call Handler 3, as indicated by :#ERR_CASCADE: that was pushed onto the 
object stack by Handler2.  At Point 4, Handler 3 will use the value of pErrNum as the argument 
that was pushed onto the object stack by Handler2 to determine the subsequent action of 
@Error.  If pErrNum is 101 (as shown at @IfElse) then :#ERR_CONTINUE: is pushed onto the 
object stack, indicating to @Error that control is to continue from after the procedure of the 
logically next inner nested call to @TrapError whose handler (Handler2) returned 
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:#ERR_CASCADE:.  Control will therefore continue at Point 6, missing Point 5.  At Point 6, 
ErrCode will have the value 101, set by Handler2.  Control will then continue with Point 7 then
Point 8.  If pErrNum at Point 4 did not have a value of 101, then :#ERR_BREAK: would have 
indicated to @Error to continue at Point 8, missing Point 5, Point 6, and Point 7.

Related Information
@Error   ▪ @Localise

Other Information
@BreakOnExit   ♦
4.6.1.27 @TypeOf

@TypeOf
@TypeOf  name    type | ? F A

name A string stack object.

type An integer stack object.

Details
Searches the dictionary stack and returns the TAC object type (type) of the first found dictionary 
item with the specified dictionary keyword (name) onto the object stack.  name must have the 
syntax of a comop identifier for it to be a valid dictionary keyword.  If the specified dictionary 
item does not exist in any dictionary on the dictionary stack, then ? (a null stack object) is 
returned.  type indicates a TAC object type as defined in TAC Object Types  .

Additional Information
TAC Object Types

Other Information
get_type   ▪ is_type   ♦
4.6.1.28 access_exclusive:

access_exclusive:
access_exclusive:  block-id  fnt-seq  proc C A

block-id A string stack object.

fnt-seq A string sequence.

proc A procedure.

Details
This command allows the specified ETAC functions (fnt-seq) access to an existing identifiable 
(block-id) exclusive persistent local dictionary, and modifies the data of that local dictionary via 
a procedure (proc).

This command is typically used in a data object where some of its function members need to 
access a private persistent local dictionary of function members that were assigned with such a 
local dictionary via the exclusive: command.  A persistent local dictionary is a local 
dictionary that does not get destroyed after an ETAC function’s execution has completed — the 
local dictionary will still exist when the ETAC function is called again.  Only the specified ETAC
functions can access the private persistent local dictionary.

block-id is a label identifying an existing ‘exclusive block’ (an automatically created private 
persistent local dictionary) to be accessed by ETAC functions specified in fnt-seq.  The label is 
defined via the exclusive: command that created the exclusive block required to be accessed.
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fnt-seq contains the string function command names of the ETAC functions that will access the 
data of the exclusive block.  Only those ETAC functions (and other ETAC functions specified via 
the exclusive: command for the same block-id) will have access to the data defined in that 
exclusive block.  Those ETAC functions must exist in a dictionary on the dictionary stack before 
the access_exclusive: command is activated.  This implies that the access_exclusive: 
command must exist after the said ETAC functions are allocated to a dictionary.  If an ETAC 
function specified in fnt-seq is duplicated, then its exclusive block is also duplicated, otherwise if 
the ETAC function is replicated or copied, then its exclusive-block is copied (meaning that it will 
be shared with the reproduced ETAC function).

proc may contain variable allocation   and variable assignment   statements to modify the data in the
exclusive block.

The data object containing the relevant exclusive: command must be on the dictionary stack 
before this command is activated.  That data object will contain a hidden procedure that is 
activated by this command thereby giving access to the ETAC functions indicated by fnt-seq.

When an ETAC function having an exclusive block is called, the topmost dictionary will be the 
function’s local dictionary, followed by the local dictionary of the exclusive block.

This command uses the @Localise function command to achieve its effect.  The ETAC 
programmer can use that function command to achieve the same effect in a more complicated 
way.

Example
The following illustration shows how the access_exclusive: command can be used.

MyData :- data: [* Create a data object and allocate it to Mydata. *]
{
   [* Public member allocations: V1, V2, F1, F2, F3. *]
   V1 :- ?; V2 :- 10;
   F1 :- fnt:(…){…}; [* F1 cannot access private members. *]
   F2 :- fnt:(…){…}; [* F2 can access private members V3, V4, V7, V8, P1. *]
   F3 :- fnt:(…){…}; [* F3 can access private members V3, V4, V7, V8, P1. *]

[* Create an exclusive block (a persistent local dictionary) labelled “Block1” to hold private
members for F2 and F3. *]

exclusive: "Block1" ["F2", "F3"]
{
   [* Private member allocations: V3, V4, P1. *]
   V3 :- ?; V4 :- "string"; P1 :- {…};
};

[* Create another possible exclusive block. *]
exclusive: "Block2" […] {…};
};
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[* MyOtherData will contain function members accessing the exclusive block labelled 
“Block1” defined in MyData. *]

MyOtherData :- data:
{
   [* Public member allocations: V5, V6, F4, F5, F6. *]
   V5 :- ?; V6 :- 23.7;
   F4 :- fnt:(…){…}; [* F4 can access private members V3, V4, V7, V8, P1. *]
   F5 :- fnt:(…){…}; [* F5 can access private members V3, V4, V7, V8, P1. *]
   F6 :- fnt:(…){…}; [* F6 cannot access private members. *]

MyData.
{
   [* “access_exclusive:” must be in the context of MyData. *]
   access_exclusive: "Block1" ["F4", "F5"]
   {
      [* Other private member allocations and modifications of data within the exclusive 

block labelled “Block1” defined in MyData. *]
      V7 :- 66; V8 :- "name";
   };

   [* … and so on for accessing other exclusive blocks of private members. *]
   access_exclusive: "Block2" […] {…};
};
};

In the illustration above, the private members are created in an exclusive block (a persistent local 
dictionary) that is automatically created by the exclusive: command.  That exclusive block is 
made accessible to F2 and F3 only (but later on to F4 and F5 as well).  The result is that MyData 
contains only the public members, and F2 and F3 can access the private members as well as the 
public members.  As a consequence, ETAC code outside of F2 and F3 cannot access the exclusive
block, and hence cannot access the private members, unless such access is specified by the 
access_exclusive: command via the label “Block1”.  The private members are not genuine 
members of MyData, but the effect is as though they were so because they are persistent.

The access_exclusive: command, shown under MyOtherData, allows access to the exclusive 
block labelled “Block1” by the specified ETAC functions (whose function command names are 
F4 and F5).  The data dictionary of the data object where the exclusive block labelled “Block1” 
is created (in MyData) must be on the dictionary stack when access_exclusive: for the said 
exclusive block is activated.  This is necessary because the exclusive: command creates a 
hidden function member in MyData that is called by the access_exclusive: command.  After 
the access_exclusive: command is activated, F2, F3, F4, and F5 can access the exclusive 
block labelled “Block1”, but no other ETAC function can access that exclusive block (unless 
another access_exclusive: command is activated specifying those other ETAC functions for 
that exclusive block).

access_exclusive: can be used with the same labelled exclusive block more than once.  The 
same function command name can be specified with different labelled exclusive blocks.

Other Information
exclusive:   ▪ @Localise   ♦
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4.6.1.29 ASSERT

ASSERT
ASSERT  cond  msg  end F A

cond An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

msg A string stack object.

end An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value, or a null stack object (?).

Details
Causes the current ETAC session to end or continue (end) after displaying a message (msg) to the 
user depending on a condition (cond).  If cond is true, then this function command does not 
perform any action.  If cond is false, then the following action occurs.  If end is true, msg is 
displayed to the user via a dialog box then the current ETAC session will end.  If end is false, 
msg is displayed to the user via a dialog box then ASSERT completes, continuing the current 
ETAC session.  If end is ?, msg is displayed to the user via a dialog box, and the user will be 
prompted to either end the current ETAC session or continue with the current ETAC session.

This function command is intended for debugging purposes to verify that cond is true.  It is 
therefore typically placed between conditional pre-processor commands   that test for the debug 
ETAC session (as in: ::ifdef _DEBUG ::then ASSERT(…) ::endif).

Example
The following illustration shows how the ASSERT function command can be used.

(1) ::ifdef _DEBUG ::then
   ASSERT((Var != ?) "Uninitialised variable 'Var'." true);
::endif

In example (1), the variable ID command Var should not be ? (a null stack object).  If it is not ? 
then ASSERT will perform no action, and the current ETAC session will continue.  If Var is ?, a 
message containing the shown text is displayed to the user via a dialog box.  When the user clicks
the ‘OK’ button in the dialog box, the current ETAC session will end. ♦
4.6.1.30 CHECK_ARGS

CHECK_ARGS
CHECK_ARGS  seq  (proc | fnt)    proc1 | fnt1 C A

seq An integer sequence.

proc A procedure.

fnt An ETAC function.

proc1 A procedure.

fnt1 An ETAC function.

Details
Returns a new modified procedure (proc1) or ETAC function (fnt1) that checks the procedure’s 
(proc) or ETAC function’s (fnt) argument types (seq) when activated.

seq is an integer sequence containing a type value (see TAC Object Types  ) for each argument of 
proc or fnt.  The first element of seq corresponds to the topmost argument on the object stack, and
specifies the expected type of that argument; the second element of seq corresponds to the second
top argument, and so on.  seq must contain no more elements than the expected number of 
arguments for proc or fnt, but may contain less elements.  Any elements of seq may themselves be
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a sequence of types.  For such an element, the corresponding argument can be of any one of those
types.

proc is a procedure that is defined with at least one parameter for which the corresponding 
argument types are to be checked for correctness when that procedure (via proc1) is activated.  
proc itself is not modified.

fnt is an ETAC function that is defined with at least one parameter for which the corresponding 
argument types are to be checked for correctness when that ETAC function (via fnt1) is called.  fnt
itself is not modified.

proc1 is a new procedure, incorporating proc, which contains code to check the type of each 
argument passed to that new procedure when activated.  The argument types are checked against 
the corresponding types specified in seq.  The checked arguments will be left on the object stack. 
If a check fails, a BAD_OBJ_TYPE error event occurs.

fnt1 is a new ETAC function, incorporating the body of fnt, which contains code to check the type 
of each argument passed to that new ETAC function when called.  The argument types are 
checked against the corresponding types specified in seq.  The checked arguments will be left on 
the object stack.  If a check fails, a BAD_OBJ_TYPE error event occurs.

This command is intended mainly for debugging purposes to verify the argument types of a 
procedure or ETAC function when activated.  It can be placed between conditional pre-processor 
commands   that test for the debug ETAC session (as in: variable :- ::ifdef _DEBUG ::then 
CHECK_ARGS seq ::endif proc | fnt;).

Examples
The following illustrations show how the CHECK_ARGS command can be used.

(1) Proc :- CHECK_ARGS [:#TAC_STR:, [:#TAC_INT:, :#TAC_DEC:]]
{
start_local;
   S :-; N :-;  write_con (+ S " " N "\r\n");
end_local;
};
Proc "Version" 7; [* Proc activated. *]

(2) Proc :- ::ifdef _DEBUG ::then CHECK_ARGS […] ::endif
{
   …
};

(3) Fnt :- CHECK_ARGS [:#TAC_STR:, [:#TAC_INT:, :#TAC_DEC:]]
fnt:(S N)
{
   write_con (+ S " " N "\r\n");
};
Fnt("Version" 7); [* Fnt called. *]

(4) Proc :-
{
exec CHECK_ARGS [:#TAC_STR:, [:#TAC_INT:, :#TAC_DEC:]] {};

start_local;
   S :-; N :-;  write_con (+ S " " N "\r\n");
end_local;
};
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(5) Fnt :-
fnt:(S N)
{
   clear 2 exec CHECK_ARGS [:#TAC_STR:, :#TAC_INT:] {} S N;

   write_con (+ S " " N "\r\n");
};

(6) Proc :- {…};
Fnt :- fnt:(P1 P2){…};
[* The above could be defined in a separate inclusion file. *]

::ifdef _DEBUG ::then
Proc := CHECK_ARGS [:#TAC_DEC:, :#TAC_STR:] push_val "Proc";
Fnt := CHECK_ARGS [:#TAC_INT:, :#TAC_INT:] Fnt;
::endif

(7) exec CHECK_ARGS […] {} [* Topmost stack objects. *];

In example (1), a procedure, Proc, is defined with two parameters, S and N, so that when the 
procedure is activated, the argument types are automatically checked.  The first argument, 
"Version", must be of type :#TAC_STR:, and the second argument, 7, must be either of type 
:#TAC_INT: or :#TAC_DEC:.  If the types are not as mentioned when Proc is activated, an error
event will occur, and the arguments will remain on the object stack.  For example, a token 
statement such as ‹Proc "Version" "seven";› will cause an error event because the second 
argument’s type is not correct.

Example (2) shows how to define a procedure to check its arguments automatically only when 
ETAC is run in debug mode.  A similar method can be used for ETAC functions.  When not run in
debug mode, CHECK_ARGS and its first argument (seq) are ignored.

Example (3) is the same as example (1) but written as an ETAC function.

Example (4) is the same as example (1) but CHECK_ARGS is put inside the procedure’s body, 
rather than outside.  Notice that the arguments are checked before   they are allocated to their 
parameters.  Note the empty procedure for proc.

Example (5) is the same as example (3) but CHECK_ARGS is put inside the ETAC function’s body, 
rather than outside.  Notice that the arguments are checked after   they are allocated to their 
parameters, and so need to be put onto the object stack again to be checked then removed via 
‹clear 2›; the 2 must be the number of arguments checked.  Note the empty procedure for proc.

Example (6) shows that pre-existing procedures or ETAC functions can be modified later so that 
their arguments can be checked automatically only when ETAC is run in debug mode.  Note that 
once a procedure or ETAC function is modified by CHECK_ARGS, there is no viable way to undo 
the modification.  However, the modified variable objects of Proc and Fnt can each be allocated 
to a different ETAC variable, leaving the original variable objects of Proc and Fnt unmodified.

Example (7) shows how CHECK_ARGS can be used to check the types of a number of topmost 
stack objects at any time, leaving those stack objects on the object stack.  Note the empty 
procedure for proc.

Additional Information
TAC Object Types   ♦
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4.6.1.31 exclusive:

exclusive:
exclusive:  [block-id]  fnt-seq  proc C A

block-id A string stack object.

fnt-seq A string sequence.

proc A procedure.

Details
This command creates an identifiable (block-id) exclusive persistent local dictionary for specified
ETAC functions (fnt-seq), and initialises that local dictionary via a procedure (proc).

This command is typically used in a data object where some of its function members need a 
private persistent local dictionary in addition to the default temporary local dictionary.  A 
persistent local dictionary is a local dictionary that does not get destroyed after an ETAC 
function’s execution has completed — the local dictionary will still exist when the ETAC function 
is called again.  Only specified ETAC functions can access the private persistent local dictionary.

block-id should be a unique label to identify an ‘exclusive block’ (an automatically created 
private persistent local dictionary) to be additionally shared by other specified ETAC functions 
not specified in fnt-seq.  If no ETAC functions other than the ones specified in fnt-seq are to 
access the exclusive block, then block-id should be omitted.  If block-id is not unique among all 
exclusive blocks within the same data object, then an incorrect exclusive block may be associated 
with the specified ETAC functions.

fnt-seq contains the string function command names of the ETAC functions that will access the 
data of the exclusive block.  Only those ETAC functions (and other ETAC functions specified via 
the access_exclusive: command for the same block-id) will have access to the data defined in 
that exclusive block.  Those ETAC functions must exist in a dictionary on the dictionary stack 
before the exclusive: command is activated.  This implies that the exclusive: command must
exist after the said ETAC functions are allocated to a dictionary.  If an ETAC function specified in
fnt-seq is duplicated, then its exclusive block is also duplicated, otherwise if the ETAC function is
replicated or copied, then its exclusive-block is copied (meaning that it will be shared with the 
reproduced ETAC function).

proc typically contains variable allocation   statements to initialise the exclusive block with data.

When an ETAC function having an exclusive block is called, the topmost dictionary will be the 
function’s local dictionary, followed by the local dictionary of the exclusive block.

This command internally uses the @Localise function command to achieve its effect.  The ETAC
programmer can use that function command to achieve the same effect in a more complicated 
way.

Example
The following illustration shows how the exclusive: command can be used.

MyData :- data: [* Create a data object and allocate it to Mydata. *]
{
   [* Public member allocations: V1, V2, F1, F2, F3. *]
   V1 :- ?; V2 :- 10;
   F1 :- fnt:(…){…}; [* F1 cannot access private members. *]
   F2 :- fnt:(…){…}; [* F2 can access private members. *]
   F3 :- fnt:(…){…}; [* F3 can access private members. *]
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[* Create an exclusive block (a persistent local dictionary) to hold private members for 
exclusive use by F2 and F3. *]

exclusive: "Block1" ["F2", "F3"]
{
   [* Private member allocations: V3, V4, P1, F4. *]
   V3 :- ?; V4 :- "string"; P1 :- {…}; F4 :- fnt:(…){…};
};

[* The following is optional. *]
[* Create an exclusive block to hold another group of private members. *]
exclusive: […]
{
   [* Other private member allocations. *]
};

[* … and so on for other groups of private members. *]
};

In the illustration above, the private members are created in an exclusive block (a persistent local 
dictionary) that is automatically created by the exclusive: command.  That exclusive block is 
made accessible to F2 and F3 only.  The result is that MyData contains only the public members, 
and F2 and F3 can access the private members as well as the public members.  As a consequence, 
ETAC code outside of F2 and F3 cannot access the exclusive block, and hence cannot access the 
private members, unless such access is specified by the access_exclusive: command via the 
label “Block1”.  The private members are not genuine members of MyData, but the effect is as 
though they were so because they are persistent.

The scheme above allows for more than one group of private members, as follows.  Different 
groups of public function members can have their own private members independently of each 
other group by creating another exclusive: section for each group, and specifying the function 
command names for the function members of that group.  Furthermore, the same public function 
member can have more than one group of private members by calling exclusive: for that same 
function member inside different exclusive: sections.

The illustration shown in section 1.9.3      _      Data Objects      , shows a more direct way to achieve the 
same effect, but with no possibility of other ETAC functions accessing the private members.

Other Information
access_exclusive:   ▪ @Localise   ♦
4.6.1.32 sub:

sub:
sub:  proc    fnt C A

proc A procedure.

fnt A simulated ETAC function.

Details
This command creates a simulated ETAC function (fnt) from a procedure (proc).  fnt can be used 
as a function call   expression without arguments.  fnt does not create a local dictionary, nor does it
automatically process arguments when called.  However, the @Return and @ReturnIf 
commands can be used within proc.  ‘sub:’ is short for “subroutine”, and is meant to mimic the 
‘fnt:’ of a function definition  .
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Examples
The following illustrations show how the sub: command can be used.

(1) MySub :- sub:{…}; MySub(); MySubCopy := MySub; MySubCopy();
(2) Proc :- defr {…}; MySub :- sub: Proc; MySub();
(3) MySub :- sub: {… @ReturnIf Condition; …};

Other Information
Function Call   ▪ @Return   ▪ @ReturnIf   ♦
4.6.1.33 TEST

TEST
TEST  lab  seq  proc F A

lab A string stack object.

seq A sequence.

proc A procedure.

Details
This function command tests the return values of a procedure (proc) against specified values 
(seq).  If the test fails, an error message is written to the console, and processing continues.

lab is an arbitrary string used as a label to identify the test.  If the test fails, lab will be part of the
error message written to the console.

seq is a sequence containing the stack objects expected on the object stack.  For the test to 
succeed, each stack object in seq must match the corresponding stack object on the object stack in
type and value.  The last element of seq corresponds to the topmost stack object; the second last 
element of seq corresponds to the second top stack object, and so on.  The comparison is made 
using eq_seq with seq and an internal sequence formed from the relevant stack objects.  If any 
match fails, an error message is written to the console, identified by lab, and processing continues
with the next token statement (no error event occurs).

proc is activated when TEST is activated.  The stack objects produced by proc are the ones that 
require testing; this ETAC function removes the tested stack objects.

This function command is intended only for testing purposes (as in a “test bed”).  It is not 
intended to be used in production code.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the TEST function command can be used.

(1) TEST("Test 1") ["hello", 5] {str_len "hello";};
(2) TEST("Test 1") ["hello", 5] {} str_len "hello";
(3) TEST("Test 2" ["ho-ha"]) {Fnts.fPutStrU("hello-ha" 1 3 "");};
(4) KWArgs :- {kw_args :#KA_CMD_MATCH: ["{/(#arg)}{/KW=(#)}"];};

…
TEST("T-3.5") [[[""], ["KW=", "blue"]], true] {KWArgs 'KW=blue';};
TEST("T-3.6") [[["", "red"], [""]], true] {KWArgs 'red';};
TEST("T-3.7") […] {KWArgs …};
…

Example (1) shows how to test the command str_len.  When TEST is called, the procedure 
(proc) containing str_len is activated.  str_len leaves a 5 on top followed by the string 
"hello" on the object stack.  Those two stack objects are identical in type and value to the 
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corresponding elements of ["hello", 5] (seq).  Notice that the last element of the sequence is 
the topmost stack object.  Having the parentheses around only the first argument of TEST is just 
for aesthetic purposes.

Example (2) is the same as example (1), but shows a different way that the TEST function 
command can be used.  This method, however, can be confusing so it is not typically used.

Example (3) shows how to test an ETAC function.

Example (4) shows how pre-existing procedures can be tested at a later stage in a program.

Additional Information
eq_seq   ♦

4.7 Data Object Library: etac
etac is the command for a data object library containing members requiring that data object to 
hold additional internal information which is used by those members.  The source ETAC text 
script file for the members is ETACDefs.etac.  The contents of that file is incorporated into the 
loader script file (RunETAC.btac) for the standard setup of ETAC which automatically loads that 
file.  The loader script loads those members into the main dictionary (named “Main”).  The 
members are accessible in ETAC code via the etac command.

Warning

The ETAC source code in ETACDefs.etac is provided for analysis and debugging purposes only.  
That source code should not be altered because it can have unintended consequences and can 
change in future versions of ETAC without notice.

The following boxes contain the description all the commands in the etac data object library.  
For the first box on the right side of the top row of the description boxes: ‘ F’ means function 
command.

4.7.1.1 @DU

@DU
@DU  dlg-obj1    dlg-obj2 F etac

dlg-obj1 A data object.

dlg-obj2 A data object.

Details
Creates a clone (dlg-obj2) of a dialog data object (dlg-obj1) that does not do automatic data 
updating (no data is exchanged between the dialog box and the member variables of the 
corresponding dialog data object).  dlg-obj1 is not modified and will still do automatic data 
updating.  dlg-obj2 can be used as if it were dlg-obj1.  “DU” stands for “disable update”.

This function command is used to temporarily disable the automatic updating of both the member 
variables of a dialog data object and the dialog box data when that updating is unnecessary.  
However, it is not typically required to be used.

dlg-obj1 must be a dialog data object originally obtained from @NewDialog, otherwise the 
consequence is unpredictable.  dlg-obj1 must not be a regular data object.

dlg-obj2 is a regular data object containing the identical data dictionary of dlg-obj1.

Examples
The following illustrations show how the @DU function command can be used.
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(1) DlgObj :- etac.@NewDialog(…); DlgObjDU := etac.@DU(DlgObj); DlgObjDU.
{…};

(2) DlgObj :- etac.@NewDialog(…); X := etac.@DU(DlgObj).Member;
(3) DlgObj :- etac.@NewDialog(…); etac.@DU(DlgObj).{…};

Other Information
@NewDialog   ♦
4.7.1.2 @NewDialog

@NewDialog
@NewDialog  dlg-id  dlg-tmpl  info-seq    dlg-obj F etac

dlg-id An integer stack object.

dlg-tmpl A memory stack object.

info-seq A sequence.

dlg-obj A data object.

Details
Creates a dialog data object (dlg-obj) based on a dialog ID (dlg-id) in a dialog template (dlg-
tmpl) and a dialog information sequence (info-seq).  This function command does not display the 
dialog box but only creates and sets up a dialog data object for the dialog box to be displayed at a
later time via ‹dlg-obj.StartDialog()›.  @NewDialog need only be called once for each dialog 
box.

dlg-id is the identification of the desired dialog box specified in dlg-tmpl.

dlg-tmpl is the dialog resource data containing the dialog information for the dialog box with 
identification dlg-id.

info-seq is a DIS (a dialog information sequence).  Each element of the DIS is itself a sequence 
(containing the following four entries) for each dialog box control.

Elements of a DIS

Index  Description

1 Dialog box control ID as an integer stack object.  This is the ID of the control as defined 
in the dialog template (dlg-tmpl).

2 Code indicating the type of control as an integer stack object.  See below for details of 
the type code.

3 Value of the control as an integer, decimal, or string stack object, or a sequence of event 
codes for a button control.  This is the value of the control either when receiving 
information or sending information to the dialog box.  See below for details of the value 
stack object.

4 ETAC variable name for the control as a string stack object. This is the unique ETAC 
variable name associated with the control, which contains the control value. This name 
will exist automatically in the returned dialog data object (dlg-obj).  For a button control,
the ETAC variable name is the handler name for an ETAC function defined by ‹fnt:
(btn-id event){…}›, where btn-id is the button control ID (specified at index 1), and 
event is the event code being handled (one of the event codes specified at index 3, eg: 
:#BN_CLICKED:).

The following type codes are used for index 2 (above) and corresponding value stack objects for 
index 3 (above).
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Type Code Value Stack Object Description

:#D_DIS_ITEM_EDT: integer, decimal, string Edit box control.
:#D_DIS_ITEM_STC: integer, decimal, string Static text or static frame with text.
:#D_DIS_ITEM_CHK: integera Check box control.
:#D_DIS_ITEM_OPT: integerb Option button control.
:#D_DIS_ITEM_SLD: integer Slider control.
:#D_DIS_ITEM_CMB: integerc, stringd Combo-box control.
:#D_DIS_ITEM_LST: integerc, stringe List-box control.
:#D_DIS_ITEM_BTN: integer sequencef Button control.

a Possible values are: :#BST_UNCHECKED:, :#BST_CHECKED:, :#BST_INDETERMINATE:.

b An integer that determines which option in an option (“radio”) button group is selected.  The first button
in the group has value 0, the second button has value 1, and so on.  This value applies only to the control
ID of every first option button in each group; the rest of the option buttons in each group will have the 
value of -1.  Option groups are specified in dlg-tmpl.

c Zero-based index of the displayed list item.  If this value is –1 then no item is selected in the control.

d The string is displayed in the edit control of a combo box control if possible.
e The string sets the current list box control selection if possible.
f For a button control, the value is a sequence listing the events to handle (eg: [:#BN_CLICKED:, 

:#BN_DBLCLK:]).  The sequence contains any number of the following items: :#BN_CLICKED:, 
:#BN_DBLCLK:, :#BN_SETFOCUS:, :#BN_KILLFOCUS:.  If there is only one item it need not be in a 
sequence.

Special elements of the DIS can be ‹[ctrl-ID, 0, ?, ""]›, which causes ‹dlg-
obj.@ProcessEvent› to be activated for user-events associated with the control having 
identification ctrl-ID.  This is useful for processing events for control types that are not supported
by ETAC.

dlg-obj (the dialog data object) will contain the member variables specified at index 4 (above) 
initialised with the values specified at index 3 (above).  The value of those member variables can 
be modified by the programmer if desired.  For a button control, the value of the specified handler
name will contain a dummy ETAC function.  That ETAC function is typically redefined by the 
programmer.  ‹dlg-obj.@InitDialog› is also typically redefined by the programmer to modify 
the said member variables.  ‹dlg-obj.@ProcessEvent› is redefined if required.  See button-fnt  , 
@InitDialog  , @ProcessEvent   for more information.

Important Note

Invalid entries in the DIS will cause unpredictable consequences.

Automatic reading and writing of the member variables within dlg-obj occurs when using a data 
member selection   expression or a data object modification   statement with dlg-obj.  Reading data 
from the dialog box to dlg-obj occurs automatically before   any of the member variables of dlg-
obj are accessed via the said expression or statement.  Writing data to the dialog box from dlg-obj
occurs automatically after   all those member variables have been accessed (just after the said 
expression or statement is completed).  The @DU function command is used to temporarily disable 
the automatic updating of both the member variables of dlg-obj and the dialog box data when that
updating is unnecessary.

Example
The following illustration shows how the @NewDialog function command can be used.
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ResFile := read_file "C:\\…\\MyDlgRes.res";
DIS := [[1001, :#D_DIS_ITEM_EDT:, "My edit box", "mdEdit"],

[1002, :#D_DIS_ITEM_CHK:, :#BST_CHECKED:, "mdCheck"],
[1003, :#D_DIS_ITEM_OPT:, 0, "mdOpt1"],
[1004, :#D_DIS_ITEM_OPT:, -1, "mdOpt2"],
[1005, :#D_DIS_ITEM_SLD:, 10, "mdSlider"],
[1006, :#D_DIS_ITEM_CMB:, "My combo box", "mdCombo"],
[1007, :#D_DIS_ITEM_LST:, "My list box", "mdList"],
[1008, :#D_DIS_ITEM_BTN:, :#BN_CLICKED:, "mdOnButton"],
[1009, :#D_DIS_ITEM_STC:, "My static text", "mdStatic"]];

MyDlg :- etac.@NewDialog(103 ResFile DIS);
MyDlg.
{
   mdOpt1 := 1; [* Option button 1004 will be selected. *]
   mdCheck := :#BST_UNCHECKED:; [* Check box 1002 will be unchecked. *]
   mdStatic := "My new text"; [* Changed text box 1009 text. *]
   mdOnButton := fnt:(pBtnID pEvent) {…};
};

In the example above, the changes to mdOpt1, mdCheck, and mdStatic affect the dialog box 
only for the first time it is displayed.  To affect the dialog box each time it is displayed anew, 
such changes should be made in ‹dlg-obj.@InitDialog›.

Inclusions Required
TACSystemMessageDefs.TAC

Related Information
dlg_set_handlers

Other Information
button-fnt   ▪ @InitDialog   ▪ @ProcessEvent   ▪ @DU   ♦

4.8 Data Object: dialog
This data object instance is returned by the etac.@NewDialog function command (see 
@NewDialog  ), and is referred to as ‘dialog’.  This section describes the members of dialog.  
dialog contains member variables whose labels are defined in the DIS, and also contains 
additional predefined members.  The dialog member variables contain the dialog box data.

The boxes in the sections below contain the description all the commands in a dialog data object. 
For the first box on the right side of the top row of the description boxes: ‘ C’ means command, 
‘F’ means function command.

4.8.1 Member Variables
The member names of the member variables of dialog are specified by the ETAC programmer via
the DIS which is an argument to etac.@NewDialog.  Data from the dialog box to the dialog 
member variables, and vice versa, is transferred automatically when accessing those member 
variables via the data member selection   expression and the data object modification   statement.  
However, the member variable (whose member name is represented by button-fnt) 
corresponding to a dialog box button contains an ETAC function which is called when the user 
clicks a dialog box button.  Each dialog box button corresponds to a button-fnt only if 
specified in the DIS.  The ETAC programmer typically redefines the ETAC function 
corresponding to button-fnt to process a button event as desired.  See @NewDialog   for details 
of the stack object types of the other member variables.
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4.8.1.1 button-fnt

button-fnt
button-fnt  btn-id  event    bool F dialog

btn-id An integer stack object.

event An integer stack object.

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Processes a Windows® button event (event) of an identified button (btn-id).  button-fnt is the 
ETAC variable name specified by the programmer for a button control identified by 
:#D_DIS_ITEM_BTN: in the DIS (see @NewDialog  ).

This function command is automatically called when a user clicks the corresponding dialog box 
button.  The member variables of dialog will contain the current dialog box data when this 
function command is called — @GetDlgData need not be called.

This function command is typically redefined by the ETAC programmer to process the user 
interaction with the corresponding dialog box button control.  The function member identified by 
button-fnt already exists in dialog; the programmer needs to reassign button-fnt (see 
Variable Assignment  ) with a new ETAC function (see Function Definition  ) to redefine it.  The 
default definition of the ETAC function identified by this function command returns false on the
object stack, indicating that the button event was not handled.  The dialog box data will be 
automatically updated with the values of the dialog member variables just before button-fnt 
ends — @PutDlgData need not be called.

btn-id is the button control identification number as defined in the DIS (specified at index 1 of an 
entry).

event is the Windows® button event causing this function command to be called.  The value of 
event is the appropriate one defined in the DIS specified at index 3 of the entry containing btn-id.

bool is true if the event was handled, otherwise it is false.  Note that the ETAC programmer 
sets this value.

Example
The following illustration shows how to define the same   button-fnt event handler 
(mdOnButton) for two button controls (control IDs 1008 and 1009).
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MyDlg :- etac.@NewDialog(DlgID ResData [… [1008, :#D_DIS_ITEM_BTN:, 
:#BN_CLICKED:, "mdOnButton"], [1009, :#D_DIS_ITEM_BTN:, 
[:#BN_CLICKED:, :#BN_DBLCLK:], "mdOnButton"], …]);

MyDlg.
{
   [* Other code. *]

   mdOnButton := fnt:(pBtnID pEvent)
   {
   Rtn :- false; [* Default: This event has not been handled. *]

      when pBtnID =
         1008 then
         {
            [* Code to handle button click for button 1008. *]
            Rtn := true; [* This event has been handled. *]
         }

         1009 then
         {
            when pEvent =
               :#BN_CLICKED: then
               {
                  [* Code to handle button click for button 1009. *]
                  Rtn := true; [* This event has been handled. *]
               }

               :#BN_DBLCLK: then
               {
                  [* Code to handle button double-click for button 1009. *]
                  Rtn := true; [* This event has been handled. *]
               }
            endwhen;
         }
      endwhen;

      Rtn; [*RETURN*]
   };
};

Additional Information
@NewDialog

Other Information
Variable Assignment   ▪ Function Definition   ♦
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4.8.2 Members
The following description boxes contain the details of the predefined members of dialog in 
alphabetical order.  The following two members may be redefined by the ETAC programmer: 
@InitDialog  , @ProcessEvent  .

4.8.2.1 @DlgEnable

@DlgEnable
@DlgEnable  enable   bool F dialog

enable An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value, or a null stack object (?).

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Enables (enable is true) or disables (enable is false) the dialog box, or determines whether the 
dialog box is enabled or disabled (enable is ?).

If bool is true, the dialog box was previously enabled, otherwise the dialog box was previously 
disabled. ♦
4.8.2.2 @DlgItemCmd

@DlgItemCmd
@DlgItemCmd  cmd-num  ctrl-id  [arg  ···]    [rtn] F dialog

cmd-num An integer stack object.

ctrl-id An integer stack object.

arg A stack object.

rtn A stack object.

Details
Executes a dialog box control command (cmd-num) for a dialog box control (ctrl-id).  Some 
commands do not have a return value (rtn).  The values and descriptions for cmd-num and rtn are 
defined in dlg_item  .  The values for ‹arg ···› are exactly as described for arg-seq in dlg_item  , and 
in the order given, but are not   put into a sequence for this function command.  If arg-seq is empty 
then arg is omitted.

ctrl-id is the dialog box control identification number as specified in the dialog resource data 
(dlg-tmpl) of the call to ‹etac.@NewDialog(… dlg-tmpl …)›.  ctrl-id need not be listed in the 
DIS.

Examples

(1) MyDialog.@DlgItemCmd(:#TD_SLD_SETRANGE: 1005 0 200);
(2) void YourDialog.@DlgItemCmd(:#TD_CMB_ADDSTRING: 1006 "A string");
(3) TheDlg.@DlgItemCmd(:#TD_CMB_RESETCONTENT: CtrlID);

Additional Information
dlg_item   ▪ @NewDialog   ♦
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4.8.2.3 @DlgItemEnable

@DlgItemEnable
@DlgItemEnable  ctrl-id  enable   bool F dialog

ctrl-id An integer stack object.

enable An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value, or a null stack object (?).

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Enables (enable is true) or disables (enable is false) a dialog box control (ctrl-id), or 
determines whether the dialog box control is enabled or disabled (enable is ?).

ctrl-id is the dialog box control identification number as specified in the dialog resource data 
(dlg-tmpl) of the call to ‹etac.@NewDialog(… dlg-tmpl …)›.  ctrl-id need not be listed in the 
DIS.

If bool is true, the dialog box control was previously enabled, otherwise the dialog box control 
was previously disabled.

Additional Information
@NewDialog   ♦
4.8.2.4 @DlgItemFocus

@DlgItemFocus
@DlgItemFocus  ctrl-id    ctrl-id1 F dialog

ctrl-id An integer stack object, or a null stack object (?).

ctrl-id1 An integer stack object.

Details
Sets the input focus of a dialog box control (ctrl-id), or determines which dialog box control has 
the input focus (ctrl-id is ?).

ctrl-id is the dialog box control identification number as specified in the dialog resource data 
(dlg-tmpl) of the call to ‹etac.@NewDialog(… dlg-tmpl …)›.  ctrl-id need not be listed in the 
DIS.

ctrl-id1 is the identification number of the dialog box control previously having the input focus.

Additional Information
@NewDialog   ♦
4.8.2.5 @DlgItemVisible

@DlgItemVisible
@DlgItemVisible  ctrl-id  visible    bool F dialog

ctrl-id An integer stack object.

visible An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value, or a null stack object (?).

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Makes a dialog box control visible (visible is true) or invisible (visible is false), or determines 
whether the dialog box control is visible or invisible (visible is ?).
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ctrl-id is the dialog box control identification number as specified in the dialog resource data 
(dlg-tmpl) of the call to ‹etac.@NewDialog(… dlg-tmpl …)›.  ctrl-id need not be listed in the 
DIS.

If bool is true, the dialog box control was previously visible, otherwise the dialog box control 
was previously invisible.

Additional Information
@NewDialog   ♦
4.8.2.6 @DlgPosition

@DlgPosition
@DlgPosition  pos    pos1 F dialog

pos An integer sequence, or a null stack object (?).

pos1 An integer sequence.

Details
Sets the dialog box’s position (pos).  pos contains the XY position of the top-left corner of the 
dialog box in screen coordinates: the first element of pos is the X-position, and the second 
element of pos is the Y-position.  If pos is ?, then the position remains unchanged.

pos1 is the previous position in the same format as for pos, or an empty sequence if the position 
was not obtained. ♦
4.8.2.7 @DlgState

@DlgState
@DlgState  state    bool F dialog

state An integer stack object, or a null stack object (?).

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Sets the dialog box’s state.  If state is ? then the dialog box’s state is unchanged.  Otherwise, the 
value of state is defined in the following table.
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state  Description

:#SW_HIDE:
Hides the window and activates another window.

:#SW_SHOWNORMAL:
Activates and displays a window.  If the window is minimised or maximised, the system 
restores it to its original size and position.

:#SW_SHOWMINIMIZED:
Activates the window and displays it as a minimised window.

:#SW_SHOWMAXIMIZED:
Activates the window and displays it as a maximised window.

:#SW_SHOWMINNOACTIVE:
Displays the window as a minimised window but the window is not activated.

:#SW_SHOW:
Activates the window and displays it in its current size and position.

:#SW_MINIMIZE:
Minimises the specified window and activates the next top-level window in the Z-order.

:#SW_SHOWNOACTIVATE:
Displays a window in its most recent size and position but the window is not activated.

:#SW_SHOWNA:
Displays the window in its current size and position but the window is not activated.

:#SW_RESTORE:
Activates and displays the window.  If the window is minimised or maximised, the system 
restores it to its original size and position.

If bool is true, the dialog box was previously visible, otherwise the dialog box was previously 
invisible. ♦

4.8.2.8 @EndDlg

@EndDlg
@EndDlg  arg F dialog

arg An integer stack object.

Details
Ends the modal dialog box, returning a response (arg) from (typically) @StartDialog to the 
dialog box caller.  Or, ends the non-modal dialog box.

For a modal dialog box, arg is typically one of: :#IDOK:, :#IDCANCEL:, :#IDABORT:, -1.  
However, other values are allowed.  For a non-modal dialog box, arg must exist but is ignored 
(arg may be zero).

Note that the user typically ends a dialog box, therefore a call to this function command is not 
normally needed.

Example
The following illustration shows how the @EndDlg function command can be used.
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MyDlg := etac.@NewDialog(…);

MyDlg.
{
   mdCancel := fnt:(pBtnID pEvent)
   {
      [* Inside handler ETAC function. *]
      @EndDlg(:#IDCANCEL:); [* Argument is ignored for a non-modal
                                                             dialog box. *]
      true; [*RETURN*]
   };
};

Rtn := MyDlg.@StartDialog(false); [* Starts a non-modal dialog box. *]

Response := MyModalDlg.@StartDialog(true);

if MyDlg.@IsDlgOpen() then
{
   [* Outside handler ETAC function. *]
   MyDlg.@EndDlg(0); [* Argument can be zero. *]
}
endif;

In the illustration above, MyDlg is started as a non-modal dialog box.  Subsequently, a modal 
dialog box is started which will process the user interface messages for both dialog boxes.  After 
the modal dialog box is dismissed, the non-modal dialog box is dismissed (via @EndDlg(0)) in 
case the user did not dismiss it.  Note that the code in the illustration would work correctly if 
MyDlg were started as a modal dialog box instead of a non-modal one.

Other Information
@StartDialog   ♦
4.8.2.9 @GetDlgData

@GetDlgData
@GetDlgData C dialog

Details
Assigns data from the dialog box to the dialog member variables.  This command is not needed 
when accessing the dialog member variables via the data member selection   expression and the 
data object modification   statement because it is called automatically.  However, it may be needed 
within @ProcessEvent.  In that case, @GetDlgData is not called automatically.

Other Information
@ProcessEvent   ▪ @PutDlgData   ▪ Data Member Selection   ▪ Data Object Modification   ♦
4.8.2.10 @GetDlgID

@GetDlgID
@GetDlgID    dlg-id F dialog

dlg-id An integer stack object.

Details
Gets the dialog box identification associated with dialog.  This is the dlg-id described in 
etac.@NewDialog.
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Additional Information
@NewDialog   ♦
4.8.2.11 @InitDialog

@InitDialog
@InitDialog    bool F dialog

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
This function command contains a programmer-defined ETAC function that is automatically 
called before the dialog box is displayed during the execution of @StartDialog.  @InitDialog 
is automatically called each time @StartDialog is called.  Just before @InitDialog returns, the
dialog box controls will be update with the appropriate dialog member variables, and the dialog 
box displayed to the user.

@InitDialog is typically redefined to set the dialog box attributes and values before the dialog 
box is displayed to the user.  However, it is not necessary for the programmer to redefine 
@InitDialog if it is not required.  The default definition of the ETAC function indicated by this 
function command returns true on the object stack.

bool is set to true within the redefinition unless @InitDialog has explicitly set the input focus 
to one of the controls in the dialog box (typically via @DlgItemFocus), in which case bool is set 
to false.

Example
The following example illustrates how @InitDialog is defined and assigned by the ETAC 
programmer.

MyDlg :- etac.@NewDialog(DlgID ResFile DIS);

MyDlg.
{
   @InitDialog := fnt:() [* Called each time StartDialog is called. *]
   {
      mdOpt := 1; [* Option button number 1 will be selected. *]
      mdCheck := :#BST_UNCHECKED:; [* Checkbox will be unchecked. *]
      mdText := "My new text"; [* Change textbox text. *]
      void DlgItemEnable(CtrlID false); [* Disable a dialog control. *]

      true;  [*RETURN*]
   };
};

Response := MyDlg.@StartDialog(true); [* Calls InitDialog. *]

Related Information
@StartDialog

Other Information
@DlgItemFocus   ♦
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4.8.2.12 @IsDlgOpen

@IsDlgOpen
@IsDlgOpen    bool F dialog

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
Determines whether the dialog box is currently open.  A dialog box is open if it has been 
successfully started via the @StartDialog function command but not yet dismissed.  If the 
dialog box is open, bool will be true, otherwise it will be false.

Other Information
@StartDialog   ♦
4.8.2.13 @ProcessEvent

@ProcessEvent
@ProcessEvent  ctrl-id  event    bool F dialog

ctrl-id An integer stack object.

event An integer stack object.

bool An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

Details
This function command contains a programmer-defined ETAC function that is automatically 
called for non-button controls specified in the info-seq (DIS) argument of etac.@NewDialog.  
Non-button controls are the entries in the DIS (see @NewDialog  ) that do not have a type code of
:#D_DIS_ITEM_BTN: (specified at index 2 of an entry).  Button controls (type code 
:#D_DIS_ITEM_BTN:) specified in the DIS have their own ETAC function handlers.

The ETAC function indicated by this function command is typically redefined by the programmer 
to process the user interaction with the corresponding dialog non-button controls if such 
processing is required.  @ProcessEvent already exists in dialog; the programmer needs to 
reassign @ProcessEvent (see Variable Assignment  ) with a new ETAC function (see Function 
Definition  ) to redefine it.  The default definition of the ETAC function indicated by this function 
command returns false on the object stack, indicating that the non-button event was not 
handled.

ctrl-id is the control identification number as defined in the DIS (specified at index 1 of a DIS 
entry).

event indicates the Windows® button event causing this function command to be called.  The 
value of event is as described in the tables below.

Note that the dialog member variables are not automatically updated when this function command
is called, therefore this function command needs to call @GetDlgData and @PutDlgData to 
exchange data between the dialog box and the dialog member variables if such an exchange is 
required.

bool is set to true within the redefinition if the event was handled, otherwise it is false.

The tables below describe which event codes can be received by @ProcessEvent for particular 
type codes specified (at index 2 of an entry) in the DIS.  Required styles need to be set in the 
dialog resource data file.
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event  Description

Applies to: :#D_DIS_ITEM_CHK:, :#D_DIS_ITEM_OPT:
(check box and option button controls)

:#BN_CLICKED:
User clicks a button control.

:#BN_DBLCLK:
User double-clicks a button.  Requires the BS_NOTIFY style.

:#BN_SETFOCUS:
Button receives the keyboard focus.  Requires the BS_NOTIFY style.

:#BN_KILLFOCUS:
Button loses the keyboard focus.  Requires the BS_NOTIFY style.

event  Description

Applies to: :#D_DIS_ITEM_EDT: (edit box control)

:#EN_SETFOCUS:
Edit control receives the keyboard focus.

:#EN_KILLFOCUS:
Edit control looses the keyboard focus.

:#EN_CHANGE:
User has taken an action that may have altered text in an edit control.  Unlike the 
:#EN_UPDATE: event, this event is received after the system updates the screen.

:#EN_UPDATE:
Edit control is about to redraw itself.  This event is received after the control has formatted
the text, but before it displays the text.  This makes it possible to resize the edit control 
window, if necessary.

:#EN_MAXTEXT:
The current text insertion has exceeded the specified number of characters for the edit 
control. The text insertion has been truncated.  This event is also received when an edit 
control does not have the ES_AUTOVSCROLL style and the total number of lines 
resulting from a text insertion would exceed the height of the edit control.

:#EN_HSCROLL:
User clicks an edit control’s horizontal scroll bar.  This event is received for the following 
mouse events on the horizontal scroll bar: clicking either arrow button or clicking between
the arrow button and the thumb.  However, the event is not received when clicking the 
scroll bar thumb itself.  The event is also received when a keyboard event causes a change 
in the view area of the edit control, for example, tapping HOME, END, LEFT ARROW, or
RIGHT ARROW.

:#EN_VSCROLL:
User clicks an edit control’s vertical scroll bar or when the user scrolls the mouse wheel 
over the edit control.  This event is received for the following mouse events on the vertical
scroll bar: clicking either arrow button or clicking between the arrow button and the 
thumb.  However, the event is not received when clicking the scroll bar mouse itself.  The 
event is also received when a keyboard event causes a change in the view area of the edit 
control, for example, tapping HOME, END, PAGE UP, PAGE DOWN, UP ARROW, or 
DOWN ARROW.  The mouse wheel is a mouse that has a centre wheel that scrolls.

:#EN_ERRSPACE:
Edit control cannot allocate enough memory to meet a specific request.
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event  Description

Applies to: :#D_DIS_ITEM_STC: (static text or static frame with text control)

:#STN_CLICKED:
User clicks a static control.  Requires the SS_NOTIFY style.

:#STN_DBLCLK:
User double-clicks a static control.  Requires the SS_NOTIFY style.

:#STN_ENABLE:
Static control is enabled.  Requires the SS_NOTIFY style.

:#STN_DISABLE:
Static control is disabled.  Requires the SS_NOTIFY style.

event  Description

Applies to: :#D_DIS_ITEM_LST: (list-box control)

:#LBN_SELCHANGE:
The selection in a list box is about to change.  Requires the LBS_NOTIFY style.

:#LBN_DBLCLK:
User double-clicks a string in a list box.  Requires the LBS_NOTIFY style.

:#LBN_SELCANCEL:
User cancels the selection in a list box.  Requires the LBS_NOTIFY style.

:#LBN_SETFOCUS:
List box receives the keyboard focus.

:#LBN_KILLFOCUS:
List box loses the keyboard focus.

:#LBN_ERRSPACE:
List box cannot allocate enough memory to meet a specific request.

event  Description

Applies to: :#D_DIS_ITEM_CMB: (combo-box control)

:#CBN_SELCHANGE:
User changes the current selection in the list box of a combo box. The user can change the 
selection by clicking in the list box or by using the arrow keys.  Requires the 
LBS_NOTIFY style.

:#CBN_DBLCLK:
User double-clicks a string in the list box of a combo box.  This notification message 
occurs only for a combo box with the CBS_SIMPLE style.  In a combo box with the 
CBS_DROPDOWN or CBS_DROPDOWNLIST style, a double-click cannot occur because
a single click closes the list box.

:#CBN_SETFOCUS:
Combo box receives the keyboard focus.

:#CBN_KILLFOCUS:
Combo box loses the keyboard focus.

continued on next page …
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:#CBN_EDITCHANGE:
Received after the user has taken an action that may have altered the text in the edit 
control portion of a combo box.  Unlike the :#CBN_EDITUPDATE: event, this event is 
received after the system updates the screen.  If the combo box has the 
CBS_DROPDOWNLIST style, this event is not received.

:#CBN_EDITUPDATE:
The edit control portion of a combo box is about to display altered text.  This event is 
received after the control has formatted the text, but before it displays the text.

:#CBN_DROPDOWN:
The list box of a combo box is about to be made visible.  Requires the CBS_DROPDOWN 
or CBS_DROPDOWNLIST style.

:#CBN_CLOSEUP:
The list box of a combo box has been closed.  If the user changed the current selection, the
:#CBN_SELCHANGE: event is also received when the drop-down list closes.  In general, it 
is not possible to predict the order in which events are received.  In particular, a 
:#CBN_SELCHANGE: event may be received either before or after a :#CBN_CLOSEUP: 
event.

:#CBN_SELENDOK:
User selects a list item, or selects an item and then closes the list.  It indicates that the 
user’s selection is to be processed.  In a combo box with the CBS_SIMPLE style, the 
:#CBN_SELENDOK: event is received immediately before every :#CBN_SELCHANGE: 
event.

:#CBN_SELENDCANCEL:
User selects an item, but then selects another control or closes the dialog box.  It indicates 
the user’s initial selection is to be ignored.  In a combo box with the CBS_SIMPLE style, 
the :#CBN_SELENDCANCEL: event is not received.  The :#CBN_SELENDOK: event is 
received immediately before every :#CBN_SELCHANGE: event.

:#CBN_ERRSPACE:
Combo box cannot allocate enough memory to meet a specific request.

event  Description

Applies to: :#D_DIS_ITEM_SLD: (slider control)

:#SB_ENDSCROLL:
User released the mouse button on the slider knob of a slider control.

Example
The following illustration shows how to redefine @ProcessEvent for two non-button controls 
(control IDs 1002 and 1007).
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MyDlg :- etac.@NewDialog(DlgID ResData [… [1002, :#D_DIS_ITEM_CHK:, 
:#BST_UNCHECKED:, "mdCheck"], [1007, :#D_DIS_ITEM_LST:, "My list box",
"mdList"], …]);

MyDlg.
{
   [* Other code. *]

   @ProcessEvent := fnt:(pCtrlID pEvent)
   {
   Rtn :- false; [* Default: This event has not been handled. *]

      when pCtrlID =
         1002 then
         {
            when pEvent =
               :#BN_CLICKED: then
               {
                  [* Code to handle mouse click on check box 1002. *]
                  Rtn := true; [* This event has been handled. *]
               }

               :#BN_DBLCLK: then
               {
                  [* Code to handle mouse double-click on check box 1002. *]
                  Rtn := true; [* This event has been handled. *]
               }
            endwhen;
         }

         1007 then
         {
            when pEvent =
               :#LBN_SELCHANGE: then
               {
                  [* Code to handle selection change for list box 1007. *]
                  GetDlgData;
                  Selection := mdList; [* Save user selection. *]
                  mdList := 1; [* Select second item in list box. *]
                  PutDlgData;
                  Rtn := true; [* This event has been handled. *]
               }
            endwhen;
         }
      endwhen;

      Rtn; [*RETURN*]
   };
};
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Additional Information
@NewDialog

Other Information
Variable Assignment   ▪ Function Definition   ▪ @GetDlgData   ▪ @PutDlgData   ♦
4.8.2.14 @PutDlgData

@PutDlgData
@PutDlgData C dialog

Details
Assigns the data from the dialog member variables to the dialog box.  This command is not 
needed when accessing the dialog member variables via the data member selection   expression 
and data object modification   statement because it is called automatically.  However, it may be 
needed within @ProcessEvent.  In that case, @PutDlgData is not called automatically.

Other Information
@ProcessEvent   ▪ @GetDlgData   ▪ Data Member Selection   ▪ Data Object Modification   ♦
4.8.2.15 @StartDialog

@StartDialog
@StartDialog  modal    rtn F dialog

modal An integer stack object containing a logical boolean value.

rtn An integer stack object.

Details
Displays a dialog box on the screen.  If modal is true, then the dialog box is a modal dialog box,
and this ETAC function waits for the dialog box to be dismissed before returning a response (rtn).
A modal dialog box may disable all other windows (including dialog boxes) when it is started; 
any of those windows can be enabled via the @DlgEnable function command.  If modal is false,
then the dialog box is a non-modal dialog box, and this function command returns immediately 
with a logical boolean value response (rtn).

A user typically dismisses a dialog box via the ‘OK’, ‘Cancel’, and window close buttons, or the 
ESC key on the keyboard.  An ETAC program can dismiss a dialog box via the @EndDlg function
command.  Note that the window close button and the ESC key effectively act as a button having 
an identification of :#IDCANCEL:.  No dialog box handler ETAC function needs to be created to 
close a dialog box.

A modal dialog box processes all user interface event messages (and other system event 
messages) relating to the main ETAC session.  A non-modal dialog box does not process any user 
interface or other event messages.  Therefore, a non-modal dialog box requires an opened modal 
dialog box to process the non-modal dialog box’s messages.  This can be achieved by starting 
non-modal dialog boxes before starting a modal dialog box, or starting non-modal dialog boxes 
from within a modal dialog box handler or the @InitDialog ETAC function; both methods can 
be used with the same modal dialog box.  If a non-modal dialog box is started before a modal 
dialog box, then that non-modal dialog box may need to be enabled from within the modal dialog 
box (typically within @InitDialog).  Non-modal dialog boxes that are still opened while there 
are no opened modal dialog boxes cannot be dismissed via the user interface; they can only be 
dismissed via the @EndDlg function command.

Before the dialog box is displayed, @InitDialog will be automatically called and then the dialog
box control values will be updated with the appropriate dialog member variables just before 
@InitDialog returns.  Just before @StartDialog returns when a modal dialog box is dismissed,
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the appropriate dialog member variables will be updated with the dialog box control values and 
those member variables can be accessed by the caller.

@StartDialog can be called again any number of times with the same dialog.  A new dialog box
is automatically created and @InitDialog is automatically called each time @StartDialog is 
called.  However, only one dialog box can be opened from the same dialog at any one time.

A non-modal dialog box is invisible after it starts.  The @DlgState function command should be 
called to make the dialog box visible.

For a modal dialog box, rtn is one of the following values, or the value passed to @EndDlg.

rtn  Meaning

:#IDOK: ‘OK’ button (or equivalent) was selected.

:#IDCANCEL: ‘Cancel’ button (or equivalent) was selected.

:#IDABORT: An error occurred.

-1 The dialog box could not be created.

For a non-modal dialog box, rtn is true if the dialog box started successfully or false otherwise.

If this function command is called when a dialog box is already opened via the same dialog, then rtn will 
be zero.  The @IsDlgOpen function command can be called to determine if a dialog box is already 
opened (this is mainly relevant for non-modal dialog boxes).

Related Information
@InitDialog

Other Information
@EndDlg   ▪ @IsDlgOpen   ▪ @DlgState   ♦

4.9 Data Object: taclib
This data object instance is returned by the @ImportLib command (see @ImportLib  ), and is 
referred to as ‘taclib’.  This section describes the members of taclib.  taclib contains member 
variables whose labels are defined by the lib-str argument of @ImportLib, and also contains 
additional predefined members.  The taclib member variables call the external TAC library 
functions.

The source ETAC text script file for the members of a taclib data object is ETACDefs.etac.  The 
contents of that file is incorporated into the loader script file (RunETAC.btac) for the standard 
setup of ETAC which automatically loads that file.  The loader script loads those members into 
the main dictionary (named “Main”).  The members are accessible in ETAC code via taclib.

Warning

The ETAC source code in ETACDefs.etac is provided for analysis and debugging purposes only.  
That source code should not be altered because it can have unintended consequences and can 
change in future versions of ETAC without notice.

The boxes in the sections below contain the description all the commands and operators (comops)
in a taclib data object.  For the first box on the right side of the top row of the description boxes: 
‘C’ means command, ‘F’ means function command, ‘O’ means operator.  Note that operators can
only be properly activated via operator expressions  .
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4.9.1.1 lib-member

lib-member
lib-member  [arg ···]    [obj ···] FO taclib

arg A stack object.

obj A stack object.

Details
A function command or operator that executes a function in the external TAC library imported 
into taclib.  lib-member may begin with a prefix string exactly as specified in lib-str of 
@ImportLib.  The rest of the lib-member name is as defined by the external TAC library 
designer.

If lib-member is a function command, then the usual function call   expression is used to call this 
function command.  If lib-member is an operator, then the data dictionary of taclib must be on 
the dictionary stack before the operator can be activated.  The external TAC library designer 
determines whether or not lib-member functions as an operator.

Examples
The following illustrations show how lib-member (mdFindStr and mdAddStr) can be used.  
MyData contains the taclib returned from an activation of @ImportLib.

(1) StrPos := MyData.mdFindStr("my" "Hello my string");
(2) MyData.{… StrPos := mdFindStr("my" "Hello my string"); …};
(3) AddStr :- {MyData.mdAddStr;};

Str := (&AddStr "I " "am " "string");
(4) MyData.{… Str := (&mdAddStr "I " "am " "string"); …};

Examples (1) and (2) illustrate how to call the function command myFindStr.

Example (3) illustrates one way to use the operator mdAddStr in an operator expression.  A 
procedure containing the accessing of the operator is allocated to the surrogate ETAC variable 
AddStr.  In the second line, AddStr acts as the operator mdAddStr in the operator expression.  
When the operator expression is activated, ‹MyData.mdAddStr› is also activated via AddStr.

Example (4) illustrates another way to use the operator mdAddStr in an operator expression.  In 
this case, mdAddStr is used as is a regular operator, but within the context of the taclib MyData.

Additional Information
@ImportLib

Other Information
Function Call   ▪ Operator Expression   ▪ Operator   ♦
4.9.1.2 @FntOrdToName

@FntOrdToName
@FntOrdToName  fnt-ord    name F taclib

fnt-ord An integer stack object.

name A string stack object.

Details
Obtains the comop name (name) of the specified (fnt-ord) function within the external TAC 
library imported into taclib.
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fnt-ord is the ordinal number of the desired function (which must be known).  The external TAC 
library provider should publish the ordinal numbers of the contained exportable functions.  The 
ordinal numbers are defined by the external TAC library designer.

name is the comop name (without the prefix) of the desired function corresponding to ordinal 
number fnt-ord.  If fnt-ord is invalid, name will be “***function***”.  The comop names are 
defined by the external TAC library designer.

This function command can be used within taclib.@OnLibErr to obtain the comop name of the 
passed ordinal number.

Other Information
@OnLibErr   (taclib) ♦
4.9.1.3 @FntPrefix

@FntPrefix
@FntPrefix    str C taclib

str A string stack object.

Details
Pushes, onto the object stack, the comop name prefix string (str) exactly as specified in lib-str of 
@ImportLib.

Additional Information
@ImportLib   ♦
4.9.1.4 @LibID

@LibID
@LibID    lib-id C taclib

lib-id An integer stack object.

Details
Pushes the identification number (lib-id) of the external TAC library imported via the 
@ImportLib command onto the object stack.  That identification number is unique among all 
external TAC libraries that are currently loaded, but not   unique for the same external TAC library
each time that library is loaded (ie: if the same external TAC library is loaded and unloaded, the 
next time it is loaded again it may   get a different lib-id than the other times it was loaded).

lib-id can also have values that are not the said identification number as follows.

lib-id  Meaning

0 The external TAC library was already loaded.

-1 The external TAC library was unable to be loaded.

-2 The maximum number of external TAC libraries are already loaded.

-3 The external TAC library is of a later version and is also incompatible with the current 
version of ETAC.

Other Information
@ImportLib   ♦
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4.9.1.5 @LibPath

@LibPath
@LibPath    path C taclib

path A string stack object.

Details
Pushes, onto the object stack, the path specification (path) of the external TAC library imported 
into taclib exactly as specified in lib-str of @ImportLib.

Additional Information
@ImportLib   ♦
4.9.1.6 @OnLibErr

@OnLibErr
@OnLibErr  fnt-ord  err-code  seq F taclib

fnt-ord An integer stack object.

err-code An integer stack object.

seq A sequence.

Details
This function command is automatically called by ETAC when an ETL function (external TAC 
library function) issues a particular error event.  The ETL function must push a sequence (seq) 
containing the arguments for the error event then push an error code (err-code) onto the object 
stack before returning ccETP_RTN_LIBERR to its caller.  This function command is called only 
for external TAC libraries imported via @ImportLib, not ones loaded via load_lib.

fnt-ord will automatically contain the ordinal number of the ETL function causing the error event.

err-code is defined by the ETL function designer and published by the external TAC library 
provider.

seq contains the arguments corresponding to err-code.  Those arguments are defined by the ETL 
function designer and published by the external TAC library provider.  seq can be an empty 
sequence.

This function command is not typically called by an ETAC programmer.  However, an ETAC 
programmer can reassign taclib.@OnLibErr to process the said error event as desired.  The 
default implementation of the ETAC function indicated by this function command displays an 
error message (including err-code) and the first element of seq (if it is a string) via a dialog box 
to the user, then ends the main ETAC session with a LIBERR error event (if not trapped).  The 
default implementation can be changed via the @SetOnLibErr function command.  A change in 
the default implementation affects only subsequent creations of taclib data objects — the default 
implementation of existing taclib data objects is not affected.

Example
The following illustration shows how the taclib.@OnLibErr function command can be redefined 
for a taclib identified by MyLib.

MyLib.@OnLibErr := fnt:(pFntOrd[*int*] pErrCode[*int*] pDataSeq[*seq*])
{
   [* Code goes here. *]
};
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Related Information
@SetOnLibErr   ♦
4.9.1.7 @Release

@Release
@Release F taclib

Details
Unloads the external TAC library imported into taclib by @ImportLib if taclib.@LibID would 
return a positive integer.  Calling this function command when taclib.@LibID would return a 
non-positive integer will not unload the external TAC library.  taclib will become useless after 
this function command is called.

Warning

If this function command unloads the external TAC library associated with taclib (this will 
occur if taclib.@LibID would return a positive integer) then every other taclib associated with 
the same external TAC library becomes invalid and must not be used.

Additional Information
@LibID

Related Information
@ImportLib   ♦
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Appendix A

Keyword-arguments Specifications

A.1 Introduction
The keyword-arguments system is a system of matching and parsing an input text string 
consisting of hierarchical structure of keywords and their arguments with a string template 
specification.

The system is typically used for matching and parsing keywords and arguments in a command 
line.  The system can also be used for specifying: structured data in text form, initialisation files, 
and fourth generation language commands, as well as other uses limited only by the imagination. 
The system is evoked by the kw_args   command.

A.2 Template Specification
A template specification consists of one or more consecutive template blocks, separated by zero 
or more whitespaces.  In addition there may be one or more keyword blocks, each with its own 
consecutive template blocks.

A.2.1 Template Block Syntax
The following is the syntax diagram of a template block.

Keyword-arguments Template Block Syntax

IN {

keyword (

$ parameter

,

?

)

}

/

OUT/ keyword*

(

$ parameter

,

#

?

)

default keyword option

keyword option

* A null keyword option may exist only once in all the non-default keyword options of each group of 
consecutive template blocks.

Referring to the diagram above, a template block consists of a consecutive sequence of keyword 
options, separated by the slash character ‹/›.  Each keyword option consists of a keyword and 
possibly one or more parameters.  A keyword must contain only printable characters excluding: 
source argument separator (default is comma ‹,›), slash ‹/›, backslash ‹\›, parentheses ‹(› ‹)›, 
and braces ‹{› ‹}›.  A parameter must contain only printable characters excluding commas, and 
parentheses must be balanced.  If parameters are present, they must be enclosed within 

351
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parentheses, and separated by the parameter separator character (the default is a comma ‹,›).  A 
parameter may be associated with a parameter label which is used by the syntax string.

There are different kinds of parameters, each kind of which may be identified by a qualifier 
character preceding the parameter.  In addition, any parameter can be an empty parameter, 
indicated by being absent.  The different kinds of parameters are as follows.

A constant parameter is not preceded by a qualifier character, and does not correspond to a 
source argument.  A constant parameter that is an empty parameter has no effect.

An optional parameter corresponds to a source argument if that source argument is present.  
An optional parameter and its parameter label has the following syntax

$[par ][``par-label ]

where par has the syntax of a parameter, excluding ‹``› unless par-label is empty (in which 
case ‹``› would be at the end of par and is included as part of par);  par-label is a parameter 
label having the syntax of a parameter.  An optional parameter that is an empty parameter 
represents an empty string (the ‹$› still needs to be present).  Note that the character ‘`’ is 
U+0060 (grave accent).

A required parameter is preceded by the number sign (‹#›) qualifier character, and must   
correspond to a source argument.  A required parameter may be an empty parameter if the 
syntax string is not requested (the ‹#› still needs to be present).

A successive parameter is represented by question mark (‹?›), and may correspond to zero or 
more source arguments at the end of the source argument list.  A successive parameter is 
necessarily an empty parameter, and if it is present, must be last in the list of parameters.

The first keyword option in a template block is the default keyword option.  To indicate that 
there is no default keyword option in a template block, a forward slash (‹/›) is used in place of the
first keyword option in that template block.  The keyword of a default keyword option  can be 
empty (the keyword is absent).

A null keyword option is a keyword option, excluding default keyword options, where its 
keyword is empty (the keyword is absent).  Only one null keyword option can exist in the main 
group of template blocks.  Each KB template can contain only one null keyword option.

A.2.2 Keyword Block Syntax
A keyword block allows nested template blocks to be matched, and consists of a KB name and a 
KB template.  A keyword block has the following syntax.

•kb-name:•[•(tmpl-block•)···]•

where kb-name is a KB name; tmpl-block is a template block; • represents [WS···].
The •(tmpl-block•)···  part of the syntax is a KB template.

A KB name must contain only printable characters excluding: colon ‹:›, space SP, source 
argument separator (default is a comma ‹,›), slash ‹/›, backslash ‹\›, parentheses ‹(› ‹)›, braces 
‹{› ‹}›, and square brackets ‹[› ‹]›.  A keyword that is to be used as a KB name must end with a 
colon.  A KB name is matched by a source keyword, and the KB template is matched by a source 
KB string.

A.3 Source String Syntax
A source string is the string that is required to be matched and parsed as specified in a template 
specification.  TAC style comments   in the source string outside of double quoted strings or 
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double-angle quote blocks are ignored (interpreted as a single space character) if specified so.  
The following is the syntax diagram of a source string.

Keyword-arguments Source String Syntax

IN

source argument

OUT

,

source KB source keyword source argument

source KB

,

extended source KB

source keyword option

source keyword option matching a 
null keyword option

Referring to the diagram above, a source string consists of a series of source keyword options 
and\or extended source KBs.  A source keyword option consists of a source keyword, possibly 
followed by its source arguments and\or its source KBs.  More than one source keyword option 
corresponding to the keyword options in a template block can be present in a source string.  Only 
the first source keyword option can correspond to a null keyword option if it exists.  A source 
keyword has the syntax of a keyword.  A source argument is a sequence of characters excluding 
source argument separators (default is a comma ‹,›) unless they are escaped by a backslash or 
within outer balanced double-angle quote blocks, «…» (U+00AB and U+00BB, respectively), if 
specified.  Backslashes (‹\›) in a source argument are ignored and the character following a 
backslash is accepted literally.  However, backslashes are retained inside string blocks and also 
outer balanced double-angle quote blocks if specified.  One or more whitespaces can exist 
between a source keyword and its first source argument, or the source keyword can be 
immediately followed by its first source argument.  Characters with the code points U+0011, 
U+0012, U+0013, U+0014, U+0015, U+0016, U+007F, U+0081, U+008D, U+008F, U+0090, or 
U+009D must not exist in a source string, because those characters are reserved for processing 
the source string.

A source KB matches a keyword block.  A source KB has the following syntax

kb-name:•[•src-kb-str•]

An extended source KB matches a keyword block, with the KB name matching a keyword ending 
with a colon.  An extended source KB has the following syntax

kb-name:•[•src-kb-str 1•](•,•[•src-kb-str 2•])···

where kb-name is a KB name; src-kb-str is a source KB string, and has the same syntax as a 
source string (shown in the syntax diagram above); • represents [WS···].  Although not shown in 
the syntax, the series of source KB strings (along with their square brackets) may be interspersed 
with source arguments (separated by commas).  Doing so, however, is not typical.

Note that an extended source KB is equivalent to a series of source KBs having the same kb-name 
(assuming that there are no interspersed source arguments within the extended source KB).

A.4 Matching a Template
If a source string successfully matches a template specification , the result is an output tree 
containing a hierarchically structured version of the source string.  The following sections 
describe how a template specification  is matched by a source string.
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A.4.1 Keyword Matching
One keyword option in each template block must be matched by a corresponding source keyword 
option in the source string, unless the template block has a default keyword option, otherwise the 
match will fail.  The source keyword options need not be in the same successive order as their 
corresponding keyword options.  A source keyword must match the corresponding keyword 
exactly (case-sensitive) for there to be a positive match.  A default keyword option need not be 
matched by a corresponding source keyword option.  A default keyword option  having an empty 
keyword cannot be matched by a source keyword option.  Only the first source keyword option in 
a source string can have an absent source keyword, which must match a null keyword option.

There can be more than one source keyword option having the same keyword in a source string.  
The source arguments of each of those source keyword options are collected together in the same 
order as presented in the source string to form an effective single source keyword option at the 
position of the last source keyword option.  For example, the following source string (where KW is
a source keyword) 

…1 KWa,b …2 KWc …3 KWd,e,f …4

is logically equivalent to

…1 …2 …3 KWa,b,c,d,e,f …4

where …n represents other keywords and their arguments.

Source keyword options corresponding to more than one keyword option of the same template 
block can be present in the source string.  The keyword option matched is the last such source 
keyword option, unless the default keyword option  is matched (in which case the default keyword 
option match takes precedence).  Those source keyword options that are not matched are ignored. 
For example, if the template block is {/KW1…/KW2…/KW3…}, and the source string is

…1 KW3… …2 KW1…a …3 KW1…b …4 KW2…c …5 KW3… …6 KW2…d …7

then the source string is logically equivalent to

…1 …2 …3 …4 …5 …6 KW2…c…d …7

However, if the template block is {KW1…/KW2…/KW3…} (where KW1… is the default keyword 
option), then the same source string becomes equivalent to

…1 …2 …3 KW1…a…b …4 …5 …6 …7

because a match with a default keyword option  takes precedence over other keyword options in 
the same template block.

A.4.2 Keyword Block Matching
A source KB can exist in place of any source argument, and must match a corresponding keyword
block for there to be a positive match.  A source KB is not recognised if its KB name does not 
match a KB name in a keyword block exactly (case-sensitive); and if the source KB is recognised 
but its source KB string does not match the KB template of that keyword block, the match fails.  A
source KB string matches a KB template as described in section A.4.1      _      Keyword Matching      .

An extended source KB can exist as does a source keyword option.  An extended source KB is not 
recognised as such if its KB name does not match a KB name in a keyword block exactly (case-
sensitive) and also if that KB name does not match a keyword ending with a colon.

A.4.3 Parameter Matching
The following paragraphs describe how the source arguments of a source keyword correspond 
with the parameters of the relevant keyword option in the main group of template blocks and in 
the KB template of the keyword blocks.

The source arguments of a source keyword must correspond to the parameters of the matching 
keyword option in the same order that the parameters are presented in the keyword option.  Any 
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text, including backslashes and commas, in string blocks within a source argument are taken 
literally.

A required parameter requires a corresponding source argument.  An optional parameter may or 
may not correspond to a source argument.  A constant parameter does not have a corresponding 
source argument.

A.5 Output Tree
The output tree consists of nested string sequences of source keywords and actual arguments.  
The first-level sequences correspond to each template block in the main group of template blocks;
the second-level sequences correspond to first-level KB template; the third-level sequences 
correspond to second-level KB template; and so on.

Source arguments translate to actual arguments in the following way.  The actual argument of a 
required parameter is the corresponding source argument.  The actual argument of an optional 
parameter, when not corresponding to a source argument, is the optional parameter itself.  If an 
optional parameter has a corresponding source argument, then the actual argument is the source 
argument.  The actual argument of a constant parameter is the constant parameter itself.

The general structure of an output tree is described by the following sequence.

[[k1, a1-1, a1-2, ···], [k2, a2-1, a2-2, ···], ···]

where kn is a source keyword.  an-m can be an actual argument of kn, or the output tree of a 
corresponding source KB.  Note that if an-m is an output tree, that output tree comprises the 
second-level sequences, and similarly for third-level sequences, and so on.  Each level requires 
two indices to access.

A.6 Syntax String
A syntax string is a string containing a user-friendly form of a template specification.  A syntax 
string can be produced automatically from a template specification if requested.  The syntax 
string will contain a parameter label, if it exists, in place of the corresponding parameter.  The 
following conventions are used in a syntax string.

Convention  Meaning

text text can be a keyword or parameter label representing a parameter, or it can 
be the actual default value of an optional parameter.

[text] Square brackets indicate optional text between the brackets.  This means that 
the text between the brackets can be optionally omitted.  Also, square brackets 
surround KB templates.

{text} Braces indicate the default value of an optional parameter, or the null keyword
option.

<text> Angle brackets indicate required text.

text\text Backslashes separate keyword options.

... Ellipses indicate successive parameters.

A required parameter is its own parameter label, unless the required parameter is an empty 
parameter, in which case its parameter label is ‹arg›.  The parameter label for a successive 
parameter is ‹...› which will be presented in the syntax string.  Optional parameters that are 
empty parameters and constant parameters do not have parameter labels.

If a parameter label does not exist for an optional parameter, then, if the optional parameter is 
not an empty parameter, the optional parameter itself will be used as the parameter label, and the
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format presented in the syntax string is ‹{par}›, where par becomes the effective parameter 
label.  Otherwise, if the optional parameter is an empty parameter, then a space will appear in the
syntax string.  If a parameter label does exist for an optional parameter, then, if the optional 
parameter is not an empty parameter, the optional parameter itself and the parameter label will 
be present in the syntax string as ‹[{par}\par-label]›, where par is the parameter, and par-label
is the parameter label.  Otherwise, if the optional parameter is an empty parameter, then 
‹[par- label]› will be present in the syntax string.

A.7 Separators
The following separator characters can be specified by the ETAC programmer.  Only one 
character can be specified in each case.

  parameter separators in a template block, the default is a comma ‹,›.

  source argument separators, the default is a comma ‹,›.  Whitespace characters cannot be 
used as source argument separators.

  keyword option separators in a syntax string, the default is the backslash ‹\›.

A.8 Illustrations
The following illustrations show the functioning of the keyword-arguments system.  The 
illustrations should be studied in the order given.

(a) "{/(#my_arg1,#,$``opt)}"  "[my_arg1, arg, [opt]]"

(b) ‹›  [[‹›]]

(c) ‹35, "my_str",value›  [[‹›, ‹35›, ‹"my_str"›, ‹value›]]

(d) ‹'app\’le', yellow\,brick›  [[‹›, ‹'app\’le'›, ‹yellow,brick›, ‹›]]

(e) ‹orange,(red,brick) ,v\alue›  [[‹›, ‹orange›, ‹(red,brick)›, ‹value›]]

The illustration above shows a template specification , at (a), containing only one template block 
with an empty default keyword option  and a single null keyword option.  The syntax string 
corresponding to that template specification is shown at the right side of the green arrow.  In this 
illustration, only a source keyword option containing an empty source keyword can match the 
template specification.  An “empty source keyword” means that there is no source keyword at all. 
So, the illustration shows how to match and parse a source string merely containing comma 
separated arguments.  Parts (b) to (e) show various source strings matching the template 
specification at (a), and the resultant output trees at the right of the green arrow.  Note that the 
first element of the first subsequence of the output tree is an empty string, representing the empty
source keyword.  At part (b), the empty source string matches the default keyword option of the 
template block.

(a) "{//(?)/KW=($name,value,$BigSmoke``your city)}" 
"<...\KW= {name}, [{BigSmoke}\your city]>"

(b)"{//KW=($name,value,$BigSmoke``your city)/(?)}" 
"<KW= {name}, [{BigSmoke}\your city]\...>"

(c) ‹twenty,9›  [[‹›, ‹twenty›, ‹9›]]

(d) ‹twenty,9 KW=›  [[‹KW=›, ‹name›, ‹value›, ‹BigSmoke›]]

(e) ‹KW=,›  [[‹KW=›, ‹name›, ‹value›, ‹BigSmoke›]]

(f) ‹KW= , "little town"›  [[‹KW=›, ‹name›, ‹value›, ‹"little town"›]]

(g) ‹KW=Johnny, little town›  [[‹KW=›, ‹Johnny›, ‹value›, ‹little town›]]

(h) ‹KW=Johnny KW=little town›  [[‹KW=›, ‹Johnny›, ‹value›, ‹little town›]]

The illustration above shows a template specification , at (a), containing only one template block 
with no default keyword option , a null keyword option, and a regular keyword option.  Part (b) 
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represents the same template specification  as for part (a), except that the order of the keyword 
options is different.  The only significance of the different order, is in the syntax string.  The 
syntax string at part (a) is less confusing than the one at part (b), so if a template block contains a 
null keyword option, that null keyword option should be placed at the beginning of that template 
block (as in part (a)).  Parts (c) to (h) show various source strings and the resultant output trees.  
Note that for part (d), the last source keyword option (KW=) matches the last keyword option in the
template block, and so that source keyword option takes precedence over the empty source 
keyword option (twenty,9) which is ignored.  Notice that the source strings of parts (g) and (h) 
are logically equivalent.  Also notice that the constant parameter, value, does not correspond to 
a source argument.

(a) "{-K($C)/-D(?)/-F(#path,?)}"  "[{-K {C}}\-D ...\-F path, ...]"

(b) ‹›  [[‹-K›, ‹C›]]

(c) ‹-K›  [[‹-K›, ‹C›]]

(d) ‹-K home›  [[‹-K›, ‹home›]]

(e) ‹-D›  [[‹-D›]]

(f) ‹-Da,b,c›  [[‹-D›, ‹a›, ‹b›, ‹c›]]

(g) ‹-F 'file' -D a›  [[‹-D›, ‹a›]]

(h) ‹-D a -F "file"›  [[‹-F›, ‹"file"›]]

(i) ‹-F file1 -D -F 'file2'›  [[‹-F›, ‹file1›, ‹'file2'›]]

(j) ‹-F file1 –K -D -F 'file2'›  [[‹-K, ‹C››]]

The illustration above shows a template specification , at (a), containing only one template block 
with three keyword options, the first of which is the default keyword option.  Parts (b) to (j) show
various source strings and the resultant output trees.  An empty source string, part (b), matches 
the default keyword option .  For parts (g) to (i), the last source keyword option in each source 
string takes precedence.  For part (j), the source keyword option (-K) matching the default 
keyword option takes precedence.  Note that a source keyword can be immediately followed by its
first source argument (as shown in part (f)).

(a) "{//A(#a1)/B/C(x)}{/D($a2)/E(#a3,?)}"  "<A a1\B\C> [D {a2}\E 
a3, ...]"

(b) ‹B›  [[‹B›], [‹›]]

(c) ‹D B›  [[‹B›], [‹D›, ‹a2›]]

(d) ‹Ea,b C E c›  [[‹C›, ‹x›], [‹E›, ‹a›, ‹b›, ‹c›]]

(e) ‹C Ea,b,c›  [[‹C›, ‹x›], [‹E›, ‹a›, ‹b›, ‹c›]]

The illustration above shows a template specification , at (a), containing two template blocks.  The
first template block has no default keyword option; the second one has a empty default keyword 
option.  Because the first template block has no default keyword option, the source string must 
contain one source keyword option matching a keyword option in that first template block.  Parts 
(b) to (e) show various source strings and the resultant output trees.  The resultant output tree in 
each case contains two subsequences — one corresponding to the first template block, and the 
other corresponding to the second template block.  Note that the order of the source keyword 
options need not correspond to the order of the template blocks in the template specification.  
Notice that the source strings of parts (d) and (e) are logically equivalent.

(a) "{//A(#a1)/B:(#B-block)}  {($x)/C=(#E-block,?)/D(?)}"
"B:[{/U/V(#)}{//W($w1)}]" "E:[{//Y=(#y1)/Z(?)}]" 
"<A a1\B: B-block> [C= E-block, ...\D ...]
B: [U\V arg] <W {w1}>
E: <Y= y1\Z ...>"

(b) ‹A a›  [[‹A›, ‹a›], [‹›, ‹x›]]
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(c) ‹B: [W]›  [[‹B:›, [[‹›], [‹W›, ‹w1›]]], [‹›, ‹x›]]

(d) ‹B:[V a W] Dc›  [[‹B:›, [[‹V›, ‹a›], [‹W›, ‹w1›]]], [‹D›, ‹c›]]

(e) ‹B:[Wa] C=E: [Y=b]›  [[‹B:›, [[‹›], [‹W›, ‹a›]]], [‹C=›, [[‹Y=›, ‹b›]]]]

(f) ‹Aa C=E:[Y=b], E:[Zc,d]› 
[[‹A›, ‹a›], [‹C=›, [[‹Y=›, ‹b›]], [[‹Z›, ‹c›, ‹d›]]]]

(g) ‹A E:[Y=b]›  [[‹A›, [[‹Y=›, ‹b›]]], [‹›, ‹x›]]

(h) ‹Aa D E:[Y=b], c›  [[‹A›, ‹a›], [‹D›, [[‹Y›, ‹b1›]], ‹c›]]

The illustration above shows a template specification , at (a), containing two template blocks and 
two keyword blocks.  The first template block has no default keyword option; the second one has a
default keyword option with an empty keyword.  It is not possible for a source keyword to match 
the empty keyword of a default keyword option  (the optional parameter, indicated by ‹$x›, may 
as well be a constant parameter).  The KB name (B) of the first keyword block also exists as a 
keyword in a keyword option of a (the first) template block.  That keyword block, therefore, is 
matched by an extended source KB.  The KB name (E) of the second keyword block does not exist
as a keyword in a keyword option of a template block.  That keyword block, therefore, is matched 
by a source KB in the place of a source argument.  Parts (b) to (h) show various source strings 
and the resultant output trees.  The resultant output tree in each case contains two subsequences 
— one corresponding to the first template block, and the other corresponding to the second 
template block.  The source strings of parts (c) to (h) contain source KBs (E:[…]) or extended 
source KBs (B:[…]) or both.  You will notice that, in each case, the source KBs are in the place 
of a source argument, while the extended source KBs are in the place of a source keyword.  In the
output tree, however, both source KBs and extended source KBs correspond to their own output 
tree in the position of where an actual argument would be.  Also notice that the KB name of a 
source KB is not present in the output tree.  A KB name of a source KB can be made to appear in 
the output tree by specifying ‹{KB name}› or ‹{(KB name)}› as a (typically the first) template 
block of the corresponding KB template.  In part (a), for example, the second keyword block 
would be ‹"E:[{E}{//Y=(#y1)/Z(?)}]"› or ‹"E:[{(E)}{//Y=(#y1)/Z(?)}]"›.

The illustrations below show how double-angle quotes (‘«’ (U+00AB) and ‘»’ (U+00BB)) 
operate when specified.  Double-angle quoted text applies only to source arguments; the 
consequence is undefined otherwise.  In the illustrations, the light blue outer double-angle quotes 
are the delimiters for the balanced double-angle quoted text, ‘DAQ text’.  Those delimiters are 
always internally deleted after they produce their effect.  The text to the right of the green arrow 
shows how the source argument is interpreted.

(a) ‹«'this \is a 'short' string\'»›  ‹'this \is a 'short' string\'›

(b) ‹'this »¯is a «'short'» string'›  ‹'this »¯is a «'short'» string'›

(c) ‹«'this »¯is«¯ a «'short'» string'»›  ‹'this »is« a «'short'» string'›

(d) ‹« this, is a \short\ string »›  ‹this, is a \short\ string›

(e) ‹this«,» is a «\short\» \string›  ‹this, is a \short\ string›

(f) ‹\« this\, is a \short\ string »›  ‹« this, is a short string »›

(g) ‹«this, is a ««short» «string»»»›  ‹this, is a ««short» «string»»›

Example (a) is a straight-forward illustration of the whole source argument enclosed in DAQ text.
The DAQ text is interpreted literally.

In example (b), there is no DAQ text because the source argument is a string block (it begins with
a single quote).  DAQ text can exist only outside string blocks.

In example (c), the whole source argument is enclosed in DAQ text.  The argument is therefore 
interpreted literally, except for post-escaped double-angle quotes: ‘«¯’ is interpreted as ‘«’, and 
‘»¯’ is interpreted as ‘»’, but only within DAQ text.  The Unicode code point of the ‘«’ character 
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(left-pointing double angle quotation mark) is U+00AB.  The Unicode code point of the ‘»’ 
character (right-pointing double angle quotation mark) is U+00BB.  The Unicode code point of 
the ‘¯’ character (macron) is U+00AF.

Example (d) is another illustration of the whole source argument enclosed in DAQ text.  This 
example illustrates that special characters, such as commas and backslashes, are interpreted 
literally within DAQ text.  This example suggests how a file path can be literally expressed 
outside a string block (normally, outside a string block, a file path needs two adjacent backslashes
to represent one backslash).  Note that leading and trailing whitespaces are always trimmed in a 
source argument.

Example (e) produces the same result as does example (d), but illustrates that DAQ text can exist 
within the text of a source argument.  This example shows two instances of DAQ text.  Notice 
that the backslash before string is interpreted as a special character (backslash escape) since it 
is outside DAQ text.

In example (f), there is no DAQ text because the first and only opening double-angle quote is 
escaped by the preceding backslash, thus it is interpreted literally.

Example (g) shows that nested and balanced double-angle quotes are interpreted literally within 
DAQ text.

See kw_args   for an example on how to use the keyword-argument system programmatically.
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Appendix B

Dialog Box Processing

B.1 Introduction
The ETAC interpreter processes the interaction between the Windows® dialog boxes and ETAC 
code.  That includes the data exchanges (read and write exchanges) between user-entered data and
member variables of the dialog data object.

The file ETACDefs.etac contains the source code for the ETAC code part of the dialog box 
processing.  The contents of that file is incorporated into the loader script file (RunETAC.btac) for 
the standard setup of ETAC which automatically loads that file.  The loader script loads that 
ETAC code into the main dictionary (named “Main”).

Warning

The ETAC source code in ETACDefs.etac is provided for analysis and debugging purposes only.  
That source code should not be altered because it can have unintended consequences and can 
change in future versions of ETAC without notice.

Important Note

Variable identifiers  beginning with an underscore are for internal system use only.  Those 
variable identifiers  must not be used by the ETAC programmer because they can change or be 
removed in future versions of ETAC without notice.

The ETAC interpreter requires two special commands to communicate with appropriate ETAC 
code.  Those commands are _init_dialog and _dlg_command, which are set in RunETAC.btac 
via dlg_set_handlers.  Those two commands are discussed within the following sections.

B.2 Dialog Data Object Creation
Before an ETAC programmer can use a dialog box, he must create a corresponding dialog data 
object via the etac.@NewDialog function command, which returns the created dialog data 
object to the caller.  That command creates and initialises the dialog data object with member 
variables and dummy event handlers from the DIS passed to @NewDialog.  The dialog data 
object also holds an internal replicate of the DIS, as well as a reference to the passed dialog 
template.  It also holds the dialog box ID and other information.  The replicated DIS will have a 
default handler for the dialog box CANCEL event added to the end.  That handler is for the 
default closing of the dialog box when that event is triggered by the user.  @NewDialog sets up 
the DIS pre-specified members of the created dialog data object for use by the programmer.  Note
that the actual Windows® dialog box is not created at this stage.  (Ref: @NewDialog  )

The dialog data object is internally altered before it is returned to the caller to carry out 
automatic data updating (read and write data exchanges) between user-entered data in the dialog 
box and the corresponding member variables of the data object.

B.2.1 Automatic Dialog Data Updating
Automatic reading and writing of the dialog data object member variables occurs when using a 
data member selection   expression or a data object modification   statement with a dialog data 
object.  Reading data from the dialog box to the dialog data object is done via @GetDlgData 
which is automatically activated before   any of the dialog data object member variables are 
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accessed via the said expression or statement.  Writing data to the dialog box from the dialog 
data object is done via @PutDlgData which is automatically activated after   all those member 
variables have been accessed (just after the said expression or statement is completed).  These 
two commands are internally embedded into the dialog data object via the _interface command
just before that data object is returned to the caller.  (Refs: @GetDlgData   ▪ @PutDlgData  )

B.3 Dialog Box Start-up Process
The ETAC programmer displays a Windows® dialog box onto the screen via the 
dialog.@StartDialog function command.  dialog is the dialog data object returned by the 
etac.@NewDialog function command.  (Refs: @StartDialog   ▪ @NewDialog  )

@StartDialog internally activates the _StartDialog function command which carries out the 
following process depending on whether the dialog box is requested to be started ‘modally’ 
(ETAC code halts until the dialog box is dismissed) or ‘non-modally’ (ETAC code continues while
the dialog box is displayed).

B.3.1 Modal Dialog Box
_StartDialog activates the command ‹dlg_call :#TD_CMD_NEWDLG: …› to create an 
internal dialog box object within the ETAC interpreter.  The returned dialog box handle is 
internally stored in dialog for use with other dialog box commands.  The handle and dialog are 
together registered in a sequence (_DlgLst) for later use.  The Windows® dialog box is then 
opened modally by _StartDialog via the command ‹dlg_call :#TD_CMD_STARTDLG: …›, 
waiting for the user to dismiss the dialog box.  Before the dialog box is displayed to the screen, 
the ETAC interpreter calls dialog.@InitDialog via _init_dialog.  After the dialog box is 
dismissed, the handle and dialog are unregistered (removed from the said sequence), and the 
dialog member variables are updated from the internal replicate of the DIS.  The response from 
the dismissed dialog box is then returned to the caller of dialog.@StartDialog.
(Refs: @StartDialog   ▪ dlg_call  )

B.3.2 Non-modal Dialog Box
_StartDialog activates the command ‹dlg_call :#TD_CMD_NEWDLG: …› to create an 
internal dialog box object within the ETAC interpreter.  The returned dialog box handle is 
internally stored in dialog for use with other dialog box commands.  The handle and dialog are 
together registered in a sequence (_DlgLst) for later use.  The Windows® dialog box is then 
opened non-modally by _StartDialog via the command ‹dlg_call :#TD_CMD_STARTDLG: 
…› then _StartDialog returns immediately.  However, before the dialog box is displayed to the
screen, the ETAC interpreter calls dialog.@InitDialog via _init_dialog.  The response from
the opened dialog box is then returned to the caller of dialog.@StartDialog.
(Refs: @StartDialog   ▪ dlg_call  )

B.4 Dialog Box Event Processing
When the user interacts with a dialog box, the ETAC interpreter receives a corresponding 
command message from Windows®.  The ETAC interpreter then activates the command 
_dlg_command to process the message.  _dlg_command searches the replicate DIS for an item 
having the control identification that is specified inside the command message, and extracts the 
found DIS item.  If the DIS item is not found, _dlg_command returns without performing any 
action.  If the DIS item indicates that it is for a button, then the corresponding ETAC button 
handler defined within the dialog data object is called, otherwise @ProcessEvent of that data 
object is called.  The value returned from the ETAC button handler or @ProcessEvent is 
returned to the ETAC interpreter which passes that value to Windows®.  (Ref: @ProcessEvent  )
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B.4.1 Dialog Box Data Exchange
Data transferred from the Windows® dialog box controls to the corresponding dialog data object 
member variables is triggered by the @GetDlgData command.  Data transferred from the dialog 
data object member variables to the Windows® dialog box controls is triggered by the 
@PutDlgData command.  @PutDlgData is effectively activated automatically just after the 
dialog box is created, and @GetDlgData is effectively activated automatically just before the 
dialog box is dismissed.  In addition, dialog data exchange occurs automatically when the dialog 
data object member variables are accessed (see B.2.1      _      Automatic Dialog Data Updating      ).  (Refs: 
@GetDlgData   ▪ @PutDlgData  )

@GetDlgData activates ‹dlg_call :#TD_CMD_GETDLGDATA: …›, and @PutDlgData activates
‹dlg_call :#TD_CMD_PUTDLGDATA: …› if possible, otherwise both commands use the 
replicate DIS for data exchange.  When the said dlg_call commands are active, the ETAC 
interpreter gains use of the replicate DIS that was passed via the ‹dlg_call 
:#TD_CMD_NEWDLG: …› command.  The ETAC interpreter then transfers the dialog box control 
values to or from the corresponding values of the corresponding member variable names in that 
DIS.  The said dlg_call commands then transfer those values to or from the corresponding 
dialog data object member variables.  (Ref: dlg_call  )
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Programmed Error Trapping System

C.1 Introduction
A programmed error is an error condition that is explicitly programmed into ETAC text script by 
the ETAC programmer.  A programmed error is processed entirely in ETAC code; it is not 
processed as an error event.  An error event is predefined and processed by the ETAC interpreter.

The file ETACDefs.etac contains the source code for the programmed error trapping process.  The 
contents of that file is incorporated into the loader script file (RunETAC.btac) for the standard 
setup of ETAC which automatically loads that file.  The loader script loads the error trapping 
commands into the main dictionary (named “Main”).

Warning

The ETAC source code in ETACDefs.etac is provided for analysis and debugging purposes only.  
That source code should not be altered because it can have unintended consequences and can 
change in future versions of ETAC without notice.

Important Note

Variable identifiers  beginning with an underscore are for internal system use only.  Those 
variable identifiers  must not be used by the ETAC programmer because they can change or be 
removed in future versions of ETAC without notice.

There are three ETAC functions involved in the program error trapping process.  Those ETAC 
functions are @TrapError, @Error, and optionally, @Localise, which are discussed within the 
following sections.  In addition, one or more ETAC function handlers are required to handle the 
programmed errors that may occur.  (Refs: @TrapError   ▪ @Error   ▪ @Localise  )

C.2 Setting an Error Trap
To set up an error trap for programmed errors that may occur within a procedure, the ETAC 
programmer needs to call the @TrapError function command, passing it that procedure and an 
ETAC function handler to handle the errors.  (Ref: @TrapError  )

When @TrapError is called, it stores the count of the number of dictionaries that exist on the 
dictionary stack for the purpose of removing excess local dictionaries from the dictionary stack 
before @TrapError returns.  The count of the number of dictionaries is stored in 
_teDictCount.  @TrapError then stores the function command of the passed handler as the top 
element of a sequence stack, _ErrHndlStk.  A sequence stack is a sequence used as a stack.  
@TrapError then activates the passed procedure (which may issue programmed errors) via the 
trap_err command.  When the activation of that procedure has completed, the handler at the 
top of _ErrHndlStk is popped off the stack.  (Ref: trap_err  )

When a programmed error is issued, the object stack may contain local dictionaries that have not 
been removed.  @TrapError removes those local dictionaries by popping off all local 
dictionaries above the number of dictionaries stored in _teDictCount.  @TrapError then 
returns to the caller.

An error handler must be supplied to @TrapError to handle a programmed error if one occurs. 
The handler must return a response, which determines what subsequent action is taken.
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The handler can use the ETAC variables in the local dictionary of the ETAC code containing 
@TrapError even when other dictionaries above that local dictionary contain the same named 
ETAC variables.  To use a local dictionary, the handler must be passed to @Localise which 
returns the same handler but containing an internal reference to that local dictionary.  When the 
handler is activated, that local dictionary will be the second top dictionary on the dictionary 
stack (the topmost dictionary will be the handler’s local dictionary).  (Ref: @Localise  )

C.3 Programmed Error Processing
The programmer issues a programmed error by calling the @Error function command.  @Error 
processes the error handlers existing in _ErrHndlStk from the top (last sequence element is 
processed first).  Each handler returns a value as follows:

Value  Action

:#ERR_CASCADE: _ErrBreakLevel is incremented to keep track of the number of handlers 
entered, then the next handler in _ErrHndlStk is activated if it exists.

:#ERR_BREAK: exit_err :#TAC_RTN_ERR_BREAK: is activated causing the termination 
of the current @TrapError procedure.

:#ERR_EXIT: The current ETAC session ends via the end command.

:#ERR_CONTINUE: Processing will continue (via exit_err :#TAC_RTN_ERR_BREAK:) from 
the end of the logically next inner nested @TrapError procedure whose 
handler issued :#ERR_CASCADE:.  Otherwise, processing continues with 
the next script token after the @Error call if there is no such handler.

The error handler performs whatever actions are defined within it.  Typically it will do all 
required cleanup of data in the local dictionary in which it was defined before ending.  (Refs: 
@Error   ▪ @TrapError   ▪ exit_err   ▪ end  )
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Appendix D

TAC Library Import System

D.1 Introduction
The TAC library import system allows ETAC code to execute ETL functions via a data object 
instance referred to as ‘taclib’.  ETL functions are written in the C++ programming language and 
implemented in a Windows® DLL (dynamic linked library) called an external TAC library.  
Importing an ETL function allows ETAC code to execute that ETL function.

The file ETACDefs.etac contains the source code for the external TAC library import system.  The 
contents of that file is incorporated into the loader script file (RunETAC.btac) for the standard 
setup of ETAC which automatically loads that file.  The loader script loads import system 
commands into the main dictionary (named “Main”).

Warning

The ETAC source code in ETACDefs.etac is provided for analysis and debugging purposes only.  
That source code should not be altered because it can have unintended consequences and can 
change in future versions of ETAC without notice.

Important Note

Variable identifiers  beginning with an underscore are for internal system use only.  Those 
variable identifiers  must not be used by the ETAC programmer because they can change or be 
removed in future versions of ETAC without notice.

The TAC library import system requires a special command, _@LIB@_ERRCMD, which is set in 
RunETAC.btac.  That command activates the error handling system for C++ programmer defined 
errors.  In addition, the command @ImportLib is required to import the ETL functions, and 
optionally, the function command @SetOnLibErr may be called by the ETAC programmer to set 
the default error ETAC function (@OnLibErr) within taclib.

D.2 Importing an ETL Function
To execute ETL functions, an ETAC programmer activates the @ImportLib command, supplying 
it with a string containing the appropriate information.  @ImportLib parses its string argument 
into prefix (@FntPrefix), class list (ClassLst), and library path (@LibPath).  ‹load_lib 
ClassLst @LibPath› is activated, which returns the library identification (@LibID), sequence 
of ETL function names (NameSeq), sequence of EXE stack objects (ExeSeq), and the 
corresponding ordinal numbers of the ETL function names (OrdSeq).  (Refs: @ImportLib   ▪ 
@FntPrefix   ▪ @LibPath   ▪ @LibID   ▪ load_lib  )

The data object, taclib, to be returned is created by @ImportLib and allocated with the members 
@LibID, @OnLibErr, @LibPath, @FntPrefix, @Release, and @FntOrdToName.  New members
are created in taclib containing each name in NameSeq prefixed with @FntPrefix.  The value of 
each member is the corresponding element of ExeSeq converted to an ETAC function or an 
operator stack object as appropriate.  Operator names in NameSeq come prefixed with an 
ampersand sign (&) which is removed during the conversion.  taclib is returned to the caller of 
@ImportLib.  (Refs: @OnLibErr   ▪ @Release   ▪ @FntOrdToName  )
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D.3 Programmer Error Processing
An ETL function can issue a programmer error via the C++ macro ccSET_LIBERR.  Before such 
an error is issued, the ETL function will have pushed an argument sequence and error number 
onto the object stack.  When the ETAC interpreter receives the said error, it pushes the ETL 
function’s ordinal number onto the object stack, then activates the special command, 
_@LIB@_ERRCMD, which is automatically assigned in RunETAC.btac.  The activation of 
_@LIB@_ERRCMD causes the function command taclib.@OnLibErr to be called.  (Ref: 
@OnLibErr  )

The ETAC programmer can reassign taclib.@OnLibErr, or allow the default definition of that 
ETAC function to be used.  The default definition, however, can be altered via the 
@SetOnLibErr ETAC function, which assigns the new definition to _OnLibErr.  _OnLibErr is 
allocated to taclib.@OnLibErr when taclib is created.  (Ref: @SetOnLibErr  )
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ETAC Source Code Formatting

E.1 Introduction
If not written in a structured style, ETAC text script can be difficult to read especially by 
programmers who are not familiar with the program containing the ETAC text script.  Since 
program source code is read more times than it is written, some extra effort should be put into 
writing the code in such a manner that a programmer not familiar with the code does not spend 
useless time trying to decipher ad-hoc formatting and obscure variable names.  Useful comments 
describing the purpose of blocks of code should be used abundantly.  Even though ETAC is a 
stack-based language, it is capable of full traditional high-level block structured language style 
syntax which is designed to make programming code easier to read and write, resulting in less 
time debugging code, and more time in creating stable programs.

A formatting convention for ETAC text script aids in creating code that is easier to understand 
and modify.  The formatting conventions should be adhered to if possible, but it is not absolute 
law — there are special circumstances where exceptions should be made.  The following sections 
describe practical formatting conventions for the ETAC programming language.  Note that the 
conventions assume that the ETAC text script is displayed on a wide screen (allowing some space 
for dialog box tools to be displayed on the screen).

E.2 Symbolic Conventions
The following symbolic conventions are used in this appendix.

Symbol  Meaning

… red ellipsis indicates omitted code (as in “etcetera”).

▬ red thick dash indicates ETAC token statement.

· middle dot indicates a space character.

optional light purple text indicates optional code.

E.3 Source Files
Each ETAC text script source file should have a list of history records at the top of the file.  Each 
record indicates changes made to the source file at a particular time.  Each record includes a 
sequential change number, the date that the change was made, the initials of the person who made
the change, and a short description of the change.  An actual ETAC text script source change 
should indicate which history record applies to it by placing the change number near the change.  
It is recommended that the change number is prefixed with an exclamation mark to distinguish it 
from changes made in distributions of official source code.  Changes to official source code made
by the ETAC language designer are indicated by a number sign (#) followed by the change 
number, for example, [*#3*].  An ETAC programmer making changes to a copy of the official 
source code should begin their first change with the number 0, prefixed by ‘!’, for example, [*!
0*].  Note that the dates in the history records of the official source code are in DMY format.
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Important Note

Distributed official ETAC text script source code should never itself be changed.  If a change to
such code needs to be made, then the change should be made to a copy of the original file 
containing the code.  The original file can be renamed by appending it with “~original” or 
similar.  For example, if a change to “InteractiveETAC.etac” needs to be made, then the 
change should be made to a copy of that file, and that original file should be renamed to 
“InteractiveETAC~original.etac”.

New history records created by an ETAC programmer should be placed below the official history 
records if such exist.  Otherwise the history records should be placed at the top of the source file, 
just below the ETAC source ID.  The following example illustrates the concept.

[*::10ETAC-SOURCE-V1::*]
[* *******************************************************************
 *                        MODIFICATION RECORDS
 *                        ====================
 *
 * VRSN             DATE        INIT  MODIFICATION
 * ====             ====        ====  ============
 * 1-0-2-ena#2      30/09/2016  VV    Initial release.
 *
 * InteractiveETAC.etac: Copyright © Victor Vella (2016). …
 ********************************************************************* *]
[* *******************************************************************
 *                             ALTERATIONS
 *                             ===========
 * NUM  DATE        INIT  MODIFICATION
 * ===  ====        ====  ============
 * !0   05/12/2016  HD    Changed prompt characters.
 * !1   14/06/2017  HD    Added '-purge' to clear the stack.
 *
 * Copyright © Humpty Dumpty (2016-2017).
 ********************************************************************* *]
…
      _Input := read_con ">> "; [*!0*]
…
         "-purge" then {clear count;} [*!1*]
…

The pre-processor inclusion   commands follow the history records.  The pre-processor definition   
commands follow the pre-processor inclusion   commands.  External TAC libraries are loaded after
the pre-processor definition   commands (see @ImportLib   command).  Named data object 
definitions follow the loaded external TAC libraries (see @DefData   function command).  Regular
data object allocations follow named data object definitions (see Data Object Creation   ETAC 
statement).

If the ETAC text script file is for a main ETAC program, the main code of that program should be
at the bottom of the file following a text line containing the comment [* PROGRAM *].

In addition to the above, each command that ends the current ETAC session should have the  
comment [*END SESSION*] placed near it.  Similarly, each command that ends the ETAC 
program should have the comment [*END PROGRAM*] placed near it.

Source File Extensions

ETAC text script files can have an extension of either ‹tac› or ‹etac›.  If an ETAC text script file
contains only TAC text script then the convention is to use the extension ‹tac› (in lowercase), 
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unless the file consists exclusively of pre-processor definitions  , in which case the convention is to
use the extension ‹TAC› (in uppercase).

E.4 Variable Names
ETAC variable names are required to be meaningful, and must have the syntax of a variable 
identifier, consisting of one or more words each of which may be shortened.  Single-lettered 
names such as I, J, K are not meaningful; names such as Idx1, Idx2, Idx3 or more precise 
names should be used instead.  Each word within a variable name begins with an uppercase letter;
the rest of the word is in lowercase.  Underscores are not used to separate the words except in 
special circumstances typically identifying a group variable names as belonging to a particular 
usage.  Examples of proper ETAC variable names are: CurLineNum, Rtn, NewOff, RtnVal, 
ArgStr.  Examples of improper   ETAC variable names are: cur_line_num, rtn, newoff, 
Rtn_Val, _ARGSTR.

E.4.1 Parameter Variable Names
ETAC variable names of ETAC function or procedure parameters begin with the lowercase letter 
“p” (the “p” represents “parameter”).  For example, the three parameters of the following ETAC 
function definition are shown in bold type (note that the three parameters begin with lowercase 
“p”): ‹MyFnt :- fnt:(pStrSeq pType pNumPos){…};›.

E.4.2 Local Variable Names
ETAC variable names existing in a local dictionary should not be prefixed with lowercase 
characters because doing so may clash with member names of data objects (which are prefixed 
with lowercase characters).  The said ETAC variable names should therefore always begin with 
an uppercase character.

E.4.3 Data Object Member Names
Member names of data objects begin with one or more lowercase letters representing the name of 
the data object.  For a named data object, the lowercase prefix is based on the name of that data 
object; for a regular data object, the lowercase prefix is based on the ETAC variable name to 
which the data object is allocated.  The lowercase prefix letters are the same as the uppercase 
letters of the name on which the member name is based.  In the case that member names of 
different data objects have the same prefix, a digit may follow the prefix to ensure that each data 
object has member names beginning with a unique prefix. 

The following examples illustrate the concept of the preceding paragraph.

@DefData("cgInputBox")
{
   ibMainDlgData :- ?;
   ibResFile :- ?;
   ibShowDialog :- fnt:()
   {
      …
   };
};

In the example above, the lowercase prefix of the three member names consist of the uppercase 
letters of the name of the data object.
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CoreData :- data:
{
   cdLayout :- ?;
   cdHorPad :- 2;
   cdCheckData :- fnt:()
   {
      …
   };
};

CommonDetails :- data:
{
   cd1Date :- ?;
   cd1Time :- ?;
};

In the example above, the lowercase prefix of the three member names consist of the uppercase 
letters of the name of the ETAC variable to which the data object is allocated.  However, the 
lowercase prefix of the member names of the second data object (CommonDetails) is the same as
the prefix of the member names of the first data object (CoreData).  In order to avoid possible 
confusion, the digit 1 is appended to the lowercase prefix of the members of the second data 
object.  If there is a second conflict, the digit 2 is appended to the prefix of the members of the 
second conflict, and so on.

Important Note

It is strongly   recommended that member names of a particular data object are uniquely 
identified as belonging to that data object (as shown above) to reduce possible confusion with 
same named member names of other data objects or local ETAC variables that happen to be on 
the dictionary stack at the same time.

E.4.4 Private Variable Names

An ETAC variable name can be used as a private variable.  In such a case, the name begins with 
an underscore followed by a non-zero digit (eg: _1FileData).  The digit exists so as not to 
confuse that variable name with another private variable of the same name that might happen to 
be on the dictionary stack.  Note that private variable names are not actually private; they are 
regarded as private variables by the ETAC programmer merely by convention.

E.5 Pre-processor Definition Names
Pre-processor definition names should be in uppercase and consist of one or more words each of 
which may be shortened.  The words are separated by an underscore (_).  Pre-processor definition
names that have a hexadecimal number as the value should begin with an exclamation mark (!).  
Otherwise the names should begin with a number sign (#).  However, there may be special case 
exceptions where the first character is non-alphanumeric indicating a special class of names.  Pre-
processor definition names should not begin with an underscore, because such names may be used
by the ETAC system.  The first word should be an uppercase prefix based on the name of the file 
in which the pre-processor name is defined.  The prefix consists of the first letters of the words 
within the file name.  The rest of the name proper should follow the prefix.

The following illustrates some pre-processor definition names (highlighted in bold type) defined 
in a (hypothetical) file named “ReadMyFile.TAC”.  Notice the ‘RMF’ that begins each pre-
processor definition name, which indicates the first letters of the words within the file name.
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::define !RMF_NO_WRITES 0x00000001

::define #RMF_LOG_SRC_IPBOX 2

::define #RMF_BTN_EVNTS \
[0, "BN_CLICKED", 5, "BN_DBLCLK", 6, "BN_SETFOCUS", \
 7, "BN_KILLFOCUS", ""]

Files consisting exclusively of pre-processor definitions should have an extension of ‘TAC’ (in 
uppercase) as a convenience to the ETAC programmer, letting the programmer know that the file 
contains no executable ETAC text script.

E.6 Token Statements
The following sections illustrate the formatting for token statements and some ETAC token 
statements.

E.6.1 One-line Multiple Token Statements
More than one semicolon terminated token statement on the same line should each be separated 
by two spaces except for allocation commands at the top of a procedure expression, which should
be separated by a single space.

▬;·· ▬;·· ···

E.6.2 Object Insertion
No spaces except where shown.

▬<%[▬,· ···]·:=·▬

▬<%▬·:=·▬

E.6.3 Sequence Insertion
No spaces except where shown.

▬<%%[▬,· ···]·:=·▬

▬<%%▬·:=·▬

E.7 Element Access
The following sections illustrate the formatting for accessing sequence elements and characters of
strings.

E.7.1 Sequence Element Access
No spaces except for separating the indexing sequence elements.

▬%[▬,· ···]

▬%▬

E.7.2 String Character Access
No spaces.

▬#▬
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E.8 Expressions
The following sections illustrate the formatting of various expressions.

E.8.1 Operator Expression
@   Operator  

(&@·▬····)

Two Operands

(▬1·▬2·▬3)

1 First operand.
2 Operator.
3 Second operand.

Multiple Operands

(▬1·▬2·▬2····2)

1 Operator.
2 Operand.

E.8.2 Boolean Expression
Top-level Boolean Expression (Two Operands)

(· ▬1·▬2·▬3·)

1 First operand.
2 Boolean operator.
3 Second operand.

Top-level Boolean Expression (Multiple Operands)

(· ▬1·▬2·▬2····2·)

1 Boolean operator.
2 Operand.

E.9 Data Objects
The following sections illustrate the formatting of data objects.

E.9.1 Data Object Creation
▬ ·:-·data:
{
··· ▬ ·:-·▬;
    ···

exclusive: ▬ ·[ ▬]
{
··· ▬ ·:-·▬;
    ···
};
};
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▬ ·:-·@DefData:(▬)·[ ▬]
{
··· ▬ ·:-·▬;
    ···

exclusive: ▬ ·[ ▬]
{
··· ▬ ·:-·▬;
    ···
};
};

E.9.2 Data Object Modification
▬.
{
··· ▬ ·:=·▬;
    ···

access_exclusive: ▬ ·[ ▬]
{
··· ▬ ·:=·▬;
    ···
};
};

Note the full stop at the end of the top line.

E.10 Functions and Procedures
Allocations of return ETAC variables should be at the top of the procedure body on a single line 
if possible, and that line (and subsequent lines containing return variable allocations) should end 
with the comment [*rtn*].  All   local ETAC variables should be allocated after the allocation of 
the return variables (if any).  No ETAC variable should be allocated in amongst the main code of 
the procedure body unless absolutely necessary.  Local ETAC function and procedure definitions 
(‘local routines’) should be aligned with the beginning of the main code (which is indented three 
spaces from the beginning of the line) in the procedure body and preceded by a text line 
containing the comment [* Local Routines *].  Such local routines should be allocated after
all other local ETAC variables have been allocated.  If local routines exist, the main code of the 
procedure should be preceded by a text line containing the comment [* BEGIN *].  Each value 
being returned on a TAC stack (typically the object stack) should be on a single text line, and that 
line should end with the comment [*RETURN*].

Parameter types and return types should be indicated by a mnemonic.  Where necessary, other 
variables should also indicate their types.  The mnemonic is a comment token.  The following 
table lists the mnemonic for the various variable types.
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Variable Type Mnemonics

Mnemonic  Meaning (object type)

[*int*] Integer stack object (#TAC_INT).

[*bool*] An integer stack object containing a boolean value (#TAC_INT).

[*dec*] Decimal number stack object (#TAC_DEC).

[*str*] String stack object (#TAC_STR).

[*seq*] Sequence (#TAC_SEQ).

[*proc*] Procedure (#TAC_PROC).

[*fnt*] An ETAC function.

[*cmd*] Command stack object (#TAC_CMD).

[*opr*] Operator stack object (#TAC_OPR).

[*dict*] Dictionary (#TAC_DICT).

[*data*] A data object.

[*mark*] Mark stack object (#TAC_MARK).

[*mem*] Memory stack object (#TAC_MEM).

[*?*] Null stack object (#TAC_NULL).

A mnemonic should be place adjacent and after the variable name to which it applies.  Some 
mnemonics can be combined, for example, a mnemonic for a sequence containing strings can be 
indicated by [*str-seq*].  Variables that can have different types can be indicated by the 
mnemonics indicating those types separated by a bar (|).  For example, if a variable can be an 
integer or a string, then its mnemonic would be [*int|str*].  If a procedure returns a sequence
or a null stack object, then the return value is indicated by [*seq|?*].

The following illustrates the use of mnemonics to indicate variable types.

MyFnt :- fnt:(pP1[*seq*] pP2[*str|?*]) [* => bool int-seq|? *]
{
…
… Var1[*mem*] :- ?; …
…
};

The example above illustrates an ETAC function that requires two arguments.  The first argument 
is a sequence, and the second argument can be either a string stack object or a null stack object.  
The function returns a boolean value as the topmost stack object followed by either a sequence 
containing string elements or a null stack object.  Local variables need not be followed by their 
type mnemonic because it can be deduced from the code that follows, but in some cases it may be
difficult to deduce the variable’s type so including the mnemonic would be helpful to the ETAC 
programmer.
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E.10.1 Function Definition
Multiple Parameter and Multiple Return

▬1
 ·:-·fnt:(▬2[*▬3*]· ···)·[*·=>·▬4····4·*]

{
▬5

 ·:-·▬6;·····[*rtn*]
▬7

 ·:-·▬8;····

··· ▬9

··· ▬10;·[*RETURN*]
   ···10; ·[*RETURN*]
};

1 Function command name.
2 Parameter variable name (variable ID command).
3 Mnemonic for type of preceding parameter variable (eg: str, data, mem, str-seq).

4 Mnemonic for return type (eg: int, str, seq|?).  Leftmost one corresponds to the topmost stack object.

5 Return variable name (variable ID command).
6 Initial value of return variable; typically ? (null stack object).

7 Local variable name  (variable ID command).
8 Initial value of local variable;  typically ? (null stack object).

9 Local ETAC function and procedure definitions (if any), followed by the function’s code.
10 Typically same as 5, but can be an expression.

One-line Function Definition

▬1
 ·:-·fnt:(▬2[*▬3*]· ···)·[*·=>·▬4·*]·{····▬5;};

1 Function command name.
2 Parameter variable name (variable ID command).
3 Mnemonic for type of preceding parameter variable (eg: str, data, mem).

4 Mnemonic for return type (eg: int, str-seq, seq|?).

5 Return expression.

E.10.2 Procedure Definition
Multiple Parameter and Multiple Return

Procedure parameter allocations should be at the top of the procedure body on a single line if 
possible, and that line (and subsequent lines containing parameter allocations) should end with 
the comment [*par*].
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▬1
 ·:-·[*·▬2····2·=>·▬3····3·*]

{
start_local;
▬4·:-;·····[*par*]
▬5

 ·:-·▬6;·····[*rtn*]
▬7

 ·:-·▬8;····

··· ▬9

··· ▬10;·[*RETURN*]
   ···10; ·[*RETURN*]
end_local;
};

1 Procedure command name.
2 Mnemonic for type of parameter variable (eg: str, data, mem, str-seq).  Leftmost one corresponds to 

the topmost stack object.
3 Mnemonic for return type (eg: int, str, seq|?).  Leftmost one corresponds to the topmost stack object.

4 Parameter variable name (variable ID command) beginning with the letter “p”.

5 Return variable name (variable ID command).
6 Initial value of return variable; typically ? (null stack object).

7 Local variable name  (variable ID command).
8 Initial value of local variable;  typically ? (null stack object).

9 Local ETAC function and procedure definitions (if any), followed by the procedure’s code.
10 Typically same as 5, but can be an expression.

One-line Procedure Definition (No Parameters or Local Variables)

▬1
 ·:-·[*·=>·▬2·*]·{····▬3;};

1 Procedure command name.
2 Mnemonic for return type (eg: int, str-seq, seq|?).

3 Return expression.

E.11 Conditionals
The following sections illustrate the formatting of various conditional statements.

E.11.1 Conditional Statement
Single Condition

if·▬·then
{
···▬
}
else
{
···▬
}
endif;
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if· ▬·then
···{▬}
else
···{▬}
endif;

if·▬·then·{▬}·else·{▬}·endif;

Multiple Condition

if· ▬
···then
···{
······▬
···}

··· ▬
···then
···{
······▬
···}

   ···

···else
···{
······▬
···}
endif;

if· ▬
···then
···{▬}

··· ▬
···then
···{▬}

   ···

···else
···{▬}
endif;
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E.11.2 Choice Statement
when·▬
··· ▬·then
···{
······▬
···}

··· ▬·then
···{
······▬
···}

   ···

···else
···{
······▬
···}
endwhen;

when·▬
··· ▬·then
···{▬}

··· ▬·then
···{▬}

   ···

···else
···{▬}
endwhen;

▬ ·:=
···when·▬
······▬·then·{▬}
······▬·then·{▬}
      ···
······else·{▬}
···endwhen;

Note the existence of the else part of the choice statement   when being used as part of an 
assignment.  In that case, the choice statement   must always produce a stack object to be assigned 
to the ETAC variable, otherwise the assignment may cause a malfunction. 

E.12 Iterations
A command that breaks out of an iteration statement, or begins the next one, should have a 
prominently placed comment near the command indicating that the iteration ceases.  One of the 
following comments corresponding to the command should be used:
[*EXIT DO*] (for exitdo and exitdo_if), [*DO NEXT*] (for donext and donext_if), 
[*BREAK*] (for break), [*EXIT*] (for exit_err and other exits).
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E.12.1 Iteration Statement
do·▬
{
···▬
};

do·▬·{};

E.12.2 Iteration Commands
The following formats are used with iteration commands having an explicit procedure expression 
as the iterating procedure.  The iteration commands are: do_repeat, do_loops, do_for, 
do_with, do_while, do_until.

do_…·▬
{
···▬
};

do_…·▬·{};
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Appendix F

ETAC Version System

F.1 Introduction
Ideally, the definition of a programming language or of a computer program remains unchanged 
indefinitely.  However, due to new technology and requirements by users, new versions of those 
definitions need to be made from time to time.  A system is therefore necessary to distinguish 
among the different versions to prevent confusion as to which version of the language or program
is being used.  Newer versions of a language or a computer program retain the previous versions 
where possible.  This is commonly called “backward compatibility”.

In ETAC, there are two independent systems of identifying versions — one for the ETAC 
programming language, and one for the computer programs that utilise that language.  Those two 
systems are described below.

F.2 ETAC Language Version
An official release of the definition of an ETAC language version is called the ‘production 
version’, which is indicated by a number beginning with 1 (one) followed by a dash (‘-’) then a 
‘revision’ number beginning with 0 (zero).  The absence of a dash and revision number indicates 
a revision number of zero.  Whenever the definition of the ETAC language is changed in such a 
way that ETAC code written in the previous version is incompatible with the new version, the 
production version number is incremented by one with a revision number of zero.  If ETAC code 
written in the previous version is compatible with the new version, only the revision number is 
incremented by one.  However, because each change to the ETAC language may not be able to be 
fully tested privately, test versions of the language may be released before each production 
version.  A released test version is called a ‘beta version’, which is indicated by a second-level 
number beginning with 1 (one).  The format of a production version is: v-r (where v is an integer
beginning with 1, and r is an integer beginning with 0).  The format of a beta version is: v-r.b 
(where v is the next   production version number to be released, r is the revision number, and b is 
the beta version sequence number which is an integer beginning with 1).  For example, if the 
current production version of the ETAC programming language is 2-0, the beta version of the 
language for the next production version 3-0 will be denoted as version 3-0.1.  This number (1)
indicates the first beta version for the next production version (3-0) which is yet to be released.  
The second beta version for production version 3-0 will be version 3-0.2, and so on.  The next 
version released after the final beta version will be the production version 3-0.  The first beta 
version before   production version 4-7 is released will be version 4-7.1.  So, if the version of an 
ETAC language definition contains a full stop followed by a positive integer then it is a beta 
version, if the version contains only a positive integer followed by a dash and another positive 
integer then it is a production version.  Note that, technically, version v-r is identical to version 
v-r.0, and version v is identical to version v-0.

Warning

A beta version of the ETAC programming language may be incompatible with the 
corresponding production version.  This implies that ETAC code written in a beta version of 
ETAC may not function with the corresponding production version of ETAC.
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F.3 ETAC Executable Program Versions
The ETAC executable programs have a version (and revision) system.  The version system for 
ETAC executable programs is independent of the version system for the ETAC programming 
language.

A computer program typically operates in conjunction with other software (including the 
definition of the ETAC programming language).  For ETAC, the computer programs in question 
are ETAC executables RunETAC.exe and AppETAC.dll.  Other software in this case includes 
RunETAC.btac, RunETAC.ini, and ErrorMessages.dll.  Other software also includes software that is not 
released to the public.

A new revision of an ETAC executable sometimes requires new revisions of the other software.  
If the previous revisions of that ETAC executable cannot operate with the new revisions of the 
other software, then the new revision of the ETAC executable will be released as a new version.  
In this way, an ETAC executable has a version number and a revision number relative to that 
version number.  The result is that earlier revisions of an ETAC executable can function with the 
new revision of the other software, but earlier versions of that executable cannot.  For example, if
a new fundamental feature were to be defined for the ETAC programming language, then the 
existing and previous revisions of an ETAC executable would not recognise that new feature, and 
therefore a new ETAC executable would be released as a new version rather than a new revision.

Warning

A beta release of an ETAC executable program or ETAC text script may be incompatible with 
the corresponding production release.  This implies that a beta release of an ETAC executable 
program or script may not function in the same manner as the corresponding production release 
of that program or script.

F.3.1 Program Identification
The format of a ‘program identification’ for program executables (exe and dll) is:

v -r [.b ]-op- lan

where
v is the program version number (this is an integer beginning with 1 which specifies the

version of the program),
r is the program revision number (this is an integer beginning with 0 which specifies 

the revision of the program version),
b is the program beta number (this is an integer beginning with 1 which specifies the 

beta version of the new program version (r) to be released next),
op is the operating system number (this is a positive integer which specifies the earliest 

operating system for which the program was designed),
lan is the program language code (this is a three letter code which specifies the human 

language for which program was designed).
v-r[.b] is the program version-revision number, “v dash r [point b]”.

For example, a program having a program identification of 2-5.4-6-ena indicates beta release 
4 of version 2 revision 5 of a yet to be released production program with program identification  
2-5-6-ena.  The program is designed for minimum operating system Microsoft ® Windows® XP 
(6) and for use with Australian English (ena).

Note that, currently, the program version-revision number of RunETAC.exe and AppETAC.dll are 
synchronised.  However, this may not be the case for future releases of AppETAC.dll when it will 
incorporate an interactive graphics system.
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F.3.2 ETAC Text Script Identification
The format of a ‘script identification’ for ETAC text scripts is:

v -r [.b ]-ev - lan

where
v is the script version number (this is an integer beginning with 1 which specifies the 

version of the script),
r is the script revision number (this is an integer beginning with 0 which specifies the 

revision of the script version),
b is the script beta number (this is an integer beginning with 1 which specifies the beta 

version of the new script version (r) to be released next),
ev is the ETAC version number (this is a positive integer which specifies the earliest 

program version number of RunETAC.exe (and AppETAC.dll) for which the script was 
designed),

lan is the script language code (this is a three letter code which specifies the human 
language for which the script was designed).

v-r[.b] is the script version-revision number, “v dash r [point b]”.

For example, a file containing ETAC text script having a script identification of 1-4.6-2-ena 
indicates beta release 6 of version 1 revision 4 of a yet to be released production file with script 
identification 1-4-2-ena.  The script is designed for a minimum program version number 2 of 
RunETAC.exe (and AppETAC.dll), and for use with Australian English (ena).
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A
accessible stack object

A stack object that is accessible via ETAC code.

activate

a) When referring to a script token that creates a stack object, the script token is converted 
to a stack object by the TAC processor and then the object’s nominal action is performed.

b) When referring to a script token that does not create a stack object, an appropriate action 
is performed depending on the type of script token.

c) When referring to a stack object, the stack object is temporarily copied by the TAC 
processor and then the copied object’s current action is performed.

active
The period of time during which a script token or stack object is performing an action after 
having been activated.

B
binary interpreter

Part of an ETAC interpreter that processes TAC binary instructions.

boolean value
An integer   interpreted as consisting of 32 binary flags, or a ‘true’ (–1) or ‘false’ (0) value.  
The true value is represented by having all the 32 binary flags set (achieved by the value –1 
based on a two’s complement representation of integers).  The false value is represented by 
having all the 32 binary flags unset.  A boolean value is typically assigned by a hexadecimal 
number   if used as binary flags, or by the true or false intrinsic commands if used as a 
logical condition.

C
call-back function (applies to an application program)

The C++ function (defined in an application program) that is executed when the 
run_app_fnt command is activated.  There can be only one call-back function for each 
main ETAC session evoked by an application program.

call-time function
An ETAC function created during the time that an ETAC function or another procedure is 
active.

call-time procedure
A procedure created during the time that an ETAC function or another procedure is active.

code unit
A certain collection of contiguous script tokens interpreted as a unit.  The following are code 
units: a single script token, sequence expression, procedure expression, operator expression, 
variable ID command, ETAC expression, ETAC statement.
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command
A script token having the syntax of a comop identifier.  A command can be in script form (eg:
‹FilePath›, ‹tac.var›, ‹#abc%03?›, ‹sub:›, ‹.xyz-3›) or instruction form (eg: 
‹CMD:FilePath›, ‹CMD:tac.var›, ‹CMD:#abc%03?›, ‹CMD:sub:›, ‹CMD:.xyz-3›).  See 
Command   for more information.

comment token
A comment token consists of the two comment indicators, ‹[*···*› and ‹*···*]›, and the text 
between them.  See Comment   for more information.

comop
A command or operator (com  mand op  erator), or a stack object created by such a command or
operator.

comop identifier
A consecutive sequence of displayable characters with the following restrictions.  The 
sequence must not  :

 begin with a digit or colon character,

 begin with an uppercase character and   have a colon in fourth character position (eg: 
‹Abc:d› is invalid),

 be in the form of an integer or decimal number (eg: ‹23›, ‹+23›, ‹2.3›, ‹-2.3›, 
‹+2.3e5›, ‹.3E+2›, ‹0.3› are invalid),

 be ‹+›, ‹-›, ‹*›, ‹/›, ‹^›, ‹=›, ‹!=›, ‹<›, ‹>›, ‹<=›, ‹>=›, ‹++›, ‹?›,

 contain whitespaces or the characters ‹'›, ‹"›, ‹,›, ‹;›, ‹[›, ‹]›, ‹{›, ‹}›, ‹(›, ‹)›.

A comop identifier cannot contain characters above U+00FF.  Comop identifiers are case-
sensitive.

Examples of comop identifiers: ‹FilePath›, ‹tac.var›, ‹#abc%03?›, ‹sub:›, ‹.xyz-3›.

comop label
A command label   or operator label   (com  mand op  erator label  ).

compound stack object
A stack object that has a resource value.  Sequence, procedure, dictionary, and memory stack
objects are compound stack objects.  ETAC functions and data objects are also effectively 
compound stack objects .

copy (of a stack object)
To reproduce a stack object and its embedded value into another stack object (replacing that 
other stack object) such that the reproduced value and the original value are identical.  The 
embedded value of a stack object that has a resource value is an internal reference to that 
resource value.  Therefore, if such a stack object is copied, only its reference is reproduced 
not its resource value.  Consequently, if a stack object that has a resource value is copied to 
another stack object, both objects will share the same resource value.

current action
A property of a stack object that indicates its current action when activated.

See 1.2.1      _      TAC Object Actions       for more information.

current stack
The TAC stack that is current at the time that specified ETAC code is executing.
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custom comop number
A positive integer identifying a particular custom module to execute for the comop.  The 
module exists in the standard TAC library or an external TAC library, and is implemented in 
machine code not ETAC code.

D
data dictionary

The dictionary contained in a data object.  That data dictionary is identified by the name 
defined by the private pre-processor definition   ‹_DATA_DICT›.

data form
The form of data contained in a memory stack object.  The different forms of data are 
specified in the table Data Form Indicators  .  A memory stack object contains an internal 
member indicating the data form of the memory’s data.

data object
The container of a dictionary used as a programmer-defined data structure consisting of stack
objects identified by name (see dictionary keyword).  The dictionary itself is identified by the
name defined by the private pre-processor definition   ‹_DATA_DICT›.

data object list
A single private list of named data objects maintained by ETAC.  Each element of the list is a
pair consisting of the data object and its name.

defer (refers to a procedure, command, or operator)

a) When referring to a procedure, the procedure is modified so that rather than its 
elements being activated when the procedure is activated, the procedure itself is pushed 
onto the object stack instead of its elements being activated.  The defr   command is used 
to defer a procedure by placing the command before the procedure expression.

d) When referring to a comop (command or operator) script token, the activation of that 
comop causes it to be pushed onto the object stack as a comop stack object, rather than 
that comop being activated normally.  A command label   or operator label   is used to defer 
a command or operator script token (respectively).

e) When referring to a comop (command or operator) stack object, the activation of that 
comop causes it to be pushed onto the object stack, rather than that comop being 
activated normally.  If the comop is already on the object stack, then its activation will 
merely keep it on the object stack.  The defr   command is used to defer a comop stack 
object.

dialog resource data
Data that defines the characteristics of a dialog box and its controls, as specified by 
Microsoft®.  The data is typically contained in a ‘.res’ file, and can contain other resource 
data which is ignored.

dictionary
A stack object having a resource value consisting of a list of internally indexed dictionary 
items.  The dictionary item having the highest index value in its dictionary is called the 
‘topmost’ dictionary item.
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dictionary item
An item in a dictionary consisting of a textual label and an associated stack object.  A 
dictionary item need not be unique to any dictionary; a dictionary can contain more than one 
identical dictionary item, and any other dictionary can contain the same identical item.  A 
dictionary item within a dictionary is uniquely identified by an internal index.  When a 
dictionary item is added to a dictionary, the item gets the next index value in the dictionary.  
The dictionary item having the highest index value in its dictionary is called the ‘topmost’ 
dictionary item.

dictionary keyword
The label of a dictionary item.  A dictionary keyword typically has the syntax of a comop 
identifier.

dictionary stack
One of the three stacks in the ETAC interpreter that can contain only dictionaries.

directive token
A script token (namely a terminator   or comma  ) that directs the order of script token 
activation from right to left.

DIS
A dialog information sequence.  A DIS is a two-dimensional sequence containing certain 
information about each dialog box item in a dialog box.  Each element of the sequence is 
itself a sequence containing four entries: control ID, type ID, value, ETAC variable name.  
See Elements of a DIS   for more information.

duplicate (of a stack object)
To entirely reproduce a stack object and its value into another stack object (replacing that 
other stack object) such that the reproduced value and the original value share no resources.  
Duplication is recursive.  If the stack object does not have a resource value, then the 
embedded value of that stack object is reproduced.

E
embedded value (of a stack object)

The value of a stack object that is exclusively associated with that object (eg: integer, 
decimal, and string stack objects have embedded values).  An embedded value is not shared 
with other stack objects, and can therefore be changed independently of the value of those 
other objects.

error event
The situation that occurs when the action of an active stack object can no longer proceed.  In 
such a case, the ETAC interpreter intercepts the action and takes appropriate action which 
typically consists of ending the main ETAC session unless the error event is trapped by 
appropriate ETAC code.

ETAC code
This is ETAC script or TAC binary instructions.  A file containing ETAC code typically has 
an extension of etac, tac, ptac, or btac.

ETAC expression
A consecutive sequence of one or more script tokens as defined in the section 1.10.2      _      ETAC   
Expressions  .
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ETAC function
The container of a special ETAC created procedure that creates a local dictionary then 
assigns the object stack arguments to that dictionary before calling the programmer-defined 
procedure.  An ETAC function is typically accessed via a function command.

ETAC interpreter
A computer program that processes ETAC code.  An ETAC interpreter essentially consists of 
a script interpreter, a binary interpreter, and a TAC processor.

ETAC packed script
ETAC text script that has been pre-processed or expanded, and then compressed.  A file 
containing ETAC packed script is a binary file, typically having an extension of ptac.

Note that the term “ETAC packed script” is used in the same sense as the word “code”, as in 
“ETAC packed script code”.

ETAC script
This is ETAC text script or ETAC packed script.  A file containing ETAC script typically has 
an extension of etac, tac, or ptac.

Note that the term “ETAC script” is used in the same sense as the word “code”, as in “ETAC 
script code”.

ETAC session
The period devoted to the processing of ETAC code by the TAC processor after having been 
processed by the script interpreter or binary interpreter (whichever is appropriate).  New 
ETAC sessions can exist within a given ETAC session for different ETAC code.  Therefore, a 
given ETAC session can produce a new ETAC session (relating to different ETAC code from 
the given ETAC session) so that when the new ETAC session ends, the given ETAC session 
resumes.

ETAC source ID
A tag enclosed in comments   existing as the first line of a text file indicating to the ETAC 
interpreter that the file contains ETAC text script (rather than TAC text script).  The tag is in 
the form ‹[*::10ETAC-SOURCE-Vn::*]›, where n is the version number of the ETAC 
programming language contained in the file.

ETAC statement
A consecutive sequence of one or more script tokens as defined in the section 1.10.3      _      ETAC   
Statements  .

ETAC text script
ETAC program code that is in human readable and writable text form.  This includes TAC 
text instructions.  TAC text script containing comops in the form of variable identifiers  is also
ETAC text script.  A file containing ETAC text script typically has an extension of ‹etac› (or 
‹tac› if the file contains only TAC text script).

Note that the term “ETAC text script” is used in the same sense as the word “code”, as in 
“ETAC text script code”.

ETAC token statement
A token statement ending with a terminator   (semicolon).

ETAC variable
A dictionary item whose dictionary keyword is in the form of a variable identifier , and whose
stack object is intended to be different at various times during an ETAC session.  The ‘value’ 
of an ETAC variable is the value of the said stack object.  The ‘variable object’ is the said 
stack object itself.
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ETL function
A C++ language function defined in an external TAC library to be executed from ETAC code.

evaluate (of a stack object)
The value of a stack object after having been pushed onto a (particular) TAC stack as a result 
of the activation of a specified stack object.  “Stack object x evaluates to y on TAC stack z” 
means that when x is activated, it pushes a stack object containing value y onto a TAC stack z.
In some cases, y just represents the type of stack object pushed onto the TAC stack.  For 
example, “x evaluates to an integer stack object on the object stack” means that when x is 
activated, it pushes an integer stack object onto the object stack (the value of the integer need
not be specified).  If the TAC stack is not specified, then the object stack is assumed.

external TAC library
A library of functions implemented by a programmer in the C++ programming language to 
extend the functionality of the ETAC programming language.  The functions exist in a 
Windows® DLL (dynamic linked library), but are used as comops or ETAC functions by the 
ETAC programmer.

extrinsic command
A command that is defined by the programmer, or a stack object created by such a command. 
The activation of an extrinsic command involves a search through the dictionaries on the 
dictionary stack.  See Command   for more information.

extrinsic comop
An extrinsic command or extrinsic operator.

extrinsic operator
An operator that is defined by the programmer, or a stack object created by such an operator.
The activation of the stack object created when an extrinsic operator is activated involves a 
search through the dictionaries on the dictionary stack.  See Operator   for more information.

F
function command

A command associated with a dictionary item whose stack object is an ETAC function.  When
a function command is ‘called’, then its corresponding ETAC function is executed.  When a 
function command is ‘activated’, then its corresponding ETAC function is pushed onto the 
object stack.

function member
A member whose stack object is an ETAC function.

I
inaccessible stack object

A TAC object that exists internally to the ETAC interpreter, and may be temporary.  An 
inaccessible stack object is not accessible via ETAC code.

initial action (of a TAC object)
The current action that is set for a TAC object when it is created.

instruction form (of a script token)
A script token in the form of a TAC text instruction.
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intrinsic command
A command that is associated with a function defined internally to the ETAC interpreter, or a 
stack object created by such a command.  The activation of an intrinsic command does not 
involve the dictionary stack (an intrinsic command is activated directly).

See 4.5.1      _      List of Intrinsic Comops       for a list of intrinsic commands.

intrinsic comop
An intrinsic command or intrinsic operator.

intrinsic operator
An operator that is associated with a function defined internally to the ETAC interpreter, or a
stack object created by such an operator.  The activation of the stack object created when an 
intrinsic operator is activated does not involve the dictionary stack (an intrinsic operator is 
activated directly).  

See 4.5.1      _      List of Intrinsic Comops      , for a list of intrinsic operators.

L
lexical analyser

Part of the script interpreter that converts lexical tokens to logical tokens which are then 
syntax checked, modified, and rearranged as necessary.

lexical parser
Part of the script interpreter that parses ETAC script into lexical tokens.

lexical token
The smallest unit of information, in the form of text characters, that can be identified by the 
lexical parser.

link (of a comop stack object)
A comop stack object that has an internal reference directly to its dictionary item, thus 
avoiding a dictionary search for that comop.

listed data object
A data object on the data object list.

loader script
This is an automatically loaded ETAC code file typically used to set up the ETAC 
environment before the specified ETAC code files are executed.  The file name for the default
loader script is RunETAC.btac or RunETAC.etac.  The default location of the loader script is in 
the System directory under the installed RunETAC directory.

local dictionary
A dictionary, typically existing temporarily, that is identified by the name defined by the 
private pre-processor definition   ‹_LOCAL_DICT›.  A local dictionary is typically used to 
contain the local variables of an ETAC function.

logical token
A combination of one or more lexical tokens and internal tokens regarded as a conceptual unit
by the lexical analyser for the purpose of syntax checking and compiling a programming 
language.
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M
main ETAC session

An ETAC session and all other new ETAC sessions produced directly or indirectly from that 
ETAC session, but not itself produced from any other ETAC session.  A main ETAC session is
typically begun via the RunETAC.exe and the AppETAC.dll computer programs.

member (of a data object)
A dictionary item of the dictionary contained in a data object.

member name (of a data object)
A command in script form associated with the member of a data object.  The association is 
such that the command name is identical to the member label.

member variable (of a data object)
A member of a data object that is an ETAC variable (or rarely a TAC variable).

N
nominal action (of a TAC object)

The default action of a TAC object.

O
object stack

One of the three stacks in the ETAC interpreter that can contain any type of TAC object.  This
is the main stack used by ETAC code.

operator
A script token containing the syntax of a comop identifier.  An operator could be in script 
form qualified by a preceding ‹&› (eg: ‹&AddVect›, ‹&tac.var›, ‹&#abc%03?›, ‹&add:›, 
‹&.xyz-3›) or instruction form (eg: ‹OPR:AddVect›, ‹OPR:tac.var›, ‹OPR:#abc%03?›, 
‹OPR:add:›, ‹OPR:.xyz-3›).  An operator is used in an operator expression.

See Operator   for more information.

operator expression
A consecutive sequence of script tokens involving an operator and its operands.  There are 
two forms of operator expressions.  One, where the operands are delimited by parentheses, 
and two, where the operands are delimited by the start_op and end_op commands.  The 
operator of an operator expression can exist anywhere within its operand’s delimiters.

Typically, when an operator expression is activated, its operands get activated first leaving 
the operator arguments on the object stack, then the operator gets activated and processes 
those arguments, returning the resultant stack object to the object stack.  For example, the 
operator expression ‹(3 + 4 5)› will return 12 to the object stack.  That operator 
expression can be written as: ‹(+ 3 4 5)›, ‹(3 4 5 +)›, ‹(3 4 + 5)›, ‹end_op 3 4 
&add 5 start_op›, ‹start_op; 5; 4; &add; 3; end_op;›.  Note that the operator 
expressions in all but the last example are activated from right to left; the operator 
expression of the last example is activated from left to right.

An operator expression can contain nested operator expressions as some or all of its 
operands, but each operator expression must contain exactly one operator at the top level.

See Operator   and Operator Expression   for more information.

operator stack
One of the three stacks in the ETAC interpreter that can contain only operator stack objects.
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P
pair-wise arithmetical method

A method of computing two or more arithmetical arguments two at a time.  The first two 
arguments are computed.  The result of that computation and the third argument, if it exists, 
are computed.  The result of that computation and the fourth argument, if it exists, are 
computed, and so on until all the arguments have been processed.  The result of the final 
computation becomes the result of the computation of all the arguments.  Expressed 
mathematically, if a1, ···, an represent arguments, and  represents an operator that computes 
only two arguments, then the preceding process is mathematically equivalent to 
‹((···((a1  a2)  a3) ··· an-1)  an)›.  For example, if n is 5, the preceding process is equivalent 
to ‹((((a1  a2)  a3)  a4)  a5)›.

pair-wise comparison method
A method of comparing two or more comparison arguments two at a time.  Comparison 
arguments are arguments that can compare together resulting in a true or false boolean value. 
The first two arguments are compared.  If the result of that comparison is true, the second and
the third argument (if it exists) are compared.  If the result of that comparison is true, the 
third and the fourth argument (if it exists) are compared, and so on until all the arguments 
have been processed, or a comparison result is false.  The result of the last comparison made 
becomes the result of the comparison of all the arguments.  Expressed mathematically, if 
a1, ···, an represent arguments, and  represents an operator that compares only two arguments
(such as ‘a < b’ or ‘a = b’), then the preceding process is mathematically equivalent to 
‹(a1  a2)  (a2  a3)  ···  (an-1  an)›, where  is the logical conjunction (‘AND’) operation. 
For example, if n is 5, the preceding process is equivalent to 
‹(a1  a2)  (a2  a3)  (a3  a4)  (a4  a5)›.  Note that all arguments are evaluated only once.

PDN identifier
A consecutive sequence of Unicode® displayable characters except colons ‹:› and 
whitespaces  .  ‘PDN’ stands for p  re-processor d  efinition n  ame.  A PDN identifier is 
case-sensitive.

procedure
A special sequence which, when activated, the elements of that sequence get activated.  The 
elements of a procedure are typically command stack objects.

See Procedure Expression   for more information.

procedure expression
A group of script tokens that creates a procedure (as described under the heading Procedure 
Expression  ) when activated.

R
replicate (of a stack object)

This is the same as duplicate, except that procedures at all levels are copied rather than 
duplicated.  The reproduced value and the original value share no resources except for 
procedure resource values which are shared.

resource value
The value of a stack object that can be shared with other stack objects of the same type — 
sequence, procedure, dictionary, and memory stack objects have sharable resource values.  A 
resource value is internally referenced by the stack object; that reference itself is the object’s 
embedded value (the reference itself is not available to the programmer, only the value being 
referenced, the resource value, is available).
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S
script form (of a script token)

A script token not   written in the form of a TAC text instruction.  This is a more natural and 
intuitive style of expressing script tokens.

script interpreter
The part of the ETAC interpreter that processes ETAC script.  The script interpreter consists 
of a lexical parser, a script pre-processor, and a lexical analyser.

script pre-processor
The script pre-processor is that part of the script interpreter that is responsible for pre-
processing ETAC text script.

See 1.5.2      _      Script Pre-processor       for more information.

script token
A consecutive sequence of one or more lexical tokens regarded as a unit for the purpose of 
defining the syntax and semantics of the ETAC programming language.

sequence
A stack object having a resource value consisting of any number (including zero) of indexed 
stack objects understood as a unit.  The indexed stack objects are the ‘elements’ of the 
sequence.  The first element begins at index one, the second element is at index two, and so 
on.  The number of elements in a given sequence is variable but limited by available memory.
The elements of a sequence can be any type of stack objects, including sequences.

See Sequence Expression   for more information about sequences.

sequence expression
A group of script tokens that creates a sequence (as described under the heading Sequence 
Expression  ) when activated.

sequential reverse-flow activation
The processing of token statements in ETAC text script, where the script tokens within each 
token statement are activated from right to left, but the token statements themselves within 
the ETAC text script are processed sequentially from left to right.

stack object
Any one of a number of certain groups of TAC objects.

See 1.2.3      _      Stack Objects       for more information.

standard TAC library
This is a library of custom comops that are implemented internally to the ETAC interpreter.  
Each comop has a unique custom comop number.  Custom comops must be loaded via the 
execute custom   TAC text instruction or the custom   command before they can be activated 
(this is done automatically by the loader script).

string block
This is any part of a text string delimited by matching parentheses ‹()›, square brackets ‹[]›,
braces ‹{}›, double quotes ‹"›, or single quotes ‹'›.  A string block includes the said 
delimiter characters.  The three bracket delimiters can be nested.  Quoted substrings within 
bracket delimiters are skipped.  Backslash escaped quote characters within single and double 
quoted string block are ignored.  For example, the highlighted substrings within
‹is there ((anybody) "("out) there, tell 'me\' if' there is›
are string blocks.
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subsequence
A sequence that is a direct element of another sequence.

symbolic operator
Any one of ‹+›, ‹-›, ‹*›, ‹/›, ‹^›, ‹=›, ‹!=›, ‹<›, ‹>›, ‹<=›, ‹>=›, ‹++›.  These are the symbolic 
form of the corresponding intrinsic operators, which are, respectively: &add, &sub, &mult, 
&div, &power, &equal, &n_equal, &less, &great, &less_eq, &great_eq, &combine.

T
TAC binary instruction

A binary form of a TAC text instruction.  TAC binary instructions exist in binary files.  Any 
ETAC code can be compiled into TAC binary instructions by the ETAC Compiler program.  A 
file containing TAC binary instructions typically has an extension of btac.

TAC error code
An error code produced as a result of an error event or produced explicitly by ETAC code.  
The file ETACErrorCodes.pdf contains a list the possible TAC error codes.

TAC object
An entity that has the capability of existing on a TAC stack, and consists of a type and 
corresponding value along with an indicator of some suitable action to perform.

TAC processor
Part of the ETAC interpreter that creates a TAC object from each logical token passed to it 
then activates the TAC object according to its type.

TAC stack
An object stack, dictionary stack, or operator stack.

TAC text instruction
A human readable text instruction of the form ‹type:argument› where type is any one of: 
INT, DEC, STR, LBC, LBO, CMD, OPR, MRK, MEM, NUL, or EXE, and argument is an appropriate 
argument for type.  TAC text instructions may exist in ETAC text script files or in files 
containing only TAC text instructions.  The ETAC Compiler program can compile ETAC code 
to TAC text instructions.  A file containing TAC text instructions alone typically has an 
extension of tac.

TAC text script
TAC program code that is in human readable and writable text form.  This includes TAC text 
instructions.  TAC text script does not contain ETAC program code (ETAC expressions or 
ETAC statements other than assignment or allocation statements).  A file containing TAC text 
script typically has an extension of tac.

Note that the term “TAC text script” is used in the same sense as the word “code”, as in “TAC
text script code”.

TAC variable
A dictionary item whose dictionary keyword has the syntax of a comop identifier, and whose 
stack object is intended to be different at various times during an ETAC session.  The ‘value’ 
of a TAC variable is the value of the said stack object.  The ‘variable object’ is the said stack
object itself.

TAC variable command
A command whose name is a TAC variable.
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token statement
An arbitrary consecutive sequence of one or more script tokens where the final token in the 
sequence is followed by a comma ‹,›, semicolon ‹;›, right square bracket ‹]›, or right brace 
‹}›.  A token statement begins after a comma, semicolon, left square bracket ‹[›, or left brace
‹{›, or may begin at the start of ETAC text script.

U
u-char

A Unicode® scalar value.  A u-char is equivalent to a UTF-32 code unit.  The size of a u-char
in a string   is two or four bytes (one or two w-chars, respectively).  However, a u-char size as 
a character is considered to be one unit in length.  Note that a surrogate pair is one u-char 
(even though it is two w-chars).  A surrogate code point is not   a u-char (it is a w-char).

unlinked (of a comop stack object)
A comop stack object that is not linked (ie: it does not have an internal reference directly to 
its dictionary item).

V
variable ID command

A command in script form that has the syntax of a variable identifier.

variable identifier
A consecutive sequence of characters beginning with an alphabetic character (‘a’ to ‘z’ or ‘A’
to ‘Z’ or exotic Latin characters such as ‘Ä’), an underscore (_), or an ‘at’ character (@).  The 
subsequent characters are alphanumeric (alphabetic or ‘0’ to ‘9’) or underscore.  Note that, 
by convention, variable identifiers  beginning with an ‘at’ character, or an underscore 
followed by an alphabetic character or underscore, are reserved for system use.  An ETAC 
programmer, therefore, is limited to defining variable identifiers containing alphanumeric 
characters and underscores, with the first character being an alphabetic character, or the first 
two characters being an underscore followed by a digit character.  In addition, none of the 
strings “if”, “then”, “else”, “endif”, “when”, “is”, “endwhen”, “do”, “repeat”, 
“from”, “to”, “step”, “with”, “of”, “while”, “exitdo”, “exitdo_if”, “donext”, 
“donext_if”, and “void” can be a variable identifier .  Variable identifiers are 
case-sensitive.

The exotic Latin characters are: ª, ², ³, µ, ¹, º, À, Á, Â, Ã, Ä, Å, Æ, Ç, È, É, Ê, Ë, Ì, Í, Î, Ï, Ð, Ñ, 
Ò, Ó, Ô, Õ, Ö, Ø, Ù, Ú, Û, Ü, Ý, Þ, ß, à, á, â, ã, ä, å, æ, ç, è, é, ê, ë, ì, í, î, ï, ð, ñ, ò, ó, ô, õ, ö, ø,
ù, ú, û ,ü ,ý, þ, ÿ.  Those characters should be used only if necessary.

variable object
The stack object identified by a TAC variable, ETAC variable, or member variable.

W
w-char

A Unicode® code point in the BMP (Basic Multilingual Plane).  A w-char is equivalent to a 
UTF-16 code unit.  The size of a w-char in a string   is two bytes.  However, a w-char size as a
character is considered to be one unit in length.  Note that a surrogate code point is one 
w- char.
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